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TRANSACTIONS
OF THE
California State Agriciiltiiral Society,
DURING
THE YEARS 1864 AND 1865.
SACEAMENTO:
0. M. CLAYES, STATE PRINTER.
1860.
^
A COMPILATION
OF ALL THE LAWS NOW IN FORCE RELATING TO OR
AFFECTING THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
AN ACT
TO INCORPORATE A STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, AND APPROPRIATE
MONEY FOR ITS SUPPORT.
The People of the State of California, represented in Senate and Assemhli/,
do enact as folloios :
Section 1. Thei-e is hei-eb}- established and incorporated a society, to
be known and designated by the name and style of the " California
State Agricultural Society," and by that name and style shall have
perpetual succession, and shall have power to contract and be contracted
witn, to sue and be sued, and shall have authority to have and use a com-
mon seal, to make, ordain, and establish, and put in execution such
by-laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations, as shall be necessary for the
good government of said society, and the prudent and efficient manage-
ment of its affairs; p)rovided, that said laws, oi'dinances, rules, and regu-
lations, shall not be contrary to any provision of this charter, nor the
laws and Constitution of this State, or of the United States.
Sec 2. In addition to the powers above enumerated, the society shall,
by its name aforesaid, have power to purchase and hold any quantity of
land not exceeding four sections, and may sell and dispose of the same
at pleasure. The said real estate shall be held by said societ}^ for the
sole purpose of establishing a model experimental farm or farms, erect-
ing inclosures, buildings, and other improvements, calculated and designed
for the meeting of the society, and for an exhibition of the various breeds
of horses, cattle, mules, and other stock, and of agricultui-al, mechanical,
and domestic manufactures and productions, and lor no other purposes.
And. it is further enacted, That if, from any cause, said society shall
ever be dissolved, or fail to nieet within the period of two consecutive
years. 'then the real estate held by it, together with all the buildings and
appurtenances belonging to said estate, shall be sold as lands are now
sold by execution, and the proceeds deposited in the State Treasury,
subject to the control of the Legislature.
'
'
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AK ACT
SUPPLEMENTAL TO AN ACT TO INCORPORATE A STATE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY, APPROVED MAY THIRTEENTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY-
TWO, AND AMENDED MARCH TWENTIETH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY-
EIGHT.
The People of the State of California., represented in Senate and Assonhl^, do
enact as follows :
Section 1. The general prudential and financial affairs of the society
shall he intrusted to a Board of Aa;rieiilturc, to consist of a President
and nine Directors, five of whom shall constitute a quorum.
[Amended Section.]
Sec. 2. Said Board of Agriculture shall be elected at a general State
Agricultural Convention, to be held at the Capital of the State, in the
year one thousaJid eight hundred and sixty-three, in the month of March,
and in the month of January every year thereafter, to consist of the life
members and annual members of the State Agricultural Society, and from
delegates from each County Agricultural Society within this State incor-
porated under the general laAvs of this State for such corporations, and
an equal number from each District Agricultural Society also incorpo-
rated under the general laws of this State for such purposes; said dele-
gates to be .chosen at the annual i'air or annual meeting of each such
society next preceding the State Agricultural Convention ; provided, said
Convention, to be held in March, in the year one thousandcight hundred
and sixty-three, may admit any person or persons representing any of
said County or District Agricultural Societies, as the Convention may
determine by a majority vote whether such persons shall have been
elected by their respective Count}' or District Societies as provided in
this Act, or not.
Sec. 3. The Board of Agriculture shall, at its first meeting after its
election, be divided by lot into three equal portions, (omitting the Presi-
dent,) one portion to continue in office one year, one portion two years,
and one portion three years; one third of the number, together with
the President, to be elected at the Stale Agricultural Convention annu-
ally thereafter; the Directors to hold office three j-ears.
Sec. 4. The Board of Agriculture may, in the absence of the Presi-
dent, choose one of its other members Temporary Chairman. They shall
elect a Treasurer and Secretaiy, not members of the Board, prescribe
their duties, fix their pay, and the said Treasurer and Secretary shall
be subject to removal at any time b}' a majority of said Board.
Sec. 5. The Board of Agriculture shall use all suitable means to col-
lect and dift'use all classes of information calculated to aid in the devel-
opment of the agricultural, stock raising, mineral, mechanical, and manu-
facturing resources of the State ; shall hold an annual exhibition of the
industry and products of the State; and on or before the first day of
January of each year in which the Legislature shall be in regular session,
they shall furnish to the Governor a full and detailed account of all its
transactions, including all the facts elicited, statistics collected. Iind in-
formation gained on tlie subject for which it exists; and also a distinct
financial account of all funds received from whatever source, and of
every expenditure for whatever purpose, together with such suggestions
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as experience and good policy shall dictate for the advancement of the
best interests of the State ; the said reports to be treated as other State
documents are.
Sec. 6. The Board of Agriculture shall have power to appoint a suit-
able number of persons to act as Marshals, who shall be, I'rom twelve
o'clock, noon, of t.lie day previous to the opening of the exhibition, until
noon of the day after the close of the same, vested with all the powers
and prerogatives with which Constables are invested, so far as acts or
offences committed Avithin or with reference to or in connection with the
exhibition are concerned.
Sec. 7. The Board of Agriculture rnay, in its discretion, award pre-
miums for the best cultivated farms, orchards, vineyards, gardens, etc. ;
jyrovuled, that said Board shall not audit, allow, or pay an amount ex-
ceeding one thousand dollars in any one year for travelling expenses
of Visiting Committee in examining said farms, et cetera; jirovkled,
further, that no persons except practical agriculturists shall be appointed
on said committees.
Sec. 8. It shall be optional with any to whom a premium is awarded
to receive the article named or its equivalent (as affixed) in coin.
Sec. 9. The State Agricultural Society shall have power, at its first
annual meeting after the passage of this Act, to make such alterations
in its Constitution as shall make it conform to the provisions of this
Act.
Sec. 10. All Acts or provisions in conflict with the provisions of this
Act are hereby repealed.
Sec. 11. This Act shall take effect from and after its passage.
AN ACT
SUPPLEMENTAL TO AX ACT ENTITLED AN ACT SUPPLEMENTAL TO AN ACT
TO INCORPORATE A STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, APPROVED MAY
THIRTEENTH, ONE THOUSAND IdllT HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FOUR, AND
AMENDED MARCH THIRTIETH, ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTY-
EIGHT, APPROVED MARCH TWELFTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED AND SIXTY-
THREE.
[Approved April I3th, 1S6.3.]
The Peojih of ilie State of. California, represented in Senate and AssemUi/, do
enact as fallows :
Sectiox 1. The Board of Directors mentioned in section one of the
Act to which this Act is supplemental, shall audit all claims or demands
against the State Agricultural Society that have accrued prior to the
first day of January, "eighteen hundred and sixty-three, and allow such
as may be just and proper, and cause their warrants to be drawn on the
Treasurer of said societ}-, payable out of the General Fund. Said war-
rants shall be signed by the President and Secretary of said Board of
Directors, and the Treasurer shall pay the same in the order of their
presentation, if there be money in said Fund ; but if not, then he shall
indorse on the back of the warrant, "presented and not paid for want
of funds, this day of , Anno Domini eighteen hundred and
sixty ," and said warrants shall draw interest at the rate of ten per
cent per annum from the date of presentation until paid.
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Sec. 2. All assets, moneys, and debts, due said soeiety, that accrued
prior to the first day of January, eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
shall be placed to the credit of the General Fund, for the liquidation of
the debts of said society created prior to said first day of January,
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, and all monej-s received during each
fiscal year hereafter shall be placed to the credit of a fund to be known
as a Special Fund, for the payment of current expenses, premiums, and
awards, for the year in Avhich the same was received, and to liquidate
the outstanding indebtedness of said society, as hereinafter provided;
and all monej's received from a]i])ropriations, donations, or from any
other source, and all propert}^ acquired, shall be exempt from attach-
ment and execution for any debt or liability other than those created
during that fiscal year.
Sec. 3. The Directors shall each year pay all claims or demands, and
premiums awarded, before the last day of December, from said Special
Fund; and if any money remain in said Special Fund after the liquida-
tion of all claims and demands of that fiscal year, then the Directors
shall advertise in some newspaper published in Sacramento, that they
will receive proposals for the surrendering of the outstanding warrants
against the General Fund, naming the time and place where the}^ will
be received and opened. Said Board shall accept the bids that will sur-
render said warrants for the lowest per cent, until all the money remain-
ing in said fund is expended ; and the Board may accept a bid for a part
of any M-arrant, and issue a new warrant for the balance due on such
warrant; prociJed, said Directors shall not receive any bid above par, or
for any claim or demand that is not presented. allow.ed, and a warrant
drawn, as provided in section one of this Act, within ninety days from
the passage of this Act.
Sec. 4. Xo debt or demand of any kind against said society shall be
paid by the Treasurer or any other person, until it shall have first been
audited b}^ the Board of Directors, and on a warrant drawn upon the
Treasurer, signed by the President and Secretary; and no premium that
may have been awarded by any conjmittee shall be paid until it I'as been
approved by the Board of Directors.
Sec. 5. This Act shall take effect and be in force from and after its
passage.
STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
CONSTITUTION
OF THE CALIFORNIA STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
ARTICLE I.—NAME.
Section 1. Thi.g society shall be called
" The California State Agri-
cultural Society."
ARTICLE II.—OBJECT.
Section 1. It shall be the object of this society to encourage the
cultivation of the soil, and the general development of all the agricul-
tural resources of this State.
Sec. 2. To foster every branch of mechanical and household arts
calculated to increase the happiness of home life.
Sec. 3. To extend and facilitate the various branches of mining and
mining interests.
ARTICLE III.—MEMBERSHIP,
Section 1. Annual Members.—Any person who has, during the year-
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, or who shall, during this year or any
subsequent one, pay into the funds of this society the sum of five dollars,
may become a member of the same; such membership to expire on the
thirty-first day of the following December.
Sec. 2. Life Members.—Any person may become a member for life, by
the payment of fifty dollars; or, if already a member, by the payment
of forty dollars, and shall thereafter be exempt from all dues and assess-
ments.
Sec 3. Honorary and Corresponding Members.—Any person whom the
Board shall propose, may be elected an honorary or a corresp(|^iiding
member, and shall enjoy, free of charge, all the privileges of the society,
except voting and holding office.
Sec. 4. Friuller/es of Members— x'\ny citizen of this State, being a mem-
ber of this society, shall be eligible to office, entitled to vote, and enjoy
the free use of the library, under the rules of the same, and have free
2
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admi:?sion, siccuin]);iiiied by the Indies and children of his family, to all
the exhibitions of the society, and shall be permitted to compete for
premiums in any or all departments.
Skc. 5. Exjmlsion nf Members.—Any member who shall present for
exhibition any article or animal which, he is not entitled by the rules of
the society to exhibit, or who shall attempt to deceive, or be guilty of a
breach of good faith toward the society, may be expelled by a vote of
two thirds of the members present, at any meeting of the society;
provided, always, that no member shall be expelled unless written notice
of the alleged offence shall have been served on him, or left at his usual
place of residence, at least tAventy days previous to the action.
ARTICLE IV.—OFFICERS.
Section 1. The officers of this society shall consist of a President
and nine Directors, who shall constitute a State Board of Agriculture,
five of whom shall constitute a quorum. They shall elect a Treasurer
and Secretary, not members of the Board. They may also appoint
annually, as officers of the Board, a chemist, a botanist, a meteorologist,
a geologist, a metallurgist, an ornithologist, and an entomologist, and
define the duties of each. They may appoint such committees on the
various departments of agriculture, mining, and manufactures, either
generally or for specific purposes, as they may deem important for the
best interests of the State, and require such committees to report the
results of their investigations to the Board at such times as may be
named by them.
Sec. 2. Duties of President.—The President shall preside at all meet-
ings of the Boai'd, and of the society; shall have power to call special
meetings of the Board, when necessary, and at the written request of
ten members, may call extra meetings of the society; shall appoint all
meetings not otherwise provided for; shall vote onl}^ at the election of
officers^ and in a case of a tie; and shall sign all financial and oflicial
documents emanating from the society not otherwise provided for. In
the absence of the P'rcsident from any meeting of the Board or societ}^
any Director may be called to the chair, and during such meeting, and
for the completion of any business transacted or ordered at the same,
shall have the same powers as the President.
Sec. 3. Duties of >Secrefar>/.—The Secretary shall conduct the corres-
pondence of the society, keeping in a separate book copies of all letters
written in the name or on behalf of the society, holding the same free
to tlio inspection of any member of the society, at any regular meeting
of the same. He shall also receive and file all letters addressed to the
societ^y, holding tHc same subject to the Board of Directors. He shall
attend all meetings of the societ}' and the Board, keeping a full record
of the doings of each in a separate book, and shall furnish a copy of the
proceedings of each meeting to the Committee on Publication within
five days after the close of such meeting. lie shall prepare and publish
all notices of meetings, shall keep a roll of all Standing Committees, and
call t]|e same, (noticingabsenccs,) whenever desired to do so b}- the Chair;
shall sign all certificates of honoi\ary and corresponding memberships,
and forward the same to those entitled to receive them. lie shall keep,
in a book prepared lor that especial purpose, the name and address of
everj' member; shall prepare and sign all gratuitous or complimentary
cards or tickets of admission; shall countersign all diplomas, certificates
of merit, etc., awarded b}^ the society, and forward the same to theii*
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respective claimants. He shall be ex officio Librarian ; shall keep the
seal, and all the ^ihites, dies, engravings, etc., belonging to the society,
and shall cause to be struck therefrom such medals and impressions as
may from time to time be required. He shall have charge of all speci-
mens, models, plants, seeds, books, etc., and arrange, prepare, or dis-
tribute the same, under the direction of the Board. He shall prepare
all reports to be made by the Board to the society, and all reports to be
made by the society to the State. He shall receive all moneys due or
payable to the society, and pay the same to the Treasurer, taking his
receipt therefor; shall hold all bonds filed by officers of the society for
the faithful performance of their duty, and all vouchers for every class
of expenditure. He shall countersign all drafts ordered by the Board,
and all certificates of annual and life membership, and keep an account
of the same, in a separate book, as they are issued, and shall, in Decem-
ber of each year, prepare a tabular statement of the receipts and expendi-
tures of the society, according to the law incorporating the same; for
which services he shall receive such compensation as the Board shall
decide to pa}'.
Sec. 4. Duties of tlie Treamrer.—The Treasurer shall receipt for all
funds at the hands of. the Secretarj^, and shall disburse the same only on
the order of the Board, attested by the President and the Secretary.
He shall also hold in trust all certificates of stock, bonds, notes, deeds,
or other evidence of debt or possession, belonging to the society, and
shall transfer, invest, or dispose of the same, only by direction of the
society, or by a written order of the Board. He shall, within ten da3^s
after his election, file with the Secretarj' a bond for the faithful perform-
ance of his duties
;
said bond to be approved by the Board, and to be in
a sum equal to twi.ce the combined amounts of the funds on hand and
the estiuiated revenue for the 3'ear, and shall, at the annual meeting,
make to the society a detailed report of all his doings, for which
services ho shall receive such compensation as the Board shall from time
to time decide to pay.
Sec. T). Duties of \he Board.—The Board of Managers shall have the
general and financial management of all the affairs of the society in the
interim of annual meetings. It shall fill all vacancies occurring between
elections, and shall make the necessary preparations and arrangements
for all meetings, fairs, exhibitions, etc. The Board shall also have power
to make its own bj^-laws, (not inconsistent with this Constitution,) and
arrange the time and place of its own meeting.
ARTICLE V.—STANDING COMMITTEES.
Section 1. Committee of Finance.—The Committee of Finance shall
consist of three, (the President and Secretary being two,) whose dutj^
it shall be to audit the Treasurer's account, to examine and approve all
bills before thcj^ are paid, to have a general supervision of the finances
of the society, and to report their doin.gs in full to the Board, whenever
called on so to do.
Sec. 2. Lihranj Committee.—The Library Committee shall consist of
three, (the Secretary being one,) whose duty it shall be to have the gen-
eral supervision of the library and cabinet, to make all necessary rules
and regulations for the government of the same, (said rules and regula-
tions being subject to the appi'oval of the Board,) to suggest such means
for the safe keeping and enlargement of both the library and cabinet as
they may deem expedient, and to make a full report of their doings,
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too-ethci' with the state of the department under their charge, at each
annual meeting.
Sec. 3. Visiting Committee.
—:The Visiting Committee shall consist of
three, whose duty it shall be to visit and examine all fiirms, oi-chards,
vineyards, nurseries, field crops, mining claims, ditches, mills, etc., which
ma}' be entered for competition, and which shall require examination at
other times and- places than the annual fair; to award premiums for the
same, according to the schedule, and recommend such gratuities as they
ma}^ deem proper, and make a full report to the Board at least one day
jjrevious to the annual meeting.
Sec. 4 Committee of Fiih/icatiq}) .—The Committee of Publication shall
consist of three, (the President and Sec.retary being two,) whose duty it
shall be to contract for and superintend, under the direction of the
Board, all printing and publishing necessary for the prosperity of the
society.
ARTICLE YI.—DONATIONS AND BEQUESTS.
Section 1. All donations, bequests, and legacies to this society, desig-
nated by the donors for any particular purpose embraced within the
objects of the society, shall be with strict fidelity so applied; and the
name of each donor, together with the amount and description of such
donation, and the object for which it was designated, shall be registered
in a book, kept expressly for that purpose.
ARTICLE VII.—MEETINGS AND EXHIBITIONS.
Section 1.—Exhihitions.—The societ}- shall hold an annual fair and
cattle show in the City of Sacramento, and may, at its discretion, hold
such other exhibitions as it may deem conducive to the interests of
agriculture.
Sec. 2. Annual Meeting.—The annual meeting shall be held at the Capi-
tal of the State, at such time, during the month of January- in each year,
as tiio Board may designate; at which time all the officers from whom
reports of the preceding j-ear's service are required, shall present the
same, and all officers for the ensuing j-ear shall be elected by ballot ; and
all officers shall continue in office until their successors are duly qualified.
Sec. 3. Special Meetings, how called.—ISo special meeting of the society
shall be called but upon thirty days notice in the columns of a news-
paper published in each of the Cities of San Francisco, Sacramento,
Mar3^sville, and Stockton ; nor without a request signed by at least tea
members.
Sec. 4. Proxy Voting.—It shall not be admissible for auy member to
vote by proxy in an}^ meeting of this society, or its Board of Managers.
Sec. 5. Quorum q/ the society.—At an}' meeting of this society, fifteen
members (a majority of whom shall represent counties other than the one
where the meeting shall be held,) shall constitute a quorum.
ARTICLE IX.—office AND ROOMS.
Section 1.—The office, rooms, library, and cabinet of the society shall
be permanently located at the Capital of the State.
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ARTICLE X.—AMENDMENTS.
Section 1. Amendments to tliis Constitution must be presented in
writing at an annual meeting, when, if unanimously agreed to, they shall
be adopted; but if there be objection, and a majorit}' consent thereto,
they shall be spread upon the minutes, and lie over until the next annual
meeting, when the}' shall be read, and if, after due discussion, two thirds
of all the members present vote for the amendments, the}' shall be adopted,
and become a part and parcel of this Constitution.
article XI.—effect.
Section.1. This Constitution shall take effect from and after its passage.
I certify the foregoing to be a true copy of the Constitution of the Cali-
fornia State Agricultural Society, as amended by unanimous consent, at
the annual meeting of the society, held on the twenty-sixth day of
January, A. D., eighteen hundred and sixty-five.
I. N. HOAG, Secretary.
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ADDRESS OF M. C. BRIGGS,
DELIVERED BEFORE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, IN SACRAMENTO,
ON THURSDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 20, 1864.
Ladies or the Christian Commission and Gentlejien of the
Agricultural Society:—There is one thing without "which gold, gal-
vanism, steam, skill, territoiy, fei'tility, laws, government, science, art,
position, climate, prowess, arsenals, navies, armaments, are as impossible
and useless as the phantasies of a dream. It is the bone and brawn, the
strength and courage, the glory and defence of nations. While it pros-
pers, they flourish; when it decays, they perish. It is the most filial
and expressive form which our recognition of the motherhood of nations
can assume. It is the sure source of a nation's wealth, the nursery of
its manhood, and the inexorable condition of its longevity.
That thing is Agriculture—in the interests of which you have
assembled, and for the promotion of which I have framed this humble
address.
It is conceivable that the rude and sparse tribes of very ancient times
subsisted upon spontaneous fruits, the results of the chase, and the flesh
of domestic animals; but the increase of population must everywhere
have created a necessity for the cultivation of the soil—a necessity
enforced by the keen urgency of hunger. Tillage, therefore, must have
kept even pace, beyond certain very narrow limits, with the growth of
the families of mankind.
The meagre records of remote antiquity are little less than totally
silent upon the subject of tillage ; yet there are sufficient proofs that in
the oldest nations, as Egypt and Babylonia, agriculture, in its restricted,
etymological sense, was prosecuted with assiduity and perseverance, if
not with science and skill. Along the sacred Nile a strip of land meas-
uring Ave b}' five hundred miles must have fed a population as dense as
that which throngs the banks of the Indus to-day. The Chinese have
practised the art of fertilization (indispensable to successful agriculture)
from a date too remote to be accurately determined. The Japanese for
an indefinite period have gathered heavier crops f»om their terraced
hillsides than we from the virgin soil of our valleys.
Most of the old nations have decayed, and as to all that identified
their national existence, expired. Enough is known of their fate to
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justify the conclusion that the proximate cause of their decline was the
desuetude and disrepute into which husbandry fell among them. The
conquests of less civilized but more warlike tribes degraded tillage from
a noble to a menial pursuit, destroyed extensive H3^stems of canals and
other artificial contrivances for irrigation, discouraged productive indus-
tr}'' by greed}' extortions and the insecurit}' of property, and by all the
wretched means which usually attend conquest and subjugation compelled
the general abandonment of field labor, and insured the prevalence of
starvation, and the gradual but sure degradation and waste of population.
The density and vigor of the population of China and Japan are suf-
ficient proof that mortality is not a condition, but an accident of national
existence. It is indeed possible that these venerable empires will pass
under foreign control; but the most fervent disciple of the
" manifest
destiny'' school cannot anticipate the period when these full-lifed nations
will cease to exist, or cease to retain their national characteristics. Yet,
a single cause would have prepared for them a historj' as gloomy and
an eclipse as total as awaited Egypt and the old empires of Mesopo-
tamia. The lack of the art of fertilization would have left their soil
desert, and their plains citiless. This art we are just beginning scientifi-
cally to understand, though as yet we are guiltless of any very general
and efficacious use of our knowledge ; with them it has been cherished
for many centuries. Living within themselves, with few or none of the
advantages of large foreign markets, they escaped the too common dis-
advantages of such markets. They retained all the matter gathered,
from their fields, and restored it in a much improved form to those fields
again. If they cut oft^ the natural supply of hunim, the debt was paid in
compost. Thus the earth renewed itself with its own increase, and.
gradually rose in capacity of production above its natural fertility.
If you will, indulge me, the dunghill is a firmer foundation to build,
empires upon than mountains of etei'nal granite. China and Japan have
no underground sewerage; their filth runs off on human shoulders; the
concentrated pestilence of decay, instead of pouring its pollution into
neighboring rivers, is laboriously carried to the fields to spread the fat-
ness and bloom of Eden over ten thousand barren slopes. Wonderful
chemistry of nature ! Manure has furnished the ever recurring banquet
of one third of our race for more than twenty centuries. Ini'o and.
empire spring from the dunghill ! China feeds her millions upon the
ordure of her millions! It is the mysterious, the sublime, the universal
resurrection !
Agi'iculture is a very old art, but a young science. The tribes of
Canaan lived amid wheat fields and vineyards. The ancient Jews, as
also the Greeks, knew how to enrich the soil. Solomon and xluga^s alike
understood the value of composts. .Rome honored husbandry, because
busbandr}' yielded bread. Her little seven acre farms were tilled by the
noblest of her sons; Cato and Varro, Virgil and Columella, Pliny and
Palladius, aided it with tongue and pen; brave old Cincinnatus threw
the immortal lustre of his great virtues around it. Yet, in all the ages,
•men possessed no more than a simple knowledge of results. They drew
nourishment from the earth as a blind babe does from the maternal
breast. Toil, unrelieved by the gratification of curiosity, unennobled
and unsupported by glimpses of sublime interplay of the occult forces
marshalled in its service, and involved in its processes and results,
became (what it is to the ignorant of every land to-da}^) a mere delving,
a hai'd and harsh necessity, a cruel alternative against stai'vation.
Chiefly since the beginning of the present century have farmers begun
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to cnjo}- tlic light of the higher departments of knowledge, under the
investigations of such apostles as Young and Tull, Saussurc and Sir
llum])hre_y Davy. At length the surprising growth of all the physical
sciences i'lirnished the materials out of which the lahorious genius of
Liebeg, in eighteen hundred and forty, constructed the benificent science
of agi'icultural chemistry— a science which is destined to rejuvenate and
glorify old art forever. Ilail and welcome to the new science of agri-
culture ! '' The mountains and the hills shall break forth into singing, and
all the trees of the field shall elap their hands. Instead of the thorn,
shall come up the fig tree, and instead of the brier shall come up the myr-
tle tree
;
and it shall be to the Lord for a name—for an everlasting s^ign
that shall not be cut otf."
Doubtless we have found
''great spoil !'' Yet it ill becomes wise men
to forget that, to our imperfect faculties, knowledge, in all departments,
is a measurable quantity. Much which passes for science consists of
" names given to our ignorance." We discover certain elements whose
combinations constitute growth, but the mode of their combinations
eludes our search. "Were we possessed of exact and suftlcient knowledge
as to the conditions and quantitative combinations of oxygen, hydrogen,
nitrogen, and carbon, in the air, and potash, soda, lime, magnesia, silica,
sulphur; phosphorus, and chlorine, in the earth, with all the geograph-
ical, meteorological, mechanical, and chemical conditions involved in the
growth of every variety of plant, and in the qualit}^ of every soil, then,
indeed, we could furnish j^lant-food with mathematical exactness. But
this is far from being true of the most gifted and learned, while to the
mass of cultivators the general results of scientific research are all that
can be successfLilIy conveyed to them.
Consider the difficulties which embarrass the scientific cultivation of a
single field. The atmosphere supplies its own appropriate elements in
large excess. We may, therefore, confine our attention to the food
which the earth j-ields to plants through the solvent agenc}" of water,
assisted by carbonic acid and ammonia. The natural soil usually con-
tains, in variable quantities, "all the varieties of telluric plant-food. We
must ascertain which kinds are abundant, and which deficient. This
necessitates an analysis, which is expensive to begin with, and extremely
unreliable to end with. The soil of an acre, taken to a depth of one
foot, weighs, say three and a half millions. An average crop of small
grains removes three hundred and fiftj' pounds; a root crop, six hundred.
It will be seen that the quantity taken up as ash matter is extremely-
small compared with the entire mass. This minute amount includes all
the varieties of telluric food, mixed with a large preponderance of earthy
matter. These varieties may be very unequallj^ distributed over the
same field. The chemist takes five, or fift}'^, or five hundred pounds from
diff'creiit parts of the field. The qualit}' of the water employed in the
analysis will aflect the result. The quantity of rain which falls during
the season, the nearness of water to the surface, the proximity' of a close-
textured substratum, the mechanical condition of the soil as to fineness,
and coarseness, obduracy, and friability, the lay or slope of the field, and.
the presence of more or less of certain cognate chemical agents, will
modify the efficacy of the lacking ingredients which we are instructed
to su])ply.
IIuw unsatisfactory such an analysis must prove, will appear to all
who are capable of reflection. At the same time, the general results of
agi'icultural chemistry are of incalculable benefit. lii addition to the
novel and ennobling interest with which scientific knowledge alleviates
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the mere workinp^ of the farm, and the thousand miracles of beauty with
which it enables us to adorn the garden, it greatly enlarges upon those
lessons of tradition and experience by which we appropriate a soil pos-
sessed of certain cardinal qualities to the growing of a particular family
of crops, and feed domestic animals with respect to their kind, age, and
particular uses.
Agricultural science, while it cannot unveil its arcana to the common
eye, nevertheless enforces three great precepts, which the humblest
minds can comprehend and apply :
First—Plough deep, and in season;
Second—Return to the soil, in the form of poudrette, stable, bone, and
bird manures, a generous equivalent for all the plant-food taken from it;
Third—Pulverize thoroughly and often.
It will be conceded that the position, climate, soil, and government of
the United States offer encouragements to agriculture, such as have never
existed elsewhere on so grand a scale. A doubt is seriously expressed
by eminent writers whether the rankness of tropical vegetation and the
debilitation of tropical heats can ever be overcome. The rigors of the
far north present insuperable obstacles to varied tillage. Eut in our
happ3' case the very heart of the earth is given us, "to dress it and to
keep it." Our chaste scener}- far surpasses that of the rank, pestilent,
overburdened tropics; while the fruits of our zone are as superior, on
the whole, as the nectar of the gods to the logwood mixtures of the tap-
room.
The breadth of n'cAv and rich soil, the ample protection of property,
the loiig period of internal quiet, the ownership in fee simple of the tilled
acres by those who till them, the generous siae of our farms, the low price
of the public domain, the rapid growth of cities and manufactures, the
vast improvement in means of transportation, all these have stimulated
the improvement of the productive power of labor b}^ means of machin-
ery. Hence, in the department of invention we surpass every other
people.
The reaper, the mower, the thresher, the grist mill, the sulky-plough,
the corn husker, the corn sheller, the horse rake, and the horse fork,
have augmented man power tenfold within a few busy years. With a
little machine that costs sixty dollars, a man husks eight times as much
corn daily as by hand, while the husks are left butted and slitted for
mattresses, and worth, Mdicn baled for market, sixty dollars per ton.
The patent horse fork unloads a ton of hay in three minutes, the cool
and conif'ortable operator merely forcing home the implement with his
foot, and slippitig the spring-joint by means of a cord as large as a child's
finger. Travelling in Illinois in June, one ma}^ see a hundred farmers
driving across the glorious cornfields of that vast, fat, fathomless garden,
each in a serviceable looking spring seated sulky. A closer inspection
will discover two ploughshares, one for each side of the row, capable of
easy adjustment to turn inward or outward, as may be desired. Thus,
with a sturdy span of horses, the ploughman cultivates fifty acres with
ease and pleasure, in place of the tedious, dreaded fourteen acres of
other days.
It is this superiority in the item of agricultural implements that has
enabled us to do the most wonderful thing in history. With more than
a third of our working force withdrawn, we have fed a vast army and
navy, supplied the sick and wounded with delicacies hitherto unknown
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in military hospitals, donated cargoes to the hungry of other lands,
exported breadstuff's, aud increased our national wealth a thousand mil-
lions ]H'r annum during three and a half 3-ears of wasteful civil war.
Had we possessed nothing superioi- to the cliims}' farming implements of
eighteen hundred and twelve, with the high rates of foreign exchange
against us, the necessity of importing food would have estopped the war
and banki-nptcd the nation.
The artillery of Gi'ant, and Gilmore, and Sherman, and Sheridan, have
thundered bravely at the guilty gates of treason j but the Buckeye
mower, the planter, the sower, the reaper, the steam plough, and the
threshing machine, are the Armstrongs and Whitworths and Paixhans
which have battered down the rebel defenses; and the sulky plough of
Illinois is digging that
" last ditch " in which the last pot-valiant traitor
is to die. We have shot and sabred the
''Johnny Rebs" with the pota-
toes of Pennsylvania, the wheat of Ohio, the onions of Weathersfield, the
patent shoe pegs of Rhode Island, the woollen mills and sewing machines
of Massachusetts, and the yellow corn of the tremendous West, never
omitting the gold and silver round shot of California and Xevada. They,
poor souls I are ti-ying to retaliate upon us by a noisy discharge of super-
annuated doughfaces and fangless Copperheads. M}'' conviction is that
they are wasting their powder.
An annual address, to be suitable to such an occasion, ought to possess
something of local interest and value.
To describe the peculiarities of our climate, the varieties of soil and
situation, the great number of cultures which will thrive beneath our
skies, the unequalled excellence of our fruits, the inapproachable number
and beauty of our flowers, were but to rehearse what has already been
many times repeated. But if it rc2:)ays the mortification of a failure to
find out the cause of it, if one learns fast under the tuition of expensive
blunders, then 1 may regard mj'self as entitled to indulgence with respect
to the misadventure of some branches of agriculture in this State. Albeit
I Avill condense into twenty lines what might cover tAvice as many pages.
It was by a blunder that I learned the great value of summer fallow-
ing in this climate, in case land be left in such a state as to admit of the
thoroufjli harrowing in of the seed iust before the first winter rains. Bv
blunders I learned other things; but you will excuse me from speaking
in the first person and exclusively of my own experience.
All who travelled at large in California at a time when the planting of
orchards was more "the rage" than now, were mournfull}- saluted by
great numbers of young fruit trees, dying or already dead. The j)rinci-
pal causes were five :
First—The pits were dug too shallow and too small.
Second—The whole or a considerable part of the tops were left on in
transplanting, they were "so prett}'."
Third—The farmer got "pay for the use of the ground" by sowing
wheat and barley under the trees.
Fonrtli—The trees were irrigated (better sa}' irritated) b}^ half a bucket
or a bucket of water, poured occasionally into a little basin dug imme-
diately around the bole, the effect of which was to bring out a hundred
small, sensitive, worthless roots just below the surface; and when the
superficial irrigation clianced to go by default a week or two, the poor
things died as a matter of course.
Fifth—The insidious, soft, cowardly, copperhead borers attacked the
tree before it fairly got hold of the soil, or because a iroMov gopher was
gnawing at the roots.
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In four cases the remedy suggests itself. In the fifth, the simple,
cheap, efficacious, infallible preventive is to shade the bole of the tree
during the hot portion of the day—say, to suit all localities, from eleven
nntil four. Tlie e<^g will not hatch without a high degree of sun heat.
The borer invariabl}' enters the side where the sun shines hottest during
the day. Set up a long shingle, a short board, a strip of bark, a piece
of cloth supported by two sticks, anything, the first of June the year
of the transplanting, and let it stand till the season ends. It will benefit
the trees aside from the specific use which I am describing.
Where there is a scarcity of water, evergreens should be thoroughly
shaded, tops and all, during the first season.
With comparatively rare exceptions, the cutting out of the centres of
apple trees is a practice of very doubtful utilit^y.
I beg to submit in this connection that a well organized microscopical
department, charged with the examination and description of the fungi
and insects which infest the garden, the orchard, and the field, would
prove a valuable auxiliary to the State Fair, considered as a means of
public instruction. Illustrated lectures in this department should con-
stitute a prominent feature among the annual exercises.
Ladies: I modestly maintain that Jiorirulture should be added to the
domain of housewifery. Is her kitchen clean? do her roses bloom with
vigor? Is she punctual with dinner? are her tulips fine? How is her
dining-room? how are her dahlias? These ought to be kindred ques-
tions. Docs she crochet well? Does she understand the beautiful arts of
cross-fructification, budding, slip]:)ing, la^'cring, engrafting? Can she
produce from a blossom of the Oxheart and a blossom of the Mayduke a
new cherry unlike either parent, by delicately shearing away the stamens
of the one and the stigma of the other? Is she able with the touch of
her ros}' finger tips to crown a common black locust with a grand, glow-
ing top of rose acacia? No lady should be pronounced "fit to marry"
till she has achieved these refined and beautiful mysteries of the floral
creation. Is it enough that she can simper and make soup, dance and
darn, exercise herself in tattling a little, and tattling more than a little?
Is it enough to profess an extravagant admiration of the bouquet which
Cffisar Augustus Snooks presents her, while she knows absolutely nothing
about the flowers which compose it? Bat I grow unamiable. Be good
enough to reflect that it is not a hedge of brambles, but of roses, which
I desire to place between you and the consummation of the dearest wish
of your hearts.
This, fellow citizens, is the annual gathering in which you assume to
represent that fundamental interest upon which the nation and the State
are erecting their proud prosperity. All other interests sustain toward
this a relation of subordinateness and dependence. Ail the benevolences,
all the commissions which illustrate this generation—the Sanitary Com-
mission, the State Relief Committees, the Christian Commission, so
superbly represented here, so eloquently pleaded for by all these devices,
by all these beaming faces, by all this cunning cheatery of imitation, by
the savory steam of the New England kitchen, by the flowers without
yon chaste temple, and the fairer flowers within—all these draw every
cordial, every sweet morsel of wholesome food, every substantial com-
fort, every raw onion, every ripe apple, every red cherry, every globose
gooscberr}^ from the fields of honest toil.
The merely social consequences of your coming together, the clasp of
cordial greeting, the interi'usion of congenial feelings, the furbishing of
old friendships, and the cementing of new ones—these are but incidents
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of the festival. The educative ofFect of j'our annual meetings is the
paramount motive. To one who has seen nothing better, a ragged don-
key is tl)e finest of quadrupeds, a goose the fairest of tlie feathered ti'ibes.
An hour's inspection of the best specimens in ever}- kind, in the animal
kingdom, in the wide domain of culture, and in the realm of art, will
mature the judgment and refine the taste more than whole years of
mere verbal descri])tion. This is one way in which the State educates
her people; and the people should not fail to honor the occasion by
their presence. The ruler and the subject, the teacher and the scholar,
the pastor and his parishioner, the fi\ther and his sons, the mother and
the fair ''olive plants round al)out her table," all should come to the
State's great normal school. Here is the potent osmotic force which
interpenetrates thought with thought, till the experience and discoveries
which were the property of the few, become the common possession of
the many.
If any complain that the fair is unfairly managed, and are ready to
see it fall into disuse for no other reason than that it furnishes a meetinor
ground for jockey clubs and a reputable opportunity for the debatable
practice of horse racing, we answer the complaint in two sentences.
First, it is not criminal in horses to possess bone and tendon, wind and
power, nor in men to breed and own them. Second, the faultfinders
have nothing to do in order to correct the irregularities of which they
complain, but purchase memberships, outvote the jDerversionists, and
conduct the institution upon better principles.
Finally, gentlemen, speed the ])loiigli tliat the mill may not cease its
turning. It is an evil augury when "the sound of the grinding is low."
How Israel must have prospered when the venerated Elisha steadied the
plough with ungloved hands behind his tremendous ox team! "The pen
is mightier than the sword," they say. (Just now, in parenthesis, some
people fancy that the swords of Grant and Sherman are quite as effica-
cious as the pens of Greeley and Sumner.) But the plough, the reaper,
the thresher, and the grist mill, are, in some good sense, mightier than
the pen and sword together. When the plough stops, the strong nation
will perish, whether its sword be bright as sunlight, or red as wrath.
At no future period of Avar or peace can we depend so much as here-
tofore upon the virgin fertility of our vast domain. Every decade pur-
loins the ' cream " from man}- an available rood. Henceforth the science
of fertilization must head our list of practical sciences. The earth will
grow old if we fail to renew it. "That Avhich is altogether just shalt
thou do," is God's law of equivalence, written upon every unshorn
meadow and everj- billow}^ wheat field. Render a just equivalent, and
the fields will never defraud you. It is the most irodlike of human
achievements to command health and life, and beauty and fragrance,
from corruption and decay.
The elements will not be agitated forever. The rotten f\xbric of the
Confederacy, terribly racked and shaken by the recent bomliardment
from Pennsylvania, and Indiana, and Ohio, will tumble into shapeless
ruins when all the free States of the North strip for action in the
ajqjroaching Presidential election, and train their ballot boxes U])on it.
Soon we shall have seven hundred thousand swords to beat into ]>lough-
shai-es, and as many bayonets for pruning hooks, with the whole wide,
free laiul as a fit tlieatre for the mighty achievements of free labor.
It would not be possible to stand in this place, and not remember that
j'our last annual address was delivered by one upon whose grave the
tears of thousands are now falling. It will make us better to remem-
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ber. FcAv arc like him living; all will be like him in the dread partic-
ular of dying. There Avill come a day when others will fill our places in
the thronged Pavilion, where music swells, and woman smiles, and every
wave of the undulating air comes freighted with
" one drop of fragrance
from thousands of roses." Then a»remoter time will come, when, to the
living generation, our thoughts will appear immature and our works
ephemeral, our language rude, and our knowledge meagre and cloudy.
Be it so. From our home in the skies we shall note the world's progress
with a holy pleasure, if we have helped in our day to lessen its sorrows,
and enlarge its knowledge, to promote virtue, liberty, and religion, and
make agriculture the most honored, as it is the most useful, employment
known among men.
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TRIALS OP SPEED IN 1864.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 17th.
First Trial.—Best trotting stallion, in harness; n^ile heats; throe in
five; purse—three hundred dollars.
Entries.—B. Eice entered br. h. "Geo. M. Patehen, Jr."
C. H. Shear entered gr. h.
"
Capt. Ilanford."
H. R. Covey entered br. h. "Latham."
i?esM?/.—" Capt. Hanford" Ill
"Latham" 2 2 2
"Geo. M. Patehen, Jr." distanced
Tme.—First heat—2.36^ ; second beat—2.37 ; third heat—2.371.
SAME DAY.
Second Trial.— Trotting race—for four 3'car olds; mile heats, three in
five; in harness; purse—two hundred and fifty dollars.
Entries.—Israel Zarock entered br. h. " Ben. Franklin."
Michael Ryan entered br. h.
" Brown Mac."
C. H. Shear entered br. m. " Alicia Mandeville.
i^esM?/.—"Alicia Mandeville" Ill
"Brown Mac" 3 3 2
"Ben. Franklin" 2 2 o
Time.—First heat—2.44.] ; second beat—2.50 ; third heat—2.531.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18th.
First Trial.— I'rottin;] race—mile heats, three in five; in harness;
purse—five hundred dollars.
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Entries.—B. Eice entered b. g. "Jim Barton."
J. L. Eoff entered eh. g.
" Honest Ance."
C. H. Shear entered oh. g.
" Fillmore."
i?esu?^—"Honest Anoe" Ill
"Fillmore" 3 3 2
"Jim Barton 2 2 3
Tivie.—First heat—2.371; second heat—2.33i ; third heat—2.34.
SAME DAY.
Second Trial.— Trotting race—mile heats; to harness; free for all
emigrants that crossed the plains in eighteen hundred and sixty-four;
Golden Eagle purse—three hundred dollars.
Entries.—A. Field Smith entci-ed b. g. "Hector."
B. E. Harris entered br. g.
" Fleet."
G. C. Alexander entered wh. g.
"
Tempest,
>>
i?esu/^—"Fleet" Ill
"Tempest" 2 2 2
Hector" 3 3 disa
Tmie.—First heat—2.44; second heat—2.41|; third heat—2.48^.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 19th.
First Trial.—Running race—mile heats ; three in five; to rule; free
for all
; purse—five hundred dollars.
Entries.—J. B. James entered bl. filly
" Jenny Hull, by
" Belmont," out
of " Jenny Blanch," four years old.
J. B. Daniels entered b. h. " Little John," by "Lorenzo Dow,"
dam by "St. Louis," five years old.
H. Williamson entered br. filly
"
Pele," by " Belmont," out of
the dam of " Langford," four years old.
i?esM^<.—"Jenny Hull" Ill
"Little John" 2 2 2
"Pele" 3 3 3
Time.—First heat—1.481; second heat—1.49; third heat—1.4S|.
THUESDAY, OCTOBEE 20th.
First Trial.— Trotting race—mile heats; three in five; in harness;
free for all horses that never made better time than 2.50; purse—five
hundred dollars.
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Entries.—F. M. Chapman enters b. b.
" Bob Kidloy."
B. E. Ilunis entered gr. b.
" Trim."
J. A. Baeiielor entered bl. g.
" Dan Ilibbard."
N. Coombs entered eh. g. " Baldy."
i?esu/<.—"Dan Hibbard" 2 2 111
"Trim" 3 12 2 2
"Bob Eidley" 1 3 distanced
"Baldy" distanced.
7^-^e._Firsthcat—2.50 J; second heat—2.431; third heat—2.42^; fourth
heat—2.45; fifth heat—2.45^^.
SAME DAY.
Second Trial.— Trotting race—Two miles and repeat; for all ; in har-
ness; purse five hundred dollars.
Entries.—C. H. Shear entered ch. g. "Fillmore."
J. A. Bachelor entered b. g. "Stock Broker."
J. L. Eoff entered ch. g.
" Gentleman George."
Result.—"Gentleman George" 2 11
"Fillmore" 12 2
" Stock Broker" drawn.
Time.—First heat—First mile, 2.37, second mile, 2.10]—5.171; second
heat—first mile, 2.36, second mile, 2.362—5.12.1; third heat—first mile,
2.391, second mile, 2.381—5.181.
SAME DAY.
Third Trial.—Pacing race—Mile heats; three in five; in harness.
Entries.—J. L. Eoff entered " Young America."
J. Bauquier entered " Missouri Chief."
Result.—There being but two entries, there could be no race, as each
race, by the rules, must have three entries—so the entrance money was
returned.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21st.
First Trial.—Double team trot—Mile heats; three in five.
Entries.—J. L. Eoff entered "Honest Ance" and mate.
J. A. Bachelor entered "Stock Broker" and mate,
n. R. Covey entered "Jim Barton
"
and mate.
C. H. Shear entered " Capt. Ilanford" and mate.
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Result.—" Honest Ance" and mate ^ 2 111
"Capt. Hanford" and mate 12 2 2
" Barton " and mate drawn.
/'Stock Broker" and mate drawn.
Time^—First beat—2.54; socond heat—2.49; third heat
—3; fourth
heat—2.53 f.
SAME DAY.
Second Trial.— Trottrng race—for horses that have never made better
time than 2.40; mile beats; three in five.
Entries.—Ben E. Harris entered gr. g.
" Trim."
H. T. Eenwick entered b. g. "Frank."
.
C. H. Shear entered b. m. "Alicia Mandeville."
H. Hendrickson entered br. h. "George M. Patchen, Jr."
[Note.—On account of the darkness on the twenty-first, this race was postponed until the
twenty-secoud, when it came off.]
Result.—"Alicia Mandeville" Ill
"Trim" 2 2 2
" Frank" distanced
rme.—First beat—2.39 i; second heat—2.38* ; third heat—2.43.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22d.
First Trial.—Running race—Two miles and repeat; to rule; purse
five hundred dollars.
Entries.— Nathan Coombs entered eh. h. " Strideaway," by "Billy
Cbeatham;" "Emma Taylor," by imp. " Glencoe," five
years old, one hundred and ten pounds.
J. B. James entered b. c. " Pilot," by " Reveille," out of
"Fannj-," by " Troubador," three years old, eighty-six
pounds.
J. B. Daniels entered b. h. " Little John," by " Lorenzo Dow,"
dam by "St. Louis," five years old, one hundred and ten
pounds.
Henr}^ Williamson entered b. fill}' " Pele," by " Belmont," out
of " Lizz}' Givens," by imp.
"
Langford," four yeavs, old,
ninetj'-seven pounds.
7?csH?<.—
"Strideaway" 13 1
"Pele" 3 12
"Pilot" 2 2 3
"Little John" 4 4 dis
4
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Time.—First heat—First mile—1.52, second mile, 1.521—3.44] ; second
heat—first mile, 1.48J, second mile, 1.582—3.47i; third heat—first mile,
1.51i, second mile, 1.552—3.47.
SAME DAY.
Second Trial.— Trotting race—to harness; ten miles out.
Entries.—B. Kiee entered ch. c^. " W. H. Seward."
J. L. Eoff entered eh. g.
" Gentleman George."
C. H. Shear entered ch. h. " Fillmore."
Result.—''^^\ H. Seward" 1
" Gentleman George" 2
"Fillmore" 3
Tme.—28.29i.
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PREMIUMS AWARDED, 1864.
EOADSTERS.
Exhibitor.
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TWO YEAE OLD COLTS.
Exhibitor.
F. S. Malone
D. D. Cdltnn
W. F. AVilliamson
E. M. Skaggs
Chris. Doyl
Nathan Coombs...
John Hall
C. F. Kocd
C. H. Shear
Residence. Animal. Premium.
Sacramento ....
"April Fool' First—$50.
PAIR ROADSTERS.
San Francisco. ["Fleet" and "Trim" JFirst—$100
San Francisco. |"Ingoniar" and " White Eye"]Speeial—silver goblet
MATCHED CARRIAGE HORSES.
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
"Nelly Whitcomb" and "Billy
Hamilton"
Team of sorrel horses
First—$50
Special—silver cup.
SWEEPSTAKES.
Napa
Alameda
Yolo
San Francisco
T. b. stallion
"Billy Cheatham"
.J. b. mare "Helena"
Stallion other than t. b. "Black
Eagle"
"Lady Clinton"
First—$100.
First—$100.
First—$75.,
First—$r5.,
DURHAM CATTLE.
[Note.—No premiums were offered for cattle or sheep, but a few were on the ground, and were
examined by committees, and special premiums were awarded.]
Milton Dale.,
Milton Dale..
Yolo.
Yolo..
Bull " Seinna" First^—special—silver cup
Cow " Mary Jane" Special—silver cup
SHEEP.
Thomas McConnell.
Thomas McConnell.
Thomas McConnell.
Sacramento.
Sacramento.
Sacramento .
Ram "Vermont"
Ram lambs " Billy " and "Mc-
Connell's Pride"
Pen of five Spanish Merino
ewes
Special—silver cup....
Special—silver medal.
Special—silver cup
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TWELFTH ANNUAL MEETING.
Sacramento, January 2Gtb, 1865.
In accordance with previous notice, a meeting of the California State
Agricultural Society was held this day, at two o'clock p. m., at Agricul-
tural Hall, in this city. The President of the l3oard of Agriculture,
Mr. Charles F. Eeed, of Yolo, called the house to ortler, and stated the
objects of the meeting to be the hearing of the reports of the Board and
its officers, and to elect a President for the ensuing year, and three
Directors for the ensuing legal term of three years, in place of JR. J.
Walsh, of Colusa, and A. G. Richardson and Robert Beck, of Sacramento,
whose terms of office expired with the close of this meeting, and to
transact such other business as might properly come before them.
The President said the first business in order would be the reading of
the minutes of the last annual meeting, and if no objection the Secretary
would read.
Mr. John H. Carroll, of Sacramento, said he supposed, as every mem-
ber had read those minutes in the published transactions of eighteen
hundred and sixty-three, tliere was no necessity for reading them now,
and moved that their reading be dispensed with. The motion being
put. was carried.
The Secretary then read to the members the
ANNUAL EEPOPtT OF THE BOARD.
Gentlemen :—This being the year in which no report to the Governor
is required by law, the Board will reserve a more cletailcd report of the
year's transactions until the proper lime shall arrive, and proceed to
give to the members of the society a brief account of their stewardship,
and to make such suggestions and recommendations as their experience
and the condition of the society and the State seem to demand.
One year ago, when we assumed charge of the affairs of the society,
it was at the close of a year of prosperity to all classes of industry in
the Slate. The agriculturist had been blessed with a plentiful harvest,
which had enabled and induced him to ]n'e])are for an extensive field of
operations, with bright hopes that his renewed efforts would again be
crowned with success. The miner, in addition to extracting from the
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placer deposits and quartz ledges the usual quantities of the precious
metals, had extended his discoveries and developed new regions of
unusual richness, and was confident in the ])roHpect of a year of un-
equalled prosperitj'. The mechanic, the manufacturer, and all other
classes of the community dependent on the two former for encourage-
ment and support, had received a corres]-»onding impulse, and were
looking forward to the new year cheei-ed with contidence and liope.
Under the judicious and economical management of our immediate
predecessors, the financial condition of the society had been much
improved. A portion of a large debt which had been allowed to accu-
mulate against the society iduring a series of previous years, had been
cancelled. A change of administration had, to a certain extent, checked
the increasing dissatisfaction and want of confidence, so prevalent in the
community toward the society and its management. Under these
circumstances, and with reliant expectation of material aid from the
State, the Board met on tlie ninth of February, and by unanimous vote
resolved to hold a general fair of every department of industry of the
State in the following September.
The Legislature, then in session, contvaiy to our expectations, and, as
we think, acting upon a very short sighted policy, withheld the usual
apj)ropriation for the payment of premiums. The much hojted for rains,
which had been deferred during the winter, failed to fall in the spring,
and it soon became veiy evident that all the industrial interests of the
State, which had but a short time before seemed so promising, must suf-
fer materially, if not prove to a great extent a failure. The Board,
therefore, rather than risk a general fair, with so poor a prospect of a
creditable exhibition, and with almost a certainty of a financial disaster,
reconsidered its former action, and determined to conform its operations
strictly and rigidly to tlie circumstances in which the State and the
society were placed. The law, however, establishing the society and
creating the Board of Agriculture and defining its duties, as well as the
tenure by which the society holds some of its most valuable property,
required that a fair of some description should be held. In an ordinary
season, to select one branch of industrj^, however attractive or impor-
tant, and bestow upon it the patronage and encouragement of the society,
to the neglect of all others, would be as unwise on the part of tlie Board,
as it would be unjust to those branches neglected. The eftects of the
drought, however, upon the cereals, and all the various crops of the hus-
bandman; the scarcity of grazing for stock, compelling the owners of
cattle and sheep to drive their herds and flocks to distant portions of the
State and out of the State for subsistence; the empty Treasury of the
society, and the general scarcity of money among the people, admonish-
ing the Board of the propriety of a light bill of ex])enses, all plainly
"indicated the chai'acter the fair should assume in order to render it,
even in one department, a success.
It was evident that no other course than the one pursued could, with
safety to the existence and future prosperity of the society', be adopted,
and even as to this, the Board was in doubt.
At this period of affairs, the citizens of Sacramento, with a liberality
equalled only by their enterprise and perseverance, came forward, and,
by subscription, placed at the disposal of the Board over five thousand
dollars, to be awai'ded as purses and premiums for a hoi'se show.
The sum of six thousand nine hundred and thirt}' dollars were offered
in ])remiums a!id ])urses, so distributed as to render the exhibition a
feature of attraction and a lesson of usefulness to tl\e admirers of all
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classes of horses, from the sturdy draught, to the fleet and beautiful
thoroughbred. All preparations were carefully, economically, and well
completed, and the fair was held. It proved a success in every respect
beyond the most sanguine expectations of the Board. The maxim, that
" whatever is worth doing at all, is worth doing well," having been
adopted in the beginning, it was strictly adhered to in every particular.
The ver}^ liberality of tlie purses and premiums offered gave tone and
character to the exhibition. The high value of the stakes to be lost or
won gave everj'body the impression that the fair must be a grand suc-
cess, and no one went away disappointed or dissatisfied. The superior
grade and quality of the stock on exhibition indicates the certain and
positive improvement we are making in this very important branch of
agriculture. The game and speed exhibited by the California bred con-
testants for purses, both in trotting and running races, places California
proudly upon the turf record, by the side of, if not in advance, of any
other State in the Union. Indeed, we think we may be permitted to say
that the fair of the State Agricultural Society of eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, taking all things into consideration, has formed one of the
brightest pages "in the history of the turf, and very prominently fore-
shadows many brighter ones for our State and the society in the future.
While we congratuhvte the members of the society upon ti>e many
happy and useful lessons of the fair as an exhibition, we are also glad
to be able to inform them that, notwithstanding the extreme unfavora-
bleness of the season, it has proved an unprecedented financial success.
Every premium and purse was promptly paid as soon as awarded or
won, and even more than were oftei-ed. Every item of expense made
and audited bj^ the Board has been promptly and satisfactorily cancelled.
The halndsome sum of eight tliousand four hundred and twelve dollars
and seventy-two cents of the old indebtedness of the society has been
discharged, leaving the present indebtedness, including interest to Jan-
uary tlrirteenth, eleven thousand three hundred and thirtj'-four dollars
and sixty-five cents, against twenty-six thousand four hundred and sev-
enty-three dollars and fitty-six cents on the twelfth day of March, eigh-
teen hundred and sixty-three, when the Board of Agriculture was organ-
ized, and the affairs of the society were placed in its hands.
When wo take into consideration the embarrassing circumstances,
both pecuniarily and otherwise, in which the society was found to be at
that time, and the difficulties it has encountered and overcome since, and
that it has still been able to work out, in less than two years, this sub-
stantial financial result, and regain to so large an extent the confidence
and good will of the community, we are forced to the conviction that,
with the enormous receipts of former years, the society should to-day
have occupied a very ditterent position among the useful institutions of
the State from the one in which we find it. Instead of being poor and
its energies crippled with the encumbrance of a large debt, it should
have been in the enjoyment of such means and facilities as would have
enabled it to exert a powerful influence in the direction and development
of all the material interests of the State.
Tiie mineral cabinet of the society has not received so great accessions
during the last as daring the preceding 3'ear, owing to the general
depression of the mining interest, following the unhealthy excitement
of eighteen hundred and sixty-two and eighteen hundred and sixty-
three. However, many valuable specimens have been added to the col-
lection. The Amador County Agricultural Society has donated a cabinet
of over two thousand specimens, mostly from the valuable copper mines
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of that county; and Amador daims, and is entitled to the distinction,
of bein<; the banner county of the State as regards contributions to the
State Society's cabinet.
JMost of the newspapers and periodicals of the State, with a liberality
not shown by the press in any other part of the world, have continued
to furnish the society with their regular issues. All these have been
carefully tiled away and preserved, and when bound will constitute an
invaluable portion of the society's library. It will contain a most com-
plete general and local history of the State and its interests. The con-
tributors are entitled to the thanks of the Board and the society. And
here we would also say, that the California Steam Navigation Company,
Wells, Fargo & Co., and the various stage and railroad companies in the
State, have, by their uniform liberality, placed the society under last-
ing obligations. Valuable contributions of statistical reports of various
departments of the C4eneral Government have been received from our
Senator, John Conness, and Kepresentatives Iligbj^, Cole, and Shannon.
The society has also been the medium of the above named parties, and
Isaac Newton, Commissioner of Agriculture, at Washington, ibr the dis-
tribution of a large number of the annual and bi-monthly reports of the
Agricultural Department, as also of many varieties of new and valuable
seeds. The latter have been given out to parties who have promised to
exhibit the products, by sample, at the succeeding fair; but owing to
the drought, very few of those distributed last spring have been heard
from. No seeds, except a few packages of Avheat, have been received
yet this season. Vegetable seeds are usually received too late for use
the same 3'ear, and hence many varieties are damaged by age. The
attention of the department has been called to this fact.
We are under obligations to B. B. Eedding, Secretary of State, for
statutes of eighteen hundred and sixty-three and eighteen hundred and
sixty-four; to W. C. Stratton, State Librarian, for journals and appendix
of the Assembly and Senate ; and to C. W. Wyman, of Massachusetts, for
six volumes of the transactions of the Massachusetts State Board of Agri-
culture—a valuable contribution.
The society's reports for eighteen hundred and sixty-three have been
published and distributed, throughout our own State, and many copies
mailed to leading journals, and agricultural and other industrial soci-
eties in the Atlantic States and Europe. Correspondence has also been
opened with these institutions, with direct reference to increasing the
size and usefulness of our library, and the Board confidently anticipates
satisfactory results.
The Constitution of the society has not been amended since the passage
of the law creating the Board of Agriculture. To make it conform to
the change in the management of the societ}^, some alteration will be
necessary, and perhaps no time more appropriate for making such altera-
tions wiil be ibund than the present meeting of the members. If the
society should conclude to make such alterations, the Board will suggest
some additional ones, which, we think, will tend to enlarge the sphere of
its usefulness, and to render its ])ublished transactions more practical,
and give thent a more reliable and authentic cluu'acter. It has formei'ly
been the custom of the Directors of the society to appoint visiting com-
mittees, who have travelled at great expense to the society on ex))loring
expeditions, the scoi-)e of their observations embracing every department
of industry through the whole length and breadth of the State, and even
into adjoining States. These committees have reported to the Board, for
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embodying in tlie published transactions, with tiresome minuteness,
where and how they went, and all they saw.
It is doubtful whether the benefits derived from such a custom are
equal to the neeessarilj^ great outlay. It is believed that the objects for
which the practice was instituted may be attained in a much more
reliable and authentic manner, and with comparatively little expense.
Tbere are men of ability and practical experience in each particular
branch of industry in ever}- part of the State, who would, do doubt, if
requested, be willing to act as officers or committees of the Board, in
collecting and reporting to them annually facts and useful and reliable
information in the particular department for which they are qualified and
for which they should be appointed.
We have geologists of high character and standing among us, whose
business calls them to a constant investigation of the geological struc-
ture and advancing development of our mining regions, and whoso
opinions have great weight, both at home and abroad. Let the Board
appoint some one of these as the geologist of the society, and ask of him
a practical report of the character of our difterent mineral sections, and
the ])rogress and improvement annually made in mining. Such reports
would be, of course, brief and adapted to the general reader; and being
published in the annual transactions of the society, would reach a class
of readers who would never see the elaborate reports of the State Geolo-
gist, now in process of publication. And here we think it not improper
to remark that while the General Government is directing its inquiries
and investigations to determine in what manner to manage or dispose of
the public domain embraced within that portion of our State usually
denominated mineral lands, so as at once to produce the greatest revenue
to her Treasur}', and be of the most benefit to the occupants of the same,
perhaps it might be well to inquire what the cflFect upon the future
wealth and industrj^ of the State would be were those lands to be dis-
posed of in such a manner as to invite and induce the permanent occu-
pancy and cultivation in vin^'ards of those millions of acres located on
the iiill and mountain sides, and in the countless valleys, which, from
actual experience and by the chemical analysis of the soil, and the favor-
able atmospherical phenomena, are proved capable of producing wines
and raisins equal, if not superior, to the most excellent productions of
the most favored wine producing countries, not excepting the celebrated
wines of the Johannisberg and delicious raisins of Malaga. Under our
present system of mining regulations and laws, very few of these acres
will be thus cultivated until the title to the same is vested in the culti-
vator. Their management or sale becomes a serious question of State
as well as national polic3^ It is the interest as well as the duty of the
people of the State to indicate to the General Government the proper
policy to be adopted in regard to them. It is better to take time by the
forelock, and control and direct that policy for our own interests and
the best interests of the Government, than, when too late, to condemn a
policy which may be to the detriment of both. Every department of
industry is equally interested in the question, for when you touch the
mines with the hand of oppression, you oppress every other interest;
and when you encourage and stimulate the development of the mines,
you encourage and stimulate every other pursuit. In this respect, if not
in the actual investment of money, we are all miners and all cultivators
of the soil. A convention, embi-acing all the States and Territories on
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this side of tlie continent, called during the ensuing summer, for the
discussion of this subject, might lead to good results.
Our wine making interest is becoming one of the greatest industrial
interests of the State. It excels that of any other State in the Union,
Yet there is not perhaps another branch of industry in regard to the
practical operatiot)S of which there is so much ignorance among our
people as tliis. The varieties of grapes best adapted to wine making in
our State, or in the different localities of it; the chemical propei'ties of
the soil required for superior wines; the atmospherical influences of dif-
ferent localities; the manner of planting the vine and tilling the vine-
yard; the gathering and pressing the gi'ape, and fermenting and after
treatment of the juice or must until it is converted into wine—are all
sul)jects about which our people have but very little practical or satisfac-
tory information, and upon which there is prevailing, in all our agricul-
tural communities, the most livel}^ interest and intense desire for knowl-
edge.
If the Board were to appoint some competent person as a chemist to
the society, who would, under its sanction and in his official cliaracter,
receive and analyze, for a fair compensation, to be paid by the applicant,
the soils of different localities, and the juice of grapes grown in the differ-
ent wine growing districts, and keep a careful record of his operations,
to be reported to the Board ; and if at the same time they were to enlist
in their service, as committeemen, intelligent and practical cultivators of
the vine and wine manufacturers in the different localities, who should
also report their observations, experience, and opinions to the Board, all
to be embodied in the published transactions, they might perhaps be able
to form some well defined landmarks, which may serve as incentives to
enterprise, and guides in the prosecution and development of this great
resource of wealth and prosperity. If successful in the accomplishment
of this object, the society would have rendered a service to the people
and the State greater and more lasting than if, b}" some supernatural
power, they were to convert the whole bu^c of Mount Diablo into gold
dollars, and distribute them equally between every man, woman, and
child within her borders.
The present anomalous condition of the general stock raising interest
of our State may well attract the serious apprehension of and engage
the attention of the political economists and the best business minds
among us. The annual record of death by starvation of a lai'ge per
centage of the stock of our State, has become almost as much a matter
of course as the periodical return of our rainy seasons. During the
unusually dry season of the past summer, a great number of stock were
driven to the mountains of the Sierra Nevada and Coast Eange, where
they found an abundance of food to carry them safely through the dry
season, but to return to the valley ranges to enrich the soil with their
decaying carcasses. Many others were driven to the low land surround-
ing the confluence of our large rivers, where sufficient feed for the sub-
sistence of nearly half of the stock in the State, during the summer
seasons, has for years past been allowed to go to waste annual!}'; but
when forced from these luxuriant fields by the sudden rise of the waters,
the same destructive fiite awaited them as did those from the mountains.
The last was an extraordinary season, it is true; but if the owners of
]arge herds of stock would pursue the same course in ordinary seasons
that they did the last, they would make a great improvement over the
usual custom of pasturing them on the same ranges during the summer
on which they are compelled to keep them during the following winter.
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Bat to reform and correct the evils and drawbacks attending stock
raising, seems to require a pretty thorough revolution in the whole
farming system. The owners of large herds and flocks will be compelled
to reduce them to such a number as they can provide winter food for;
and the fiirmers who have heretofore turned their attention almost exclu-
sively to grain raising, will find it much more pi'ofitable to raise a greater
variet}' of crops, and include in their annual sales of the products of the
farm, a few 3'oung horses, fat cattle, sheep, and hogs. The statement of
two or three facts will serve to illustrate the extraordinary and disastrous
condition of this branch of industry-, as it is now seen. During the last
sumjner, when it became evident that the hay crop in a large portion of
the State must prove a failure, and consequently command a high price,
many persons resorted to the tule lands at the mouths of the San Joa-
quin, Sacramento, and Cosumnes Rivers, in search of the desired article.
Here they found thousands of acres of natural meadows, upon which
were cut and secured, according to statistics collected by the Secretary
of this Board, and careful estimates made by men of good judgment
engaged in the business, not less than fifty thousand tons of a very fair
quality of hay. According to the same estimates, there were left stand-
ing uncut at least an equal amount. Yet within sight of these extensive
meadows, much of them unclaimed and unappropriated by anybody, large
flocks of sheep and herds of cattle have been reduced by starvation since
the rainy season commenced from twenty-five to fifty per cent in numbers,
and probably thirty-three per cent in the Aveight of those yet alive.
Again, when this hay was cut and freighted to localities where princi-
pally demanded for use, the expense upon it per ton, as a general thing,
amounted to more than an ordinary stock cow or bullock would sell for,
and consequentl}^ to winter such an animal upon it, would cost more
money than the animal would sell for when wintered.
These are extraordinary cases in an extraordinary season, but to a
certain extent they occur every year, and to the full extent may occur
again. To prevent such recurrence, and to bring about a healtiiy change
in the management of this branch of agriculture, are objects worth}^ the
attention of those w^ho may hereafter control the transactions of this
society and the economies of the great interests of the State.
The vast amount of staging on this coast, and the transportation of
goods and machinery from navigation to the various mining localities in
this State, Nevada, and the surrounding Territories, will, until such time
as railroads shall supersede these modes of conve^'ance, continue to cre-
ate a great demand for valuable horses and mules, and large quantities of
grain for their subsistence. To raise a horse or a field of grain may not
generally require a greater degree of skill than is possessed by any ordi-
nary farmer. But to raise and prepare for market a large number of
good horses, with profit to the owner, and well adapted to the business
for which they were intended, requires a good degree of knowledge of
the principles of breeding, the economies of feeding such animals, and
the judgment to apply such principles and economies for the attainment
of the end in view.
To make a given number of acres of land produce the lai-gest amount
of grain and other food that it is capable of producing, without dcterioi-a-
tion of the soil, for a series of years, requires a much greater degree of
skill and scientific knowledge than is usually exercised, at least by the
generality of farmers in this country.
The truth of this latter statement will be apparent when it is proved,
as it has been, by statistics collected by our Secretary during the past
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year from reliable sources, that most of the grain land in California will,
when suninier-l'allowed, produce eight tenths more grain per acre than
when ploughed iviid sown after the rainy season sets in. Yet not one
twentieth of the land devoted to grain raising for 3-ears past has been
summer-fallowed.
It is proper to remark, however, that great improvement in the man-
ner of prepai'i ng the soil and putting in the seed this season over past
years is manifest in every part of the State. The efforts of this Board,
through its Secretary, in calling the attention of farmers to the impor-
tance of this subject, and the drought of the past season, have both con-
tributed to this change. It is hoped that hereafter grain raising wilj be
conducted with greater cconom}' and upon principles which guarantee
greater and more certain success As another good effect of the drought,
ma}' be mentioned the interest it has awakened in many parts of the
State upon the subject of irrigation. The experience of those who have
practiced irrigation for a number of j'ears past proves that almost any of
our lands situated back from the I'iver bottoms pro])er. and which have
hei'etofore been considered capable of producing oidy small grains, and
these only in favorable seasons, may, by the judicious use of water, be
made to produce in abundance and with almost absolute certainty, almost
any crop embraced in the husbandman's vocabuhuy in any climate or
country. This experience has also established another important fact,
that the best and only time necessary to use this water is during the
winter season, when all oui- rivers and creeks are full and capable of
su])plying almost any quantity desired. A thorough saturation of the
soil at this time serves to mature any crop, or two or three different kinds
of crops, in a season, without fui-ther irrigation. The people of the
Counties of San Joaquin, Los Angeles, and Yolo, have been the first to
avail themselves of these important lessons upon an extensive scale.
C. M. Weber, of San Joaquin County, has, during the last season, intro-
duced water over his own land and that of some of his neighbors with
the most ffratifvine; results.
The particulars as to length of canal or amount of land that may be
irrigated have not been received, though written for some time since.*
iiy means of a ditch and reservoir, eleven miles in length, tapping the
San Gabriel Eiver, in Los Angeles Count}-, forty thousand acres of land
which has been hitherto used only for grazing purposes, is now being
irrigated and converted into one of the most fertile portions of that
coiuity, already so justly celebrated for the variety and excellence of its
productions.
In Yolo County there are five main ditches, tapping Cache Creek in as
many different places, with an aggregate length of twenty-five miles,
besides a great number of branches, all capable of irrigating at least one
* The Secretary received on the day after the annual meetiug, fmm Doctor Ilolden, of Stockton,
a Ltter, of which the foUowiiij;- is an e.xtr.ict, and which supplies the iuformatinu written for:
" I have ascertained some interesting fact.-s in regard to th.' profitable results by irrigation from
Captain Weber'.s diiilies, whirh are si jiplicd by water iniiu tlie Calaveras until Jun •, ihe month
the river usually dries u]). Tlie sev,.ral dinh.s run about live miles, and irrigate about two thou-
sand acres, or ten farms, small sections of which were last ye.ir cultivated to wheat: th.; balance
produced o;it hay, and a superior article. The estimated value of cri)ps on the two thousand acres
is twenty-five thousand dolhirs, and withnui irrigation the crops would have been an entire failure.
The above is the onlj' system of ditches for irrigation in this countj'. The result of this first
attempt of irrigating on a large scale has been so profitable and sure, maiij' other cnterprites of
the kind will be undertaken in this county. Califoruians will find out in time that water is not
only quite necessary, but the cheapest fertilizer."
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lanndred thousand acres of as good land as the State e ...ns. Nicholas
Wycotf, the engineer, who located most of the ditches in Yolo County,
and the engineer of Svvainp I^and District Number Eighteen, lying
mostly in that county, says, in a letter to the Secretarj' : "The da}' is
not far distant when the wates of Cache and Putah Creeks, in oi'dinary
seasons, will be used upon the land, and not be suffered to pass into the
tuies except at high floods—thus assisting to reclaim those valuable
lands."
The people of Colusa County are also moving in this matter. They
proj)ose to take the waters from the Sacramento River, at auy point
above low water mark, so as not to interfere with navigation, and turn
it through a canal which, including one main branch, will be one hundred
and twenty miles in length, over an area of some three hundred thousand
acres of black valley land in that and the northern part of Yolo County.
The scheme is pronounced entirely practical by competent engineers
who have made the preliminary surveys, and the people are determined
to accomplish the enterprise and rea]) its beneflts. In view of these
facts, and the probability of other similar enterprises, may we not look
forward to the time when most of the surplus waters of our creeks and
rivers during the rainy seasons will be used to irrigate and render
immensely productive all the higher lands of our vallej's ? Asa secondary
though very important result of the accomplishment of such a system of
irrigation, great assistance would be rendered in permanently reclaiming
the tule lands, and the improvements of our farmers, and the towns and
cities on the immediate banks of the rivers would be thus relieved, to a
great extent, from danger by overflows.
The mechanical and manufacturing industries of the State, though
partaking of the general depression of the past year, and suffering some-
what from the state of the currency, w4)ich has encouraged importations,
have, notwithstanding, continued to enlist in their prosecution a gratify-
ing increase of capital, and to extend their enterprises and scope to a
great variet}' of the articles necessarily used in carrying on the various
industrial pursuits, and in supplying the necessities and luxuries of every
department of life.
Leather of the various kinds, hoots and shoes, harness, saddles, Avhips,
every description of cordage, building materials, granite, marble, lime,
plaster, cement, wagons and carriages, railroad, passenger, and freight
cars; woolen goods, such as blankets of all kinds, flannels of every
description, cloths and cassimcres, carpets; hats, caps, and various kinds
of clothing; glue, asphaltum, gunpowder, matches, tar, pitch, resin,
mineral paint, spirits of turpentine, salt, soap, yeast powders, starch,
vinegar, pickles, every variety of preserved fruits, jams, raisins, flgs,
maccaroni and vermicelli, castor oil, ])etroleum, \vines, brandies, and the
various kinds of spirituous and malt liquors; paper of every varict}^ ;
glass bottles of all kinds demanded, earthen and stone ware, wood, tin,
and wire ware; mining, mill, and steamboat machineiy, and machinery
of every kind in use ; agricultural implements, and various other articles,
are manufiictured in the State, with greater or less success; ver}- many
in sufficient quantities to supply the home demand, and keep up a very
good and remunerative export trade, while others are struggling against
the persevering competition of importation.
Preparations, upon extensive scales, are now being niade to add to
this list, railroad locomotives, shot, and lead ]Mpe. The experiment of
smelting copper has already proved so much of a success as to warrant
the confident expectation that all our coj^per ores will soon be smelted
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within our State, and thus produce a complete revolution in our copper
iiHnin<>; interest. The experience of nations proves that no classes of
industries aid more in enriching and rendering a State independent than
mechanics and manufactures. California has greater natural facilities
for hccoming an extensive manufacturing State than any other in the
Union, and her isolated position furnishes a strong reason for fostering
and encouraging them.
For the advancement and improvement of all these objects—and,
indeed, all the industries of the State—was this society instituted.
While the holding of annual fairs, at which the products aud improve-
ments of every department of industry are exhibited for comparison and
instruction, aud to stimulat(^ emulation and enterprise, is calculated to
do great good, and should therefore be continued, yet, for the financial
success of the society, the fairs should be made to assume such a char-
acter as will prove at once the most attractive and least expensive. It
should be no ground of complaint should the Board adopt this policy.
There are other and less superficial mediums through which, in addi-
tion to the one just named, the society may render itself equal!}' bene-
ficial to our present population and their material interests, and enlarge
and extend its sphere of usefulness, so as to enhance more perceptibly
and certainly the State's future prosperity.
Among these may be mentioned a means already adverted to, the
appointment of competent committees to investigate and report upon
the present condition and best means of improvement in each branch of
industry. These reports should assume the character of short, practical,
and, to some extent, scientific treatises, wholly Californian in their
chai-acter and application. The society should also own an experimental
farm, with all the facilities and appliances for practically teaching and
illustrating au-riculture, in all its branches, as adapted to the peculiarities
of our soifand climate. It should possess an extensive mineral, mechani-
cal, and agricultural museum, for illustrating our natural history, our
mineral riches, and our advancement in the useful arts and sciences. It
should enjoy the advantages of a philosophical and chemical laboratory,
and an extensive library of useful and practical knowledge, for exempli-
fying and explaining the truths of science as applicable to the various
industrial pursuits of life.
Add to these, by authoritj^ of law, the facilities of collecting agriciil-
tural and other important statistics, in an authoritative and authentic
manner, and the society would then occupy that position of usefulness
for which it was originality organized, but to which few such societies
attain for want of some definite aim and some constant and steady hand
to guide them.
The official management of the agricultural societies of Xew York and
Massachusetts have respectively been under the control of B. P. Johnson
and C. L. Flint almost since their first organization. These societies,
either of them, are an honor to any country or nation, to say nothing of
the States in which they arc located.
The importance of reliable agricultural and other statistics to the
successful and intelligent conduct of a government, and to the advan-
tageous direction and development of the resources of a State, are too
obvious to require an argument, and particularly so in a new State,
with resources so diveisified as ours; and yet we regret to record the
fact that we have not now, as a State, and never had, any system by
which such statistics have been or can be collected. In older and more
thickly settled communities, with their superior fiacilities for communica-
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tion, it has been found practical to collect such statistics through volun-
tary agents, who, without compensation, except the consciousness of
serving their country, devote their time and energies to the subject, and
under a system of reports to one common head, produce a result suffi-
ciently correct for all practical purposes. But in a State where the
facilities for travel, except on general routes to a few important locali-
ties, are so limited and expensive as in ours, and where so few of our
farmers have become so permanently fixed and devoted to their occupa-
tion as to inspire that interest in the cause necessary for such an under-
taking, and so few are able to afford the time and means for its faithful
execution,, such a sj^stem will be found, as it has already been found by
the last two years' efforts of this Board, almost totally inoperative. The
present S3'stem of reports by the County and District Assessors to the
Surveyor-General, has proved to be equally unreliable and uncertain,
only from one half to two thirds of the counties in the State being
reported at all, and these reports in manj^ instances being mere rough
estimates, instead of actual and careful counts. Statistics thus partial
and unreliable, in the opinion of the Board, tend rather to depreciate the
value and magnitude of our industrial resources, and to injure and pretju-
dice the impoi-fance and standing of our State, both among our own
people and abroad, than otherwise.
Without narrating the history of the efforts of this Board, dui-ing the
session of the last Legislature, advised as they were by our immediate
predecessors, and seconded by every District and County Agricultural
Society in the State, to rectify these-evils, and to obtain the passage of
a law which would in our opinion have provided an efficient and effective
system by which reliable statistics relating to all our industries and pro-
ductions would have been obtained, we will venture to express the hope
that our next Legislature will take a more practical and comprehensive
view of the material w^antsof the State, and will comprehend and supply
the necessity of a system by which, through the proper channels, we maj'"
possess ourselves of a full sheet exhibiting all our productions and our
present and future capacities. One short statute that would eflFectually
accomplish this object, would be of a more real and lasting benefit to our
State than a whole volume of such laws as usually emanate from each
session of our Legislature. Upon this subject and the necessity of State
aid to agricultural societies, Dr. E. S. Ilolden, President of the San
Joaquin District Agricultural Society, than whom no man in the State
understands the State's necessities better, holds the following language
in his last annual address before that society :
"Last 3-ear this society, together with several other similar associ-
ations, petitioned our Legislature to appropriate a few thousand dollars
for premium money; but our Solons failed to see the benefit of such
appropriations ; they ftiiled to see that three fourths of their constit-
uents w^ere pi'oducing by the sweat of their bi-ows their very existence,
their bread and butter. But there was one thing they could easily com-
prehend, and that was the value of bribe money to create and aid a host
of rascally franchises yearly springing up, from San Diego to Siskiyou,
from the Sierra to the Pacific.
" Farmers and mechanics, protect your own interests—those interests
which contribute so largely to the wealth and iiulepcndence of nations.
Elect, as it is in your power to do, legislators who can comprehend the
interests of agriculture and manufactures, and who will honestly protect
them."
s
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"With all these appliances and facilities for usefulness well managed,
the published reports of the transactions of the society would become
most interesting and authentic exponents of the agricultural capacities,
the mineral wealth, the manufacturing enterprise, and the general
resources of the State. Distributed among our own people, they would
furnish constant incentives and valuable guides to improvement. Dis-
tributed in the Atlantic States and in the rich and populous countries of
the Eastern continent, they would serve as the most economical and
effective agents to attract immigration to our State that could possibly
be em])l()yed. Teach the skilled cultivator of the vine and the expe-
rienced manufacturer of wine in the agricultural portions of Germany,
France, Italy, and other old wine growing countries, that the wine crop
has never proved a failure in California since its first introduction by
the priests, one hundred and fifty years ago ; that owing to the peculiar
adaptation of the soil and climate of our State to the growth of the
vine, and the average annual product per acre here, under good cultiva-
tion, is six hundred gallons, while that of the German States and France
is not over one hundred and seven tj'-five. and that of Italy—the best
wine producing countrj^ in the world outside of California—is less than
four hundred and fifty gallons. Teach them that there is in California
over twenty millions of acres of the ver}^ best of land for vineyards,
and that each head of a familj^ can become the owner of one hundred
and sixty acres of the same, by coming here and settling upon and
improving it; and will not such information, rendered authentic by our
official rejjorts, turn their heads towards California i* Will they remain
longer than necessit}' compels them in their own countr}^, where but
few of them have any interest in the soil, and can obtain but a poor sub-
sistence as the reward of their dailj' labors? Teach these facts to foreign
capitalists and enterprising and skilful manufacturers, and they also
will seek our shores for the profitable investment of their means, and a
more adequate return for their enterprise and skill. We should soon
have springing up in the various favorable localities of our State exten-
sive wine cellars, the owners of which would purchase the grapeor must
from the producer, and after subjecting it to careful and skilful treat-
ment for the proper length of time necessary to convert into an article
of that superior quality rendered susceptible by the unequalled wine
properties of the grape, and not till then, it would be found in the mar-
ket for sale and consumption.
The immediate effects of this change in the management of our wine
interests would be a certain and reliable increased demand for the grape
and must, and a proportional increased production. The mere grape
juice of from four to six months of age, made by those professing but
very little skill in its manufiicture, and possessing perhaps less, would
disappear from among us, and our home and foreign demands would be
supplied with the various kinds of wines, equal, if not superior, to the
most excellent and high priced foreign brands.
A very large portion of the sugar consumed in the southern countries
of Europe is now manufactured in France from the common white sugar
beet. It is a demonstrated fact that this article can be produced in rich
alluvial soil of our valleys and tule lands in greater quantities per acre,
and M'ith less labor, than in any other portion of the civilized world.
B}' cliemical analysis, science assures us that, owing to the peculiarly
favorable properties of our soil, the California jiroduction possesses a
greater quantit}"" of saccharine matter than the same ariiele produced in
any part of France. Taken in connection with the present and prospec-
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tive high rulins; prices of sugar, we have here another branch of industry-
promising a liberal compensation for skilled labor, and a munificent
return for the investment of capital, managed and directed b}' the lights
of science and practical experience.
The cultivation of. silk, also, by the experience of competent judges
for some ten years in our State, has proved to be a perfect success. The
mulberry tree flourishes here with a luxuriance known in no other
country. The absence of moisture and explosive electricity in the
atmosphere, during the season of feeding and hatching the worms and
securing the cocoons, are circumstances which render our State more
favorable for the prosecution of this pleasant and important branch of
industry than any other country in which silk is produced.
It is a historical fact, that the seasons in the principal silk producing
countries in the soutli of Europe have for years past been growing more
cold and moist, and hence less favorable for the production of silk. These
are significant facts, which may very profitably be taken into account
by those who are to control the future material destiny of our State. It
may not be improper here to state that J. Morenhout, Consul of France
at Los Angeles, lately sent five samples of cotton, produced in that
county by as many different persons, to the Minister of Agriculture and
Commerce in France, who, after having the same carefully examined by
competent judges, returned in his official report that the samples were
all identical in quality, and would command then about the same price
as the short silk cotton of the Southern States—from sixty-two dollars to
sixty-three dollars per one hundred pounds. The experiment will be
thoroughly tested in that county this year. By experiments extending
through a series of years in various parts of our State, it is conclusively
proved that raisins, figs, almonds, prunes, olives—all articles of com-
merce, and consequently not liable to overstock any market—can be
produced here in equal perfection and greater abundance than in any
other part of the world. In a word, to sum up the foregoing statements,
we may say we know we have within our borders the elements of great-
ness and prosperit}^ equal, if not superior, to those of anj^ other State in
the Union. Then, what do we lack? what do we need? The answer
most emphaticallj' is, lahor and capital. We cannot attain material great-
ness or prosper well without these—without both ; and capital for invest-
ment in our material resources will not, for obvious reasons, precede
labor—it would follow. Then labor is the first great necessity. And
how shall we obtain it? The General Government, through agents and
the distribution of favorable information, is wisely and successfully
exerting her means and energies to induce emigration to the United
States. According to the report of the iS'ew York Commissioners of
Immigration, the number of immigrants that arrived at that port during
the eleven months ending the thirtieth of November, eighteen hundred
and sixty-three, was one hundred and forty-six thousand five hundr-ed
and nineteen, against seventy-six thousand three hundred and six during
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, showing an increase in one year of nearly
fifty per cent from extra exertion. But does the Pacific coast or Cali-
fornia receive anj' portion of that immigration, or any immediate benefit
from it ? Very little, if any at all. The moment the newcomer sets
foot on shore at New York, or anj^ other eastern port, he is hurried
off to Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, or some other new State east of the
Eocky Mountains, but never to California; hence those States, with far
less natural advantages, except as to convenient location for immigra-
6
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tion, outstrip us in the race to wealth and general prosperity. The
Pacific Kailroad will, when finished, to a certain extent remove this bar-
rier which isolates us from the great centre of our country's population.
But till that time California must Avork out the problem of increasing
her labor and capital, and of developing her own resources herself. Let
California bestir herself, if she would not fall back from her present
relative position among her sister States. Let her make independent
and extra exertions to induce a tide of immigration to set in toward her
shores before the great field for enterprise and improvement is opened
up in the vSouthern States, to attract and hold the tide from her. Let
her send out, through the Golden Gate, such a flood of reliable informa-
tion in regard to her unequalled productions, her inexhaustible resources
and capacities, to those great beehives of industry in the Old World as
will cause a lively swarming out of their families of workers, so intent
upon securing the unequalled benefits within their grasp here, that no
half-way port will attract them from their destination.
Why should not the route from the various emigrating ports of the
Old World to San Francisco, by way of Panama, become the line of
attraction and travel to those who are seeking an asylum and a home in
America ? Bring this about, and our march is onward, our destiny certain.
To assist in the convej-ance of this information, and accomjdishing
these objects, what channel so appropriate, what means so effective as
the State Agricultural Society, Avhen it shall occujDy the position and
enjoy the facilities we claim for it?
To place the society in this position, and in command of these facil-
ities, liberal State aid will be required. The front door of the State
Treasury' will have to be opened by the command of the people, and
some of their money used for the accomplishment of these objects.
And why not .'' Facts and statistics are at hand to prove that no people
ever became permanently prosperous, or State rich and powerful, until
this policy was adopted and adhered to; and that no people or State
ever ado])ted this policy, and continued it judiciously, without becoming
intelligent and happy, and rising high in the scale of individual and
national greatness.
England annually appropriates millions to auxiliary societies similar
to ours, for the encouragement of her agricultural and manufacturing
interests, and the world pays tribute to her enterprise and prosperity'.
France, following her example, has become a power upon the earth.
Germany, b}' earlj^ adopting this policy, has made herself an empire of
knowledge and a university to the world.
Among our family of States, New York and Massachusetts are noble
examples of an enlightened liberality. Tiien let California profit bj^
good exam])les, and be wise, as she would be great.
We did intend to discuss another important question to California—
the establishment of an Agricultural College. But the space allowable
in a report embracing so man}' objects is not equal to the importance of
the subject. We, therefore, recommend the appointment of a committee
by our successors, to take tliis subject under consideration, and report at
some future time.previous to the meeting of the next Legislature.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
I. N. HoAG, Secretary. CHAKLES F. EEED, President.
The report was, on motion of Henr}' M. Bernard, of Sacramento,
adopted, and ordered on file.
The Secretary then read the financial reports.
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EEPORT OF THE TEEASUEER.
W. P. Coleman, Treasurer,
III account loitJi State Agricultural Society.
Dr.
To cash received from I. IST. Hoag, Secretary, from Jan-
uary 1st to December 31st, 18U4
Cr.
By cash paid for expenses and premiums from
January 1st, 1864, to January 1st, 1865 $10,591 53
By cash paid for outstanding warrants.. 2,461 97
813,058 50
$13,053 53
W. P. COLEMAN, Treasurer.
Sacramento, January 25, 1865.
FINANCIAL EEPOET OF THE SECEETAEY.
I. N. HoAG, Secretary,
In account with State Agricultural Society.
1864. Dr.
To cash of Wm. B. Hunt, pair goblets
To cash of A. Bergman, diploma frame
To cash of Morrison & Cover, rent of pai'k
To cash of District No. 1, Sacramento City subscriptions
To cash of District No. 2, Sacramento City subscriptions
To cash of District No. 3, Saci-amento City subscriptions
To cash of District No. 4, Sacramento City subscriptions
To cash of District No. 5, Sacramento Cit}^ subscriptions
To cash of District No. 6, Sacramento City subscriptions
To cash of District No. 7, Sacramento Cit}^ subscriptions
To cash for membership tickets
To cash for daily tickets
To cash for season tickets
To cash of Christian Commission, lumber
To cash, entrance fees to races
Cr.
$50 00
3 50
1,000 00
1,160 00
1,710 50
651 00
996 50
41)0 50
161 50
198 00
1,119 00
3,716 00
162 00
20 00
1,705 00
$13,053 50
By cash paid Wm. P. Coleman, Treasurer, at sundry times $13,053 50
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DISBURSEMENTS FOR CURRENT EXPENSES.
Date. Name and Purpose.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
17
17
18
18
19
20
20
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
90
C. H. Shear, pui'se won by " Capt. Hanford"
C. H. Shear, purse won by "Alicia Mandeville"
J. L. Eoff. purse won b}^ "Honest Ance"
Ben. E. Harris, purse won by
"
Emigrant Fleet"...
T. B. James, pui-se won by
"
Jenn}- Hall"
J. L. Eoff, purse won by
" Gentleman Georo;e"
,J. A. Bachelor, purse won by "Dan Hibbard"
J. L. Eoff, purse won by
" Honest Ance " and mate
C. H. Shear, purse won by "Alicia Mandeville"
N. Coombs, purse won by "Strideaway"
B. Eice, purse won by
" Wm. H. Seward"
J. A. Bachelor, entrance fee returned
D. D. Colton, premium on team
John M. Duncan, premium on horse
E. M. Skaggs, premium on horse
C. H. Shear, premium on mare
L. D. Nash, premium on colt
J. G. McCraken, premium on "D. Hill" and colt....
F. S. Malone, premium on mare and colt
N. Coombs, premium on horse
E. M. Skaggs, premium on team
John Hall, premium on mare
C. F. Eeed, premium on horse
Edgar Mills, premium on mare
W. P. Coleman, expenditures
J. Dodge, repairing wells
I). Lord, pumps, etc.J
J. W. Burke, ticket clerk.
George P. Warner, ticket clerk
John McGuire, gate clerk
George Whitlock, ornamenting hall
George Booth, services
T. J "Hall, ticket clerk
William H. Allen, gate keeper
John Isaacs, police
Charles Hardenburg, labor
J. W. Taylor, police
T. B. Merry, entry clerk
T. M. Hubbard, ticket clerk
W. C. Barrett, sashes and badges •
Daily Bee, advertising
Daily Union, advertising and printing ,.
John H. Carroll, pay for music
Warren & Co., California Farmer, advertising.
George Meservy, labor
J. V. Hoag, gate keeper
C. P. Eeed, expenditures
Edwards & Co., stationery
John Eider, carpenter
Amount.
S300 00
250 00
500 00
300 00
500 00
500 00
150 00
800 00
300 00
500 00
1,000 00
80 00
100 00
50 00
100 00
75 00
50 00
100 00
100 00
100 00
50 00
100 00
75 00
75 00
00
75
25
23
11
43
24 00
30 00
24 00
20 00
5 00
30 00
24 00
24 00
15 00
24 00
30 00
24 00
16 00
30 50
210 37
470 50
50 00
8 00
24 00
150 00
42 25
20 00
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Date. Name and Purpose. Amount.
S. M. Wilbiirn, police
John Nicholson, police
A. Badlam. Jr., printing
S. P. Carlisle, ticket clerk
Justus Ilovey, horse for Marshal
Gas Company, gas for ball
J. Campbell, use of chairs
A. A. Wood, gate keeper
Spirit of the Times, advertising
E. L. Barber, engraving premiums
J. Quinn, use of chairs
I. N. Hoag, services and expenditures
E. D. Payne, gate keeper
George Inglas, horse hire, for 1863
Thomas Coleman, services
S. Daniels, entrance fee returned
W. P. Coleman, expenditures
I. K. Hoag, Secretary's services
M. T. Crowell, labor
T. J. McKimm, cleaning engine
B. R. Crocker, expenditures
Hardy & Hall, badges, etc
Friend & Terry, use of lumber
J. & P. Carolan, Manilla paper
Wells, Fargo & Co., freight on books...
Edwards & Co., stationery
Daily Bee, advertising
Daily Union, advertising
Postage and box rent at Post Office....
Total
$S
2i
175
20
56
74
3
24
60
5
3
825
12
50
24
°0o
30
1,234
19
8
131
32
l.i7
1
1
13
12
4
31
00
00
00
00
00
70
00
00
00
00
00
60
00
00
00
00
05
50
25
00
25
00
81
25
50
00
00
50
00
,591 53
DISBURSEMENTS FOR OLD INDEBTEDNESS.
Date. Name, and number of warrant. Amount.
1864.
Dec. 22
Dec. 22
Dec. 22
Dec. 22
Dec. 22
Dec. 22
1865.
Jan. 10
Jan. 10
Jan. 10
H. Caswell, warrants Nos. 9 and 58, on General Fund
L. B. Harris, warrants Nos 173 to 178, inclusive, on
General Fund
M. Edwards, warrant No. 39, on General Fund
A. Dennery & Co., warrant No. 8, on General Fund
F. J. Moore, warrant No. 1, on General Fund
C. II. Poss, warrant No. 99, on General Fund
J. Calvyn, warrant No. 19, on General Fund
M. Devine, warrant No. 44, on General Fund
A. G. Iloagland, warrant No. 27, on General Fund..
$35 92
,015
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Date.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
II. M. Bernard, warrant No. 23, on General Fund..
J. Hawks, warrant No. 59, on General Fund
O. C. Wheeler, warrants Nos. 5(i and *J4, on General
Fund
lO' Fuller & Heather, warrant No. 31, on General Fund
IuIM. Fitzpatrick, warrants Nos. 54 and 98, on Gen-
eral Fund
ION. L. Drew, warrants Nos. 64 to 73, inclusive, on
General Fund
Sacramento Gas Company, warrant No. 32, on Gen-
eral Fund
P. Dunlap, warrant No. 89, on General Fund
J. Baker, warrant No. 33, on General Fund
C. H. Eoss, warrant No. 74, on General Fund
M. A. Ames, warrant No. 263, on General Fund
10
10
10
10
10
Expenses brought forward.
"Whole disbursements...
Amount.
199 64
18 70
106 80
406 43
63 49
75 00
64 80
225 94
15 62
82.461 97
10,591 53
6i3,053 50
STATEMENT OF THE FUNDED INDEBTEDNESS OF THE SOCIETY.
Description and number of warrants. Amount.
Amounts of warrants outstanding against the
General Fund, Junuary 13, 18(34 $18,526 55
Interest on the same from date of registry to
January 13, 1865 T 1,220 82
Indebtedness at latter date '.
Warrants redeemed, including interest :
Grimes & Felton, No. 58 $19 75
J. G. Clark & Co., No. 9 100 00
L. B. Harris, Nos. 173 to 178, inclusive 4,000 00
Leonard & Seaman, No. 39 151 92
Dennery & Co. No. 8 18 00
F. J. Moore. No. 1 120 45
C. H. Eoss, No. 99 Ill 16
Williams & Calvyn, No. 19 12 00
M. Devine, No. 44 23 57
A. G. Hoagland,No. 27 95 00
II. M. Bernard, No. 23 17 82
J. Hawks,No.59 8 50
O. C. Wheeler, Nos. 56 and 94 798 57
Fuller & Heather, No. 31 93 50
$19,747 37
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Description and number of warrants. Amount.
M. Fitzpatrick, Nos. 54 and 98 6267 00
N. L. Drew & Co., Nos. 64 to 73, inclusive ijlSO 00
N. L. Drew & Co., No. 74, (indorsed—paid)... 3 72
Sacramento Gas Company, No. 32 226 75
I. M. Hubbard, No. 33 240 00
C. II. Eoss, new issue for balance, $99, No. 74 572 01
M. A. Ames, No. 63 62 50
Harman & Hartley, No. 89 188 00
Warrants donated to the Society :
Chase and Boruck, No. 18., 30 00
Treadwell & Co., No. 87 4 OU
A. Badlam, Nos. 7, 21, and 34 98 50
Whole amount of warrants redeemed last fiscal year..
Whole amount of outstandin<T warrants on the 13th of
January, 1865
^412 72
811,334 65
These reports were, on motion of John II. Carroll, referred to a com-
mittee of three for examination and report to the meeting as to their
correctness.
The President appointed as such committee John Arnold, George W.
Stewart, and E. D. Whcatley, to whom the Secretary handed the reports,
books, and vouchers for the past fiscal year.
Mr. John H. Carroll moved that a committee of three be appointed
by the President to consider and report upon certain amendments to the
Constitution, as recommended by the Board.
Mr. Drew moved that the subject matter be referred to the incoming
Board of Directors, to report to the next annual meeting.
The Secretary, 1. N. Hoag, stated that many of the amendments
referred to in the annual report of the Board were rendered necessary
on account of the changes, by law, in the organization of the Board of
Agriculture in place of the old Board of Managers. That they should
be made at this meeting, so that the Board could have some rules of
action for the coming year, and that they might bo published in the
transactions of eighteen hundred and sixty-five. If a committee were
to be appointed, they could consider and report on the matter in a short
time, as the amendments had been pre]"»ared as recommended.
Mr. Drew withdrew his motion, and the motion to a2:)point a committee '
prevailed.
The President appointed Messrs. J. II. Cai-roll, Judge E. B. Crocker,
and T. H. H3'att, as such committee.
J. M. McDonald moved that I. N. Hoag be added to the committee.
Carried.
H. Bernard moved that the meeting take a recess for thirty minutes
to give the committees time to report. Lost.
On motion of N. L. Drew, the meeting determined to proceed to the
election of officers.
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The Pi'csiclent appointed C. H. Ross and James Lansing as tellers,
and declared nominations for a President now in order.
D. Kendall, of Sacramento, nominated C. F. Eeed, of Yolo, for re-
election to the same position now held by him.
Mr. Reed stated that he was not a candidate for re-election. He hoped
the meeting would eleCt some one else, who could give more time to the
responsible duties of the otflce. He had not been able to devote as much
time to those duties in the past year as he had desired, and had intended
to decline peremptorily to serve another j^ear, but as there seemed to be
a pretty general desire to renominate him, he had concluded to abide by
the action of the meeting.
There being no other nomination, the members proceeded to ballot.
Upon count. Mr. Reed, having received all but a few scattering votes,
was declared by the Secretary the President of the society for the ensu-
ing 3'ear, and upon motion, the choice was made unanimous.
Mr. Reed being called for, said :
Gentlemen :—I thank you for the flattering unanimity with which
you have re-elected me to the honorable and responsible position of
President of the State Agricultural Societ3% I did not desire it. I did
not expect it. 1 have endeavored during the past unfavorable season to
do my duty to the society. If I have been successful in my efforts, and
the society has been carried successfully through a critical period of its
existence, you are indebted more to the skilful management and business
qualifications of the members of the Board and officers with whom I
have had the honor to be associated than to any merit of my own.
Since you have done me the honor to place me in the same position for
another term, I am in hopes that I shall have the pleasure of being
associated with the same officers with whom I have acted during the
past year. All the transactions of the Board and all their plans have
been charat'terized and adopted with a unanimity seldom equalled, and
if the same officers are continued I doubt not the future will be as
agreeable as the past, and that the society will continue to prosper
under the same management. The next business is the election of three
Directors, in place of Messrs. Walsh, Richardson, and Beck. [Xomina-
tions are in order.
Messrs. R. J. Walsh, Robert Beck, A. G. Richardson, J. R. Crandall,
J. W. Shaw, D. E. Callahan, and Sylvester Tryon, were placed in nomina-
tion. The three last mentioned names were M'ithdrawn, and upon ballot
Messrs. Walsh, Richardson, and Beck received all but a few scattering
votes, and were declared duly elected for the term of three years.
The meeting then adjourned to seven o'clock in the evening.
EVENIXG SESSIOX.
The President called the meeting to order, and called for the reports
of tiie committees.
Jolin Arnold, from the committee to examine the financial reports of
the Treasurer and Secretary, reported that the committee had performed
that duty—that they found vouchers for all items of expense, with one
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or two exceptions, and these were satisfactorily explained. The com-
mittee were entirely satisfied with the correctness of the reports and the
good management of the finances of the society.
The report was adopted and the committee discharged.
The committee on the amendments to the Constitution reported
favorable to those recommended by the Board, and after reading the .
Constitution by sections, and discussing the amendments proposed, the
meeting adopted the report and the amendments unanimously. They
make the wording of the Constitution conform to the law creating the
Board of Agriculture, and indicate some radical and important changes
in the management of the society.
The President called the attention of the meeting to the fact that
there was to be a new agricultural paper, called the California Rural
Home Journal^ published in San Francisco soon, by T. Harte Hyatt & Co.,
and also named the California Farmer as an old established paper, and
said if agriculturul papers were better supported we should have more
successful and intelligent farmers in our State.
The following resolutions were then introduced, and both unanimously
passed :
"
Resolved^ That the thanks of the society be tendered to their execu-
tive officers for their very able, interesting, and complete annual report
made to this meeting, and that we especially commend its suggestions and
recpmmendations to the friends of agricultural improvements through-
out the State."
"
Resolved, In consequence of the unfortunate and embarrassed condi-
tion of the State Agricultural Society in eighteen hundred and sixty-
four, which precluded the possibility of an agricultural exhibition of
that year, the duties of the Secretary, I. N. Hoag, were peculiarly ardu-
ous for the new order of things; but the universally satisfactory man-
ner in which his duties were performed, and the increased good will to
the societ}^ resulting therefrom, it is hoped that the valuable services of
the same officer will be secured for the coming year, as likely to win
many more friends to the society, and increase the best interests of the
institution."
The President stated that under a rule of the Board, adopted previous
to the last fair,
" that any person who should be declared by the Judges
distanced for foul riding or driving in any race, should forever there-
after be excluded from riding or driving in a race on the society's track,"
a Mr. Lnsk was thus excluded
;
that he had promised Mr. Lusk and his
friends that he would call the matter up before this annual meeting for
its consideration and action. Mr. Lusk desired to be reinstated, and
this meeting doubtless had the power to reinstate if they so desired
to do.
Mr. Carroll said, for the purpose of placing the subject properly before
the meeting, he moved that Mr. Lusk be reinstated, or allowed the same
privileges on the track as though no rule had been violated by him.
The motion being seconded and stated by the President, Mr. Cai-roll said
as it was the first time so rigid a rule had been adopted by the society^
or in the State, and as this was the first violation, perhaps it would not
defeat the objects of the Board in adopting it if Mr. Lusk should for this
violation be relieved from the severity of the penalty.
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Mr. Skaggs said the rule was a good one, and he presumed the Board
had considered it well before they adopted it. Its object and effect was
to enforce good and honorable conduct on the part of riders and drivers
during the fairs of the society. The rule was published in the pro-
grammes of races, and was well understood by all before the fair com-
menced
;
that if all the miles of the society were to be enforced rigidi}^,
good order and satisfaction would prevail at the fairs, but if the meet-
ing were in effect to reverse the decisions of the Judges in this case and
remove a penalty the party had brought upon himself, on any occasion
in the future, when the temptation might be great, the rules would be
violated with impunit}^ and the society Avould become an object of ridicule.
Mr. Bernard spoke on the same side of the question.
Mr. Hyatt thought, as this was the first offence, it might be well to
reinstate the jiariy, but have it distinctly understood that for any
second offence no excuse should prevail.
The subject was fully discussed by other members when, upon a vote
being taken, the meeting by an almost unanimous vote refused to rein-
state Mr. Lusk, thus sustaining the action of the Judges and the rule of
the Board.
The following letter was read by the Secretary :
.r TT CI J. Stockton, January 20th, 1865.Mr. HoAG, Secretary :
)
./ >
Dear Sir :—Your notice of the annual meeting of the State Agricul-
tural Society is at hand. Our Agricultural Board will appoint delegates
to the election, but the roads are in an almost impassable condition, and
it may be the delegates will not go. Were it possible I would be with
you at the election, as I take a deep interest in all that is connected with
the society.
Am lia])py to learn that 3'ou have reduced the indebtedness of the
society in so large an amount.
Yours, very respectfully,
E. S. HOLDEX.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned sine die.
MEETING OF THE BOAED OF AGEICULTURE.
After the adjournment of the annual meeting, the President called a
meeting of the Board of Directors, at which were present C. F. Eeed,
of Yolo, President; and Directors T. S. Chamberlain, C. T. Wheeler, W.
P. Coleman, Eobert Beck, B. E. Crocker, and J. II. Carroll.
On motion, the Board proceeded to the election of a Secretary.
Mr. Chamberlain moved that I. N.Hoag, the present incumbent, be
re-elected.
The motion was seconded, and unanimously carried.
H. P. Coleman said the law and the Constitution required the Board
to elect a Treasurer not a member of the Board ; he thereupon tendered
his resignation as Treasurer.
The resignation was accepted, and on motion of J. II. Carroll, E. T.
Brown, Esq., of Sacramento, was unanimously elected to fill the vacancy.
After a general consultation and discussion of matters pertaining to
the interests of the society, the Board adjourned to the call of the Presi-
dent.
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EooMS California State Eoard of Agriculture, \
Sacramento, January 1st, 1866. J
To His Excellency,
Fred'k F. Low,
Governor of California :
Sir :—In compliance Avith the law creating the State Board of Agri-
culture, and defining its duties, a full and detailed account of its transac-
tions for eighteen hundred and sixty-four and eighteen hundred and
sixty-five, is herewith submitted. Also, such suggestions as in the opin-
ion of the Board experience and good policy dictate for the advancement
of the best interests of the State.
^
. CHAS. F. EEED,
President.
I. N. HoAG, Secretary.
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PKESIDENT.
CHARLES F. REED Grafton, Yolo County.
DIRECTORS.
C. T. Wheeler Sacramento.
John H. Carroll Sacramento.
Edgar Mills Sacramento.
B. R. Crocker Sacramento.
T. L. Chamberlain Placer.
"William P. Coleman Sacramento.
A. G. Richardson Sacramento.
Robert Beck Sacramento.
R. J. Walsh Colusa.
OEPICERS OF THE BOARD.
secretary. treasurer.
I. N. H0AG...Y0I0. p. 0., Sacramento. R. T. Brown Sacramento.
chemist and metallurgist. geologist.
Dr. R. OxLAND, F. C. S...San Francisco. Prof. J. D. Whitney San Francisco.
meteorologist. zoologist.
T. M. Logan, M. D Sacramento. J. G. Cooper San Francisco.
entomologist.
H. H. Behr, M. D San Francisco.
botanists.
A. Kellogg, M. D., San Francisco. Prof. H. N. Bolander, San Francisco.
HEI^ORT
In addition to the ordinary transactions of the society, the list of arti-
cles to which premiums were awarded at the fairs, reports of commit-
tees, etc., the present volume will contain the very able address of the
Honorable John Bidwell, before the JSTorthern District Agricultural
Societ}' at its late Fair ; the practical and statistical annual address of
Dr. E. S. Holden, late President of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural
Society; the learned and eloquent address of Dr. John F. Morse, before
the State Society at the last State Fair, and a very valuable and inter-
esting address by the Honorable A. A. Sai'gent on the same occasion, at
the request of tho Board, upon the subject of an Agricultural and Me-
chanic Arts College, with especial reference to the means by which the
legislation of Congress granting lands for that 2:)urpose may be made
available to the State; all of which, and especiallj^ the latter, at this
time contain suggestions and information valuable to every citizen, and
of great importance to correct legislation iipon the several subjects of
which they respectively treat.
Also, several letters and communications upon the subject of cotton
culture in California, from gentlemen, some of whom are engaged in the
business in the southern portion of the State ; a very valuable repqrt of
the committee of the society on vine culture and wine making; and an
important communication by the pioneer silk grower of the Pacific coast,
Mr. L. Prevost, upon that very interesting business.
The volume will also contain statistical tables of the agricultural and
other productions of the State for eighteen hundred and sixty-five, care-
fully compiled from the reports of the County, Disti'ict, and Township
Assessors, gratuitously furnished, at the request of the Board, upon a
plan recommended in another portion of this communication, from the
annual report of the Survej^or-General, and from various other sources,
business houses, etc., making a fuller exhibit of these productions than
has ever before been officially published—together with very valuable
and interesting descriptive reports of several counties and districts, and
their resources, by their resi^ective Assessors.
In it will also be found, as an entire new feature in the transactions
of the society, or that of any other like society, with one or two excep-
tions as to some of the subjects mentioned, reports of eminent and scien-
tific gentlemen, treating upon the various subjects bearing upon natural
history, agriculture, and mining.
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The report of Dr. J. Gr. Cooper, the Zoologist of the society, and
latel}' ooiinected with the Geological Snrvc}', describes very man^- of the
animals, birds, fishes, and reptiles of the State, most interesting to
farmers and others, and the manner of collecting and preserving the
same for museums and for scientific purposes.
The report of Dr. H. H. Behr, the Entomologist of the society, upon
the insects destructive to agriculture, will be found verj- interesting and
important to farmers and horticulturists, and a valuable contribution to
that science on this coast.
Professor H. N. Borlander, one of the Botanists of the society, con-
tributes an important and interesting paper upon the grasses of the
State. Considering that from the peculiarities of our climate and the
close pasturing of our grazing lands, most of the native grasses are dis-
appearing antl being supplanted by useless weeds, this report is of most
vital importance, and may tend to attract public attention to and induce
experiments upon this subject so interesting to the stock growing inter-
ests of our State.
The report of Dr. A. Kellogg, in the department of botany, relating
to trees and shrubberj-, is astrong appeal to arrest the unnecessary
destruction of timber in a State where the cost of lumber is already so
serious a drawback to agricultural prosperity and improvement, .and it
is hoped will in many cases induce the
" woodman " to " spare that tree,"
and the farmer to cultivate forests of his own.
The valuable paper of Dr. E. Oxland, Chemist and Metallurgist to
the Board, is well timed, and will be found of great interest both to
miners and vine growers. It discusses the importance of associations of
mine and mill Superintendents for the purpose of obtaining from their
personal experiences information as to the best methods of manipulating
ores, and for the extraction of the precious metals. Also, some new asso-
ciations of metals recently discovered in California, and a few introduc-
tory' observations on the peculiar circumstances of the State affecting
the manufacture of wine. '
The statistical tables and practical comments of Dr. T. M. Logan,
Meteorologist to the society, is probably the most full and complete
exhibit of the climate of the Pacific coast that has ever been published.
The observations, which are reported on the Smithsonian system, embrace
all the important localities, and if properl}^ studied, and its lessons
adhered to, will be of great benefit to the agricultural interests of the
State.
The paper of Professor Whitney, State Geologist, and who has
also accepted the position of Geologist to the society, upon the physical
geograph}' of the State, need only to be mentioned to be sought for and
read b}' all who desire correct information upon this subject, of which so
little is known to the world.
All these gentlemen have accepted the positions to which the}- were
appointed by the Board, and have gratuitously given to the society their
time and knowledge for the pur])Ose of assisting it in its endeavors to
answer a demand which has long been felt by the friends of science and
enlightened policy on this coast, for a general diffusion of correct infor-
mation in regard to this comparativel}' new and in many respects anoma-
lous and unap])reciated part of our country. We hesitate not to say
that these free contributions to knowledge are worth more to the State
than ten times the cost of the publication of this volume of transactions,
and the services of the contributors should by all means be secured for
a continuance of the important investigations thus begun. But it
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would hardly be fair or in keeping with the proverbial liberality of the
State to ask or accept such disinterested and valuable services without
making due Acknowledgement in the form of a material equivalent. It
is hoped that the State Legislature, in considering an approj)riation to
the society, will bear in mind the importance of this subject.
HISTORY OF THE SOCIETY FOR 1864 AND 1865. >
In this communication the Board will confine themselves to a succinct
statement of the general history' of the society, and its financial transac-
tions, since the last report made to you and through you to the Legisla-
ture in eighteen hundred and sixty-three, and to a plain statement of
such observations as in their opinion experience and good policy dictate
for the advancement of the best interests of the State.
The oppressed and unfavorable condition of our industrial interests,
particularly those relating to or dependent upon agriculture, in conse-
quence of the severe drought of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and
the want of an appropriation by the Legislature for the paj'ment of
premiums, determined the Board to depart from the usual custoni of
holding a general fair for the exhibition of the products of all the varied
interests of the State for that year, lest the necessary expense attending
the same should exceed the receipts, and thus increase the already large
indebtedness of the societ}".
The conditions under which the society holds the stock grounds or
park, and good faith to the State, to whose liberality it is indebted for
some of the means for improving the same, required that a fair of some
kind should be held. The citizens of Sacramento, with a liberality that
has become proverbial, having tendered the Board the necessary means,
an exhibition, exclusively of stock, was determined upon, preparations
made, and a fair held, with very gratifying results—both as regards the
spirit and quality of the exhibition in the department selected, and the
pecuniary condition of the society.
At the commencement of the year eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
the abundance of rain and favorable weather had brightened the pros-
pects and cheered the hopes of the agriculturists, and infused new life
and activity into every department of industry throughout the State.
Everything indicated that the season would present one of those rare
opportunities for bringing together, from hill and vale, mountain and
valley, from our firesides and workshops, hamlets and cities, the abun-
dantproducts of the soil, and the ingenious and useful handiworks of our
people—to make a grand exhibition of the unequalled productions and
boundless resources of the State, and thus answer the important and
double purpose of rendering our own people more contented and happy
in the enjoyment and improvement of their homes, and to attract the
attention of those of other countries who were seeking to improve their
condition by emigration, to the many advantages to be found in Cali-
fornia over those enjoyed elsewhere.
A])peals to the Board to make such an exhibition were received from
those who have the best interests of the State at heart from every part
of the country. Although the Boai'd were in full sym])athy with these
appeals, and appreciated the importance of embracing and making the
8
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best possible use of this opportunity for accomplishin<^ a great good to
the people and the State, 3'et they had not a dollar at their dis])Osal with
which to print and publish a premium list, or to pay a pfemium Avith
when awarded. They could not, as public servants and conservators of
the interests of the society and State, see the propriety of adopting a
looser rule of action in managing its atfairs than they, as business men,
would apply in the conduct of their own private operations. They
therefore steadily refused to contract obligations or make promises they
had not the means and could not see the way to redeem. They finally
and reluctantly made an appeal to the people of the State and to the
citizens of Sacramento for assistance. The latter again responded to
the ap])eal, and furnished the necessary means ; but this came at too
late a day to answer the purposes for a successful general exhibition—
such as the interests of the State and the people demanded, and the
Board desired to n'lake. The premium list, which was ready for the
printer on the first day of March, and which should at that time have
been published and sent into nearly every family in the State, in oi'der
to wake up an interest and give those who might desire to exhibit time
to select and prepare their articles—was not, therefore, published until
late in August, only thirty days prior to the time for holding the Fair.
Under such circumstances, and in so short a time, it could not be expected
that a fair, exhibiting in a creditable manner the agricultural, the
mineral, and manufacturing interests of so great a State could be made.
The Board did not anticipate such an exhibition, and the result proved
a success, not only financially, but even in the character of the exhibition,
far beyond their most sanguine expectations, and convinces them that
under favorable circumstances, with means in their hands to commence
at the proper season, and to use in a proper and judicious manner, they
could make such an exhibition of the products of agriculture, of the
mines, of manufactures, and indeed of everything that goes to make a
State rich in resources and a people prosperous and happy, as cannot be
excelled or even equalled by any other State in the Union or the %vorld.
The Board deemed it proper to say thus much in explanation of the
course they have pursued in the management of the society and its
affairs, and to show that the seeming delay or neglect on their pai-t to
provide for the fullest benefits to all classes in the annual exhibitions
has been caused by circumstances over which they had no control, and
were as sensibly felt and regretted by themselves as they could be by
any of those whose interests and wishes have apparently been neglected.
That like difficulties may not occur in the future, and for the juirpose
of encouraging the development of our varied resources, we trust the
Legislature will, in accordance with its former custom, and as we believe
the best interests of the State, make an annual appropriation to the
society for a term of years, upon such conditions as may be deemed
advisable, of a sum sufficient to pay liberal premiums for the production
and exhibition of worthy articles in every department of industi-j' in
the State.
We believe the wisdom of this polic}^ is recognized by the universal
practice of every State in the Union, the enterprise and prosperity of
which is worthy of being cited as an example. Indeed, no lact is more
prominent in the history of the rise and progress of States and nations,
than that the Government that is most liberal in the encouragement of
the enterprise and industry of its people, universally becomes the most
prosperous and powerful, and its people the most civilized, enlightened,
and happy.
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FINANCE,
As will be seen by the financial report of the Secretary for the year
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, herewith transmitted, the citizens of
Sacramento subscribed and placed at the disposal of the Board the sum
of five thousand two hundred and seventy-eight dollars. The receipts
from all other sources were seven thousand seven hundred and seventy-
five dollars and fifty cents, making the total receipts of that fiscal year
thirteen thousand and fifty-five dollars and fifty cents.
Of this amount the sum of six thousand one hundred and fifty-five
dollars was used in the payment of premiunas and purses, and four thou-
sand fo ir hundred and thirty-six dollars and three cents for the payment
of current expenses, leaving a balance of two thousand four hundred and
sixty-two dollars and forty-seven cents in the Treasury, which was appro-
priated according to law for the redemption of outstanding warrants
against the General Fund, and with which warrants were redeemed to
the amount of eight thousand two hundred and seventy dollai's and
tw^enty-two cents. Add to this the sum of one hundred and thirty-two
dollars and fift}' cents, the amount of warrants donated to the society
by diiferent parties, and we have the sum of eight thousand four hun-
dred and two dollars and seventy-two cents, the amount of the indebt-
edness liquidated daring the year eighteen hundred and sixty-four—
leaving a balance of outstanding warrants on the General Fund of eleven
thousand three hundred and thii-ty-four dollars and sixty-five cents, at
the beginning of eighteen hundred and sixty-five.
This year the subscription of the citizens of Sacramento amounted to
four thousand four hundred and seventy-eight dollars. The receipts
from all other sources were eighteen thousand three hundred and cight^'^-
seven dollars and forty cents, making total receipts twenty-two thousand
eight hundred and sixty-five dollars and forty cents.
Of this amount ten thousand six hundred and eighty-eight dollars and
seventy-five cents have been used in the payment of premiums and
purses, and eight thousand seven hundred and ninety-four dollars and
sixty-three cents to liquidate current expenses, and two hundred and fifty-
six dollars and thirty-five cents appropriated for accruing expenses and
premiums uncalled for, leaving a balance of three thousand one hundred
and twenty-five dollars and sixty-seven cents, which has been used
according to law for the redemption of outstanding warrants against the
General Fund, and with which there has been redeemed the sum of five
thousand nine hundred and fifty-seven dollars and thirty-six cents. Add
to this, thirty dollars, the amount of a warrant donated to the society as
a subscription, and we have five thousand nine hundred and eighty-seven
dollars and thirty-six cents, the amount of indebtedness liquidated in
eighteen hundred and sixty-five. This leaves a balance of outstanding
warrants, including interest on the same to date, as the present indebt-
edness of the society, of six thousand two hundred and thirty-four dollars
and foi'tj^-four cents, against twenty-six thousand four hundred and
seventy-three dollars and fifty-eight cents, the indebtedness of the society
on the twelfth day of Marcli, eighteen hundred and sixty-three, when
the Board of Agriculture was organized, and the affairs of the society'
placed in the hands of the present management.
Notwithstanding the rapid improvement in the financial condition of
the society, if w^e deduct the sum of five thousand five hundred and
eighty-eight dollars and fourteen cents, the amount used for the redemp-
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tion of warrants in the last two years, from nine thousand seven hun-
dred and fift3^-six dollars donated to the societ}^ hj' the citizens of Sacra-
mento during the same time, we have the sum of four thousand one
hundred and sixty-seven dollars and eighty-six cents, the amount the
society has foUen short of sustaining itself during that period ; or in
other words, the amount of assistance it has received and used for the
payment of premiums and current exj^enses, other than the liquidation
of old indebtedness.
,
STATISTICS.
The value of correct and reliable statistics, carefully collected and clas-
sified in such a manner as to show at one view the variety, amount, and
value of the productions, and the capacity or resources of a State, are
universally acknowledged and acted upon by enlightened and far seeing
business men and legislators in all countries. They are the inducements
and guides to internal improvements, and they direct the course of migra-
tion, and the movement and investment of capital throughout the world.
A State possessed of abundant natural resources, without a well digested
and eflFective sj'stem for the collection and distribution of such informa-
tion, both at home and abroad, is like a ship at sea laden with a valuable
cargo, and endeavoring to find a port in which that cargo can be advan-
tageously disposed of, but without a bill of lading aboard, and not even
possessing a chart by which to determine the location of that port, or a
compass or rudder Avith which to guide the vessel into it, if its location
were known. We are sorry to say that such even is the condition of our
own State. From the want of a well defined policy and enlightened action
on the part of those Avho have heretofore had the poAver to inculcate a
true and proper knowledge and appreciation of our resources and advan-
tages, not only has capital ceased to seek investment and immigration a
home among us, but the former is continually being withdraAvn to other
fields, and Ave have already furnished a large portion of the people to
settle and build up one State and a number of Territories, none of Avhich
possess the advantages for the remunerative and permanent investment
of capital or profitable application of labor in agriculture, in mining, in
manufactures or commerce, to be found within our borders.
Dee])ly impressed Avith the importance to the welfare of our State of
some authoritative and compulsor}^ mode of collecting such statistics,
and of charging that department to Avhom people both at home and
abroad are Avont to look for such information, Avith the duty of gather-
ing, classifying, and distributing them, the Board petitioned the last
Legislature for the passage of a huv making it the dut}- of Count}' and
District Assessors to collect and return to their Secretary such as they
deemed of most importance, to be by him classified and arranged, and
published in the annual transactions of the society, and distributed for
general information Avherever they Avould probably do the most good.
The then unfavorable condition of the State finances, and the disturbed
condition of the country, resulting from the rebellion, in a number of the
States, had an influence, no doubt, against its passage. The improved
condition of the State Treasury, and the fortunate suppression of the
rebellion, induces the Board to ho])e that some Act having so desirable
an object in view, will become a law during the p-esent session.
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BUEEAU OF IMMIGEATION.
"With the proper power or authority conferred upon it, and with the
requisite means placed at its disposal, and perhaps with more economy
and efficiency than a new organization, the State Board of Agriculture
would become what many of the States, and particularly the more enter-
prising of those lately in rebellion, have established, as a separate and
distinct body, a Bureau of Immigration. By the close of the war and
the abolition of slavery in the Southern States, a vast amount of terri-
tory heretofore sealed to the introduction of free labor has been opened,
and is already in the field setting forth the productiveness of its soil, the
even temperature of its climate, the richness of its mines, the advan-
tages—for manufacturing purposes—of its numerous watercourses, and
the certainty and capacity of its markets, as inducements to capital and
labor to seek within its borders profitable investment and a happy home.
If nothing else can awake California to her interests and duties, the fact
that such an extensive and active increase in the competition for the
labor and capital of the world has thus sprung into existence, and that
that competition threatens to deplete still more her own population,
should induce her to put forth earnest and active efforts to retain the
laurels with which nature has endowed her, but which it is threatened
to snatch from her crown.
We should have books and circulars filled with authoritative and reli-
able information as to our climate, soil, mines, productions, manufacto-
ries, commercial location, and other advantages, distributed in every
country from which an emigrant is about to seek a home in the new
world. We should have agencies, competent and alive with the import-
ance of their commissions, established in the old countries and in the
Atlantic States, to call the attention of people to these facts and figures,
and to give such information as they cannot obtain in any other manner.
We should have steamers and clipper ships pl^'ing between San Francisco
and every important port of emigration, to bring immigrants and their
families hither, at so low a rate and with such certainty and regularity
as will place the passage within the means of the laboring classes, and
will render the trip a desirable one.
We should have such mail facilities established as will enable them,
when here, to communicate freely to the friends they left behind those
persuasive facts, the privileges, luxuries, and advantages they find in
their new homes, to which they had previously been strangers. Here is
work for our Legislature, and our representatives at the national capital.
And here capitalists, landowners, railroad and steamboat companies, and
the owners of clipper ships, may find direction for energy and profitable
enterprise.
We cannot better express our views upon this subject than by quoting
from our re^jort to the members of the society for eighteen hundred and
sixty-four. We then said :
" We know we have within our borders the elements of greatness and
prosperity equal, if not superior, to those of any other State in the
Union. Then what do we lack ? what do we need? The answer most
emphatically is, labor and capital. We cannot attain material greatness
or prosper well Avithout these—without both ; and capital fin- invest-
ment in our material resources will not, for obvious reasons, precede
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labor—it would follow. Then labor is the first great necessity. And
Low shall wo obtain it? The General Government, through agents and
the distribution of favorable information, is wisely and successfully
exerting her means and energies to induce emigration to the United
States. According to the report of the New York Commissioners of
Immigration, the number of immigrants that arrived at that port during
the eleven months ending the thirtieth of November, eighteen hundred
and sixty-three, was one hundred and fortj'-six thousand five hundred
and nineteen, against seventy-six thousand three hundred and six during
-
eighteen hundred and sixty-two—showing an increase in one 3'ear of
nearly fifty per cent from extra exertion. But does the Pacific coast or
California receive any portion of that immigration, or any immediate
benefit from it ? Very little, if any at all. The moment the newcomer
sets foot on shore at New York or any other eastern port, he is hurried
off to Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, or some other new State east of the
Eocky Mountains, but never to California ; hence those States, with far
less natural advantages, except as to convenient location for immigra-
tion, outstrip us in the race to wealth and general prosperit3^ The
Pacific Pailroad will, when finished, to a certain extent remove this
barrier which now isolates us from the great centre of our country's
population. But till that time California must work out the problem of
increasing her labor and capital and of developing her own resources
herself Let California bestir herself if she would not fall back from
her present relative position among her sister States. Let her make
independent and extra exertions to induce a tide of immigration to set
in toward her shores before that great field for enterpi'ise and improve-
ment is opened up in the Southern States to attract and hold the tide
from her. Let her send out through the Golden Gate such a flood of
reliable information in regard to her unequalled productions, her inex-
haustible resources and capacities, to those great beehives of industry in
the old world as will cause a lively swarming out of their fainilies of
workers, so intent upon securing the unequalled benefits within their
grasp here that no halfway port will attract them from their destination.
" Why should not the route from the various emigrating ports of the
old world to San Francisco, by wa^^ of Panama, become the line of
attraction and travel to those who are seeking an asylum and a home
in America ? Bring this about, and our march is onward—our destiny
certain. To assist in the conveyance of this information, and accom-
plishing these objects, what channel so appropriate, what means so
effective as the State Agricultural Society, when it shall occujty the posi-
tion and enjoy the facilities we claim for it?
" To place the society in this position, and in comniand of these facili-
ties, liberal State aid will be required. The front door of the State
Treasury will have to be opened by the command of the people, and
some of their money used for the accomplishment of these objects.
And why not ? Facts and statistics are at hand to prove that no people
ever became permanently prosperous, or State rich and powerful, until
this polic}' was adopted and adhered to ; and that no people or State ever
adopted this polic}', and continued it judiciously, without becoming intel-
ligent and happy, and rising high in the scale of individual and national
greatness.
"England annuall}^ appropriates millions to auxiliar}' societies, similar
to ours, for the encouragement of her agricultural and manufacturing
interests, and the world pays tribute to her enterprise and prosperity.
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France, following her example, bas become a power upon tbe earth.
Germany, b}^ early adopting this policy, has made herself an empire of
knowledge and a university to the world.
" Among our family of States, New York and Massachusetts are noble
examples of an enlightened liberality. Then let California profit by
good examples and be wise, as she would be great."
SHEEP HUSBANDRY AND DOGS.
Sheep husbandry, as a branch of agricultural industry, is annually
assuming larger proportions, and bids fair to become one of the principal
sources of the agricultural wealth of California. In eighteen hundred
and sixty the number of sheep within our State, as returned by the census
of that year, was one million ninety-nine thousand one hundred and
thirty-two. By the same authority, our wool clip in that year was two
millions six hundred and eighty-one thousand eight hundred and twenty-
two pounds. In eighteen "hundred and sixty-four we produced eight
million of pounds.
"^
Taking the increase of wool as a basis for the
increase of sheep, and in eighteen hundred and sixt3^-four our flocks
numbered three million one hundred and eighty-seven thousand four
hundred and eighty-two sheep. The census of eighteen hundred and
sixty gave the State of Ohio nearly one million more sheep than to any-
other State in the Union. Ohio contained that year three million one
hundred and ninety-six thousand five hundred and forty.
The magnitude of this interest in that State, and complaints from the
owners of slieep of the ravages of dogs among them, induced the Board
of Agriculture of Ohio, as early as eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, to
institute a system of collecting statistics by which they might determine
the extent of such destruction, and the consequent loss to the State.
The following table shows the result of such investigation :
Tear. No. killed. No. injured. Total loss.
In 1858
In 1859
In 1860
In 1801
In 1862
Total for five years
60,536
41,976
32,781
31,750
36,778
203,824
36,441
22,750
19,001
24,254
24,972
127,418
$146,758
102,398
86,796
86,434
136,347
00
00
00
00
00
$558,733 00
The frequent complaints from the same source in this State have induced
the Board to give the subject some attention, and tiiough they have not
been able to ascertain the definite number annuall}^ lost in the State, yet
they have become satisfied it is very great, single owners, who are
sparing no pains or means to improve the quality and value of our sheep
b}^ the introduction of better breeds, having reported their individual
losses at thousands of dollars per annum. Erom the number of useless
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curs to be seen wherever you go in California, we conclude the loss may
safely be set down as great, in proportion to the whole number of sheep
in the State, as in Ohio. Upon this basis, the number of sheep in our
State, in eighteen hundred and sixty-four, being, as will be seen above,
about the same as in Ohio in eighteen hundred and sixty, our losses in
the former year may be estimated as about the same as the losses in
Ohio in the latter, or at fifty-one thousand seven hundred and eight}^-
two killed and wounded. We shall count those injured the same as
destro^'ed, as they generally die or are rendered of but little value. By
the same reasoning, the total number of sheep destroyed in California
within the five years from eighteen hundred and sixty to eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-five, inclusive, would be about the same as shown by the
above table to have been destroyed in Ohio from eighteen hundred and
fifty-eight to eighteen hundred vand sixty-two, or three hundred and
thirty-one thousand two hundred and forty-two. Eeckoning them at
two dollars and a half a head, and the loss to California in the last five
years from the ravages of dogs has been eight hundred and twenty-eight
thousand and ninety-five dollars.
It is believed that judicious legislation upon this subject, protecting
this kind of property from such loss and destruction, would also have the
tendenc}" to induce farmers to engage more generally in sheep hus-
bandry, each keeping a few sheep upon his farm, instead of following up
the ruinous practice, too much in vogue at the present time, of the con-
stant production of grain, and thus assist in bringing about a more
approved and prudent and more profitable sj'stem of farming.
It would also encourage the introduction of better breeds of sheep,
and consequent improvement in the quantity and quality of wool, with-
out adding anything to the labor or expense of taking care of and feecl-
ing our sheep.
B}' the census of eighteen hundred and sixty, the one million ninety-
nine thousand one hundred and thirty-two sheep, then in the State, pro-
duced only two millions six hundred and eighty-one thousand eight
hundred and twenty-two pounds of wool, or a trifle over two pounds and
seven ounces per head, and a large portion of this was of a veiy inferior
quality, commanding in the market only about half the price paid for a
number one article.
Since that time our sheep have been considerably improved, and the
clip per head considerabh^ increased, so that, in eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, the average clip per head is estimated at three pounds and
seven ounces. From the experience of those who have improved their
common American flocks to one half or three fourths Spanish Merino
blood, we know that an average clij^ of five pounds and seven ounces per
head, or two pounds per head over the average of eighteen hundred and
sixtj^-four, may certainh' be attained.
The number of sheep in the State in that year being, as above shown,
three million one hundred and eighty-seven thousand four hundred and
eighty-two, such improvement in quantit}' would have given us an
increased production of six million three hundred and seventy-four
thousand nine hundred and sixtj^-four pounds, which, added to eight
millions, the number of ])ounds actually produced, would have made our
whole product equal to fourteen million three hundred and seventy-four
thousand nine hundred and sixty-four pounds. Nineteen cents a pound
was the average price obtained that j'car for our wool, but those who
had flocks of from one half to thi-ee fourths Spanish Merino blood,
obtained, on an average, twenty-two cents. At this latter figure the
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fourteen million three hundred and seventy-four thousand nine hundred
and sixty-four pounds would have been worth three million one hundred
and sixt3"-two thousand four hundred and ninety-six dollars, while the
actual receipts for the eight millions produced, at nineteen cents, was one
million five hundred and twenty thousand dollars, which being deducted
from thi-ee million one hundred and sixty-two thousand four linndred
and ninety-six dollars, gives us the handsome sum of one million six hun-
dred and forty-two thousand four hundred and ninety-six dollars as the
increased annual receipts which our farmers may obtain for their wool
by improving the quality of their sheep to the standard above named,
without adding anj'thing to their number, and without increasing the
expense of keeping them. It is hardly necessary to remark that it costs
no more to keep good sheep than poor ones.
Viewed in the light of these figures and considerations, the remark of
a writer in the report of the Commissioners of Agriculture for eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, that "in this utilitarian age, dogs, which cannot
be rendered useful, and are not worth the trouble of controlling, should
not be tolerated for ornamental purposes," has a peculiar and ought to
have a telling significance, and we commend it to the consideration of
the Lei-islature.
THE RINDEEPEST, OE CATTLE PLAGUE.
A very destructive and contagious disease, called by the Germans the
Einderpest, is at this time raging among the cattle of many of the coun-
tries of the continent of Europe, and in England. It is supposed to have
had its origin, and to be a natural or normal disease among the cattle on
the vast plains of Eussia. Erom that countr}^, by the importation of cat-
tle, it was some ten j-ears since introduced into Austria and other German
States. At that time the Eoyal Agricultural Societies of England, Ire-
land, and Scotland united together and sent Mr. Simonds, an eminent
scientific gentleman, and Professor of Cattle Pathology in the Eoyal Vet-
erinary College of England, to the localities in the German States where
it existed, to investigate the disease and report as to the j)robability of
its reaching Great Britain.
That report, which contains much information upon the nature of the
disease, will be found in our volume of transactions of this year. But
Mr. Simonds came to the conclusion that England need not fear that the
disease would reach that country-, from the fact of the great distance ife.
would have to travel overland through the German States, who were-
exercising such great vigilance to arrest and prevent it; and also from
the fact that at that time no cattle were brought directly from Eussia to
England. This threw England ofi^ her guard with reference to the mat-
ter, until within the last two years the Eussian cattle have found a mar-
ket in Eno;land, and the disease has followed them, and accordino- to our
Consul, Mr. Lord, at Manchester, is not only now raging and destroying
the cattle at a very rapid rate, and bids fair to spread over all the agri-
cultural districts of that country, but it has lately broken out among the
flocks of sheep with virulence, and threatens them also. While the Gen-
eral Government has taken the proper steps to prevent its reaching our
country, by stopping the importation of sheep and cattle from the infected
countries, yet notwithstanding these precautions, it may very natu-
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rally reach this coast from France or Spain -within two years, or before
the assemblingof another Legishature. and be found in our midst destroy-
ing our cattle and sheep. While our State could not interfere in any
manner with the regulations of commerce to prevent its coming here,
yet we deem it important and entirely legitimate, and propose that some
provision be made to prevent its spreading among our herds and flocks
in case it should appear. The Governor might be empowered to appoint
a commission of scientific men, to whom any such diseases might be
referred, with power to act for the good of the State in case of emer-
gency', and thus prevent the destruction of property, or any other course
which the Legislature might deem advisable to secure the same object,
we would recommend. We think it im^iortant that some provision be
made by this Legislature to meet with promptness the first appearance
of such a malady among us.
FENCIXG, AND GRAIN FAEMING.
One of the most important problems which the political economist of
any age or country can be called upon to solve, is how to reduce to the
lowest practical figure the necessary expense attending the production
of the food and clothing for man, and the food for the domestic animals
he keeps in his employ. Hence, the inventor of the plough, the reaper,
the threshing machine, the cotton and wool gins, and other labor saving
machines, are counted among the benefactors 6f the human race. He
who, in any other manner, can show the agriculturist how he may reduce
his necessary expenses, without decreasing the amount of his annual pro-
ducts, is equally entitled to the same consideration and distinction. The
expense of building and maintaining fences, in comparison to the profits
of cropping in this State, is so great, that it becomes a matter of serious
consideration to the agricultural interests, whether the convenience they
afford is not too dearl3' bought, and whether the extra labor and expense
required to maintain them cannot to a great extent be dispensed with,
and thus add so much to the producing force of the State, or increase to
that extent the profits of agriculture.
On the continent of Europe, where economy of farming has been the
especial study of the most practical and best business minds the world
has ever produced, the agriculturist has been induced to dispense with
the expensive practice of fencing his land. A fence, there, is the excep-
tion, and not the rule. The same subject is engaging the attention of the
best farmers and agricultural associations of the Atlantic States. Hon-
orable Ezra Cornell, late President of the New York State Agricultural
Society, and one of the best and most successful and intelligent agricul-
turists in that State, and who has latel}' proved his devotion to the
best interests of agriculture by donating half a million of dollars for the
establishment of an agricultural college in New York, estimates the
expense of sustaining the pi-esent sj'stem of fencing in that State at ten
million dollars per annum, and in addressing himself to the farmers, he
asks and answers the following pertinent questions :
'• Is this a good
investment? Do we get a fair and full equivalent for the investment of
one hundred and fifty million dollars, for such it really is, as the ten mil-
lion dollars which we pa}- annuall}- to sustain our fences, with our farms
as collaterals, would secure the use of that sum by loan? I think not;
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and I desire that onr farmers should begin to reflect upon this subject,
and see if it is not time to commence a reform in that direction." He
then advises the farmers of New York to wisel}^ prepare themselves
for a change that is sure to come, sooner or later, and says he has already
commenced the change by doubling the size of hia fields, lessening the
quantity of inside or division fences, and strengthening the outside fences,
assuming these will bo the last they will dispense witb. Now, if the
farmers of Europe, after a long experience, which has brought them to
understand this question in all its business and economical bearings, have
not only stopped the outlay for sustaining fences, but are actually grub-
bing up the green hedges, which they had to some extent substituted
instead, and the farmers of New York and other old Eastern States,
almost all of whom have the necessary timber for fencing growing on
their own farms, and have only to cut and split it into stakes and rails to
prepare it for use, have deliberately come to the conclusion that they have
heretofore been acting upon the wrong principle, and unnecessaril}''
incurring a large expense, and are earnestly preparing to dispense with
this expense in the future, ought not the subject at least to claim the
calm and unprejudiced consideration, not only of the agriculturist, but
also of all others who have the best interests of the State at heart, and
who by their position and influence help to shape the policy of Califor-
nia in this respect? We, as an agricultural community, are now passing
through that trjnng and discouraging period to which nearly all new
States have been subject, resulting from a want of constant and capa-
cious markets for our products, and easy and cheap communication
between the great producing districts and those markets; and now is
the time, not only to curtail our present expenses, but to seek out and
adopt those principles and rules of action to which we may profitably
adhere in the future, when more prosperous times await us.
The expense of building and keeping fences in repair in California,
owing to the distance of proper and available timber from the agricul-
tural districts, and the cost of transportation, is probably greater than
any other country in the world.
In New York, by the estimates of Mr. Cornell, a good rail and stake
fence can be built for thirty cents a rod, or ninety-six dollars a mile—
costing one hundred and ninety-two dollars to build a good fence around
a farm of one hundred and sixty acres. In California a good post and
plank fence, the cheapest good fence that can be built, will cost two
dollars and nineteen cents a rod, or seven hundred dollars a mile, and
fourteen hundred dollars to inclose the same sized farm. In connection
with this fact, let us look at the relative prices of some of the products
of the farm in the two States.
In New York, wheat at wholesale prices is worth two dollars and a
half per bushel, and barley is worth one dollar and twenty cents ; while
in California wheat is worth only one dollar and twenty cents per
bushel, and barley but fifty cents. Add to these facts another very
material one, that while in New York the farmer sells his wheat and
barley in the bulk, in California he is obliged to sack all his grain for
market at an expense of from fifteen to twent}'- cents per bushel, thus in
effect reducing the above prices that amount per bushel—and is there
any difficulty in solving the problem of the unprofitableness of th,e pres-
ent system of fencing farms and raising grain in California, and of the
necessity of a change to prevent universal banki'uptcy to this interest?
It is estimated by a gentleman for a long time in tlie grain business in
this State as a merchant and owner of flouring mills, that the annual
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loss to the farmers by the purchase of sacks is not less than two million
of dollars. This is an absolute loss to the State, to say nothing of the
unnecessary additional expense of moving grain in this slia])e, which
comes out of the consumer.
To dispose of the expense of sacks, it is believed that if the farmers
would combine together, and steadily and firml}- refuse to deliver their
grain in them, the speculators and mill men, to avoid this unnecessary
tax upon their business, would soon find means to handle grain in bulk,
by the use of elevators and other appliances adopted in other countries,
and the freight men would readily (conform their means of convej-ance
to the i-equirements of the case, as they have elsewhere, and thus would
result agi'eat saving to the State, and particularly to the farming interest.
Again, it has been estiniated by a careful writer an4 statistician that
the fences in thirteen leading agricultural counties in California, viz :
Alameda, Colusa, Contra Costa, JSIapa, Sacramento, San Joaquin, San
Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Solano, Sonoma. Sutter, and Yolo, cost
the agricultural interests in those counties the sum of nineteen million
five hundi-ed and ninety-four thousand nine hundred dollars. Tliat the
annual expense of keeping these fences in repair, including interest on
the original investment, is five million nine hundred and forty thousand
six hundred and seventy-four dollars. The same writer estimates the
total value of the gross annual agricultural ])roducts of the same counties,
excepting stock, at twenty million sixty thousand eight hundred and
twenty-four dollars. By this estimate it appears that the original cost
of fencing the farms in these counties, supposing them to be well fenced,
is very nearly equal to the total value of their entire crop for an average
year. And the cost, per annum, of sustaining these fences in re]Dair is
over one fourth the total value of the annual agricultural crops which
they are designed to protect.
It is hardly necessar}^ to state that this enornious and to some extent
self imposed tax upon the agricultural interest in these counties is
thought to be necessary in order that their horses and cattle may be
allowed to roam at large upon the public commons as the monarchs of all
they survey. Sheep and hogs must be left out of consideration in these
estimates, they not being among the privileged classes of quadrupeds—
not free commoners. Then let us inquire what is the value of the horses
and cattle in these counties, for whose benefit all this money is
expended and these hardshijis are imposed upon the farmers and their
families. The same writer, whose estimates we have used above, and ho
bases his estimates upon the official returns of the County Assessors,
makes the whole value of all the horses, mules, cattle, sheep, and hogs
in the thirteen counties above named, eiglit million eight hundred and
four thousand seven hundred and twent3'-four dollars. About one fourth
of this entire value, or two million two hundred and one thousand one
hundi-ed and eii^hty-one doUai-s, is represented by sheep and hogs,
leaving the total value of the stock against which the fences are built,
six million six hundred and three thousand five hundred and forty-three
dollars. The yearly increase or product of this stock is about thirty-
three per cent, or two million two hundred and one thousand one hun-
dred and eighty-one dollars.
Now let us look at the deformity of this system of farming from a
business or economical jjoint of view. We have invested nineteen mil-
lion five hundi-ed and ninety-four thousand nine hundred doUai's, and
are annually adding five million nine hundred and forty thousand six
hundred and sevenly-four dollars to the original investment, for the pur-
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pose of fencing stock worth onl}^ six million six hundred and three
thousand five hundred and forty-three dollars, and the annual increase
of Avliich is only two million two hundred and one thousand one hun-
dred and eig-hty-one dollars, out of the grain fields, or, which is the same
thing, or more truly the fact, for the purpose of fencing this stock in
that great field known as the commons. The strangest part of this
whole subject is the fact that a very small portion of this stock, or but
little of this big field—the commons—around which this fence is built
and maintained, belongs to the peo])le whose money and time goes to build
and maintain it. And yet, from force of habit, they persistently con-
tinue to impose this tax upon themselves in the vain attempt to sur-
round other people's cattle with a lawful fence, and thus relieve the
owners of the expense of a herder, and prevent the cattle from doing
damage.
In view of these careful estimates, proving the impracticability of
maintaining the present system of fencing and farming, and abundantly
confirmed by the condition of our agricultural districts, as presented to
the eye and ear of anj^ one who may travel through them and become
conversant with facts as they present themselves, we submit that good
policy requires a fundamental change in tbe system in this State, and we
hope the Legislature will examine this matter in the spirit of compr-o-
mise and conciliation between the conflicting interests, and so act as to
bring the greatest good to the greatest number.
A lavv was passed in eighteen hundred and sixt^^-four, applicable only
to a few counties, popularly known as the "Fence Law." The principle
of this law we believe to be correct, but the working features of it are
most objectionable, and should not be allowed to remain on the statute
book; but a general law, applying to all the agricultural portions of the
State,' embodying the same principle, but omitting the objectionable
features, it is believed would be of great benefit to the State.
IRRIGATION.
The great and unvarying characteristics of the general climate of Cali-
fornia, an alternation between a long wet or rainy season and a season
of equal length without any rain, and with frequent dry winds lapping
up the moisture from the surface of the earth with a rapidity almost
incredible to those who have not actually observed it, and at times seem-
ing to poison or blight and nearly ruin the annuals, which constitute the
principal agricultural products, induced the early settlers of the ancient
Spanish Missions, in portions of the State, to build extensive canals and
otiier appliances for irrigating the soil; and thus they rendered a boun-
tiful harvest as certain as the annual return of the happy harvest season.
The absence of the fostering care and encouragement of a steady and
efficient Government was followed by the rapid decline of these ancient
and once prosperous settlements, and consequent decay and ruin of their
important agricultural impi-ovements.
The advent of the Americans in this country having been followed by
a number of seasons of more than an average annual rainfall, we were
about to come to the conclusion that the costly irrigating preparations of
our predecessors were entirely unnecessary, and that the soil only needed
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the application of our more tborowgh system of cultivation to make it
produce to the utmost of its capacity.
A succession of dryer seasons and comparative failure of crops have
served to prove to us that, although more thorough cultivation will very
much increase and render more certain our annual productions, j-et to
secure an abundance, and to place us independent of drought and safe
from its consequences, we must adopt the S3-stem of the Mission Fathers,
and extend them over the whole agricultui-al portions of the State.
We are indebted to a few members of the Legislature of eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-two for a short statute, extending the same powers to
condemn private lands for public use possessed by railroad corporations
to ditch and canal companies organized for the purpose of irrigation or
water power, or for the conveyance of water for mining or manufactur-
ing purposes.
Under that law companies have been organized in different portions of
the State tor irrigating purposes, and among the most advanced and
successful are the Cacheville and Woodland companies, in Yolo County,
with particular reference to which localities the laAV, though general in
its application, was originally framed and passed.
There are in Yolo County five main ditches, taking the water from
Cache Creek in as many different places, with an aggregate length of
twenty-five miles, Avhich, with their collateral branches, when completed,
will be capable of irrigating over one hundred thousand acres of land;
but only the two above named are so far completed as to show any
material results.
To Judge Hutton, of the Cacheville company, and Kicholas WyeoflF, of
the Woodbind company, we are indebted for some verj^ interesting and
important facts, to which we would call particular attention. These
gentlemen have both been practical farmers in that count}" since eighteen
hundred and fifty or eighteen hundred and fifty-one, and botb being
close, careful, and intelligent observers—made more so probably by the
trials to which all our farming community have been subject for a few
years past—their experience becomes of the greatest value to the agri-
cultural interests throughout the State. To show how nearl}^ alike the
benefits of irrigation are in both sections, we will give short extracts
Irom the letters of each, addressed to the Secretary of this Board, and
which will appear in the body of the transactions ibr the 3'ear. Judge
Hutton, whose experience in irrigation extends back to eighteen hun-
dred and sixty, when the main ditch of that company Avas built, says:
"It has been found by practical experience that the advantages to
crops from irrigation are as follows, as near as can be ascertained :
"That in the most favorable season the yield of small grains, and
especially such as are late sown, may be increased by a judicious system
of ii-rigation from one fourth to one third in quantity; in ordinary sea-
sons from one third to one half; and in the dryest seasons, when the
crops fail entirely without it, by irrigation we get the ordinary yield—
say from thirty to fifty bushels per acre. And as to corn, vegetables,
and fruit, Avhat cannot be successfully produced without irrigation, by it
are grown in great abundance and excellent in quality."
Mr. Wycoff says :
"That even in good seasons, an irrigating ditch through a section of
land, like the one in which I live, Woodland and vicinity, will make an
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increase in productions of twenty per cent; in ordinary seasons, from
tlairt}^ to fifty per cent; in seasons like eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
one hundred per cent. A crop that yields twenty bushels per acre, or
less, gives no profit to the farmer—all being consumed in its production.
Therefore, whatever is added by irrigation in such cases should be the
measure of value to the farmer, and must lead him to admit that his
profit has been wholly made b}' irrigation. The certainty" that the
farmers would have of making a crop every year should be a conclusive
argument for the construction of ditches to irrigate all lands possible."
The letters are both lengthy, and full of valuable practical information.
They agree that water serves also as a valuable fertilizer of the soil,
bringing down, in solution, from the entire surface of the mountains and
high lands from which the water is collected, the fertilizing ingredients
annuall}* deposited b}- decaying vegetation and animals, and 3'ielding to
each field irrigated sufficient to keep to a high state its producing quali-
ties. That it may be applied with equal benefit at any time from the
first of November to the first of May, and when well applied in an^^ sea-
son, wet or dry, will insure a crop, on an average, of forty bushels of
wheat or barley per acre. From them we also learn that the cost of
irrigation is not over one dollar per acre to those who take water from
the companies named, and that tlie amount of land irrigated from both
ditches this year is six thousand five hundred acres. From these data
we draw the following deductions, and will endeavor to show the immense
importance of the subject to the productive resources of the State.
Taking forty bushels per acre as the average production of good land
well irrigated, and according to the statements in the above extracts,
the average increase in a favorable season, like eighteen hundred and
sixt^^-five, is nine bushels per acre from irrigation, and in an ordinary
season, say like eighteen hundred and sixt3"-three, it is eleven bushels
and five twelfths—call it eleven and a half for our calculation
;
and
in a very dry season, like eighteen hundred and sixty-four, when the
land would produce nothing without irrigation, by irrigation 3'ou secure
the whole forty bushels. Hence, on the six thousand five hundred acres
irrigated in eighteen hundred and sixt3^-five, a few farmers increased the
amount of their crops fift3'-eight thousand five hundred bushels; in an
ordinar3' season, on the same number of acres, the increase would be
seventy-four thousand seven hundred and fifty bushels; and in a season
like eighteen hundred and sixty-four, the increase would be two hundred
and sixty thousand bushels.
Supposing the grain raised by those few farmers this 3'ear to have
been one half wheat and one half barley, though we believe it to have
been a larger part wheat; at the usual rates, their increased crops were
Avorth fort3'-nino thousand seven hundred and twenty-five dollars; from
which deduct the cost of irrigation, and we have foi't3'-three thousand
two hundred and twent3'-five dollars as the net receipts from an outlay'
of six thousand five hundred dolhirs. That same land, without irriga-
tion, produced nothing in eighteen hundred and sixty-four, and would
have produced nothing had it been sown to the same grain and cultivated
in the same manner as in eighteen hundred and sixty-five, saving the
water. But with the water at the same cost, the net increase to its own-
ers would have been four hundred and eii=i;hteen thousand one hundred
and ninet3" dollars at the rates grain sold for that 3"ear.
This is not all; the qualit3" of grain raised on land well irrigated is
ver3" much^better than that on land not irrigated. Upon inquirj^ among
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the owners of flouring mills in Ibis city, who have bought and manufac-
tured the wheat from Yolo County for 3'ears, we find they are of opinion
that the improvement in quality on an average is at least twenty-five
per cent. This is no small consideration when we consider that this
quality as well as quantity can, by irrigation, be kept up year after year
with almost as much certainty as seed time and harvest follow each
other. It is the opinion of the best judges that with an improvement at
the outlet of Clear Lake, from which Cache Creek is principally fed, the
creek can be made to furnish a sufficient quantity of water to irrigate in
the dryest of seasons the whole one hundred thousand acres the ditches
projected are designed to flood. If such be the case, then that area of
land in a year like eighteen hundred and sixty-four, when it would yield
nothing without water, could be made to produce the enormous quantity
of four'million bushels, and in an average of seasons the increased ])ro-
duct from these facilities would be three million bushels, or more than
one fourth what the entire State produced of wheat in eighteen hundred
and sixt}', as stated by the national census. Add to these considerations
the fact Uiat with a good system of irrigation every farmer on lands like
those under consideration can produce every variety of vegetables and
fruits in great abundance, while without it none can be depended on,
and consequently we may now ride hundreds of miles througii the grain
farming sections of our State without seeing a single vegetable garden,
and we can form some idea of the changes that the general adoption of
such systems would produce in the appearance, comforts, and prosperity
of our agricultural communities.
Again : the lands in the neighborhood of these ditches are held at
fifty per cent higher than the}- were two years ago, and farms that could
then be had fortlie taking, are now held at from two thousand to three
thousand dollars. Farmers in those sections are coming to regard their
homes as of some value, and to realize that a California farmer may yet
become, as in other countries, an independent and prosperous man, made
happy by the reflection that he has about him in great abundance, for
himself and family, the necessaries and luxuries of life
—all the fruits of
his own industry, produced on soil of which he has the undisputed
ownership.
Water is the great desideratum. While Providence has not seen fit to
provide for its general and necessary perennial distribution over Cali-
fornia by the same means He uses in most other countries
— the distilla-
tion from the cloud.s—yet He has so located and formed this country
that we may not only have it when and where we want it, but He has
placed it, in the greatest abundance, so completely within our reach and
control that we ma}' use it to our very best advantage, and at the same
time we are not liable, as in other countries, to damage from its coming
ujion us in the seasons of our harvests.
What other country of equal dimensions in the world is so admirably
spread out, levelled and graded with the proper slopes for irrigation, as
our great inland valley, bounded by the Coast Hange on the one side
and \he Sierra Mevadas on the other, and extending from Fort Heading
on the north to Kern Paver on the south ? There is scarcely a foot of
this great valle}', embracing at least twenty millions of acres of land as
rich as the valley of the Nile, but can be abundantl}' irrigated by the
watei's of the Saci-amento, taken out high up and conducted in canals
down along the foot hills on either side, and from the waters of the
Featlier, Yuba, American, San Joaquin, and thousands of lesser streams,
as they flow from the mountains on the east and west, and find their
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way, with all the ricli fertilizing ingredients collected from this vast
watershed, into the ocean. Here is space for gigantic plans or systems
of irrigation. Here is room for the application of engineering talent of
the highest order, and the building of works of sueli immense value
that the names of their projectors will go with them down the stream
of time, associated with the blessings they will convey to generations
far distant in the future.
This work is of sufficient magnitude and will be of sufficient benefit,
in our opinion, to justify the General Government in donating her entire
interest in this land to the State for the purposes of its accomplishment.
"VVh}' should not these vast plains, Ij'ing back from our great I'ivers,
almost valueless without such improvements, be as justl}' and j^roperly
the subject of redemption by Government land aid as the lesser extent
of tule or swamp lands bordering immcdiatelj'' on their banks? If the
policy is good, and it certainl}' is, in the one ease, then why not in the
other? The object is to render valuable and productive, and a source
of income to the Government, that which is now of little or no value to
individuals, and yields no income. The policy of so managing these
lands as to render them valuable, and to induce their settlement and
cultivation is in direct harmony with the declaration of President John-
son in his late annual message, when, speaking of the wisdom of the
Homestead Act, he says : "Experience proves its wisdom The lands
in the hands of industrious settlers, whose labor creates wealth and con-
tributes to the public resourced, are worth more to the United States
than if they had been reserved as a solitude for future purchasers." By
such improvement of these uplands we shall use a good shai'e of the
water which now flows into the lowlands, and while it would improve
the former by flooding, it would also improve the latter b^^ preventing
the floods. In this connection we would congratulate the people, and
particularly the farmers of our State, that we have in our National Con-
gress and in the important position of Chairman of the Committee on
Agriculture, a representative farmer, who understands and fully appre-
ciates this great work, and who may be of great service in securing the
necessar}^ aid for its accomplishment.
General Bidwell, in a letter written before leaving for Washington,
said: "The same encouragement should, in my judgment, be given to
bring water on land which is worthless without it, as to take water from
land which is useless with it. Tlie dry as well as the swamp lands require
reclamation—one will cost relatively as much as the other. Why, then,
should not the Government be as willing to donate the dry lands to the
State as the swamp lands?"
Proper representation by the Legislature might assist our delegation
at Washington to procure such action.
If we examine the statistics of countries where irrigation has been
practiced on an extensive scale, we shall find much valuable information
and many astounding results which can but be interesting and instruc-
tive to all whose interest and inclination it is to investigate this subject
with reference to our own State. We submit the following, collected
from authoritative sources, and hope that the facts stated as a matter of
history in countries not so well adapted by location, and not so much
I'equiring irrigation by climatic influences as our own, will have a ten-
dency to call the attention of those in authority to the importance of the
subject and lead to action in the right direction.
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The canal of Cavo Marocca, in Loml)ardy, is one hundred and fifty
miles loni^, and cost eight thousand dollars per mile. The total super-
ficial irrigated region is tAvo thousand five hundred square miles, or one
million seven hundred and fifty thousand acres.
The canals of the Ticino are equal to six hundred and twenty-seven
and one-fourth miles in length, watering one hundred thousand one
hundred and sixt3--eight acres.
The canals of the Sesia are two hundred and twenty-five and one-half
miles long, irrigating forty-one thousand three hundred and thii'ty-three
acres. The canals of the Dora Battea irrigate one hundred and fifteen
thousand five hundred acres.
The whole irrigated region of Piedmont is one million five hundred
thousand acres. The amount of cultivated land is eight hundred and
ninety thousand four hundred and fifty-four acres, and the area is covered
by a network of canals more than one thousand two hundred miles long.
The entire length of the canals of Lombardy is four thousand five hundred
miles, irrigating over two millions of acres. In the entire valleys of the
Po, Piedmont, and Lombardy, there is an increased rental of eight hundred
and thirt}' thousand pounds sterling per year, for an expenditure of forty
million pounds sterling; and the progressive increase in population for
the irrigated districts is two hundred and seventy-eight one-thousandths
per cent, while for the unirrigated districts it is only one hundred and
seventy-four one-thousandths per cent. In the Motara and Yignano
districts there was no regular culture; jthe population was scanty and
poor, and their industry and internal commerce languishing. Now, as
irrigated, it has become richl}^ productive and one of the most densely
populated regions in Europe.
In India the canal of the Western Jumna is four hundred and forty-five
miles long, irrigating eight hundred and fifty-nine thousand nine hun-
dred and two acres. The best Avatered district is the great sterile tract
of Hissar, the chief towns of which in eighteen hundred and seven were
literall}' without an inhabitant. In eighteen hundred and thirtj'-seven
and eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, the gross value of crops in all ,
was one million four hundred and sixty-one thousand two hundred and
seventy-six pounds stei"ling. One tenth was paid to the Government as
land rental, and the remainder supported during a famine over five hun-
dred villages.
The canals of the Eastern Jumna measure five hundred miles, irri-
gating four hundred and twenty-one thousand eight hundred and seventy-
five acres. The gross value of the crops in eighteen hundred and
forty-six and eighteen hundred and forty-seven on irrigated lands, which
otherwise would have been unproductive, was four hundred and eighty-
eight thousand four hundred and ninet^'-four pounds sterling, of which
one tenth was Government revenue.
The Sutlej canal waters an area of three hundred and twelve thousand
acres; its increased land revenue is twentj'-four thousand three liundred
and twenty-one pounds sterling. The value of the crops from irrigation
was one million four hundred and eighty-eight thousand five hundred
pounds sterling.
The Ganges canal is eight hundred and ninety-eight and one half miles
in length, and irrigates four million five hundred thousand acres The
increased land revenue is four hundred and two thousand eight hundred
and ninety pounds sterling. The value of the crops from irrigation, on
land not otherwise pi'oductive, was seven millions six hundred and fifty-
three thousand one hundred and twenty-five pounds sterling, of which
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one tenth was returned to tbe Government. The excess of the crops of
the irrigated lands above those unirrigated, was for wheat and barley
four hundred and eighty million pounds, equal to three million dollars
per year; and when the works of the Ganges and Sutlej shall have been
completed, the agriculture on which twelve thousand souls depend will
be secured ; produce valued at not less than fifty million dollars per year
will be placed beyond the contingencies of the seasons, and pay to the
State in public revenue fifteen million dollars annually protected from
fluctuation.
The canal of Urgel in Spain, is seventy-two miles in length, and waters
one hundred and ten thousand nine hundred and twent3--four acres of
land. From the parliamentary returns of England in eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, the extent of land under the title of irrigated meadows,
amounted to one million two hundred and ninety-two thousand three
hundred and twenty-nine acres, and several nieadows, once arid and
worthless, by flooding with water have risen to an enormous value, and
are stated to be annually let by public auction at prices varying from
seventy-five dollars to one hundred and sixty dollars per acre; and it is
estimated that the quantity of green food cut annually from each acre is
from fifty to eight}- tons. In regard to the nutritious qualit}^ of grasses
on irrigated land, Professor Way, in his recent valuable analysis of
grasses, in the Eoyal Agricultural Society's Journal, has revealed the
astounding truth that irrigated grasses contain twenty-five per cent
more meatmaking matter than those not irrigated. One great eff'ect of
irrigation by flooding, is in killing insects and their larva, and worms,
mice, squirrels, moles, and other noxious animals living under the
ground.
LAND TITLES.
«
A very serious drawback to the prosperit}^ of our agricultural inter-
ests is found in the unfortunate condition of the land titles, or rather
the want of titles to the lands in this State.
In early days, the great number of Mexican grants, claiming to
embrace within their boundaries the larger portion of the best agricultu-
ral land, and at the same time claiming the right to change those boun-
daries, and float and locate the claims wherever the settlements of the
countr}^ should indicate the land most desirable and valuable, acted as a
great discouragement to the bona fide settler, and retarded very much
the development of our agricultural resources.
While this discouragement has been gradually l^eing removed by the
final confirmation and location, or rejection, of these grants by our
Courts—another, and, if possible, a greater barrier has been arising from
the policy pursued in the management of our State lands. The General
Government has donated to this State, for various purposes, about eight
-
million nine hundred and fifty-seven thousand six hundred and eighty
'acres of land
;
and although the disposition and management of these
lands have formed a subject for a part of the annual message of every
Governor of the State since eighteen hundred and fifty, and although the
laws regulating their location and sale and the manner of giving title to
the purchaser have been the prolific themes of legislation in nearly eveiy
Legislature since the organization of the State—yet, at this late day,
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the State, even, has not a title to one single acre, and is not able to make
good Iicr promises to one of the many thousands of persons who have
purehused of her in good faith nearly the whole amount of these grants,
if tiie}' were all to come forward to-mori-ow. pay into her Treasury' the
balances for which they have hecome severally obligated, and demand of
her what she has promised tliem u])on the performance of that act—a
title. The result is that many of the purchasers have lost confidence in
the promises of the State, and have ceased to hope to secure that evi-
dence of ownership of land they occupy, and which is so nocessury as
an incentive to energy, improvement, and prospei-ity. Many laboring
Tinder these discouragements have abandoned lands, which, under other
circumstances, would have been improved and cultivated, and yielding
not only a good competency to the owner and his family, but a handsome
revenue to the State. Others, from the same causes, have neglected to
i^aj up the interest upon the amount of purchase money left on credit,
and have thus legally forfeited not only all the money they have advanced,
but all claims of ownership to the land they attempted to purchase. The
District Attorneys, in rnanj- of the counties of this State in which are
located swamp and overflowed lands, acting under authority of law, are
at this time prosecuting actions of foreclosure against thousands of per-
sons, who, in consequence of these causes, have neglected to pay up the
accruing interest on their obligations given for these lands. Thus, while
the Slate is with one hand disposing of lands, to which she has herself
no title—she is at the same time, with the other hand, prosecuting her
citizens for the non-fulfilment of their part of the contract, and not only
taking from them the land which she, to say the least, unwittingly
induced them to purchase from her, but also causing them to forfeit all
the money she has received of them in advance.
A vQvy large number of our citizens who have located school and other
State lands, are liable to the same prosecutions with the same results, and
are only saved from them by the forbearance of the officers to enforce the
law. While such is the unfortunate and perplexing condition of the titles
of the lands which have been donated to the State by the General Gov-
ernment, private individuals, hj application, energy, and perseverance,
coupled with a little good business tact, have been able to secure the
Government patents for large tracts of land to which they originally
claimed title by Spanish grants, but which the Courts have decided
against them. The evils connected with our land interests are becom-
ing a most serious source of oppression and wrong to our ])eople, and
should not longer be allowed to exist. If the State cannot give titles to
lands, we submit whether it is in o-ood faith to enforce from her citizens
the moneys they have been induced to promise her for them under a
misa])prehension of facts. Let her first obtain titles from the general
Government by the exercise of some of that business tact which indi-
viduals have brought into requision for a similar purpose, and she will
then find plenty of purchasers for all her lands, who will not only be
willing, but able to paj^ for them.
AGRICULTURAL LANDS IN THE MINERAL DISTRICTS.
There are within the mineral districts of California thousands of acres
of the most valuable agricultural lands in the world. Valuable from the
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fact that they are located near and surrounded by a constantly good and
reliable market, created by the mines themselves, and the fact that the
soil and climate are so particularly adapted to each other as to render
the lands capable of producing, in quantity unsurpassed, and in quality
unrivalled, nearly all the most valuable productions known to the most
favored temperate and tropical climates. And yet, by the policy of our
General Government, prompted and insisted u])on by the State, these
lanes are withheld from survej' and sale, and consequently their cultiva-
tion and improvement discouraged and delayed.
Not only this, but 113^ the decisions of our Courts an agriculturist or
horticultui'ist, no matter how ancient or sacred his claim, or how costly
and valuable his improvements, in the way of vineyards, orchards, build-
ings, irrigating fticilities, etc., cannot acquire even a posseswri/ right to
the soil wliich a miner is bound to i-espect.
What vast fields for the pi'ofitable investment of capital and employ-
ment of labor—what immense resources of individual, State, and national
wealth, are by this policy as effectuall}' and completely closed to the
enterpi-ise and enjoyment of our citizens as thougli they had no exist-
ence ! We buy of Fi-ance, of Italy, and Germany, our delicious wines
and cordials, our valuable bi'andies, our intlispensable raisins, figs, and
prunes, and many other vabialde fruits and delicacies, while we possess
in these forbidden hills and valleys a soil and climate superior to those
of France, Italy, or Gei-many, for the production of all these articles,
not only in quantity sutticient for our own use, but for the supply of the
world.
While we would not recommend a change of policy in the management
of the lands more valuable for mining than agricultural purposes, yet we
do not believe it necessary, in fostering the development of tlie former,
to discourage and refuse the cultivation, improvement, and enjoyment
of the latter. We would therefore recommend the segregation of the
agricultural from the mineral lands, and that the former may be sold in
such quantities as will best induce their profitable development and cul-
tivation. This policy must in time be adopted, or one deemed objection-
able to the mining interests will be forced upon us. If the State would
have a policy in this i-espect of her own, one in accordance with the best
interests of all her industries, let her take the lead in this matter and she
may secure it.
AGRICULTUEAL AND MECHANIC AETS COLLEGE LANDS.
We deem it fortunate for the interests of the College Fund tliat
althougli there has been a law on our statute book ibr the lust two years
and over, ])roviding for the sale of the one hundred and fifty thousand
acres of land donated to the Slate tor an agi'icultural college in the same
manner as other school lands have been disposed of, 3'et not one acre of
that land has been applied for or sold. This land being by Aet of Con-
gress required to be selected from lands subject to sale at jn-ivate entry,
would n(jt probably be applied for and sold under the ])i'esont plan for a
long term of years, and tlie college would thus bo deprived of tiie bene-
fit of the money to arise therefrom. It is bo]»ed the Legislature will
adopt an entire ditterent policy in regard to this land from the one
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SThich lias been the cause of so much trouble to all who bavc bad anj-
tbiu"* to do with tbe land embraced in otber donations. Let tbis land
at least be kept clear from difficuUy, and let it be so managed tbat when
sales are made titles can be given, and tbe monc}- received for tbe benefit
of tbe College Fund.
In our opinion, tbe following plan will accomplish tbis object: Let
the Legislature provide for tbe appointment of a College Land Agent,
who sball obtain from the Registers of tbe several General Land Offices
in the State a list of all the land which is or may be subject to sale at
private entry, and when this Agent shall find land in tbis condition, and
desirable and valuable from its probable early availability fur tbe pur-
poses of the grant, let him locate and enter it in tbe name of the State
of California, and through our State Land Office obtain a title to the
State. And wben a title to a sufficient number of acres has thus been
obtained to make it an object, let tbe same be advertised and sold by
our State Land Register, and the money received be invested in accord-
ance with tbe requirements of tbe law making the grant.
Such a plan is perfectly simple and straightforward, and, if adopted,
we have no doubt the whole of this grant may be obtained by the State
and sold, and the proceeds realized for the benefit of tbe college, before
the difficulties in regard to the otber grants between tbe State and
General Government can be disposed of.
A COLLEGE FOR THE BENEFIT OF AGRICULTURE AND
THE MECHANIC ARTS—OR AN INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE.
To secure to California the congressional donation for tbis purpose,
tbe necessary preliminary steps for tbe establishment and organization
of an Industrial College must be taken by the present Legislature. It
seems to be admitted on all hands that this will be done. This being
assumed, tbe most important questions for consideration in tbis connec-
tion are :
First—The character of tbe institution demanded by California, or the
leading objects to be embraced in its organization and management;
Second—Its location, with reference to these leading objects;
Third—Its endowments, or funds necessary for its supjjort.
In preparing for tbe establishment of an ordinarj- college or literary
institution, the objects of such institution being so well defined and gene-
rail}" understood, and so similar tbe world over, the work is compara-
tively plain and easily accomplished, tbe one great question in every
country being to obtain tbe necessary means. This being accomj)lisbed,
all else will follow, as it were, in a well beaten track or well defined
channel.
Not so as regards Industrial Colleges. The}'- are institutions of com-
paratively a late date, particularly in this country. The objects of these
colleges being to educate their students in those sciences and arts which
will best prepare them for tbe thorough and intelligent development of
the natural resources of the country in which each is located, it follows
tbat tbe organization and management of an Industrial College in Ger-
many or France would not serve as a precedent or model for the organi-
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zation and management of an Industrial College in tlio United States.
'Nov would a college so organized and managed as to meet the require-
ments of such an institution in the State of Michigan, Pennsylvania, or
'New York, meet the demands or accomplish the objects of an Industrial
College in California. A student so thoroughly educated as to be able to
take an intelligent and leading part in the development of the most
important industries in France or German}^, or in either of the States
named, would be required to forget much he had learned, and take new
lessons in our college, to be of much use here, or to occupy- a like impor-
tant or leading position in the development of the principal resources of
California. It is true, a Universitj- mai/ be established and so equipped
with professors and facilities as to be able to take its students to the
utmost limits of human knowledge in all its various departments j but
such an institution is more of an idealit}" than a reality. The most
liberally endowed and thoroughly appointed universities of Europe do
not pretend to this, even in theor}^, and certainlj^ they do not and cannot
accomplish it in practice; and the best of our colleges and universities—
Yale, Girard, and Harvard—with endowments ranging from a million
and a half to two millions of dollars, and with from forty to fifty pro-
fessors each, can scarcely be compared in thoroughness and efficiency,
especially in the scientific departments, to the better class of similar
European institutions.
An Industrial College, then, such as we arc about to establish in Cali-
fornia, must, at least for the present, be more limited in its objects, and
should partake in an eminent degree of the qualities of utilit}' and prac-
ticability. It should be made to conform in a most rigid manner to the
subjects necessary to the development of our leading and most imj^ortant
resoiu'ccs. It should, however, be the aim and purpose to so organize
and equip it in the beginning as to render it competent not only to lead
students to the limits of human knowledge upon the subjects of agricul-
ture and the mechanic arts, mining in all its departments included, and
both taken in the most extensive sense, but also to so fortify them with
all the sciences in any way connected with or tributary to these arts or
industries, as to enable and prepare them to go on in advance with origi-
nal investigations and experiments, and thus become leading scientific
inventors and discoverers in the anomalous and almost unlimited fields
presented for study and practice, in these departments, on this coast.
In the establishment of an Industrial College for our State, or for the
Pacific Coast, California should and doubtless will be the pioneer in this
enterprise west of the Eocky Mountains; the representatives of no par-
ticular industry or locality should be selfish or contracted in their views
or actions. The agriculturist should remember that we have on this
coast not only the most extensive mineral regions known in the world,
but that we have a greater variet}' of mines of valuable metals embraced
in an equal extent of countrj^ than has been or probably can be found in
any other part of the globe. That these minerals found are so combined
and intermixed with each other and with worthless matter, as frequently
to resist the most skilful attempts to separate and successfully and eco-
nomically work them, by the api)lication of the most a])proved methods
known to men best versed in the analytical sciences applicable to the art
of the metallurgist. That the location, dip, and anomalous positions of
our mineral bearing ledges frequently confound and disn])])oint the most
scientific and skilful raining engineers the world has produced, and cause
ruinous outlay of labor, time, and means. That for the want of men
prepared by study and practice upon the ground to select or manufacture
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and erect and skilfully superintend the necessary machinery, for the
want of a supply of skilled labor to do the necessary work in the exact
manner required, the mines of California are to-day producing but
thousands where they should produce millions.
That we are subject to great expense in transporting immense quanti-
ties of ores to the old counti'ies for reduction, and are paying millions of
doUai'S to labor in foreign lands, when all these mechanical operations
should be intelligently accomplished, and all this labor should be artisti-
cally performed in our own borders, and all this money be retained and
circulated among our own people. In short, that the great centre of
mineral wealth of the world should also be the great centre of mineral
knowledge and art—that a greater than Swansea should be built up and
maintained in California. To accomplish these objects requires the
necessary knowledge and skill, and these can only be attained by appli-
cation and study, and practice in the proper direction, and with the
necessary facilities. To furnish these facilities, the Industrial College, to
be establisiied and sustained in California b}' the means and ])ati-onage of
the whole people, and for the benefit of all the industries of the State in
proportion to their present or prospective relative importance, should be
so located, organized, and managed as to give to mining and all the
sciences and arts connected with it their full share of attention and con-
sideration. An increase of knowledge in mineralogy, in the broadest
sense of the term, should be, if not the first, certainly one of the first
objects of the institution.
Tlie mhier in turn should remember that California presents the great-
est variety of soils, Ij'ing under the greatest differences of climate, and
consequentl}^ is possessed of more extended agricultural resources, and is
capable of gV-owing more diversified agricultural productions, than any
other equal portion of the earth's surface known to man. Tliat the les-
sons in agriculture, learned by theory or practice in any other country,
are of but little value here. That the science of agriculture is the
foundation of all other sciences. That agriculture itself is the gi-eat
basis upon which all other arts are constructed and sustained. That
agriculture feeds ever}' other occupation; that it gives life and energ}^
to the skilled engineer, who points out the location of the precious
metals, and lights the torch of the miner who penetrates the deep caverns
of the earth and brings those meials to the surface. That the more sci-
ence, intelligence, prudence, and economy applied in the agrieidtural
pursuits, the less the cost of feeding, clothing, and sustaining all other
occupations, and the more labor will be spared to engage in other employ-
ments to increase the wealth of the State. That the agricidture of
California can and should be so revolutionized and improved as to
produce, in the greatest abundance, all the necessaries and luxuries
demanded by her citizens for consumption, and thus retain within our
borders millions of dollars annuall.y exported for the products of other
soils prepared by the labor of other people.
The im])rovement of agriculture, equally with the improvement of
mining, should form another leading consideration in the establishment
and conduct of the Industrial College; and these two great leailing
industries being provided for, all others, including commerce, tlie trades,
and learned professions, will naturally assume their proper position and
receive their share of consideration.
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LOCATION, WITH REFERENCE TO ITS LEADING OBJECTS.' )
It having been determined that the leading objects of the college shall
be the education of its students in such a manner as practically to pre-
pare them for the great work of intelligently improving and developing
the mineral and agricultural resources, it naturally follows that its loca-
tion should be such as will best accommodate these great industries. It
should be as near as possible the geographical centre between them,
taking into consideration facilities for reaching that centre by eas}' and
rapid conveyance from all or the principal mineral and agricultural por-
tions of the State. It should be easily accessible to the mines, for the
reason that those students who are pursuing a course of study with
reference to 7nining as an occupation, should frequently be accompanied
to tlie mining regions by their teachers, that they may see and practi-
cally be taught the application of the facts and principles they have been
learning from their text books and in the classrooms. This advantage
will constitute the principal difference between teaching mineralogy,
geology, and mining, as applicable to California, in an institution estab-
lished with especial reference to these objects here, and in teaching the
same subjects in an Industrial College in Germany. The practical illus-
tration and real business operations of life, upon the very ground on
which the student is to engage in those operations, when he shall have
graduated and is seeking fields of employment, is what should be ever
kept in mind in the management of an Industrial College. If we lose
sight of this great principle, and fail to so locate the institution that
these advantages may be enjoyed by those who desire them, we abandon
the very objects for which the college is to be established. The practical,
living experience of the miner, and the extensive reading and general
knowledge of the professor of geology, mineralogy, and metallurgy,
must be constantly associated together, and go hand in hand, or our
Industrial College will fail to present to the miner any advantages over
an ordinary literary institution.
When we consider the location with reference to the interests of agri-
culture, we find reasons, if possible, of a more forcible character than
those above named in reference to the mining interests—reasons that
would determine us most positively to reject some localities and accept
others. To teach agriculture in any country practically, it is evident we
must have the soil to do it on, for agriculture is the cultivation of the
soil; consequently there must be a farm connected with the college.
Not as a model farm, in the usual acceptation of the term; not as a.
means of affording the students the opportunity of paying a portion of
their expenses by labor, though as an incident to the main object this
opportunity may and should be afforded; not for the sake of furnishing,
ibr the student manual labor to preserve a robust constitution and good
health, though this, too, will be an incident, and an important one; but
the real or principal object of the form should be to illustrate by practice
the principles and sciences the student learns in his text books and reci-
tation rooms. The ftirm should bear the same relation to the studies
pursued that the experimental laboratory does to the study of chemistry.
In fact, it should and will serve as an extensive laboratory, and the one
prepared by nature, and in which the student will be called upon to make
his agricultural experiments when he goes out into the world as a teacher
to teach the generality of farmei"s the lessons he has learned at the col-
lege
—the field in which he should bo prepared to take the lead and
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bccojno an oTiginal investigator, to add now facts and establish new
theories in the agriculture of the State.
In this light the farm becomes as necessary to the success of the stu-
dent in agriculture, as the diagram to the student in geometry, or the
slate or blackboard to the learner in written arithmetic. An agricul-
tural college without a farm attached, would, indeed, be an absui'dity,
and particularly so in California, where the agricultural theories appli-
cable to other countries are of so little value, and where experimental
farming is but in its infancy, if, indeed, it can be said to have been com-
menced, and where the entire future success of agriculture depends upon
intelligent and accurate experiments in the soils and climates of Cali-
fornia.
Having decided upon the necessity of a farm in connection with the
college, tet us consider the circumstances that should guide us in the
location of that farm, aside from, but not forgetting, its accessibility to
the agricultural and mining portions of the State.
Agricultural experiments, to be of the greatest practical value to any
particular farmer, should be made in the same or similar climate and
soil to those in which that particular farmer is to conduct his agricul-
tural operations, with those experiments as a guide.
But California possesses so many soils and climates that it will be
impossible to exactly suit ever}^ individual or every location in this
respect. The nearest wo can come to it as to climate will be to select a
medium—something between the damp fogs of the coast counties and
the drj' heated air of small valleys, surrounded by ranges of hills or low
mountains. A location in which these two general extremes meet, and,
as it were, neutralize each other, and j^et where the essential properties
of both are retained, w^ould be the most appropriate as to climate.
As to soil, we can do much better. There are localities in tlie State in
which a farm of four or five hundred acres can be found, embracing
nearly all the varieties of soils we have. The rich alluvial river bottom,
the mucky tule land, the stiff adobe, the red clay and decomposed
granite, the dry sandy soil, and the alkali. A location embracing all
these varieties of soil and a medium climate, central and easily reached,
from the agricultural portions of the State, should undoubtedly be the
one selected. The selection of any other would be a grave error, and
would jeopardize the advantages we hope to derive from the college.
But no location should be selected until all desirous of securing it have
had fair and full opportunities to present their claims and advantages,
and have them, fully and faii-ly examined and canvassed; noi- until all
have had an opportunity to make the best pecuniary propositions they
can afford, and then the matter of location should be decided in a man-
ner to give no reasonable grounds for complaint from any locality or
class of citizens; for, to make the institution what it should be, a benefit
and a source of pride to all our people, it Avill need the hearty good will
and active co-operation of all. Nothing should be done in this respect
hastily, or with a view to benefit an}' particular locality at the expense
of the general interest. The Industrial College w-ill be a State institu-
tion, will be to a certain extent, for sometime at least, dependent on the
State for pecuniary aid, and will therefore be under the general super-
vision of the Legislature, and should be as convenient and accessible to
the members as it can be, other considerations being equal, or the combi-
nations of circumstances and conditions above enumerated being also
secured.
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THE ENDOWMENTS OR FUNDS NECESSARY TO THE SUPPORT OF THE COLLEGE.
Nature and the surrounding circumstances, and tlae more immediate
"wants of our State having led us to select agriculture and mining, and
the sciences connected with and necessary for a complete knowledge of
them in all their departments, as the leading and governing objects in
the establishment of an Industrial College for California, it must not
therefore be inferred that we disregard any other calling or occupation,
or would leave out of our plan of organization the necessary' provision
for giving them their proper share of attention.
On the contrary, a complete system of industrial education, such as we
should aim finally, and as we can command the means to establish, should
embrace the facilities for teaching all that is necessary to know or all
that can be known in regard to the whole range of industrial operations
of civilized life.
It should embrace the entire range of human knowledge, as applied
to human industry in the most advanced position of civilized society.
It should be prepared to keep pace with the most advanced scope of
human thought.
It should embrace within its plan the ability and facilities, not only to
teach the art of doing all that man, as the representative of the human
race in his most educated position, can do, but it should also possess
the ability and the facilities for teaching the reasons why, as compre-
hended and explained in the entire range of the natural and physical
sciences upon which all the operations of civilized life are based. With
a plan of such magnitude as to embrace the entire range of the physical
and natural laws and sciences before ns, we should take up the the con-
sideration of necessary endowments or funds for the supjjort of an
Industrial College in California.
While we are fully and painfully cognizant of the foct that we cannot
hope to commence with all these plans and facilities, or to put them all in
operation for a number of years to come, still we should not fail to keep
the magnitude of the undertaking before us, and work with a determi-
nation finaJhj to reach that elevated standard.
With such an exalted and thorough character for an Industrial College,
it is evident that the endowments necessary for its support cannot be
less than are required for a first class literary institution. In fact, the
necessary experimental apparatus and materials for practically^ teaching
the sciences, will render the expenses of such a college greater than
those of a literary character, with an equal number of students and pro-
fessors. In order that this branch of the subject may be considered
with a just idea of its prospective magnitude, we insert for examination
the following table from a report upon a plan for the organization of
Colleges for Agrieulture and the Mechanic Arts, addressed to the Board
of Trustees of the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania, by the late Dr.
E. Pugh, at that time President of the Faculty" of that institution. This
rej^ort was made in January, eighteen hundred and sixty-four :
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It will be seen that the average amount of endowment fund for the
eighteen institutions embraced in the above table is over six hundred
thousand dollars, while the average annual expenses is forty-seven thou-
sand seven hundred and forty-two dollars. The average number of
teachers employed is over twenty-five each, and the average number of
students in attendance is four hundred and thirty-four. In his comments
upon the resources of these institutions, Dr. Pugh remarked : "Had we
time to examine closely into the details of the workings of these insti-
tutions, as exhibited in their annual reports, we would find in all of them
the most indubitable evidence of the insufficiency of their resources for
the accomplishment" of the mission they are laboring to fulfil. Whether
we examine their linguistic, their literary, or their scientific depart-
ments, or any one of the several professional schools which some of them
have, we will find in all of them an absence of that thoromjhness which
characterizes the highest order of study. With very few exceptions we
will find professors obliged to teach too many different things to teach
anijfhinff very thoroughly, or to keep themselves posted on the progress
of knowledge in their own department in the learned world. If con-
firmation of the insufficiency of their resources were needed, we have it
in the constant eff'orts that nearly all of them are making to secure
additional pecuniary aid."
To support any one of the above named institutions in this State, or to
support an Industrial College of a character and with facilities equal to
the average of those embraced in the above table, it is evident the annual
expenses would be largely- increased. Everything connected with the
general expenses of the institution would cost considerably more here
than it does in the Atlantic States, and the wages of professors and
teachers would have to be considerably increased. As will be seen by
the table, the fifty-six professors in Harvard University receive only
sixty-eight thousand dollars, or on an average one thousand two hun-
dred and fourteen dollars each per annum, equal to but one hundred and
one dollars per month. Bj^ the report of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction of California, we learn that the average salary paid the male
teachers in our common schools is seventy-four dollars per month, or
only twenty.-seven dollars per month less than the average wages paid
the professors in the first university in America. It is quite doubtful if
one hundred thousand dollars per annum would command the services
of the Harvard corps of professors in a similar institution in California.
With all the foregoing considerations and figures before us, we are to
decide in the first instance whether California shall have an Industrial
College of a high standard, embracing within the scope of its teachings
the gi-eatest range of scientific and practical subjects, or whether we
will be content with an institution of a lower grade, more contracted in
the number and variet}' of sulijccts taught, and consequently more
limited in its sphere of usefulness.
The position we occupj^ and the importance of the products of our
industries to the world, in our opinion demand an institution of the
former character, and we have but little hesitation in expressing our
conviction that it will be found in the end not only the wisest but the
most economical course.
An institution of a high character always has great attractions, not
only for superior professors and students, but for large and liberal private
endowments, while one of an inferior character seldom has much attrac-
tion for and is seldom crowded much with either.
It haviuir been urj^ed that the Industrial College should be located in
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our most populous and opulent city, in order to secure in future years
liberal endowments from its wealthy citizens, it may not be improper to
state, what evciy one will recognize as a universal truth, that after an
institution of learning has been fixed at any particular location, the fact
of location eeases to bo an inducement for donations; while, if the loca-
tion be fixed upon with strict reference to its adaptability to the objects
and success of that institution, and the institution itself be so organized
and managed as to secure a high character and promise great practical
benefit to the State and future genei'ations, it commends itself to the
judgment and furnishes a constant and powerful appeal to the pride and
liberality of those who have the disposition and means to assist worthy
educational enterprises. Institutions of learning never become famed
or renowned for tueir location only, but rather because they secure and
judiciously use the elements of success and greatness, and promise and
accomplish great good to mankind.
No man ever desired to associate his name by endowment with an
educational institution because of its particular location, but rather that
the institution endowed might become the certain and honorable bearer
of his name down to posterity as the benefactor of his race—something
in the same spirit that a high minded and intelligent father feels a pride
and joy in the perpetuation of his name, through the usefid and noble
deeds of a worthy, honored, and successful son.
It having also been urged as a reason ior locating the Industrial Col-
lege in San Francisco that the climate there is more
"
bracing and healthy,
and better fitted for sustained study and intellectual effort than that of
any other part of the State," we hope it will not be considered improper
in this report, while speaking especially for the interests of the indus-
trial classes, to notice this argument and probe its defects. If this reason
be good in reference to this college, which is intended principally for
practically teaching the miners and the farmers, and their sons, in the
several arts and sciences which relate to their respective callings, and
which can onl}^ be thoroughly done on the one hand by a frequent
recourse to and an examination and work in the mines themselves, as
the most valuable laboratorj' for the mining student, and on the other
hand by a constant and continued system of experiments on the farm
and in the garden, as the best laboratory for the agriculturist and horti-
culturist, then with how much more power such a reason would apply to
all the mere literaiy institutions of the State—including the numei-ous
newspapers and journals of the interior—to the religious organizations
whose lay members depend on the study and research of their ministers
for correct instruction in the divine truth—to legislative bodies, upon
whom the people depend for wise and beneficent laws, and to legal tribu-
nals, who are expected to perform the almost impossible task of reconcil-
ing and expounding those laws? If such reason or such argument be
sound, then every man in the State who is pursuing a calling which
requires intellectual study or research should remove at once to that
particular loeality for relief, leaving all other portions of the State to be
inhabited and developed by physical labor alone, by the mere machines
of society, who are governed and controlled by instinct rather than intel-
lect and reasori.
Such a reason, followed to its legitimate results, should lead to the
establishment of this institution in some colder and more bracing climate
than we have within our borders, and as it seems to ignore the real
objects of the institution itself, pei-haps it Avould call upon us to go to the
highlands of Scotland—to the gi*eat City of Ediuburg, which is said to
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have a very bracing climate, and which is distinguished for producing
some of the most profound thinkers and scholars of the world, and there
plant our Industrial College for the practical education of the future
miners and farmers of California.
To go into a populous commercial city, where the students will he
entirel}' removed from the fields of their future operations and all the
healthful influences of the country, and cop.!*tantly exposed to all the
enervating luxuries and contaminating vices of city life, so well and
surely calculated to unfit them for the energetic and successful pursuits
of tlicir future callings, to establish an Industrial College for the prac-
tical and experimental education of those who are to become the leaders
in developing the vast mining and agricultural resources of California—
seems to us a proposition so absurd that we can scarcel}' believe it to be
sincere, especially if it be made by persons claiming the benefits of a
climate so peculiarly and exclusively calculated to promote and sustain
vigorous intellectual effort, or practical and useful thought.
While we would urge no location, for the particular benefit of that
location, and unless it be one calculated to promote the general good, we
do protest in the name of the industrial classes of the State, in whose
interests we have a right to speak, against fixing a college, to be estab-
lished particulaty for their benefit, in such a location as will surely defeat
the real objects for which it is intended.
A failure on the part of the jigriculturists and miners, occupying the
broad, saluorious valleys, and the invigorating mountainous regions of
the State, thus to protest against such a proposition, involving, as it
does, a double injury and insult to them, would, in our judgment, be an
unanswerable argument in favor of the truth of the absurd proposition
which has called forth these remarks—namely, that this great and noble
State of ours, celebrated alike for the invii^oratino- influences of its
climate, and the general intelligence and practical and penetrating busi-
ness energy of its people, has but one place or locality in it
" fitted for
sustained study and vigorous intellectual effort."
But, one more remark upon the proposition in general of establishing
an industrial or scientific college in a city in preference to the country:
" God made the country; man made the cit}'."
Are God's or man's laws proposed to be taught in the institution ? If
the former, then certainly tlie college should be located in the country,
where tiie works of God, or the Book of Nature, can bo used as the
most important, as it is the only absolutely correct and never failing
text book, to which the student, when he goes out into the countr}^ and
engages in the business for which he has been educated in the college,
will have constant occasion to refer.
If, however, the laws, or ways and customs of the residents of cities,
usually adopted in deahng with the miner and the farmer in reference
to their respective possessions or productions, are the subjects to bo
taught in the college, then we confess it should be located in the city—
an(i the State may thus avoid the immediate outlay of any of the
means it has now or may hereafter have on hand for the erection of
buildings for such college, as the streets are a much better and more
efficient school to learn such things than the inside of any collegiate
walls can be. This fact will prove a happy circumstance to the State,
as she will, if she adopt this course, at no distant day need all the money
thus saved with which to enlarge the capacity of her State Prison—a
necessit}' for which Avill thus be created.
Ui^ou this poiut Mr. C. L. Flint, late Secretary of the State Board of
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Agriculturo of Massachusetts, who went to Europe to collect information
in re<;ard to the establishment of Industrial Colleges, says in a report to
the lioard :
" The industrial schools in Europe have not been located in the vicin-
it}'' of its largest cities. The ])urposG of this is obvious, for, besides the
increased expenses to tha pupils, tiie incentives to the Avaste of time are
greater, and the temptation to immorality increased a hundred fold. The
nearness of a city, through its show of great wealth, is calculated to lead
the mind of the student to speculative pursuits, and to create a distaste
to those industrial occupations whose gains are slow and toilsome."
Another expedient, under the pretence of assisting in the endowment
of an Industrial College, has been suggested. It is to make over or
donate to some existing literary or denominational institution, in con-
sideration of their granting the use of a part of their buildings for a sci-
entific department, all the proceeds of the land donations of Congress.
We are informed that some of these institutions have already nominally
established scientific chairs, or departments, in anticipation of such an
event, or to induce it, and have at this time their advocates in and about
the State Capitol, looking after their interests in this respect. To all
such we would put the question whether they are actuated with a desire
to assist the State by such an arrangement, or whether they are not in
the position of the man who had been in business on his own account
until he had become hopelessly involved in debt, and now wishes to, find
some one with a little readj^ cash to take in as a partner, that he may
lead a more easy life ?
And if such institutions be of a sectarian character, as we believe all
the colleges in the State are, we would ask the additional question—
what reason can be given why one sect should have the benefit of the
endowment of tlie Government more than another? and how that pro-
vision of the Constitution, that no preference shall be given to any sect
or profession, can be reconciled with such an act as the one asked ?
Upon this subject we have the very best of authority. The late Pro-
fessor Pugh, who Avas ver}'- instrumental in procuring the passage of the
College Land Act through Congress, says in his report : " The object of
the bill was, most dish'ncf/j/, not simply to found industrial chairs in literary
colleges, but to endow industrial colleges."
He adds : " No sooner was the bill passed, than in some States the rep-
resentatives of several literary colleges, Avith singular bad taste, made a
general rush to the State Legislature to secure a portion of the proceeds
of the bill, and in the general scramble for a portion of the spoils, in
some instances, defeated all legislation upon the subject. That literary
institutions should, Avith such undignified haste, grasp at resources (se-
cured for the endowment of Industrial Colleges) to Avhich they had not
the slif/hfrxt legitimate claim, is a melan'choly illustration of the terrible
extremities to Avhich they are driven in the struggle for existence. It
should warn those States which Avould found State Industrial Colleges
to endow them properly, and not cast them into the world to struggle
in poverty for existence, guided by a necessity Avhich knoAvs no law and
recognizes no right.
" For what are the claims of the literary colleges upon the Land Grant
Fund? Can they afford the kind of education required in an Industrial
College? Can they organize the four or five different courses of study
required to meet the peculiar necessities of an Industrial College ? Can
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they, with their half dozen professors, do the work which fourteen first
class scientific men are required to do, in addition to teaching all their
literary studies ? No! They would only degrade industrial education
to the standard upon which they have heretofore looked with merited
contempt. The}'' might Avell compare the victims of their superficial
smattering with the regular students of their classical course, as illustra-
tions of how much better the study of Latin and Greek is for mental
discipline than the study of anything else."
A thoroughly appointed and really practical Industrial College in Cali-
fornia, established independently as such, and possessing the facilities
for teaching all the best methods of manipulating and reducing the oi;e8
and extracting the metals, and with men at the head of each department
thoroughly trustworth}', who will command the confidence of capitalists
and business men everywhere, and who are not only capable of teaching
all that is known in their respective depai'tments, but who are also com-
petent to take the lead and make now discoveries, and improve on old
systems and practices, would not only secure the patronage of all our own
people who desire information upon the subjects taught, but it would
attract students and eminent and jiractical scholars and business men
from all parts of the world. Tbey would come here to avail themselves
of a practical special course in the college, preparatory to engaging in
profitable enterprises presented to such persons by the inexhaustible
riches of our mineral regions, or the attractive features of our agricultural
resources. Having examined and indicated the general character of the
Industrial College demanded by California, and having pointed out the
general requsites and characteristics that should be secured in its loca-
tion, and having shown the resources and expenses of some of the best
American colleges, and endeavored to prove that an Industrial College
of a high character would need no less resources and would be subject to
no less expenses, we would call attention to the professorships necessary
to be established and maintained to secure an institution of such a char-
acter. In doing so we have recourse to a full plan for organizing Indus-
trial Colleges, recommended by the late Dr. Pugh,who spent six years in
examining and studying similar institutions in Europe previous to being
called to the Presidency of the Agricultural College of Pennsylvania.
His plan in full should be attentively studied bj^ those who may be
intrusted with the responsibility of organizing the Industrial College of
California, but is too lengthy to embod}^ in this rej)ort, which is already
more extended than we intended it should be.
Fint—The President: a man thoroughly versed in the Natural and
Physical Sciences—the responsible head of the college.
Second—A Professor of Pure Mathematics and the Higher Mechanics
and Astronomy.
Third—A Professor of Civil, Hydraulic, and Military Engineering, and
Applied Mathematics.
Fourth—A Professor of Natural Philosophy and Astronomy, Mechanics,
and Physics.
Fifth—A Professor of Pure and Agricultural Chemistry and Geology.
Sixth—A Professor of Metallurgy, Mining and Mineralogy, and Chem-
ical Technolog3^
Seventh—A Professor of Anatomy, Physiology, and Yeterinary.
Eighth—A Professor of Natural History, more particularly Zoology,
Comparative Anatomy, and Entomology.
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Ninth—A Professor of Botany, Horticulture, and EntoTnolof2:y.
Ti-nfli—A Professor of Practical Ao-riculturo and Meteorology.
Eleventli—A Professor of English, French, and German Languages and
Literature.
Twelfth—A Teacher of Bookkeeping and Practical Commercial and
Trade Accounts, Political Economy, and Commercial Law.
Thirteenth—A Treasurer, Secretary, and Librarian.
Fourteenth—Necessary Assistant Professors and Superintendents, say
twelve, including a Teacher in Military Tactics.
We are now prepared to present an estimate of the annual expenses
of an Industrial College of the number of professors indicated above,
with the corresponding educational facilities, with California prices as a
basis : '
ANNUAL EXPENDITURE.
Thirteen Professors and Teachers, at at average of
82,400 $31,200
Twelve Assistants and Superintendents, at $1,200... 14,400
Total salaries.
Annual additions to museum, and scientific appa-
ratusft'-an d li brary $5,000
Scientific investigations and assaying 5,000
Incidental expenses and repairs 5,000
Total
Total annual exj^enses.
ANNUAL INCOME.
Three hundred students, at $100 each $30,000
Interest on proceeds of seminary lands, ($57,000,)
at seven per cent 4,032
Interest on proceeds of college lands, one fourth at
seven per cent, and three fourths remaining on
the credit of purchaser, at ten per cent 17,343
Income from the metallurgical and assaying depart-
ments, in competent and perfectly reliable hands,
say 5,000
Income of farm, well managed, and private endow-
ments 4,225
Annual income to balance.
$45,600
$15,000
$60,600
$60,600
In the above estimates of income we have assumed that the Seminary
Fund will be appropriated and used as an endowment for the college;
and while we can sec no objection to such a course, we can see many
reasons in its favor. The land was donated to the State for a '• Seminary
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of Learning," which Webster defines to be " any school, college, or uni-
versity, where j'oung persons are instructed in the several branches of
learning which may qualify them for their future emplo^-ments." This
certainly is a perfect description of the institution we propose to estab-
lish.
We have also assumed that the one hundred and fifty thousand acres
donated for an Industrial College will be disposed of at one dollar and
twerty-five cents per acre, w^hich we believe can easily be done within
five years, if the plan proposed in a former part of this report be fol-
lowed.
There are plenty of lands in the State, of a good quality, subject to
sale at private entry, and if such lands be looked up and a title obtained in
the State, there will be found plenty of purchasers, as none of the diffi-
culties of title which attach to lands of every other class will attach to
these. The above estimate of expenses and receipts is intended as a
sample of what we think the Secretary's book should show in regard to
the financial transactions of an Industrial College adapted to the inter-
ests and necessities of California, say five years from the date of opening,
or in eighteen hundred and seventy-two. It will cost the State some
mone}^ to establish a college and put it in such an advanced stage of suc-
cess and usefulness as indicated in that time, but we believe that the
amount required cannot be expended to a better advantage. An insti-
tution of an inferior order would prove of but little benefit to any one—
of no credit, and great expense to the State. Unless California can
alford to establish a first class college for the instruction of her indus-
trial students, then she had better not establish any at all, but continue
to allow her millions of money to be returned to the earth annually in
the future as in the past; her thousands of valuable mines to remain
untouched for the want of the proper skill to work them ; continue to
ship millions of her valuable ores to foreign countries, to be reduced b}''
foreign labor and capital, and send her sons along with them to learn
what they ought to learn much better and cheaper at home ; to allow
her agriculture to languish and grow poor, to become distasteful and be
actuall}^ spurned and avoided by her most worthy and capable young
men, and continue to export millions of dollars annually for articles that
ought and may be produced within her borders. We believe with Mr.
C. L. Flint, who says, in his excellent paper on this subject, that " the
Industrial Colleges must at once assuine the highest rank as educational institu-
tions, or th''y loill prove most expensive failures.'^
As we have submitted an estimate of the expense of working a first
class college when established and equipped, and pointed out the sources
from which such expenses could be met, we will venture to suggest the
amount of means necessarj^to provide the proper buildings and organize
and bring the institution up to the standard indicated, within five years
from the date of opening, at the expiration of which time it is proposed
to make it sustain itself, independent of any appropriation from the
State Treasury other than the interest on the lands donated by Congress.
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EXPENSE.
Value of farm, say 300 acres, and improvements,
other than buildings $25,000
Buildings, for all pur2:)0ses, to commence with 100,000
Laborator}' and apparatus for chemical and assaying
experiments and work 15,000
Library 4,000
Inci den tal expenses 5,000
Original outlay before opening
Average annual expenses for first five j^ears, or to 1872,
($40,000 per year)
Whole expense for organization, and five years' management,
INCOME—SOURCES FROM WHICH DERIVED.
Interest on Seminary Fund to date of opening col-
lege, say April, 1867 $32,256
Appropriation for 1866 100,000
Donation by place receiving location, including do-
nations of surrounding counties and individuals... 40,000
Annual interest on Seminary Fund from 1867 to
1872, $4,032 20,160
Interest from sale of college lands for first five years,
say 35,000
Income from metallurgical and assa^nng department,
first five years 5,000
Income for rent, or use of farm 4.000
Annual appropriation of $20,000 100^000
Private endowments 3,584
"Whole income for organization and five years' management
to balance
$140,000
200,000
$340,000
$340,000
If the present Legislature were to establish or incorporate the college,
and incorporate a Board of Regents, consisting of good intelligent, busi-
ness men, who will be influenced by no political, sectarian, local or
personal considerations, to locate and organize the same, and place at
their disposal the interest of the Seminary and College Land Funds, as
above indicated, together with the appropriations from the State Treas-
ury, as above set forth, we have no doubt that in the year eighteen
hundred and seventy-two the State of California may be realizing all the
benefits to arise from the successful operation of an Industrial College
of a high cliaracter, and will be relieved from the necessity of appropri-
ating another dollar for its assistance.
And now, in closing this report, we w\\\ say, with Mr. Flint of Massa-
chusetts, only changing the language to apply to our particular ease,
that the work of propei-ly establishing an Industrial College for Califor-
nia is one of great difficulty and responsibility, and one in which the
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parties on whom the responsibility rests will need the confidence, the
forbearance, and the cordial co-operation of the people. It will require
caution, judgment, and practical wisdom on the one hand, and a candid
appreciation of the difficulties, and reasonable expectations on the other.
It will require faith in the application of science to the improvement of
practice. We know that it has elevated other arts, improved the appli-
ances of labor, and cheapened the production of the necessaries of life.
Why should it not lead, in a reasonable time, to more enlightened pro-
cesses of mining and farm work, bring mind and thought to bear upon
the labors of the hand, and infuse new spirit into the whole mining and
farming community?
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THIRTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING.
Sacramento, \
Tuesday, January 30th, 18fi6. J
The nieetiii_£!; of the members of the society having been called for this
day, was called to order at two o'clock and twenty-five minutes, p. M., in
one of the side rooms of the Pavilion building, by the President, C. F.
Eeed, of Yolo, who said :
Gentlemen:—"We have assembled for the purpose of electing officers
of the socict}' for the incoming year, and the transaction of such other
business as may properly come before tliis societ}^. The first business in
order will probabl}" be the report of the Board of Directors. Here I
would say that the report has been published in pamphlet form, b_y a
vote of the Legislature, but the issue is not out in sufficient quantities
to give each member a copy of the report. The Secretary will now lay
before jon the supplementary report of the Board of Directors.
The Secretarj' then proceeded to read the report, and had read a con-
siderable portion thereof, when
A. C. Bidwell moved that the further reading of the report be dis-
pensed w^ith. which motion was carried.
SUPPLEMENTAEY EEPOET OF THE BOAED OF DIEECTOES-
Gentlemen :—Having made a report to the Governor, as required by
law. and the same having been printed by order of the Legislature, we
beg leave to submit the same as a portion of our report to the members
of the society.
We also submit the following financial reports of the Treasurer and
Secretar}', which show in detail the receipts and disbursements of the
Eoard for the j-ear eighteen hundred and sixty-five, and to date, and the
present financial condition of the society :
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EEPOET OF THE TEEASUEEE.
State Agricultural Society,
In. account with E. T. Brown, Treasurer.
CR.
Bj' amount of cash received at various times from Secre
tary , to date
DR.
To amount disbursed at various times upon orders of Presi
d en t and Secretary
Balance in cash on hand
$22,865 40
22,609 05
$256 35
E. T. BEOWX,
Treasurer.
Sacramento, January 1, 1866.
rmANCIAL EEPOET OF THE SECEETAEY.
I. N. IIoAG, Secretary,
In account v:ith State Agricultural Society.
Date. On ivhat Account. Amount.
1865.
January 1
January 26
March 7...
June 7
Sept.9
Sept. 13
((
Sept. 15
Sept. 16
Sept. 17
Sept. 18
u
t(
((
<(
CASH RECEIVED.
Morrison & Govcr, rent of park...
Twenty-two memberships
Morrison & Gover, rent of park....
Morrison & Gover, rent of park...,
Morrison & Gover, rent of park....
Fifteen memberships
Entrance fees to Mondaj^'s races..
Nine memberships
Eent storeroom at park
Memberslii ps
Subscription
Memberships
Collected at main stand
Collected at f:;ate of park
Entrance to Tuesday's races
Tickets and memberships at park
Tickets and memberships at hall..
$200
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Date. On what Account. Amount.
Sept,
Sept
Sept.
18.
19.
20.
Sept. 21.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
22,
23.
24.
26.
28.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov
Dec.
19..
((
24..
11.
4..
Subscriptions
S. D. Smith, life membership
Kent of cider privilege .-
Tickets and memberships at park
Collected at gate of park and main stand
Entries to Wednesday's races
Tickets and memberships at hall
Subscriptions
Entries to races
Rent jeweler's stand
Tickets and memberships at hall
Tickets and memberships at park
Collected at gate of park
Collected at main stand at park
Collected at main stand at park
Collected at gate at park
Tickets and memberships at park
Tickets and memberships at hall
Rent of soda machine
Rent of cider mill
Collected at main stand
Collected at gate of park
Tickets and memberships at park
Purse forfeited
Subscriptions
Collected at main stand at park
Collected at gate at park
Tickets and memberships at park
Entries
Subscriptions
Ball tickets
Entries to races, 22d
Entries to races, 23d
Tickets and memberships at hall, 22d and 23d
Rent of bar at hall
Subscriptions
Subscri ptions
Subscriptions
Subscriptions
Purse forfeited
Subscription s
Subscriptions
Total cash receipts
CONTRA.
Cash paid R. T. Brown, Treasurer, at sundry
timcs, as per his receipts
112
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF DISBURSEMENTS FOR CURRENT EXPENSES AND
REDEMPTION OF WARRANTS ON GENERAL FUND.
Date. On what Account. Amount.
February 3
u
Feb. 27
March. 7...
March 18...
April 4
May 9.
June 7.
August 21.
Sept. 9
Sept. 12....
Sept. 18....
Sept. 19.
Sept. 20.
Sept. 21.
a
(I
Sept. 22.
a
u
u
Sept. 23.
u
a
((
((
<(
U
(C
H. S. Crocker & Co., for printing
I. N. Hoag, salary for January
I. N. Hoag, salary for February
H. S. Crocker & Co., for printing
I. N. Hoag, for expenditures
I. jN". Hoag, for expenditures
Edwards & Co., stationer}^ ,
H. S. Crocker & Co., printing reports
Friend & Terry, for lumber
I. N. Hoag, for expenditures
I. N. Hoag, salary for March
W. T. Crowell, car]ienter Avork
I. N. Hoag, expenditures ,
M. Fitzpatrick, painting
Huntington & Hopkins, merchandise
I. N. Hoag, salary for April
I. N. Hoag, expenditures
I. N. Hoag, salary for May and June
I. N. Hoag, expenditures
Sacramento Gas Company for gas
T. Winters, pui-se won by Aleck Barnes.......
T. Winters, purse won by Norfolk
J. L. Eoff, purse won by Honest Ance
L. G. Butler, purse won by General Evans.,..
J. B. Hinckle, purse won by Sweetbriar
C. H. Shear, purse won by Captain Hauford..
C. H. Shear, purse claimed for John Conness.
C. H. Shear, purse won by Captain Hanford..
J. L. Eoff, purse won by Wra. H. Seward
N. Coombs, purse won by Eapidan
P. Farrell, purse won by Bob Eidlej'
J. L. Eoff, purse won by Ance and Latham...,
A. Stevenson, purse won by Flora
T. Winters, ten per cent b}^ Aleck Barnes ....
T. Winters, purse won by Norfolk
John Hall, purse won by Peggy Ringgold ....
George Howard Goddard, premium
John B. Kedniond, pi'emium
John Searles, premium
I). K. McMullen, premium
Ed. Eoberts, premium
A. Musick, premium
E. Peirce, premium
John Hall, premium
J. D. Patterson, premium
C. Kittei*, premium
U
150
150
42
14
22
9
70
21
9
150
34
19
23
11
150
25
300
9
65
300
1,000
500
200
250
400
200
300
500
150
400
500
250
75
2,000
500
30
75
90
30
135
30
20
115
38
50
50
00
00
00
49
20
75
00
54
15
00
00
25
00
63
00
00
00
85
70
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
09
00
00
00
00
00
13
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Date. On what Account. Amount.
Sept. 23.
u
(C
a
u
((
u
u
(C
a
a
a
u
u
u
a
u
n
u
u
u
(C
a
u
u
((
a
((
cc
((
u
u
iC
((
u
u
((
Sept. 25.
a
J. G. McCracken, premium
W. A.Lattin, premium
T. McConnell, premium
E. McConnell, premium
V. Barnes, premium
N. Coombs, premium
A. M. & G. B. Stevenson, premium
M. Sprague, premium
P. H. Murphy, premium
M. G. Flower, premium
S. Barnes, premium
Thomas Edwaixls, premium
D. M. Bo3^d, premium
Diggs & Sutton, premium
D. Hobbs, premium
J. L. Gandy, premium ,
Mike Bryte, premium
I). D. Sutterfield, premium
Thomas Cotter, premium ,
E. M. Skag'gs, premium ,
J. B. McDonald, premium
A. S. Niles, premium
M. A. Farmer, premium
D. H. Lowrj'-, premium
S. Daniels, premium
J. K. Eose, premium
Aitken & Co., premium
E. W. Gavett, premium
P. H. Murph}', premium
C. E. Chubbrick, premium
E. W. Walton, premium
Mrs. C. H. Swift, premium
Mrs. Mary Jennings, premium
A. E. Smith, premium
Antonio Peris, premium
J. H. Schreiber, premium
J. M. Horner, premium
Mrs. G. W. Lull, premium
Mrs. E. E. Groggins, premium
Miss S. Hurd, premium
Mrs. E. F. Aiken, premium
Thomas Peers, premium
J. A. Lancaster, premium
C. H. Shear, for self and others, premiums.
John Newbeaun, premium
E. C. Eiggs, premium
Mrs. W. AVindmiller, premium
Miss Dolly Browne, premium
Mrs. C. A. Tuttle, premium
Miss Louisa Meyers, premium.
$165 00
30 00
15 00
31 GO
40 00
230 00
150 00
20 00
20 00
40 00
50 00
50 00
20 00
30 00
40 00
60 00
88 00
25 00
00 00
50 00
40 00
30 00
40 00
60 00
290 00
75 00
46 00
10 00
5 00
44 00
10 00
3 00
38 00
68 00
3
3
5
3
5
3
5
5
30 00
120 GO
50 00
50 00
3
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
Mrs. N. L. Drew, and daughter, pi'emiums 6 00
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Date, On what Account. Amount.
\
Sept. 25.
u
(E
a
((
u
a
((
('<
((
i(
((
<<
((
<<
a
((
(I
((
(I
<(
<(
((
<f
a
<<
(t
<(
u
u
<(
((
(I
ii
<(
(I
<(
<(
<(
<(
<<
a
a
((
u
<(
a
Miss Kate Eobinson, premium
Miss L. A. Fox, premium
Mrs. J. W, Bryan, premium
A. Gaffneisch, premium
C. F. Schroll, premium
S. Roth, premium
S. J. Nathan, premium
H. Cronkite, premium
George H. Goddard, premium
C. Hoit, premium
Horn & Bergman, premium
Geo. S. Evans, horse hire and board
Wm. P. Coleman, expenditures
John Tingman, ticket clerk
Geo. Whitlock, decorating hall, and gas
Jas. Anthony & Co., advertising
Camp Union Band, music
J. Morrill, Assistant Superintendent at hall
Wilson Flint, Superintendent at hall
J. P. Melchoir, music for ball
H. S. Beal, collector at stairs
D. H. Lowr}^, collector at stairs
D. S. Curtis, doorkeeper and laborer
C. A. Stevens, entry clerk at hall
Garrett Curtine, labor at hall
S. P. Carlisle, entry clerk at hall
H. S. Crocker, printing programmes, etc....
T. J. McKimm, engineer at hall
C. Harden berg, labor at park
John McCord, labor and police at park
T. W. Hall, collector at stairs at park
George P. Warner, ticket clerk at park
Joseph Shaw, sprinkling streets
Antelope Restaurant, supper for ball
Reuben Johnson, labor at hall
Mrs. F. Blaeklead, badges, etc
A. S. Taylor, collector at stairs at park
S. W. Burke, ticket clerk at park
Rowle^i', police at park
Edwards & Co., stationery
William Edwards, ticket clerk at hall
W. T. Crowell, assistant secretary at hall...
W. T. Crowell, carpenter, and lighting gas.
E. M. Smith, gate keeper at park
John Nickolson, police at park
B. R. Crocker, expenditures at park
E. Crocker, police at jiark
J. S. Barnes, police and labor at park
John Matthews, watchman at hall
A. D. Rightmire, superintendent at park....
David Fall, police at park ;
m 00
2 00
2 00
20 00
15 00
12 00
3 00
10 00
3
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Date. On what Account. Amount.
Sept. 25.
((
a
a
a
u
a
II
a
a
u
li
a
u
u
((
a
a
li
ii
u
u
((
u
((
u
u
u
u
u
u
(I
(1
a
u
u
u
u
u
a
u
B. Dennery. use of crockery at hall
W. II. Sinclair, police at park
A. Campbell, labor at hall
John Johnson, labor at hall
Ilambarger & Co., ribbon ":..
Thomas Byrnes, labor at hall
Thomas Byrnes, cleaning yard
Goss & Lambard, band wheel
H. II. Holton, doorkeeper at hall
George F. Lang, doorkeeper at hall
J. E. Smith, ticket clerk at hall
Joseph W. Taylor, stairkeeper at park
J. L. Merrill, use of lamps and oil
A. A. Wood, gatekeeper at park ,
Lock & Lavenson, canvas on ballroom floor
Mrs. M. Cobb, chambermaid
J. T. Eoberts, doorkeeper at hall
David Wood, carpenter at hall ,
C. H. Krebs, setting glass
T. Hubbard, entry clerk at park
John Isaacs, police at park
Chase & Boruck, advertising
Daily Bee, advertising
Lobstein
, draj'age
Sept. U.
H. Frost, posting bills,
Gillig, Mott & Co., water sprinkler
Wm. Shai'p, use of cloth
Godchaux & Co., dry goods
R. L. Bampton, gate keeper at park
D. W. Clark, plumbing
Toll's Hotel, use omnibus
W. P. Coleman, expenditures
Sacramento Gas Comi^any, gas
L. Prevost, premium on silk
Tlios. Coleman, rope tender
Samuel Cole, premium on cheese, etc
I. N. Hoag, expenditures
J. Galler, entrance fees returned
Dewey & Co., premium on printing
C. F. Heed, expenditures
S. Brannan. for steam boiler
A. Flohr, keys for cases
L. E. Crane, use of horse
P. Kelly, drayage
G. K. Van Ileuzen, use of bed
L. K. Hammer, drum sticks
Wm. Webster, ticket clerk at park
Friend & Terry, lumber
O. C. Carroll, gatekeeper and Avatchman.
Geo. Borc^An, carpenter at hall
B. E. Cro'Mgtt^expcnditures
$13 60
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Date. On what Account. Amount.
Sept. 14
((
((
ii
(I
a
((
((
((
((
((
a
(C
Sept. 23
a
t(
((
October 28
iSTov. 4
a
a
((
((
C(
:N"ov. 6
Nov. 15
Nov. 18
Nov. 23
Nov. 30
li
Dec. 2
Dee. 11
Dec. 18
Dec. 28
u
a
li
(I
Nov. 21
((
c
Cl
((
((
u
Cl
(C
II
a
Huntington & Hopkins, merchandise
Samuel Jell}', polishing silver
F. Klotz, wood
Geo. Johnson, whitewashing ...v...'..-
I. N. Hoag, salary, July, August, and September
Ed. Mills, for McLane
Isaac Galway, rope tender at park
P. Kelly, drayage
C. F. Reed, expenditures
Ed. Mclntj-re, police at park
F. M. Chapman, horse hire.
Wells, Fargo & Co., envelops
T. W. HalCticket clerk at hall
E. L. Barber, engraving silver
Hamburger & Co., goods
Sweetland, for oil
E. Mills, money advanced for purse
I. N. Hoag, salary for October
T. D. Tyrell, carpenter for ball
Wells, Fargo & Co., diplomas and freight
E. Lundquist, erasing engravings
H. Wachhorst, napkin rings
E. L. Barber, engraving
D. O. Mills & Co., order to pay Post Office stamps
D. Flint, premium on pears ,
B. R. Crocker, roofing main stand
George H. Vose, for wood
Mart Taylor, filling fifty diplomas
Wells, Fargo & Co., freight and diplomas
Wells, Fargo & Co.,'freigbt on books
I. N. Hoag, salary for November
H. S. Crocker, printing certificates
Dailv Bee, advertisino;
William H. Thomas, premium on patent
I. N. Hoag, salary for December
D. Kendall, premium on quinces
Justin Gates & Bro., oil, etc
Jose])h Hopley, premium on cabinet ware
H. Wachhorst, napkin rings
Owen Cunningham, for warrant on General Fund..
H. W. Larkin, for warrant on General Fund
John H. Murphy, for warrant on General Fund...
L. Lotthammer, for warrant on General Fund
D. W. Clark, for warrant on General Fund
S. B. Leavett, for warrant on General Fund
P. H Russell, for warrant on General Fund
Thomas O. Shaw, for warrant on General Fund...
L. B. Harris, for warrant on General Fund
J. D. Tate, for warrant on General Fund
N. L. Drew, for warrant on General Fund
J. Doniingos, for warrant on General Fund
$17 25
3 00
29
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Date. On what Account. Amount.
Nov. 21.
Dec. 11.
N. A. H. Ball, for warrant on General Fund.
.11
u
ii
n
a
a
li
u
J. L. Merrill, for warrant on General Fund
S. D. Smith, for warrant on General Fund
P. Donahue, for warrant on General Fund
D. "W. Earle, for warrant on General Fund
M. T. Cochrane, for warrant on General Fund.
A. Lamott, for warrant on General Fund
P. Caduc, for warrant on General Fund
Anthony & Co., for warrant on General Fund..
Daily Bee, for warrant on General Fund
A. G. Plummer, for warrant on General Fund..
Cash in Treasury, for accruing expenses
To balance
874 00
54 00
83 04
45 50
G39 15
84 67
11 83
39 00
08 74
21 30
3 94
Total disbursements 022,009 05
256 35
822,865 40
STATEMENT OF THE FUNDED INDEBTEDNESS OF THE SOCIETY.
Amount of warrants outstanding against the
General Fund on the 13th day of January,
1865, including interest $11,334 65
Interest to January 1st, 1866 857 15
Total debt
Warrants redeemed, including interest :
O. Cunningham, No. 82 S30 83
Lotthamnier, No. 30 294 98
D. W. Clark, No. 57 80 72
S. B. Leavett, No 12 68 25
P. H. Paissell, No. 35 18 88
J. Domingos, No. — 19 00
T. O. Shaw, No. 14 81 00
L. B. Harris. Nos. 181 and 182 933 25
N. A. H. Ball, No. — 150 00
J. J. Murphy, No. 37 161 72
H. W. Larkin, No. 38 2,097 12
J. D. Tate, No. 10 35 00
N. S. Drew, No. — 548 93
J. L. Merrill, No. 43 90 00
S. D. Smith, No. 85 55 08
P. Donahue, Nos. 26 and 36 70 00
M. T. Cochrane, No. 15 141 12
A. Lamott, No. 95 14 64
P. Caduc, Nos. 4 and 24 78 00
Anthony & Co., Nos. 10 and 22 96 54
Daily Bee, No. 9 37 50
$12,191 80
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A. G. Plummer, No. 90 5 63
D. W. Earle & Co., Nos. 83 and 88 852 20
Amount redeemed by purchase 15,957 36
One warrant presented as a subscription by
T. Kelly 30 00
Amount of indebtedness cancelled
Whole indebtedness, January 1st, 1865
$5,987 36
$6,204 44
I
TEEASUEEE'S SUPPLEMENTAEY EEPOET,
Made on the 30<^ January^ at annual meeting.
State Agricultural Society,
In account tvith E. T. Brown, Treasurer.
1
1866.
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SECRETAEY'S SUPPLEMENTAL EEPORT.
1866.
Jan. ]
Jan. i
Jan. 8
Jan. 29
RECEIPTS.
Cash balance from 1865, in Treasury §256 35
Cash of C. H. Shear, for rent of park for
December, 1865, and January and Feb-
ary, 1866 300 00
Cash W. H. Thomas, for diploma frame ... 3 50
CONTRA.
Cash balance in Treasury from 1865 $256 35
Cash paid Treasurer 300 00
Cash paid Treasurer 3 50
$559 85
$559 85
DISBURSEMENTS,
Jan. 30
To Mart Taylor, for filling diplomas $13 50
To Edwards & Co., stationery 9 25
To George H. Vose & Co., wood 10 00
Cash on hand 527 10
$559 85
In addition to the above financial statement, showing that the present
indebtedness of the society is six thousand two hundred and four dollars
and forty-four cents, we would state that in eighteen hundred and sixty-
three, on the eleventh day of March, the demands against the society
amounted to twenty-six thousand four hundred and sevent^'-three dollars
and fifty-eight cents. That year they were reduced seven thousand one
hundred and eighty-one dollars and two cents. In eighteen hundred and
sixty-four the reduction was eight thousand four hundred and twelve
dollars and seventy-two cents, and in eighteen hundred and sixty-five it
is five thousand nine hundred and eighty-seven dollars and thirty-six
cents; the whole amount of indebtedness cancelled in the three years,
including interest, being twenty-one thousand five hundred and eight}'-
one dollars and ten cents. With a fair appropriation by the Legislature
this year—say five thousand dollars—the Board believe the society will
be able to pay the last dollar of its debts and to enter upon an unex-
ampled career of usefulness, from which it has been prevented in a great
measure in the past by the encumbrance that has hung over it.
We would also state that while the books of the Secretary for eighteen
hundred and sixty-two showed an annual membership of about five
hundred, we have now about one thousand one hundred members. The
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Board have not encouraged the increase of life members, for the reason
that by so doing they Avould decrease the annual dues or receipts.
The sum of seventy-eight dollars and fifty-four cents has been expended
in building a case for the cabinet of minerals, which is increasing annu-
ally.
We have also been compelled to expend the sum of eight hundred and
seventy-nine dollars and fifteen cents in placing a tin roof on the main
building on the stock ground. The boiler which the society has been
using for some years, and which belonged to Samuel Brannan, has been
purchased this year, and the boiler and engine are now both the property
of the society. Brannan let the Board have it for five hundred and fifty
dollars, though it is believed to be worth much more than that sum.
The society's transactions for eighteen hundred and sixty-three and the
report of the Board for eighteen hundred and sixty-four have been called
for and given out until there are but few copies left, showing an increased
desire on the part of the agriculturists of the State for information in
respect to their calling. The society has also received from our delega-
tion in Congress and from the Commissioner of Agriculture at Washing-
ton a large number of the reports of that office for eighteen hundred and
sixty-three, as also the monthly reports, and distributed the same
throughout the State.
There has been added to the library, by exchange, the reports of the
State Agricultural Societies of New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Iowa, Oregon, Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Ehode Island. Also,
received from John Cunness the Cont/ressional Globe for eighteen hundred
and sixtj^-three and eighteen hundred and sixtj'-four; from William
Iligby the first and second volumes of the eighth census and the reports
of the several departments. Also, from Colonel Warren, of the Califor-
nia Farmer, Flint's "Milch Cows" and Harbison's "Bee Keeping." The
societ}' is indebted to Wells, Fargo & Co. for free transportation and
delivery of many articles; to the Stea'm Navigation Company and the
several railroad and stage companies for like favors. Also, the ocean
steamship companies between New York and San Francisco, and to the
Panama Eailroad Company, for the free transportation of books; and to
J. Q. A. Warren for a collection of seeds and other articles from the
Sandwich Islands, whei*e he is acting as a delegate for this society. Also
to many daily and weekly newspa])ers for their papers free, and for the
general interest they take in the prosperity of the societ}''; to Dr. T. M.
Logan for several specimens of ducks and geese, and other birds, stuffed
and mounted, as a nucleus for a museum of natural history.
In closing these remarks, we would congratulate the farmers of the
State upon the prospect of a foreign market for their surplus grain, and
on the very flattering prospects of a season of plenty and prosperity
ahead. We hope the bright anticipations may be more than realized.
A. C. Bidwell moved that the report be published in the Sacramento
Union, but withdrew the motion on a statement by the Chair that it was
customary to appoint a committee to examine the reports and accounts.
A motion was then made and carried that a committee of three be
appointed to examine the accounts and reports, and that such committee
be appointed by the Chair.
Tlie President appointed as said committee: A. C. Bidwell, Cyrus
Coffin, and D. W. Earl.
14
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A member moved that the name of AVilliara H. Harron be added to
the committee. Carried.
The President stated that Daniel Flint had furnished the necessary
affidavits to the effect that he had raised in the specified time the quan-
tity of hops for which a premium had been offered by the society.
H. M. Bernard moved that the matter be referred to the Board of
Directors.
F. S. Malone moved, as an amendment, that the matter be referred to
a committee of three, to be appointed by the Chair.
The amendment was adopted, the original motion, as amended, adopted,
and the President appointed Thomas K. Stewart, A. P. Smith, and J.
Gruhler, as such committee.
The President then made a statement that a circular had been sent,
during the year, to the various Assessors throughout the State, soliciting
reports containing information concerning the agricultural interest in
their respective localities, and offering a premium of fifty dollars for the
best and most complete report. It was now necessary that a committee
should be appointed to examine and determine upon the merits of the
reports obtained.
F. S. Malone moved that a committee of three be appointed by the
President.
George C. Haswell moved, as an amendment, that the committee con-
sist of five members, and the amendment was accepted by the mover of
the original motion.
The motion as thus amended w^as then carried, and the President
appointed as such committee. Dr. Montgomery, E. B. Pyan, W. F. Knox,
J. A. Tutt, and Edward I. Eobinson.
The President having stated that C. H. Chamberlain of the Assembly,
had been appointed by the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Society as a
delegate to this society, a member moved that Mr. Chamberlain be
invited to take a seat in this meeting during the transaction of its busi-
ness.
The motion was cai'ried.
F. S. Malone moved that the meeting proceed to elect a Board of
Directors for the ensuing year.
A member moved that the meeting do now adjourn until one o'clock,
to-morrow.
The motion for an adjournment prevailed, and the meeting accordingly
adjourned at three p. m., to re-assemble at one p. m., to-morrow.
SECOND DAY.
"Wednesday, January 31, 1866.
President Peed called the meeting to order in the main hall of the
Agricultural Pavilion, at a quarter before two o'clock, p. m., and said the
first business in order would be the receiving of the reports of the com-
mittees.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
The Secretary read the following report from the Committee on
Finance :
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Sacramento, January 31, 1866.
To the Officers and Members of the State Agricultural Society :
Gentlemen :—Your committee, to whom was referred the accounts,
books, and vouchers of the Treasurer and Secretary of the State Agri-
cultui'al Society for the year eighteen hundred and sixty-five, most
respectfully beg leave to report that, after a thorough investigation of
the same, they find them correct.
A. C. BIDWELL,
CYKUS S. COFFm,
D. W. EARL,
WM. M. WARREN",
Committee.
The report, as read, was adopted.
The committee appointed yesterday to examine the various reports
received from Assessors in answer to a circular offering a premium for
the best and most complete statement of facts connected with the agri-
cultural interest in their especial localities, presented the following
reijort :
Mr. President :—Your committee, to whom were referred the various
statistical and descriptive reports of the several District and County
Assessors of the State, have had the same under consideration, and beg
leave to make the following report:
The_y have made a careful and thorough examination of these nume-
rous reports, and find many of them to be quite creditable to the industry,
fidelity, and good sense, of those who prepared them. But they have
arrived unanimously at the conclusion that W. V. McGarvey, the Assessor
of Monterey County, is entitled to the first premium of fifty dollars for
the very intelligent, comprehensive, and complete report, both statistical
and descriptive, furnished by him, and which they conceive to be more
strictly in accordance with the views and requirements of the Board,
as set forth in the circular and blanks prepared and forwarded by their
Secretary, than that offered by any other person.
Your committee had some difficulty in deciding upon whom they should
recommend the bestowal of the second premium of twenty-five dollars,
but they finally concluded to favor its award to Thomas C. Birney,
Assessor of District Number Two, in Tuolumne County. They perceive
that, according to the terms of the circular, a District Assessor, as well
as a County Assessor, ma}^ compete for the premiums offered, and in view
of the manifest care and labor bestowed upon his work by Mr. Birney,
and his success in presenting a full and intelligible report of his compar-
atively small district, they regard him as clearly entitled to the second
premium.
But your committee think it would be better to confer premiums upon
those Assessors only who will furnish both statistical and descriptive
reports of an entire county, whether such statistics be collected exclu-
sively by himself and de])uties, or be compiled from the returns of the
several District Assessors in any particular county.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
JOS. F. MONTGOMERY,
E. I. ROBINSON,
W. F. KNOX.
The report was adopted.
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The following report was received from the committee on the matter
of awarding the proposed premium for hop i-aising :
Sacramento, January 31, 1866.
To the Board of Managers of the California State Agricultural Society :
Your committee to examine the hops shown us by Daniel Flint, of
Sacramento County, would respectfully report that on examining the
hops shown by Daniel Flint, we find them to be of fine qualit}", and such
as are used by Mr. Gruhler in making the best quality of lager beer, and
would recommend a first premium.
THOMAS. K. STEWART,
J. GEUHLEE.
The report was adopted.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
H. M. Bernard moved that the society proceed to the election of officers,
but withdrew the motion temporarily on the request of A. B. Nixon.
A. B. Nixon stated that he held in his hand a paper providing for the
appointment by the State Agricultural Society of a committee to act in
conjunction with a committee appointed by the late Miners' Convention,
in the matter of the State Agricultural College.
H. S. Crocker hoped the motion to proceed to the election of officers
would not be withdrawn. There were many present who Avould like to
vote, but whose business would soon call them away.
The motion of H. M. Bernard, to proceed to the election of officers of
the society, was renewed and carried.
H. M. Bernard placed in nomination Charles F. Eeed, of Yolo, for
President, the present incumbent.
The President (C; F. Eeedj said it was a source of gratification to him
that his actions during the past two years had met with the approval
of the society, as he had taken considerable interest in all matters con-
nected with it. Whilst he would much rather prefer to see some other
gentleman elected to the position he now filled, yet if it was the pleas-
ure of the society to re-elect him, he should endeavor to perform the
duties devolving upon him with honor to the society, and credit to him-
self.
M. M. Estee said if there were no other candidates, he would move
that the Secretary cast the vote of the society for Charles F. Eeed for
President.
John Bigler hoped that the strict letter of the law would be complied
with, whicli, in his opinion, required the vote to be by individual ballot.
After a little discussion, the President declared the motion out of order.
A. B. Nixon moved that three tellers be appointed by the President to
collect the ballots for that office.
The motion prevailed, and the President appointed A. B. Nixon, M. M.
Estee, and D. W. Earle.
A ballot was had, and the tellers announced as the result, that sixty-
three votes had been cast, all of them being for Charles F. J^eed.
The Secretary—Charles F. Eeed having received the unanimous vote
of the society, I declare him President elect of this society for the ensu-
ing term.
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The Prcmhnt—Gentlemen, I thank yoxi for this very flattering appre-
ciation of my services. I will endeavor to fill the position to the best of
my ability.
A. B. Nixon placed in nomination for Directors, the names of Edgar
Mills, J. H. Carroll, and C. T. Wheeler.
The Frexldent—In answer to inquiries on the subject, I will state that
the Constitution prohibits voting by proxy.
H. M. Bernard nominated Chris. Gi-een as one of the Board of Direct-
ors, and another member placed in nomination the name of M. Biggs.
Marion BitfffS said that if elected he would enforce the Constitution
and rules of the societv to the letter, as far as one vote in the Board
would accomplish that object.
William R. Cantwell moved that the nominations be closed, and the
ballot be jiroceeded with. Carried.
The ballot for Board of Directors was then taken, with the^ following
result :
Edgar Mills
J. H. Carroll
C. T. Wheeler..,
M. Biggs
Chris. Green
W. P. Coleman
99
66
69
34
36
1
Edgar Mills, J. H. Carroll, and C. T. Wheeler, were thereupon declared
by the President elected members of the Board of Directors for the ensu-
ing term.
THE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
A. B. Nixon renewed his motion to take up the matter of the appoint-
ment of an Agricultural College Committee.
The motion prevailed, whereupon the following preamble and resolu-
tions were read :
Whereas, the Miners' Convention, held in this city on the seventeenth
and eighteenth of this month, appointed a committee of its members to
consult with a similar committee which had already been a])poiMted by
the Assemoly, to consider the projiricty of establishing a college for the
benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts, and in connection wiih said
college establishing a mining dnd metallurgical department, especially
devoted to the mining interests of the State; and whereas, said commit-
tee, after such consultation, unanimously reported, and the Convention
adopted, the following resolutions, viz :
"
Rewhed, That this Convention recommend the immediate establish-
ment of a colIe!i;e for the benefit of au:riculture and the mechanic arts—
the first great leading object of which shall be the development of the
mining and agricultural resources of the State by the practical and
experinTcntai teaching and illustration of such arts and sciences as will
best contribute to these objects.
''Resolvefl, That we recommend that the necessary steps be taken by
the Legislature for the location and entry, in the name of the State, of
the one hundred and fifty thousand acres of land donated by the General
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Government for the endowment of such college; and tliat when a title
in the State shall have been secured, that the same be sold and the pro-
ceeds invested as such endowment.
^'Resolved, That vcq approve of the use of all the proceeds and interest
thereon of the seventy-two sections of land donated to the State for a
seminary of learning as a part endowment of a college for the above
named purposes.
''Resohed^ That to secure a fair organization, location, and manage-
ment of said college, as between the mining and agricultural interests
of the State, the Board of Eegents or Directors in whose hands these
duties shall be intrusted shall be composed of persons one half of whom
shall be well acquainted with the practical and theoretical ojierations of
mining, and the other half of whom shall be agriculturists; and this
relation shall never be changed.
''Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed by the Chairman of
this Convention, he being one, to act with a similar committee to be
appointed by the next annual meeting of the State Agricultural Society,
to form a plan for the organization of said college, and projjose the same
to the Legislature and solicit its enactment into a law."
And Whereas, The committee indicated bj- the last resolution above
was appointed and is now waiting the action of this Convention in the
premises ; now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That we heartily indorse the above resolutions and the action
of the Miners' Convention in this behalf, and that we believe it to be the
duty and the interest of the agriculturists of the State to unite with the
miners in the establishment of a college upon the principles set forth in
the above resolutions.
Resolved, That this Convention do appoint a committee of five to act
with the committee of the Miners' Convention for the purpose specified.
After the reading of the report, the President stated the question as
being on the adoption of the resolution providing for the appointment
of a committee of five to act in conjunction with the committee
aj^pointed by the Miners' Convention.
John Bigler hoped that no action would be taken by the society in the
matter, at least until the patent for the site of the college had been
issued.
The Secretary explained that it was necessary that the college should
be organized by the present Legislature in order to obtain the land
donated by the Government for the purjDOse. The best legal talent bore
him out in the opinion that the passage of an Act incorporating the
college would give it a legal existence and secure the land,
11. M. Bernard said he was present at the Miners' Convention when
the college matter was introduced. There were no mechanics mentioned
in connection with the resolutions there adopted. He would like to see
the society take some action on this fixct. The mechanical arts should
be represented. It was best both for the agricultural and mining
interests.
A. B. JSJixon could not see that the question was at issue at all. Unless
something was done b}- the Legislature, the State would forfeit her right
to the appropriation of lands.
"
It was a conditional grant. The society
should take some action in the matter. That institution should be
located in this county. Here was the proper site in order that it might
be under the guardianship of the State.
Some further discussion followed, in which Messrs. Bernard, Luce,
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and McClatchy took part, the latter stating that the action of the late
Miners' Convention could not be changed, and the simple question was,
should this society associate itself with them. He added that for his
part he did not care if the whole committee was composed of mechanics.
Jerome C. Davis moved that the resolutions be adopted. Carried.
Jerome C. Davis moved that the President appoint the committee
authorized by the resolutions just adopted. Carried.
Tlje P]-esident subsequent!}' appointed the following named gentlemea
as the committee: A. B. ISlixon of Sacramento, Professor Wm. P. Blake
of San Francisco, J. C. Davis, of Yolo, O. Harvey of El Dorado, and L.
Goss of Sacramento.
VOTE OF THANKS.
W. p. Coleman offered the following resolution, which was adopted :
Reaolved, That the thanks of the members of the California State
Agricultural Society be and are hereby tendered to the California Steam
Navigation Company, the Pacific Mail Steamship Compan}^, and to the
Central Pacific, Sacramento Valley, and Panama Kailroad Companies,
and to Wells, Fargo & Co.'s Express, for their great liberality in trans-
porting all articles for the socict}' free of charge. Also to our Senators
and members of Congress for many valuable donations of books and pub-
lic documents, and to Samuel Brannan for the free use of the steam
boiler so long used by the society.
PICTURE or HENRY CLAY.
The following correspondence, which explains itself, was read by the
Secretary :
San Francisco, September 22, 1865.
C. F. Eeed—Dear Sir:—In the hall of your society is a painting of
'Henry Clay belonging to me. 1 let your late President (Jerome Davis)
have it with the understanding that the society were to purchase it for the
sum of one thousand eight hundred dollars. It cost me two thousand one
hundred dollars. Since that time, as 1 understand, your society has not
been in a very flourishing condition, which may account for the non-
purchase of the painting. On account of the flood and other circum-
stances, I was prompted to defer speaking of the matter. My object in
writing this is to know what action your society intend to take in the
matter. If they wish to purchase the painting, I will sell it for the sum
of five hundred dollars in gold coin. If the}' decline to purchase at this
price, I will then remove the same, as I can obtain that price for it in
San Francisco.
An early answer to this is respectfully requested. Direct to care of
Flag oflSce.
Yours, etc.,
CHAELES P. DUANB.
p. S.—The painting sold for five thousand dollars in eighteen hundred
and fifty one. I bought it in eighteen hundred and fifty-two.
C. P. D.
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EooMs State Board of Agriculture,")
Sacramento, October 17, 1865. J
C. P. DuANE, San Francisco :
Dear Sir:—Your letter of the twenty-second ultimo was duly received,
and at the meetinoi; of our Board held last evening was laid before them
for action. The Board decided that they did not wish to purchase the
picture of Mr. Clay j^ou refer to—the funds of the society not being in a
condition to warrant such an outla}'. I believe no member of the Board
was apprised of the history of the ownership of the picture until the
receipt of your letter. It has been slightly injured since it has occupied
a place in the hall. I presume the damage can be easily repaired by an
artist. Will deliver it to 3'our order at any time you may send for it.
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
I. N. HOAG, Secretary.
A member moved that the whole matter be referred to the Board of
Directors, with power to act.
John Bigler moved that the whole matter be referred to a special com-
mittee, prefacing his motion bj- saying that Henr}" Clay was a man
whose reputation was broad and national, whose patriotism was beyond
suspicion, and who loved the Constitution under which we lived.
Although belonging to a different party, Bigler said he had always
admired the character of Clav.
Bigler afterwards withdrew his motion, saying his only wish was to
see justice done.
The motion to refer to the Board of Directors was carried.
CONCLUSION.
The Secretary said that the resolution of thanks just passed should have
included the names of Dr. T. M. Logan, Professor Borlander, Dr. Kel-
logg, Dr. Behr, Dr. Cooper, and Dr. Oxland, to whom the society was
indebted for reports on scientific matters coming within their peculiar
province.
On motion, the thanks of the society were tendered to these gentle-
men.
At a few minutes past three the meeting adjourned sine die.
OPCtANIZATION of a COEPS of OFFICERS
Bff the Board for (he Examination and Report on Scientific Sidjjfcts connected
with the Interests of Agriculture and Mining in California.
At a meeting of the State Board of Agriculture, held at the Seci'ctary's
office on the twenty-second day of February, eighteen hundred and
sixt^'-five, it was determined to till by appointment the offices named in
Article four, section one, of the Constitution; and the Secretary was
authorized and empowered to select proper persons and make such
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appointments, and also to appoint committeemen in the several depart-
ments named.
The following rules were adopted, declainng the objects of such offices,
and defining the duties of the appointees :
RULE I.—OF CHEMIST.
The objects of the office of Chemist to the Board shall be the advance-
ment of agricultural knowledge by the application of chemical science
to the qualitative and quantitative analysis of agricultural materials,
such as soils, grains, fruits, manures, etc.; all chemical investigations of
such officer for the society shall be to this end, and shall be the property
of the society.
It shall be the duty of the Chemist to give, upon application, his
written opinion to the Board, upon the adaptation of anj' soil to any par-
ticular kind of production, and vice versa, or upon any subject pertaining
to agricultural chemistry, as embraced in the duties of his office. He
shall keep a complete record of all his official transactions and opinions,
and shall each year report the same to the Board, together with such
suggestions and observations as his experience may dictate for the
advancement of the agriculture of California.
RULE II.—OF BOTANIST.
To obtain for record in the transactions of the society, a full and popu-
lar description of the botanical productions of the State, both native and
imported. To investigate and illustrate the physiology of plants and
trees, and the adaj^tation of the most useful—particularly the varieties
of forage plants—to our different localities and soils. To discuss and
teach the importance and means of preserving the forests of our moun-
tain districts, and to induce the cultivation of woodlands by the agricul-
turists about their homes on our rich plains and prairies.
It shall be the duty of the Botanist to labor for the accomplishment of
these objects, to assist in the collection of an herbarium at the society's
rooms, and to report annually a full account of his official transactions,
including such suggestions as he may deem proper to make upon this
branch of the State's natural history.
RULE III. OF GEOLOGIST.
To obtain for publication a description of the general and agricultural
geology of the State, with particular reference to the mineral and agri-
cultural advantages, in language and style adapted to the general reader.
The collection, classification, and preservation at the rooms of the society
of specimens of the different kinds of rocks, minerals, fossils, and soils.
The Geologist shall report annually to the Board the progress of his
work, and make such recommendations as the interests of this depart-
ment may require.
RULE IV.—OF METALLURGIST.
To keep for annual publication a correct and official record of the
various modes of mining in this State, and of reducing and separating
the different kinds of meials from their ores and other matters. To note
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the improvements made in tbe processes of such reduction and separa-
tion, and also the improvements in tlie machinery used for mining pur-
poses. To collect and place in the society's cabinet specimens of all
kinds of ores, and of the metals in the different stages of reduction.
The Metallurgist shall keep the recoi-d and perform the duties above
indicated, and report annually to the Board the work performed, and
give a general review of the progress of mining in this State, and such
statistics as he may be able to collect pertaining to the same, with such
observations for the general advancement of this branch of industry as
he may deem important.
RULE V.—OP METEOROLOGIST.
To keep a record of the various meteorological phenomena, such as
the pressure, the temperature, and moisture of the atmosphere; also,
the quantity of the rain at as many localities in the State as practicable.
The Meteorologist shall keep or superintend these records and report
them to the Board annually, accompanied by such practical observation
of their application to agricultural oj)erations as may be suggested by
his experience.
RULE VI.—OF ZOOLOGIST,
To obtain a description of the animals and birds of the State, and
their habits, particularly those that are detrimental or beneficial to agri-
culture and horticulture. The collection, classification, and preservation,
in the society's museum, of stuffed specimens of all the native varieties
of birds, and of such animals as may be deemed important.
The Zoologist shall prosecute the above objects, and make to the Board
an annual report of the progress of the work, including any recom-
mendations for the preservation of the useful, or destruction to the
injurious, as may be called for.
RULE VII.—OF ENTOMOLOGIST.
To describe the insects of the State, their habits and peculiarities, par-
ticularly those varieties destructive to vegetation ; to collect, classify,
and preserve, at the society's rooms, specimens of the different varieties,
and report annually to the Board anj- observations or suggestions upon
their relations to agricultural economj', and the means of preventing
their ravages by their destruction or otherwise.
All reports indicated above, and also all reports from the committees
that may be appointed to report upon the several branches of industry
indicated in the section of the Constitution above quoted, to be made in
writing to the Secretary of the Board, on or before the first day of
December of each 3'ear, so that they may be properh- arranged in the
transactions of the society, to be reported to the Governor by the first of
January.
In pursuance of the above action of the Board, the following gentle-
men were appointed to tbe offices named, and their first reports have
been received and will be found in the following pages :
Chemist and Metallurgist^
Dr. R. Oxland, F. C. S.. San Francisco.
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Geologist,
Professor J. D. Whitney San Francisco.
Meteorologist^
T. M. Logan, M. D Sacramento.
Zoologist,
J. G. Cooper, M. D San Francisco.
Entomologist,
H. Behr, M. D San Francisco.
Botanists,
A. Kellogg, M. D San Francisco.
Professor H. I^. Borlander San Francisco.
r
11(3 TRANSACTIONS OF THE
ANIMALS, BIRDS, AND EEPTILES OF THE STATE.
BY J. G. COOPER, M. D.,
ZOOLOGIST TO THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
METHODS OP COLLECTING AND PRESERVING SPECIMENS OE VERTEBRATED
ANIMALS.
It is proposed to give here some brief instructions on this subject, and
then to mention those animals most interesting either to naturalists or
to farmers. Settlers on this coast are too apt to overlook the distinc-
tions between our animals and those of the Atlantic Slates, or to attri-
bute the differences to the climate and other circumstances, thinking
like the early European emigrants, that the new species are degenerate
forms of the species thc}^ left behind them. On the contrary, if there is
any degeneracy it is in the eastern animals, fur those nearest allied on
this coast are usually of higher development.
On this account none should be overlooked
;
and it is impossible to
determine beforehand how important some obscure and despised animal
may prove to be to the interests of agriculture when its habits are closely
investigated. All should be collected, classified, preserved in museums,
and their history fully recorded, so that our growing agricultural popu-
lation may learn that nothing was crcateil in vain, and that the laws of
nature, properly understood, maj- be made to contribute much more to
man's comfort and interest, than if he blindly opposes them and tries to
regulate things by his own fancies.
AH specimens should be measured before skinning, and the length of
body, head, tail, ears, fore foot, hind foot, height at slioulder, color of
eye, and any other notes desired, together with the locality, name, date,
collector's name, and number corresponding to his notes on its habits,
etc., written on card or strong paper and tied to the specimen. Skulls
must 1)0 nuinbei-ed to correspond with their skins. Specimens in alcohol
should be labelled with a piece of j)archment, cloth, leather, etc., and the
ink dried well before putting them in, or a jiiece of wood or lead with a
number attached corresponding to one in the collector's notebook.
A great assistance in skinning animals is to suspend the body by a
hook, no that both hands are at liberty. For small kinds a common fish-
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hook will answer, with the barb broken off and a cord attached a foot or
two in length. This may be inserted among the bones near the tail after
the skin has been partly detached.
Other implements required are the following :
pirsf—A sharp knife, of almost any shape, but the surgeon's scalpel
without a jointed handle is the best for small kinds, and the common
butcher knife, which is of similar shape, for large ones.
Second—A strong sharp pointed scissors, and for large skins a shears
is often useful.
Third—Triangular Glover's needles for sewing up skins; two or three
sizes.
Fourth—A pair of spring forceps, such as are used by surgeons, though
not essential, are very useful.
Fifth—A tape measure, three to six feet long.
Sixth—A fine saw, or coarse, flat file, to notch small bones before
breaking them, so as to make them break evenly. Some use sharp
edged nippers for this purpose. Large bones may be broken roughly
and the ends smoothed otf.
QU ADR UPED S.
Nearly every one knows the common mode of skinning a rabbit. To
preserve specimens nearly the same plan is used, except that great care
should be taken to peel off the skin without stretching or tearing it,
and not to make such a long incision below, unless the animal is larger
than a fox, in which case it is best to cut from the chin to the tail, and
down the inside of each limb, so that the skin may be spread out and
dry thoroughly. All f\it should be carefully scraped off, or removed by
rubbing with ashes, sand, plaster, or absorbent paper, which will extract
all the oil, with the assistance of the sun's heat. When the skin is
peeled down to the feet, these must be cut off from the body, leaving
more or less of the bones with the skin, according to size. Those above a
cat in size will require the soles of the feet to be cut open, and all soft parts
removed from between the bones. The smaller kinds can be preserved
by drj'ing, after removing the leg muscles and cutting off the leg bones
about the middle. On rCiiching the head, the skin may be completely
removed with the lips, or the skull, if small, kept in it. In this case it
is usual to cut off the back part of the skull, and remove the brains,
eyes, and all other soft parts, leaving the skin attached near the nose
and end of lower jaw.
The best, cheapest, and most convenient preservative of skins for
museums is the common arsenic of druggists, which may be moistened
with a little alcohol or water, to prevent its dust from being inhaled, and
then applied like paste, with a rough brush, or piece of cotton tied to a
stick. Many use it dry, sprinkling it with a common dredging or pepper
box. No more need be used than sticks readily to the skin when moist,
and it must reach every part of the inner surface, bones included.
Though arsenic preserves the skin^ yet if any fleshy parts are left
about it they may be attacked b}^ insects, and the fur also is liable to
the attacks of moths. To keep out these, after thorough drying, the
skins should be packed in tight boxes, with a piece of camphor tied in a
rag or paper with them, or dry tobacco freely sprinkled among them.
For museums a solution of corrosive sublimate or other poison is used,
sprinkled on the fur^ and the thick parts about the head and feet moist-
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gned with it. Campor or flea powder arc, however, the best for specimens
in tight boxes.
The tails of animals may be skinned by drawinp^ the vertebrae out
slowly, or, fastening the stump of the vertebra) firmly, slip a noose over
it, and gradually pull it toward the end of the tail, drawing the skin
with it. After powdering with arsenic, the bones may be returned in the
skins of small species. In larger kinds it is sometimes necessary to
split down the skin of the tail part of its length.
Small skins which are inverted like a glove in skinning may now be
loosely filled with cotton, dry hay, tow, or other vegetable matter, so as
to restore somewhat their natural shape, filling the cavities of the skull
before turning the right side out, wrapping a little around each leg bone,
and then the cut may be sewed up by a few coarse stitches. The thread
may also be passed through the skin of each foot so as to keep them in
a neat position, and the fur being smoothed over, the specimen may be
laid on a shelf to dry, or, when travelling, enveloped in a roll of stiff
paper until dry. It retains the shape given to it until wanted for mount-
ing, when it is steamed to make it pliable.
Large skins may be spread out flat, and when dry rolled into a bale.
The skull should be preserved whole for these, being boiled until the
flesh is easily separated, then cleaned, and the brains removed through
the opening at the base. '
Allanimals not too large, may be preserved in alcohol entire, and this
is the best mode for new and rare species that require dissection and
study, though not suitable for such as are to be mounted afterwards in
museums. The present high price of alcohol in all forms, will prevent
the general use of this mode except for rarities. Eeptiles and fishes,
however, are generally very difficult to preserve in an}^ other manner.
All specimens put into alcohol should have a hole cut in the bell}' to
allow it to soak through them, and if large, the intestines may be
removed, or the skin may be taken off, with the head and feet attached,
and put in alcohol, where it will keep some weeks without injury, and
may be mounted afterwards. Quadrupeds, smaller than a squirrel, are
•best for examination entire, taking the precaution to cut a hole or two
in them. For vertebrated animals the alcohol should be diluted with
one third water, and full a third of the capacity of the vessel containing
it be left above that occupied by the specimens. If kept in it more than
a month, the alcohol should be changed once. Insects require the
strongest alcohol.
A little alum and tartar emetic added to alcoholic specimens increases
their chance of preservation, and prevents its being drank b}^ those
whose love of liqupr overcomes all scruples, such persons being not very
uncommon ;n districts where liquor is iscarce and bpecimens particularly
valuable.
BIRDS.
The general principles for skinning birds are the same as for quadru-
peds. The measurements to be made are : The length from tip of bill
to end of tail, the length of the last joint of the wings, and the distance
from tip to tip of wings. These may be iiidicaled on the label b}- figures
only, as it is always understood that the spread of wings is the greatest,
and the length of wing the smallest measurement. Kote the color of
the eyes, feet, bill, cere or membrane at its base, bare skin on head, etc.,
and the sex, which may be ascertained after skinning by examining the
body, when the ovaries of the female containing minute eggs, or the
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testicles of the male, will be found near the kidneys. Also date, locality,
name, collector, etc.
When a bird is shot, all large holes must be plugged with cotton or
paper, and this also inserted in the month and throat, so as to prevent the
flow of blood or other fluids. Blood on the feathers may be absorbed
by sprinkling with plaster of Paris, ashes, dust, or sand, shaking off" all
that does not stick; then make a cone of paper large enough to put the
bird in, head down, and to twist up the other end over it, taking care
not to injure the tail feathers. This will secure the smoothness of the
feathers when the body stiftens.
In cool weather it is best to postpone skinning for twelve to twent}^-
four hours, in order to allow the blood to coagulate, so that it will not
flow so freel}^, and the fat hardening also gives less trouble. Some use a
ring of paper pinned around the body to obtain its exact girth, so that
it can be stuffed out to the same dimensions afterwards.
Before skinning, put fresh plugs in the mouth, nostrils, and large shot
holes; take the measurements and notes required; then make an incision
from the breastbone down to the tail, not so deep as to 0])en the intesti-
nal cavity, and carefully separate the skin on each side, plugging or sew-
ing up an}' holes accidentally cut too deep. If blood or fluids run freely,
absorb them by some dry ashes, plaster, or paper, and use those so as to
protect the feathers, if necessary, keeping the fingers well powdered.
Separating the skin from one side, the leg is soon reached ; this must be
drawn out by the knee joint as far as it can, and the tendons cut where
they go towards the foot. Break off the bone within the skin, and having
freed that leg, treat the other in the same way. It is most convenient
in small birds to break these bones, and also those of the upper wing
joint, before beginning to skin, thus having the limbs less in the way.
After the legs are freed, cut down to the tail, and separate from the
body, leaving some of the vertebra attached to support the feathers.
Remove the oil-glands above the tail carefully from the skin, then insert
the hook in the body and hang it up, head downwards. The skin is then
easily peeled otf' until the wings are reached, when it must be drawn to
one side until the broken end of the shoulder bones are reached, which
may be slipped through the muscles, and pulled out as far as possible.
The muscles must then be cut ofl', and this wing being freed, the same
process is used for the other.
The skin then slips off easily as far as the head, and if large must
be supported, so that its weight may not stretch the neck. In draw-
ing it over the head be careful not to tear it, and use the finger nails
more than the knife. The ear membranes are easily drawn out with it,
and on reaching the eyes the attachment of the lids must be carefully
separated from the eyebq,ll, cutting so as to injure neither the lids nor
the eyeball, as the fluids escaping give trouble. Then cut off the back
part of the skull, remove the brains and the eyes, clean away all remains
of muscle, etc., from the skull, and sprinkle or smear the skin with arse-
nic. Fill the eye sockets, and other cavities about the head with cotton
or other stuffing, and draw the skin back to its original shape. If the
neck has dried during the operation, it will need moistening before retrac-
tion.
The second joints of the wings now require cleaning from the muscles,
etc. This may be done in small birds by carefully drawing the skin
down over the bones, loosening it with the finger nails. Large birds,
however, need an incision under the wing, reaching the whole length of
the joint, which may be sewed up afterwards by a few stitches. Arsenic
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must be applied freely to all these parts. The winc^ bones must now be
connected by a strinii; passed through the space betvveen the bones, or a
thread sewed through the ligaments so that it cannot slip. Do not draw
the wings too close together, but leave as nearly the natural distance
between them as is ]iracticable. If hurried, the small bone of the joint
may be removed, and tying the wing bone omitted. Cotton or tow may
be now wound round the broken ends of the wing and leg bones, a roll
of it inserted in the neck, and enough put in the body to fill it out to
its natural shape.
When the legs are tied together no sititches are generally necessary
to sew up the cut. If there are large holes in the skin, they should be
sewed up from the inside before putting in the stuffing. In large birds
it is well to sew on wide strips of rag along the inner edges of the cut
made in the skin to protect the feathers during the operation of skinning,
removing the rags afterwards. Very badly soiled skins can, however,
be cleaned by the taxidermist, and, provided they have not lost many
feathers, are still useful. The bill should generally be tied shut by a
string passed through the nostrils, and the labels may be put there or on
the legs. Yery long necks are best stuffed by rolling up a long cj'linder
of paper, and passing it down the throat or from the inside. The neck
may then be bent down along the side of the body, and the legs bent
up so as to make as compact a specimen as possible. Having smoothed
down the feathers, the bird must now be pushed carefully inside a cjdin-
der of stiff paper of the proper size and laid on its hack to dry. A still
better mode is to roll it up in a sheet of cotton wool until dry, thus pre-
serving the form more truly. Hanging it up by the bill or feet stretches
it too much. If carefully dried, it retains a good shape, and may be
freely handled afterwards.
Some birds, especially ducks and woodpeckers, have the neck so .slender
that the head cannot be drawn through it by skinning in the usual
manner. In these an incision must be made on the most injured side,
from the ear down far enough to allow the head to be cleaned through
it. The bod}- may then be skinned as usual, or the incision ma}- be con-
tinued down the neck to the bare space under the wing, and the skin
taken off without cutting it elsewhere. To sew this up requires care in
order to adjust the feathers nicely, and the stitches must be taken from
within outwards. Some persons skin all birds in this manner, but the
feathers are more apt to fall out of those birds that have them loosely
attached.
There is much difference in the ease Avith which a bird may be skinned,
according to the relative toughness of skin and adhesion of feathers. A
humming bird is more easily skinned than a pigeon, and those of the
size of a robin take much less time than an eagle. To ])racticc on, the
best are blackbirds and jays, those not too fat being preferable.
NESTS AND EGGS.
A very beautiful and interesting collection of the nests and eggs of
birds may be made, and is important to illustrate their habits and his-
tory. As many persons are engaged in this stud}-, too many can hardly
be obtained, except of the commonest kinds which buikl around houses.
Those of hawks, owls, small waders, ducks, woodpeckers, pigeons, mag-
pies, and California vulture, are the most desirable. Nests, when veiy
large and i"oughly built, are not needed, but a note may be attached to
the eggs, describing the nest.
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To empty eggs, if fresh, is easily done b}^ making a hole in one side
and blowing out the contents with a small tube, bent at the end, the egg
being held over a vessel of water with the opening downwards, and the
tube insei*'ted with the bent end pointing upwards, the hole being large
enough to allow the contents to escape around it. The puncture is best
made with a small-pointed steel drill, but a needle will do if a circle of
small holes is made with it and a round piece extracted. For large eggs,
a fine rat-tail file may be used to smooth the edges of the opening. If
an embryo is in the egg, the opening must be made larger to extract it.
REPTILES, FISHES, ETC.
Lizards, if very large, may be skinned like other quadrupeds, and
stuffed, covering the skin with varnish to keep its color, or putting it in
alcohol. Snakes ma}^ also be skinned, if large, by making an incision
along one side of the body at its thickest part, separating it' for a few
inches, and then pulling it off like a glove over both ends at once.
The tail, however, must be skinned separately, as it is more firmly adhe-
rent. The head must be cleaned like that of a bird, the arsenic applied,
and the skin again turned right side out. To assist in this, it is best to
tie a lono; cord at the neck and beo-innino- of tail before skinnino;, which
prevents tearing it at those points, and makes it easy to turn the skin
back again.
Turtles usually require to have the breastplate sawed across on each
side; though our single California species maybe cleaned out through an
incision near the fore and hind leg on one side.
Large frogs may be made to look much more natural by stuffing and
varnishing than in alcohol.
Pishes may be stuffed also, or one half the skin only pi-eserved, being
cut around so as to retain all the single fins, tail, etc., attached.
Dry skins and skulls of our fishes are very desirable, as well as those
j)reserved in alcohol, and the bones of the throat, which generally have
teeth on them, should be left attached to the skulls. A series of the fish
of any locality may be preserved hj salting down halves, prepared as
above, and packed in a keg, wnth rock salt in layers. There are many
kinds of salmon, trout, sturgeon, and others, in fresh water, too large
usually for alcohol specimens, which may be thus j)acked until ready to
be prepared for the museum.
SKELETONS AND FOSSILS.
Skulls and skeletons of all animals are important, much of their classi-
fication and other interesting facts being learned by- the study of the
bones, which are also valuable for comparison with fossil remains. Bones
found in the earth at great de])ths, in the floors of caverns, gravel banks,
along rivers, etc., should be carefully preserved and labelled, as they
often prove on comparison to be those of animals no longer living here—
such as the elephant, rhinoceros, tiger, etc. All human remains from
such locations are especially interesting, and if found with those of large
animals, the mode of their occurrence should be most carefully noted.
Skeletons should not be divided, as is often done, but all the bones kept
together and sent to the society's museum.
If crumbling, bones may be hardened by boiling in strong glue.
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Skulls of all the livint^ tribes of Indians, carofnllj^ selected, should
always be preserved, as much of the natural history of the liuman race
is founded on this study, especial!}' when they can be compared with
those of other nations in large museums.
TRANSPORTATION.
Specimens of animals may be prepared for sending to the society by
making an incision large enough to extract all the entrails, and tilling .
the cavity with salt, or even charcoal coarsely powdered, wliich in the
dry season preserves them for several days. They may be boxed up,
and sent through Wells, Fargo & Conlpan3^ free of charge, directed to
I. N. Hoag, Secretavy of State Agricultural Society.
In packing specimens for transportation, too much care cannot be used
to avoid injury by dampness, breakage, etc. Those in alcohol, if in large
vessels, should be rolled or sewed up in cloths, especially the fishes, and
empty space filled with branches, etc., to prevent them from shaking
about too much. Bottles should not have the mouths wider than neces-
sary to get the specimen in, so that they may not leak around the cork.
The various modes of trapping, poisoning, and shooting, are so well
known that they need not be here described. For birds smaller than a
crow, number ten shot is the best, as it does not damage the skin much,
and if near by, any kind of bird ma}' be killed with it. Number five is,
however, useful for large birds or long shots, and sometimes wire car-
tridges are required.
The society has offered prizes this year, amounting in all to thirty
dollars, for the best collections of mammals, birds, and reptiles of this
State, and fifteen dollars for the second best, or one third the amounts
stated for the best of each class, with the privilege of bu^'ing the collec-
tions, after their exhibition, for its museum.
QUADRUPEDS OR MAMMALS.
Of this class one hundred and ten species are believed to inhabit this
State and the adjoining ocean, including some which have no proper
feet, such as whales, porpoises, etc., but which zoologically belong to the
same class, as they suckle their 3'oung, unlike the fishes, which they
externally resemble.
Some species are still ver}^ little known to naturalists, or are so rare
and doubtful as inhabitants of California that particular attention is
called to them. Of the carnivorous order, the sea otter is unknown in
any American collection, and little is known of its habits. Good skins,
fit for Rtutfing, skulls, and skeletons, are much wanted. The difterent
kinds of seals are even less known to naturalists, and some of our fai'niers
residing along the coast have frequent opportunities of obtaining them.
The existence of a large species of Ij'nx in the northern part of this State
is undetermined, one or two, much lari>;er and darker than the common
wild cat, being found north of the Columbia.
The jaguar, larger than the common panther, here called California
lion, has been often reported to exist in this State as far north as latitude
forty degrees, but no skins or skulls have been seen by natui-alists. It
is pale yellowish, beautifully spotted with black spots in rings, tail long.
The various kinds of dark weasels and ermines inhabiting the high
mountains are still to be determined.
The " raccoon fox," or " civet cat," of the miners, though said to be
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common in the mountains, is very rare in rauseiiras, and no California
specimen has yet been compared by naturalists with those of Texas or
Mexico. An interesting account of its habits might also be written by
some of those who have kept them tame in the place of cats.
The opossum is often mentioned as a California animal, yet no natu-
ralist has ever recorded having seen one, or preserved SL specimen in this
State. Even a skull would be highly interesting for comparison with
the species of the Eastern States and of Mexico.
Of the fish-eating cetaceans, (whales, porpoises, etc..) opportunities
often occur along the coast of obtaining very young s]^ecimens, which
may be preserved in alcohol. Drawings of old ones, made on a scale
from measurements, will aid much in determining how many species
inhabit our shores, this order having yet been scarcely at all studied,
and our species being generally believed to diflFer essentially from those
of other seas. Farmers along the coast often cut up specimens that
come ashore, and might frequently obtain valuable information regard-
ing them. There are believed to be eight or ten species of this order
along our coast.
Of insectivorous mammals, which are very beneficial to agriculture,
little is known, and some of them are destroyed by farmers under the
impression that they are injurious. The moles, which live entirely on
insects under ground, are oiten confounded with the gophers, which
destroy vegetation. A little attention to their habits of burrowing, and
examination of their teeth, will show the difference of food, and why
the}' should not be destroyed. A species with a star-like excrescence
on the end of the snout is believed to inhabit this State, but has not been
obtained by naturalists, and specimens in alcohol or skinned are much
wanted.
The shrews resemble moles in form, but have small fore feet, larger
eyes, and a shorter but pointed nose. They are often confounded with
mice, but differ entirely in habits, and are usually smaller than the com-
mon house mouse. Two or more species have been found, and all speci-
mens from California are desirable.
Bats, of which about fifteen species have been found, are the insect
eaters of the air. All specimens and observations on them will be useful.
Of the rodents, or gnawers, which are the most destructive of any on
the farm, we have numerous species, ranging in size from the beaver to
the mouse.
The Sewellel or "mammoth mole" of miners is allied to the beaver,
and inhabits meadows or river banks in the Sierra Nevada. Specimens
and notes on their habits will all.be useful, as very little is known about
them.
The groundhogs or woodchucks of the mountains are almost as little
known, but differ consideraby from the species of the Atlantic States.
Tlie species of ground squirrels inhabiting the plains of remote dis-
tricts, are also rare in collections, and little known. Three small species
are known to inhabit east of the Sierra Nevada.
The fl^'ing squirrel, though said to be numerous in parts of the Sierra,
is scarcely known in collections. It is much larger than the Eastern
Sf)ecies, and this or another kind is also said to be found in the coast
ranges.
The gophers of different districts and elevations are found to differ
considerably, but too little is known of them yet to determine how far
this is to be relied on to distinguish them as species. Five have been
described from this State, but specimens of all, especially from the bor-
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ders of the State and high elevations, are very desirable. The same
may be said of the pouched or kangaroo rats.
Of the native or wood mice, there are six species or more, which
require more comparison and study to determine.
A wood rat, with a bushy tail like a squirrel, is said to be found in the
northei-n and eastern mountains. Skins or skulls are wanted to deter-
mine its species.
The field mice, living in grassy places, with short legs and tails, large
heads, and coarse fur, are little known, and all specimens will be useful.
The rabbit mouse, without a tail, with large round ears and rather
small eyes, lives among the granite boulders near the summit of tlie
Sierra Nevada. Yery little is known of its habits, and only three sjieci-
mens are known to have been yet preserved.
Of the hare and rabbit kind, seven species are pretty well known to
occur in various parts of this State, and another has been seen in the
snowy regions of the southern Sierra, in summer. This is said to be
very large, white, with very large feet, and otherwise like the hare of
Arctic America. To determine the species by skins and by skulls, no
matter how imperfect, will be one of the most interesting contribu-
tions to science that can be made by travellers in those lofty regions.
It is probable that these hares will be found also on the mountains
northward, or they will otherwise be likely to differ entirely from the
Arctic hare.
Of ruminating animals, it is not yet known exactly how many species
of deer inhabit California. Comparisons of good skins and skulls of the
white tailed deer with the Virginia deer are required to prove their dis-
tinctness. The Mexican deer, very small, but otherwise like the white
tailed, may be found in the southern part of the State. The kinds found
in the various districts should be observed carefully, to determine how
man}' there are and how they differ.
The antelope and mountain sheep, or big horn, are fast becoming
extinct in California. Experiments in taming these animals should be
encouraged, both on account of their beauty and usefulness. The moun-
tain sheep, if capable of domestication, would be superior to any of the
tame breeds for mutton, and grows as large as three of them. Its skin
is also useful, though it bears no wool.
BIRDS.
Like mammals, birds may be conveniently divided into the carnivo-
rous, (and fish-eating.) insectivorous, granivorous, and omnivorous, though
this does not exactly give their relations in a natural classification.
Three hundred and fifty species inhabit California.
Of the carniverous species, such as the hawks, owls, and vultures, all
are killed without discrimination by the farmer, who does not study
their habits sufficiently to see that many of them are not only harmless
to his poultry but are among his best friends, by their destruction of
squirrels, gophers, and mice. It would be better when they come around
the farmyard to frighten them away by a peppering with fine shot than
to kill them; and it is a mistake tosuppose that the small kinds, which
live wholly on mice, etc, ever grow to be large, no bird of any kind
growing materially after it is able to fly.
Eleven species of owls are known to inhabit this State, and of those
only the great horned owl is believed ever to molest poultry. The rest
are even better destroyers of rats and mice than the hawks, on account
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of their nocturnal habits. A pair of the common barn owls, known by
their yellowish color, white beneath, have been watched and seen to
bring an incredible number of mice and rats to the nest in one night,
while they did not trouble themselves about the fowls. Smaller kinds,
like the burrowing owls, as well as small hawks, feed much on grasshop-
pers and other insects. The great California vulture is said sometimes
to attack sickly lambs, etc. It is not, however, numei-ous enough to do
much harm
;
and the common kind, or turkey buzzard, is usually pro-
tected on account of its usefulness in eating dead animals.
Of our twenty-six hawks and eagles, those kinds that are nearly
or quite black are of special interest to naturalists, and all such speci-
mens are valuable.
Of the owls, a large species without ear tufts, banded, above and below
with broad transverse stripes, is desirable, as but one species is yet
known in collections. Another still larger, and uniform gray, is to be
looked for in the high mountains; and at the other extreme in size is a
new species found in Colorado Valley, less than six inches long, with
bare legs.
Of the insectivorous birds, the curious and beautiful " road-runner,"
also called " chapparel cock,"
"
paisano," etc., is one of the most inter-
esting. It not only eats great numbers of insects but is said to destroy
rattlesnakes and other kinds, being probably somewhat omnivorous.
Little is yet known of its habits or history.
The American cuckoo, or " raincrow," is one of the few birds that eat
the hairy caterpillar, on apple and other trees. Few of these birds have
been observed in this State, and specimens are wanted.
The woodpeckers, of which we have sixteen species, nearly all beau-
tiful, are almost entirely insect eaters, though occasionally eating a little
fruit, which they fairly earn by their usefulness. Though some kinds
have a habit of pecking shallow holes in the bark of apple trees, appa-
rently to suck the sap, yet it has never been shown that this does the
tree any injury, the holes scarcc^l}^ extending half through the bark.
Several of them are rare in collections, but these kinds are found chiefly
on the highest parts of the Sierra Nevada.
Six species of humming birds are known to be found in this State, and
are great destroyers of insects, though they also suck the honey from
flowers. Specimens of the kinds found easL of the Sierra Nevada are
very much wanted.
There are about twenty-two species of the swallow and flj'catcher
families in California, of which none are noteworthy as needing protec-
tion, since their well known and wholly insectivorous habits make them
welcome everywhere. The cliff" swallow alone is driven away from the
eaves of some houses where it attempts to build its bottle sliai)ed nest,
because some persons accuse it of harboring bed bugs in its nest. This
requires investigation, as it is very probable that these insects are not
true bed bugs, but a kind of bird lice resembling them, and not likely to
trouble liuman beings. Almost every bird is infested with some kind of
parasitic insect, and generally those found on each kind of bird differ
from all others, and will not trouble any other bird. If bed bugs really
do infe.>t swallows' nests, they doubtless go into them from the house on
which they ai'e built, and not brought there by the swallows themselves.
The western wdiippoorwill, and night hawk or ' bull bat," are the noc-
turnal insect eaters in the class of birds, just as the bats are among the
mammals.
The ridiculous superstitions which careless observation and reasoning
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on the habits of animals produces, is shown by the name of the European
representative of this family, which being seen to i\y around the herds
of goats at dusk in pursuit of insects, and being found to have very wide
mouths with which it ought to be able to suck goats, was wisely named
the goat sucker, and this name sticks to it even in this age of enlighten-
ment and careful observation.
We have now to mention an extensive group of small birds, of which
the thrushes, warblers, wrens, etc., are insect eaters for the most part,
onl}' occasionall}^ varying their food by eating fruits and berries. Most
of theni are sweet singers, and their little pilferings in the garden
should be considered as nothing in comparison with the good they do by
killing insects. They may be recognised as a group by their generally
slender and rather weak bills, and there are about tifty species of them
found in this State. Most of them frequent groves, and many are con-
fined, as far as known, to quite limited ranges of country, being quite
rare in the agricultural districts where trees are scarce.
Another group of about tift}^ s])ecies of small birds of California, sub-
sist chieflj' on seeds, grains, and berries, and some of them are considered
great pests by farmers and gardeners in the fruit season, or where garden
plants are cultivated for their seeds. The common redheaded linnet of
California is an example everywhere known, and the group is distinguish-
able by having the bill more or less smaller and strong compared with
that of the insectivorous group. Yet even these birds destroy great num-
bers of insects, especially in the breeding season, when they feed their
young entirely on insects until nearly ready to fly. Indeed, many kinds
subsist so generally on insects that it is scared}^ possible to say to which
of these groups they belong, and their bills generally show a correspond-
ing slenderness. On this account the naturalists have abandoned the
division of the small singing birds in this way, and I only use the divis-
ions as a convenient mode of showing their influence on agriculture.
The omnivorous land birds of California include about twenty species
of the families of the orioles, meadow lark, blackbirds, crows, jays, and
magpies. These are among the commonest about the fiirms. and some
of them are the most persecuted of any of our birds. But it has been
ascertained by careful observation of their food and habits, that when
not in extraordinarj' numbers, even the crows and blackbirds do more
good than harm. For one grain of corn that thc}^ eat they destroy a
hundred grubs and caterpillars, of the ver}^ kind most destructive to
crops, and b}^ frightening them away from the fields and garden crops
by use of paper scarecrows, they become benefactors at other seasons.
Parmers often wonder why the tields nearest the house, and in the best
cultivated districts, should be the most subject to attacks of insects. It
is easily explained by the fact of the destruction of the birds, and especi-
ally of those that go in flocks, and can thus in one hour clean a field of
insects more efl'ectually than a farmer can in a month. The two first
above mentioned rarely if ever eat grain, and their bills are weak and
slender, compared to others.
The pigeon family, of which we have only three wild species, never
eat animal food at all. The domestication of our large and handsome
wild pigeon, a species not found east of the Rocky Mountains, Avould bo
an interesting experiment to those who can obtain eggs and set them
under the tame pigeon.
The gentle and harmless dove seems in a fair way of extermination in
some districts by the vile habit of cockney sportsmen of shooting them
in pairs as they set on the nest, too confidingly built near roadsides and
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houses. The ground dove, a very small kind, has not j^et been observed
north of Fort Yuma.
The birds of the gallinaceous order, like the common fowls, have about
seven species in California, but there may be others toward the north
not y€^t observed within our limits. The blue grouse, confined to northern
and lofty mountains, can take pretty good care of itself, but ouglit to
be carefully protected during the bi*eeding season by game laws, \o pre-
vent its extermination in settlements. It is doubtful whether it can be
domesticated, though we have heard of no experiments in that way.
The sage fowl, found onl}'- in the eastern part of this [State, east of the
Sierra Nevada, is worthy of careful attempts to domesticate, as the male
bird grows nearly as large as the turkey, and is excellent food, where it
does not live on the wild sage, or artemisia.
The sharp-tailed grouse, or prairie chicken, inhabits only the north-
eastern corner of this State, and we look with much interest for its suc-
cessful naturalization in the valleys. This is already begun in Napa
Valley, according to a late newspaper, and from the nature of the regions
it inliabits elsewhere we can see no reason why it should not succeed.
Tlie western ruffled grouse, or "partridge" of some settlers, and
"pheasant" of others, does not seem to come far into California, though
very common in Western Oregon.
We have three beautiful species of quails, inhabiting respectively the
mountains, western valle3^s, and Colorado Valley, all of which flourish
around farms and do no damage, while they furnish excellent amusement
to the sportsman and delicate food. They deserve careful protection
during the breeding season, and will often become so tame as to come
and feed with the barnyard fowls.
The cranes and herons form a link between land and water birds, and
are represented in California by ten species, which live chiefly on fish,
but also destroy reptiles, mice, etc., the sandhill crane also eating some
kinds of vegetables, and frequenting dry lands more than the others,
where it lives chiefly on grasshoppers in summer. The smaller veaders,
such as plovers, snipes, sandpi2:)ers, curlew, rails, etc., have nearly forty
representatives in this State, of which nearl}^ half are confined to the
sea shores. They are of little interest to farmers, except as game, and
the few kind that frequent dry lands feed chiefly on insects. Most of
these visit us only in the wet season. Our Aveb-footed birds number
over eighty species, of which most are confined to the ocean or its vicinity.
Those most interesting to farmers are two species of sAvan,four of geese,
three of brant, and twenty-five of duck—teal, sheldrake, etc. Most of
them are excellent as food, and none injurious except the flocks of geese,
which destroy some wheat in the spring. Judging from the rapidity
with '.vhich they are being exterminated, it will not be many years before
they will be scarce enough to satisfy the most economical farmer.
It is imjDOSsible to point out to those unaquainted with their scientific
namCs, the kinds most worthy of collection among our birds; many of
those enumerated among our three hundred and fiftj' species having no
popular or even fixed English name. But besides those before mentioned,
all swallows perfectly black, or only black and white, the nighthawks of
various districts, small fly-catchers, warblers, wrens, snipes, and sand-
pipers, from their summer resorts with their nests and eggs; petrels, puf-
fins, terns, and loons or grebes, from their breeding places, are most
likely to prove new or rare. At any rate their nests and eggs, together
with those before mentioned, provided the species of bird is correctly
known, can scarcely fail to be of great interest, together with informa-
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niation on their habits. To be sure of a bird's nest and eggs, it is neces-
sary at least to see them together, and those not well acquainted Avith
birds, should ahvaj's inclose a skin of the bird, or at least a bead and
wing witli the nest, so that it may be determined. This may be mill-
dried, and wrapped sepai'ately from the eggs, which must be carefLilly
packed in cotton, or other soft substance, either in the nest or in a small
box.
REPTILES AND BATRACHIANS.
These are popularly classed together, although Agassiz and others con-
sider the latter as a class of equal rank with the former, comprising toads,
frogs, salamanders, and other forms without scales; of both together we
have ninety-five species in Calitbrnia, and probably more are to be dis-
covered. They are all beneficial to agriculture, their food consisting of
insects, mice, and other small vermin. The only kind absolutely hurtful,
is the rattlesnake, no other kind being poisonous, although ignorance
and prejudice have unjustly charged the whole class with noxious char-
acters.
Tiie large land tortoise, of the Mojave regions, the turtles of the Col-
orado Eiver, all the lizards, snakes, horned toads, frogs, and salamanders,
especially from the frontiers of the State, should be collected, as the spe-
cies ai"e still little known.
Whiskey and other poisonous liquors, obtainable almost everywhere,
will preserve reptiles verj^ well, if not too much weakened, and if the
specimen is well soaked, and then put in fresh liquor. In this way, the
" chain lightning" and other vile compounds may be made to contribute
much to our knowledge and benefit.
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INSECTS INJURIOUS TO AGRICULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.
BY H. H. BEHR, M. D.,
ENTOMOLOGIST TO THE BOAUD OP AGRICULTURE.
Cultivation of the soil, whether it be agriculture or horticulture, and
even the raising of stock, produces gradual changes in the fauna of a
country, and this change takes place most speedily and thoroughly in
the insect kingdom. Species which formerly abounded will retire before
the husbandman, and take refuge in the mountains or swamps, and
others which were at first known to naturalists as extremely rare, will
increase and overrun whole districts.
We have already witnessed this phenomenon on a large scale in Cali-
fornia. For instance: Halisidota Salivis (Behr) was ibrmerly very com-
mon, and is now nearly extinct. On the other hand, Pi/rameis Carye
(Whit.) first made its appearance in eighteen hundred and fifty-two, has
multiplied in the vicinity of San Francisco to such an extent that it is
now one of the most common species of butterfly.
It is the constant " struggle for existence" in the animal and vegetable
kingdom which produces these effects, and as this struggle goes slowly
on, and passes through many phases, the change of species also takes
place almost imperceptibly.
Agriculture can hardlj^ be said to have existed in California for more^
than a dozen years, and of course the balance between the different
provinces of creation has as y^t been but slightly disturbed. Some
insects Avhich at present are quite rare, may in the future become very
troublesome. I give here a catalogue of some species of Lepicloptera
which have heretofore proved destructive, and of some others which in
the future may do harm. The present is more the time to collect mate-
rial, than it is to work out an elaborate treatise on a subject in which
our experience is so limited.
LIST or LEPIDOPTEROUS INSECTS SO FAR KNOWN TO BE INJURIOUS TO
VEGETATION.
1. Hdiotlds umbrosus (Grote.)—I can find no difference between the
Atlantic insect so destructive of the cotton, and our Californian which
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attacks tbe Indian corn. Tbe female moth deposits several egi^s in the
blossoms of tbe corn, and tbe caterpillars grow with the groM'th of the
ear. I do not know that this insect is abundant enough to cause serious
ravages in the fields; but they are, at any rate, rather disagreeable
when boiled with the green corn.
2. IMIothis qi.—This as yet undescribed species attack tbe pods of
artecbauds. {Cynara.')
3. Agrotis—Sevei'al species, so nearly allied to the European suffusa,
saucia, tritici, h'dia, and their North American congeners, that up to this
time it has been impossible for us to identify the species.
All of these species are polyphagous, but attack, in preference, garden
vegetables. They bury themselves during the daytime in the ground,
near the roots of the plant, whose leaves they devour during the night.
In the year eighteen hundred and fift3'-six they did cofisiderable damage
in tbe potato fields in tbe southern part of the State.
4. Mamestra adjuncta, (Borsd.)—I am not certain whether our Califor-
nian is a local variety of this Atlantic insect, or a distinct species. This
insect in former }-ears onlj- attacked garden vegetables, but last year it
augmented to such an extent in some parts of the State, that it attacked
almost every plant, from the cerealea to the grapevine.
The above is the only species of kjn'doptera which, to our knowlege,
have as yet proved detrimental.
The followiug is a catalogue of the suspicious ones :
1. Pi/ralis farinalis, (L.)—Attacks all farinaceous substances, and also
grain after it has been stored for some time. The insect seems to have
been introduced from Europe, for as yet it is very rare.
2. Ennomos, sp. polyphagous.
3. Clisiocampa, sp. similar to C. Americana and C. Neiistria of Europe.
At pi'esent this insect chiefly attacks shade trees. It is to be suspected.
At the same time, we may point out a peculiar dusty secretion of tbe
caterjiillar, which produces a very disagreeable urticatiou on the human
skin, and may prove as deleterious as that of the European.
4. C. teniuha humeralis.—This peculiar species feeds, it is true, only on
quercus agri/olia, but it strips these trees in some seasons so entirely of
all foliage, that in coming years it may do serious harm, by destroying
tbe whole growth of timber in localities where this s^^ecies is the only
treer
5. Sphinx quinquemaculata.—At present not.verj^ plentiful. Feeds on
potatoes, tomatoes, capsicum, and other soJanaceous plants.
6. Philampelus Achsemon—Feeds on tbe grapevine; at present rare.
7. Spilosuma Acrsea—Common on all salt marshes. Gets occasionally
into gardens in sufficient numbers to do some harm.
8. Papllio Rutidus and F. Eurymudon feed on fruit trees, and are in
some parts of the State constantly though slowly increasing.
From the foregoing lists, it will be seen that the number of hpidoptera
in California injurious to vegetation is verj- small, and it is to be hoped
that tbe catalogue will never be much enlarged.
H. H. BEHR, M. D.
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THE GRASSES OF THE STATE,
BY PHOF. H. N. BOLANDBR,
"I
ONE OF THE BOTANISTS TO THE BOARD.
I have the honor of submitting an enumeration of the California
grasses. It would be mere folly on my part to attempt to make a full
comprehensive report at present. Years may elapse before our grasses
are all and thoroughly known. Yet, we are nevertheless enabled to
draw some inferences from those facts that are known. There is but
little doubt that California will be obliged to import foreign fodder
grasses, provided there are such that are adapted to our peculiar cli-
mates. It might be easy yet to find suitable grasses for those portions
of this State that are situated within the foggy region along the coast,
especially west of the Redwoods; but insuperable difficulties present
themselves in reflecting upon proper material for the interior valleys
and foot-hills.
For the coast I would recommend to experiment with :
1. Poa pratensis (L.)—Green meadow grass.
2. Feduca pratensis (Huds.)—Meadow fescue grass.
3. Arrhenotherum avenaceum (Beauv.)—Oat grass.
4. Lolium perenne (L.)—Ra}^ or rye grass.
5. Dactylis glomerata (L.)—Orchard grass.
,
All these species 1 saw doing quite well in localities where they have
not been watered
; especially No. 3, the oat grass, looked particularly
bright and promising.
For meadows in Santa Rosa and Russian River Yalleys, where some
of them seemed to be quite wet, the following grasses might warrant a
success :
1. Dactylis glomerata (L.)—Orchard grass.
2. Alopecurus pratensis (L.)—Meadow fox tail.
3. Phkum pratense (L.)—Timothy, herd's grass. ,1
4. Cynosurus cristatus—Crested dog's tail grass.
Through a letter written by C. J. Croft, U. S. A., I obtained some
valuable information about four species of grasses growing in Arizona.
It is not improbable that some of them might do well in the interior.
The agricultural department ought to secure seeds thereof, and make
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the necessary experiments. The entire matter relating to these species
was published in the proceedings of the California Acadcm}-, Yol. Ill,
p, 205. I subjoin their names:
Plevraj)his famsii (?)—Lowland grama.
AristUla purpurea—Highland grama.
Muhlenbergia pimgens—Black grama; grama China.
Sporaholus airoides (Trin.)
In Dr. F. Mueller's (Director of the botanical gardens at Melbourne)
annual report I find the following passage relating to a grass of this
western coast:
"Amongst the latter, the so-called Californian prairie
grass, hromus unioloides of Humboldt, has far surpassed in its yields all
other kinds hitherto experimented on in this garden ; and as a perennial
species, of bi'oad blade ar d of nutritive properties, prolific even in dry
ground, and capable of enduring the influence of our occasionally
scorching summer heat, this grass is entitled to a general introduction
on our pastures."
ENUMERATION OF CALIFORNIA GRASSES.
ORYZE^.
Leersia oryzoides (Sn.)—Rice cut grass.
Banks of Cache Creek, Lake County; October. Eastern States and
Europe. Valueless for agricultural purposes. It is undoubtedly intro-
duced.
PHALARIDE^.
Phalaris Canariensis (Lin.)—Can.ary grass.
Occurs sparingly near settlements. Yields the canary seed. Intro-
duced
; April ; annual.
Phalaris intermedia (Bosc.)
Wet meadows—Oakland, Santa Eosa, and Russian River Yalley.
Farmers call it " California Timothy." This grass is exceedingly varia-
ble as to size, from six inches to five and eight feet. Yalueless. Appears
to be an introduced gx-ass. April; annual.
Phalaris amethystIna (Trin.) (?)
Gulches and ravines, Oakland hills. Angel Island, Clear Lake; also in
the southern counties. It forms immense tufts, and attains a height of
four to eight feet. Yalueless; April; perennial.
Hierochloa macrophylla (Thurb.)—Large leafed vanilla grass.
Redwoods of the Coast Range, especially in Marin County. Blossoms
quite early in Mai'ch and April; forms lai'ge tufts in loose soil, and has a
very agreeable scent, which it retains after being cured, to a considera-
ble degree. My horse ate it ; but I am in doubt as to whether this could
be considered as a general fact. Taking all into consideration, it must
be set down as valueless for agricultural purposes. Perennial.
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Holcus lanatus (Lin.)—Velvet grass.
Wet and sandy places near San Francisco, and Mission Dolores, East-
ern States, and Europe; undoubtedly introduced; useless for California.
In Europe it is considered an inferior grass, and tolerated only when
nothing better can be substituted. April; perennial.
Beckmanma erucse/orm's (Host.)
Wet places at Morago Valley, Ukiah, and Capella, Mendocino County.
At the latter place it grows quite abundant around a pond. It is a tall
grass, with soft culms. I am not able to say anything in regard to its
agricultural value. The distribution of this grass is most curious; it
occurs in Japan, Asia, Southern Europe, and on this western coast; even
within the arctic circle. April; annual.
PANICE^.
JPassalum distichuni (Lin.)—Joint grass.
Borders of Clear Lake and Cache Creek
;
Eastern Southern States.
From its manner of growth, I should consider it useless for California.
October; perennial.
Panicum tUchotamum (Lin.)
Sierras; valueless.
Panicum thermale (Bol.)
Geysers, Sonoma County; upon warm disintegrated soil. This may
prove to be a variety of the former only. Valueless ; April.
Panicum cons-galli (L.)—Barnyard grass.
Banks of Napa Creek, Sacramento V"alley; mostly of a very large
size J Eastei-n States, and Europe. Usless; October; introduced.
*
Panicum capillare (Lin.)
Clear Lake, Owen's Valley, Virginia City, (Mr. Bloomer.) Seems to
be pretty well dispersed all over the State. Useless for agricultural pur-
poses. October; annual.
STIPACE^.
Eriocoma cuspidata (Nutt.)
Sierras, thence eastward. Its value is not known ; from its very char-
acter, 1 should consider it of but little use, if any. July and August.
Stlpa eminens (Cav.)—Feather grass.
Very common on dry hills and meadows—Santa Eosa Valley. Grows
always in rather small tufts, having numerous short and narrow root-
leaves. Its value not definitely known. April; perennial.
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Stipa setigera (Presl.)—Feather grass.
Sierras. " The most common and valuable bunch grass of the dry hills."
(Prof. Brewer.)
Stipa clirysopliylla (E. Desv.)—Feather grass.
Santa Inez Mission, (Prof Brewer.) Do not know the species.
Slipa occidentalis (Thurb.)—Feather grass.
Collected by Prof. Brewer. Unknown to me.
Stipa viridula (Trin.)—Feather grass.
Sierras; forms small tufts. Perennial. Virginia City, (Mr. Bloomer.)
Aristida Californica (Thurb.)—Calif, triple-awned grass.
Collected by Prof. Brewer. Unknown to me.
Aristida purpurea (Nutt.)—Highland grama.
This species occurs largely in Arizona, and it is probable that it is
found in Southern California.
AGROSTIDE^.
Aegopogon cenchroides (Willd.)
Collected by Prof. Brewer.
Alopecarus pratensis (Lin.)—Meadow fox tail.
Walnut Creek (Prof Brewer) ; moist meadows near Ukiah City. This
species is one of the best fodder grasses of Europe ; but as it requires a
moist soil, it is doubtful whether it will thrive with us. April; peren-
nial.
Alopecuras geniculatus : variation, aristulatus (Michx.)—Wild water fox tail.
Yarious places ; Virginia City (Mr. Bloomer.) Useless; perennial.
Phleum pratense (Lin.)—Timothy; herd grass.
Various places, but always sparingly. Its cultivation has been tried
in California, but with what success 1 could not learn. Perennial. Our
farmers are well acquainted with this species. In Europe there is less
thought of it than in the Eastern States.
Phleum alpimim (Lin.)—Mountain timothy.
Sparingly at Fort Point. Sierras, (Dr. Hillebrand.) April.
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Yilfa .—Californian rush grass.
A tall, coarse, rough, glaucous grass, forming very largo tufts in
springy j)laces, generally on little flats; Sierras; quite common in the
vicinit}' of Auburn and Forest Hill; July to September; perennial;
useless.
Yilfa asperifolia (Nees. Meyen.)
Owen's Yalley; Virgnia City (Mr. Bloomer.) A low, creeping grass,
with long subtei'ranean suckers forming mats. June, July ; use doubtful.
Vilfa triclio lepis (Torr.)
Eastern portion of the State; use doubtful.
va/a .
Sierras. A low, tufted grass, apparentl}^ quite common; use doubtful.
July.
Vilfa airoides (Trin.)
Southern California (Dr. Cooper.) Mr. C. J. Croft, of the United
States Army, writes from Arizona : ''A portion of the Gila Valley is
covered with this species. Animals eat it readily when green. It is,
however, a powerful diuretic."
Agrostis vulgaris (With.)—Eedtop.
Yai'ious places throughout the State; introduced; generally known.
Agrostis alba (Schr.)—White bent grass. Florin grass.
But little observed in this State. (?)
Agrostis verticillata (ViH.)—Whorled bent grass.
Wet places, especially watercourses; .San Francisco; San Leandro.
It is frequently found growing with Poa annuo and Fohjpogon Jugax^ on
borders of moist sidewalks in San Francisco. Here it blossoms all the
year; perennial; useless. New Mexico; Southern Europe; Western
Asia.
Agrostis exarata (Trin.)
This is the most variable grass of this coast; from three inches to
three and four feet high; panicle either contracted or moderately spread-
ing. When large it is a coarse, rough grass, and avoided by cattle.
Moist, swampy places on the coast up to Mendocino City; dry hills near
Auburn. April, May; annual.
Agrostis pollens (Tlrm.^ (?)
San Francisco. But little observed.
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Agrostis 2^(^^i^(^<^ (Dec.) (?)
This species is called redtop b}^ the fai*mers in Enssian Piver Valley.
They do not like it as a fodder grass. It forms large tufls in rather
moist meadows. Perennial.
Agrostis seahra (Willd.)—Hair grass.
Sierras (Dr. Hillebrand.) Little use, if any.
Agrostis varians (Trin.) (?)
Sierras (Professor Brewer—Dr. Hillebrand). Use doubtful.
Agrostis HiUehrandii (Thurb.)
Sierras (Dr. Hillebrand.) Little known as yet,
Mulilenhergia dehilis (Trin.) (J/. Purpurea—Nutt.)
San Luis Obispo (Prof. Brewer.) Of little use, if any at all.
PoJi/pogon nionspelienses (Desf.)—Beard grass.
Wet places; Oakland hills ; San Francisco. Common; useless; April;
annual.
Poli/pogon fugax (Nees.)
Wet places; also salt marshes ; Oakland. April; useless; annual.
Gastridium australe (Beauv.)
Dry hills, everywhere. This grass makes its appearance quite late in
the season—July and August. It is one of those few annual gregarious
grasses that cover our hills. Many consider it an introduced species;
but its general distribution over the State, its very character, and the
fact that it is a native of the countries of the Mediterranean, (with
whom we have so many plants in common, especially of the lower
orders,) induce me to look upon it as an indigenous plant. Chile. ]^o
definite opinion regarding its value.
ARUNDINACEiE.
Calamagrostis Canadensis (Michx.)—Blue point grass.
Sierras (Dr. Hillebrand.) Useless.
Calamagrostis Breiveri (Thurb.)
Sierras. (Professor Brewer.) Xot sufficiently known in order to decide
its agricultural value.
Calamagrostis alentica (Trin.)
North hillsides and swamps ; Oakland hills; San Francisco. This is
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a very coarse, tall species, forming large tufts ; leaves very long and
wide, generally breaking oflF a little above the sheaths. During winter,
when feed is rare, it is eaten by cattle. June; perennial.
Calamagrostis syloatica (Dec.)
H?'llsides of the Coast Eange, Santa Clara, Searsville, Mendocino
County, near Big Eiver City. Forms large tufts when in rather sunny
localities, while it remains single in shady woods. June; perennial;
use doubtful.
Calamagrostis (?)
Swamps near Mendocino City. August; useless.
Phragmiles communis (Trin.)—E,eed.
Banks of Clear Lake, salt marshes at Suisun. October; perennial;
useless.
CHLORIDES.
Cynodon ilactylon (Pers.)—Bermuda grass—scutch grass.
San Francisco
;
in gardens. Valueless for California.
SjMrfina stricta (Eoth.)—Salt marsh grass.
Salt marshes of the Bay of San Francisco. Useless. August, Sep-
tember; perennial.
Bouteloua oligostacliya (Torr.)
Bouteloua polystachya.
Both were collected in Southern California. I do not know if they are
of any value or not.
Pleuraphis rigicla (Thurb.)—Lowland grama.
Southern California, (Dr. Cooper.) Useful.
AVENACE^.
Aira elongato (Hook.)—Elongated hair grass.
Moist places; Oakland hills, San Francisco. Does not seem to be
eaten by cattle. April ; annual.
Aira dantlionioides (Trin.)
Moist meadows; Oakland, where it forms a large portion of the main
bulk in some meadows; in others it occurs very sparing!}'-. It is also
rather common in the meadows of the Eussian River Valley. It surely
will not yield a large bulk of hay. April; annual.
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Aira liolciformis (Presl.) (?)
Moist meadows; Mission Dolores, Oakland, Mark West's Creek. It
yields a large bulk of hay in moist meadows, but of what quality I am
not able to say. April; perennial.
Aira caespitosa ; variation, lonyijlora,—Hair grass.
Eureka, (Mr. Schmitt.) Sierras, (Dr. Ilillebrand.) Of no use.
Trisetum cermeum (Trin.)
Dry hillsides near Bay of San Francisco, and Oakland hills; also, on
the banks of Santa Rosa Creek. I should consider this species not alto-
gether valueless; it surely deserves further attention. March, April;
annual.
Trisetum subspicatum (Beauv.)
Sierras, (Doctor Ilillebrand and Professor Brewer.) Yalue doubtful.
Trisetum (?)
Moist meadows and hillsides; Oakland, Russian River Valley. A
pretty tall sj)ecies. I should consider it worth trying. April ; annual.
Avena fatau (Lin.)—Wild oats.
This is yet our best fodder grass, save the cereals sown expressly for
the purpose of making hay. Europeans look upon it as a pest, and
volumes have been written suggesting means how to rid the fields from
it. It has a wide, almost universal range; it occurs throughout Europe,
having advanced from the countries of the Mediterranean, and Peru. It
is, however, last disappearing in California, on account of the country
having been overstocked. Many are of the opinion that this is also an
introduced species. I am of a different opinion. My reasons are sub-
stantially the same which I stated under Gastridium australe. April;
annual.
Arrhenatherum avenaceum (Beauv.)—Oat grass.
Observed last September in a cultivated field at Mendocino City,
where it had been sown with Iloh-us lanatus. Both grasses looked
remarkably well. I am inclined to believe that some of the best eastern
and European fodder grasses would do quite well in fields west of the
Redwoods, along the coast. In Germany it is known under the name of
" French ray grass." The roots are stoloniferous, perennial, and spread
rapidly; the culms attain a height of three to five feet; leaves plentiful
and large. It yields a large bulk of ha^^ in dry fertile soil. Although
the term " dr}^," in Germany, would not apply to Californian meadows,
yet it would be advisable to experiment with this species. The appear-
ance of that small field at Mendocino City is surely encouraging.
Dantlionia CaU/ornica (Bol.)—California wild oat grass.
Dry meadows at Oakland and Mission Dolores. Rather a rare grass.
April; perennial; useless.
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Tricuspis pulchella (Ton*.)
Southern California, (Doctor Cooper.)
TESTUCACE^.
Poa annua (Linn.)—Low spear grass.
Moist places everj^whei-e ; useless.
Poa pratensis (Linn.)—Green meadow grass.
Meadows at Oakland, sparingly. It seemed to do very well. Roots
stoloniferous
; perennial; April. Thrives best on rather dry meadows.
Poa trwialis (Lin.)—Rough meadow grass.
Sparing in meadows, more frequently on dry hillsides, especially
among the chapparel of the Coast Range. It is doubtful whether this
grass has been introduced. April; useless?
Poa (?)
Collected at Eureka, by Mr. Schmitt. Too little known to me.
Atropis Callfornica (Munro)—Squirrel grass.
"The foliage very fine, and considered of no value. Comes in after
the wild oats have become exterminated by close feeding."—(Professor
Brewer.) Very common throughout the State; perennial; March, April.
Brizopyriim Douglasii (Hook.)
On drifting sand west of San Francisco, and near Bolinas Bay. It is
a low, beautiful, dioecious, perennial grass, with extremely long runners,
which are well adapted for fixing the loose and flowing sands advancing
with fatal sureness upon our city. April ; as a fodder grass, useless.
Brizopyrum spicatum (Hook.)—Spike grass.
Salt marshes near the Bay of San Francisco, and upon saline soils in
the interior. Useless for agricultural purposes. April.
Briza media (Lin.)—Quaking grass.
Borders of a run near Mission Dolores. Of the same species I received
some time ago a panicle from Owen's Valley. It seems to have been
but lately introduced. Of little value. May; annual.
Glyceria nervata (Trin.)—Manna grass.
Sierras and Mendocino County. Useless.
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Glyceria maritima (Wahl.)—Sea spear grass.
Eureka, (Schmitt;) San Francisco; on tide lands. May; useless.
Glyceria paucijlora (Presl.)
"Wet and swampy places near San Francisco. April; seemingly use-
less.
Glyceria aquatica?
Ukiah City; borders of a creek.
LopliocJilxna Callfornica (Nees.)
Wet meadows; Oakland, Santa Rosa Valley, Ukiah. A beautiful and
tender species of grass. Horses and cattle are yqvj fond of it. It is
not capable of resisting heavy winds, when grown alone. Mixed with
other grasses, it would do most excellent. This is likely the only truly
uncontested indigenous grass of California deserving especial attention.
Annual; April; gregarious in manner of growth.
Melica imperfecta (Trin.)—Melic grass.
Forms large tufts in shady places. Quite common; useless for agri-
cultural purposes. April; perennial.
Melica poscoides (Nutt.)
Dry, sunny hillsides, forming large tufts. Shunned by cattle and
horses. April; perennial.
Melica stricta (Bol.)
Silver Mountain, (Dr. Hillebrand;) Virginia City, (Mr. Bloomer.)
Valueless.
,
Melica ?
Shady hillsides; Ukiah City. A very tall grass, with bulbous roots.
Useless for a fodder grass. April ; perennial.
Koeleria cristata (Pers.)
Dry hills; Oakland, San Francisco, Cloverdale. Eeadily eaten by
cattle, although none of the best of fodder grasses. This species has
also been considered an introduced grass. Its very character suggests
its being an indigenous grass. April; perennial.
Dactylis glomeraia (Lin.)
—Orchard grass.
Very sparingly in cultivated fields near San Francisco. It has been
cultivated at large, but with what success I do not know. Introduced.
Cynosurus cristatas (Lin.)
In cultivated fields, lawns. Introduced.
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Festuca Myurus (Lin.)
Dry hills and moist, shady places. It is one of those few grei^arious
grasses of California. April, May; annual; of no special value as a
fodder grass. Southern States, Europe.
Festuca microstachys (Nutt.)—Grama.
A very polymorphous species; becomes quite gregarious in light shady
woods and north hillsides; otherwise its manner of growth is rather
disjjersed. Annual; April; of little use.
Festuca scahrella (Torr.)—Bunch grass.
North hillsides and hVhtlv shaded woods; the less shaded, tlie larger
the tufts will be. The grass blades are very long, and break off just
above the sheaths. During the winter cattle are fond of it, for one meets
rarely a tuft early in spring which is not fed down. Y^rj abundant
along the shady hillsides of the Coast Range. April; perennial.
Festuca paucijlora (Thurb.)—Few-flowered fescue.
A pretty tall species on shady hillsides and lightly shaded woods.
Forms generally tufts; leaves, large and plentiful from root-stocks.
Seemingly of some value. April; perennial.
Festuca ovina (Lin.)—Sheep's fescue grass.
Sparingly dispersed; Oakland hills. Yields little—but nutritious food.
April; perennial.
Festuca pratensis (Huds.)—Meadow fescue grass.
Tomales Bay. April; perennial. This is one of the best European
fodder grasses ; it yields a large bulk of hny of superior quality ; thrives
well in dry and wet meadows, if the soil is fertile. Farmers on the
Coast Range should give it a trial.
Bromus sterilis (Lin.)—Chess.
Mission Dolores. Introduced. Valueless.
Bromus racemosns (Lin )—Upright chess.
Oakland hills, in cultivated fields', and roadsides; spreading rapidly,
and exterminating indigenous species. Useless. April, *
Bromus secalinus (L.)—Cheat, or chess.
Only seen fj"om the northern coast.
*
Bromus cilia tas (Lin.)
Hillsides and lightly shaded woods. Useless; April, May; perennial.
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Bromus vireus (Nutt.)
Ceratochloa grandijlora (Hook.)
Sunny hills, Oakland, Clovcrdale; in fact througliout the State. When
growin<^ near the bay, or in rich, moist soil, this grass attains an enor-
mous size, and becomes quite coarse and useless; but on dry, sunny hill-
sides it remains small and tender, and as such is eaten b}- cattle. April,
May; perennial. (?)
Lolium perenne (Lin.)—Eay, or rye grass.
Quite sparingly; always near dwellings. Introduced. April, May;
perennial.
Lolium, tremulentiim (L.)—Bearded darnel.
Yery common among grain; Oakland, and other parts of the State.
As grains of this grass are considered to be noxious, and even poisonous,
it may be proper to cite the opinions of various authors.
"Ilaller affirms that this species of loUum not only produces intoxica-
tion, as its trivial name implies, but that if baked into bread, or fer-
mented in ale, its administration is attended by verj- disagreeable and
even fatal etfects. It produces headache, vertigo, vomiting, lethargy,
drunkenness, and difficulty of speech, and the tongue exhibits a very
strong trembling. Seager further remarks, that a trembling of the body
is one of the most certain signs of poisoning by this plant. It also
affects with blindness for several hours. By the Chinese laws—for this
plant is found both in China and Japan—it is forbidden to be used in fer-
mented liquors. Some of the intoxicating qualities of factitious beer
are said to be owing to the admixture of darnel with the malted
barley. According to "Withering, horses, geese, etc., are killed hj darnel,
and dogs are particularly subject to its influences, mixed in small quan-
tities with their food. It is, however, said to fatten chickens and hogs.
In the Medical and Physical Journcd., there are placed on record several
cases of poisoning, by darnel, in the human subject. In these, giddiness
in the head, pain, and sAvelling of the limbs, succeeded by abscess and
gangrene, were the most prominent symptoms. One of the sufferers
lost both his legs."—Burnett's Outline of Botavij, p. 365, published 1865.
Geiger gives in his Pharmac. Botany, 1839, an analysis of the grains
made b}' Bley. According to this analysis its eftects are only slightly
narcotic.
Notwithstanding these conflicting statements, it would be nevertheless
desirable to guard our farmers against this suspicious intruder, that
spreads with fearful rapidity over the cultivated flelds. In the vicinity
of Oakland, I saw for several years meadowy and grain fields which con-
tained a great amount of it. In some places it seemed to outnumber the
grain or other grasses greatl3^ This very fact induces me to believe that
the noxious or poisonous properties cannot be of a serious character. I
know of but one instance, that a farmer had observed some deleterious
efi'ects on cattle having been fed on this veiy grass. Experiments would
be very desirable.
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Triticum repeus (L.)—Couch grass; quitch grass; quick grass.
Ahnost everywhere; generally near or in cultivated fields. It is an
exceedingly troublesome weed, multiplying rapidly by its creeping slen-
der runners, layers, root stocks. With us, in fields near the Bay, it
attains an enormons height, and grows often dense enough to give it the
appearance of a rye field. Its long, slender, creeping, straw colored root,
is officinal; it is scentless, and of a sweetish, slimy taste. April, May.
Triticum caninum (L.)—Awned wheat grass.
Sierras, (Dr. Hillebrand.) This species differs mainly from the pre-
ceding bj' not having creeping roots. As far as I know, it is of no agri-
cultural value.
Triticum violaceum (Hornm.)
Sierras, (Dr. Hillebrand.) This may be only a variety of the former.
Eli/mus Sihiricus (Lin.)—Siberian \yraQ grass.
Common everywhere. April, May; entirely useless.
Eljjvius condensatus (Presl.)—Giant lyme grass.
Borders of sloughs (Oakland) and rivers, San Leandro, Carmel Creek,
Santa Barbara. This is the largest species of California grasses, three
to twelve feet high. Its spike is often from eight to fourteen inches long,
and very dense. At a distance these large spikes appear like those of
millet, i^Panicum Italicum.) It seems to do excellent service, by fixing
the soil on the banks of creeks and rivers. June—September; peren-
nial.
Sitanion eJymoidcs (Rafn.)—Squirrel lyme grass.
Dry sunny hills, everywhere; easil}' recognized by its very long awns,
generally of a reddisii lint. They do not look unlike a squirrel's tail.
April—May; perennial. Useless for agricultural purposes.
Hordeum prateiise (Huds.)
Quite common in many meadows; in some it makes up a considerable
portion of the bulk of hay. It is valueless; April—May.
Hordeum pusillum (Nutt.) Hordeumjuhatum (Lin.)—Squirrel-tail grass.
This species has come but sparingly under ray observation. Useless;
April, May, and June.
Hordeimi muriimm (Lin.)—Wall barley.
Spring Valley, Mission Dolores, in roads and lots. If allowed to insinu-
ate itself into meadows it injures the hay, and lessens the value of the
crops. Its strong beards (awns) hurts the mouths of horses.
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Lepturus paniculatus (Nu.it. ?)
Yalley of Salinas Eiver, (Dr. Canfield, Monterey.) Of no value.
There are known to me a few other grasses ; but they have not been
determined thus far. Among tliese is a bromus, a (rilicum, an elijmus, and
another entirely unknown ; all are of no agricultural value.
The Geological Survey received, a 3'ear ago, some grass seeds from
Dr. F. Muller, Director of the Botanical Gardens at Melbourne, Australia.
These were given to me for distribution. Three different parties were
supplied with some of the seeds ; but of these three, only one, Mr. Nolan,
of Oakland, a gardener of superior skill and indomitable zeal, succeeded in
making these seeds grow. They were sown into a rather heavy clay soil,
at the close of the rainy season ; they were not watered, but left entirely
to themselves. Considering that the seeds were sown late, and received
no spring rains at all, the result must be called a happ}' one. In the
middle of September, the}' were as green, bright, and thrifty, as could
be desired. Thej^' had formed quite large tufts, with an abundance of
leaves, and yielded considerable seed, which was permitted to drop.
The seeds were of the following grasses :
1. Eragrostis Brownei (Nees.)
This species attained about a foot in height, produced numerous stalks,
(culms;) but its leaves are very narrow, slender, and not so abundant as
with the other species. It is unquestionably the most inferior of the
three.
2. Dantlionio pilosa (R. Br.)—One of the wild oat grasses.
This species formed the largest tufts, and is apparently the most
pi'omising, although its leaves, pr rather the blades of the leaves, are not
so wide as those of the following.
3. Microlxna stijwides (R. Br.)
This grass produces less culms and smaller tuft, but its leaves, root-
stock leaves, as well as those of the culms, are two to three inches long
and nearly half an inch wide. The culms are very slender, two to three
feet high, and leaty. All three are perennial. As there were but few
plants of each kind, it was not advisable to see which is preferable for
cattle
With the above three grasses was sown another, whose seeds Mr.
Nolan received under the name of Turkey gi-ass. (It is solium perenne,
(L.,) the English ray or rye grass.) It was subject to the same treat-
ment altogether.- Seeing them side by side, (in Sej)teml)cr,) it was too
evident that this species is by lUr the best. It had spread more and had
formed larger tiilts, with great abuiuiance of leaves, which showed no
signs of having suffered any by our usual summer drought. In and
about San Francisco this grass is much used for lawns. It also esca])ed
from gardens, and 1 frequently find it in swamp}' places and runs.
Wherever it is daily watered, or where it is found in wet localities, it
is tall, wir}', almost leafless, and e(jarse. This species requires a dry,
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compact, hai'd, but rich soil • these veiy pecnh'arities and properties
should make it very adaptable and suitable for California.
In the market the seeds are generally found inclosed in their husks,
which are about six or seven min. long (a little more than a quarter of
an inch). The seed freed from the husks is about four min. (a little over
one eighth of an inch) long, and one min. wide, convex on the upper
and widely grooved on the lower side. The weight per bushel varies
with different parties from seventeen and one third to eighteen, twenty-
one, and thirt}' pounds.
If this enumeration of our grasses will have the effect to induce others
to direct their attention to this important subject, I shall consider myself
highly rewarded.
Yours, most respectfully,
HENRY N. BOLANDER.
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TREES AND SHRUBBERY OF THE STATE.
BY A. KELLOGG,
ONE OF THE BOTANISTS TO THE BOARD,
During the past year the ceaseless calls on our time and means have
precluded those extensive observations and ample illustrations we so
ardently desire to see adopted, and fondly hope to make in future.
Experience and observation prove that no country can long maintain
a high degree of j^rosperous fertility without forest trees and shrubbery.
It would be easy to show by historical records the unqualified truth of
this remark, did not our own observation daily bring it home to us with
continual emphasis. Besides the salubrity to which they conduce, and
the protection the}^ afford from the extremes of clihiatic influences, no
springs nor streams, large or small, can be counted upon as permanent
for commerce, manufactures, agricultural resources, or daily domestic use
and comfort, if these first principles of a country's resources are ignored.
We therefore think it pertinent to our introductory to these few short
practical paragraphs on the trees and shrubs, or more obviously useful
and ornamental plants of California, to most emphatically call the public
attention to the subject. In the almost utter ignorance of the great mass
of mankind, it is a merciful dispensation of the order of Divine Provi-
dence, that in a comparatively bare countr}^ like many portions of our
own, when the land is i-edeemed from its wild condition, trees and shrubs
usually spring up, and the volunteer needs nothing more than a kindly
welcome and reasonable and willing hands to cherish their beneficent
mission. We have often led the way, as well as followed, the tide of
pioneers; and also revisited our resident scenes of former vandalism,
after the lapse of years, when, alas! it needed no nice observation to
mark the old ruined mill. hi<rh and dry ; or the hui-'e britloe, lookin"- like
a lofty monument of folly, ramiDant in its ruin like one riotously drunk
with manita mushroom, lea])ing in his illusion a thread or straw, as if it
were a fallen monster of the forest. Thus have we seen, a thousand
times, as any one may see in less than a day's ride, like ruins spanning
little dirty sluggish rills one can step over, where onl}- a few short years
before it was almost dangerous to lord ! Do you ask why, when that
old signifitant, self-ruined mill stands there—the death's head and cross
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bones of a piratical and suicidal policy that recklessly fells the mountain
forests and dismantles the hills—converting the cooling streams of plenty
into a dry and parched land, and making the ambrosial meadows a des-
ert ? Let an}^ longeared skeptic—if any such can be found—take a posi-
tion under a redwood tree for a few moments in a foggy da}'", and feel
the rain—none of your Scotch mist moisture, but a real, genuine, pouring
shower—come down upon his back, and it will do his mind as much good
as ever pump did lunatic. Mr. Eldridge, who lives on a branch of the
San Leandro Creek, in this vicinity, informs us that the springs around
the Redwoods gave out as the woods disappeared ; he is wiser now, and
cherishes and protects the young growth more reverently.
It is painful to see even water companies, who ought to know at least
their immediate interests, clearing away or allowing to be destroyed
every vestige of protection to their water supplies—a course that in a
few years will inevitably prove their utter ruin. Can it be possible in
their avarice they grudge the servants the scant draught that enables
them to serve? when the truth is, even their shadow has a thousandfold
more sense in it. As the forest-clad mountains are the natural sources
of all good to man, so they are the true poetical and sacred symbols of
it; they are the very fountainheads of our love of liberty and sense of
the beautiful, and thence intelligence; and when they, like the affections
of the human heart, disappear, there also disappears the good genius of
the people. Poverty, forever, let it be remembered, keeps pace with the
desti'uction of the woods. The forests are the breasts of the rivers, that
run like the life-giving arteries of the human body to their great ocean
heart, and in turn again rise in vapor upon the wings of the wind ; and
these clouds, in an everlasting gyre, are condensed by the woods to rain,
and as they are duly distributed draw and disperse the showers equally.
God has given to man the power, in a marvellous degree, to moderate
his clime, soften the fierce winds and biting frosts, temper the burning
ardor of the sun, say to the drifting sand and whelming flood, '-thus
far;" and with sweet pleasure provide for generations health, wealth,
and blessings innumerable—makiniy even the desert to blossom as the
rose.
We have neither taste, time, nor space to dwell much upon details;
but let us for a single moment look and listen to the lessons of wisdom
which history teaches. Let us consider whether one of the gi'eatest of
social interests shall be longer left to shift for itself, and the wild boar
out of the forest shall forever lay waste the beautiful heritage of unborn
millions? To-day, by the wanton destruction of their woodlands, lie in
ruins a great part of France, Spain, Italy, and especially Crreece. In
the days when Homer sang they had the climate of Germany, and Ger-
many that of Sweden ; and when there was a real Ca)sar in France,
olives could only grow south of forty-seven degrees; three hundred
years after, as far north as the Loire, and now in Paris. All they seem
to lack to make it a complete burning desert is a few more lumbermen
and a little more energetic imitation of American enterprise. The
modern terrific and devastating floods of the Rhone are reported by a
Goverment commission to be due to this cause. Many are the doleful
details that language is not dismal enough to describe which we could
cite—actually depopulating vast districts—but we forbear. On precip-
itous mountains the woods should be untouched, as they detain the
waters and moderate excessive rain falls, preserving a salutary equilib-
rium; but, if bare, the storms rush down disintegrated rocks, sand, and
debris, spreading abroad a sterile expanse only tit for the wolfish sedge
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grass and the worthless weed, filling iip the beds of rivers, and thereby
immensely increasing swamps and malarious fens, till the race removes,
or cretinism and reptiles creep in and croak unmolested amid the gloomy
solitudes. What then avails the famed Italian sky, bright silver-lined
clouds in gold and roj'al purple, and generous rain storms! They but
sweep down in cursed fury—cursed, not by God, but man ! They destroy,
but do not water; they inundate, but do not refresh; they only come as
transient phenomena, that leave the waste still more barren.
We cannot better close this important subject than by giving in sub-
stance a short historical relation, leaving to the reader its a])plication :
During the middle ages there was an uninterrupted pine forest from
Danzig to Pillau, on the Baltic. King Frederick 1 needed money; a
certain individual who wished to ingratiate himself with his sovereign
said, that if he was willing to put away useless (!) things, he could get
money without taxing; and the result was he began to cut down the
woods. The financial operation was a success, i. e. the King had money.
But ill fares the State to this day—winds sweep over the bare hills, and
even the bays have been destroyed ; reeds fill the swamps, which extend
continually inland; fisheries languish, and are well nigh gone. In vain
were all exertions to fasten the land by oats, willows, and trailing plants;
the wind now laughs to scorn such futile exertions! Yes, financiering
gave the King two hundred thousand dollars; and to-day the State is
willing to pay millions to have their sweet a^olian woods once more!
Purple Clintonia—( Clintonia Andrewesiana—Tor.)
As from the great bosom of nature all may draw somewhat of interest,
so in our notices of the Califbrnian vegetation, we propose to invite the
public attention to some of the most striking and rare objects of horti-
cultural and rural ornament, as well as those of nse in the most restricted
sense. We therefore select as a sample this jiurple lily of the valley, for
the reason that it is a new native plant, now for the first time illustrated,
and still little known.
The steni seen in the figure, (No. 1,) rises from a somewhat fleshy,
upwardly curved, creeping root, throwing off numerous descending
fibres, and clothed at the base with lance-pointed sheathing scales. The
leaves mostly spring from this short root stock, and are six inches to a
foot long and three to five broad, narrowed and sheathing below, very
smooth, and alike green on both sides, with regular nerves running from
the base to the apex, like the common plantain ; the upper leaves (when
present) are more lance-shaped, clasping, and each side running down
the flower stem. The purple flowers are chiefly terminal, in an umbellate
head, but usually with a partial or rudimcntar}- close set umbel, and a
few scattering flowers below from the axils of minuter flower leaves.
The most remarkable feature of beauty, and one we deem quite unique,
is the peculiar ultramarine blue of the berries. We often see pale blue
bloom and ])urple blue, but I cannot now recal any other instance of this
peculiar, charming blue.
This plant abounds in the loose, shady soils of our redwoods.
Plants of the Solomon Seal affinity, like the present, are considered
stimulant, diuretic, and of mild tonic, mucilaginous, and restorative
properties.
Dedicated to Doctor Andrews, late of this State, an energetic botanist
and
collector, and a member of the California Academy of Natural
Sciences.
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Purple Clintonia—( CUntonia Andrewesiana—Tor.)
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Monterey Pine—{Phms insignis—Doug.)
This close cliiig-cone pine forms a remarkably beautiful tree, of conic
form, in open and free growth, and feathered with dense, vivid, grass
green foliage to the ground; but in forests it rises to one hundred feet,
with fine columnar trunks, one to three feet in diameter, topped by a
few irregular, much spreading branches.
Professor 11. JST. Bolander—recently from a tour of observation—says,
(in his article on California Trees, laid before the California Academy of
^Natural Sciences, December fourth, eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
from which we quote.) " Pinus wsir/nis covers many thousand acres in the
vicinit}^ of Monterey and Carmel, forming quite a forest along the coast
between these two places, sixty to one hundred feet high, one to three feet
in diameter, shape very irregular, often only a few rigid, much spreading
branches; foliage dense, and of a vivid green color; cones persistent, ten
to nineteen whorls; bark very thick and vimose The wood is extremely
resinous, and excellent for street planks, bridges, floors, etc. Considering
that there is besides this species only P. mnricata growing in that
vicinity—which could not be confounded with it—it is certainly most
singular to see so many sj-nonyms for it—e. g.—P. radiata, P. ISinrlarli,
and P. tuherculata—if this last should not prove to be distinct. Besides,
the trees and cones are of great uniformity."
Unwilling to grow a few hundred feet above the sea, these signal pines
seem designed for the ocean shore, self protected to their very feet by
their own strong arms ! Sei^ne in self conscious strength, with wood
of almost iron toughness, they brave the warring elements, saj'ing to the
raging winds, the roaring waves, and the restive sands—"peace, be still."
And what a refreshing contrast do they present to the feeble eye, that
might else fail did it not gaze heavenward from the ceaseless glare of
barren sand, and soils whose vegetation lies dead, parched up, during
our long and dry summer season. Long, long may the forest remnants
of these grand old ensigns be lifted up on our coast hills to guard us
from the devastating desert. Does any one wonder that trees of so
much beauty and use should be general favorites, as this and the follow-
ing pine are, to the citizens of San Francisco ? The doomed cit}',
where the desert comes drifting; dailv down from suberb to centre, and
no one to stay the hand of the spoiler I "What are j'ou doing there?"
said we to some bushwhackers, in the Lone Mountain vicinity, the other
day. The self satisfied reply was : " Making improvements !
"
—with a
vengeance, we added, and turned away heart-sickened.
Who blames the skilful and beneficent nurserA'man, from some strange
shore, should he sell yon some miserable foreign abortion to cumber
the ground, when you have neither the taste nor judgment to appre-
ciate the native tree he offers?
Perhaps more specific details are desirable, but we fondly hope to
recur to it again, with proper illustrations. Suftice it to say, the leaves are
in threes; the boot, or sheath, short and smooth, one quarter of an inch
long; cones like a Farralone egg, onlj' one sided, or largest on the outer
exposed side at the base; the point is turned downwai'ds; mostlj' in
clusters of three to five
;
whorled round the stem
; light cinnamon color,
and varnished; a short prickle in the centre navel of the scale; seeds
black, with awing about an inch long. It takes two yeai'S to ripen.
Found chiefly at Point Pinos, Monterc}^.
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The Tuberculated Coned Pine.—(^Pinus tuherculata—Don.)
This pine was first found hj Dr. Coulter, south of Monterey, along
with P. msi[/nis, near the level of the sea, and almost close to the beaph.
The foliage is less dense, and duller, rather blueish-green color. It soon
attains its height, of ten to tliirt}' feet, and seems satisfied with its hum-
ble position in the world. The stem, six to fourteen inches in diameter, is
horizontally branched to the very ground, with a spread of foliage nearly
equalling its height. This pine seems to play second fiddle to the former,
which in many respects it resembles—e.g. in the cones, although longer,
seeds, and similar toughness of timber. This knotty, gnarly fellow is as
much a match for the dead level breeze as tlie signal pine is for the
storm that plays where the sea bird and the eagle soar. The cones cling
with a death grip to the old trunk for twenty generations or more;
scarceh' less close than the book of fate, and just a little softer than
adamant, they are, as it were, clad in a helmet of triple steel. Choice
and chary of their vital element, they scatter with careful and prudent
hands their seed upon the restless sands, singing sweet lullaby, timed to
the echo that dies along the gale. Blessed are the wise provisions of
Providence! some storms sweep over their heads ; there's no
" timber"
here to tempt man's avarice—oft too humble, perhaps, for even his bless-
ing and regard.
Professor Bolander, in the article above referred to—whose observa-
tions are entitled to great weight—remarks :
"P. tuherculata (Don.) Santa Cruz; Ukiah ; Oakland hills; Foxiest
Hill
;
Eureka.
" In all these localities it is a small tree, from twenty to thirty feet
high, and from six to fourteen inches in diameter. The spreading
branches remain, and are low; the foliage seemed to me less dense and
not so vivid green as P. viAH/uis. Young trees, raised side and side,
showed the same differential characters. The cones from these different
localities are of great uniformity, but differ essentially from those of P.
insigiiis collected at Monterey. The seeds, however, resemble each other
very much. Both species grow equall}^ near the coast, but on different
soils. (Whorls of cones, ten to twenty.)"
Monterey Cypress—(_Capressus macrocarpa—Horts.)
In our rich coast soils this tree is of rapid and gigantic growth. Clad
in a beautiful cloak of emerald to his feet, with freedom to spread his
branches afar, and shoot high in prosperous ambition, it takes due pyra-
midal proportions, and forms one of the most charming and dense trees
we have ever seen. In choice localities, it falls but little short of the
great and far famed Cedars of Lebanon. Where this cypress can bathe
in a continual cloud, and war with the wind, though it takes the conceit
out of his head, strength gathers around his heart. Humbl}^ retracting,
he becomes more even and level above
;
locks his long and strong arms
in an everlasting alliance with his companions, assured that as his day of
trial is, so shall his strength ever be.
Professor Bolander, who has just returned from Cypress Point, their
famous locality, (see Proceedings of California Academy of Natural
Sciences, December 4, 1865,) remarks : " G. macrocarpa (Ilorts.) Mon-
terey ! Tamel Pais (two thousand seven hundred feet!) Mendocino
City ! and southeast of Clear Lake ! This species seems to be extremely
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variable. At Monterey, about two miles from the coast, I saw upon
exposed granitic rocks, but slightly disintegrated, specimens only six
inches high, bearing perfect cones. Going westward, at the same dis-
tance from the ocean I found specimens in a depression, associated with
P. muricata, from ten to fifteen feet high, full with cones; and extending
ray walk to Cypress Point—a distance of three or four miles
—I was
surprised in finding a large grove of this species, containing mostly
large trees of great beauty and perfection. The average height rnaj^ be
from forty to sixty feet ; and as they were (nigh at the Point) almost
all alike in thickness, I measured but three, finding their circumference
to be one hundred and nineteen, one hundred and four, and one hundred
and twenty inches, about four feet above the ground.
" At this point these trees are almost daily enwrapped in a dense fog.
Their branches are very compactly lapped and depressed, retaining the
moisture to such an extent that the thick clusters of cones are quite
mouldy. Between the cones and little dense branchlets settles a great
deal of rubbish, which is almost dripping wet. It is undoubtedly owing
to this very fact that so many seeds of this species collected there prove
abortive.
"
Seeing so gi'cat a variation at Monterey, I do not hesitate to refer
all specimens seen at the other localities mentioned above, to this species
at present.
" On the plains near Mendocino City that species exhibited about the
same gradations, although not so strikingly, as at Monterey."
California Yew Tree.—(^Taxus brevi/olia.—Nutt.)
"We refer briefly to this tree, hoping in future to illustrate it. Profes-
sor Bolander, in his paper on California trees, December fourth, A. D.
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, frequently quoted, says he
" found it
at Devil's Canon, near Forest Hill 1 a handsome tree, twenty to thirty
feet high, with extremely slender and drooping branches, dispersed, but
plenty—wood very valuable."
California White Cedar—(Lihocedrm decurrem—Tor.)
This hardy and noble evergreen tree is reported on the Klamath
Mountains, at five thousand feet elevation, and also on Scott River, in
sandy soils, growing from forty to one hundred and forty feet high,
three to five feet in diameter. Dufiield's Ranch. At McCamber's, in the
northern part of the State, it is even said to be seven feet in diameter,
rivalling the sugar pine. This tree is desci'ibed as flat by somej others
speak of its form as conical ; stem not cylindrical ; bark, shreddy, fibrous;
the trunk below bristling with dead, persistent branches. The trees cut
for the saw mill, Doctor Newberry says he often noticed, though exter-
nally sound, were affected by a kind of dry rot, and thus hone3--conibed,
were rendered valueless. Professor Bolander, in the article before
referred to, says it is found at Forest Hill, "forming quite extensive
woods there. Rancheria Creek; Mendocino Count}'; east of Salinas
River; Monterey County—by Doctor Canfield; east of San Diego ; on
the banks of Rancheria Creek ; in the southwestern part of Mendocino
County, I found a small colony of this handsome tree. The largest were
about forty to sixty feet high, two to three feet in diameter. Judging
from the young aftergrowth, the tree seems likely to spread. 1 was
informed this was the only place in the county where it is found. In
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the latter part of September (eighteen hundred and sixty-five) the tree
had its anients strongly developed; cones decidedl}' pendulous."
It seems requisite, even at the risk of being obscure, to give a few
descriptive details. They are, however, almost useless to tlie general
reader without illustrations, and we are half inclined to omit them
altogether, hoping better provision will be made in future. As the
j)eculiar forms of this tree are little known, it may be stated that the
cones are very small, oblong-oval, the feather}- scales in opposite pairs,
face to face, a few small abortive ones at the base; leaves more awl-
pointed; little scales in opposite pairs running down the twigs, as the
specific name implies. The generic name signifies incense cedar, on
account of the fragrant odor when burned. Would that more incense of
kindl}^ charit}' to our fellow men were offered on the golden altars of
California—a rest to Jehovah indeed! worthy the Golden State !
California Nutmeg—(^Torreya Ccdlfomica—Torr.)
We simply notice this for the sake of the information concerning its
localities, but shall recur to it again. We quote from Professor Bolan-
der's communication before referred to :
'-Paper mill, Marin County;
Ukiah
;
Mendocino Ciiy; Forest Hill. Generally dispersed; only at
Ukiah I found quite a group; wood valuable."
Pompous, or Pop Pea—(Phaca NuttalUi. Tor. & Gray. Perhaps more
recently recognized under Astragalus.)
Several species of this family are also called bastard vetch, or Indian
pea; to our herdsmen, and especiallj- California woolgrowers, known by
some to their sorrow, as bladder pea, rattleweed, etc. This plant has
been often brought to our notice as a weed in general avoided bj- stock;
but any careful observer may frequently see where the top has been
bitten off. In close cropped fields, where horses and cattle are pinched
by hunger, it is sometimes eaten, and is apt to prove fatal. Indeed, such
ample testimonj- has come to our knowledge, from the most reliable and
various sources, that there can be no doubt of its woful havoc among
sheej). The close cropping alluded to is not that of low, marshy land,
which is also fatal, but from quite another cause; this latter kind of
close feeding causes the rot and fluke, diseases well known. On the con-
trary, our plant is a pest of pastures high and dry, those presumed to be
best adapted for sheep grazing. The 83'mptoms are a peculiar infatua-
tion. When once initiated, they crop, and are strangely intoxicated;
they continue to crop, and pine away and mope, half stupid. Now
neglecting their busy search for other food, they more than half lose
their usual lively sense of companionship, or abandon the herd alto-
gether, taking to the weed as a sot to his cups, or as an opium eater;
lured ere long to ruin, they finally die. We know of no remedy in such
cases save the obvious one of knowing the cause, and using all due pre-
caution.
We have heard of other diseases which we wish to see investigated
with great care, and we hope those more immediately interested will make
thorough examinations by opening the stomachs, and let their contents
be made known to us, and, if possible, by sending similar plants. If
reliance is placed upon the multiplicity of common (unscientific) names,
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much confusion and uncertainty will result. We know that plants not
absolutely poisonous to man, may still be so to the lower animals; e. g.
Dr. L., a relation of ours, lost^ almost an entire herd in a sing'e niirht,
while crossing the Cumberland Mountains, in Tennessee. He found iu
their stomachs the common boneset {Enpaton'um pp.rfoHatum.^
We have often illustrated this pea in various ])eriodieals, by lithograph
and electrotypes, but regret to say we have none suitable on this occa-
sion. Every available means of definite knowledge should be adopted
where the community at large are so deeply interested.
Eed and White Lewisia.—Lewisia rediviva; variety, alba.
The beautiful scarlet lewism with a red root has been described and
figured; but the white tlowered with a white root is rare, if not a new
species. Our specimen of the latter, an outline sketch of which is here
given—No. 2.—is from Washoe, by Mr. Andrew A. Veatch, and was
grown by Mr. H. G. Bloomer, former Botanical Curator to the Califor-
nia Academy of IN'atural Sciences.
In a pi'ospectively agricultural and horticultural point of view, proba-
\Ay no native plant in our State promises more for the future resources
of the country. Yast quantities of these roots are annually dug and
consumed by the Indian tribes of North America, under the name of
sjmtnJum. Thej' abound in concentrated nutriment, as is evident from
the fact that a single ounce, or even less, of the dried root, will suffice for
a meal to a hunter or traveller, while undergoing the greatest fatigue.
Mr. Geyer says : This is the racine ame.re of the Canadian voyageurs; also
long known by employes of the Hudson Bay Company.
In aver}' interesting and erudite article on
" The principal plants used
for food b}' man," b}' l)r. F. Unger, translated from the German, for pub-
lication in our Patent Office Reports for eighteen hundred and fifty-nine,
will be seen a brief allusion to this plant. See, also, W. J. Hooker's Bot.
Miscellany, Vol. I, page 341; also a long account in the London Journal
of Bot., Vol. V, page 306. Drs. Torrey & Gray's Flora of North Amer-
ica, treating of tlie red species, says :
" The bark being stripped off, the
white inner portion is boiled in water, when it forms a substance similar
to salep, or boiled arrowroot." The dead root, according to Mr. Nuttall,
almost dissolves into starch by maceration in cold water. The roots are
so tenacious of life, that specimens in Lewis's herbarium, as Pursh rec-
ords, showing some signs of vegetation, were planted in a garden in
Philadelphia, where they grew for a year; and Douglas's specimens,
treated in the same way, vegetated for a short time in the garden of the
London Horticultural Society.
Some authors consider this plant akin to our common purslane of the
gardens, while others think it more nearlj' allied to the fivoids, or ice
plants ; its position is near the former, or between this and the cactus
family, which it resembles in its choice of rocky, and otherwise ban-en
localities.
When we consider how easily the tap-rooted plants are developed in a
rich, loose soil, there remains not the slightest doubt of our abilit}' to
increase indefinitely the product of this plant. The carrot is a wild
native plant, along roadsides almost evervM-hcre, but without a soft tap-
root; yet placed in a well cultivated garden for two or three years, Ave
all know the wonderful changes; so also is it with the common parsnip.
Yet, if they escape, and, as we are wont to say,
" run wild," their
peculiar root disappears, but generously returns again when suitably
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I
Eed and White Lewisia.—Lewisia redivlva; variety, alba.
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cared for. Specimens of the scarlet Lewisia, from the tulare section of
California, brought to me by Dr. J. A. Veatch, a few years sirice, bad
roots more than half a foot long, and at least an inch in diameter, taken
at random. If this jilant, under merely natural conditions. 3-ields thus,
while the carrot and parsnip, under similar conditions, yield nothing, or
next to nothing, is it not a fair pi"esumption that with like care. and. at
fii"st, patient culture, it may also be made to jMeld its thousands of
bushels to the acre? These roots, let it be remembered, are not j^erhh-
ahle. They can also be dried and ground into meal or flour for exporta-
tion. The fresh or raw root is slightly pungent and spicy ; but scarcelj''
one of our domesticated plants is either palatable or wholesome in its
native state; and many are more or less narcotic; and some even most
virulent poisons. The enterprising benefactor has here a ]'>lant to experi-
ment upon of such wonderfull}' pertinacious vitality tiiat it is even
capable of performing a voyage around the world, in a drj' paper, where
all humidit}' has been studiously avoided, and yet growing again as soon
as placed in the soil. It is readily multiplied by dividing the crown of
the root, or by the seeds, or by pulling and transplanting sprouts, similar
to the sweet potatoe ; probabl}^ the leaves themselves woulfl answer
the purpose. In conclusion, it is personally due to say that we have
made no effort whatever to develop its capabilities hitherto, but have
simply placed the plants in small pots, and neglected all culture, our
object being to investigate and sketch their natural forms. AVith the
aid of our outline figure, a detailed description is needless, as it includes
the whole plant. The outer, loose, thin bark of the root is red, or dirty
white—the inner, snowy white and farinaceous. A beautiful flower,
blooming onl}^ in clear sunshine, and closing up earl}' in the afternoon.
California Live Oak—(^Quercus agri/oh'a—Nees.)
Nature, Paganini-like, will sometimes play ujDon one string, running
the whole querky gamut, and thirty-seven demi-semi-quavers besides,
and still make most wonderful music. This science is foreshadowed and
remarkably exemplified in our beautiful live oak, which has almost every
conceivable size and form of oak leaf found in the whole book of nature.
In our more sportive moments, we have conceived and long cherished
the fanciful idea of some day illustrating a burlesque chapter on leaves,
taking our text from this live ti'ce. We have a perfect right to make
fun of it, for it has fooled and played off on us more than once. Had
we fully known his wild, wayward ways of visiting sundry sly nooks,
"in specious garb adorned," though as amiable, artless, and domestic as
any countiy lass, I think we would have been less likel}' to be duped.
In the meantime, I suppose we must treat the subject soberl}", if we can.
The general appearance of our live oak, park-like and companionable
in its natural grouping, is also illusory in the extreme when viewed at
a distance, as though one were about to meet the old familiar apple
orchard—enchanted ground of other days I—pink showers, Eden odors,
and the whole family of pretty, blushing bloomers, magicallj' multiplied
—one blooming world! No, no; it's an illusion; they are not there.
Nothing but live oak trees, fairy cups and saucers, and teapot acorns,
and all that. You just did miss it, that's all.
Along some parts of our coast timber is scarce, and our friends are
few; so, whenever we meet them, we give them a right heart}' good
welcome; a genial smile irradiates our soul when we look one of these
live oaks face to face. If we had our way in this wicked world, we
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should live, and die, and desire to be buried under tbeir protecting arms.
Many a time have we heard the wolfish w'ind liowl, and listened to his
dying sigh in the distance, because he could not reach the flock 'neath
the firm foliage, while the gentle breeze, only, was astir in the woods,
with us. "Woodman, spare that tree!" And while falling from the
infirmities of age, let us look well to it, that they shelter betimes those
that shall be worth}' to stand in their stead. Bear in. mind nature's
axiom— '• Pines in the path of oaks, and oaks in the path of pines"—the
divine law of rotation.
As a matter of much scientific interest, we quote the careful and judi-
cious observations of Professor Bolander, in his paper on California
Trees, read before the California Academy of Natural Sciences :
"
November, A. D. 1865.
"
Q. agrifulia (Nees, etc.)
" Oakland, banks of Sacramento Piver, Clear Lake, Pussian PiverYal-
ley, Anderson Valle}', and Monterey. Foliage extremely variable. On
river banks, and in expositions close to the coast, where it is almost daily
enwrapped in fogs, this species exhibits much uniformity. The figure of
Q. ojcyadenia in Sitgrcaves' Pepoit, represents this form of it very well.
In the valleys of the interior, the shapes of the leaves of one and the
same tree is very different; some have entire margins, while others
have them pretty deepl}* toothed ; often one side is whole, and the other
saw-toothed. Some trees occur of w4iich the young shoots have the
leaves 'coarsely sinuate-toothed, or obliquel}^ sinuate-toothed—teeth very
sharply acute, with a broad base, cuspidate-awMied;' and thus agree with
Dr. Kellogg's Q. morf'has, while tlie older branches have much smaller
entire leaves. In Anderson Valley I saw several trees whose entire
foliage agrees admirably with Dr. Kellogg's. Had I not seen that tree
on the shore of Borax Lake, exhibiting both forms, I should be inclined
to call it a good species. The cups of these trees have the scales long
and loosel}' lapped, and the acorn is almost entirely immersed ; but this is
also the case with some trees that have a far different foliage. Thus far,
I have not been able to find any good, distinctive, reliable characters.
There are transitions in all parts, even on the same tree. As the tree
has the habit of growing in groups, one might snpi)ose that ti"ees of one
group, at least, should show uniformity in botanical characters; but this
is not so : just the very exti'cmes may be found in one group. This
phenomenon I observed throughout the whole length of /Vnderson Val-
ley—a distance of eighteen miles. On dry gravelly hillsides in the inte-
rior, tlii.s tree presents still another form— Q. ]r/.s//:.7/;(' (Eng.) The acorns
ripen iuinually, and difter also essentially in shape and size.
'•^oil, climate, and exposition, offer in this case no satisfactory expla-
nation for so great a variation in one species. Should it not be attribu-
ted to intrinsic peculiarities?"
As a general remark, this may be considered a tree of value for many
mechanical ])urposes, althougii it varies somewhat in certain localities,
or if not, opinions certainly do; some speak of it, as relative to Califor-
nia, A Number 1. Its reputation, it is true, is veiy equivocal iu some
sections. Certainly, for firewood, it is regaixled as one of the best.
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Pale Oak—( Quercns Douglasii.—Hook and Arr.)
The pale bloomy green and open foliage distinguishes this tree when
seen even from a long distance, and suggests the propriety of the com-
mon name of pale oak. The bark of the trunk is also whiter, more
finely chinky, even, and regular, than the long acorn or lobe-leaf white
oak, ((2- lobuta,) with which it has been strangely enough confounded.
It comes out of the ground more like the post oak of the Atlantic slope,
{Q. obtusiloba,) and most strikingly resembles it in the flattish top, Avith
its somewhat horizontal, stiff knee-like spreading branches, fewer in
number than any other oaks; the lesser branchlets are thick, short, stiff',
and never pendent. Its locality is also different, choosing alw^xys poor
dry hillsides; or, if in valleys, it is where the yellowish cla}^ indicates
inferior soil. "When more closely inspected the acorn is found rather
short; true, there are some slight variations, but in general the base of
the acorn and areolar mark of the cup are broader, the tip or mucro is
more obtuse. The open or more shallow bags of the margin of the
leaves, and sometimes almost without any lobes, and the wedge-shaped
base, all serve to distinguish it. Further details, without a figure guide,
would be too obscure for the general reader; let us hope to see it well
illustrated some da}'. But now, when we turn to look at the quality of
the timber, this is so far superior, that there can be no such thing as
mistaking it. We find the bark much thinner, the woody substance very
hard and tough, close grained, and well adapted for agricultural and
many mechanical purposes.
This tree has been mistaken for a variety of Q. lobata, as before
observed, but we were so well satisfied of its being distinct, that we
formerly named it Q. Ramomi, (see first volume Proceedings of California
Acadeni}' of Natural Sciences, page 25.) It has also been described as
Q. GambeUii, besides two or three others; but the name at our heading
has precedence. To our eye this Pacific pale oak seems in all points a
perfect representative on this coast of the Atlantic post oak.
Professor H. N. Bolander, in his notes on this tree, says it is found on
"dry easterl}" hillsides, and valleys, on a poor yellowish clay. Santa
Posa Yalley, Clear Lake, Searsville, Anderson Valley, San Jose Valley.
The exposition and soil agree in all these localities."
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California Chinquapin Chestnut—(^Castanea chrysopliylla—Dong.)
This very ornamental ever-
green chestnut is found from
Montere}^ to the northern limits
of the State, into Oregon. Its
variable size, within narrow lim-
its, is quite remarkable. A few
miles west ofSan Francisco, near
Point Eeyes. and along the coast
above, it attains to eighty or one
hundred and twenty-live feet in
height, and is an exceedingly
beautiful tree. The trim trunk is
one to two or three feet in diam-
eter, Avith grayish green bark.
The dense wealth of foliage, dark
green above and golden yellow
beneath, laden with blossoms in
autumn, presents as charming
contrasts to the woodland scenery
of the Pacific as the silvery clouds
of hickory and aspen foliage in
the rolling breeze that chariots rv izl 'r~:^-
the summer showers of the East.
It rarel}^ (or never?) ripens its
fruit where our cold summer fogs
reach it; but a few miles distant,
easterly, on the dry, gravelly
hills back of Oakland, we find it
both blossoming and fruitiuii'
abundantly at the same time, al-
though there only a tiny shrub
two or three feet high. Trees in
most climates are wont to observe
a certai n size and symmetry pecu-
liar to each species, and reasona-
bly consistent with general rules
and observations; but the vegetable kingdom of California is often most
amazing in its sports, from gigantic development to the little lilliputian
that hides humbly beneath the rose. We heartiljM-ecommend this tree,
as well worthy of culture for its native beauty; but the European and
Japanese chestnuts will supersede it for purposes of fruit.
Barberry, or False Oregon Grape—(Berben's nervosa—Pursh.) (3/a-
honia glumacea.^
A low sub-shrub, the stem scared}' rising a few inches above the
ground, and its base clothed with dry, chaflFy, rudimentary leaf scales;
found in pinej' woods along the coast northward into Oregon. The leaves
are one to two feet long; the opposite wing-like leaflets rigid, leathery,
and strongly nerved; margin sharp, spiny toothed ; flower stems sim-
ple, six to eight inches long; berries deep blue, in clusters, somewhat
resembling frost grapes—lience the misnomer; flavor strongly acid, but
eatable, and makes fine pics, tarts, etc. ; a refreshing promoter of the
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Barberry, or False Oregon Grape—(Barheris nervosa—Pursh.)
(^Mahonia glumacea.)
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Pursh's Alder Buckthorn—(Rhamnus FuraMannS'—J). C.)
21
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action of the liver. The bark and roots of all the species of this family
enjoy much celebrity in domestic practice as remedies in jaundice, pre-
viously macerated in wine.
Pursh's Alder Buckthorn—{Rhamnns Purshianus—D. C.)
We received the specimens of this tree from Dr. Chamberlin, of Eureka,
where it is found growing to the height of thirty to fort}* feet, trim and
handsomely formed, and about a foot in diameter. The wood is of a bright,
beautiful, yellow color, like boxwood or fustic. The timber is said to
be firm, straight grained, and fine for turners and cabinet makers, taking
a remarkably smooth polish. The leaves are broadly elli])tical, as seen
in the Figure Number Five, three to five inches long, and about two inches
broad
;
veins fourteen to sixteen, very prominent, saw-toothed on the
margin; flowers, ten to twenty, onl}^ a few attaining to maturity; berries,
black. Whether the fruit is cathartic, like some of the species, we have
yet to learn. We have been promised experiments in regard to its dye-
ing properties, etc., but have not heard from our correspondent.
Oregon Alder—(Alnus Oregona—Xutt.)
The cognomen alder is associated in the public mind as significant of
some sort of bush, or sj-nonomous with shrub; but the species of this
coast, designated as Oregon alder, is a handsome upright tree, two to
four feet in diameter, and fort}" to eighty feet high. The branching por-
tion—slightly elongated, elliptical—conic in outline—is symmetrical and
graceful, maintaining its broad leaves so perfectly horizontal, it affords a
remarkably fine shade, notwithstanding its open and airv spray, and in
situations suitable to its habit, very desirable on account of its rapid
growth. This tree is pretty generally distributed; chiefly throughout
Middle and Noi'thern California into Oregon; always growing along the
banks of living streams.
Whensoever the Pacific traveller, weary, thirsty, and fainting, seeks
water but finds none, deceived by poplars, myrtles, and willows, wont
to grow b}^ the brooks, if from afar he sees this pinnacle of his
hopes towering above the long, verdant line of various trees that Avind
along the vale, he hails his hopeless companion in triumph, for lo ! the
truth-telling tree—
•' that old alder there never lies!" He ever pitches
his tent of green above living waters—symbols of sacred truth ; nor can
any false, flattering streams lure him above the pure perennial fountain
head, where he may forever bathe in everlasting springs. No; nor does
death banish him. He visits the springs and streams with the Naiads
still. His soft wood, yet strong, close bound fibre, loth to crack in wash-
board, bowl, or machine, play there merrily,
•'
all on a washing day."
Glorious old aider! associated with charining by-gone memories of the
mines, where we sat beneath his shade; 3'ea, slept and dreamed the
happy, gilded, and glittering dreams which gold won't buy. Bless the
good tree! though we never rest under that shade more in this world,
his soft, refreshing voice still vibrates on the harp strings of the heart.
" Like the whispering breeze
That lulls on the leaves and dies among the trees."
We omit the specific, detailed description until we are able to furnish
proper illustrations.
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A few planks have reached the market, and are highly spoken of hy
machinists. It cannot be rectilinearly split like redwood, as the woven
fibres render it tough, though neither hard nor very durable. It takes
a smooth, delicate polish. In times of scarcity the leaves afford good
fodder for sheep. The wood makes good gunpowder charcoal. The
bark, twigs, and tags are tonic, used in tea, beer, or otherwise; and also
used for tanning, dyeing, ointments for eruptions of the skin, sores, etc.
Eespectfully submitted,
A. KELLOGG, M. D.
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METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
BY THOMAS JI. LOGAN, M. D.
METEOROLOGIST TO THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE,
In order to aflFord the agriculturist, as far as practicable, a succint and
accurate idea of the prominent features of the climate of California, the
accompanying tables have been prepared. Through this means, in keep-
ing with the spirit of the age, rather than by tedious comnientjuy, -vve
are the better enabled to demonstrate, at a glance, intensities, amounts,
and results, with an infinite saving of time, and whnt is fur more desira-
ble, with numerical precision and truth. Meteorology is a very young
science—far from being regarded in the light of an exact one—and until
observations for a long series of years shall have been made at many
stations, we will not be in possession of trustworthy facts on which to
ground absolutely correct reasoning about the weather and its changes.
Nevertheless, although we cannot, like the astronomer, who deduces the
laws under which the celestial bodies move, and ap])lies them with uner-.
ring certitude to the prophesying of future events, foretell the everchang-
ing phase of the atmosphere, or prepare an almanac like "Old Moore's,"
to show what weather is to be expected at any given date, still we may,
even now, with the data in hand, obtain a clue to the climate of the
region we inhabit, which, we trust, will become more and more available
with the increasing experience of every added year.
Tl>e tabulated series of thermometi-ic monthly means, with the varia-
tions therefrom, at the hours of the three daily observations, give, with
their graphic representative, the range of the temperature during the
Seasons of the 3'ear, and when viewed connectedly, show the difference
of the climate of the places whence they are derived. They also show
the variations of the hours of the day. As observations two p. M., give
nearly the greatest temperature, at that time, dui'ing the month, and as
the mean of the seven A. M., two P. M., and nine v. M. observations gives
nearly the mean of the month, so when it is shown that the mean, at two
p. M., in a month, or scries of months, is -}-5° 7'. it expres.ses the fact
that the thermometer during twenty-four houi's has a range of 5° 7',
above and below the mean. Many other facts of value may be gathered
from these tables, by tho.sc familiar with meteorological studies.
In the comparative tal)le, the results of the annual averages of tem-
perature for the whole period observed, together with the range derived
i
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from the mean maxima and mean minima, are given, whilst the diifer-
ence of the mean temperature of the regions specified are contrasted.
To facilitate the comparative estimate, the latitude, longitude, altitude,
and mean annual amount of rain, are also inserted. Tiatse contrasted
summaries show how irregularly isothermal localities in the State are
distributed, and also how widely the nearest approximated points are
thermally separated from each other. It is also seen that while there
are but few places in which the precipitation of aqueous vapor is approx-
imately the same, there are many in which the difference is remarkably
striking. These anomalies of temperature and rain distribution, while
putting to fault the general law that in temperate latitudes the atmos-
pheric temperature is reduced one degree for every three hundred and
thirty-three feet of elevation above the sea, and that the quantity of rain
diminishes in advancing from the equator to the poles, can by no means
be construed into any manifestation of uniformity or correspondence
between the ranges of temperature and quantities of rain at different
elevations. As is well known, the proper adaptation of agricultural oper-
ations to the seasons—the periodical rains—contributes more to the suc-
cess of the farmer in California than any other, we might say, every other
circumstance. For this reason the rain tables are particularly worthy
the study of the natural economist. They are arranged according to
the seasons, commencing with September and ending with August. In
them will be found the quantity of rain that falls in each month, the
total for each year, and the mean monthly and annual supply.
Our climate is thus seen to have seven months in which it always
rains more or less, viz: From November to May, inclusive, with only
one single exception ; and five in which it seldom rains, and then for the
most part vevy lightl3^ June, July, and August are the driest as well
as the hottest months. The heavy rain in July, eighteen hundred and
sixty, when over half an inch fell at Sacramento, and the third of an inch
on the same da}'' at San Francisco, is a rare exception to the general
rule. September and October may be regarded as intermediate between
the dry and hot and rainy and cold months. In September, eighteen
hundred and fiftj^-one, one inch of rain fell; and the mean monthly rain
for the last sixteen 3^ears, amounting to .084 inches, shows the tendency
in this month to aqueous precipitation. In October, eighteen hundred
and fifty-eight, three inches fell, and the mean monthly rain is about half
an inch. December furnishes more than any other month; January
next; then February, March, November, April, and May, in the order
named. The rain of September, eighteen hundred and fifty-one, and
July, eighteen hundi-ed and sixty, present the greatest deviation from
the rule. The greatest amount of water that ever fell in any one month
was in January, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the next greatest
in December, eighteen hundred and fifty-two. One half of the supply
for the season falls before the last of January, and the other half after
that date. There is generally an interim of dry weather, between these
dates, of four to eight weeks' duration. The spring rains are quite as
constant as those of the previous period, observing generally the same
tendency'. If they fall sparingly in the earlier half of the season, they
will continue to do so in the latter half Front these results it is evident
that, to secure good crops, the seed must be sown at such time and the
ground must be prepared in such manner as to secure the full benefit of
such rains. This is the view taken and the point insisted upon in the
metereological report published in the transactions of this society in
eighteen hundred and sixty-three, and time only strengthens the posi-
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tion. With scarcely an exception in the last sixteen years, as shown
by our tables, the ground has received a sufficiency of moisture to ger-
minate the seed and bring forward the grain during the earlier rains.
At this earlier period the ground is still warm, and the weather is as
favorable for the rapid growth of both top and roots of the young grain
as in the spring months. With a just regard for these facts, there is no
reason why the rains, even when deficient, cannot be made conducive to
the interests of the farmer, provided the ground be put, in due season,
in a condition most favorable for receiving and retaining moisture. To
enforce the cogency of this reasoning, we have only to turn to our statis-
tics. In the rain table for Sacramento we find that the mean monthly rain
for September, October, and November sums up, in the aggregate, to two
inches and six hundred and ninety-five thousandths of an inch—an amount
few persons have any definite idea of, and the extent of which would aston-
ish any agriculturist who should attempt to distribute the same artificially.
Let us see what it is. An English acre consists of six million two hun-
dred and seventy-two thousand six hundred and forty square inches,
and an inch deep of rain on an acre yields six million two hundred and
seventy-two thousand six hundred and forty cubic inches of water,
which, at two hundred and seventy-seven thousand two hundred and
seventy-four cubic inches to the gallon, makes twenty-two thousand six
hundred and twenty-two and five tenths gallons; and as a gallon of dis-
tilled water weighs ten pounds, the rainfall on an acre is two hundred
and twenty-six thousand two hundred and twenty-five pounds, avoirdu-
pois. But two thousand two hundred and fort}' pounds are a ton, and
consequently an inch deej) of rain weighs one hundred thousand nine
hundred and ninetj'-three tons, or nearly one hundred and one tons per
acre. For the one hundredth part of an inch, a ton of water falls per
acre. Compared with what nature thus bountifully supplies, irrigation
sinks into insignificance.
THERMOMETRIC MONTHLY MEANS AT SACRAMENTO, WITH THE VARIATIONS
THEREFROM, DURING TEN YEARS.
MONTHS.
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THERMOMETRIC MONTHLY MEANS AT SAN FRANCISCO, WITH THE VARIA-
TIONS THEREFROM, DURINO NINE YEARS.
MONTHS. 7 A. M. 2 p. 9 p. M. MEAN. REMARKS.
January ..,
February ,
March
April
May
June
-^uiy
August
September
October...,
November
December.
Sum
Mean....
-3.2
-3.8
-3.9
-3.2
-2.6
-2.7
-2.8
-3.3
-3.5
-4.0
-3.4
-2.8
39.6
—3.3
+3.7
+5.2
+5.9
+6.4
+6.4
+6.9
+6.7
+7.1
+7.0
+6.3
+4.7
+3.5
69.6
+5.8
-0.5
-1.4
-2.1
-3.1
-3.8
-4.3
-3.9
-3.8
-3.4
-2.4
-1.2
-0.7
30.0
—2.5
49.9
52.1
54.0
55.8
57.0
59.0
58.8
59.3
61.1
59.5
54.8
50.2
670.8
55.9
The temperature
during July and
August, at San
Francisco, is ab-
normally low, on
account of the
fogs which pre-
vail during these,
months.
THERMOMETRIC MONTHLY MEANS AT SAN PIEGO, WITH THE VARIATIONS
THEREFROM, DURING ONE YEAR.
MONTHS.
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THERMOMETRIC MONTHLY MEANS AT ASTORIA, WITH THE VARIATIONS THERE-
FROM, DURING EIGHTEEN MONTHS.
MONTHS. 7 A. M. 2 p. M. 9 p. M. HEAN. EEUARKS.
January....
February..
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October....
November.
December.
Sum
Mean....
o
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ASSOCIATION OF MINERS AND MILL MEN IN CALIFORNIA AND
NEVADA.
BY DE. OXLAND,
METALLURGIST TO THE BOARD.
"When the silver mines of Washoe were first started, the peculiar
circumstances of the locations rendered it necessary to emplo}' oth'er
than the ordinarj^^ metallurgical processes for the extraction of the silver.
Many mills were started in entire ignorance of what had been done else-
where, and even the best informed operators had to acquire experience
in the peculiar qualities of the ores. Considering the very great disad-
vantages labored under, really wonderful results have been obtained.
The most experienced metallurgist now visiting the mills of Washoe may
find that the pan process is capable of producing results far exceeding,
in a practical point of view, what he could have expected; but there still
remains great room for improvement.
The comparative values of the patio, the Freyberg, the smelting, and
the pan processes, are undetermined, because few of the superintendents
or managers of mills understand the nature of the processes adopted by
them. They often deceive themselves as to the results of their workings,
sometimes rejecting advantageous offers of ores for custom work, at
other times laying hold of with avidit}^ other ores which work greatly to
their disadvantage. The assay value of the ores is rarely known, and at
least' one mill superintendent may be found gravely asserting at one time
that his superior skill has been eliminating one hundred and fifty per
cent of the assay value; and when the result of assays made were in
opposition to his theory, then declaring his utter want of faith in
assaying.
The most common practice is, in ascertaining the value of ores, simply
to depend upon the reported results of competing mills, and to accept
the terms offered by mines, which are certain to be at a minimum of
profit to the miller, if indeed there be any at all, at times when compe-
tition for ores is brisk. Very few mill men know how or take the trouble
to sample their ores, or how to arrive at definite, clear, working results,
with full particulars showing the assay value of the ore, the bullion pro-
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duced, the loss in slimos, the residuary contents of the tailings; and yet
without these particulars it is impossible to know how the work is ])ro-
gressing, or to determine where errors may have been in the working,
and the means of improving in future operations. By the practical
application of scientific knowledge to a moderate extent, in one of the
most important mines in Washoe, the working cost in less than two
years has been reduced fifty per cent, and yet there is still room for
improvement.
In Washoe, when the value of the ore is spoken of, the assay value of
the ore is meant. In rightly conducted mills, the assay value having
been determined, it is made a matter of debit against the ore; and when
the value of the j^roduce is spoken of, as seveny-five per cent, it has
reference to this assay value as obtained in bullion, leaving the remain-
ing twenty-five per cent in the slimes and tailings.
In the gold mines of California, the value of the ore as quoted means
always the value obtained by working, and not as it should be, the assay
value.
It is not an uncommon thing for an ore described as a fifteen dollar
ore, to be found to contain, on assay, as much as sevent}- dollars. This
is a convenient way of concealing the exceedingly^ imperfect character
of the operation.
An efficient Washoe mill man would not be content with less than
ninety-five per cent of the assay value of the ore, or sixty-six dollars and
fifty cents, at a cost of say thirty dollars, leaving a balance of profit of
thirty-six dollars and fifty cents, instead of fifteen dollars, minus work-
ing cost.
The public papers are often finding fault, improj^ei-l}', with Washoe
operations, expressing wonder at twelve dollar gold quartz paj-ing, while
thirty dollar silver ore leaves only a microscopic profit, little dreaming
that from want of proper definition of values the blame lays the other
wa}^, the comparison being really as between seventy dollars and thirty
dollars, instead of twelve dollars and thirty dollars. Gold quartz mill
men tell all inquirers that all attempts at improvement have been
exhausted; that the plan now in use is perfection ; yet, on careful inquiry,
no evidence is obtainable of anything like satisfactory exj^eriments hav-
ing been made in this direction. Most men that have cut the leaves of
a scientific book believe themselves qualified to undertake imjjortant
experiments; but the most experienced experimenter alone knows how
difficult it is to obtain accurate results from experimental operations.
Miners and mill men, meeting together, may mutually benefit each
other b}' comparing the results of their observations, correcting errors,
extending information, and devising means by conjoint action, sharing
expenses of making further improvements by emploj'ing experienced
experimenters to work out processes, or to define the peculiar applica-
bility of already known processes to peculiar localities and dilferent min-
erals. Extension of mining operations may confidently be anticipated
from such conjoint action ; and this is great!}' to be desired for the pur-
pose of increasing the demand for labor, the consequent increase of pop-
ulation, with the attendant benefits of improved roads, and enlarged
home market for the consumption of agricultural productions.
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ASSOCIATION OF GOLD AND QUICKSILVER, AND OF QUICKSILVER WITH
SULPHUR.
A few months since, while visiting the New Almaden mines, I obtained
a series of the minerals of the locality, and with them samples of the
refuse calcined materials from the quicksilver reducing furnaces. On
examination of the latter, I found gold in a condition most admirably
adapted for profitable extraction, being associated with a verj' friable
quartz and peroxide of iron. Although only in the proportion of twenty
dollars to the ton, it could be easily panned out by simply washing in
water. The gold has a small quanlitj^ of silver combined with it. By
pan ])rocess this could be profitably extracted. The gold is not indis-
criminately mixed with Uie whole of the cinnabar ; and, doubtless, by
extended observation, the locality whence it is obtainable may be discov-
ered, so that it may be kept separate and calcined without mixture with
other ores.
I have since found cinnabar with petroleum, containing gold to the
extent of two hundred dollars to three hundred dollars to the ton, on
Sulphur Creek, near Colusa.
I have also, during the last summer, discovered, on the sulphur bank
near Borax, considerable quantities of cinnabar, and in one instance
metallic mercur^^ mixed with sulphur and iron pyrites in an exceedingly
minute state of division, associated with small quantities of silver ; and
I expect yet to find gold in the same locality. Further investigations
now pending are likely to issue in some exceedingly interesting develop-
ments of the relationship existing between hot springs and the forma-
tion of metallic lodes or veins.
E. OXLAND, F. C. S.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS
DELIVERED BEFORE
THE STATE AGRICULTUEAL SOCIETY,
At Sacramento, September 19th, 1865,
By DE. JOHN F. MOESE.
Ladies and Gentlemen:—Thirteen years ago we received and accepted
an invitation from Colonel Warren to deliver an address at the first Agri-
cultural I'air ever held in the State of California. The fair was an
exceedingly interesting and successful one. The audience before whom
the address was delivered was very large, and if they were not gratified
with the production, they had the politeness to make the speaker think
so, and speakers never question the sincerity of applause. On that
occasion we attempted to exhibit the comprehensive and too imperfectly
understood power of agriculture, its capacity to cultivate, to receive and
appreciate collateral aid, its fascinating and gigantic relations to the
development and support of national and individual interests. This
course of thought was suggested by the first products of the science in
a new and wonderful field of labor. We then regarded agriculture as
the essential foundation of prosperity and good government, the richest
tributary of commerce, and always the most perfect criterion b}^ which
to estimate the probable tenure of the nation—the honesty, the virtue,
and contentment of the people.
The study and observations of the thirteen intervening years ha%'e
served only to confirm these convictions, and to reveal the husbandry of
America as a tried and sublimated source of patriotism, of wealth, of
life and hope to a liberty-loving Government.
We will not, however, attempt on this occasionto elaborate an address
upon the distinctive characteristics of agriculture. Men more compe-
tent, who have preceded, have done this, and those who follow will suflS-
ciently often imitate their examples. Age, which brings infirmities,
acquires caution, and it would seem almost an act of temerity to talk
with flippancy or boldness upon such a subject and in such a place.
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Nothing can be more sublime and wonderful than the voices of nature;
nothing more grand and glorious than the eloquence of art ! In the first,
we recognize tlie language of God, which in tone, in emphasis, in dia-
lect, is infinite and universal ; in its teachings, simple; in its discipline,
kind and unerring. In the last, we have the utterance of man; limited
in resource, yet marvellous in achievement; timid and doubtful in labor,
yet heroic and wonderful in expression.
And they are all here in accumulative representation of a glorious
husbandry and an inspiring harvest. Thousands of tongues are speak-
ing to us through the fascinating and mystic oracles of a living, eloquent,
promising agriculture. At this fair we see and hear the orators of our
domestic zoology ; our implements of toil and economic industry; our
horticulture; our cereals; our fruits and flowers; and the more magnetic
voices that have been taught to articulate the language and sentiments
of the farmer's home.
The agriculture of California does not need elaboration at our hands.
It cannot be overlooked—it cannot be forgotten— it is too wonderfully
recurrent and progressive. The claims which it institutes—the marvels
which it is annually demonstrating, are much more accuratelj^ estimated
by the exhibitors and committeemen, and by them placed in the undying
annals of the State and nation. It is for the officers and committeemen
of this society to tell the world the scientific and truthful stories of our
arable lands—our soils and products—our minerals and metals—our sea-
sons—our meteorology, and our natural history. Upon the general plat-
form of agricultural science, with its infinity of relations to the various
departments of human interests, what can be more interesting than a
fleeting contemplation of the general signs of progress in the midst of
which we are living. To do this with advantage we must consult the
lessons of comparison. It is contrast which defines the boundaries of
superiority, and portrays the character and quality of progress. The
most powerful logic is that which acquires its strength from these sources
of illustration and conviction. Apt comparison and striking contrast are
the instincts of that reason which germinates and fertilizes ambition—
which excites and gratifies pride—which impels to that emulation that
fixes the status of men and nations, of science and art, of literature and
civilization. From the ploughboy to the subsoiler of metaphysics, the
sustaining power of the individual, the mystic monitor of the soul, arises
from the logic of comparison and the deductions of contrast.
To us the richest and most thrilling field of contrast is unfolded to
contemplation. No race of men, no nation of earth, no people of the
globe, ever enjoj-ed such lessons of comparison as those which are forever
wooing us into processes of retroflection and daring us to the exploits of
conjecture. Yet so completely are we absorbed with the contacts and
voices of the passing present—so difficult is it to keep up with the new
and electric tides of human life—so hard do we find it to divert an hour
from the high pressure steam-impelled system of labor and necessity of
the present day, that we can scarcely remember the conditions of yester-
day, or to do more than glance at the probabilities of to-morrow.
But that we may not forget the antecedents of our own State, let us
look at some of the incidents and peculiarities of eighteen years ago.
They are certainl}^ very interesting and very demonstrative of progress;
and if tliey were not exhumed from the columns of newspapers—popular
sources of truth—one could not believe them, though risen from the dead.
In the Odd Fellows' Library of San Francisco, which is unsurpassed in
the zeal with which it gathers up every fragment of written or printed
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history of this coast, we have spent many an hour of wrapt cnjoj'ment
looking over the curious and mystic records which have been made by
the changes and mutations of Time. Among these quaint 8tor3'-tellers
of tlie ]jast, the most interesting one, ])erhaps, for our purpose, is the
Califonua Star, at the head of which is the following :
"A Weekly Journal, devoted to the Liberties and Interests of the
People of California. Published by Samuel Brannan, and edited by E.
P. Jones, and subsequently by E. C. Kemble."
On the twenty-fourth of April, eighteen hundred and forty-seven, this
paper luxuriates in the latest intelligence from the United States. This
Intelligence consists of extracts from the New York Tribune of the fifth
of November, eighteen hundred and forty-six. Five, six, and seven
months were required for news to travel iVom one side of the continent
to the other. Complete ox-team time across the Plains, little better than
a sailing tub passage "round the Horn," and just about a respectable
bungo voyage Irom Panama. These were the news facilities enjoyed by
the pioneers of California less than eighteen years ago. Yet 3'ou must
not suppose the irrepressible, omnipresent Yankee was not here. Oh,
no ! Brother Jonathan supplied the ethnological material for about two-
thirds of the white population of San Francisco. And if a specific and
conclusive fact be necessary to demonstrate his presence and fix j^our
convictions, we will give it to you from the advertising columns of the
California ISfar :
On the sixteenth of Api-il, eighteen hundred and forty-seven, " B. I{.
Buckelew respectfully informs the citizens of California that he has
located permanently in the Town of San Francisco, for the purpose of
pursuing his profession. Watches, clocks, jewelry, and all other fine
metallic work, repaired in the best manner, and on terms proportion-
ateh" with general prices in California. Business intrusted through a
friend will be attended to the same as with the person proper. Watch
glasses and keys fitted. Cash invariablj/ required, except otherwise pre-
viously understood."
J!^ubody could entertain a doubt as to the identity of that advertise-
ment. It is a genuine type expression of the nervo-sanguine-pushing-
coticeited-irresistible-ornate-monej'-making-dare-devil Jonathan. He had
started out, without rudder or compass, upon the wild waves of adven-
ture, and they had landed him sanxremnonie in the Town of San Francisco.
There had been no huge placards posted upon adobe walls, declaring
with my.stic uncertainty that B. E. B. was coming! Yet he was here,
and so full of the inspiration of business that his own personal safety
obliged him to advertise. He therefore announced through the columns
of tlie IStar tliat he had permanentl}' located in the Town of San Fran-
cisco for the })arpose of pursuing his ])r()fession. He is above deception,
and that no one should take him for a minister, doctor, or knvyer, he
says his professional business is the re])airing of watches, clocks, jewelry,
and other fine metallic work, and the fitting of keys and watch glasses.
Mr. Buckelew's advertisement does not slate where he was born, but it
would be pretty safe to conjecture that he originated in Providence,
Rhode Island, or Jei'ieiio, Vermont. J5ut for the last clause of this
advertisement, it would ajipear as the embodiment and expression of
the most attractive and unmitigated complacency. "Cash invariably
required, except otherwise previously' understood," especially with the
first three woi'ds italicised, is harsh, and less ornamental than useful.
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That qualification, however, is not unworthy the serious consideration
of the farmers and physicians of the present day. in this advertise-
ment of Mr. Bucl^elew there is a great deal of pride, poetry, and
rhetoric. But just see w^hat old habits and the laws of equivalents and
disorder give on an adjoining page :
"Notice.—My wife, Hetty C. Brown, having left my bed and board,
the subscriber would inform the public that he will not be accountable
for any debts of her contracting from and after this date.
"J. II. BROWN."
The Sfar doesn't say what became of Hetty or Mr. Brown, but it's
fair to infer that bed and board which could be so easily sacrificed were
very common fare, and that Brown's credit would have proved a meagre
source of sustenance to the runaway.
In this same issue of the Star, the editor, E. C. Kemble, perpetrates
an apostrophe to that meteorological certainty, the wind of San Fran-
cisco, which is so cleverly truthful that it will bear repeating :
" Ever blowing, colder growing, sweeping madly through the town.
Never ceasing, ever teasing, never pleasing, never down,
Day and night, dark or light,
Signs a-flying, clapboards sighing—
Groaning, moaning, whistling shrill.
Shrieking wild, and never still.
"In September, in November, or December, ever so ;
E'en in August will the raw gust, flying line dust, roughly blow.
Doors are slamming, gates are banging.
Shingles shivering, casements quivering—
Roaring, pouring, madly yelling,
Tales of storm or shipwreck telling.
"In our bay, too, vessels lay to, finding no shelter from the blast;
Whitecaps clashing, bright spray splashing, light foam flashing—dashing past,
Yards are creaking, blocks a-squeaking.
Rudder rattling, ropes are clattering.
Lugging, tugging at the anchor,
Groaning spars and restless spanker.
" Now the sun gleams, bright the day seems—hark ! he comes— is hoard the roar,
Haste to dwelling, dread impelling, heap the fire, close the door.
Onward coming, humming, drumming,
Groaning, moaning, sighing, crying.
Shrieking, squeaking—(reader, 't is so)
Thus bloweth the wind at—San Francisco."
But this Callfornin Star contains much more inviting and profitable
food for reflection and contrast. On tlie twenty-eighth of April, eighteen
hundred and fortj^-seven, the Star publishes a statistical account of San
Francisco—a sort of city director}^, that forms an amazing contrast with
"Langley's Directory" of eighteen hundred and sixty-five. The autl)or
of this statement describes the boundaries of the city, and gives the
official surve}^ of Mr. Jasper O'Farrel, dividing and subdividing the city
into three classes of lots, to-wit: First—The beach and water lots.
Second—The fifty vara lots. Third—The one hundred vara lots. The
first class were located by and four fifths of them in the water at high
tide. The second are the next adjoining, and the third the outer range.
The first class were sixteen and a half varas front and fifty varas deep.A vara is a Spanish yard, and is about thirtj'-three and a third inches
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English measure. About two hundred of these lots were sold in July,
eigliteen hundred and forty-seven, at prices ranging from fifty dollars to
six hundred dollars—one quarter down; one in six, twelve, and eighteen
months, the last quarter bearing interest at the rate of ten per cent per
annum. The second-class, or fifty vara lots, wei'e fixed at the uniform
prk-Q of fifteen dollars sixty-two and one half cents, including deed and
recording. The third class, or one hundred vara lots, wei'e fixed at
twenty-eight dollars sixty-two and one half cents, including the cost of
deed and recording.
The following table shows the total number of inhabitants in June,
eighteen hundred and forty-seven, as four hundred and fifty-nine. Of
these, three hundred and seventy-five were white, two hundred and
forty-seven males, and one hundred and twenty-eight females—a danger-
ous preponderance of masculines, which might have had something to do
with the independence and runaway spirit of Hetty Brown. The bal-
ance of the four hundred and fifty-nine was made up of: Indians, twent}'-
six; Sandwich Islanders, thirty-nine; of negroes, nine. More than four
fifths of this population were under fort}', and more than half between
the ages of twenty and forty. Their places of birth were as follows:
Born in Canada, five; California, thirty-eight; other Mexican depart-
ments, two; Chili, two; Denmark, one; England, twenty-two; France,
three; German}^, twenty seven ; Ireland, fourteen; Malta, one; New
Holland, one; New Zealand, one; Peru, one; Poland, one; Eussia. one;
Sandwich Islands, one; Scotland, fourteen; Sweden, one; Switzerland,
six; United States, two hundred and twent^^-eight; West Indies, one;
at sea. four.
What is a most singular cii-cumstance, the entire Mexican or Spanish
population was thirtj'-two. This suggests the contrast and reflections
with which we will conclude this address:
Out of the four hundred and fifty-nine, there were two hundred and
seventy-three who could read and write, thirteen who could read and
not write, and eighty-nine who could neither read nor write; foity-six of
this number, however, were between the ages of five and ten 3'ears.
The various occupations of these persons are summed up thus: minis-
ters, one; doctors, three; (medicine got ahead of theology in that in-
stance;) lawyers, three; surveyors, two; school teachers, one; (that
must have been Peltou;) agriculturists, eleven; bakers, seven; black-
smiths, six; brewers, one; brickmakers, six; butchers, seven; cabinet
makers,two ; carpenters, twentj^-six ; cigar makers, one ; clerks, thirteen ;
coopers, three; gardeners, one; grocers, five; gunsmiths, two; hotel keep-
ers, three; laborers, twentj^; masons, four; merchants, eleven ; miners,
one; morocco case makers, one; navigators, inland, six—ocean, one;
painters, one; printers, six; saddlers, one; shoemakers, four; silver-
smiths, one; tailors, four; tanners, two; watchmakers, one; (that must
have been the artistic Buckelew;) weavers, one.
There Avere at that time, apothecary shops, one; bakeries, three ; black-
smith shops, two; cigarmaker shops, one; groceries, seven; gun.^mith
shops, one ; hotels, two; mills, (horse poAver.) one; mills, (wind power.)
one
; printing offices, two ; shoemaker's shops, one ; stores, eight ; tailor
shops, two ; whatchmaker's shops, one.
The author of the^^e statistics saj-s : " In conclusion. I cannot suppress
a desire to say that San Francisco is destined to become the gi-eat empo-
rium of the North Pacific coast. With the advantage of so fine a harbor,
and the enterprise of so hardy and intelligent a race of pioneers, it can
scarcely be otherwise.
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"Notwithstanding these conclusions are so obvious, I have heard it
asserted that Monterey is destined to outstrip it. That Monterey can
never surpass San Francisco, I think the following view will clearly
establish; tirst, San Francisco has a safer and more commodious harbor
than Monterey; second, the waters of the bay afford an easy method of
communication, and a focile means of transportation between the town
and the hundred lateral valleys which surround the bay, and which are
destined soon to become the granaries and hives of plenty; third, it also
has a ready means of communication by water with the rich and large
valleys of "the San Joaquin, the Sacramento, and the American Fork, as
all of these rivers are tributary to the bay. This, it seems to me, allow-
ing all other things to be equal would give to San Francisco an insuper-
able advantage."*to^
In a subsequent issue of the Star, we find the following correction :
" In my communication last week on the statistics of San Francisco, I
stated that there had been at least twenty houses built in the two months
of July and August. I find, on examination, I have unintentionally done
great injustice to the spirit of improvement and progress which pervades
the place, for instead of there having been at least twenty, there were
forty-eight buildings erected within the time spoken of above. In the
year previous to the first of April, eighteen hundred and forty-seven, there
were erected : shanties, twentj^-two; frame buildings, thirty-one ; adobe
buiklings, twenty-six. Total, seventy-nine. Since the first of April, and
up to the present time, there have been built, or in process of erection:
shanties, twenty; frame buildings, forty-seven ; adobe buildings, eleven.
Total, seventy-eight. This shows the astonishing increase within the
last five months of one hundred per cent."
This is an exceedingly valuable item, to which we will presently refer.
We will make one more quotation from these interesting columns, and
then proceed to a brief glance of some of the contrasts of time and
change. On the eighth of JSTovember, eighteen hundred and fortj'-seven,
the Town Council enacted the following ordinance :
" Be it further ordained, that any person killing or maiming the carrion
fowls or birds within the limits of this town, shall be fined one dollar for
each and every off'euce, upon conviction thereof."
Another important item which we may make use of in the future.
We have said that " it was contrast which defined the boundaries of
superiority and portrayed the character and quality of progress." We
have now seen from newspaper authority, and in the record of passing
events—there can be no bettei-—what San Francisco was eighteen years
ago.
Some of the quotations we have made may have appeared absurd and
out of place. But are they really so? Take for example the most gro-
tesque specimen—the runaway and advertisement of caution against
Hetty C. Brown. Such an incident was certainly not calculated to pro-
mote the development of numerical progress in the Brown de])artment.
But you will readily agree Avitii us, that it worked no serious obstruction
to the San Francisco branch of this eminently prolific family. By turn-
ing to the Brown catalogue of Langley's last Directory of the bay city for
eighteen hundred and sixty-four and eighteen hundred and sixty-five, we
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find that there ai'C no less than two liundred and nineteen of tliat name,
who are individualized for directory purposes. If we allow every name
in the directory to represent five of those who bear the same name, we
Avill have one thousand and ninety-five persons of the Brown family', who,
notwithstanding Hetty's dereliction, accumulated in San Francisco in the
short space of eighteen years—six hundred and thirty^-six more than the
entire po])ulation of this city when it began to feel that expansive power
—that resistless energy which is an inherent and ineradicable element of
American citizenship.
From th.s single family the City of San Francisco has grown in pop-
ulation, in productive jiower, in commercial and political importance,
with a rapidit}' that sinks into insignificance the etfort of two hundred
years under tiie patronage of monarchical Spain. The progress of the city,
front the increase of the Browns alone, in the last eighteen years, sustains
a respectable relation to the growth of the general towns and cities of
the globe. But if a contemplation of the irrepressible Brown family
excites surprise and astonishment, who can read without amazement the
almost interminable record which has been made by the still more pro-
lific Smiths ?
Mr. Langley gives ns three hundred and ninety-one directory names
of this family. This, b}* the same representative proportion, would
yield an increase of one thousand nine hundred and fifty-five in eighteen
years, or one thousand four hundred and ninety-six persons more than
the total white population of this city in eighteen hundred and torty-
seven.
In eighteen hundred and forty-seven, there was one minister; there
are now hundreds. There were then three doctors; there are now two
hundred and thirty-eight. There were then three lawyers; there are
now three hundred and seventy-one. There were then seven groceries;
there are now four hundred and ninety. There were then two carpenter
shops; there are now ninety. There were then two hotels, which were
probabl}^ boarding houses and drinking places; there are now, of hotels
we cannot say the number, but there are four hundred and twenty-eight
boarding houses, and one thousand six hundred and fifty-four drinking
establishments. Of watchmakers and jewelers, the ornate Buckelew
had the field
;
there are now one hundred and seventy-three. And then
a beach and water lot, which sold in eighteen hundred and forty-seven
for fifty dollars to five hundred dollars, would now bring from five thou-
sand dollars to fort}" thousand dollars or fifty thousahd dollars. A fiftj'-
vara lot, which sold then for fifteen dollars and sixty-two and one half
cents, would now sell for fiff}^ thousand dollars, or one hundred and fiftj^
thousand dollars. And a one hundred vara lot would now brin<); from
one hundred thousand dollars to four hundred thousand dollars. There
were then six inland and* one oceanic navigators; and in eighteen hun-
dred and si.xty-three the steam tonnage alone entered at San Francisco
was one hundred and twenty-six thousand eight hundred and three; and
our rivers and inland bays are now alive with steamers, schooners, and
sloops ; and in addition we have nearly thi-ee hundred miles of \vorking
railroads. Then the total population of the city was four hundred and
fitty-nine; now it is one hundred and twelve thousand seven hundred.
Then there were a few shanties, frame buildings, and adobes; now there
are fourteen thousand four hundi-ed and forty-three buildings, of Avhich
eleven thousand five hundred and thirteen are frame, and tM'O thousand
nine hundred and thirt}' are brick. People do not now build adobes, and
the recognition of shanties has become an obsolete idea.
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And these are the inii^ht}^, incredible, mystic changes that have taken
place in eighteen years in the same town in which an ordinance was
then enacted to impose a tine of on(^ dollar npon any person who killed
or maimed a buzzard in the city limits. How many here ever saw a
crow or buzzard in the City of San Francisco? These carrion birds
never did and probably never will constitute a feature of that city civil-
ization which is common to the people of the United States. They tiee
from this form of civilization with as little ceremony as the coyote or
grizzly bear. The only flesh eating bird cultivated and acknowledged
in the progressive and pioneer movements of our citizens, is the majestic,
bold, sun-facing eagle of our country, The buzzard ordinance was the
last protective acknowledgment of that civilization to which California
has been subjected since its settlement by Spain. But in a town in
which there were four hundred and f]l\y-nine people, Jthe most of whom
were irrepressible Jonathans, who had^ already started two newsapers,
and passed an ordinance in favor of erecting a free public schoolhouse,
such a relic of lethargic, spiritless reclamation of earth, of agriculture
and commerce, could onl}'- exist as a monitor of contrast, to show how
the sun was certainly going down upon one race, and how it was as cer-
tainly rising upon another. We have shown that in eighteen hundred
and forty-seven, when California began to feel the superincumbent pres-
sure of energy, of enterprise, and daring, common to the people of the
United States, when San Francisco encouraged two newspapers, that
there were but thirty-two Spanish and Mexican inhabitants out of four
hundred and fifty-nine. What fact of history is more significant and
wonderful ?
In fifteen hundred and thirty-four, C4rijalva, commanding a scpiadron
fitted out by Cortez, discovered and took possession of California. From
that period continued efforts were made to extend the discovery by the
same authorities, and in the j^ear fifteen hundred and ninety-six, under
the patronage of one of the Viceroys of New Spain, Don Sebastian
Viscayno made an effort to permanently settle California. He made an
extensive survey of the coast, and regularly established a garrison a^
Santa Cruz. Three hundred and thirty-one 3'ears ago. the country was
discovered under the patronage of a man with almost unlimited resources,
and by a people who were under the impression that it was the greatest
storehouse of gold, of pearls, and precious stones, that could be found in
the universe. Discoveied, not by a people who bad no previous political
and commercial relations with the countrj^ but by a Spanish nation,
whose neighborhood, contact, and convenient seaports evolved an almost
political necessity that it should be occupied, improved, and retained by
them. And when, in addition to this, we contemplate the fact that the
country was so ver}' accessible ; that there were so few losses sustained
by maritime disaster during all the efforts made to explore the coast and
territory; that the climate was so much more favorable than that charac-
terized by the severe winters of the Atlantic borders; that the natives
were comparatively harmless ; that then we would not be regarded as
unreasonable or illiberal in supposing that three hundred and thirty-one
years was time sufficient to present California as an improved and popu-
lous possession of Mexico or some other Spanish Government. But we
have ample reason for believing that neither the famous Cortez, the
ambitious Viceroys of New or Old Spain, that neither the Jesuitical fra-
ternity of Mexico, the Franciscan friars, nor the Dominican monks, all
of whom made efforts to possess and populate this teri'itorj', were the
agencies through which a country like California was to be speedily or
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adequately developed. The evidence for a deduction unfavorable to the
Spanish authorities, who made so many efforts to settle and improve the
counti-y, is to be found in the results of three hundred and thirty-one
years struggle. And although we have barel}' alluded to the attempt to
settle this country, yet enough has been presented to sustain a conclu-
sion most unfavorable to the national or commercial enterprise of the
people who discovered and strove to settle one of the richest countries
in the world. Suppose we were to institute a comparison between the
efforts of the Spaniards to settle, subjugate, and improve California, and
the English who attempted the occupanc}' and development of the United
States. In sixteen hundred and seven, eleven years after the attempted
settlement of Santa Cruz, the English Government made its first perma-
nent effort to colonize Anierica by settling Jamestown, in Virginia.
The vast continent of America was then almost completely in the hands
of or claimed by Spanish authorities. England had no contiguous pos-
sessions, no particular pretext for the immense territory she was almost
grasping; she had less encouragement from climate, and much more
troublesome and almost invincible aborigines to contend against, and yet
only look at the comparative results of the two settlements
—of Santa
Cruz under Spanish patronage, and Jamestown by English enterprise.
In two hundred and fifty-eight j-ears the one had led to the accumulation
of old adobe walls, and Ihe bleached bones of a few thousands of domes-
ticated Indians, as the onlj^ remaining indications of the success attained
for a season, and as the signs of a national lethargy that has slept away
its own possessions.
So much for the Spaniards and Santa Cruz. In two hundred and forty-
seven years the English settlement of Jamestown has grown into one of
the mightiest nations that figures in the histor}^ of the world. From a
little village of adventurers, it has expanded itself into a confederation
of thirty-six States, each one of which would sustain a respectable nation-
ality among the kingdoms and enipires of Europe. From this little
nucleus of settlers has" sprung up a population of thirt}' millions of people,
whose moral habits, whose social and intellectual claims, whose physical
endurance and political reputation, are unsurpassed; whose enterprise
has overridden all obstacles to its progress, and w^hose territorial posses-
sions are nearlj' ten tin-ies as large as Great Britain and France com-
bined
;
three times as large as the whole of France, Britain, Austria,
Prussia, Spain, Portugal, Belgium, Holland, and Denmark, together.
Such are the results of the two national eft'orts referred to—the Santa
Cruz and Jamestown settlements. The one sustained by an immense
patronage, by geographical contiguity, by climatic advantages, and the
feeblest
"savage resistance. The other, supported by limited resources,
by an inexti'nguishable energ}^ and fearlessness, and antagonized by-
remoteness from the source of patronage, by the most inhospitable win-
ters, and by powerful and treacherous tribes of Indians. The one, dead
and decaying in its own birthplace; the other, in comparative exile,
rearing monuments of vitalit}', enterprise, and glory over its grave.
Such a system of comparison, which is just in facts and observation,
affords tbe'easicst and most convincing method of reflection and inference
that can be adopted in the consideration of comparative peculiarities,
whether national or individual. It holds up the irrefragible signs of the
past; and whether they appear as the delaced and disfigured gravestones
of perverted or futile enterprises; whether as the crumbling and dingy
walls of an abandoned and depopulated country; whether as the historic
records of a blighted nation, or circumscribed and finally ruined mission-
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ary schemes; oi' whether they loom up as cherished and towering sym-
bols of national prosperity and grandeur, and as the fadeless annals of a
moral and political superiority, still do they afford the only perfect key
to the interpretation of national or individual character. And this is
the light of interpretation with which we would translate the eiforts of
Mexican authorities and Spanish individuals to explore, settle, and civilize
one of the richest and most valuable territories in the world—Northern
and Southern California. And whilst we regret the necessity, yet we
cannot avoid the conclusion that Mexico, with great natural advantages
and extensive political resources, was totally incompetent to achieve a
permanent or even important settlement in the country. That the noble
and almost divinely animated missionaries, who resolutely battled their
way through accumulated difficulties to a glorious, yet limited success;
that these, too, lacked the elements of that enlarged, that expanding,
general, elevating, and enduring progress which lights up the pathway
of Anglo-Saxon energy and volition. All around San Francisco are the
remains of missions established nearly one hundred j'ears ago—San
Carmel, San Luis Obispo, Santa Clara, San Juan Baptista, San Jose, San
Fernando, San Antonia de Padua, Mission Dolores, San Buenaventura,
Santa Barbara, Mission of Soledad, of La Purissimo Conception, of Santa
Cruz, of San Miguel, of Santa Inez, and Mission of San Antonio—seven-
teen missions. These missionary stations ai'c in the very neighborhood
of the Golden Gate, and one of them. Mission Dolores, within the city
limits, some statistics of which, as late as eigliteen hundred and twenty-
five, show these capacities: Twenty-eight thousand dollars (merchan-
dise,) sixty thousand head of cattle, one thousand tame horses, fifteen
hundred breeding mares, eighty-five staliioiis, seven hundred mules,
one hundred thousand sheep, one thousand hogs, four hundred 3'oke of
oxen, thirty thousand bushels of wheat and barley, and nineteen thou-
sand dollars in specie. And yet how can we believe that, with all these
sources of information and power, with such motives for energy, wealth,
development, progress; with such opportunity for the establisliment, not
of missions, but of empires—how can we believe that under the operation
of such influences there were but thirty-two representatives of Spain
and Mexico in San Francisco in eighteen hundred and forty-seven ?
Nothing can speak louder than such facts; nothing can define with more
convincing proof the characteristic force and distinguishing power of
two races or nations than such contrasts. In the two newspapers of
San Francisco in eighteen hundred and forty-seven ; in their projected
public school house; in a few men like Samuel Brannan and B. R.
Buckelew; and in that spirit of go-it-alone which the independent Ilett}'"
C. Brown manifested, there was more of the magazine power of develop-
ment, more germinating force of progress, more daring, resistless, agi-
tating, upheaving, and exploring enterprise, more national peculiarity,
pride, and achievement, than that which sprang from the previous three
hundred and thirteen years of eft'ort to discover, settle, and develop
California. Such contrasts admit of but one solution. Nothin<>: but a
superior national force of character can aftbrd an explanation. jS o
science, no logic can be satisfied with any other conclusion. No record
of nature, no proclamation of God, can be written more plainly than
are the interpretations of such contrasts of history.
Eighteen years of the citizenship of the United States has effected a
million times more in the settlement, the opening and portrayal of the
natural resoui-ces of California and the northern Pacific coast than all
the three hundred and thirteen years of Spanish kings, viceroys, and
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missionary societies. AYc say, the citizenship of tlie Union. We do not
mean mere Anglo-Saxon energy, but the universal citizenship, native and.
adopted, which, under the influence of our Government, from the stim-
ulus of fi-ee and enlightened institutions, becomes a wierd unity of
strength in demonstrating the national force to which Ave have alluded.
"Blood will tell," sa3's the sneering aristocracy that makes and supports
crowned heads and ])rivi]eged classes. We accept the maxim. Blood
will tell when it receives the oxygen of political freedom, and is circu-
lated for the development of unrestricted brains and muscle.
This astonishing contrast seeks a solution only at the hands of the
nation; and the nation, with its eyes fixed upon the God-inspired maxim
of every State—''Liberty, Equality, Fraternity"—answers steadily and
forever the question in these magic words: ^'E Piurihus Unum." There's
an atmosphere in the national liberality and equality that so soon as
breathed by the individual, transmutes the alien blood of a German,
Frenchman, or Irishman, into the same insti-umentality of daring and
patriotism and independence which inspired the primal declaration of
freedom, and set free and emancipate the furtive genius of American
character. Under the influence of this atmosphere there are no born or
inherent privileged classes; no obstructed or closed avenues to wealth, to
fame, or rank. Ever}' door of industry and de])artment of usefulness is
opened at the first tap of energy; and few are the sluggards who can
resist the general and genial welcome. The theory of kingcraft is
exploded. Born aristocracy and heraldic pedigrees are no longer essen-
tial to governments. Because a man has primarily distinguished his
industr}^ by felling trees or making coats, does not argue that he cannot
wield with surpassing success and grandeur the executive powers of the
mightiest nation of earth. Honest and useful labor needs no champions
that it has not found in Abraham Lincoln and Andrew Johnson.
Here is the sublime secret of our national greatness and prosperity.
From this source springs an agriculture as comprehensive, as substan-
tial, as prolific, as exhaustle.ss as the soil npon which the nation is
founded. iSTot an agriculture owned and dispensed by kings and princes,
by dukes and lords, by ruling classes, leased and sub-leased until the
poor toiler is reduced to a harvest of husks and a bed of straw ; but an
agriculture almost as free as air, and as rich as rain and sun. light and
energy can make it. There is no government in the world so well
adapted to the science and power of agriculture as a republic, and no
Government can live, become mighty, and expect to endure, without
agricultural abundance. The United States, through the genius of the
people, formed a government infinitely calculated to inspire a stupendous
husbandry—it sowed the seeds of an unparalleled agriculture, and as a
sublime and glorious result, it never rests from the pleasurable labor of
harvesting homes. Homes that are the fountains of national strength;
homes of hospitality and plenty; homes of lo3'alty and of deathless
attachment; and homes which are, in proportion as they are free and
diffused, the best conservators of manly vigor, energ}'', endurance, intel-
ligence, beaut}', honesty, chastity, and virtue. Upon this kind of agri-
culture, more than any other department of governmental reliance,
depends the ])rogress, the power, and endurance of the Federal Union.
Free and untrairtmelied agricultural homes, cultivated and kept in order
by the men who own the soil, are tlie sources of the most indestructible
naticjual wealth. And in our country there is but one thing that can
militate against this great national desideratum. That is the tendency
to a monopoly of soil, the holding of more land than can be properly
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managed, and the introduction of lease-ridden estates. Oppressive
monopoly in anything is a curse to society and dishonor toward God
and man. But if monopolj' must exist, let it live anywhere rather than
in the husbandry of our country.
There are no monopolists so arrogant, so dictatorial, so dangerous to
the peace and perpetuity of the State, as the overgrown, monopolizing,
political nabobs of the soil. Moderately large farms, well tilled, consti-
tute the true glory and security of a nation or State. Contiguity of
small farms awaken and maintain an emulation in agriculture which
converts valleys, hillsides, and prairies into those wonderful garden fields
of beauty and plenty that never fail to enrapture the eye and delight
the heart of need}'' and ennobled humanity'. This is the kind of agricul-
ture we want in California, from the partial development of which our
State has taken a stride in progress in eighteen years unknown to any
half-century of previous historical knowledge. This is the agriculture
which yields abundance, and from which springs those exertions of
genius and of art through which manuflictures originate and thrive, and
in the joint power of these resources of wealth is generated the most
powerful and enduring commerce of the world. The farms and the farmers
of California have been a godsend to this coast. What the silent and
noiseless sun and seasons have done to eliminate the promises of agricul-
ture, these farmers have, with equal patience and modesty, done to evoke
the permanent attachments, to inspire manufactures, and to lay the
foundation of that commerce which in one half-century will surpass any
interest of national or international intercourse and trade ever recognized
by man. But for the agriculture of California we could not have borne
the crisis of adversity through which we have been compelled to pass.
A three years premium upon our gold, a doubling of the fortunes of those
who would return to the East, would have well nigh depopulated the
State, but for those permanent and immovable interests which spring
from farmer-homes, from the inspiring claims of the soil and agriculture.
We will not underrate the minei-al and metallic resources of California,
but we will say that in comparison to the benefactions which agriculture
confers upon a State, they are irregular, unreliable, and capricious. A
premium upon the products of the soil, come from whence it may, leaves
an equivalent with the producer, whilst a premium upon gold and silver,
which. is our exclusive circulating medium, we have seen has too often
absorbed and I'emoved, not only the product and our currency capital,
but the producer also.
God preserve and prosper the farmers of our country 1 With them
abides the true magic of our common prosperity and courage. When
the fascinating enchantments of mining are panic stricken with disaster;
when manufactures languish, and dependent operatives are gloomily
contemplating starvation ; when commerce is swept from the sea through
the merciless touch of maritime war; when the licentiousness of cit}" life
and cormorant fashions have well nigh consumed the honesty and energy
of the business classes; when the relaxations of religion and virtue have
communicated anemia and weakness to the body and soul of society,
requiring the strong tonic reassurance of nature's own best remedy ;
then with one accord do the invalids of interest turn with filial instinct
to the paternal refuge and protection of replenishing agriculture.
And behold the sovereign magic of the view ! The valleys are seen
teeming with waving fields of golden-headed grain ; the hills are alive
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with cxhaustless herds of gamboling stock, or festooned with vigorous
gra])e-bcaiMng vines; the orchards are bending with luscious fruits; the
gardens are plethoric of vegetables, and berries, and autumn flowers,
and everywhere is seen the placid, sweet smile of mother earth, and the
hearty, ins))iring promises of the toihvorn farmer. Again, say we, God.
bless and protect the farmers of our country ! To them give we present
praise. To them will we extend congratulatione and acknowledgments
when our State, and Oregon, and Washington, and Nevada, and Utah,
have been thoroughly vivified and arterialized with railroads. To them
will we give congratulations and praise when the snort of the same iron
horse is heard in the streets of San Francisco, the Capital of the State,
through the valle3^s of California, on the wild summits of the Sierras,
across the arid plains, at Great Salt Lake, at Denver, Fort Leavenworth,
St. Louis, Boston, and New York.
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
ADDRESS OF HON. A. A. SAEGENT,
DELIVERED BEFOEE THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1865.
Ladies and Gentlemen :—I have been requested by the officers of
the State Agricultural Society to address you upon the education of the
industrial classes, with particular reference to the means by which the
legislation of Congress granting land for an agricultural college may be
made available to the State. It occurs to me that a report would be
a more convenient form in which to present suggestions upon a subject
of this character; but I comply with their request. The advantages of
a thorough education for those who discharge the practical duties of
life, who give motive power to all industries, and thereby create the
prosperity and enhance the securit}' of the commonwealth, need scarcely
be discussed. They are to a considerable extent secured in this country
b}' a broad diffusion of elementary knowledge and better facilities for
the scientific training of youth. The lights that once shone only on the
apex of the social structure have gradually gleamed downward, relieving
the shadows at the base. The result has been stimulated invention,
higher virtue and self-respect diffused through society, and intelligent
patriotism, which has given strength to the national arm and steadiness
to the national will during the desolating struggle through which we
have passed.
The spot where we are assembled is one of no ordinary interest.
Here, within the memory of nearly' all of us, a busy city has grown up.
A few years ago the occasional visitant found, as the only evidence of
civilization, the little fort whose ruins are still in the outskirts of this
citv, where Sutter traded with the vanishing Indian tribes. In this
great inland valley, hemmed in by the Coast Eange and the Sierra JNe-
vadas, were widely separated, here and there, the rude homesteads of
pioneers. Now, the Sacramento and San Joaquin roll their waters
through hundreds of miles of cultivated fields; and thriving towns and
cities have started into existence on their banks. Central among them
all, because the centre of the creative railroad interest, and the principal
inlet of the trade that flows into the mountain communities, and over
the mountains to the empire beyond, is this city which now spreads out
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iron arms in three directions to embrace the country, and chiefly aspires
to the honor of urging onward that great enterprise which shall bind
the continent in everlasting bonds of fraternity, and give new direction
to the exchanges and industries of the world. Sixteen 3'ears have wit-
nessed greater changes on the margin of yonder river than the world
can elsewhere show in the same space of time. What may we not expect
of sixteen years to come ! By that time one or two Pacific railroads
will have broken through the inclosing mountains, and their impetuous
tides of travel and business will ebb and flow through this city. Then,
perhaps, Oregon will be united to 3'ou by the iron bonds of a railway,
two links of which are already forged. Tlic railroad that will skirt the
ba3'S, and the steamers that will crowd the Sacramento, will connect you
more intimately with the great Queen City of the Pacific, then doubled
or trebled in population and wealth, and fairly started on that great
career of prosperity that will build up a city within the Golden Gate to
rival the proudest capitals of trade the world can boast.
Some observers complain that the population of this State decreases,
and seek for remedies in financial experiments, or by disturbing the
tenures to the vast mining property of the coast. But it is apparent
that our people have fed the growing numbers of other mining States
and Territories
;
that Xevada was born of California
;
that Washington,
Idaho, Montana, and Arizona, deplete our population ; that Mexico has
attracted many of the most adventurous of our people. This drain upon
our population has been caused by inducements held out by the
undoubted richness of those regions, and b}" the fact that a few dry
winters have injured our miners and agriculturists. But our State is
prosperous, and its future is assured. Exhaustless veins, rich in gold,
are at our feet, almost untouched by the miner; vast placer fields still
pay tribute to labor; and our fertile vallej'S, wealthy of golden grain,
and blushing with luscious fruits, promise ample reward to skilled and
patient enterprise. The great remedies for our depleting po])ulation are
increased manufacturing enterprises, in which our State Las already val-
uable interests, and the completion of the railroad that will bring to us
a strong tide of emigration from the East, and pour it out along the line
of the road into the territories that now wait, like ourselves, for more
laborers to develop their resources—an emigration now deterred by a
sickly Isthmus trip, or discouraged by the hundreds of miles of weary
journeyings over the plains. The communities in the interior of the con-
tinent, which we have created and fed by our verj- life-blood, will make
rich markets for our products, and return therefor their abundant silver
and gold. We are yet at the dawn of our greatness as a State, and I
read no ominous signs in this our morning sky.
Yet, great as is our need of more population, its influx would be unde-
sirable if it merelj' swelled the too large class of non-producei-s of this
State— its force of unemployed labor. Hundreds of men hang about our
towns, engaged in no useful employment, listless and drifting year after
year. With abundant opportunities for labor, they seem to lack the dis-
position or energy to better their condition or be of use to the State. If
the}' could be drafted into the army of workers it would be better for
them and the community.
To guard against accessions to this class, more correct information of
the real condition of things on this coast should be disseminated in the
East. We have painted to the imagination of the world the riches of
our domain in such glowing colors that many who came here on our
representations expected to pick up gold on the hillsides, and to make
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speedy fortunes without cnpital or labor. Disappointment waits on all
such.' The day of rich suriace diggings has passed. The miner must
now toil early and late, and he is considered fortunate if each ounce of
gold does not cost much of its value in extracting it. He must penetrate
the centre of the mountains with his rock tunnels, and sink shafts deep
beneath the surface, to find the yellow deposit. Improved machineiy
and laborious application are essential to his success, with constant hazard
of failure. Prosperit}' thus toil-earned is better for individuals and the
community than the flush times of our early experience. Money then
came easily. an<l was spent freeh'. Eecklessness in expenditures and too
general dissipation prevailed. Gilded gambling hells were scattered
through all our cities and mining camps, affording facilities for casting
away the prodigal harvest gathered from thousands of claims where the
gold glittei-ed among the grass roots. Such a state of things could not
but be corrupting to the virtue and manhood of individuals and disas-
trous to society. Now, mining has resolved itself into a business which
generally jneldsfair returns only to economical and intelligent enterprise.
The farmer's skill and labor are i-ewarded by ample returns ; but
Nature, here as elsewhere, needs the inducement of honest industry to
yield her favors.
Those who come here under such delusions soon become discouraged
by the reality. Then they are apt to fall into the crowds of small gam-
blers and other hangers-on at saloons, to increase the purchasable
material at elections, and many become lost to all the proprieties of life.
The great business interests of the State move on independent of this
class—a rushing current sweeping past stagnant waters.
It should be our aim to truthfully depict the condition of things upon
this coast, that those who come here may know that while labor reaps
a higher reward here than elsewhere, the labor must be furnished to
merit or receive the reward. We shall thereby not only secure au
industrial class of population, but also educate them before they arrive
in ideas very material to their own and the State's interest.,
It is well for the State that the drones are outnumbered by the
industrious workers of society; and it is far pleasanter to turn to the
contemplation of the scenes around us than to dwell upon the considera-
tions I have suggested. While this spot is remarkable as the centre of
so many interests growing into importance, and as the Capital of a great
State, the scenes by which we are surrounded are peculiarlj' pleasing and
suggestive, because they are apt illustrations of the value of intelligent
labor. Here are gathered the lavish abundance of cultivated nature,
the fruits and flowers of this productive soil and genial clime; the
mechanisms that almost think as tl^ey work; the noblest specimens of
animal life, and a vast concourse of intelligent men and women, who
represent a powerful and growing State.
" We eoine with firstlings of our grain and flocks,
AVith luscious fruit whose tint the sunset mocks,
With rare inventions, and with cunning tools.
With chiiicest fabrics of our mills and spools,
And many things by mind and fingers wrought.
Burn of a tastehil or a useful thi-ught ;
All these to offer 'neath a commnn fane
In generous rivalry, for praise, not gain ;
While mingling gratulatiuns for the yield
Of liberal orchard, vineyard, fold, and field."
These displays are the result and evidence of modern civilization.
Greece and iiome had their festivals and games; but their recognition
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of natui'e was pronounced in orgies which the pen now refuses to
describe; their highest aim the development of the athlete in qualities
now chiefly prized in the thoroughbred. This development may have
been necessary when the pressing ambition of chiefs, and the perpetual
bickering of States, made every man a soldier; when weapons were
rude; when power of arm to cast the spear, and fleetnesa of foot to
advance or retreat, gave victory or retrieved disaster. Our civilization
has a nobler meaning, founded on universally diffused intelligence. We
recognize the power that knowledge has in enabling man to master
nature; guiding its immense energies to labor in his service, freeing his
mind from superstitions, and creating beauty and prosperity in manifold
forms in our broad commonwealths. Look around you, and see the result
of enlightened industry. Look out into the world for the effects of that
inventive development which has seized on the wildest forces of nature,
as steam and lightning, and taught the one to labor in the workshop,
field, and mine ; to draw the loaded car, or plough the deep with swift
obedience
;
and the other to flash intelligence across oceans, and circle
the earth, pregnant with thought. The rude forces that once spoke only
in terror to man, enfeebling his mind with their awful maniiestations,
seemingl}' the work of subtle and fiendish spirits, now calmly labor in
his service. His intellectual nature is emancipated, and vindicates its
mastership over all earthly created things ; for intelligence has allured
these invisible and impalpable agencies to the use of man, adding to his
industrial strength beyond estimate. So the cunning hand of tlie arti-
san, informed by education and experience, gives being and purpose to
myriad forms of machinery, which perform the labor of the farm and
workshop, and illustrate this age as the noblest the world has ever seen
in the development of science applied to the uses of ever^-day life. The
econom}' of time and labor produced b}- modern machinery is wonderful.
The work of one hundred millions of men is performed by machinery in
Massachusetts alone, in a single year.
Not only has intelligence given us control over the subtle elements that
once roamed destructively and masterless around the pendant globe, the
objects of fear to abject superstition ; not only has it evoked from the
forest and mine the cunning mechanisms that plough and reap, that
measure and weave, that dig, and sew, and print; but it has beautified
our homes, enhanced our comforts, conserved our health, lengthened our
lives, made life desirable by many additions to its enjoyments, and added
to our resources, our wealth, and our power. '• The educated man." saj'S
Carlysle, "stands in the midst of a boundless arsenal and magazine, filled
with all the weapons man's skill has been able to devise from the earliest
time; and he works accordingly with a strength borrowed from all past
ages."
Li no department of human industry has education produced more val-
uable results, or ma}* more future benefit from it be expected, than among
agriculturists. Sir Humphrey Davy once remarked, when speaking ot
tlie future influence of agricultural chemistry, that
"
nothing is impossi-
ble to labor aided by science. The objects of the skillful agriculturist
are like those of the thoughtful patriot. Men value most what they have
gained Avith efibrt, and a just confidence in their own powers results from
success. They love their country better because they have seen it im-
proved by their own talents and industry, and they identify with their
own interests the existence of those institutions and pui-suits which have
afforded them security, independence, and the multi])lied enjoyments of
civilized life." Of so much importance to the community is the subject
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of education in reference to agricultural pursuits, that our national and
State Legislatures have fostered it by well intentioned legislation, and
b}^ occasional grants and subsidies. The idea is being exploded that the
mere rudiments of education are all that are necessary for the boy who
intends to be a farmer. There is no pursuit in life where thorough
instruction, especiall}^ in the ph3'sical sciences, is more needed; none
where scientific and pi-actical knowledge more increases man's power—
not for the purpose of compact and elegant farming merely, but to pre-
serve our vast agricultural domain from waste, to renew the powers of
nature with adequate fertilizers, to bring our domestic animals to higher
perfection, and extend the range of useful productions. By thus devel-
oping and preserving the wealth of the soil, we promote the prosperity
and progress of the country. To do all this efl:ectually, the farmer needs
contributions from every branch of science, and aid from every art.
Genius, as well as industry, is needed ; intelligent and patient experi-
mentalism to discover the abstruse processes of nature, and apply them
to everj'day use. And the want is not for a few scientific agriculturists
merely, but that the great body of farmers shall have that practical and
experimental knowledge that will call to their aid all the resources of
nature. Where a pursuit is the basis of all others, no improvement that
can be secured for it is to be neglected. For adequate improvement a
State University, founded on a proper basis, commensurate in extent
with the number of scholars for such an institution the State can furnish,
with professors of the highest attainment, and i'urnished with ample
means of experiment, should be erected in our midst; an institution
that will supply to the future farmers of our State that scientific and
practical knowledge of their profession which cannot otherwise be
obtained, and make all means of knowledge tributary to the elevation
and eflScieney of their pursuit. Our ordinary educational institutions
furnish instruction within a certain range, and within their sphere ai-e
invaluable. But something beyond that range was in the mind of Con-
gress when it made a grant of land to each Stlate for the purpose of a
college that should have,
" for its leading object, without excluding other
scientific and classical studies, and including militai-y tactics, to teach
such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic
arts, in order to promote the liberal and practical education of the indus-
trial classes in the several pursuits and professions in life." If less than
this is aimed at, the project had better be abandoned ; for all that is less
than this is suj^plied by our ordinary schools and colleges, and better
supplied, each year. The object in view is to reach the industrial classes
with practical knowledge useful in their various pursuits, and chiefly the
agriculturist.
Who are the industrial classes? They are not merely the men who
hold the plough or strike the anvil. They are not only the laborers who
furnish muscle to mechanical pursuits. The designation includes the
men of combining mind and inventive genius, who ])eneti-ate the domain
of nature and adapt its great forces and princii^les to human needs.
Thus Franklin, investigating and experimenting upon electricitv and
lightning, and practically applying his brilliant discoveries by producing
the lightning rod, was as clearly identified thereby with the industrial
classes as when he set type or worked the rude old printing press. When
Morse demonstrated the practicability and utilit^^ of eleetro-magnetic
telegraphs, he vindicated his right to be ranked among the most eminent
of the industrial benefactors of mankind. The elder Brunei, the son of
a farmer, whether inventing machinery to cut blocks for the rigging of
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ships, or engineering his Thames tunnel amid immense difficulties, in all
he undertook distinguished b}'- untiring perseverance and inexliaustible
fertility of invention, gave evidence of the benefit of education to this
class, as did the younger Brunei when he invented the broad-gauge
locomotive, and constructed the Great Eastern and Leviatlian. The
Stephensons, elder and younger, illustrious for their mechanical inven-
tions and magnificent structures, shed imperishable honor on tlie indus-
trial classes. Sir Humphrey Dav}'^ takes this rank by his electrochemical
researches and discoveries, not less than by his invention of a safety
lamp which has saved the lives of thousands.
iiinglake, an English historian of the Crimean war, whose able work
has excited much notice, objects to the application of the phrases " true
honor" and "true glory" to men like these, as a desecration of terms,
which he deems should not be borrowed for such a purpose from warlike
heroes. He ridicules the
"extravagant veneration of mechanical con-
trivances " and glory of the mechanic arts which were indulged when
the " cathedral of glass," or Crj'stal Palace, climbed high over the stately
elms at Knightsbridge. In the magnificent exhibition of the industries
of all nations, he saw signs which might lead to the conclusion that
England was failing in her ancient spirit. In his view "an army is but
the limb of a nation, and it is no more given to a people to combine the
possession of military strength with' an unmeasured devotion to the arts
of peace, than it is for a man to be feeble and helpless in the general
condition of his body, and yet to have at his command a strong right
arm for the convenience of self-defence." How false his theories are
our own national experience amj^ly shows. What more sublime instance
of devotion, patriotism, and courage has the world ever seen than that
displayed b}' the American people during the desolating struggle through
which this nation has passed ! We had been deeply engrossed in the
pursuit of wealth, devoted to the arts of peace, were unused to war, but
were not corrupted or enfeebled. From the farm, the workshop, the
protession, our people poured forth in countless numbers to sustain the
national arm, and vindicate the national cause. Amid discouragements
and disasters, the frown of Europe darkening our cause, with accumu-
lating debt weighing heavily on the resources of the countr}^, with hope
deferred by seemingly endless sacrifices, our people evinced a heroic
and king-like power and constancy, and vindicated the power of a people
among whom labor is honored to preserve their liberties and the integ-
rity' of their country. Devotion to the arts of peace may be immeas-
urable, and not inconsistent with spirit and excellence in war.
The eminent men whom I have named are illustrious instances of the
jjower of genius applied to mechanical and scientific pursuits, and some
of them furnish examples of the power of intellect in creating for itself
distinction in spite of defective education. Franklin relates that he lived
on vegetable diet to save a few pence from his daj^'s wages for the pui'-
chase ot books, learned a little geometry from a treatise on navigation that
he ]>ickc;d up at a bookstall, and got his clear and powerful st^de by
studying the Spertntor. Perhaps his experience in a printing office, that
excellenL school, supplied the lack of other teaching, or his powerful
mental organization needed little extrinsic aid to produce admired results
in physical and political science. What more Franklin might have accom-
plished with thorough education cannot be estimated. George Stephen-
son began life in poverty. He was a self-educated inventor. He created
English railroading, and perfected the locomotive engine. But the genius
of liis son, a2)parently of the same character, was carefiill}- cultivated by
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the best instructors, and took a broader sweep. The finest engineering
successes of the world owe their existence to his splendid conceptions
and execution.
Capacity to achieve such brilliant results is rare, but is confined to no
class of men. There is as little a royal road to genius as to learning.
General education will reveal it. The benefits to the world of the labors
and discoveries of one such man outweigh all the cost of' the education
of a generation. But while such splendid issue may be rarely expected
from thorough education, the stimulus of intellectual culture upon average
minds is strikingly marked b}^ the constant improvements in every branch
of mechanics, as witnessed by the patents issued by the Government, and
the fa(!t that those States wliich have carried instruction to the greatest
extent furnish the greatest ])i'n]:)ortion of inventors. Look over any list
of patents issued, and you will see evidence of restless intellectual activity
among our mechanics in improvements upon every conceivable article of
use or luxury—i'roni a pencil-sharpener to a piano-forte ; from a cheese-
press to a steam fire-engine; from a horse-rake to a quartz-crusher.
Wherever there is a want, invention struggles to supply it. A thousand
busy brains contend with any obstacle until it is removed. The vast
grain fields of the West req lired facilities superior to the sickle and
cradle, and lo, the reaper ! that sheared by the acre. The demand for rapid
communication created the steamer, the railroad, the telegraph. The
war demanded destructive agencies, and its Avildest energies had gratifi-
cation in swamp angels, monitors, and repeating arms. Agriculture has
had its share of the benefit of its improved machinery, in the useful experi-
ments which have been made in the nature of soils, the value of fertili-
zers, the improvement of stock, the introduction and propagation of new
and valualile ])lants, and, in fiict. in ever}^ department of its extensive
domain. Intelligence has done much to direct the labor of the farmer,
and much more to lighten it. Yet, after all the discoveries and improve-
ments in this great branch of industrj^, how much remains to be known !
Natural laws are infinite, and their application to the uses of life immeasu-
rable. We must yet acknowledge our ignorance of these laws, and our
perplexity at their familiar operations. Science, practical and specula-
tive, was l):\ffled at the potato I'ot and the cattle disease, and has never
certainly discovered the causes or remedies. Organic husbandry is one
of the richest departments of science, and yet is almost M'hoHy in its
infancy. And of that which is known of agricultural chemistry, of vege-
table and animal production, of phj'sics, meteorology, vegetable and ani-
mal physiology, and geology, all necessary to be known for thorough
farming, there is less of scientific application than in any other pursuit
ca])al)le of being enriched by research. This is so because it is easy to be
a careless farmer, and even an ignorant one, and yet to be moderately
successful, where nature does most of the work herself, and does not
immediately resent and punish a violation of her laws. 'I'o extend a
knowledge of nature's operations, and of the laws which govern them,
and to enforce the practical application of the discoveries of science in
this broad department, generous facilities must be afforded for experi-
ment and instruction.
To aid this object, an Act of Congress of eighteen hundred and sixty-
two provides for the establishment of colleges of agricullure and the
meclianic arts in such of the States as avail themselves of its ])rovisions,
and grants to each State thirtj' thousand acres of land for each Senator
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and Representative in Congress under the apportionment of that year,
to be selected from the public lands within the State subject to sale at
one dollar and twenty-five cents per acre, if these be sufficient, and if not,
then the State is to receive land scrip for the requisite amount. Tho
principal derived from the sale of these lands is to be invested in stocks
yielding not less than five per cent, and the interest to be appi'opriated
to the endowment of a college for the liberal and practical education of
the industrial classes. The ])rinci])al fund is to remain inviolable, except
that ten per cent of it ma}' be expended for the ])Ui'ehase of land for a
Bite, or experimental farm; but no portion of the fund is to be ap))licd to
the purchase, erection, or repair of any building. Tiie States Avere
required by the Act to exj^re^s their acceptance of its benefits within two
years after its passage, and to ])rovide within five years at least one
college of the character stipulated. Our State Legislature accepted the
benefits of this Act by joint resolution passed in eighteen hundred and
sixtj'-three, but has taken no steps toward providing a college. Under
this Act the State is entitled to one hundred and fifty thousand acres of
land. This sounds like a munificient gift, and was such an intention;
but it is qualified by the provision that this land is granted only after
survey, and from lands subject to private entry ; that is, from those only
Vt^hich have been offered at private sale and no purchaser been found;
which in this State could be of but little value. Besides, the United
States makes no surveys of its lands here unless tho fees of its officers
are advanced by the parties desiring the surveys. The grant of land to
this State, to be selected within its borders, is not likely to be available
for an}' purpose except to promote litigation and uncertainty, if we may
judge by the present condition of titles to land lieretofore nominally
granted to the State, but really withheld from it by the failure of Gov-
ernment officers to provide for its segregation.
By the report of the State Surveyor-General of eighteen hundred and
sixty-four, it is shown that of all the grants of land to this State for
various purj^oses, not a single acre of any description has been listed or
patented to the State, although all the duties required of the State
officers have been zealously performed for fourteen years, and very
much of the land has been sold by the State. Notwithstanding frequent
attempts of the State Legislature to remedy the difficulty, and equita-
ble decisions of our Supreme Court, the titles of nine thousand citizens,
pioneer purchasers, are in an inchoate state, subject to attack, a frequent
source of litigation, and consequent distress and poverty. The pros-
perity of the State must be greatly damaged by this unsettled, uncertain
condition of titles, for thriftlessness must result. The only remedy is
further legislation by Congress to compel the subordinate officers at
Washington to comply with the terms of donation, and rescue the titles
of our farniers from eml)arrassin<!: uncei'taintv. I am not hoi^eful that
the State can realize for many years to come any substantial benefits
from the grant of one hundred and fitly thousand acres for an agricul-
tural college. The public lands heretofore ceded to the State for s]K;cific
purposes must first be segregated, and the titles granted by the State in
good faith be recognized by the Government. The remainder must bo
surveyed and brought into market. Such portions as then fail to find
purchasers will be subject to private entry, and will be available under
the college grant lor what they are worth. The lands granted for the
pui"poses of this college will tlius be the very last in the Slate upon
which there can be anything realized, and nothing can be expected from
this source for a long time to come.
• Yet by the Act wc are required to
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establish the college within five 3^ears from the passage of the Act, or
we shall forfeit the donation. The next Legislature must take the
requisite steps for this purpose, or we lose whatever advantages may be
derived from the grant.
The benefits of the Act of Congress being so questionable and remote,
is it the best policy to let the grant relapse by inaction ? or only take
such action as shall secure the gift, and wait for further legislation of
Congress to make it available? or proceed in earnest to found a college
that shall till the conception of Congress and prove a blessing to the
State ?
It seems to me the Legislature will not desire the unpleasant responsi-
bility of allowing this grant to be "lost b3Mts failure to take the necessary
steps to secure it. The time will come when there will be lands within
the State available under this grant; and if not, the grantees of the
State may use the scrip in other States, or in the Territories. The
peculiar complications of our landed interests dejjending on congres-
sional gi'ants would disappear with judicious legislation. The Cieneral
Government should act upon the principle that grants of land to the
State vested an interest from their date—that the Acts of Congress
operated as convej^ances. This would be equitable, and solve the diffi-
culty, provided it would also adopt the extensive surveys made by the
State officers, to which there can be no valid objection, and then list the
lands to the State which the latter has selected and sold, for the benefit
of its grantees.
If the Legislature shall determine that it is not best to forfeit the
grant by inaction, such a result may be averted, in my judgment, by the
passage of an Act providing for and the organization of a Board of
Commissioners for the location and establishment of a college. This
Board should have the 2:)ower to fix the location of the college, and be
authorized to accept a suitable site. I do .not understand that the
requirement that the State shall provide a college in five years involves
the necessity that the college shall be in full operation in that time, but
simply that such legislative action shall be taken to provide for a college
as indicates a purpose to comply with the terms of the gi-ant. By this
we shall gain time for enforcing upon the Government proper action for
confirming the rights of the State and its grantees in the public lands,
and for making this grant productive for the purpose intended.
Is it the best plan to actually establish a college, realizing as far as
possible the requirements of the Act of Congress, at the expense of the
State? I think so, for the benefits of such an institution wnll amply
repay the cost; but the State should understand the duty it assumes,
and the necessity of making continuousl}^ the requisite appropriations.
The interest of the Seminary Fund can be api^lied to this purpose, but
there must be liberal appropriations for the erection of the necessary
buildings, the preparation of an ex]3eriniental farm, and the employment
of competent professors. As the State is able to give title to the lamLs
donated by Congress for the purpose of such a college, a fund will be
created, and the interest of that fund will lighten the burden. Pi'ivate
donatiops and bequests will gradually create an endowment for the col-
lege, until it becomes independent of State aid. The great universities
of the East have risen from small beginnings until their property is
valued by millions. We may lay the foundation of a great university
now, and do much toward securing for it a useful and pow^erful future.
But to realize the great needs of this Pacific empire in this respect will
take long years of labor and ])atient waiting. We may expect much
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fi-oin the ffratitudc of the future towards our undei-takiii'% far loss from
tlie present. If we educate the 3'outh of our State in tlie j^raetical duties
of Iiie,and embark them in tlie pursuit of science, or art, and of wealth,
•we may reasoiialil}- expect tiiat the benefits conf'uri-ed will be i-emem-
bered in future years by those who look l)ack upon the univei-sity with
atfection, and that i^ifts and bequests will enrich its endowments and
extend its usefulness. This has been the experience of all eminent edu-
cational institutions. For the present, a few public S))irited men may
bestow of their means to aid in the establishment of a college, but our
princijjal reliance must be upon the State. A special tax of seven cents
on the hundred dollars would raise a fund yearly of one hundred thou-
sand dollars, which would sustain an institution of the character 1 shall
describe, Avith moderate tuition fees, and which I deem the proper foun-
dation for the future university. The tax which a State pays for the
education of its children is the lightest of its burdens, and the most
useful; for ignorance is an implacal)le foe of liberty and order, the fruit-
ful parent of crime, misery, and disgrace. Every dollar expended to
elevate the character and enlighten the minds of the young is saved
from pros])ective expenditure to re])ress or punish crime. The duty of
the State to ])rovide means for the education of its children does not
end with common schools. Higher institutions of learning cannot be
sustained by the income derived from the pupils. They must be directly
su])ported b}' the Government, or largely endowed by the munificence of
individuals. The education which is imparted in them is not more for
the benefit of those who are taught than it is for the good of society;
and the State should provide the kind and degree of instruction which
its own interests demand. The university should not be absolutely a
free school; but superior education should be ]tlaced withifi the reach of
the industrial classes by the liberality of the State at such rates of
tuition that the poor may be benefited as well as the rich. I doubt not,
if the State will organize such an institutution on an adequate basis, that
betbre many 3'eat'S private libei-ality will provide scholarship funds for
the benefit of ])oor students, and thereby give the means of higher edu-
cation to many best fitted l)V natural u'ifts to receive it, but who would
otherwise be debarred by poverty. The benefits of this expenditure, like
bread cast upon the waters, will doubtlcs return tenfold to the public
wealth. From scientific culture springs inquiry, and from investigation,
discovery. Should this undertaking jn-oduce f)ne agricultural chemist
like Leibig, the mere material advantages resulting tVom increased pro-
duction would far outweigh its entire cost. Ancient Fgy])t raised pyra-
mids to the monarch who taught his peo])le to cultivate the valle_y of the
]Nile, and ])rofit by the swellings of the sacred river. But what monu-
ment could properly attest our gratitude to him who should give to fer-
tility and man the vast tule lands of this State? What values could
estimate our gain, or the measure of our obligation? Our benefactor
would be gone, ])erchance forgotten, ere the magnitude of his work was
half comprehended, in the brain of an unknown English artisan the
steam engine was begotten ; but with its first ))ulsation Brittannia started
with a new and resistless vigor upon her unchecked 'course of em))ire.
The cotton gin, the invention of a Coi.necticut artisan, had well nigh
crowned a weed the king of the woi'hl. llunilile and ob.scure ma}' be
the hand that kindles the beacon of discovery, but it is the world that
watches the i-ising flame, and nations that read and ])rofit by the light.
Observing tliat a wvy al'le i'e])oi't to the last JiCgislature, made by
the State Geologist and others, objected very decidedly to an experi-
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mental farm in connection with the proposed college, I requested the
opinion of the officers of the State Agricultural Society as to the kind of
institution required, and as to the propriety and feasibility of conducting
agricultural studies or experiments without such experimental farm.
The repl^^ of Mr. Hoag was in confirmation of mj- own views:
"The Act of Congress donating the land describes the very kind of
institution we wanton this coast; one in which those branches of learn-
ing relating to agriculture and the mechanic arts shall have prominence;
in which the education of the student shall be liberal and practical, so
that he shall be fully prepared to successful!}^ undertake the several pur-
suits and professions of life. This embraces the whole scope of physical
and exact sciences ; for all are required in prosecuting and particular!}"
imj)roving agriculture and the mecbanic ar'ts. They must all be taught,
and taught practically. The hi-ancbes of learning relating to agriculture
can be thus taught onl}- in an institution possessing all the facilities of
an extensive laboratory, for an examination of all the materials of which
the earth is composed, and for an analytical examination of all the pro-
ducts of the earth. It must also possess the facilities of testing the con-
clusions drawn from experiments in the laboratory", by applying them
directly and practically to the operations of the farm, where the chemical
actions are performed bj' nature herself in her own great and well
appointed laboratory."
Hence an experimental farm is a prime necessity to such an institu-
tion. The value of experimental farming has been demonstrated in
France under the patronage of the Emperor, who has done more for the
improvement of agriculture and rural economy during the last ten years,
than all the other rulers of Europe. In addition to lectures on agricul-
ture and horticulture, delivered by first rate men in the Capital and in
the provinces, agriculture is taught bj' precept and example on experi-
mental farms, with excellent results. There are hundreds of agricul-
tural schools in Europe, some wholly sustained by Clovernment, others
b}- private effort, and some by the two united. With scarcely an excep-
tion, whether independent schools or dependent on colleges for their
teachers, each is connected with a farm. The great advance in agricul-
tural chemistry in Europe is due to the constant experiments conducted
in these institutions.
The valuable results produced bj" this sj'stem in Europe have excited
emulation in the United States; but from a variet}^ of causes such
schools have not been so numerous or well sustained here, the principal
reason being, probably, that the fertility, abundance, and cheapness of
our lands, render less necessar}" the efforts of scientific men to supply
the drain on the resources of nature. The exuberant productiveness of
our domain, far excelling the capacity of artificial stimulation, and the
readiness with which worn farms may be exchanged for virgin soil,
prevent the interest that would be otherwise felt in agricultural chem-
istry. Yet several agricultural schools, under the patronage of State
governments and private liberality, are in comparatively successful pro-
gress, and in every instance in connection with experimental farms. I
must confess that I am among those who " argue that an agricultural
school would be an absurdity without mn experimental farm attached."
The school may be disi)ensed with from considerations of its cost, incon-
venience, or doubtful benefit; but if it is established, the ftirm is an
indispensable auxiliary. In the great number of such institutions in
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Europe and tlie United States, the farm has been considered a necessary
aid to the studies and experiments pui-sucd, and undoubtedly was in the
mind of Congress when the grant was made, for it authorized tlie expen-
diture of ten per cent of a principal fund, otherwise inviolable, for the
purchase of land for such a farm.
The location of the farm should determine the location of the school.
To be of any use to the school for practical teaching or experiment, it
must be near at hand. To make the experiments of any use to the
farmers of the State generally, the farm must be so located that its soil shall
be a medium of that of the State, its climate the medium of the climate
of the State—not in the fogs and winds of the sea coast, the greater heat
and rarer moisture of the extreme southern part of the State, or liable
to the uncertain climatic changes and late frosts of the Sierras. As near
as possible, convenience of access should be considered, and a point on
the main thoroughfares of travel in the State would be desirable, if it
united other necessary conditions. Such a school, under the patronage
of the State, its reports made to the Legislature, and printed bj^ the
State Printer, embodying a statement of the result of its experiments,
should not be so remote from the Capital but that the representatives of
the people may easily visit it, and see for themselves its practical work-
ings and benetits, that they may legislate intelligently upon its interests,
and convey correct intelligence of it to their constituents.
Among the industrial pursuits of the State, second to none in impor-
tance, whether judged by the numbers engaged in it, or its conti'ibution
to the wealth of the State, is the business of mining; not that kind of
mining which is done at a broker's board, where speculators play with
stocks that are often not worth the paper consumed for certificates. The
real honest mining interest of the State needs scientific aid to develop
and guide it. A knowledge of geology applied to mining, of metallurgy,
etc., would be of vast benefit, and save many foolish enterprises and
much waste. A jn'ofessorship in the branches allied to mining should be
instituted in the Industrial School, with facilities for teaching geology,
metallurg}', and practical mining; and it should be the duty of the Pro-
fessor to visit the mines with his class, and teach them minins:, eniJ-ineer-
ing, and surveying, by actual work on the ground. The advantage to
the State of having our mining engineers and metallurgists trained here
in a practical acquaintaince with the conditions and processes of this
coast is be^'ond estimate, and an ample field for observation, instruc-
tion, and experiment is open to them.
Four great interests should work harmoniously together in the future,
for the benefit of this State: agriculture, mining, manufactures, and
commerce. There can be no occasion for conflict between them, or
between the sections of the State which thrive b}' them resjieetively. I
so insist, because the attempt is made to persuade the agriculturists that
it is ])roper to encourage a jealousy of the miners and mining section.
I^othing can be more unwise for all concerned. The mining communi-
ties furnish ample markets for the products of the farmer; they buy his
grain, his fruits, his cattle, and pay therefi)r with their own staple pro-
duct. The greater the advance of the mining section of the State, the
better customers are its people. Hence it is to the interest of the val-
leys to promote the rugged prosperity of the hills. So the miner buys
his necessaries more cheaply as tbc farmers of the State prosper in their
useful pursuit. The commercial centres have an advantage in fostering
the prosperity of the interior, whether mining or agricultural, because
trade is thereb}^ enlarged. All classes should be jM-uud of our growing
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commerce, and glad of anj^ fiicilities by which it is extended. Our State
extends over so large an area that it binds into one bundle these diversi-
fied yet concordant interests. But each of these performs its part in
creating the prosperity of the State, and each has a concern in the suc-
cess and stability of all. Hence political or social jealousy should be
ignored. That i;nan is an enemy to the State who stirs up such jealousies
for any purpose, or who seeks to combine one interest or section of the
State against any other. These considerations are of particular impor-
tance now when threatened legislation by Congress may throw the prin-
cipal business of the mining communities of this coast into confusion,
and impede the production of gold to an extent disastrous to the general
welfare. Again, if the facilities afforded by such an institution as I have
indicated, advance mining as well as agricultural interests, 1 desire that
you farmers may see that your own good is thereby promoted by the
extension of your markets, and greater demand for your products.
I concur in the suggestion of the report referred to, that it is better
for the State University to select portions of the ^veat field of science
not now cultivated here; that it ought not to invade the domain of col-
leges now established. Our common schools and colleges will furnish
the necessary training to fit the scholar for the practical and scientific
courses to which the university should be confined. In the university
there should be professorships of practical agriculture, botan}^, and vege-
table physiology; geology, and mineralogy; zoology, and animal physi-
ology; general and agricultural chemistry; mining, and metallurgy;
mechanics, and engineering; drawing, and design; mathematics, and
astronomy; military tactics, and engineering. Such an institution can
only be sustained by the large annual expense to the State w^hich I have
indicated—a large expenditure, but one that would add to the future
development, wealth, and distinction of the State beyond the power of
figures to estimate.
1 have purposely avoided minor details in this sketch, for the reason
that they are better settled b}' experts, and their treatment is inconsis-
tent with the limits or proprieties of a popular address. But there is
one limitation in the Act of Congress making the donation of land Avhich
is of great importance—that military tactics shall be included in the
studies of the university. Military discipline and drill have not occupied
a sufticiently prominent place in our educational system. We have
learned within the past few 3'ears the importance of this branch of edu-
cation, and military schools have increased in number and popularity.
We were totally unprepared for the late war, and to appearance devoid
of military spirit. Aside from the superior cfiiciency our arms would
have had early in the war if the volunteers had had a preparatory mili-
tary training, the effect of the display of that martial spirit by the
North, which is best exhibited by a people educated to arms, would have
ffone far toward deterrinir the ambitious leaders of secession from
plunging into civil war; perhaps would have saved the sacrifice of hun-
dreds of thousands of lives and thousands of millions of treasure. It is
not necessary to keep a large standing army to be prepared for war. The
same result may be reached by educating the people in the use of arms,
so that eftieient volunteer forces may be organized at the sudden call of
the country. Great military leaders are more likely to be developed by
training in the National JVIilitai-y xVcademy ; but the masses of the people
may be transmuted into efficient soldiers in a few years by teaching mili-
tary tactics and engineering in our schools. Boys will take naturally to
this kind of instruction. It will furnish a pleasant change from ordi-
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nary studies; and the}' will delight in Icarnin*^ the use of arms, company
and battalion evolutions, and in observing discipline. These are the ele-
ments of successful soldier}'. By moans of them, implanted by the
instruction of our schools and colleges, our youth may be so trained that
when another war shall threaten or assail our land, the call for volun-
teers will rally to our standard, not a mass of raw recruits, soldiers only
in spirit, but intelligent, enthusiastic, drilled masses of troops, scarcely
inferior to a regular army in etticiency, and superior to it in moral char-
acteristics.
I have treated this subject in its practical aspect, as the occasion
seemed to demand. To many, the em])loyment of large sums of money
to organize and maintain such an institution will seem useless expendi-
ture. It may also be urged with force that the State is already largely
burdened with debt, and should practice strict and even parsimonious
economy, until its debts are paid. There is an element of truth in the
latter objection, and perhaps enough to determine the Legislature
against 'the enterprise. But I believe the real interest of the State, even
its monetary prosperity, will be so greatly advanced by the successful
workings of such an institution, that the return will be manifold above
the expenditure. We cannot afford to neglect any means of improve-
ment on this coast. We have capacities for development here far ex-
ceeding the most ambitious statement. Our mines are practically
exhaustless, and will be liberal of wealth on full development. Our
geographical ])Osition, aided by rapid communication across the conti-
nent, will make tributary to us that vast commerce now awaiting inlet,
and which flows as naturally in currents as rivers run to the sea, Avher-
ever it flows depositing riches. The carava<ns that traversed the East,
carrying the trade of the Orient to the Mediterranean, built cities of
palaces, and made empires great in power and opulence. Our agricul-
tural domain lies open to enterprise, and is capable of feeding the
thronging millions who will inlierit this fair empire. Our mountain
streams await the busy machinery that will ply upon their banks; and
all the great industries that maintain powerful communities will be set
in motion here to meet the necessities of the growing future. With such
a destiny before our State, shall we neglect the means that will guide
these results to the happiest consummation, and make those who come
after us worthy of their inheritance, and able to secure it? Shall scien-
tific knowledge be the only essential element of success that we shall
not possess? Or shall we be content with sending a few of our children
to the East or to Europe to procure the necessary instruction which our
inditterence or false economy denies them at home? Such is not the
true policy for this State. \Ve should attract men of culture and expe-
rience. We should secure original thinkers, men of genius, men of
research, to teach our youth and stimulate and guide the development
of our i-esources. That we may not lack a<lvanced minds to lead in the
race of ])rogress, we should aim to develojj intellect and true manhood
here. It is better to exhaust all our wealth than to let the public heart
decay or the public mind become attenuated. That State is greatest,
though poor, where man is noblest, where labor is intelligent and free,
and dignified with virtue.
" ' Tis yonr's to jud.ije how -wide the limits stand
Between a splendid iiiul a haiipy land."
This age is marked by the progression of thought, and we must not
be content to remain outside of the current. More is required of public
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and private liberality now than ever before to build up noble institutions
of learning, and more is conceded in other enlightened communities.
Our State is old enough to undertake this duty, perliaps too long
deferred, and secure to its children the advantages which are elsewhere
deemed of leading necessity. To do so is true economy, for it is wise
provision for the future.
To tlie agriculturist the future of this State is full of encouragement
and bright with hope. Lured to these shoi'es by dreams of sudden foi'-
tune, he found the blind goddess fickle and coy in his search for the
grains of gold, but kind and constant wdien he wooed her through the
golden grain; and he has discovered that in the rich loam of these val-
leys he has exhaustless treasuries. From the lowlands the farmer is
invading the mountains—the foothills he has long since taken with his
countless herds of sheep—while like emeralds the little valleys gleam
amid the hills, the brightest gems of the mountains. He guides the
torrents from their rocky beds to the parched hills, and they return to
him in streams of ruby wine; and fruitful orchards and smiling vine-
yards nestle at the very feet of the granite Sierras. With a soil of every
variety, with the climate of every zone, with the children of ever}- land,
with a population whose enterprise knows no limit, and their energy no
obstacle, he may wdthout regret bid adieu to the golden days of the
past, in which foll}^ recklessness, and crime, the Mnld offspring of sudden
wealth, ruled the mad hour. He may turn from this to the bright dawn
of that golden future in which California shall lay anew the foundations
of true prosperity'; shall build upon the sure basis of exhaustless agri-
cultural resources with patient, intelligent industry, the empire of the
farmer, to endure while there shall be seedtime and harvest, and while
the earth shall bring forth her increase. Farmers of California, this it
is your high mission to accomplish. Let us all, of every pursuit and
profession, strive to be worthy our part in the lot of this gi'eat nation,
which has passed through the fierce fires of civil war to emerge purified,
ennobled, and strengthened; purified of slavery which chained industrial
millions; ennobled by the great act of justice that established liberty ;
and strengthened by the closer knitted bonds of union that war could
not sever.
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ANNUAL ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE ANNUAL FAIR
OF TnE
^jricullunil Sodxhi of i\t Uortljcru ^hixut of California,
AUGUST 30, 1S65,
By Gen. JOHN BIDWELL, of Chico.
III'. President, Officers, and 3femhcrs- of the Agricidtural, Horticultural, and
3Iechanics' Society of the Northern District of California :
"We live in an age of progress—in a period eventful beyond an_y other
in ancient or modern times, and one of Science. Invention, and Discovery,
which carry ns forward Avith un])reeedented rapidity in the scale of
improvement and civilization. While this is true in a greater or less
degree in respect to all nations, it applies with peculiar force to our own
country, where, in comparison with the old world, everything is new and
just budding into development. Progression is the order of the day, and
the term most expressive of the character of the times. Progi-ess seems
stamped upon the very face of things, and points from the past to a
higher future and ever onward. AVe see it in railroads that almost out-
strip the winds in velocity ; in steamships that plough every ocean against
gale and tide, and in steam power applied to thousands of useful purposes.
We see it upon the ocean and upon land; we feel it in the very air; it is
on our rivers and plains; on the mountains and in the valleys; it per-
vades every place and ever3'thing, and is the life and spirit of the age.
It is essential alike to individual and national prosperity. In peace it is
like an angel of mercy, filling the land with inventions to* abridge the
labor of toiling millions; in war it is tei-rible, furnishing engines and
missiles of destruction that Avould frighten the very demons of the lower
world and make them rejoice to find refuge in the realms of Pluto. Of
all people that inhabit the globe the American nation is the most pro-
gressive. More useful modern inventions have been made in America
than all the world beside. Our example seems to influence the balance
of the world and inspire them with progress. We discovered gold, and
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soon every land was aroused to seek for gold. In our acquired domain
marvellous discoveries of silver have been made; and forthwith a Euro-
pean monarch is seized with a desire to acquire tcrritor}', (not scrupulous,
either, as to how he acquires it,) in order that he may have silver, too.
Swift clipper ships were exclusively American property, till one day
England became waked up by an American yacht, and now all Europe
are rapidly casting aside their old seagoing tubs for swift and beautiful
clippers. We made ironclad war vessels, and the whole sj^stem of naval
warfare around the globe becomes instantaneously revolutionized.
The old world and the new are all activity and resonant with the hum
of American inventions. In the spirit of enterprise and progressive
ideas that are to revolutionize the world, both materially and politically,
the United States have fairly won the advance of all other nations.
That we have all the material resources necessary when developed by
this American spirit of advancement to maintain the advance, and even
to carry us greater lengths in the march of improvement, all intelligent
Americans believe, candid foreigners admit, and there are few from any
country so ignorant as not to know, or so bigoted as to deny it. With
surprising vigor and elasticity, the population of the United States has
expanded from about two million eight hundred thousand in seventeen
huijdred and seventj^-six, to more than thirty-one and a half millions in
eighteen hundred and sixt}^, increasing at the wonderful ratio of nearl}^
thirty-five per centum on an average during each decade. At a less ratio
than this, a calculation based upon a very reasonable estimate of the
causes of our numerical growth in the past will show the following
amazing expansion during the remainder of the present century:
Eighteen hundred and seventy
Eighteen hundred and eighty .
Eighteen hundred and ninety...
l^ineteen hundred
42,000.000
56,000,000
77,000,000
100,000,000
But rapid and healthful as has been the growth of population in the past,
and amazing as it promises to be in the future, the increase of wealth has
been and promises to continue to be still more wonderful. The value of
real estate and personal property in the United States in eighteen
hundred and fifty amounted to seven thousand one hundred and thirty-
five million seven hundred and eighty thousand two hundred and twenty-
eight dollars; in eighteen hundred and sixty it had more than doubled,
and reached the vast sum of sixteeen thousand one hundred and fifty-
nine million six hundred and sixteen thousand and sixty-eight dollai'S,
the ratio of increase being over one hundred and twenty-six per centum
in the space of ten j-ears.
In eighteen hundred and thirtj^ scarce!}' a railroad had been begun in
the United States, but in a few years we led the van in this, as in nearly
all other improvements. In eighteen hundred and thirty-eight we had
constructed and in operation eighteen hundred and forty-three miles of
railroad, and from this point mark the improvement. We had in
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Years. Miles.
Eighteen hundred and forty
Eighteen hundred and forty-two .
Eighteen hundred and fortj'-eight
Eiirhteen hundred and fifty
Eighteen hundred and sixtj'
2.167
4.H62
G.491
S.S27
31.1^5
Thus it will be seen that in the ten years immediately preceding the
last date—eighteen hundred and sixty—over twentj-two thousand miles,
or at an ayerage annual rate of oyer two thousand two hundred miles,
were built and put into operation, making an aggregate extent of more
than thirty-one thousand miles of railway in the United States, or oyer
six thousand miles more than would be required, if placed in a line, to
encircle the globe.
But the agricultural productions of our country' exhibit, too, a marked
activity and advancement. The yield of wheat amounted, in eighteen
hundred and fifty, to one hundred million four hundred and eighty-five
thousand nine hundred and forty-four bushels. In eighteen hundred and
sixt}' it rose to one hundred and seventy-one million one hundred and
eight^'-three thousand three hundred and eightj'-one bushels. All other
agricultural products exhibit similar or proportional results.
But how is it with our manufactures ? We will examine the latest reli-
able authority on that point. The Superintendent, in his preliminary
report on the census of eighteen hundred and sixty, says:
" The total yalue of domestic manufactures, (including fisheries and the
products of the mines.) according to the census of eighteen hundred and
fifty, was one thousand and nineteen million one hundred and six thousand
six hundred and sixteen dollars. The product of the same branches for
the year ending June first, eighteen hundred and sixt}', as already ascer-
tained in part and carefully estimated for the retnainder, will reach an
afTirreirate value of nineteen hundred millions of dollars. This result cxhib-
its an increase of more than eiyhfy-six per centwn in ten years.
I have made these references to the manufoctures, railroads, agricul-
ture, population, and wealth of the United States, in order to show that,
in material development we do possess the inherent and unmistakable
elements and prestige of permanent progress. This is no fancy sketch,
but a reality so apparent to every one tliat he who runs may read. It
cannot be denied that the late civil war which threatened the exi.stenee
of our govermental fabric, was a heavy blow to our prosperity. And let
us hope that, as the past can never be recalled, so ma}- fraternal war
never return to deluge our happy land in blood. Let us regulate our
actions and policy upon the principle that,
" Peace hath her vietoriei?,
!No less renowned than war;''
and may that Providence who guideth the destinies of nations inspire
us with prudence and wisdom to establish our future career upon the
solid foundations of truth and justice, as the only true way to preserve
enduring peace. Nothing short of the preservation of our national
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existence oi" national honor should impel us to resort to the arbitrament
of the sword. The blow was heavy, but we have emerged from the eon-
test with strength and confidence even greater than when the war began,
and with the brightest hopes for the future. Circumstances have changed;
a new and better order of things, we believe, has taken place, and we
begin to marcli towards the future under promising but different auspi-
ces. The gushing sources of our former pi-osperity have not been anni-
hilated nor dried up. Our national boundaries embrace the same expanse
of domain. We face upon the two great oceans of the w^orld, with over
twelve thousand miles of shore line, and a greater extent of inland navi-
gation than all Eurojje. We have within these boundaries nineteen hun-
dred millions of acres of ai'able. grazing, and mineral lands. Of this vast
area there are five hundred millions of acres of the most fertile and pi'o-
ductive soil on the globe. The most recent reliable data show that less
than two hundred millions of acres are embraced in im])roved farms;
showing a balance of over three hundred millions of acres awaiting the
creative energy of labor to transform them into the abodes of w^ealth and
civilization. It was not unreasonable to suppose that, while recupera-
ting from the effects of the wav, we should remain for a time apparently
stationar}". But already signs of returning prosperity appear. The
statistics of the poi't of New York for the first six months of the present
year give clear indications of improvement in the right direction, as will
be seen by the following table from the report of the Commissioner of
the Department of Agriculture for the mouths of June and July, eigh-
teen hundred and sixty-five :
TOTAL IMPORTS
Of Dnj C]ton(h and Geiirral Mcrchanth'se at jV^ew York from January first
to July fir:it, and Exports at the same place and for the same time.
18 63. 1864. 1S65.
Total imports
Total exp'ts, exclusive of sjiecie
Total exports of specie
$90,107,715
95.117,505
20,587,019
8129.311,035
92.747,942
29,208,840
$70,542,220
80,093,722
17,988,910
There are abiindant resources to establisli the belief that our volume
of material wealth, as measured by the statistics of eighteen hundred and
sixty, is fast returning, and that, too, before we have scarcely time to
realize that we are in a state of peace. The indications are truly encour-
aging. There is not a shade of doubt that our national debt of three
thousand millions of dollars can be borne without feeling the burden to
be oppi-essive. I will not pause to argue tlie question whether or not
this enormou.s amount can be made to 0j)erate as a national blessing. It
is sufficient to know that the faith and honor of the nation are ]:)le(lged
to its redemption, that we have abundant means in prosj)ect. and that we
are unalterably resolved to keep that faith and use those means till every
dollar of the del)t be discharged.
Would ail individual possessed of large and productive pro])ei'ty, con-
sisting of lands, cultivated farms, villages, machine shops, with plenty
of dutiful, induS'trious children, skilled in all branches of business, some
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adopted, and others constantly coming for adoption, and all competent
and willing to take charge of this property and carry it on—would such
an individual, a tlii'ifty farmer if you please, consider himself hopelessly
involved if he should, by some unavoidable occurrence, owe one fifth of
the taxable valuation of his property? ]No. All he would ask would
be to be permitted to pa}' a reasonable interest for a reasonable time in
which to pay the principal. Why, the cash value by the census report
of farms alone—not including farming im])lements and machinery—
amounted in eighteen hundred and sixty to six billion six hundred and
fifty million dollars, a sum more than twice as large as the national debt.
I repeat, there is no cause for discouragement. On the contrary, there
is reason to rejoice; though our debt is great, we are possessed of bound-
less resources with which to meet and discharge that debt; though our
stature as to territor}', population, and Avealth is of gigantic proportions,
yet as a nation we are not in a state of decline, but in the very bloom
and vigor of youth; though our burden is large, yet our growing
strength will enable us to bear it easil}-. We have reason to rejoice, too,
that we are in fact as well as in theory a nation of li-eemen—that we are
in a condition as a nation to practice the doctrines we have preached as
political axioms of our faith, that all men are created equal, and that all
governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed,
and thus demonstrate before the world that man is capable of free, endu-
ring self-government. Let us regulate our actions according to the
principle of justice, and not unnecessarilj- be drawn into Avar with foreign
powers, and thereby increase our national burden. Then, with our
iDoundless and ever-augmenting sources of wealth to be developed by our
ever-expanding population, enlarged by a constant stream of immigra-
tion from Europe, we shall at once mount u])ward in the scale of pro-
gress and civilization Avith a velocity that shall leave all other nations in
the distance. And now, Mr. President, permit me to say that we, as
Californinns. have occasion to feel a just pride that California is a part
and parcel of this great and glorious nationalit}'. From her position it
is her mission to act an important part in the future, as she has done in
the past, in sustaining the imtional credit, and furnishing the sinews of
currency. Her golden treasures flowing into the national system for
twelve years prior, as well as during the great rebellion, Avhen all our
hopes hung breathless upon the nation's fate, gave temper to its nerves,
added strength to ever}- bone, muscle, and tissue of the body politic, and
snjjplj-iiig a constant stream of life-giving nutriment^ gave it power to
meet the shock, surmount every obstacle, and come forth crowned with
enduring laurels of victory. It was the high privilege of California to
first unlock the golden fountain. The discovery and development of the
mines here led to the discovery and development elsewhere—in Austra-
lia—Colorado—and all over the Pacific slope of North America. Every
field of enterprise, every nation, agriculture, commerce, all industrial
pursuits, and perhaps every human being upon the globe, have felt their
influence.
But great as have been the results of the discovery of the precious
metals—the impulse given to the world's march, or the particular benefit
to our own countr\^ at a most opportune period—we cannot ignore the
fact, that agriculture is the foundation, and, therefore, the most im])or-
tant of all other pursuits. Without increasing production by cultivating
the soil, no civilized nation could exist—blot out this paramount pursuit,
and but few of the present population of the globe would be able to sur-
vive. But while agriculture is by common consent placed first in the
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scale, do not understand me to lightly estimative the value of other branches
of industry. They are as important in developing agriculture as agri-
culture is important to the existence of man. Without the aid of the
mechanic arts, and of science, and of all useful professions and occupa-
tions, the intelligent agriculturist of to-day would have advanced but a
short distance upon the wide space which now separates him from barba-
rism. There is, then, Mr. President, a harmony or co-ordination of inter-
est between agriculture and all other useful pursuits. One cannot flourish
"without the other. We place agriculture first, because it is indispensable
—as the first letter of the alphabet is indispensable, so all the other let-
ters are indispensable to the construction of syllables, words, and sen-
tences. Advance agriculture, and j^ou advance all other branches of
human industry.
It is to me, Mr. President, a source of much gratification to witness
the efl^orts which your society are making to advance the permanent
interests of the State. I know of nothing better calculated to awaken
interest, and stimulate generous emulation^!, than exhibitions of this char-
acter. They are powerful incentives to industry and improvement. As
evidence of the fact, it ought to be sufficient to mention that fairs of this
kind are held and patronized most where agriculture and the mechanic
arts are in the most flourishing condition. But to set the question
entirely at rest, I will state what all can see with their own eyes,
and what none will have the temerity to dispute: the ladies always
patronize fairs, and they are the fairest portion of all fairs—what-
ever they patronize is sure to succeed. I am most happy therefore
to be able to bear witness that, judging by this infallible rule, with-
out attempting to describe the gorgeous displa}' of fruits and flowers
and works of industry and skill which crowd this noble hall, and chal-
lenge comparison, that your exhibition is a grand success— tliat Marys-
ville, the Queen City of this magnificent valley, is alive to the future
as she has ever been in the past, and is moving on the true and broad
road to a higher prosperity. The same exertion and enterprise that have
created this beautiful and flourishing city—that have lined the margins of
these rivers, and dotted the plains and foothills with farms, gardens,
orchards, and vine_yards—I say, the same efforts all over the coast would
banish dull times from the land, and convert this into the most pros-
perous, beautiful, and desirable region upon the face of the earth. My
time on this occasion would not permit me to particularize, except to a
limited extent, and much that would bo both useful and interesting to
know must be omitted. It will be sufficient for this occasion to say that
the soil, climate, and man}' other features of California, are unsurpassed.
It is a region of wonderful variet}^ and production. The cereals are hero
produced of superior qualit}', and in larger quantity per acre than in any
other part of the United States. It would be a poor farm indeed, and
btidly cultivated at that, if it failed to yield twenty-five bushels of w,heat,
and thirty of barley or oats per acre. Fifty bushels of wheat are no
uncommon crop, and other grains in proportion. In some localities,
generally in rich alluvial bottoms like those of the Yuba, Indian corn
flourishes in a manner to compare favorably with the famous Valley of
the Mississippi. All tlie productions known to temperate and semi-tropi-
cal climates are or may be produced here in the greatest perfection and
abundance. If one half of the real capabilities of the soil and tiie advan-
tages of the Pacific coast were known abroad, I do really believe we
should be overwhelmed in a single year with millions of population from.
Europe and the Atlantic States, provided they had the means to come
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here. Tlie cliinaie presents every possible attraction that can be ima-
gined. It is salubrious and invii;-oratini>;, and adapted to the profluction of
iiiany things only known to lower latitudes in other parts of the woi'ld.
Italia cannot boast of skies more serene than our genial and glowing
summers present
—tliesc summers that make this emphatieall}' the land
of the tig, the grape, the olive, and the pomegranate, and ripen even the
orange in some localities. The evenings are most charming, and more
than redeem the etfects of the heat during the day. In this gorgeous
Yalley of tiie Sacramento, the cool breezes plaj'ing alternatelj^ from
the ocean and the snow-capped summits of the Sierra and the Coast
Bange Mountains, refresh and purify tlie air, and render the ni^-hts and
nioi-nings, as well as evenings, delightful beyond description. No person
probably ever came to California and went awa}^ without desiring to return
and enjoy again the beauties of the climate. Those who have left with
the intention of remaining away permanently, are almost sure to come
back again. They will tell you that no one can fully appreciate the cli-
mate here, and its nianj' advantages, until he has left it and attempted to
live in another. The contrast then becomes glaring, and invariably
inclines them back to this land of sunshine and pleasant prospects.
But I will not deny that, with all these advantages of fertility, salu-
brity, fruitlulness, and many more impossible for me now to specify,
there is room for vast expansion, and a tield that would require the labor
of millions, to develop. All that is wanted is a market for what we can
produce, and an abundance of skilful and intelligent labor. If we could
sell everything we could produce here, the labor would naturally flow in
this direction and fill the vacuum ci-eated by the demand for production.
As it is, there are many causes which tend to postpone the attainment
of all that we desire, and which addi-ess themselves to every one whose
hopes and prospects are identified with the Pacific coast. It is not wise
to bask always in the sunshine, and contemplate onlj^ the bright side of
the circumstances that surround us. pjven in the most favored lands
there are clouds that overcast the skies, l)ut unveiled briii-htness is beam-
ing at)ove them. Labor is the great desideratum of the Pacific States
and Territories. We must have a greater population to sujiply that
labor. Business becomes at times so dull, and monc}- so scarce, that we
can hardly pay our ta.xes, much less our debts, and find means to expend
in improvements. Our seasons, in the o])inion of some who aie not
acquainted with all the circumstances and conditions, are too wet, or too
dry 5 and millions of acres, only arid and apparently sterile, the}- imagine
to be worthless. Another drawback to our pi-osperity is, they say, there
is a large number of non-producers. They are found all over the country,
on the ranches, in the saloons of our towns and cities, almost everj-where.
As they ai-e not inclined to work, they must of necessity live off the
hibor of those who do work. These are some of the clouds that lower
in ouy horizon.
In answer to all these evils, I must be ])ermitted to state that no
country upon cai'th, not even our beautiful and lovely California, is free
from impei-fections. The world was not made, finished, and ready to be
enjoyed, without the labor of intelligent beings to do what nature left
nnddiie and desioncd for them to do. I know there are many idle people
in California, who do not ])i'vtend to work at all, and some who (io pre-
tend, scai'cely more than half work. I do not believe there are any of
that sort here, because such people would not have enough ambition to
get hei'e. The wai-in climate, and the little labor requisite to obtain the
necessaries of life, do. no doubt, invite to itileness. Now, I can speak
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from experience, when I say there is no necessity for idleness. There is
enough, and more than enough, for every man to do. The honest, indus-
trious men of the State—the very bone and sinew of our prosperity—
work and endure fatigue here as well as in any climate in the world.
Idleness invariahly enervates the system and leads to vice. He who
permits an able bodied man to live around him in idleness does the man
a positive inj^ny, and is only educating him for the highway and to
become a candidate for the gallows or the penitentiary. 1 will have no
such men about me, because I do not wish to do any man ati injury. If
every man could be made to see the question in this light, the remedy
for idleness would be certain, immediate, and complete. Among the
Mexican population of this coast there is, no doubt, a trace still existing
of the pastoral habits derived through their forefathers from Sj^ain.
This kind of life may be more or less copied by Americans and others
who find their way out here through Mexico or other Spanish American
countries. Buckle, in his History of Civilization in England, says of
Spain :
'' The low state of agriculture in Spain may be ascribed partly to
physical and partly to moral causes. At the head of the former must
be placed the heat of the climate and the aridity of the soil. Most of
the rivers with which the country is intersected run in deep beds, and
are but little available, except in a few favored localities, for purposes of
irrigation." Also,
" that the vicissitudes of climate, particularly in the
central parts, make Spain habitually unhealthy." And he further
observes: "Another feature of this singular country is the prevalence
of a pastoral life, mainly caused by the difficulty of establishing regular
habits of agricultural industry. In most parts of Spain the climate ren-
ders it ini})ossible for the laborer to work the whole of the day; and this
forced interruption encourages among the people an irregularity and
instability of purpose, which makes them choose the wandering avoca-
tions of a she])herd rather than the more fixed pursuits of agriculture."
Now, Mr. President, whether, from the fact of our living in what was
once a Spanish American Territory, and coming in contact with people
who'introduced pastoral habits from Spain, those habits are beginning to
tell on us, I will not pretend to determine. Certain is it that as a gen-
ei'al rule no more enterprising people ever existed than those who have
come to California since the discovery of gold. Thej^ have explored
nearly every nook and corner of the Pacific slope. No danger has been
sufficient to check their explorations. They have brought to light hid-
den treasures that have astonished and almost revolutionized the com-
merce of the world. Their herculean efforts are literally moving the
mountains towards the sea. They have built cities, towns, and villages
innumerable, atid been the pioneers of civilization all over the Pacific
coast, from Arizona to Cariboo. They have carved States and Territo-
ries from the regions of former savage desolation, and made the deserts
to bud and blossom as the rose. I have an abidiny; faith in the Ani-lo-
Saxon race. I believe they can do and perform wonders, and even with-
stand the allurements to idleness of this or any other climate. I speak
of them as a class, of course, and believe a noble destiny awaits tliem in
the future.
In regard to the dullness and stagnation in business, whir-h from time
to time |)ervade the land, there are many causes and man}' remedies.
We sliould ask ourselves : Do we not continue to practice the habits wo
assumed in former and flusher times, and thereby live beyond the legiti-
27
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mate bounds of our present available resources? It is true, too, tliat the
scarcity of money, and the high rates of interest which capital com-
mands, precludes the possibility of engaging in many enterprises for the
development of the mines and the im])i'Ovenient of the material resources
of the State; but we can and ought to produce more than we do, even
with our present means and the present high price of labor and capital.
I will not assert that we can at once remedy all the trouble that seems
to beset oiir path ; but I do say that it is in our power to remedy much
of it. But so long as we continue to import things that can be produced
here, just so long must we send awaj- our gold to pay for them. Wc can
and ought to produce all or nearly all of the thousands of barrels, boxes,
and cases of dried apples, I'aisins, and other iruits, which we import,
amounting annually to half a million of dollars. We could pi-oduce nearly
all of the brandies, wines, malt and other liquors, if we must have them,
which we import, and thereby save, annually, a quarter of a million dol-
lars more. We have tlie nieans and should produce all of the butter,
cheese, bacon, hams, pork, lard, lard oil, linseed, and in time, even olive
oil, which Avc import, and thereby make a saving of at least half a mil-
lion of dollars more ever}' year. AYe have in this State exhaustless
mines of nearly pure iron ; and we can and ought to produce ail of tliat
material used for ?'ailroads, machinery, and other purposes, and thereby
save annuail}" millions of dollars more. These, and thousands of other
things, which we ought and will eventually be compelled to ])roduce
here, or do without, we have to pay for in gold, and at prices which
charge the consumer with transportation, insurance, and ])rotit on the
articles; and then again, with transportation, insurance, and protit, and
the gold sent to pay for them, and this of course in addition to the origi-
nal cost; all of which can be saved li}' producing them here. If we can-
not do all of this at once, we should do as much as we can, and aim to
make the residue at the earliest practical period. Is it true that in this
land of luxuriant vegetation, where, literall}'. the "cattle upon a thou-
sand hills" graze and thrive in winter as well as summer, with little or
no attention, that we must continue to transport butter and cheese from
New York? There is no such necessity, and I speak fi-om experience.
But a few years ago nearly all the farmers of this valley, and, I among
the rest, purchased nearly all the butter they used—butter that had
been inqjorted across the Isthmus of Panama, or around Cape Horn.
Some of it seemed old enough to have made a voyage around the world.
I became ashamed of it, and resolved that if 1 could not, with thousands
.of cattle, which I had at that time, make sufficient butter to siq)ply my
own family—and my family is large, over fitfy, antl sometimes a hundred
in number—I would do without it. And with many other things 1 have
made similar resolves
;
and I am happy to be able to say that they have
resulted in success. If the whole State, ai-oused to the importance of
decreasing importations, which deplete our purses and absorb the means
that would give us prosperity and incKqiendence, would make a firm
resolve to manufacture more of many things or do without them, the
result would be an impetus to all branches of industry that would revo-
lutionize the condition of thin^^s and banish com]i!aint from our shores.
However similar the pastoral habits of the early ])ioneers to tins coast
may be to those of Spain, as before alluded to, the comparison does not
hold true in regard io the physical featui-es—while in most ])arts of
Spain the heat of the climate, as mentioned by the historian, renders it
inq^ossible for the laborer to work the whole day, and the climate itself,
from certain causes, was habitually unhealthy, and the aridity of the
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soil could not, on account of obstacles in the Avay of irrigation, be over-
come
;
here in California labor is performed even in the most sultry
valleys during: ^11 hours of the day and at all seasons of the year. On
my farm at Chico, in this valley, where we claim to have a reasonable
degree of heat, especially in time of harvest, I can scarcely remember
an instance of a hand becoming sick in the harvest field. Perhaps SiOme
will say we don't kill ourselves with work at Chico. In reply, IVill
answer that we do not; and what is more, we do not intend to do so.
I will tell you what we did do. ^Ye harvested the present season, during
the liottest part of the summer, cut, threshed, cleaned, and put in the
granarj^, ready for market, forty thousand six hundred and eighteen
bushels of grain ; three fourths of it wheat, and the remainder oats and
barley, in thirty-six daj's, including all delays by breakages and other
causes, averaging one thousand one hundred and twenty-eight and a
quarter bushels per day, with an average of twenty-two hands, all told.
Now then, can men work in this valley ? You have my answer, which
is the best proof I am able to give. It is true the climate in some locali-
ties is somewhat miasmatic and productive of intermittent fevers, but
the causes, local and transient in their character, can and will be re-
moved. Until this can be accomplished, I would suggest that residences
in such localities should be so constructed as to afford sleeping apart-
ments in the upper story, and thus enable the dwellers along the margins
of rivers, and in the vicinity of sloughs and tule lands, to escape from
inhaling from the lowest stratum of air during the night. In regard to
the aridity of certain portions of this State, and the apparent sterility
o'f large tracts of land before referred to, we have the means of tlieir
complete reclamation at hand. The great remedy is irrigation. Differ-
ent from Spain, all the streams of this valley, even our largest rivers,
can be made available for purposes of irrigation.
Some have pretended to believe that irrigation was detrimental, and
therefore not to be recommended. So is food, or any other useful and
indispensable thing, detrimental if not used in a proper manner, in proper
quantities, and at proper times. Time will not permit me to give even
a faint idea of what I conceive to be the great importance of irrigation.
It is such that it should, in my opinion, con^mand the attention of the
State and be a subject of State regulation The short and partial expe-
rience already had in many localities has proved that even the most
barren places, when irrigated, will produce the ver}^ best of grapes,
fruits, and other products. In fine, such are the wonderful capabilities
of the soil of California, that irrigation, properly conducted and applied
to these barren hills, and plains, and mountains, would awake them as if
by magic into such fertility, and life, and beauty, and fruitfulncss, as to
astonish even Californians themselves. The canals for irrigation should
be made upon a system so as to harmonize with the reclamation of
swamp and tule lands, and equalize the distribution of water for the
benefit of all. Constructed upon an extensive scale, these canals, under
proper regulations, could be made useful to conduct away the surplus
waters in seasons of heavy floods, and thereby prevent the destructive
effects of inundations. They would create sites and water power for
mills and other machinery, and besides be available for purj)oscs of navi-
gation. The rivers of this portion of the State are becoming so rapidly
filled up as to thi-eaten the total destruction of navigation. The raising
of the beds of rivers by continual deposition from the mines, while it
destroys navigation and increases the danger from floods, diminishes the
labor of transferring the waters into artificial channels. Preservation
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from the danger of innndation should impress upon ns the necessity of
givin<^ this subject early consideration. The tuie and swamp lands of
this valley, when reclaimed, which to rae is as certain as time and
seasons, will become the garden of the State. "When the mountains and
plains shall be redeemed fi-om their aridity and apparent sterility by
irrigation, then the great staple of export from the Pacific coast will
consist, not in gold and silver, but in the products of the soil. In every
conntr}' many things deemed essential to modern civilization are now
transported, and probabl}- will be for all time, from distant parts of the
globe; and Ave have no reason to expect that California will be, even
after the proudest triumphs in development we can ever hope to achieve,
an exception to the rule. Tessels will continue to make our shores, laden
with such ai'ticles of luxury and necessity which we may fail to ])roduce
here. Instead of exporting from this coast fift}' or sixty millions of
dollars to
-pay for these things, we would send hundreds of millions of
dollars in wines and other agricultural products, and thus turn the pre-
mium on exchange in our favor.
The rearing of domestic animals is another subject which commends
itself to the attention of all who feel interested in the welfare of the
State. It cannot have escaped the observation of those engaged in.
rearing stock in California that the indigenous grasses, once so abundant
as to pasture thousands of animals where only hundreds are able to
subsist now, are fast disappearing from the plains. This is attributable
no doubt to excessive grazing, especiall}' by sheep and horses, which
destroys the seed, and consequently the essential condition of reproduc-
tion. Weeds spring up and encumber the ground, and stock disappear.
That these grasses can never be restored in their original excellence is,
to me, extremely problematical. Whether any forage plant can be
found that will grow upon our hills and plains, and become a profitable
substitute to the original grasses, remains ibr the future to bring I'orth.
Thei'e must be a remedy somewhere in nature, but who will discover
it? He who should succeed in making the discovery would be a bene-
factor to his race, and deserve the lasting gratitude of his country. Till
this can be accomplished, it becomes us to be careful of the grazing capa-
bilities of our land
;
otherwise we destroy what cannot be replaced.
-Hence arises the necessity, if no higher motive, of rearing breeds of finer
blood, and diminishing the scrub races that have to such an alarming
extent heretofore destroyed the grasses to little profit. There is
another fact in connection with the subject of raising stock Avhich
deserves to be noticed. When pasture lands are not over fed so as to
eradicate, and there is an abundance of pasture for stock in winter, it
sometimes occurs that we have hard winters—cold weather, and some
snow, that render it al)Solutcl\- necessary to be ])rej)ared to feed stock,
say at least one month, if we would be certain to save them. During a
residence here of twenty-four years, I have witnessed but one such
season—then there were from six to eight inches of snow, which lay in
this valley for nearly a month. I feel it a duty to place this warning
upon record, because what has once ti-anspired is sure to occur again. I
have seen also one, and only one, really dry season—that was eighteen
hundred and forty-four. You have so recently seen the effects of dry
seasons, especially in tlie southern part of the State, it is necessary only
to make this passing allusion.
The subject of establishing agricultural schools and colleges, where the
arts and sciences applicable to j)ractical farming can be acquired for the
benefit of the jiresent as well as future generations, is one of momentous
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importance, and I commend it to your earnest consideration. The sub-
ject of useful inventions is one of so much interest and about which so
much is daily written and spoken, that it would be supererogatory to
attempt to impart anj^thing new to this intelligent audience; afid even
if I could do so, I should fail for want of time. I will only say that
steam threshers, steam ploughs, spading machines, wdth perhaps hun-
dreds of other inventions, are worthy the consideration of every agricul-
turist. If there is any one art progressing more than another by the
aid of science and invention, that art is agriculture. No other calling is
capable or is susceptible of greater improvements, no other profession is
more respectable. Labor, it is admitted, is the true source of wealth,
and must be free in order to be intelligent and honorable. Of all things
necessary to promote the progress of the Pacific coast, none will com-
pare with the completion of a railway across the continent. The
Atlantic and Pacific railroad is the sine qua non of our destiny. Our
hopes and prayers should be centred upon its earliest possible comple-
tion. With this great enterprise accomplished, our destiny, in spite of
wicked men, would be inseparably connected with the Union.
Finally, Mr. President, I return to you and the officers and members
of this societ}^, and to the ladies who have honored the occasion with
their lovel}^ presence, and to all others who have to worship at this noble
shrine of industry, \wy grateful thanks.
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ANNUAL OPENING ADDRESS,
DELIVEEED BY
DR. E. S. HOLDEN,
PRESIDENT OP THE SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Members of the San Joaquin Valley District Agricultural Society : •
Gentlemen:—For the sixth time we meet to celehrate our annual
exhibition of the products of industr}', to behold familiar laces beaming
with pensive pleasure, or lighted up with eager and joyous enthusiasm ;
on eveiy hand we meet cheerful greetings, sunny smiles, and coi'dial
congratulations. Whence springs this fraternity of feeling, this benev-
olent impulse of generous hearts, this glowing sunshine of the soul,
gleaming all around Avith gladness, but from the instinctive consciousness
of the moral grandeur of the occasion—a consciousness of contributing
to the maintenance of the true dignit}^ of labor; to the elevation of the
working man, and to the improvement of the industrious arts—a con-
sciousness of exerting a wide-spreading and fai'-reaching influence for
good on human progress and civilization ?
We have but just emerged from the sraoke and din of the battlefield
and the deadly strifes of a civil war, and, more recently, from the excite-
ment of a county election, where political differences exist, and iriends
combat with the significant privilege, the ballot, to elect a friend to
position, or an honest candidate to office; but hero all political distinctions
vanish, and we stand as a band of brothers to distribute our works of
industr}-, labor, and experience, for the benefit of all; to those from the
South and from the North, from the East and from the West, to congi-at-
ulate each other for a fruitful and bounteous harvest, and a ha]i]n' return
of this festive occasion, the importance of which cannot be over estimated.
It is an occasion worthy of an enlightened and enthusiastic people.
Members of this society, by your confidence and kindness you have
retained me for the last five years as your President, and as a customary
consequence, I have delivered to j'ou as man}' annual addresses, in which
I have made made agricultural societies, and the material which con-
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slitiites them, my subjects. Although the subject of agriculture cannot
be exhausted, and is always appreciated on these occasions, y'etl propose,
at this time, to change my base of thought, and speak of our California,
the briglitest and richest gem in the glorious circle of the thirty-eight
free and independent States, over all of which to-day floats Freedom's
banner—the stars and stripes—the beacon light that invites the subjects
of other nations to our romantic and productive shores.
CALIFORNIA.
California, in name, is worldwide known, but her historj^—the his-
tory of her vast resources—is but little known outside of her bordere.
It is this knowledge we, as Californians, wdio are her adopted sons,
should embrace all oppoi'tunities we have to disseminate; by so doing,
we shall be educating hundreds of thousands of other lands to the inex-
haustible resources and faultless climate which we possess, that they
may be enticed to migrate here, thus giving to the Pacific slope what
is most needed, population.
California presents one of the most beautiful and varied landscapes in
the world; presents, too, a most remarkable instance of rapid advance-
ment and growth in substantial prosperity and wealth; a climate to suit
the most fastidious; her sea coast fanned by the cool northwest trade
winds, giving health and vigor to the great Valleys of San Joaquin and
Sacramento, (four hundred miles in length by seventy-five in width.) and
to an altitude of four thousand feet in the Sierra Nevada. The valley
climate is unsurpassed for its evenness of temperature and salubrity,
while high up in the Sierra, almost perpetual snows cover the lofty
peaks.
Eighteen years ago, California was but a wild, uncultivated wilder-
ness, inhabited only by Indians, the wild beasts, and a few scores of
white men. Eighteen years ago, steamboats, stages and railroads were
unknown in this land. The waters of our magnificent bays and rivers
were ruffled onU^ by the canoe, paddled b}^ the Indian, transporting his
dusky family and household goods from one camping ground to another.
To-day floats on these waters many princely steamers, transporting the
lordly Saxon from rich and populous cities constructed upon the Indian's
camping grounds, and upon the ashes of his fallen race. Eighteen years
ago, the magnificent Sierra, towering in solitude for ages, looked down
upon lonely valleys and plains, the surging of the Pacific only disturbing
the solitude of the scene. To-day, we have half a million of population,
scattered over mountain and plain, and the hum and din of business,
and the ring of pick and shovel, make hundreds of towns, camps, and
lonely mountains merry.
THE METROPOLIS OP CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco is a State pet; a cit}^ Californians take pride in; it
being the great commercial centre, the metropolis of the Pacific, the
third commercial city of the Union, and rapidly advancing to the sec-
ond. She is the half-wa_y traffic and trade mart of Australia, Japan, the
Amoor Hiver, and the Pacific Islands. Her population has increased
from hundreds in eighteen hundred and fortj^-nine, to one hundred and
twenty thousand ; and her taxable property to over one hundred million
dollars
;
her tonnage movement, entering and clearing annually over six
hundred thousand tons, by one thousand nine hundred and eighty vessels,
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freio-hting tbe productions and manufacture of every commercial mart
and clime J.O her overburdened storehouses; and these, with lier costly
stores, halls, churches, entitle her to be called the Mistress of the Pacific.
San Francisco is the only natural terminus of the Pacific Pailroad,
which, within five or six years will, with iron bands, cement the Atlantic
and tbe Pacific; and who can estimate the immense total trade and
traffic this great world's highway will bring to our young State ?
AGRICULTURAL CAPACITIES OP THIS STATE.
The capacities of our rich, deep soil, aided by tbe warm, genial sun,
surpasses the world in all agricultural and fruital productions, in quan-
tity and qualit}'. Figs, grapes of every variety, tbe olive, almond, citron,
lemon, orange, in short, all the Mediterranean productions, grow and
mature here Avith all their native luxuriance and perfection; while hemp,
flax, tobacco, sorghum, cotton, and other great staples needed by the
world, suppl}' commerce, and enrich all countries that produce them.
The State extends from latitude thirty-two degrees twenty minutes
south, to latitude forty-two degrees north, is five hundred and seventy
miles long, and has an average width of two hundred and thirty miles.
It embraces eighty-nine million six hundred and eighty-five thousand five
hundred and fifteen acres adapted to agricultural purposes, twenty-nine
million acres of swamp or tule land, thousands of acres of which are now
being reclaimed, and much of it producing unparalleled crops of vege-
tables, grass, and fruits. The area of the valley land is tbii-ty million
acres, making with the mountain land, a total of sevent}^ million acres,
suitable for agricultural and grazing purposes. Of this, there is under
fence over six million acres, of which, one hundred and seventy-eight
thousand nine hundred and sixty acres, in eighteen hundred and sixty,
produced thiee million sixty-eight thousand six hundred and ninety-
three bushels of wheat; one hundred and fifty-four thousand six hundred
and ninety acres produced four million six hundred and thii-ty-nine
thousand six hundred and seventy-eight bushels of barley ; thirty-eight
thousand six hundred and twent}' acres produced one million two Ijun-.
dred and sixty-three thousand four hundred and fiftj'-nine bushels of
oats. This j'car, as near as can be established up to this date, four times
the above amount of cereals have been raised. Fruit trees and gi-ape
vines, in eighteen hundred and sixty, numbered six millions. These have
quadrupled up to this time. Stock of all kinds, in eighteen hundred and
sixty, numbered one million five hundred and seventy-six thousand nine
hundred and eighty. Horses—one million five hundred and seventy-
seven thousand; cattle—seven hundred and twenty-two thousand three
hundred and seventy-four; sheep—four hundred and ninety-one thousand
seven hundred and ninety-four; goats—twelve thousand seven hundred
and forty-three; swine—one hundred and sixty-five thousand nine hun-
dred and twenty-one ; mules—fortj'-seven thousand. At the present time
there are over two million sheep, and in no part of the world do they do
better or can they be raised at less cost. The French and Spanish
nierino, the southdown, the cottswold, and other varieties, have been
imported from the Atlantic States, France, Spain, and Australia, and
prosper as well here as in tlieir native countries. Wool is fast becoming
an important article of export; over seven million pounds were shipped
last 3'ear.
The culture of the grape and the manufacture of wine are rapidly
growing into a large and important business, our hundreds of valleys
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producing to perfection the table grape, and the mineral soil of the hill
and mountain side, the wine grape. It is a well known fact that the
Eui'opean vineyards are fast decaying from old age and exhaustion of
soil, and, as a natural consequence, the heretofore fabulous amount of
grapes and wine produced in the old countries, must be transferred to
other sections of the world, and where else than California can the grape
be as well and as cheaply produced ? The iact is already acknowledged;
thei'cfore, it behooves Caliibrnians to take advantage of the circumstance.
It has been a question of much doubt with Avine manufacturers in this
State, whether good wine can be made from the grape raised on the
adobe soil. This question has been recently settled, as far as regards
one class of wine—port—which has been manufactured by West &
Brothers from the grape raised near this cit}' on the adobe soil, the wine
needing only age to render it equal to the best imported.
MINERAL RESOURCES AND YIELD.
Besides the inexhaustible gold mines, which embrace over fortj'-four
thousand square miles, minerals and metals of almost every kind have
been found. Silver, copper, platina, iron, quicksilver, antimonj^, tin,
arseaic, cobalt, manganese, lead, coal, ochres, saltpetre, in large quanti-
ties, lime, g_ypsum, freestone, marble, granite, borax, and brimstone, are
found in quantities to supply the world. Petroleum has recently been
discovered in several sections of the State, and bids fair to be of great
value, thus adding another item to our wealth and comraere. The his-
torj' of our gold mines is too well known to receive any more than a
passing notice here. These mines are daily extending in number and,
wealth. The two great gold belts lying on the western slope of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains, and exhausting hundreds of miles already
discovered, are yielding increased amounts for the benefit of the eastern
world, banks, Wall street Shylocks, and the sujiporters of the specific
conti-act law. Over one-billion dollars of gold have been exported since
eighteen hundred and forty-six. The historj' of our silver mines is
reeent. The silver belt is on the eastern side of the Sierras, and the
mines have been sufficiently tested to warrant the idea that it will
I'equire the toil and labor of thousands for generations to exhaust them.
Over eighteen million dollars of silver has been manifested from Washoe
since eighteen hundred and sixty, and an equal amount is supposed to
have been returned for improvements and opening the mines. Side by
side of the gold belts lie the richest and most extensive copper mines yet
discovered. Since eighteen hundred and sixty, the time copper was
discovered or attracted notice, one mine, the Union, located in Copper-
opolis, is now sending to the East three thousand tons per month, em-
ploj-s over one thousand two hundred animals to freight it to Stockton,
at a cost of about thirty thousand dollars per month for freight. This
mine, together with the Keystone, Calaveras, and Empire, in (Jopperop-
olis, and the Campo Seco and Copper Hill, in Campo Seco, can shij) next
season over twenty thousand tons per month.
MANUFACTURES.
This State, though in its infancy, can boast of many flourishing manu-
factories of different kinds, yet but few, if any, are producing a surplus
28
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for exportation, excepting; wine. What avo need most at this time are
extensive workshops for manufacturing agricultural im])lements and
woollen fabi'ics. One million dollai-s was paid this season for the imports
of agricultural implements, and still more are needed. We need woollen
factories to work up the seven million pounds of wool produced the past
season, which amount will be largely increased annually. The two
extensive woollen manufactories in San Fi-ancisco, Avith a ca])ital oi' one
million dollars, manufacturing over two million four hundred thousand
pounds of wool, employing four bundi-ed and fifty laborers, at a cost of
two hundred thousand dollars per annum, are not sufficient to supply all
our wants. We are yearly importing immense quantities of woollen
fabrics. If we would become rich and populous, we must save our goUl
by exporting manufactured goods instead of the raw material. Old
England, and New England as well, exhibit this fact. The}' have
become immensely rich by importing the raw material and exporting
manufactured goods. We can compete with the world in raising wool,
as our valleys and mountain sides furnish an unlimited field of pasturage
for sheep, at no cost. Stockton has all the advantages necessary for
woollen factories, and the one million pounds of wool produced in this
section, and exported, should be converted into cloths here. This city
Las been since eighteen hundred and fifty, and will continue to be^ the
leading market and emporium of trade for this agricultural district. It
has all the necessary advantages, being at the head of navigation, and
soon to be connected by railroads with other sections; being in the
midst, too, of a rich and productive agricultural countr}', near the
richest and most extensive gold and copper mines j-et discovered.
This city and county excels all other sections of the State in raising
superior qualities of fruits and vegetables, and soon will in quantity;
and also in the construction of agricultural implements and '-jirairic
schooners" or mammoth waacons. Woollen fiictories should be our first
and next enterprise.
The culture of cotton and rice, two great leading staples of consump-
tion and commerce, have been sufficiently tested to warrant their culture
on an extensive scale. From this count}' to Mexico, cotton has been
raised this season enough to test perfectly the certainty that it can be
raised to great perfection, and in large quantities, with a little irrigation,
or half the amount that corn requires. The southern counties contain
millions of acres and a. climate perfectly adapted to its profitable culture.
Mr. Matthew Keller, of Los Angeles, planted this season, in March,
one hundred acres. The result in production, both in quantity and
quality, is a success, and has ap])lied for the State premium for producing
one hundred acres. The cost per acre in raising this cotton was not
more than that of corn or cereals.
When capitalists learn that producing wool and cotton, and manufac-
turing them into fabrics for the six hundred million of Chinese and
Japanese, instead of investing in wildcat mines and sand banks, then
our State will become rich and prosperous beyond present compre-
hension.
EXTENT AND CAPACITY OF THE SAN JOAQUIN DISTRICT.
This agricultural district, comprising the eight counties of San Joaquin,
Calaveras, Tuolumne, Stanislaus, Mariposa, Merced, Fresno, and Tulare,
presents a surface of seventeen thousand seven hundred and ninety-six
square miles, or eleven million three hundred and eighty-eight thousand
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eio-bt lumdred acres; a larger surface than the States of Massachusetts,
Ehocle Ishuid, New Jersey, Connecticut, and Vermont. Five and a half
millions of acres in this district, exclusive of the hillsides, are suscep-
tible of cultivation, and hundreds of rich alluvial valleys in the moun-
tains, which afford rich grasses for pasturage, and a soil and climate
eminently adapted to the cultivation of gardens, orchards, and vine-
yards, which will 3'et cluster on their surface. These eight counties
have, as near as can be ascertained to this date, produced this season
over three million bushels of wheat and barley, half a million more than
was raised last year in all New England. In like proportion oats, hay,
and corn, have been produced. Of stock, (eighteen hundred and sixty
being the last reliable date,) this district produced a greater number
than" Maine and Massachusetts. In view of these facts, why should we
not have superior agricultural exhibitions? Nothing but the will is
wanting.
THE NEED OE IRRIGATION.
Cultivators of our soil throughout the State have found, at last, that
irrigation is an absolute necessity to the production of good and profit-
able crops, particularly fruits and vegetables. At present it is our only
fertilizer. Could this count}' be threaded b}' ditches and canals, as in
Holland, and supplied b}' the mountain streams, the extent of increased
crops would be incalculable, and the farm lands would advance in value
a hundred fold. Nothing is more needed tban water to make our valleys
;^ut on the gorgeous livery of perpetual spring. Our soil is deep and rich,
but seven or eight months in the year of cloudless skies exhaust all the
surface moisture, render the soil in the summer and fall months parched
and dried up, and prevent thousands of fertile acres from producing sure
and immense crops, and adding millions to our wealth, and hundreds of
thousands to our population. Nature has lavishly added everything else
to our glorious State but frequent rain.
'
Capital and engineering science
will j-et cause the mountain rivers to be tapped and spread their waters
over our broad plains. We must do here as all nations similarly situated
have done since the infancy of the world—irrigate our lands b}" canals,
ditches, and aqueducts. Some of the most costly and stupendous works
which the genius and skill of man ever called into existence have been
constructed for irrigation. In the old world, hundreds of millions have
been expended in building canals, aqueducts, reservoirs, and fountains
for iri'igation. On our own continent, Mexico, Peru, and Chile, centuries
ago, practiced artificial irrigation, and expended millions in perfecting
this system. And why should not California commence this feasible and
profitable system, which the ancients and semi-barbarous nations found
80 necessary and profitable? Thousands of instances could be enume-
rated, if time would admit, of communities which accumulated great
wealth b}^ exporting their surplus products, produced by a system of
irrigation. One instance will sutfice. In Loml)ardy and Piedmont, in
Northern Italy, irrigation has been carried to a great extent. The
plains of Piedmont contain one million three hundred thousand acres,
and less than one million acres are susceptible of cultivation, one third of
which is under irrigation. The total amount of water required amounts
to eight thousand gallons per second, conducted through four thousand
miles of canals, being a complete nctwoi'k of canals, the cost of which
is over two million eight hundred thousand dollars per annum. The
increased products justify this great outlay, being instrumental in devel-
oping all the resources of this country, and support a population of two
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million five hundred thousand people. Lombardy practices the same
system, and is equally populous and prosperous.
The mountain counties of this district have expended three million
three hundred and eighty-two thousand dollars in constructing eight
hundred and forty miles of ditches for mining purposes. If the same
amount of money should be expended in turning the Mokelumne, Cala-
veras, and Stanislaus Eivers, by canals and ditches, upon the three hun-
dred thousand acres now under cultivation in San Joaquin, would not
our county become a Piedmont or a Lombardy, with this system of irri-
gation ? Our half tilled farnis would be studded with cottages and vil-
las, and the wine press, a fountain of rural wealth, gush from every
acre; while our homes would be beautiful by the surroundings of per-
fected fruits and flowers and bounteous crops.
RAILROADS, AND THEIR VALUE.
This city and county are soon to be benefited by railroads. The con-
struction of the Stockton and Copperopolis Railroad is an enterprise of
necessity, and its completion but a question of a short time The Pacific
Eailroa(i, within two years, undonbtedl}^ will pass our doors and traverse
this State. Wherever railroads cut or traverse a country, the latent
resources are rapidly developed; real estate, traffic, and trade, and all
interests are largely benefited. One instance of the thousands which
exhibit the fact, is the wonderful growth and immense wealth of Chi-
cago, caused almost wholly by the agricultural productions of the great
West seeking this Queen City by railway communication. Heretofore
agricultural productions were almost worthless, for the want of rapid
and cheap transportation. In eighteen hundred and thirty-eight that
city exported thirty-eight thousand bushels of wheal ; in eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-four there was exported seventeen million nine hundred
and twenty-five thousand three hundred and thirty-six bushels ; and of
corn and all grains, fifty million five hundred and fortj^-eight thousand
three hundred and forty-five bushels; of hogs received and slaughtered,
rising one million six hundred thousand; of cattle, three hundred thou-
sand six hundred and twentj'-two head. The construction of more than
three thousand five hundred miles of railroad in this State is a sufficient
proof of their value and convenience. If railroads, as manj- say. are det-
rimental to a country, why has England and continental Europe expended
over one billion five hundred million dollars in constructing over thirty
thousand miles of railway? What would have been the condition of the
Southern Confederacy^, even at the commencement of the rebellion, had
it been without railroad facilities to trans))ort its arms and supplies!"
These are but isolated instances. Like causes produce like results. Rail-
roads are the great physical agents of progress and civilization. It is
confidently ]n-odicted that within five or six years the Pacific Railroad
will be completed, and San Francisco placed within six days' travel of
ISIew York. Then, a native of the Celestial Empire can leave his rice
and opium, and in twenty daj's by steamer be back in the fogs and mists
of San Francisco; in twentj^-six days can partake, in New York, of oj-s-
ters and sourkrout; in thirty-six days lunch in London on plum pudding
and porter; and in a few hours more dine in Paris on frogs and bur-
gundy.
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OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM.
The educational system of this State is perfected by the experience of
all nations. Colleges and schools are sjiringing up all over the State,
having teachers of the highest order. In the pi'ofessions ai'e found
graduates from all the notable universities and schools in the Eastern
States and Europe. In our workshops are found the most skilful
mechanics known. California contains in her population the highest
order of education, talent, refinement, and as liigh a civilization as is
found elsewhere. As, centuries ago, the first spark of art, science, and
civilization sprang from Asia, the first abode of man, and travelling the
rising sun westward, accumulating, in its slow progress through the dark
ages, more light and briilianc}-, adding in continental Europe still a
higher degree of perfection in learning and civilization ; still seeking the
setting sun, this increased knowledge, transported b}' the Mayflower to
the western continent, at last, after two thousand years of progress,
sought the shores of the Pacific, California, perfected in all its parts, ancl
to day we can send inissiorTai'ies to the orient, more skilled in arts,
sciences, and learning, than those of any other nation.
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REPORTS OF COUNTY ASSESSORS.
On the seventh day of February, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, the
Secretary of the State Board of Agricultiwe issued ar)d mailed to each
of the County and District Assessors in the State the following circular,
together with the blanks to which it refers for the collection and return
of agricultural statistics. A copy of the blanks for the returns only are
given here, as they contain all the names of the articles required to be
collected. In response to the circular, most of the Assessors returned
the statistical tables more or less completely tilled, and many of them
made valuable descriptive rejjorts of their counties or districts, which
are hereto appended :
EooMS OF TifE State Agricultural Society,
Sacramento, Februarv 7, 1865.
To the Assessor of County :
Dear Sir:—The State Board of Agriculture are veiy desirous of
obtaining through some reliable channel full and correct agricultural
statistics of the State for eighteen hundred and sixty-five.
They believe there is no other way in which a citizen can render so
valuable a service to the State as in aiding them in the accomplishment
of this object. They also believe that the Assessors of the several dis-
tricts and counties, from the nature of their duties, possess greater facil-
ities for collecting such statistics than any other persons ; and that the
correct business habits necessarilj^ possessed by a person to whom his
fellow citizens have intrusted so important duties as those of Assessor
vpill give to statistics collected by him the stanip of character and reli-
ability. For the above reasons the Board have instructed me to request
you to aid them in thi§ undertaking. Believing that you Avill cheerfully
consent to do so, 1 luive carefully prepared the accompanying blanks for
the collection of such statistics us are indicated in them, and those on
the opposite side of this sheet for your return of the same in a condensed
form to this otiice. None but the most important and easiest obtained
are called for. The number of acres sown of the different kinds of crops,
the number of trees planted of the different varieties, and so on, you
can obtain very easily by fastening the collecting blanks in your assess-
ing book which you carry with you, and questioning each party as yon
assess them.
The amount of the productions for eighteen hundred and sixty-five
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you cannot obtain, for the reason that 3'ou will have finished your can-
vass before most of them will be matured and gathered. But as _you
are canvassing you can notice the appearance of the crops, and b}' con-
versation with farmers generally j'ou can obtain such information as
will enable you to make a very correct estimate of the average bushels
of the different crops per acre, and having obtained b}' canvass the
number of acres sown to each, 3-ou can easily estimate the whole product
of 3'our disti-ict or count3^ Hence the blank return sheets, in addition
to the number of acres sown, call for the estimated products of eighteen
hundred and sixt3'-five. It has been customary with those who have
given any attention to this matter heretofore, to gather the products of
the year j^receding the one in which the number of acres sown or planted
was gathered. We believe this custom has dcstroj-ed to a great extent
the value of the tables thus formed, by apparently depreciating the pro-
ductiveness of our soil, the aggregate products of such an exhibit being
less, compared to the whole number of acres cultivated, than the facts
would show. (3ur plan will correct this error, and by continuing it, wo
can ai'rive at an almost positive certainty, as next year the Assessor can
gather the actual products of this, and thus test the correctness of your
estimates.
The return sheet has also a place for the estimate of unenumerated
productions. Your district or county may produce articles not enumer-
ated, which you may deem im])ortant to make a record of If so, you
will enumerate aiid return them. There are man}- items, however,
w^hich we can obtain from the United States Assessors, and shall do so.
We would like to have you also ffive a concise statement of the general
resources and advantages of your count}', whether agricultural, mineral,
or manufacturing. All the facts thus furnished will be embodied in the
reports of our transactions to the next Legislature.
Now, as to the compensation for the services we ask of you : The
Board offer a premium of fifty dollars for the best statistical and descrip-
tive report, and twenty-five dollars for the second best—the Board to
be or to select the Judges, and the money to be paid as soon as the
reports are received and examined. In addition to this, each Assessor
who shall make a report to the Board, as requested, will be voted a
member of the State Agricultural Society, and shall receive free all pub-
lications of the society, and copies of such as are received of the General
Grovernment for distribution.
The Board will also endeavor to obtain from the next Legislature,
and they have no doubt they will be successful, an appropriation to pay
you for the services 3'ou may perform this _year, and an annual appro-
priation for the continuance of such services in the future.
Please acknowledge the receipt of this immediately, and say whether
3^ou will perform the duties requested, and whether 3-ou have received a
CO])}- of our transactions for eighteen hundred and sixt3'-three, which we
mailed for 3'ou.
If you need more blanks at any time, write for them. You will find
postage stamps and envelops for your correspondence and returns
inclosed.
We shall want your returns, and we presume 3'Ou can make them, by
the first or fifteenth of September.
B}" order of the Board.
Ver}- respectfull}-, 3-our obedient servant,
I. N. HOAG,
Secretar3" State Board of Agriculture.
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[The following Report was awarded the first premium of fifty dollars.]
MONTEREY COUNTY.
W. P. McGarvey County Assessor.
Assessor's Office, \
Monterey, Sept. 12, 1865. j
J. r. IIoag, Esq.,
Secretatary State Board of Agriculture, Sacramento :
Sir:—In accordance Avith the request of tlie State Board of Agricul-
ture, expressed in your circular of February seventh last, I herewith
forward to
^'ou the agricultural statistics of this county, with an csti-
niate of the various products for the ])resent year, collected by me \vhen
engaged in the performance of my official duties.
Aware of the value of a correct report on such an important subject,
tending to convey useful information and be beneticial to the Stale at
large, 1 have used all diligence in collecting every information I believed
necessai'y, and have devoted thereto so much of my time as the duties
of my otfice did permit, in order to make a return as near coi'rect and
reliable as possible. Likewise aware that ni}" limited knowledge of agri-
culture did not enable me—using m}' own judgment—to render much
service to the society in the accom])!ishment of tiie desired object, I
have, in all instances of estimates of products, referred to the judgment
of persons most qualified in the matter.
Tills count}' cannot furnish an interesting report on agriculture. By
comparing its su-perficial area to the small portion of land under actual
cultivation, it will readily be seen that .Monterey is not an agricultural
county, and by its geological nature it is precluded from becoming so.
All the arable land not yet inclosed does not amount to twelve thousand
acres; besides, a great portion of land alreadj' under fence would not be
useful for tilling, and is valueless except for pasture. Outside of the
Pajaro Valley, part of the Salinas Valley, a small tract in Carmelo Val-
ley, and some isolated spots of small extent, the whole ma}^ be called
U'razMiii' land. '^I'hree chains of mountains, runnninof north and south
nearly through the whole of the county, leave but narrow stri])s of land
Hi for profitable cultivation, although for grazing ])urposes this county
is perhaps unequalled by any in the State; hence most attention is paid
by its inhabitants to stockraising. My returns will, therefore, be very
unimportant as com])ared with those of some other counties, who, ])0S-
se-sed of great agricultural resources, ai"c daily making valuable discov-
eries and impi'Ovements in all bi'anches of husbandry, the knowlege
whereof imparted to the man}-, through the projjcr channels, is jiroduc-
tive of i'eal benefits; and although I have cheerfully undertaken to com-
ply with your request in giving you all the infoi'ination within m_y reach,
I know how deficient of interest the same must unavoidabl}' be for want
of material. To m}- said statistical returns 1 will adtl a tew remarks and
observations on the resources of this county.
CROPS.
Last 3'ear, the country had a most desolate aspect, owing to the
drought; the crops, with few exceptions, proved a complete failure;
much land remained without ploughitig, for want of sufficient moisture.
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This 3'ear, tlie crops did look promising, especially those early put in;
late crops did not do as well, owing to the absence of late rains.
Some farmers who last year put in a crop of barle}", whereof scarcely
anything came above ground, and who by stress of circumstances could,
not purchase seed for this year, left their land untilled. The seed, not
having germinated last year, came up and gave a volunteer cro]) superior
to that of some of their neighbors who had their soil ploughed up anew
and sowed over again. This has been the case in most every similar
instance, and has taught a lesson whereof many may avail tliemselves
in tlie future.
Barley does well in Pajaro, Salinas, and Carmelo Valleys, but the
heavy fogs prevailing dui-ing spring and summer, while supplying tho
want of rain and aiding to tiie growth, gives the grain a brownish color,
depreciating it in the market.
The crop of wheat appeared very satisfactory ; complete absence of
smut. This may be accounted for by the dryness of the spring. Wlicat
thrives well in Pajaro and Salinas Valleys, the latter n-^eding a wet win-
ter, while in the Pajaro Valley too much rain will injure and cause the
seed'earlj' put in to rot.
Tlie crop of corn, beans, peas, etc., is indifferent, for lack of moisture;
garden products, vegetables, etc., are below the average this year, owing
to the same cause.
PASTURE
Was ever3^where abundant; but it Avas remarked that some kinds, and
among them the wild oats, did not do very well in comparison with
otiiers
; probably the cause thereof is that mucli seed was destroyed.
The grass looking most luxuriant was the altileria, or pin grass. Bunch
grass, likewise, looked better than it did for many years. This last
named is mostly to be found on poor, and even stony soil, and as late
pasture it ranks among the best for its nutritious qualities. Much hay
having been made of wild grasses, the price of this ariicle has much
declined
;
at present, barley hay is sold for ten dollars per ton. In the
table of statistics I have made no mention of wild grass hay.
Every year some attempts are made to raise alfalfa, or Peruvian
clover, and prove failures, or nearly so, because to alfalfa, ii; a country
having a dry season as California, periodical irrigation is indispensable;
and when thus irrigated it remains always green, and grows to the
height of four feet, as is the case in South America, under a similar cli-
mate to ours. When not irrigated, its growth will not exceed much
that of the bur clover, and it will dry almost as soon after the rainy
season is past; therefore, the opinion is ):)reva]ent that sowing alfalfa,
without a system of irrigation amounts to time and labor lost.
FRUIT TREES, ETC.
1 have made no mention of the product of fruit trees, because T have
not been able to ascertain the same. Fruit and vegetables are not laised
for exportation, and but little is sent to market. 1 have not given much
importance to those ai'ticles.
Fruit trees do not thrive well on land exposed to the coM sea breeze
or fogs, therefore fruit is scarce at Montei-ey and in the vicinity of the
sea coast; however, in some sheltered valleys, all kinds of fruit bclong-
29
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ing lo a temperate climate ai'e raised with success. A garden, eleven
miles distant from Montere}^ City, furnishes this place and adjoining
counlrj' with all kinds of melons, not inferior to an}- raised in this Slate,
without the employment of any artificial means, such as irrigation, or
even manure.
The old mission orchards do not produce much. The orchard of the
Mission San Carlos, on the Carmelo Kiver, is small and unimportant.
San Antonio has been allowed to go to wreck for want of proper care.
The oVchard of the Mission San Juan alone is worth notice. I have not
been able to learn the quantity of fruit the last named produces yearly.
On the east slope of the Gabilan Mountain, on the farm of Mi-. T. Vaclie,
is a vine^'ard and orchard of diminutive size, where, every year, some
wines and brandy are made, of tolerable good qualit}'.
TIMBER.
Although there is a great variety and abundance of timber, such as
while and black oak, pine, fir, laurel, redwood, etc., the pine alone is put
to some use, owing to its proximity to the place of shipment. The Mon-
terej' jjine is of a hard and tough quality, very useful where strength
and durability are required, such as for flooring, planking wharves and
bridges, and like purposes; but similar to all wood of its kind, it may
DOt be put in contact with the ground, and when used for piles it is not
durable; the part under Avater is destroj'ed in a few years b}' the borer,
(^Tarridu JVuvalis.) For spars it cannot be recommended, because it is
rather knotty. Two vessels have lately been constructed out of this
wood.
The only steam sawmill existing in this count}^, located some three or
four miles from Monterey City, is of thirtj^ horse power, and Jnay saw
seventeen thousand feet of lumber in twenty-four hours. Its operations
have some time since been suspended.
Pine is also made into cord wood, for shipment. The annual export
from Monterey is from fifteen thousand to twenty-five thousand cords.
Eedwood is found in great quantities south of Carmelo River, distant eight
to fifteen miles from Montere}' City; but the ravines are deep, the coun-
try very rough, and making roads in those localities for hauling timber
would be rather a difficult matter. However, if this were a thriviuij
place, there would be spirit of enterprise enough to render useful a valu-
able article now entirely worthlebS, although so near.
MINING.
During the last two years several mining claims were taken up, and
at some of them active operations begun. The
"
Saragoza" mine, (sil-
ver,) located on the southwest part of the Gabjlan range, was worked for
some time; the result, although promising at the start, did not answer
the expectations, and the works are at present suspended.
Ths " Soberana Maria," (silver,) located in the San Antonio Mountains,
was worked for about eight months, proved a failure, and was aban-
don'ed.
The " Burri-Burri," (copper,) located at the southeastern termination
of the Gabilan range, has been worked for a long time, abandoned once,
and now again in active operation. 1 am not able as yet to give any
correct items in regard to the results as far as experienced; the share-
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holders having already made a great outlay, are confident of ultimate
success.
A discovery was made a sliort time since in the southern part of
this countj^, in the vicinity ef Peach Tree Valley, distant about seventy-
two miles from Monterey City, of a certain substance having all the
appearance of coal. The specimen exhibited was shining, had the grains
running horizontally, and thin layers. It was rather brittle, but whether
really coal or crystallized asphaltum, has not yet been determined. Opin-
ions differ on the subject. It has been tried in several forges with
no favorable results. It must be remarked tbat the specimen brought
for examination was said to have been taken from the surface. Should it
nevertheless prove to be coal, there will be a drawback in the great dis-
tance from its locality to the place of shipment or market,
TELEGRAPH.
The State Telegraph, from Monterey to Watsonville, connecting with
San Judn and San Jose, has about fifty-two miles of line in this county.
LIVE STOCK.
Two successive years of drought have almost swept the country clean
of cattle, horses, and sheep. Out of seventy thousand head of stock
cattle existing a few years ago, only twelve thousand seven hundred and
twenty-four, as shown by the assessment, are left. This j'ear the account
of stock having been taken with great care, there can be no doubt in
regard to the correctness of the number. The total absence of rain
during the greater part of the winter of eighteen hundred and sixty-
three and eighteen hundred and sixty-four, made pasture last year exceed-
ingly scarce; its scarcity was felt as early as the month of May, when
already valle^ys and hills were bare, and the cattle and horses left for the
mountains, where, among the shrubbery, they did well during the sum-
mer, but when in the month of December they were visited by severe
weather, snow, and hail, all that were not too Aveak moved to the val-
leys again, the rest, with few exceptions, died from exposure. A great
number of those that had come down again to the lowlands died of star-
vation, or were killed by the owners in order to save the hides.
About five thousand head has been killed during last summer, at an
establishment erected near Monterey, fpr their hides and tallow. Their
average value was from two dollars to four dollars per head.
That so many cattle perished will surprise no one who saw the country
during the latter part of the summer of eighteen hundred and sixty-
four; it is rather a matter of surprise that so many escaped, where no
vegetation proper for feed could be discerned. The remaining cattle
are most all young, two and three years old. Cows with calves were
the first to die. In many instances the calves were killed in order to
save the cows, and but very few calves of last 3'ear are to be found.
Bulls did not hold out better than other cattle; their number is also
much reduced.
The common Spanish stock is fast disappearing. The twelve thousand
seven hundred and twenty-four head of stock cattle remaining are classi-
fied as follows: American, one thousand seven hundred and twenty;
Spanish, four thousand five hundred and thirty-three; half-breeds, six
thousand four hundred and seventy-one.
Drought and its consequences have not now been seen for the fii'st time
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in Califoniiu. By consulting the old Mission arcliivos, one may readily
be convinced that since the year seventeen hundred and sixty-nine, when
this country was settled by the missionaries, this (-alainity lias visited
more than once Upper as well as Lower California. Tlie Missions pro-
vided themselves against such occurrence by ever having grain laid up
for two years, renewing the same every year. Often has it happened
that cattle have died off at such a rate that in order to save some of them
it was neccssar}^ to kill most all the horses; and on such occasions thou-
sands of horses were slaughtered or driven down the cliffs into the sea.
Fortunately this did not happen at short intervals.
This year there is such abundance of pasture that tlie now existing
stock cannot consume it. Cattle cannot get poor next winter, unless
from exposure.*
HORSES
Have held out better than cattle. Most of those surprised in the
mountains by inclement weather and snow have perished, but on an ave-
rage there is no comparison between the loss of horses and other stock.
The number of horses assessed this year is three thousand one hun-
dred and fifty-eight, classified as follows:
Class. Number.
American horses...
American stallions
Amei'ican mares ...
Spanish horses
Spanish mares
Half-breed horses...
Half-breed mares ..
89
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cattle, and that no effort will be made for the further increase of the
latter. Under the present system, cattle for some years past have left
nothing to the stock raisers but loss, and many of them have aban-
doned the business
;
some because they have lost most all their cattle,
others because they lack the means to carry on the business, and not a
few because they consider the cattle exposed to loss by other causes
than those generally known or expressed. Sheep being ever under
M^atch, are not ex]K)sed to similar dangers. The nature of the country,
likewise, seems to be better adaj)ted for sheep than any other stock.
Befoi-e the last two years, they have alwaj'S been doing well, and
graduall}^ increased. The loss of sheep from August, eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, to March, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, from starva-
tion and exposure, may be calculated at seventy-five thousand. Many
sheep owners lost one half of their flocks. Part of the lambs of last
year had to be killed to save the ewes. The class of sheep mostly raised
in this county are the French merino and Australian sheep, crossed with
American of several kinds, and the common Spanish or New Mexican.
The latter, although ver}' inferior for wool, seem to be more profitable
for mutton, needing less care and capable of more endurance than the
more improved kinds. The clip of wool this year has been somewhat
below tiie average The assessment of sheep for eighteen hundred and
sixty-five has been as follows :
American.
Spanish....
Half-breed and improved.
Merino ewes
Merino rams
Total.
32,540
11,670
48,796
6,791
1,360
101,157
FISHERIES,
Two whaling companies are established on the Bay of Monterey, and
one on Carmelo Bay; another company formerly established at Mon-
terey left about a year ago. The remaining three companies number
about fifty men, mostly natives of the Azores or Western Islands. Each
company, when fishing, man two boats, with six men for each boat.
Formerly the}'' did a successful business, but for the last two seasons
whales have been very scarce. Each company made two thousand five
hundred barrels in one year, but this is nO more the case, as may be seen
in the table of statistics. The whales have also become so shj^that they
cannot be approached to use the hand harpoon or lance ; every boat
now is armed with the harpoon swivel and lance gun, the only imple-
ments useful. No whales have visited the bay since March last. Other
fisheries have likewise been very indifferent. Mackerel have not made
their appearance this year. The Bay of Monterey during the fishing
season swarnis with fish of a great variety of species ; many of the
tropical kind make it their resort during the months of August and
September. Nine species of the viviparous kind are known here. I do
not give a description of them, thinking this not the place or opportu-
nity to extend on this subject.
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There liiivc been a great many fruit trees planted the present 3'car,
and orchards that have age, have borne well. There are nurseries in the
county, affording trees at a reasonable rate. There were about seven
thousand bushels of apples raised the present year. But few vines have
been planted, but sufficient to know that they can be cultivated with
success. One man made one hundred and twenty gallons of wine, and
Lad grapes of a superior qualit}'.
As a stock raising county, there are few better. The early spring and
summer are not hot enougli to burn up the grass, while there is not snow
enough in winter to prevent stock from doing well, without feed. Siski-
you iias probably lost as few cattle by hard winters as any county in the
State. While cattle were starving from the effects of the drought, last
summer, and perishing in the winter storms in man}' other counties,
they were driven from here to the San Francisco market for beef Stock
demands a good price, and pays better than it has for 3-ears. We have
excellent gnstmills, enough to grind all the grain raised! in the county;
also sawmills, to furnish lumber at reasonable prices. Butter and cheese
demand a good price, and farmers may be considered as doing well.
Mining interests, while holding their own with any part of the State,
are far from what they were formerly. The improved hydraulic ma-
chinery for working the placer diggings, which enables the miners to
work such a large space of ground in a season, has had the effect to
rapidly deplete the mines. The yield of dust is about one hundred thou-
sand dollars per month, in the county. The diggings are generally
shallow, and easily worked. The Klamath and Scott Rivers have in
their beds an inexhaustible amount of wealth, but the rapid current and
sudden floods in the streams renders the river mining a dangerous and
uncertain business. Quartz mining in Siskiyou, taken altogether, may
be regarded as a failure. Numerous
" leads " have been '• struck," and
"feet" innumerable have been "sold;" a few companies have succeeded
in doing a good business in some instances, for a time, but at present all,
or nearlj' all, have suspended operations. That there is plent}' of good
quartz in this county, is a fact beyond controversy, but at the present
price of labor, it is difficult to worlc it to advantage.
Regretting that my report is so limited,
I remain, as ever, yours truly.
By E. B. Edson, Deputy.
D. C. STEVENS,
County Assessor.
SAN DIEGO COUNTY.
John L. McIntier Count}- Assessor.
.Assessor's Office, ]
San Diego County, October 6th, 1865
I. N. IIoAG, Esq.,
Secretary State Agricultural Society, Sacramento:
Sir:—Herewith I submit my report as Assessor of San Diego County.
The land of this county, with few exceptions, is generally adapted to
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grazing purposes. There are a few intervening valleys of excellent
a,"-ricuiuiral land, which, so far as cultivated, have produced equal to any-
thing in the State. The low price which agricultural products now com-
mand, and the distance of the county from the principal markets, have
had a tendency to retard agricultural pursuits; and nuudi land that might
be advantageously cultivated is now left for the free use of stock.
The interior or mountainous district of the count}' is general!}^ well
timbered—chiefly oak. In tlie neighborhood of San Ysabel are fine
pineries
—sufficient to supply for many years all the timber that may be
required for building or i'ov purposes of internal improvements.
The accompanying schedule shows the various agricultural products
of the county; also, its fruit trees and vines, live stock, etc.
Hoping the report will meet with your approbation,
I remain your obedient servant,
JOHN L. McINTIER,
Assessor of San Diego County.
SOLANO COUNTY.
E. W. Parker County Assessor.
Assessor's Office, 1
Suisun City, September ]5tb, 1865. |
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir:—Inclosed 3'ou have my report, which I am sorry was not
transmitted before this. However, I hope it may i-cach you in time.
The report is as correct as I could make it, and hope that it will meet
your approval.
agriculture—WORKING OF SOIL.
The soil of this county is probabl}- as rich in all tljc essential elements
necessary for the production of cereal crops as any other in the State.
More attention is given to improved methods of cultivating the soil, and
all the agricultural implements of modern invention and improvements
are coming generally into use. Deep ploughing is approved, and gen-
erally practised by the farmers, and husbandmen generally approve the
practice of planting their crops on fallow land. This method of culti-
vating facilitates the early sowing of seed, extending to the crops all the
benefits afforded hy time, before the dry weather of early summer sets
in. The agricndtural productions of the county mainly consist of wlieat
and barley. A greater numlier of acres have been devoted to the culti-
vation of wheat this year than formerly. Forty-four thousand four hun-
dred and thirt}' acres have been sown in wheat, which produced one
million five hundred and fifty-five thousand and eighty bushels. The
amount in barley was twenty-seven thousand six hundred and fifty-four
80
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acres, wliich pi-oduced one million one hundred and six thousand one
hundred and sixty bushels.
The cultivation of oats, rye, corn, buckwheat, peas, and beans, has been
very limited. The cultivation of potatoes has been more extended. The
amount rai.'^ed on one hundred and fifty acres is twenty-two thousand,
five hundred bushels. But the schedule of compiled statistics accompa-
nyini:; tliis paper will show you the various agricultural products, num-
ber of live stock, vines, and fruit trees, etc.
TOBACCO.
But a limited attempt has been made to cultivate tobacco. It is be-
hind. The growth could be made very remunerative. The only draw-
back to its extended production is the want of manufacturing facilities.
BROOM CORN.
Although the quantity is but light, a very superior article of broom
corn has beeli raised the past season, such as manufacturers of brooms are
anxious to obtain. Some sixty acres of land only have been planted in
this article, and it yields so good a return for the labor used that tlicre is
but little doubt its cultivation will be greatly increased the coming year.
FRUIT TREES AND VINES.
Of the production of our orchards and vineyards, but little can be said.
There has been a gradual increase in some, and a billing off in other pro-
ducts of the orchards, while the vines are annually inci-easing in num-
ber, and the wine made will soon be in quantities sutiicient to. give
employment to the sevei-al transportation lines, while the quality of
wine will bear favorable comparison with much that is brought from
abroad.
LIVE STOCK.
There has been a considerable falling off in horses, cattle, .sheep, and
hogs, in the last two years, partly on account of dr}- seasons, but mostly
on account of the fence law. The farmers are improving their stock iu
this county as fast as practicable.
TULE LAND.
I think the tule land in this county will take the lead of all others.
There is about eight hundred acres of tule land under cultivation in this
county, which produces from two to three crops per year as follows: one
crop of grain, one crop of onions, and one crop of late potatoes. B. F.
Lee, of Kio Vista, had one hundred acres of tule land in last year, which
yielded him one hundred and twenty bushels per acre. Two years hence
we will have five thousand acres of the same kind of land under cultiva-
tion, that will yield the same.
Hoping the report will meet your approbation, I have the pleasure to
subscribe myself.
Your obedient servant,
K. W. PAKKER,
Assessor.
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LAKE COUNTY.
Nicholas Phelan County Assessor.
Assessor's Office, October 3d, 1863.
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Sir :—I herewith transmit the statistics you requested me to collect for
the Board. I fshall make but few remarks on this count}". We are blessed
with a healthy climate. Such a thing as fever and ague is not known
here. There are situated in our limits some of the finest medicinal springs
in the world. Among them, I may mention the hot springs in Seigler
Valley, owned by Dr. J. T. Boone. Also the Harbin Springs, of the same
character, some eight miles east of Seigler Valley. We have also some
rich ledges of copper, but for the want of capital, we cannot give them
a thorough prospecting. Then there is the celebrated quicksilver mine,
near the east end of the county. It is said that it produces annually
three hundred and twelve thousand dollars worth of silver. It is known
as the Knoxville Mine, and employs about forty workmen the year round.
The celebrated Borax Lake is situated in the centre of the county. I
could not learn w^hat amount of borax is taken out annually, but the
quantity is constantly on the increase. The beautiful sheet of water
known as Clear Lake is some twelve miles wide and thirty miles long,
and is surrounded with rich farms. There is one thing more I wish to
mention. It is this, that the people of Lake County have never failed to
raise good crops since the county was first settled. I have no doubt this
county will in time become one of the richest counties, compared to its
size, in the State. All we want is capital and labor to develop our mine-
ral wealth and to properlj^ cultivate our agricultural lands. The prin-
cipal productions of the county are wheat, barley, corn, beef cattle,
cheese, butter, and eggs. All the surplus grain is fed to hogs and cattle,
and thus driven to market on legs. Very few vegetables more than each
family wants to use, are raised* I would also state that this has been
an excellent j'ear for the honey bee in this county.
All of which is respectfully submitted by your obedient servant,
NICHOLAS PHELAN,
County Assessor.
SANTA CLARA COUNTY.
D. M. Harwood County Assessor.
Assessor's Office, \
San Jos6, SejDtember 5th, 1855. J
I. N. Hoag, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir :—Inclosed please find my statistical report for the year
eighteen hundred and sixty-five.
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LIVE STOCK.
There are less now in the county than previous to last year; but the
destruction of stock has caused the remaining portion to bear much
better prices than heretofore obtainable.
AGRICULTURE,
There is a steadily growing interest. There is in this county a large
proportion of arable land, wliieh. in favorable seasons, produces most
abundantly of the cereal crops. Much has been gained in the past few
years by irrigation—in some cases by turning the channels of streams,
while others have obtained sufficient to irrigate man}^ acres fi'om arte-
sian wells, of which there are a number in that part of the valley where
they can be easily procured; but the latter course has a very injurious
effect upon the dryer portions by drawing from surface wells and from
springs in the mountairls.
In fruit and vine growing, especially in the latter, there is a fast
increasing interest. It has been ascertained that the climate of this
valley is as well adapted to the culture of the vine as any locality in
the State, and more especially the lands near the foothills and near the
mountains, where there is a belt of land covered with a stunted growth
of oak, the soil of which is a red clay mixed with gravel, which, it is
found, produces a much superior wine to the rich black lands of the main
valley; and, so far as tested, has proved a remarkable success.
In regard to minerals we have not much to boast, except quicksilver
and co])per. There are in this county some very good, and to all
appearance, permanent mines of cinnabar, the first and foremost of
w4iich is the New Almaden, now owned b}^ the Quicksilver Mining
Company of Pennsjdvania, for which they paid the modest sura of one
million seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars. The Guadalupe Mine,
situated about four miles from New Almaden, and ten miles from San
Jose, owned by a 'New York company, is turning out some rich ore,
under the able superintendence of Dr. J. E. Mayo, which ore was lately
struck in their sixth level, four hundred feet below" the bed of the creek.
Anotlier mine of cinnabar has lately been discovered in the hills ten
miles southeast from San Jose, where the company have an exhibit of a
large mass of fifty per cent ore.
COPPER.
There are several mines being opened, of which the Margarita stands
first and foremost; they have a solid w-ell defined lode of twentj'-five to
fift}^ per cent ore. It is located near the New Almaden Quicksilver
Mine.
COAL AND PETROLEUM.
There is also somethinc; beinc: done in these articles. Several wells
are in process of "going down," with flattering prospects in some cases.
MINERAL SPRINGS.
There are two that have been well tested and found to contain medi-
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cinal properties favorable to tlic relief of many of the various diseases
to which the hnman body is subject.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
Your obedient servant,
D. M. HARWOOD,
' Assessor Santa Clara County.
SANTA CEUZ COUNTY.
N. Taylor County Assessor.
Assessor's Office, Santa Cruz.
••)
I. N. IIoACx, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir :— 1 herewith send you the statistics of this county, as I
have been able to collect them while assessing. The value of an exhibit
of the productions of the country seems to be very little thought of, or
at least not very much appreciated, and consequently a good deal of
guesswork has to be done in order to ari-ive at aiij^thing dctinite.
The resources of this county are derived from agriculture, grazing,
lumbering, and manufactures.
The area for agricultural purposes is somewhat limited, lying between
the shores of Monterey Bay and the foothills, except the Pajaro Valley,
•which has a lai-ge scope of rich alluvial bottom lands, returning large
yields of wheat, barley, oats, potatoes, and beans, etc. ; also many small
valleys, running into the foothills and scattered through the mountains,
of exceeding richness. The last winter was unfavorable for jjjoughing
and sowing in season, being too wet about the usual time of sowing;
and an unusual amount of north wind, Avith cold, fi'osty nights, made
the season very late. Although a larger breadth being sown this year,
I tliiidv the amount of cereals will be about equal to former j-ears.
The grazing portion of the county is chiefly in the mountains and
foothills, and being more or less covered with timber and Ijrush, does
not fui'nish a great deal of pasture; but the mountains in Pajaro and
Pescadei'o are open, and furnish an abundance of pasture. In Pescadero,
the grazing extends to the shore of the oceaia, and several large cheese
and butter dairies are successfully carried on.
The lumbering interests extend the length of the county, but at pres-
ent are confined to the streams. There are large bodies of redwood not
as yet accessible. When needed, the indomitable enei'g}' of our lumber-
men will make roads into them. Several shingle machines are attached
to the sawmills, with a cnpacity for making twenty thousand shingles
per day; also, planing, tongue and groove, lath, and stave machines. I
estimate the lumber sawed to be ten million five hundred thousand feet
per season.
The manufactures are principally located at Santa Cruz and vicinit}^,
consisting of leather, lime, paper, powder, glue, and soap.
The ])owder mill makes on an average four thousand kegs, of twenty-
five pounds each, per month.
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The paper mill turns out some eighteen hundred reams straw wrap-
ping, and twenty-four thousand pounds printing paper per mouth,
and some other kinds of pajier.
The SOU)) and glue is manufactured by the proprietor, and not a very
large amount is made, but of a superior quality.
The amount of leather manufactured month!}- is about sixty thousand
pounds, of difi'erent kinds.
I remain, yours, etc.,
N. TAYLOR,
Assessor Santa Cruz County.
PLUMAS COUNTY.
A. D. IIalsted County Assessor.
Assessor's Office, \
Qnincy, November 13th. 1865. j
I. N. Hoag, Esq.,
Secretar}' State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir:—Inclosed please find my statistical report to the State Board
of Agriculture. It is not as full as I would like, but it is almost impossi-
ble to gather anything like a correct report. In making my rounds, I
have to guess at a great deal of the value of property and statistics, and
come as near as I can. Outside of grazing, this is not much of an ascri-
cultural county. We have Humbug, Butte, Beckwith, Clover, Mohawk,
Indian, and American Valleys; the two latter are well cultivated. About
all the grain and vegetables produced in the count}* are raised in these
two valleys. The other valleys are all claimed, and held for liay and
grazing land. The Big Meadows is also a large valley situated in this
county, and is principally used for hay and grazing. There are probably
from thirty thousand to forty thousand acres of good grazing land in this
county unclaimed and unoccupied. There is a great deal of stock kept
here through the summer that is owned in the lower counties. Last
year this county saved the lives of thousands of stock from the lower
counties, driven here to escape the drought.
Strictly speaking, this is a mineral or mining county, and in two or
three years more, niay be one of the richest mining counties in the
State. The most celebrated of our mines are Crescent, McClellan, Pre-
mium, Waterworth, Willis, Ellis, and Pound Vallej- quartz lodes, all gold
bearing, and all paying lodes, and situated in the immediate vicinity of
Indian V^alley. The Crescent is one of the best mines in the State.
Last year, with a twenty-four stamp mill, the companj- cleared over one
hundred thousand d.illars. The company have just completed a new
thirty-two stamji mill, that is said to be O'Jie of the best in the State.
They are running tiliy-two stamps now, and are taking out the gold
very rapidly. In the southeast part of the county we have the Mam-
moth, Eureka, and '76 lodes, all paying well, especially the Mammoth
and Eureka.
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Within the last ten days there has been a rich gold bearing quartz
lode discovered in Mohawk Valley, near Sulphur Spring Eanch, twenty-
eight miles east of Quincy.
The placer and hydraulic mines are in a flourishing condition ; among
the best are Sawpit Fiat, Dutch Hill, Ked Eoclc, Nortli Fork, East Branch,
and Feather Eiver. In Genesee Valley, six miles east of Indian Valley,
are some copper mines that are attracting considerable attention.
Among the best are the Green Sulphur, Mineral Point, Plumas, Summit,
Metropolitan, and Cosmopolitan, and several others of less note, that
will undoubtedly be valuable when more developed. There has been
more work done on the Cosmopolitan than on any of the other copper
mines in the county. The smelting works for reducing copper, located
in the Genesee Valley, are working very successfully, and turning out
large quantities of pure copj)er. Last week they turned out one pig of
pure copper that weighed over six hundred pounds. The Cosmopolitan
Copper Mine, in Genessee Valley, was sold last month toGoza& Shetton,
of Nevada, for the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, gold
coin.
Financially, our county is all right. Our county scrip is worth ninety-
five cents on the dollar. In the last three years we have paid an indebt-
edness of thii'tj'-one thousand dollars, and built a County Jail at a cost
of fourteen thousand dollars; and I'or the credit of the morals of the
people, I will state that there has not been a prisoner in it the last six
months. The taxes now due tlie county will more than pay oft" her
indebtedness, when collected. The assessment for eighteen hundred and
sixt3'-live is one hundred and thirty thousand dollars more than for eigh-
teen hundred and sixty-four. The total assessment for the year is one
million eightj'-five thousand nine hundred and thirty-four dollars:
Personal property.
Ileal property
Total
$602,389
483,545
$1,085,934
If 3-0U want any further information at any time, I shall be glad to
render it, if I can.
Eespectfully, j-ours, etc..
A. D. IIALSTED,
Assessor Plumas Count}^
CALAVERAS COUNTY.
S. W. Briggs Township Assessor.
Assessor's Office, Seventh Township.
I. N. IIOAO, Esq.,
Secretarv Slate Board of A«;riculturc :
Dear Sir:—Inclosed in aeeonipanying letter please find tabular sta-
tistics of the Seventh Township of Calaveras County. The estimated
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products for tliis 3'car are, I think, as near correct as can be ascertained.
In the liny croj), whicli is the principal ai^rieiiltni-al ])ro(luct of the town-
ship, there is a fallini; off tliis year of near two tliirds from the yield of
former years. This is owing, in a great measure, to the cold, dry winds
which prevailed durino- the greater part of the months of March and
i\pril; and in some instances ranchmen were unable to obtain seed, by
reason of the high price; consequently not so much was sown as usual.
But a small portion of the township is ada]5led to growing the grape,
which is ciiUivated ]irincipally by Italians, who seem to understand the
business better than Americans. The wine the}' produce is of an inferior
quality, such as is mostl}' used b}' the lower classes of ^working Italians.
The eiimate of a great portion of the township is well suited to growing
a]>))les, but the soil is of such an inferior quality that it requires a great
deal of labor 10 prepare it for the growth of trees; hence we have but
i'ew bearing orchards of any importance. Peaches, and the less hardy
fruits, cannot be relied on; the late frosts of spring generallj' blast them.
Our quartz mines ai"e mostly worked by individuals. But few large
companies are at present o])crating in the township, and but few large
or yjermanent ledges have been "sti'uck." The ])rincipal quartz district
is West Point, where the ledg-es are small, and do not extend to a <i;reater
de])th than eighty or one hundred feet. The impression prevails among
pi'actical miners that our quartz ledges, if sunk on to the depth of two or
three hundred feet, would "come in" to hirge and permanent ledges, and
the yield from them be equal to any in the State. These ledges are
worked by individual enterprise, and the quartz from them obtained
crushed on the custom mills in the district. The old fashioned Mexican
arastra process seems to be preferi-ed b}' a majoritj- of the miners, and
in many instances the yield from the quartz is very great, frequently as
high as two hundred dollars per ton. However, this class of rock is not
usually found in lai-ge quantities.
The number of live stock returned is what is actually kept in tlie
township for domestic puri)oses. Large numbers of cattle are, during
the summer months, grazed in our township, and returned to the coun-
ties below during the winter season. These I have not estimated, as
they are invariably assessed in the counties where their owners have
ranches and are permanently located.
The principal phicer mining district in the township is in the vicinity
of El Dorado and Mountain Ranch, along the limestone or marble forma-
tion, but owing to the scarcity of water, miners are unable to do but
little, except during the winter months.
Very respectfully, j-ours,
S. W. BPIGGS,
Assessor in and for the Seventh Township, Calaveras County.
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Charles A. Curtis ,Assessor Ninth Township.
Assessor's Office of the Ninth Township, "*
Murphy's, August 30, 1865. J
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir :—Please find my statistical report inclosed. I will remark
that the Ninth Township of Calaveras Count}^ is located in the north-
east corner of the count}^, and is about thirty-five miles long by twelve
miles wide. The principal business carried on is mining. The chief
products are hay, fruit, and vegetables. The principal towns are: Mur-
phy's, with a population of about eight hundred, and Vallecito, with
about four hundred inhabitants. The general character of the country
is mountainous, with a large amount of fine timber land. The famous
Big Tree Grove is likewise situated in the northeast end of the township,
at an elevation of two thousand five hundred feet above the level of the
sea, and distant from Murphy's fourteen miles, over one of the finest
roads in California.*
Eespectfully submitted,
CHAKLES A. CURTIS,
Assessor Ninth Township.
PLACER COUNTY.
W. Van Vactor County Assessor.
Assessor's Office, District No. 3, |
Iowa Hill, September 13th, 1865. j
1. N. Hoag, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Sir :—As a descriptive report of my district, I would submit the fol-
lowing brief statement:
* In tlie proceedings of the California Academy of Natural Sciences of July third, eighteen
hundred and sixty-five, I find the following scientific measurement of these famous
"
Big Trees,"
which cannot fail to be of interest in all parts of the world j and I give it an insertion here as an
appropriate place.—[Hoag, Secretary.
" Dr. C. T. Jackson read the following paper relative to the
" BIG TREES OP CALAVERAS COUNTY :
'" 3feasKrement of the hcvjld and circumference of twenty-five of the 'Bit/ Trees' (sequoia
gigantea) in Cnhtceras Cminty, hy Dr. Charles T. Jackson, and Mr. Joseph B. Header, August
second and third, eighteen hundred and sixty-five,
"Instruments made use of:
"I. Sir H. Douglass' Reflecting Semicircle (Gary):
"2. A Reflecting Level, made by J. H. Temple, of Boston ;
"3. A common Measuring Tape.
" The horizontal point Was fixed upon each tree, and the angle measured by the reflecting
semicircle, and protracted by it.
31
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The Third Revenue District comprises that portion of Placer County
situated between the Middle and JS'orth Forks of the American Eiver,
extendiuii; in length from the junction of these branches to the State line
at Lake Tahoe,a distance of about eig-ht}- miles, the average Avi(Jth being
about twenty miles. Its surface is uneven, being that of one main divide,
having a general descent from what is known as the second summit of
the Sierra Nevadas to the junction of the above named rivers, divided as
it approaches its southern extremity into some four minor parallel ridges
by deep and craggy cartons. These ridges, together with the northern
end of the main divide, are again carved by numerous ravines, putting
into the rivers on either side, or into the caiions that penetrate the
main divide. There is also a small poi'tiou of the district that falls off
from the summit to the State line.
These ridges and hillsides are covered with a splendid growth of pine
timber, furnishing the miners with an abundant supply of excellent lum-
ber.
Mineral is the cliief resource, this region being the inost abundant
gold producing section in this county. Gold, .as yet, istbe only mineral
productof consequence, though I have no doubt that in time silver mining
" The circiimferenne of the trees was measured above the swell of the roots, about six feet,
where the stem takes its proper form.
" Several measurements, originally made with too high an angle, were taken over again wiih a
longer base, so as to avoid the error of refraction in the glasses of the mirrors.
" We trust, therefore, that the following measurements will be found to be correct :
Arbor Vitas Queen..,
Pride of the Forest.
Andrew Johnson
Baj' State.
Edward Everett
Henr.y W. Beeeher
William C. Brj'ant
Abraham Lincoln
Mother of the Forest.
Daniel Webster
GeneralJaekson
General Scott
General Washington.
Beauty of the Forest.
Two Sentinels
Old Kentucky
Mother and Son
T. Starr King
Trinity
Sakm Witch.
Henry Clay..,
Empire State.
Vermont
Granite State
John Torrey (Nobis).
Name of Tree.
(All the above named trees are the Sequoia Gigantea.)
A Sugar Pine {P. Lrrmhertiann).
A Yellow Pine {P. Eiujelmnnn)..
Another of same species
Circum.
Feet.
"The stump of (he " Origin.il Big Tree" measured in si.x diameters gives for mean, twenty-
three feet cue and one third inches diameter inside of the bark, which was two feet thick."
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will also be successfully carried on Quite a number of ledges containing
silver have already been discovered in different parts of the district.
Heretofore gold mining has been confined to the one branch, viz : placer
mining. All attempts at quartz mining, up to a few months back, have
been unsuccessful ; but I am satisfied from recent discoveries of rich,
gold bearing quartz ledges in the northern part of the district, that quartz
mining is, within a very short time, destined to become a very impor-
tant branch also.
There is but a small portion of the district that affords any great
advantages for agriculture, though the land now under cultivation, as a
general thing, produces well. This branch of industry, however, is
entirely de])endent upon the mines, and cannot, in my opinion, expand
beyond a supply for the mining population.
W. VAN VACTOR,
Assessor Eevenue District No. 3.
ALAMEDA COUNTY.
II. W. Crabb Assessor Eden Township,
Assessor's Office,
San Lorenzo, August 25th, 1865.
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture: ,
Dear Sir:—Eden Township is an agricultural district, and that por-
tion lying between the bay and the foothills (embracing about twelve
thousand acres) for location and quality is second to none in the State,
being a black, strong, rich soil, and is naturally adapted to the produc-
tion of barley, yielding from forty to seventy-five, and in some instances
one hundred bushels per acre; fifty is a low average. Wheat is not as
certain a crop as barley, and yields from twenty to fifty bushels per
acre. The late apple crop is less than half that of lust year, being
destroyed by worms eating up the foliage, and then the apple about the
stem till it falls. About eighteen acres of cucumbers are grown in thjs
district, and about twenty-six in Brooklyn, yielding in each case about
one hundred and twenty-five sacks of one hundred pounds each per
acre, and are manufactured by one or two firms in San Francisco into
pickles. Large quantities of salt are manufactured along the shore of
the bay in natural ponds, which are allowed to fill up at high tide, and
by means of floodgates the water is retained there until it is evaporated.
The sheet of salt left on the bottom is then gathered into piles, and after
sufficient drainage, is sacked and shipped to market.
Yours,
H. W. CRABB^
Assessor Eden Township.
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[The following report was awarded the second iiremium of twenty-five dollars.]
TUOLUMNE COUNTY.
Thomas C. Birney Assessor.
Assessor's Office, District No. 2.
I. N. Hoag, Esq.,
Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir:—I herewith transmit to you a table of statistics of District
No. 2, Tuolumue County. With a desire to contribute what may
be in my power, I shall most cheerfull}- comply with t e request of the
Secretar}^ of the State Board, to furnish such information as is contem-
plated in the circular forwarded to me witl)- the tabular blank sheet.
It is a matter of history most creditable in our State legislative enact-
ments, that earl}?- measures were taken by the State authorities to
develop the agricultural resources of this commonwealth ; and the
honor of initiating efficient measures on this subject is no less due to the
efforts of scientitic men engaged in the undertaking, than to the legis-
lative authorities that commenced the work of so noble an enterprise.
In making this report it is proper to state that my opportunities have
been more limited than I could have wished, to do justice to the several
subjects contemplated in your circular, touching the general resources
of the district and county, agricultural, mineral, and manufacturing.
The County of Tuolumne is ])robably surpassed by few in the State in
the elements of permanent wealth. Labor and investment have hereto-
fore been richly rewarded. Placer diggings have equalled those of any
other portion of the State, and are at the present time wrought with
such success as invites the miner to renewed efforts, though it is true
that the auriferous earth has been thoroughly explored and wrought to
a much greater protit heretofore, than at the present time. But quartz
mining is now just commencing its successful operation and develop-
ment. The auriferous quartz in this county, and to a considerable
extent in this district, is as rich and productive as in any other portion
of the State, and some of the veins are scarcely equalled by those of any
other in the State. Success has attended the labors of those who have
opened and wrought the auriferous rock, and has stimulated the most
active efforts of prospectors to make new discoveries in the quartz, and
these efforts have been such as to most reasonably satisfy those who
have engaged in this laborious pursuit.
The water power in this disti'ict is all that could be desired for the
purposes of irrigation or mining, and, to a considerable degree, for lum-
bering. So plentiful are the sources of supply that almost an}' amount
can be appropriated for irrigation, a fact that, at no distant day, will
make certain agi'ieultural pui'suits some of the chief objects of laboi- in
this district, particularly gardening and the production of fruits, of which
many of them Avill be sources of profit, as well as articles of luxury.
Investment in tlie productive foothills of tli.is district, for graj^e growing
and wine manufacture, will, it is believed, be a source of permanent
wealth. These foothills have been shown by abundant expci-imonts to
be a peculiarly excellent soil for the grape, as well as for other fruits
growing in a climate like ours. The richest and most choice varieties
of the grape flourish luxuriant!}^ on the hillsides of our district, and in
other districts of our county; and it requires only capital, and a knowl-
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edo'e of grape growing and wine manufacture, to make the produce of
our fields rival those of tlie most favoi-ed regions of any other portion of
the globe.
Grai)e culture is becoming a most essential object in all our gardens
and ranches, and choice selections and varieties are being made with
care and attention to the richer and more productive varieties. To give
some idea of the varieties and choice selections of the grape in this dis-
trict, 1 furnish you with a portion of the best, cultivated in a considera-
ble number of the ranches in this district :
Parsons & Brothers, of Columbia, have a ranch of twelve acres, and
their vines, a larger portion of them, are of the Mission, or Los Angeles
variety, which has a reputation of uniformly being a good and regular
bearer in all the vineyards I have visited. Several other varieties are
also cultivated on this ranch.
The Black Hamburg—a grape number one, of large size and of most
luscious flavor; universally esteemed; a good bearer, uniformly.
Reine de Nice—a very superior grape for the table, and a good and
regular bearer.
Black Prince—very highly esteemed, more hardy than the Black
Hamburg, bearing profusely with the easiest culture; uniformly a good
bearer.
Black Morocco—pulpy and delicious, sweet and rich; a first rate
bearer.
Black Ferrara—a late grape, very pulpy, fine and hard; good for
brandy.
Catawba—an excellent native, is one of the hardiest and most excel-
lent of the native grapes, either for wine or table use.
Isabella—hi^ghly esteemed, juicy, sweet, and rich, with slight musky
aroma; flesh tender, with some pulp; a good bearer, uniformly.
White Nice—large, showy fruit; bunches large, flesh crisp, sweet and
very pulpy, and of good flavor, and one of the finest and largest of
grapes; some of the bunches weigh from eight to nine pounds.
Muscat of Alexandria—a very large, delicious grape, flesh firm and
crisp, with a peculiarly rich, musky, perfumed flavor. It is a strong
grower, and the grapes will hang a long time on the vines.
White Chasselas—a sweet, juicy grape, flesh tender, excellent for table
use.
Red Chasselas—a very delicious grape; much resembles the white.
Grizzly Froutignan—a rich, delicious grape, hardy, and uniformly
productive.
Syrian—supposed to be the grape of Eschol, mentioned in the scrip-
tures
;
bunches are large ; a superb looking fruit.
White Sweetwater—an early grape, flesh cris^^and watery; sweet, and
excellent for table use.
Musk Chasselas—a very delicious grape; flesh tender, with abundant
juice, having a rich musky flavor; skin thin, and of a yellowish white.
Rose Chasselas—a reddish musk grape, tender and sweet, and very
good for table use.
Parsons & Brothers have also a great variety of peaches—Early Tillot-
ston. Early York, Honest John, Early CraAvford, Late Ci'awford,'Tleorge
IV, White Herefordshire, Oldmixon Free, Oldmixon Cling, Blood Free-
stone, Chinese Peach, Heath's Cling, and Burgon's Yellow—thirteen
varieties.
Pears—Bloodgood, English Gargonelle, Early Madeleine, Early Cath-
erine, Beurre Bosc, Beurre Diel, Beurre Easter, Early Bergamot, Seckel,
a
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White Doyenne, Duchess de Angouleme, Flemish Beauty, Louise Bonne
de Jei-sey, Morris White, Urbaniste, Bartlett. Glout Morceau, Passe Col-
mar, Vicar of Winkfield, Winter !Nelis, Winter Belle—twenty-two
varieties.
Cherries—Mayduke, May Bigi^-ereau, Blackheart, Black Tartarian,
Black Eagle, Early Whiteheart, Oxheart, Belle Magnifique— eight
varieties.
Apples—Esopus Spitzenburg, Baldwin, Norton's Mellon, Yandevere,
White Pearmain, Red Pearmain, Newton Pijipin, American Pippin, Pliode
Island Greening, Yellow Belfleur, White Beltleur, Winesap, Sap de Yiiie,
Wine Apple, Ptoxbur}- Russett, Northern Sj)}', llubbardston None(>.uch,
Eainbo, Talpehawken, Gloria Mundi, vSwaar, Red June, Early Strawberry,
Summer Rose, Red Astrachan, Gravenstein, Early Harvest, Golden Sweet,
Sweet Bough—twenty-nine vareties.
Plums—Bhick Gage, Green Gage, Jefferson, Imperial Diadem, Law-
rence Favorite, Washington, Columbia, Bradshaw, Blue Damson, Royal
Diadem—ten varieties.
Quinces, two varieties—orange and one other; four varieties of apri-
cots; several pomegranates; myrtles; four figtrees, blue and black figs;
twelve thousand vines; twelve hundred apple trees, two hundred peach,
trees; fifty plum trees. The proprietors of this ranch manufacture both
wine and brandy.
Y. Hahn, Columbia, has a highlj- cultivated ranch of between three
and four acres. Yines, five hundred; apple trees, four hundred;
pear trees, one hundred and fifty ; peach trees, one hundred ; plums,
some excellent varieties. Mr. Ilahn's fruit trees are all of choice
selections. List of apples—Early Harvest, Early June, Early Straw-
berry^, Red Astrachan, Gravenstein, Sweet Bough — summer fruit.
Winter fruit—Rhode Island Greening, AYine Sap, Swaar, Yandevere,
Rambo, Esopus Spitzenberg,, Baldwin, Yellow Belfleur, Roxbury Rus-
sett, White Winter Pearmain, Yellow Newton Pippin. Golden Russett,
Tollman Sweeting, Alexandria, Northern Spy—twenty-one varieties.
Pears—Summer fruit—W.hite Doyenne, Dearborn's Seedling, Early Made-
leine, Early Catharine, Summer Do3'enne, Lyon's Bartlett, Flemish, Pres-
ident, Flemish Beauty—eight. Autumn varieties, five—Seekel, Orange
Bergamot, Belle Lucrative, Dunmore, Duchess de Angouleme. Winter
varieties, six—Winter Nelis, Easter Beurre, Yicar of Winkfield, Beurre
Diel, Passe Colmar, Glout Morceau—total, nineteen varieties. Grapes,
twelve varieties—Mission, or California, Isabella, Catawba, White Chas-
selas, Black Hamburg, Black Morocco, White Muscat of Alexandria,
Black Muscat of Alexandria, Black Prince, Peine de Nice, Musk Chas-
selas. Rose Chasselas. Peaches, twelve varieties—Early Crawford,
George the Fourth, Late Crawford, Earl}' York, Early Tillotson, Royal
Kensington, Fitzhugh Cling, Heath Cling, AVhite Herefordshire, Morris
White, Walter's Early, Early New England. Plums, nine varieties—•
Bradshaw, Imperial Gage, Green Gage, Duaue's Purple, Imperial Dia-
dem, Yellow Magnum Bonum, Red Magnum Bonura, Smith's Orleans,
Blue Damson.
J. K. and P. M. Trask, Gold Springs. Ranch, fifteen acres—fifteen
thousand vines, most of them of the Los Angeles variety. One thousand
Reine de Nice, five hundred Black Frontignan, one hundred White Fron-
tignan, two to three hundred Black Hamburg, three hundred AVhite
Chasselas. a few Governor Clinton and Isabella, one hundred White
Syrian ; ap))le trees, two hundred ; peach, two hundn.'d ; pear, one hun-
dred
; plums, a few choice varieties; figs, ten, purple black. This is one
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of the best ranches in the district. It is peculiarly well adapted to the
culture of the vine, and affords some of the finest of the grape in its
several varieties. In fact, all kinds of fruit on this ranch are of excel-
lent quality.
Gold Spring Ranch, vineyard, thirty acres—vines, thirty thousand ;
grapes mostly Los Angeles ; two thousand Black Burgundy; few Black
Hamburg. Apple trees, one hundred and fifty; poach, eighty ; plum,
fifty ; cherries, thirty ; pears, sixty. This is tlie most extensive and
probably the most profitable Mnne ranch in the district. It is difficult
to obtain information with regard to the profits of this ranch, as the
owners seem to be suspicious that all inquiries on the subject have no
little to do with the idea of taxes. The proprietors of this vineyard
manufacture both wine and brandy in considerable quantities.
Jarvis' Ranch, thirty acres—vines, twelve thousand, mostly of the
Los Angeles variety; other varieties, Carminet, White Muscat of Alex-
andria, Black Hamburg, Black Morocco, Reine de Nice, Purple Constan-
tia, etc. Seventy varieties of apples ; nine acres of apple trees, ail of
choice selections. Peach, three hundred, of choice varieties. Pear, one
hundred and fifty, of select and choice varieties. Plum, twelve varieties;
Washington, Lombard, Gre,en Gage, and several other varieties. Cher-
ries, twenty trees, of good and choice varieties. Nectarines, a few; and
quite a number of apricots.
John King's ranch, twelve acres—vines, twelve thousand, chiefly Los
Angeles; some White Shasta; few Black Hamburg. Apple trees, seven
hundred; four hundred bearing; mostly of the Golden Riissett variety;
other varieties—Wine Sap; Gloria Mundi, twelve; Early Harvest,
twelve. Peach, five hundred, chiefly of the Early and Late Crawford ;
several other varieties
;
fifteen or twenty Herefordshire White. Pears,
twenty-five trees ; Winter Nelis, Vicar of Winkfield, Duchess de Angou-
leme
;
other varieties. Few plums. Apricots and nectarines, a few.
J. Niciiois' ranch, twelve acres—between six and seven thousand vines,
chiefly of the Los Angeles Grape ; a few other varieties—Black Ham-
burg, Isabella, Muscat of Alexandria. Apple trees, three hundred.
Peach, three hundred—all choice vai'ieties. Plums, a few—six trees.
Cheri'ics, ten trees, of the best varieties White and Black Oxheart.
Nectarines, four trees. Figs, four trees. Pears, twelve trees, of good
varieties. This ranch, with care and culture, will be a first rate vine-
yard.
Rosedale Ranch, G. C. Dawson, thirteen acres—four thousand vines,
of the choicest varieties. / Peach trees, seven hundred. Apple, three
hundred. Half a dozen plum ; a few apricots and nectarines. Pears,
one thousand trees, all select and choice varieties; five hundred Bartlett,
two hundred and fifty Winter Nelis, a few Glout Morceau, and several
other varieties—Vicar of Winkfield, Duchess de Angouleme, Van Monis,
etc. Three quarters of an acre of strawberry vines. This is one of the
very best ranches for fruit in the district, and is producing specimens
unsurpassed by any other. The soil and facilities for water are just
such as to make it a profitable investment to the owner, under good
culture.
T. J. Byrd's ranch, eight acres—six thousand vines, mostly Los An-
geles; other varieties— Black Hamburg, Black Morocco, Grizzly Fron-
tignan. White and Black Muscat of Alexandria, Deacon Superb, White
and Rose Chasselas, Reine do Nice, White Reine de Nice; and several
other varieties. Apple trees, two hundred; in nursery, two thousand.
Peach, one hundred and fifty. Plum, twenty-five trees; in nursery, one
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hundred. Nectarines, twenty. Apricots, fifteen. Figs, five trees.
Pomegranates, two trees, bearing.
Paran & Oo.'s ranch, ten acres—vines, five thousand, mostly Los An-
geles. Apple trees, fifty ; pear, one hundred ; plum, two or three; fig,
three. Fruit of good varieties.
N. S. Delano's ranch, three acres—one thousand two hundred vines,
chiefly Los Angeles. Apple trees, one hundred ; peach, fifty ; plum,
twelve
; fig, three. All of good varieties.
Knickerbocker Panch, eight acres—six thousand vines, mostly Los
Angeles; apple trees, four hundred; peach, two hundred; plum, ten;
one eighth of an acre strawberry vines ; cherry trees, ten ; apricot and
nectarinei^, a few; ranch, a good one.
A. Pixel's ranch, four acres—tw^o thousand five hundred vines, mostly
Los Angeles; other varieties, Catawba, Tokay, Muscatelle, White Chas-
selas, and six or seven other varieties; apple trees, one hundred, selected
and choice fruit, mostly winter apples; peach trees, fifteen; pears,
twenty-five; plums, six; quince, twelve
— all of the best and most select
varieties.
V. A. Crow's ranch, twenty acres—three thousand vines, mostly Los
Angeles ; other varieties, Plack Hamburg, Peine Victoria, Peine de Kiee,
Early White Malvoisie, Pose, Lombardy, Black Paran, Ped and White
Tokay, White Nice, Malaga, Black and White Muscat of Alexandria,
Cannon Hall Muscat, Grizzly Frontignan, Tin Tindal, Syrian, Black
Morocco, Framner, White, Miller's Black Burgundy, Large Burgundy,
Golden Chasselas, Fontainbleau Chassclas, and White Chasselas ; apple
trees, four hundred; peach, one hundred; pears, one hundred; plums,
thirty ; orange quince, twelve trees—all of the most choice and select
fruit trees.
J. W. Keely's ranch, six acres—two thousand vines, mostly Los Ange-
les
;
other varieties, Peine de Nice, White Chasselas, Muscat of Alex-
andria, Isabella, and other varieties ; apple Irees, six hundred; varieties,
Wine apple, Spitzenberg, Swaar, Winter Queen, and other varieties;
peach trees, one hundred ; pears, forty or fifty
—choice selections.
John AVarren's ranch, five acres—two thousand vines, mostly Los
Angeles; apple trees, three hundred ; peach, five hundred ; pears, fifty;
apricots, twenty-five; plum, forty
—all of the best selections of fruit.
J. W. Kelley's ranch, fifteen acres—five hundred vines, mostl3^ Los
Angeles ; varieties, Black Hamburg, Black Prince, Black Muscat of Alex-
andria, Early White Malvoisie, Isabella, and other varieties; a])ple trees,
one hundred; varieties, Early Harvest, Early Ped Strawberry, Sugar
Loaf Pi])pin, Sops of Wine, Zetoffsky, Alexander Large. Autumn Pear-
main, Fall Pippin, Maiden's Blush, American Pippin, Baldwin, White
Belfleur, Gloria Mundi, Golden Ptussett, Poxbury Pussett, Newtown Pip-
pin, Northern Spy, Phode Island Greening, Swaar, Spitzenberg, Wine
Sap; peaches, Early York Tillotson, George the Fourth, Late Admira-
ble, Late Heath Cling, Ped Pareripe, Snow, Blood Clingstone, Flat
Peach of China; nectarines, large and small, Avhite and purple; pears,
Bartlett, PouscUctt de Meester—the largest pear in the country. Spring
pear. Late Pussett ]Knir ; chei-rics, Kentish cherry, and several other
varieties; plums. Golden Drop and other varieties.
W. Ish's ranch, seven acres—two hundred and fifty vines, mostl}' Los
Angeles; apple trees, sixt3'-two ; peach, seventy-five ; pear, twenty-four ;
plum, twelve, good varieties. Also half an acre of strawberries
—(h) well
—make more profit from them, in proportion to cost of cultivation, than
any other iruit.
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Dunbacker, two ranches, four acres—vines, one thousand ; apple trees,
one hundred and fifty; peach, seventy-five; plum, fifteen; pear, ten; nec-
tarine, ten ; apricot, six; cherries, twelve. Fruit, good selections.
William Luddy's ranch, seven acres—vines, four thousand; apple trees,
one hundred; peach, one hundred and fifty; plum, twelve; jiear, eigh-
teen; cherries, two; apricot, eight ; nectarine, two. Good selections of
fruit.
S. H. Eice's ranch, one acre—two hundred vines; apple trees, eighty;
peach, two hundred; plum, twenty; pear, ten; nectarine, ten; apricot,
six; two hundred raspberry vines. Good selections of fruit.
H. Dunbar's ranch, three acres—vines, one thousand three hundred,
chiefly Los Angeles; few Black Hamburg; other varieties, Black Mus-
cat of Alexandria, Eose Chasselas, Frontignan, two hundred ; apple trees,
one hundred; pear, forty; peach, three hundred; plum, twenty; necta-
rine, twenty; figs, twelve. Select fruit trees.
E. W. Potter's ranch, fifteen acres—vines, two thousand five hundred,
chiefly Los Angeles ; apple trees, three hundred : peach, two hundi-ed ;
plum, twelve; pear, twelve. Choice varieties.
John Munroe's ranch, six acres—vines, one thousand, chiefly Los Ange-
les; apple, one hundred trees; peach, one hundred; pear, twelve; plum,
one
; cherr}^, six—fruit good.
I. K. Hunter's ranch, three acres—vines, six hundred, chiefly Los Ange-
les
;
other varieties—White Chasselas, White Muscat of Alexandria,
Black Hamburg, Black Tripoli, Pui-ple Constantia, and several other
varieties; apple trees, sixty; peach, thirty; plum, two; cherry, one;
pear, twelve—choice varieties.
C. H. Dickinson's ranch, twenty acres—vines, six hundred, chiefly Los
Angeles—a few other varieties; apple trees, five hundred, mostly winter
apples ; nursery, two thousand three hundred, second year grafts, choice
varieties; pear, three hundred trees; peach, two hundred; plum, twenty;
apricot, eighteen ; nectarine, four.
Nathaniel Fales' ranch, six acres—vines, five hundred, chiefly Los
Angeles; other varieties—Isabella, White Sweetwater; apple, seventy-
five trees—Eed Gilliflower, Baldwin, Early Harvest, Spitzenburg, Gloria
Mundi, Swaar, Vandevere, and Newtown Pippin; plum trees, twenty—•
Jefl:erson, Perkins, Scarlet, Green Gage, etc.; Peach, forty trees—Early
Crawford, President, Morris White, and other varieties; apricots. Purple
and White; pear, thirty trees—Bartlett, Winter Nells, Duchess de An-
gouleme, and other varieties; cherry, twenty—May Duke, Biggarreau,
Pink Heart, etc.; Fig, eight trees—blue black; quince, ten trees.
A. Pickins' ranch, three acres—vines, two hundred and fifty, chiefly
Los Angeles—one hundred White Muscat of Alexandria—twenty-five
EeinedeNice; apple, thirty-two trees—varieties, twelve—choice fruit;
peach, thirty—mostly of good varieties ; pear, six ; plum, five ; few quince
and apricots, raspberries, and gooseberries.
Colonel Leslie's garden ranch, four acres—vines, six hundred, chiefly
Los Angeles—five thousand grape cuttings, of the Mission grape; peach,
three hundred trees; apple, one hundred; plum,thirt3"—often varieties.
G. C. Lucas' ranch, three acres—apple, three hundred trees; peach,
fifty; pear, sixty; vines, fifty.
T. Caldwell's ranch, three acres—apple, two hundred trees; peach, two
hundred; plum, twenty-five; pear, twenty-five ; vines, fifty—Los Ange-
les; cherry, five—all excellent fruit.
\
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B. Winton's raneb, five acres—vines, one thousand—Los Angeles;
peacl), three hundred trees; apple, seventy-five.
J. W. Stewart's ranch, four acres—vines, one thousand—four hundred
bearing; apple, twelve trees; peach, two hundred; api'icot, three; cherry,
thi-ee.
J. Stewart's ranch, one quarter of an acre—vines, four hundred—two
hundred Los Angeles—other varieties, Rose Chasselas, AVhite Muscat of
Alexandria, Black Muscat of Alexandria, Catawba, and several other
varieties.
Tuttle & Millington's ranch, two acres—vines, seven hundred, chiefly
Los Angeles; apple, one hundred and fifty trees; peach, twent^'-five ;
pear, twelve; plum, twelve; fig, two; blackberry vines, two hundred;
raspberry, one hundred and eighty.
I. Barney's ranch, four acres
—
vines, four hundred and fifty, mostly Los
Angeles, a few other varieties; apple, two hundred and filty trees;
peach, two hundred and seventy-five; plum, twenty; apricot, three;
nectarine, ten; pear, twelve.
Connor, Boyle & Schelly's ranch, four acres—apple, three hundred
trees; peach, three hundred and fifty; pear, fifteen; cherry, eight;
apricot, twenty; plum, twenty; nectarine, eight.
B. C. Northup's ranch, six acres—vines, one thousand ; apple, two
hundred trees; pear, twelve; peach, two hundred ; plum, three; cheri-y,
eight; fig, six. Most of the grapes on this ranch are ofthe Los Angeles
variety, and of very superior quality; other varieties—Black Hamburg,
Black Morocco, Black Prince, and several otber varieties of foreign
grapes, are cultivated on this ranch, and produce some of the best speci-
mens in the district. The soil and the hillside position of the ranch are
peculiarl}' well fitted for the production ofthe richest and most delicious
fruit.
M. J". Fuller's ranch, two acres—vines, one hundred, chiefly Los Ange-
les
; apple, seventy-five trees ; plum, eight; fig, eight; pear, ten ; peach,
seventj^-five; cherr}', eight—Ox Heart, Black Heart, and otber varieties;
currants, raspberries, and goosberries—excellent fruit, and of the best
varieties.
What may be said of the grape, may well be said of the apple and pear.
In no country can be found better specimens of the apple and pear, or of
more choice varieties, than in our orchards and gardens. The foothills
of our mountains are as productive as any region that produces these
fruits. Our ])eaches are unrivalled, especiall,y those that are cultivated
with care and attention. The plum, the apricot, and the nectarine, in
our gardens and ranches, present their fullest growth, luxuriance, and
richness, in size, flavor, and excellence. Currants, raspberries, and goose-
berries, are all of them cultivated with success, and find a genial climate
and soil in our gardens and fields, producing specimens in the several
varieties that are equal to those of any other region in which they are
acclimated.
Strawberries—The strawberry is a fruit that occupies a more limited
space in its season, use, and value, than perhaps many other fruits, but
still valuable, and one of the great luxuries of the season. It is produced
abundantly in our district, and possesses as high a character in flavor and
'
aroma, as in any other district where it flourishes in its favorite soil.
Vegetables—The beet, carrot, cabbage, and onions, are all of tliem
grown with ease, success, and in abundance, in this district a)id county;
and when skilfully and carefully cultivated by the gardener, are pro-
duced of a size and quality not inferior to those of any other region.
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Gr.iin—Wheat, barley, and oats, are grown with success when the
seasons are not too dry.
Potatoes—The mountain potatoe is considered the best in market,
thoug-h not uniformly to be relied on for a good crop in this district in
dr_v seasons.
Items not enumerated in the tabular sheet furnished are, bees, barn-
yard fowls, marble quarries, forest trees, and geological cabinets.
BEES.
There are in this district about three hundred swarms of bees. Each
swarm and hive are estimated to be worth at least ten dollars; making a
total of three thousand dollars. The bee flourishes in this district, and
is a most profitable investment to a certain- extent. Among the most
successful in this branch of business is J. W. Stewart, who has fifty-eight
swarms of bees, and they are all of them the produce of one swarm pur-
chased five j-ears ago. Mr. Stewart has made a handsome income, as
well as increase from the bees, each succeeding year.
E. M. Chenoweth has forty-two hives of bees, the produce of one swarm
in five j-ears, and has made sale of a considerable amount of honey.
J. W. Marshall, of Columbia, has twenty-five swarms. He commenced
the bee business five j^ears ago, with one or two swarms. He has sold
several hundred dollars worth of honey, beside what he has used.
Mr. Norton, of Knapp's Ranch, has about one hundred swarms, and
has made large profits from his bees.
The patent hives have proved a complete success to protect the bees
from moths and worms, when care is taken to drive them from the hives,
which can be easily done in the patent hives.
BARNYARD FOWLS.
The number and value of this item is difficult to be estimated, though
it is very considerable, amounting to many thousand dollars each year
in the gross amount of poultry and eggs. There are consumed not less
than five or six thousand in tiiis district.
MARBLE QUARRIES.
Marble quarries are numerous and of good quality in this district.
There are in and near Columbia, four. In Vine Springs is an extensive
quarry on an immense ledge, of fine and good quality for almost any of
the purposes to which marble is applied. The second is in Vine Springs
District; a pure white marble, susceptible of high polish, suitable for statu-
ary, and is an extensive ledge. The third is in Matelot Gulch, Colum-
bia; is pink and black Egyptian, mixed—will take a high polish, and may
be wrought to ornamental iiscs, for lamp stands, mantelpieces for fire-
places, and other ornamental uses, and is an extensive quarry. The fourth
is on Knapp's Ranch, Columbia; white marble, with blue veins, and valu-
able for general purposes to which marble is ap^^lied.
FOREST TREES.
In this district, and the mountain range above, are inexhaustible quan-
tities of pine, of several varieties, principally of sugar and pitch pine,
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on tlio liillsidcs and of the mountains, and of tlie best qnalit}' for lumber.
The cedar, nut pine, and oak, white and black, are abundant.
CABINETS OP NATURAL HISTORY AND GEOLOGY.
These are not to be overlooked, when, in time, our State shall estab-
lish an Agricultural College. There are several respectable cabinets of
fossil and geological specimens in this district and county, and the}- might
contribute largely to the supply of a cabinet lor a geologi(;al department
of an Agricultural College, which is now deemed of no iucousidcrable
importance to the State.
There are a number of geological cabinets in the district and county;
the most exensive in the district is that of J. W. Glass. Among the
fossil remains in this cabinet are those of the mastodon, rhinoceros, buf-
falo, and three skulls of an extinct race of men. One of them was found
connected with bones which indicated that the person to whom they
belonged was at least eight feet in height, taking the thigh bone as a
measure of the fossil as it once existed in its primitive state. Other
remains of this ancient race are in this cabinet, such as stone ladles, dip-
l^ers, stone bowls, and other articles of stone supposed to be used in
some game or amusement. Specimens of petrified animals : a snake
taken from a strata one hundred feet below the surface; it was imbedded
in a sedimentary deposit. The deposit above it consisted of twelve dif-
vferent strata—four of sediment, four of gravel, and four of limestone;
the sediment and gravel separating each strata of limestone. This cabi-
net contains also a large variety of sea shells found in a mining claim at
Knight's Ferry, elevated a considerable height above the ocean level.
Also, the remains of the mastodon, and several rhinoceros teeth ; one of
remarkable large size of the mastodon. Also, a large sea shell, dug up
in Gold Springs, Tuolumne County, several thousand feet above the sea
level. Also, many varieties of f)etrified wood, of the oak, pine, manza-
nita, sage brush, and aniianthus. Also, the section of a tree, being so light
that twenty feet of it could easil}- be carried in a man's hand, without
inconvenience, though a foot in diameter. This singular tree, in its pres-
ent shape, has been examined by many scientific men, and no one has been
able to divine the process which has produced its wonderful change.
Also, a large variet}^ of asbestos and mountain leather. Also, a large and
beautiful collection of crystallizations, of various elementary formations,
garnets in mica slate, feldspar, and indurated clay. Also, specimens of
jewels of ocean deposit, in basins formed by the action of water, found
in a locality about five hundred feet above the bed of the Stanislaus
Eiver. Also, specimens of crystallized talc, acinolite, opalitic fabrile,
silicious frost, a beautiful variety of agate, moss agate, and opalitic quartz.
Also, of serpentine, and crystals of serpentine ; together with about one
thousand five hundred pounds of fossils, minerals and curiosities. Also,
specimens of crystalline marble, pink color, mixed Avith veins of blue,
yellow, and green, from Matelot Gulch, Columbia.
Dr. Snell, Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, of Sonora, has also a
splendid cabinet of geological specimens, numbering eight to ten thou-
sand—sufficient of itself to form a cabinet for a college department of
agricultural science.
All of which is respectfully submitted, with the hope that an appro-
priation will be made to pay expense of the labor in furnishing such
information as is herewith presented to the State Board.
THOS. C. BIENEY.
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ALPINE COUNTY.
S. A. Hawkins County Assessor.
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Sir:—Annexed please find a certified copy of my assessment roll for
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, containing the statistics of Alpine County
as requested by the Board.
I regret that the report is so incomplete, but it should be borne in mind
that this is almost exclusively a mining count}', and that it is only two
years since its independent organization. The recent date of the mineral
discoveries within the limits of the county, and the very limited amount
of agricultural development Mdiich has followed, leaves me destitute of
any data, authentic or otherwise, for comparison, thus adding to the diffi-
culty of furnishing you with a report as reliable as 1 could wish.
Thus far the agriculture of the county may justly be termed almost
pni-ely experimental, except the production of hay and potatoes, both of
which are crops of ascertained certainty and value. The "J^uccessful cul-
tivation of the small grains remains as yet problematical to some degree,
but the result of the experimental culture of the year will probably induce
largely extended effort in the coming season, and enable my successor to
inform you with greater certainty of the adajitation of the level portion
of the county to such pursuits. The small number of acres reported as
under cultivation, will show you that only surmise can, for tlie j^i'esent,
be indulged.
The territory embraced within the limits of the county lies almost
entirely in close proximity to the summit of the Sierra Nevada Mountains,
at an average elevation of seven thousand feet above the level of the sea.
Silver Mountain Peak, eleven thousand feet high, finds itself eclipsed by
Mount Whitney, some five miles south, which is tliirtcen thousand feet
high. In addition to the two mentioned, there are a number of ])eaks
reaching an altitude of from eight thousand to ten thousand feet, and
with a rare appreciation of fitness, the county on its organization received
the name of
"Alpine."
Within its limits are found the sources of the Stanislaus and Mokelumne,
flowing westward, and of the Carson and Walker liivers, flowing east-
ward. A number of small but beautiful lakes are interspersed among
the mountains, and almost every range afiPords a iieavy belt of timber,
large, and of good quality, the principal varieties being ])itch pine and
hackmatack. After the melting of the snows, excellent pasturage abounds
on the mountain sides, and in the small valleys and flats along the ditfer-
ont streams.
Traversing the county from north to south are two distinct series of
silver-bearing quartz lodes, and a number of copper lodes. The first
discovery of these lodes was made by a ]>arty passing through the pres-
ent site of the Town of Silver Mountain, late in the fall of eighteen hun-
dred and sixty; but the first location for mining purposes was made in
the spring of eighteen hundred and sixty-one. The assays made from
the cro|)pings of several of the ledges showed so favorably as to induce
continued pi'ospecting. During the three following years a large num-
ber of ledges were located, and the area com]Drising the present county
was divided, in the progress of discovery, into ten districts, as follows:
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Silver Mountain, Monitor, Mogul, Kaymoml, A Ipine, Webster, Silver King,
Mokelumne, Highland, and Woodford ; the latter extending into the State
of Nevada, r'^nfortunately for the interest of the region, the principal
jiortion of those for whom the locations were made were men of small
means, unable to proceed with the development of the mines, and at the
same time unwilling to sell to those who were able and desirous to pur-
chase and develop them. The consequence was that but little work was
done in the three 3'ears following the first discovery, and iwne of a char-
acter to permanently oj^en or benefit the different claims. In Silver
Mountain, Monitor, Mogul, i\Iokelumne, and Eayinond Districts, a con-
siderable amount of work has been done within the past two years, of
which I have obtained the following data in relation to the principal
lodes and companies.
SILVER MOUNTAIN DISTRICT.
Mountain Company No. 1—Amount of tunnel run. seven hundred t''eet.
Amount required to cut the ledge, one thousand one hundred and fift}'"
feet; will open it nine hundred and fifty feet deep.
Pennsylvania Company—Amount of tunnel run. two hundred feet.
Amount required to cut the ledge, seven hundred and fifty feet ; will open
it six hundred feet deep.
Buckeye No. 1—Depth of shaft, one hundred feet, and very rich ore
obtained.
1. X. L. Company No. 1—Amount of tunnel run, three hundred and
fifty feet; has furnished a considerable amount of fine ore.
Washington Compan}'—Amount of tunnel run, four liundred and fifty
feet; su]3])0sed to be very near the ledge. From a shaft sunk to the
depth of one hundred feet, black sulphuret ore, assaying three thousand
dollars to the ton, was taken, when the iijflux of water prevented fur-
ther working by shaft.
MONITOR DISTRICT.
Winchester Series—Amount of tunnel run, eight hundred and thirty
feet. Struck a ledge at six hundred feet, and four hundi'ed leet deep,
which it is thought will pay. Still running for others.
Superior Comjjan}'—Amount of tunnel run. six hundred and fifty feet,
and near the ledge; will get it at a depth of three hundreil feet.
American Tunnel and Mining Company—Two hundred and forty feet
of tunnel run, and running to open tlie American belt at seven hundred
feet deep.
Monitor Consolidated Compan}^—Amount of tunnel run, five hundred
feet, and expect to tap the first ledge of the series in two hundred feet
more, at a depth of four hundred feet.
Work is progressing on a number of other claims.
MOGUL DISTRICT.
Morning Star Company—Amount of tunnel run. nine hundred and
fifty feet; have a paying ledge, and are sinking a shaft to furnish air, so
that t)re may be taken out.
Mullan Com]>any—Amount of tunnel I'un, three hundred and fifty
feet; have cut a lode at two hundred and fifty feet depth, containing a
body of eight feet of rich ore.
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Other companies are at work in this district, but as yet have not
reached their ledijes.
In Mokeliimne District, through which runs tlie second great belt of
lodes, considerable work has been done, and fine ore obtained from the
claims of the "Silver Era," "Crocket," and "Rosalinda" companies,
but having mislaid my memoranda, I cannot give you the exact figures.
In Raymond District, two companies, the "Illinois-California," and
"General Grant," have been at work during the past eight months with
very flattering prospects.
In the other districts work is suspended, awaiting the result of present
efforts in the working districts, though all show most encouraging pros-
pects, and several of them will eventually rival those that attract most
attention at present.
That this will in due time be one of the richest and most populous
counties in the Slate, admits, I think, of scarcely a doubt. Its mineral-
bearing lodes are large, and every facilit}' exists for their profitable
working, while its nearness fo the great marts of the State insure cheap
transportation of su]»plies and products. Its unrivalled salubrity, in
marked contrast' to other silver mining regions, will add a very potent
element to the causes conducive to its future prosjDcrity.
I remain, very respectfull3^ yours,
S. A. HAWKINS, Assessor.
Note.—The statistical tables prepared from the returns of the Asses-
sors were found so imperfect, and the Legislature liaving passed an Act
for compiling their uniform collection hereafter, it was tliought not best
to go to the expense of publishing them this year. The table of the pro-
ducts of the Slate for eighteen hundi-ed and sixtj'-five will be collected
in full, and will appear in our report for eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
—[I N. HoAG, Secretary.
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SILK CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.
By L. PREYOST, of San Josf.
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir :—In accordance with your request, I herewith inclose 3'ou
for publication a brief statement of some of the principal facts coming
under my observation concerning silk culture in California. The limited
space in your annual report to which I feel I am only entitled, because
of the gi'cat number of industries upon which you must treat, will not
allow of the elaborate statements of interesting facts which I have col-
lected during several years practical experiment in the culture of the
silkworm; but I ma}', perhaps, hej'ein, although in a desultory manner,
give statements of fact which shall serve to direct public attention to an
industry which is destined to occupy a large place among the agricul-
tural enterprises of the Pacific States.
Arriving in California in eighteen hundred and forty-nine, my atten-
tion Avas attracted at n!i earl}^ day to the very favorable phenomena of
climate for the silk culture; but as there were neither silkworm eggs,
nor mulberi'y leaves on which to feed the worm, obtainable, some years
ela])sed before I had the requisite food. In eighteen hundred and tifty-
three or four. I obtained from Henry Hentsch, Esq.. of San Francisco, a
small quantity of mulberr}' seed, which he had obtained fi-om France
expressly for me, and these seeds in a few j'ears having produced trees
of sufficient size, I then applied to the same gentleman to have him pro-
cure me some silkworm eggs. These Mr. Hentsch procured for me
from China; but the eygs were bad, oi* spoiled on the voyage, none of
them incubating. By the kindness of the same gentleman, another lot
was obtained fi-om China, whicli also ])roved on trial to be worthless.
Somewhat discouraired at these failures to obtain ciji-us which would
hatch, I desti'oyed a large portion of niy mulberrv trees, having other
use for the ground. In a further conversation with Mi'. Hentsch, he
suggested that he would pi-ocure some eirgs fi-om France. On the
receipt of these. I had the satisfaction of finding that they came in good
order, and, on trial, hatched satisfactorily. At this time a Mr Miller, a
competent silk grower, ha'ppened to be with me, and assisted in the hatch-
ing and feeding the first lot of worms. These produced very superior
cocoons. Samples of these I forwarded to some of the largest silk grow-
ing establishments in France, wliich after examination wei'e ]ii"onounced
of very sui)erior quality. This was in eighteen hundred and sixty.
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Since that time I have every j'ear raised an increased quantity of silk-
worms, and have never discovered any disease among them. This is
remarkable, because in France, with the same treatment 1 have prac-
ticed, it would be impossible to raise a single cocoon. Having no other
suitable building, I have been compelled to hatch and feed my worms in
a small greenhouse, which being constructed of glass finimes, is subject
to become extremely hot in the middle of the day, and in a reverse
ratio, cold during the night. The temperature in this structure would
often range up to ninety and one hundred degrees in the daytime, and
fall to fortv-five in the nio-ht. which is not as favorable a meteoroloo-ical
condition for the health and activity' of the silkworm as a more even
temperature, which latter will produce the largest cocoons.
In eighteen hundred and sixty, I sent boquets of cocoons to nearly all
of the fairs held in the State, which attracted some attention from
visitors and meagre notices from a few newspapers; but no interest
could be awakened in this industry, and I received scarcely no encour-
agement to persevere in my efforts to get our people to take hold of silk
culture. The objections urged against it ^vere mainlj' on account of the
high price of labor. This obstacle I had alread}^ disposed of in my own
mind, on the ground that we had cheaper land than in France, and the
availabilit}^ of Chinese labor. The cost of buying three or four acres of
land here is not more than the yearly rent of one acre in the silk dis-
tricts of Europe. Thus it will be seen that the silk raiser in Europe
must deduct the high rent of his land everj^ 3'ear from his profits. The
difference in the cost of labor with us and in Europe for silk growing is
largely to our advantage, on account of the favorableness of our climate.
In my practice I have so simjilitied the mode of feeding and managing
the worms that one person here can raise as many worms as six or eight
persons can do in Europe, by their system.
M}' system of silk culture will apply to all climates similar to our own,
but will not answer in a wet climate. It is my intention to publish my
83'steni in book form, so simplified that it can easilj^ be understood by
all. I have no desire for pecuniary benefits to mj-self to grow out of
any knowledge of the silk culture which it may be in my power to
impart to the public.
' I shall feel amplj' compensated for the years of
practical experiment which I have given to silk culture from the pleas-
ure I shall be afforded from a knowledge that my humble efforts were
somewhat the means of introducing and establishing in our State an
industry which will save annually millions of dollars to our people, and
eventually make us the largest silk pi^oducing community in the world.
It affords me great pleasure to state that m}^ efforts to introduce this
fascinating and profitable business ar^ meeting with some success at last,
as Miss A. Packard and E. Goux, of Santa Barbara, have made a planta-
tion of three thousand mulberrj^ trees, and the present season raised five
pounds of silkworm eggs—(three million two hundred thousand.) I
gave them the eggs to start with, also directions about feeding and man-
aging, and their ladies did the work with complete success. Consid-
erable plantations of the mulberry have also been made in the San
Joaquin Valley during the past season. And I learn that Wilson Flint
will have a plantation of over fifty thousand trees, near Sacramento,
from which to commence feeding the silkworm the coming season.
For many j-ears past silk culture has been an uncertain business in
Europe, on account of a prevalence of cold, wet seasons. Long con-
tinued rain stormy so fill the leaf of the mulberry with water that the
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worms become diseased and the moths are feeble, producing eggs which
are worthless for hatching. This unfavorable climatology has compelled
the silk growers of Europe to send to China and Japan for eggs, and it
is known to mc that over thirty thousand dollars worth of such eggs
have passed through San Francisco, en route from those countries to
Europe, the present season. Our success in this enterprise in this State
is attracting the attention of experienced silk growers and manufactur-
ers of the old countries. Two gentlemen, experienced, scientific, and
practical silk growers, on their way back from China, where they had
been to buy a large quantit}' of silkworms' eggs, recently came to see
me, to get information about silk in California. I told them all the facts,
showed them the cocoons', and where I raised them, and also the mul-
beny trees. Being gentlemen who understood the silk business per-
fectly, the}" agreed with me that wc have the best silk country in the
world, and Avere so pleased at learning this fact that they are going to
return here next summer with the necessary capital to buy one hundred
acres of land each, to raise silkworms' eggs and silk on a large scale.
These gentlemen are the representatives of the two largest silk houses in
Europe, and are now on their way back to France. From them I learned
a very important fact, namel}^, that our climate is so superior for silk cul-
ture, that, by selecting our very best cocoons for eggs, year after 3-ear—
for our own use—we could after a few years obtain cocoons that would
beat ever3Hhing known, for size and quality; that is to say, a superior
article. In this opinion I fully concur. The coming of these gentlemen
from France will probably induce other silk growers to come also, which
would be a great benefit to the State.
Among the many orders I have received from Europe for eggs, is one
from Italy for one hundred pounds. I also had an order from Mexico
for five hundred ounces.
The best variety of the mulberry is the white—(i/bras alha.') The
Chinese (or Morus multkauh's,) is verj' good, however, especially Avhen
the worms are 3'oung, as its leaf is tender. Any light, saudj', loamy
soil will grow the mulbeny to perfection. The eggs require to be kept
in a drj", cool place, from one season to another. They readily hatch in
a temperature of eighty degrees, after which a mean of sixty degrees is
the most favorable for them to feed, go through their several moiiltings,
spin the cocoon, emerge from the chr3'salis into the complete moth, and
perform the last function, which is to lay the eggs for successive exist-
ence. Shelter will be required, chiefl3' to keep the worms from being
devoured by birds, and the feet of the tables on which they are fed will
need be stood in vessels containing water, to keep the ants from gaining
access, as these insects are equall3' with the birds destructive of the silk-
worm.
The worm will spin its cocoon in about thirty-two or thirty-four days
after hatching, ancl in this countr3" we can easily secure two crops—one
in Ma}" and the other in Juh*. For the purpose of raising eggs, the best
shaped and hardest cocoons must be selected, from which the millers will
CQicrge in twelve or fifteen da3's; and as soon as the3' make their appear-
ance the males and females are kept together from ten a. m. till four p. m.,
w^hen the males are thrown awa}". The female then immediately' begins
laying her eggs, which will number about three hundred to each moth
Three hundred and sixty cocoons weigh about one and a half pounds;
an ounce of eggs will produce one hundred and sixt3"-five pounds of
cocoons; eleven or twelve ounces of good cocoons will give one ounce
of fine silk; twenty-eight ounces of selected cocoons produce two ounces
of eggs.
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AGRICULTURAL PROSPECTS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
By SOLOMON W. JEWETT, of Tulare County.
The resources of Southern California, derived from agriculture, stock
raising, and mining, are soon to become quite extensive. Those portions
which are feasible for general cultivation are being worked to some
extent, but the field is yet large, the soil rich, and water in supply for
large settlements of farmers and planters. We have reference more par-
ticularly to the southern portion of Tulare and the eastern part of Los
Angeles Counties. But a small portion of the United States Government
and State swamp lands are as yet under improvement, which lie all
along from King's Kiver to Kern River and El Tejon Creeks, a distance
of one hundred and sixty miles. Many sections are well adapted for
tillage.
It is generally conceded that the farm lands bordering upon Kern
River and its branches are the most fertile and pi'oductive. They are
not exceeded, or perhaps equalled, in any other portion of the State of
California north of this point. The soil is generally a dark brown allu-
vial deposit, which has been forming for ages past, by the ovei-flow of
Kern river. The soil is therefore deep; roots of annual plants penetrate
the same many feet in depth. It is easily cultivated, and produces in
abundance whatever the husbandman desires to cultivate. Here the
tobacco plant is easily produced; ears of corn may be seen standing nine
feet from the ground ; Chinese sugar cane still higher; Tennessee and
other kinds of cotton grows from four to five feet, and will produce from
three to five hundred pounds to the acre of clean cotton, properly culti-
vated
;
small grains (cereals) produce well; beans are a sure crop; pea-
nuts will often yield five hundred bushels to the acre; southern sugar
cane and the castor bean flourish; the best kind of soil and climate "for
the fig tree; peaches and grapes are grown here; squashes and melons
produce well, and with little or no attention. In fact, a small field will
support a family, with little care or labor.
One of the main checks to an early settlement is sickness among the
settlers. This season has been noted for fevers
;
chills and a^nie have been
uncommonly prevalent in the low lands. Among the stock ranches near
and in the foothills, it is always healthy, as well as at El Tejon. Kern
Island, so called, is formed by a divide in the river as it emerges from the
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mountains. Kern Lake bounds it on the southwest. Much willow and
Cottonwood timber grows here, enough for fencing and firewood during
all time. Live fence is soon formed by setting willow and eottonwood
poles or stakes along the small ditches, standing near together; in two
years this becomes a good protection to all kinds of live stock. Over one
hundred acres of cotton upon this island now under cultivation in one
field, which bids fair to produce well, some of which is nearl}' read)' to
pick; about forty acres of which was planted with Mexican seed—this is
not as forward as the Sea Island and Petit Gulf, obtained from the east.
The planting commenced in April, and on the tenth of May over one half
of tlie seed was in the ground; commenced hoeing or, " scra])ing," the
twelfth of May, with a full set of hands; the twenty-second, finished
planting with Tennessee seed; on the first of Jul}' the cotton stands from
six to twenty-two inches high and begins to
"
square," and a part hoed
the third time. The twenty-ninth of July, about fifteen acres irrigated
for the first time. Finished irrigating the twenty-sixth of August. Most
of the field was irrigated twice.
The planting was experimented upon at various widths, which proved
that five feet Avas sufficient distance in width of rows, and from ten to
twelve inches apart in the rows. The soil should be moist, and the seed
planted about two inches deep, strewed along quite thick in the trench,
after being thoroughly wet one day, and then I'olled in ashes previous to
planting. The ground is best prepared in beds previous to plaTiting; a
board is fastened to a plough stock, after the fashion of a bull-tongued
plough—this is about eighteen inches in length, and notched on the
under side, so as to carefully and thoroughl}- cover the seed.
The general expression has been that this cotton field looked as prom-
ising as that of the old cotton States. Eains usual!}' commence hei*e
about the middle of December, and frosts in November.
The above named cotton field is upon new lands, mostly reclaimed
this season, cleared of willows, weeds, and brushwood, and broke up
with light single teams, that would turn from one and a half to two acres
each day; about six miles of ditch have been made upon 'the premises.
It is presumed that in another year, one fourth the labor and expense
will i^roduce more cotton than this j'ear's j'ield.
This cotton came up very strong and broad in the leaf, and showed no
signs of disease. Good judges say a better and more profitable staple is
grown here than that bordering on the Mississippi Eiver. and can be
placed in market in better condition, as the fall rains do not commence
until the picking season is well over.
The actual expense the first year cannot be easily estimated; but we
think after the land is once tilled, machiner}' and tools at hand, that it
would not cost the producer over five cents per pound. The system most
profitable in the United States is that adopted b}' the proprietors of
large plantations, and Avorked by families. We find Chinese labor to
be good, reliable, and the cheapest.
At Three Rivers, Visalia, cotton was grown successfully last 3'ear in
small quantities, at an average yield of over five hundred pounds of
ginned cotton to the acre. This year planters have gone into the busi-
ness more extensively in that quarter. Considerable cotton will also be
raised about Los Angeles this season.
A green worm, about an inch long, attacked the cotton plant, com-
pletely riddling the first leaf, covering about thirt}' acres. However,
they made their exit in a few days, and did not seem to materially injure
the stand. Ii is best that all the cotton be picked, ginned, and pressed
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before the rainy season commences, as much is wasted by the wind and
rains.
Plenty of United States Government and State lands can be secured
all along this great valley, and occupied for agricultural purposes and for
the raising of stock, but the best stock lands may be found among the
foothills, equal, if not superior to any in the State. Eich and valuable
grasses, which make the best food for fattening cattle, horses, and sheep,
abound here, and fit them for an earl}" market in the winter. Swarms
of fisa float in the lakes and rivers, the best of which are the salmon
trout. A home market can be relied upon for all of these luxuries by
the consumers who are settling in among the foothills and mountains
which surround this valley, opening the richest of mines of gold and
other metals. In fact, this section of country will soon stand second to
no other portion of the State in its yield of the precious metals.
We find the most pleasant, rayjid, and cheapest route of travel to reach
these different points of interest, is by steamer to the Port of Los Ange-
les, then by easy coaches that daily run into the interior.
On the seventh day of October, Mr. Jewett wrote as follows. After
stating that they had been measuring the field of cotton preparatorj^ to
making the necessary proof before the Board of Judges, and that it con-
tained one hundred and thirty-three and one half acres, he says : '• We
have commenced picking; the cotton has filled well with bolls, and it
looks very fine. Cotton planters of experience give it as their opinion
that if the autumn frosts keep off as usual, there are many acres that
will produce over five hundred pounds to the acre, and but few acres
that will go as low as two hundred and fifty pounds. We hope to be
favored by the frosts. The Mexican cotton is much behind that grown
from Eastern seed, but the bush is strong, and bears a heavy foliage,
which we think may protect it some. The plant is well loaded with
fine large bolls of cotton, even better than the other sorts. Some say
it will acclimate so as to come on earlier in the futur6."
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COTTON CULTIVATION IN CALIFORNIA.
STATEMENT OF A. E. JACKSON,
IN REGARD TO THE COTTON CROP IN THE SOUTHERN PART OF CALIFORNIA.
Sacramento, December 15tli, 18G5.
I. N. Hoag, Esq.,
Secretaiy State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir :—Having visited the southern portion of this State recently,
and having seen most of the cotton fields now in cultivation there, I hand
you, at your request, the following brief statement in regard to them:
COTTON CROP.
In Los Angeles, Ignatio Monteo has twenty acres. Character and con-
dition of these crops not known, but w'ere said to be promising. Jose
Eubio has fifty-three acres, four miles west of Los Angeles—twenty-five
acres in one field, and twenty eight acres in another. The seed was
principally the green Tennessee Upland, a few rows of Sea Island, and a
few rows of seeds sent from the Patent Office, supposed to have come
from Texas. A part of this crop was planted in the last of April, and
the whole was completed on the tenth of May. The ground is a fine,
sandy loam, and vras not irrigated. The twenty-eight acres did not
produce a very even crop; apart appearing October twenty-fifth, vig-
orous and well 'matured, and a part stunted and impei-fect. The twenty-
five acres will, apparently, be remuherative, being a good stand, of vig-
orous growth, and of excellent fibre. The seed was planted in ridges,
four feet and a half feet apart, properl}' thinned and hoed, but not topped.
Mr. Keller, some two miles north of Eubio's, has one hundred and
eight acres. Seed, Mexican, Tennessee, and Petit Gulf—the last two
varieties obtained at Salt Lake. The vrholc was planted in furrows, four
and a half feet apart. Planting closed in the latter part of April. Crop
irrigated twice. Soil sandy and gravelly. About twenty acres of Petit
Gulf, though the bolls are small, will make an excellent yield. This
variety appears most vigorous, matures early, and will unquestionably,
in our climate, insure a certain crop. The Mexican rijiens very slowly,
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but lias a large boll, and the fibre, though coarse, is long and firm. The
Tennessee seems less regular in y^eld, owing, perhaps, to the difference
in quality of soil; some spots failing entirely, and in other places appa-
rently thrifty stalks yielding very few if any bolls.
All parties in this county seem satisfied the crop with them will suc-
ceed, and next year there will be several thousand acres planted.
In Tulare County, Messrs. Livermore, Jewett, and Chester, have one
hundred and thirty acres planted on Kern Eiver, near Kern Lake. The
varieties are Mexican, Tennessee, and Sea Island. The last, here as in
Los Angeles, is not successful. It matures slowly, and seems unfitted to
our soil or climate. This company have about five acres of this variety,
but it will evidently not mature before frost. The Mexican and Ten-
nessee seems more thrifty than in Los Angeles. The planting was
finished in May. The ground is quite sandy, but with irrigation seems
highly productive. The crop was irrigated twice. The seeds were
planted in ridges, furrowed with a bull-tongue plough, and the plants well
thinned and hoed. The stalks at maturity were topped and trimmed.
Much of this ground, for causes unexplained (perhaps alkali,) like Keller's,
was unproductive. These spots would perhaps reduce the land in bear-
ing to one hundred and five or one hundred and ten acres; but the
stalks in all cases seemed productive, and well filled with bolls. The
Tennessee here also matures much more rapidly than the Mexican, but
both seemed sufficiently advanced to insure a favorable yield. Mr. Jew-
ett, superintending the work, said he had gathered (November second)
about seventy pounds to the acre (unginned cotton,) and thought most
of his ground would yield over a bale to the acre. The fibre, by several
experienced growers, was pronounced superior.
In Fresno County, Messrs. Burchardy and Kinkead have one hundred
acres on Upper King's Eiver, all Mexican, and was planted in the latter
part of May. This crop is less advanced than either of the others.
It was planted in furrows, and covered with a plough at very irregular
depths. The ground is a fine, warm, sand}' loam, and the crop (Novem-
ber ninth) looked thrifty. The field, owing to the manner of planting,
was in parts very thick, and in parts very thin, but the stalks were well
filled, and bolls were just beginning to open. The crop was cultivated
nearly as it grew, with little or no thinning, and no topping or trimming
of stalks. The field was well sheltered from prevailing winds, and the
owners did not anticipate any injurious amount of frost till midwinter.
If their views should prove correct, the vigorous character of their crop
will give them a good yield. Mr. Barton, further up the river, has
an acre or two of Clreen Seed and Mexican, but its condition was not
ascertained.
These parties are satisfied that if their present crop is, not profitable,
the result is attributable to their want of knowledge and experience in
cultivation, and are erecting a gin house and gin, with a determination
to continue the cultivation.
Eespeetfull}^,
A. E. JACKSON.
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LETTEE FROM JOSE EUBTO, OF LOS ANGELES,
UPON THE SUBJECT OF COTTON CULTURE.
Los Angeles, September 14th, 1865.
I. N. HoACx, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Sir:—I have forwarded to your address, by Wells, Fargo & Co., a sample
of cotton of this 3'ear's growth, for exliibition at the State Fair. It is a
sample from my plantation, situate half a mile from the southern boun-
dary of this city, and three miles from the central business portion of it.
There are fift}' acres under cultivation, consisting of two lots of twenty-
five acres each, a road passing between them. The laud is of a rich allu-
vial deposit, and of the first quality for cultivation.
In the beginning of April, eighteen hundred and sixty-five, I com-
menced ploughing the land with a light plough, and then cross-ploughed
it, then gave it a good harrowing. 1 then laid out my lines six feet
apart, with cross-lines three feet apart, and planted from three to four
seeds in a hill, (the seed I obtained from Utah Territor}',) and covered
the seed about half an inch deep. All of which work I finished by the
latter part of the month of April.
In the beginning of Jul}" following, the cotton had attained a height of
eighteen inches. At that time I ploughed it, turning the furrows towards
the plants. In the beginning of August last I ploughed it again in the
same manner.
The plants are now from four to six feet high, and spread out so as to
form an almost impenetrable barrier between the rows. The bolls are
ripening, and opening out very rapidly, showing a good staple, as sent
you. I will commence picking the cotton about the twetity-fifth of this
month, and I estimate the j'ield Avill be about five hundred and fifty
pounds to the acre.
Before ploughing I irrigated the land well, since which time I have not
irrigated it at all. In my opinion there is no plant that requires so little
water as this class of cotton. But the land must be of the best quality",
"with a light dry soil. I think that too much water retards the growth
of the plant to such a degree that the frost is liable to injure it before
ripening.
My plantation is on government land, upon which I have settled, and
hold by actual occupation, and there are several thousands of acres
adjoining me on the south, equally as good, and unoccupied, v\'ell adapted
to the cultivation of cotton.
I herewith submit a statement of the cost of putting in the crop, and
incidental expenses attending the same, up to the first of this month :
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For ploughing fifty acres twice, at $2 00 per acre
Por making rows and sowing—five men for eight days, at §1 50
per day
For wages of one man at $35 per month for four months—plough-
ing and taking care of same
For 300 pounds of seed at 30 cents per pound
Total
$200
60
140
90
•S490
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSE EUBIO.
P. S.—The proper affidavits substantiating the above and foregoing
will be forwarded by next mail.
STATEMENT OF LIVEEMORE, JEWETT & CO.
UPOX COTTON CULTURE IN CALIFOKNIA.
Bakersfield, Kern Eiver Island, ")
December 22d, 1865. J
The cotton lands of Livermore, Jewett & Co. are located in the most
southern portion of Tulare County, on the borders of Kern Eiver, which
afli'ords a never foiling suppl}" of water, and may be used for the irriga-
tion of a tract of land ten miles in width, and twenty in lengtii. The
attempt to plant and produce a crop of cotton was commenced late in
the winter of the present year, from which time ditches and fences were
to be made, the new lands cleared and bi'oken up, and seed to be pro-
cured. The Tennessee Upland seed was obtained in New York, together
with the Sea Island seed, and the Mexican from the port of Mazatlan.
The long delay in procuring the seed made it impossible to carry out our
original intentions, and instead of planting before or by the fifteenth of
April, the first seed was not put in until the first day of May. The soil
was a rich, sandy loam, peculiar to the river bottoms of the lower coun-
try, and was densely covered with the switch willow, grown to the
height of ten feet ; yet so easil}^ were the willows removed with a com-
mon plough, that the cost of clearing was but seven dollars per acre.
After breaking and clearing the land, the whole one hundred and thirty-
three acres were thoroughly irrigated through ditches of about one mile
in length, and at a distance of forty rods apart. As fast as the land then
became dry, it was laid in ridges by throwing four furrows together.
The ordinary " bull-tongue
"
j)lough was then run through the centre of
34
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tlie rid<;o, one man followlni^ ^vith tho seed and planting as fast as the
plough moved along. About five pounds of seed was planted to the acre.
The planter was followed with a one-horse plough, to \vhich was attached
a piece of board, thirty inches in length, and concave on the bottom,
which, passing over the furrow, effectually covered the seed. A portion
of the sand}' land was ploughed and furrowed four or five inches deep,
and the seed planted therein was covered with a small hari-ow. "When
planted late in the season, it would seem to do as well, and perhaps bet-
ter, than to be planted in the other way. Planting in ridges in the early
part of the season seems most favorable, as |;he ridges have more or less
the heat of the sun, the seed thereb}' more quickly generating. Plant-
ing was continued until the seventh of June, and the plants all matured
well.
On light sandy soil the rows were put from three and a half to four
feet apart, and'the plants thinned to a distance of from eighteen to
twenty inches in the rows. The plants attained a good average size,
growing very uniform in height, and in September presented an appear-
ance of great strength and beaut}'. In the richer tule soil the rows were
widened to a distance of five and six feet, and the plants thinned to
twenty-four to thirty inches in the rows. The plants here grew to a
great size, many of them from six to nine feet in diameter, very heavily
loaded with bolls. They excited the astonishment of many who were
familiar with the growing of cotton in the Southern States. The bolls
bore the huge plants down with their weight, in many eases breaking off
stems of an inch in diameter.
The field was worked over three different times—first with the hoe as
soon as the plants were up, cutting the weeds and thinningout the p)lants
to two or three in a place. The second time Ave used a small steel
plough, running as close to the plants as possible, for the purpose of
destroying the weeds, and thinned the plants to one—the strongest
—in
a place. The third time a plough was run between the rows, throwing
the soil to the plants, and leaving the open furrow in the centre. The
reducing of the weeds and grass of wild land required extra labor, which
could be entirely dispensed with in the second year's planting, and the
cost would therefore be much reduced.
It was not difficult to find persons who well understood the raising of
cotton in the Southern States, but none knew anything of its growth by
irrigation. This appeared the most formidable obstacle in the way of
securing a crop. The climate offered everything favorable to the enter-
prise; but when and in what quantity to supply the water, must par-
take of the uncertain character of an experiment. The water was
introduced in the centre of the furrows upon part of the land, while on
other ]>arts the ground was flooded. It was found that the plants did
not suffer when water did not stand about the plants more than twelve
hours. Experience soon taught us that the best way of irrigating was
through the centre of the rows, the ground easily absorbing all the mois-
ture needed by the plants.
The result of careful experiment was, that though the plants would bear
more water than any other crop common to the country, yet by reason
of the long tap-root made by each plant—often reaching to a depth of
four feet—very much less water was required on these bottom lands than
was absolutel}- necessary to the successful cultivation of corn. "We irri-
gated some portions of the land once, some twice, and some three times.
"When ditches were prepared, one man could irrigate from five to ten
acres per day.
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In the monlb of September the top of the cotton was cut off with a
large knife, one man cutting about three acres per day. It was found
necessary to check the growth of the plant, and hasten the niaturit}^ of
the bolls. The delay in procuring the Eastern seed made it necessary to
plant the Mexican seed iirst; but it was found that the latter required
at least six weeks longer to mature than the Tennessee. The Tennessee
cotton, although planted three weeks later than the Mexican, was heavy
with bolls by the time the latter was in blossom. Some portions of the
land which was covered by a layer of coarse sand—where the ground
had been flooded—was found to- produce the best plants.
"We commenced the picking of the Tennessee on the second of Octo-
ber, but it did not open freely until the fifteenth of the same month.
On the tenth of September a heavy frost blackened the vines and mate-
rially injured the Mexican cotton, it being so much later than the other.
It was found that plants upon ground which was irrigated immediately
after a frost were but little injured.
The whole amount of land planted in cotton was one hundred and
thirty-three acres. Of this, about twenty acres was put in to Sealslandj
and from five to ten to Mexican, leaving one hundred to one hundred and
ten acres in Tennessee, which latter was all in good bearing. The Mexi-
can plants grow very thrift}-, with large leaves, which shade the bolls
and delay their ripening. The first Sea Island opened the fifteenth of
October, but to the twenty-fifth of November we had picked only one
hundi^ed pounds. The plants make a stout growth, and fill well with
blossoms, but the bolls are small, do not open freely, and are evidently
out of their latitude. It probably could not be profitably raised in this
countr3^ We had but little of the " Petit Gulf" seed, but became satis-
fied that it and the " Tennessee Upland" were the only kinds adajjted
to our soil and climate. They make a quick and uniform growth, yield
heavily of pure white cotton, and if planted early in the season would
mature before any possible chance of frost.
The winters here are very favorable to the gathering of the crop.
Eains are uncommon
; fogs hardly known ; the days bright, doing away
with any necessity of drjing the cotton. The soil and climate are favor-
able to the production of grains, vegetables, fruits, etc., and some of
these crops may be cultivated to advantage in connection with the
cotton.
We propose planting one hundred acres of cotton the coming season,
and have strong hopes of inducing man}- others to plant smaller quanti-
ties, by ofl:ering the seed free and giving the use of the implements with
which we are now so well provided. We employ in gathering the crop
about thirty hands, and gin the cotton by horse power.
As near as we can judge, one man can till ten acres of cotton. We are
now and from appearances may be picking for some considerable time,
and the amount raised per acre is, therefore, as yet, uncertain. The sum
of our experience may be considered to be :
First—The low bottom and tule lands of the State, of which Tulare
County contains a large amount, are well adapted to the raising of
cotton.
Second—That the " Petit Gulf" and the Tennessee seed are the safest
and most profitable, and should be planted as early as frost will allow.
T/u'fd—That from the hardy nature of the j)lants but little skill is
required in the irrigation.
Fourth—That the seasons are especially favorable to the production
and the harvesting of the crops.
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LETTER AND STATEMENT OF MATHEW KELLER, OF LOS
ANGELES,
UPON COTTON CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.
Los Angeles City, }
September 9th, 1865. j
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary State Agricultural Society :
Dear Sir :—I have forwarded one box of cotton in boll, taken from a
field of one hundred and eight acres, jilanted in the latter end of Mai'ch
and first days of April. The seed was planted thus late in consequence
of the season having been unusually cold. I also desire to announce
myself, through j'ou, to the President as a competitor for the premium
offered by Act of the Legislature of eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
for the best one hundred acres of cotton and the best one hundred bales
of cotton. For the benefit of those who are unacquainted with my
mode of culture, I likewise forward you a few remarks upon it, as prac-
tised by myself.
I send also a box containing samples of Sicily lemons; also samples of
the shaddock, of the orange species, (^citrus decumana ;) also specimens of
the quince. Hoping these articles may prove acceptable, I remain, dear
sir,
Your obedient servant,
MATTHEW KELLER.
COTTON CULTURE IN CALIFORNIA.
There is no plant, scarcely, that requires so little moisture to grow as
cotton, nor for wh;ch irrigation is so m'cII adapted. In the Southern
States, whei'e they have not learned to irrigate the plant, and depend
entirely upon the rains that fall, or upon soil that has a deep moist bot-
tom, the crops are very irregular. When planted on a moist soil it
requires no irrigation or rain, but should it rain copiously the crop will
be damaged and short, and ripen too late, for the reason that too much
moisture keeps the plant growing, making wood and foilage, and refusing
to boll but sparingly. On the other hand, if cotton is planted on upland
and the rains do not moisten it, it becomes stinted, producing bolls pre-
maturely, sometimes not worth the picking. Hence the irregularities—
the crops being good on the moist soil, and vice versa.
It is customary to top cotton which is growing too rank in strong or
too moist a soil, in order to stop its growth and force it to boll, but such
a crop will be always short and inferior. Therefore irrigation is pecu-
liarly adapted to cotton, and when planted on land controlled by irri-
gation, the exact wants of the plants can be supplied, and can be made
to bear to its utmost perfection.
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The southern counties of California are well adapted to the growth of
cotton, where irrigation can be had. The growing season is long, dry,
and warm, and the gathering maj^ extend to January. South of this,
extending from the State of Sinaloa, among the Pima villages of Arizona,
and lately among the Mormons, the blessings of irrigation pi-oduce fruits
of labor, especially of cotton, apparent to every mind, and we, blessed
with far more of that inestimable element than they, should use it to
advantage.
I have found the best cultivation to be to corduroy the ground—that
is. to plough the furrows high, like a hog's back, foar and a half feet
wide, leaving an irrigating ditcb to facilitate the irrigation; after which
the dirt is parti}' turned into the ditch, covering the moisture by running
a small plough both waj^s; then a small channel made on the surface of
the trench by means of a bull-tongue plough, in which the seed is scat-
tered, and covered by the hoe, is the best wa}'. Great care must be
taken that the seed is not planted too deep, for if planted deeper than
two inches the plant cannot come up—but one inch is the proper depth,
and therefore the soil must be well comminuted and in the proper state of
moisture to enable the seed to come out vigorousl3^ In order that the
seed may not stagnate in the ground, in the absence of abundant rain,
the plan is to irrigate and plough in February, corduroj^, irrigate, and
plant in the middle of March, which will give the plant ample time to
grow and ripen its crop. The land being well and deeply saturated with
moisture at the time of planting, one irrigation more will be sufficient
to mature the crop unless the land be too porous and sandy; friable soil
is good, but tough and sticky lands are unsuitable. The proper distance
for any ordinary good soil is four and a half by two feet.
The cost of planting and cultivating cotton is about the same as corn,
only that corn requires about twice as much irrigation as cotton. Ac to
expense of picking cotton in California, I have no expei'ience, and it
belongs to the second chapter of my experience, to be written after this
one. But I believe that the California Indian will do it as cheap and far
better than the neo-ro.
California ought to raise enough cotton to manufacture not alone for
all her wants, but sufficient for the Pacific slope ; and the time may arrive
when California will rank as a single State the lest cotton growing region
of America. I can't see any difficulty in the way; it certainly will pay
better than cereals. The price of cotton ought to be a fraction higher
in California than in European markets.
When we look to the fact that the Pacific Mail Steamship Company
have obtained the contract for the mail between this country and China
and Japan, and that it is but the opening of a traffic between ourselves
and six hundred millions of the human race, we must see the importance
a successful culture of cotton would be to California. During all of the
past war, with the wealth of the European world to buy cotton, it could
only afford the coarser fabrics of cotton goods to these nations at froni
fifty to seventy-five cents per pound. Six hundred millions of buyers
cannot be found in Europe—then why could we not send our manufactured
goods to those benighted nations, in MXy to sixty daj^s, raised and made
on the Pacific slope, instead of depending as we do for our cotton manu-
factures upon the East?
AVhen the farmer raises the first patch of cotton his seed costs him
nothing afterwards. For every four hundred pounds of clean lint he
will have one thousand ])Ounds of seed, which is valuable to make oil, and
feed to cows and horses. I paid from fifty to seventy-five cents per
i_
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pound for my seed, and much was damaged by being taken out of a
heated pile, or because it sweated in the hold of the vessel that brought
it, and made me much expense by replanting. Now I pro))ose to sell
my seeds for ten cents per pound, of ajjproved and reliable quality,
delivered at Los Angeles. I have procured seed from Mazatlan, Ilermo-
sillo, Salt Lake, (by favor of Brigham Young,) Pima Villages, Petit Gulf,
Mastadon, Carolina and Tennessee Upland. Next year my purpose is to
furnish seed to the people of the State. I have one hundred and eight
acres of laud in cultivation with cotton
;
it is now in boll and beffinnincr
to open; and will, I think, make as good a crop as can be made any-
where. I am a candidate for the premium for cultivated lands of cotton,
and for the first one hundred bales of cotton, according to the laws of
eighteen hundred and sixty-two, page four hundred and nineteen, sections
two, three, and four.
HOW TO PREVENT WORMS AND CATERPILLARS FROM ENTERING INTO COTTON
AND OTHER CROPS.
The worms and caterpillars that destroy and molest crops of all
kinds generallj^ get in from the surrounding grass fields, and keep on
travelling into the green and cultivated grounds, sometimes destroj'ing all
before them. This can be prevented, by running a deep and sharp ditch
around the cultivated grounds, into which the worms creep; but once in,
they vainly struggle to climb up the high, sharp bank of the ditch—the
more particularly if the inside bank of the ditch be formed of loose dirt;
the worms, in attempting to ascend it, fall back continually until they
become exhausted, give up the struggle, and travel along the level bot-
tom of the ditch in search of water, when they may be caught b}' thou-
sands in wells and deep holes made at intervals for them to fall into on
their travel. The husbandman cannot fail to find pleasure in seeing bis
multitudinous enemies imprisoned all around his grounds, although it is
an Uii'lv si<i;ht to observe them rolling and tumbling over each other in
the agonies of death.
THE CEREALS CAN BE RAISED ON A LIMITED AMOUNT OF RAIN.
In localities where it rains but to a limited extent, the cereals can be
raised successfully in the following simple manner, although I am afraid
that California farmers are too fast to adopt it:
When it rains, break up the land thoroughl}^, and let it lie in fallow
until the following autumn ; plant in the dry soil in advance of the rainy
season; the growing crop will then have the benefit of all the rain that
falls, insuring an abundant crop almost any season, and avoiding failures
in bad seasons. Under any circumstances, laying the land in fallow and
exposing it to the acti/Dn of the elements of the atmospl)cre, is good
culture anywhere, but it is of paramount importance in California, where
abundant rains cannot be depended upon every season. Eich lands
abound by the millions of acres; the desideratum is to economize the
rains that fall to subserve all the purposes of profitable and successful
agriculture, without waste, and without the chances of failure.
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TEXTILE FIBRES OF THE PACIFIC STATES.
BY WILSOX FLINT, OF SAGEAMEN TO.
THE AREA OF TERRITORY AND POPULATION CONSIDERED.
Stretching along the northern Pacific coast, bet^yeen the parallels of
thirty-two and forty-eight degrees of latitude, lie the States of California,
Oregon, and the Territory of Washington, while near as well as remotely
inland, and belonging to the same general climate, with social and
industrial relations co-dependent upon a mutual commerce which finds
its way from abroad to the port of Sa'n Francisco, are the Territories of
Idaho, Utah, Arizona, and the State of JSTevada. In territorial extent
this region covers nearly or quite one fourth of the area of the United
States
;
and holding, as it does, the western o'utlets of the American por-
tion of the continent, it is destined to occupy an importance in the trade
with the eastern coast of Asia and the Australian archipelago not less
interesting than that which has already grown to such colossal propor-
tions between the communities located upon the western shore of the
Atlantic.
The acquisition of most of this territory, and the establishment upon
its soil of a numerous population, with many of the industries of civil-
ized life, is comparatively the woi'k of a few brief years, as less than
two decades have passed since the United States claimed possession of
only a narrow strip about the mouth of the Columbia Eiver; and this
possession at that time was held more as a dependency of the British
Hudson Bay Company, then engaged in the prosecution of the fur trade
with the roving bands of savages, who paid more respect to the authority
of the English traders than to the few Boston men who were endeavor-
ing to plant, amid surrounding hostilities and opposing obstacles, thrown
in their way at every step by the jealous Hudson Bay monopolj', the
footprints of American progress, which ever go in advance of and unaided
by the Federal Government.
At the period of the gold discovery, about fifteen years since, this
entire region contained not more than as many thousand white inhab-
itants, few of them having any settled purpose or permanent domicile,
and most of them leading a life akin to that of the nomadic aborigines.
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It is true, there was a settlement of Mormons at Salt Lake, but this
cannot bo considered to have been anything more than a mere halting
place, to rest and temporarily recruit the weary disciples of that faith
while on their long pilgrimage from the navigable waters of the Mis-
souri to the Pacific coast; and tlie final centralization of the "Latter
day vSaints'" exodus in the great interior basin may be regarded as the
result of one of those unforseen occurrences by which the most sagacious
human plans are foiled and entirely baffled by counteracting liuman
agencies, in furtherance of the designs of the Ruler of the destinies of
men.
Conclusive evidence is obtainable to show that the 3Iormon Imjlra set
out from the Mississippi Valley with the purpose of finding a lodgment
on the Pacific coast in Alta California, a province then held in the feeble
grasp of Mexico, and in the occupancy of a sparse and unsuspecting
population, powerless to resist the invasion of the hordes of semi-religious
zealots who had compacted their organization in bloody persecution,
amid the smoking ruins of Nauvoo, and self sanctified by martyrdom,
were but repeating history when the)' found themselves so disturbed in
the enjoyment of their peculiar doctrines in a hostile, domineering com-
munity, that they were forced to turn their ej'es toward the setting sun
for a new Canaan.
Of all countries within their reach none promised the isolation required
in so eminent a degree as California, as this portion of the globe was
seldom visited by aggressive civilization. Indeed, fifteen years since,
California news found its way to the Atlantic coast by the "hide drog-
gers," which doubled Cape Horn and twice crossed the equator in their
tedious journey.
An advance colony of the Mormons had already penetrated the desert,
and, scaling the Sieri*a Nevada, established themselves on the rich plains
of San Bernardino, in the southern part of Alta California; and the ship
Brooklyn, following the devious route of the
" hide droggers," had,
about the same time, landed a numerous community of the Saints at
Yerba Buena, now San Francisco. These two events occurred simul-
taneously with the gold discovery, the news of which, spreading abi-oad,
set in motion toward the new El Dorado representatives of ever}' nation
and clime. Thus, while the Mormons were mainly seeking to reach the
promised land by the slow, tedious overland route, swift-fl^'ing steamers
ploughed the solitudes of the ocean, between Panama and San Fran-
cisco, bearino; on their crowded decks multitudes of men of all trades
and professions. AVith the landing at San Francisco of the first steam-
er's ])assengers, tliere landed also with them an organized American
society, in fall force and vigor, to work out its inflexible purpose of
dominion.
The establishment of American society and customs in California was
rot the result of groioth—^\t was a sponfcwet't//. On landing upon the
shores of the newly acquired territor}', men fell into the em])loyment8
which had previously become habitual, or that labor to which circum-
stances and their versatility gave them adaptation. Thus, agriculture,
the mechanic arts, literature, politics, law, diviuit}'—all the professions
in vogue in older communities—were at once resumed.
"With the gold discovery disappeared every hope the Mormons may
have entertained of founding an empire on the Pacific coast, Avhei-e isola-
tuni alone could shield them from responsibility to the oirtraged moral
sentiment of modern civilization. And thus, perhaps, has been averted
the spectacle of a power which, with its (sanction of jjolj^gamy, sows
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around the domestic fireside impurity, the twin of slavery—hoth relics
of barbarism—which, when hemmed in and forced to unwilling contact
with a pure Christianity, everj'where decay and die.
Although the volume of the Mormon emigration was brought to a halt
at Salt Lake from causes brief!3^ stated, their continued location at this
point has hardly a less remarkable influence on the progress and devel-
opment of the States and Territories west of the Bock}- Mountains than
it would have had had it reached its point of intended destination. Being
half wa}' on the overland route. Salt Lake City, with its abundant sup-
plies for man and beast—the product of the most extraordinary agricul-
tural perseverance and tireless industry anywhere ever seen—ofiers
facilities for the transmigration of large numbers of people and stock,
as well as to furnish food, indispensable to those engaged in prospecting
and working the mines in vast sections of the great interior basin.
Passing over the fifteen years which have elapsed since the gold dis-
coveiy, when the white population in the three States and four Terri-
tories' named did not exceed fifteen thousand, wo may safely estimate
that it has swelled at this date to near one million of souls. That so
numerous a people, occupying so varied a soil and climate, covering so
wide a region over which they are dispersed, remote from the commer-
cial facilities of older communities, should find it incumbent, as their
wants increase with the growth of the population, and the accumulation
of wealth permits the indulgence in more luxurious habits, to examine
their undeveloped resources for the means of supply, is the teaching of a
correct public economy.
Hence the question of soil, adaptation of climate, and the available
supplies of labor with which to grow the raw material of both the arti-
cles of first necessity and of luxury, must be considered before conclusions
can be drawn as to the capacity of a country to support a large and
permanent pojjulation in a condition of continuous prosperity, exempt
from too exacting a tribute to foreign trade.
Next in importance to the cost of its food, is the annual expenditure
of a people for clothing and the other various uses to which the textile
fibres are put after being made into cloths for bagging, tents, ship sails,
carpets, and general liousehold furniture and upholstery; and were an
inventory at any time to be taken of the two values, it would doubtless
be shown that the sum total invested in textiles would greatly exceed
the cost of the esculents. From this it may be seen how much the
wealth of a nation is affected b}^ the production within its territory of
its requirements of woven fibres. A nation, however, may be only a
purchaser of raw materials, and, by becoming its manufacturer, still
derive a considerable share of pi-osijcrity from the enterprise. This is
seen in the history of the cotton, silk, and woollen manufacture in Great
Britain, where neither cotton nor silk is grown, and wool but in limited
quantities. Were Great Britain the grower of the raw material she
spins and weaves, how vastly greater would be the accumulated profits
to her people. The United States are very large producers of both cot-
ton and wool; and the writer, in the course of thia^article. will endeavor
to show tliat within her limits there is a vast regicn that has both the
atmospheric and metereologieal conditions requisite to constitute her the
greatest silk producing country on the globe.
The production of textile fibres has been deemed of such vital impor-
tance to the'people of California that the Legislature jiassed an Act oflfer-
35
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ing very large bounties to those producing the first of a given quantity
of the several textiles, to be exbiljited before a Board of Judges, of ^Yhich.
the Governor of the State is President. The sum total of bounties
offered by the Legislature reaches the sum of one hundred and eleven
thousand two hundred dollars, irrespective of the annual appropriation
of four thousand dollars to the State Agricultural Society, besides one
thousand dollars each to the four district societies, and five hundred dol-
lars each to the county agricultural societies, to be ex])ended in pre-
miums for articles the product of the industrj^ of the people of the State.
The Act of the Legislature contemplated the production in the State of
nearly all the gi-eat staples of everyday nocessit}'. as well as many of the
luxuries, which put every clime under tribute to furnish supplies.
The reasons Avhy cotton culture in the Pacific States will never be a
successful industry, except in a few localities in the southern part of
California, will effectually explode all visions that this side of the conti-
nent will ever become a formidable rival of the Gulf States as a grower
of cotton textiles.
COTTON GROWING IN THE PACIFIC STATES A FAILURE FROM METEOROLOGI-
CAL CAUSES.
ISTo plant in the vegetable kingdom holding so important a relation to
the necessities of mankind, requires so pampered an existence, both in
the nourishment it must obtain from the soil and the required condition
of the atmosphere, in order that it may reach its most perfect develop-
ment and maturity, as does the cotton.
Sensitive to cold in the extreme degree, if the spring is excessively
wet the young plants will have a 3-ellow, sickly hue, and maintain a pre-
carious tenure of life, until the summer solstice has deepl}' and eiiectually
warmed the earth about its roots. The States and Territories on the
Pacific slope, to which I design my observations to apply while treating
of cotton culture in this paper, have the meteorological phenomenon of
a wet and dry season, each oceupjing with rigid exactness an equal por-
tion of the year. The wet season commences in ISTovember, and termi-
nates in May. During this period there is a low temperature of the
atmosphere, so that, v.'ith the frequent and often copious showers of
rain, the earth becomes cool and stores up a supply' of moisture against
the impending six months of drought. This coolness of the atmosphere
and soil, while favorable to the cereals and grasses, is, in the reverse
ratio, detrimental to the cotton plant. Of a large number of plants
growing in different portions of the State, which I have examined, not
one of them had a healthy ap])earance until after the close of the rainy
season. The close of the rainy season is succeeded by cold, dry winds,
which have the effect to dry the surface of the ground; this cheeks the
growth of the surface roots and induces the sending down of a single
strong tap root in all of the annuals. Plants which procure their suste-
nance chiefly from a tap root, spindle up with a corresponding stem,
quite as devoid of vigorous side branches above the surface of the ground
as they are of lateral roots below it. This is the condition in which the
cotton plant is found in the beginning of the season in California. The
object of the cultivator should be to induce the emission of vigorous side
branches at as early a period in the season as possible, a^ it is on these
he must expect to find the earliest maturing bolls. The emission of
strong lateral branches on the cotton plant is greatlj^ promoted by fre-
quent warm rains during June and the early part of July, a climatic
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phenomenon unknown in the Pacific States. The cotton plant is mainly
a surface feeder, which seeks its nutriment from the debris of decaying
vegetation of the previous j'ear, as it undergoes rapid decomposition
under the heat of a tropical sun and a constant immersion of rain and
dew, and in all stages of its growth makes enormous demands upon the
soil and atmosphere for supplies of food.
The plant, starting on its career in California under unfavorable condi-
tions, continues to meet, at every stage of its existence, a meteorological
phenomenon no less disadvantageous. The climatic condition so inimi-
cal to the health of the plant consists in the certain recurrence of a lov/
temperature throughout the night, succeeding the high temperatriro
generally prevailing throughout the day. In nearly all of the interior
districts, protected b}^ ranges of hills from the cold winds and fogs of
the ocean, the average temperature at noon may be set dovvn at eighty
degrees Fahrenheit, while in the same localities at midniglit it Avill have
fallen to sixty degrees. This extraordinary variation continues through-
out the summer season, and is accompanied with dry, parching winds,
wdiich rapidly extract the moisture from the surface of the soil as well
as from the foliage of the plants, shrivelling the leaves so that their
valves become choked by minute particles of dust, thus checking respi-
ration, or stopping it altogether. The leaf of the cotton jilant is endowed
with uncommon absorbent functions, and in countries where there are
copious warm night dews, it will thrive vigorously v\'ithout rain. Dews,
however, seldom fall in California, after the close of the rainy season,
beyond the region penetrated by the ocean fogs. From this it m.ay be
seen that the Pacitic Stated have neither the periodical rains nor dews
requisite for the nourishment of the cotton plant. It may be contended
that the absence of rain may be remedied by artificial irrigation. This
may be true of California, where the means of irrigation on a large scale
are obtainable at moderate cost. But passing this objectionable mode of
supplying a deficit in nature, there can be no artificial way devised by
which to compensate for the absence of nightly dews. Even could this
ditficulty be obviated so as to get the plant started in a condition of
promise, there is still, later in the season, an opposing meteorological
condition to be met which no expediency of art can overcome or modify;
so there will at last be an insuperable obstacle to successful cotton grow-
ing in the Pacific States. This phenomenon consists in the arid atmos-
phere which prevails during the period while the bolls are expanding
and bursting open.
The cotton fibre is formed bj^ the hardening of the milky secretion
hermetrcally sealed in the green boll, the rind of which is of a tough,
elastic consistency when approaching maturity, and is divided from the
stem to the apex by a number of sutures, held together by a natural
glue. When the fibre begins to mature, the bolls change from a green
to a dull, grayish brown color, and it is at this period that a favorable
climatic influence is required more than at any other time of its growth.
If the weather is drj^, with an entire absence of nightly dews, the bolls
open with difficulty, and the staple' wnll be found h^.rsh and uneven. A
warm, moist, soft atmosphere keeps the rind of the boll pliable, so that
its fullest expansion takes place while the fibre is acquiring its finish,
thereby enabling it to foi*m regular layers, and giving it a silky consis-
tency. Where this soft, moist condition of the atmosphere prevails, the
rind of the boll will commence opening at the apex, the glue being dis-
solved b}^ the night moisture, so that several divisions of the shell will
roll outwardly and below the point of intersection at the base, thus leav-
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ing the cotton free to be plucked without the fingers of the picker being
forced against the rind. Where the atmosphere is dry, as it is in all the
Pacific States and Territories, with the exception of those portions
exposed to sea fogs, the bolls of the cotton plant will be irregular in
shape, and the fibre consequently uneven in texture. Nor can the bolls
readily open, beause the glue which holds the joints of the rind together
becomes only partially dissolved ; hence it ma}' be observed, on exami-
nation, that the sharp points of the rind project amid the expanding
fibre, so that it will be difficult to pick it out, because of its entanglement
in the pieces of the rind, as well as from the pain inflicted upon the
fingers of those eniraijed in ijatherino; it.
Cotton may be grown with a fair amount of success in the southern
part of Calitbrnia. where the climate is warmer and of a more even
temperature than in the middle and northern portions; but even there
it cannot be made to compete with the Atlantic and Gulf cotton grow-
ing States, either in the quality of the staple produced, or in the price at
which it may be profitably grown.
Even in the Atlantic and Gulf States there are climatic reasons why
certain localities produce a better grade of cotton than others. The
character of the soil on which the plants are grown has less to do with
the character of the product than atmosphei-ic influences. Take the
sea island for illustration. It nowhere compares in fertility with the
delta of the Mississippi. Yet the sea islands produce the most valuable
cotton
^"own on the globe, while in the delta of the Mississippi the
staple is scarcely up to a fair average of American cottons. The sea
islands possess more full}' every r-equisite of climate for the perfection
of cotton growing than any other locality in America. They have an
evenness of temperature, with warmth and moisture nowhere else found
in the same degree. Elforts have been made te grow the sea island
sta])le in various portions of the globe, without success, except it may
be in a limited locality near the mouth of the Nile. Nor can 'this
unequalled, long, silky textile be produced anywhere else than on the
American sea islands until natural laws can be changed.
As a further illustration of the atmospheric influences which affect the
cotton plant, it ma}' be remarked that the most precarious cotton region
in the cotton States is that lying along the banks of the Mississippi
Eiver. The waters of this great afliuent remain cold, from taking their
rise in snowy latitudes, until they reach the Gulf of Mexico, continuing
in this condition until well into summer. Hence there is a low temijera-
ture given the atmosphere near its banks during the night. This often
keeps the cotton plant in a backward state in the spring, predisposing
it to the attacks of the army worm and other enemies.
Eegarding the present high price of cotton fibre as temporary, rather
than to be permanent, the cultivation of this textile does not promise to
be either extensive or remuneriitive in the Pacific States and Territories;
and however desirable it may be to have sufficient produced in those
localities for the consumption of the resident population, climatic rea-
sons will be found an insuperable obstacle to even a partial success in
this industry.
FLAX AND HEMP IN THE PACIFIC STATES.
If the meteorological condition in tliis re<i:ion is unfavorable for the cul-
tivation of cotton, it might be supposed that there should exist a conge-
niality for flax and hemp, because either of these textiles will thrive
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under climatic influences unfriendly to cotton. Both flax and hemp,
however, demand one of the pre-requisites of climate which must be had
by the cotton plant—moisture. But cotton requires a high temperature
with moisture, while flax and hemp succeed where the mercury falls so
low that the cotton plant will have a yellow sickl}'- hue.
Flax in Ireland and Germany, and hemp in Kentucky, Missouri, and
the empire of Kussia, succeed best on moist, alluvial soils, near large
bodies of water, where there is a moderately low temperature during the
night. Alluvial soils, and the requisite low temperature, are obtainable
in large districts on the Pacific coast, and both flax and hemp make a
large growth of straw wherever cultivated upon them. From this it
might be inferred that both of these textiles could be grown iu the
Pacific States to supply the local demand, and even for export.
The production of the straw of flax and hemp is only a small part of
the cost of the textile, and is the least difficult labor in the whole enter-
prise. The most critical operation is the rotting process. This not only
requires skill and judgment, but for its thorough and perfect accomplish-
ment we must have the aid of regular copious dews, or the facilities to
rot it in artificial tanks. The process of hackling so as to separate the
fibre from the haulm or woody parts, though tedious, is not afl'ected by
climatic influences. In the Pacific States there are no dews of certain
regularity, such as would accomplish the rotting of the woody parts of
flax and hemp sufficiently to enable the separation of the fibre; nor are
the facilities for water-rotting to be had except in limited supply, contig-
uous to the localities where the textiles would be grown. Indeed, the
oiil}'- favorable situations for growing the straw, having facilities for
water-rotting at hand, are the table lands on the San Joaquin and\Sacra-
mento rivers; but these, owing to frequent inundations, would render the
investment of capital in their cultivation precarious, until some general
and costly system of reclamation shall have been adopted.
The absence of dews, and the inconvenience of providing the means
to water-rot the straw, are only incidental obstacles in the way of suc-
cess in flax and hemp husbandry in tlie Pacific States. The real, insupe-
rable difficulty in the way to success will be found in the fact that neither
flax nor hemp has a textile fibre of any value when grown in the dry
brazen climate of the Pacific slope. Noticing the brittleness of some
green hemp which I found growing wild along the mining canals of El
Dorado County, I was led into an inquiry as to the character of the
fibre on flax, hemp, and a large variety of plants indigenous to the
country, whose related species have a fibrous tendency in climates where
there are periodical rains, and, to my surprise, I found the same indispo-
sition to clothe itself with a fibrous cuticle prevailing among all the vege-
table tribes.
It is remai'kable how quick the annuals disappear in California after
the first heavy rains in the fall. A swamp of mustard which, before the
rain, will be found impassible even to the wild Spanish horses and cattle,
no sooner becomes soaked by the first showers in the fall than the tree-
like stems snap to the merest gusts of wind, and what was shortly before
an impassible barrier to man and beast, will lie prostrate, rapidly decay-
ing into debris to nourish the young vegetation which immediately shoots
up to take its place. This is but the condition of all the annuals, and
especially so with the grasses, and the straw of the cereals. All vegeta-
ble substances in this climate have a pronenessto become brittle towards
maturity, and even the basket willow loses its pliability; and all other
varieties of woods, whether indigenous or transplanted from other cli-
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iBfites, fail, when grown hereto have that elasticity and toughness which
give value for mechanical purposes.
This lack of fil)rous cuticle on the annuals, and the brittleness of the
stalk, must be attributed to the d)-yncss of the climate during the grow-
ing season, as but little rain falls after vegetation starts, and none while
it is in process of maturing. Hence, in place of a fibrous bark, which
vegetation acquires in countries exposed to periodical rains, the
cuticle of the same plants in a dry climate is a glutinous substance.
Thus, all species of vegetation are enabled to resist the strong winds
which prevail in all arid climates, until this gluten is dissolved by the
rains of the wet season, when, as before remarked, it rapidi}' decays,
and becomes a vegetable mould to enrich the succeeding generations of
vegetable life.
The earl_7 Spanish colonists discovered among the natives of the
country only a single species of vegetable fibre of which they made
any use, and this was an indigenous hemp, of which they manufactured
no other article than their rude fishina; nets,: and this, too, was sTOwn
about the Tulare Lakes, probably the most humid locality in the coun-
try. If the climate had been favorable to the growing of vegetable
fibres, should we not expect to find among the aborigines textile fabrics
manufactured from the same into articles of utility and necessitj^? One
of the most attractive features of semi-savage or barbarian life in Cen-
tral America, or among the m3-riads of the Oriental tribes, is the
domestic thrift occasioned by the ingenuity of the people in working
vegetable textiles into clothing and all manner of useful implements.
Where this is to be seen, however, there is an accompanying moist cli-
mate. To this phenomenon may we not ascribe their success in growing
vegetable textiles ? If we look at the character of the climate required
for the most successful production of our own great textile fibre—cotton
—we find it comprised within the limits of the Gulf of Mexico and Cape
Hatteras, a region having a more regular and copious isotherm than any
other of equal extent.
Comparing, then, the climate of the Pacific States with the climates
of the countries where cotton, flax, and hemp are produced in greatest
perfection and abundance, little encouragement offers for the production
of these great staples of commerce in the Pacific States as a successful
competition, and it is questionable whether the attempt to grow suffi-
cient for the wants of the resident population will be a correct public
economy while natural laws are so insuperable an obstacle to success.
ANIMAL TEXTILE FIBRES IN THE PACIFIC STATES AND TERRITORIES.
However much the climate of the Pacific may be lacking in the ele-
ments which conduce to the successful culture of cotton, flax, and hemp,
this vast region is fortunatel}^ blessed with other resources which amply
compensate the foregoing deficiencies.
Its capacity for the grazing of sheep and other fleece-producing ani-
mals can hardl_y be estimated. Not only is the herbage abundant, and
of a quality suited to the nature and habits of sheep and goats, but the
climate is so mild and equable, and the atmosphere so pure, that animals
attain here their most perfect development in form and size, while they
also retain a remarkable degree of health ; notwithstanding their grega-
rious hal)its and the conformation of the country, they are often herded
in vast flocks.
The perfect adaptation of the country to wool growing was long since
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exemplified by the enterprise of the Mission Fathers, who could procure
no other textile with which to clothe the hordes of rude savages
which they collected at the various mission establishments. Indeed, the
fact that the Fathers no more cultivated cotton, flax, and hemp, than had
the natives of the country, is cumulative evidence that textiles of vege-
table growth could not be succossfidly produced. Hence, with that sin-
gular intelligence which rendered every enterprise the Mission Fatliers
uudei took a practical success, they at once commenced sheep husbandry
on such a scale of magnitude that, in no long time, the rude inhabitants
who flocked to the missions were clothed in garbs more fitting their
advent among those of Christian civilization.
The extent of sheep husbandry conducted by the Catholic priests at
the missions may be realized when it is stated that at seventeen of the
establishments located on a line near the sea coast, and extending from
San Diego to San Francisco, a distance of about five hundred miles, there
were, in eighteen hundred and tAventy-five, the period when the missions
were at their greatest height of prosperity, an aggregate of one million
three thousancl nine hundred and seventy sheep. This does not include
the flocks of sheep owned by the rancheros, which were, doubtless, quite
as numerous as those possessed by the church. Besides sheep, there
were grazed at the missions enumerated eighty-eight thousand four hun-
dred and eighty-four horses and mules, and one million one hundred and
eighty-eight thousand three hundred and ninety-six head of cattle, while,
within the same narrow strip along the coast, private rancheros herded
far more numerous droves.
This wonderful exhibit of pastoral industrj^ was all contained in a
limited district of California, because at that time the great San Joaquin
and Sacramento Valleys, the coiintry north of San Francisco Bay, and
the foothill regions of the Sierra Nevada, were in the occupancy of the
hostile tribes of savage's. This thrift, too, marks the last decade of ,
Spanish vice-regal dominion in California, and its subsequent rapid
decline may be traced from the commencement of Mexican misrule,
when the ri"ch accumulations of the Mission Fathers fell an easy prey to
irresponsible military and civil oflicial raj^acity.
When the United States took possession of the country, it was seen
that a quarter of a century of Mexican misgovernraont had been suffi-
cient to accomplish the ruin of the missions, by the annihilation of
nearly everj^ vestige of the remarkable industry planned and put in suc-
cessful execution by the sagacity, courage, and persevei'anco of the
priests, and in no other feature was the destruction so total and disastrous
in its consequences to the helpless Indians as was the sudden extinction
of their sheep husbandry. By this, the hordes of savages who had been
gathered around the missions, looking solely to the Fathers for food and ,
clothing, were deprived of their only source of supply, and having
acquired scarcely any other feature of civilization than dependence and
some of its worst vices, were, when thrown back to savage life, swift
victims of hunger and nakedness, disappearing from view as if swej)t
from the earth by an all devouring pestilence.
Tlie sadden rise and temporary prosperity of sheep husbandr}^ under
the care of the Mission Fathers, was owing to a local exigency in which
commercial considerations had no influence. The isolation of the country
frotn the outside world was a bar to all thought of foreign tralllc. The
Mission Fathers reared their flocks of dumb brutes, scarcely more dumb
than the people they were trying to christianize, solely for the purpose
of obtaining a textile from which to fabricate garments for the savages,
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as an auxiliary means of prosel3'ting. And it is this very isolation from
the commercial world which caused so sudden a disappearance of a great
agricultural industry. Brief, however, as was its existence, it rose to
such a magnitude as served a great purpose. It left a history full of sig-
nificance to an energetic race following shortl}'' afterwards, and bringing
in their advent commercial necessities as fixed as natural laws. This
new race is re-establishing sheep husbandry in California on a basis so
firm and enduring that no adventitious circumstances can accomplish its
ruin.
The following extract from an article written by James E. Perkins,
Secretary of the California Wool Growers' Association, will be found
interesting as a comprehensive review of sheep husbandry in the State,
from its settlement by Americans down to the year eighteen hundred
and sixty-tiu-ee :
"For several years after the settlement of this State, the opinion pre-
vailed very generall}' that sheep could not be raised here to any ])rofit
for their wool. It was argued that the extreme heat of the summer and
the dr}" food on which they must subsist for a large part of the year
would tend to produce a fleece so light and thin as scared}" to pay for
shearing. Under this impi-ession, those who owned or purchased sheep,
looked only to the market for mutton for their outlet and profit.
"
Scarcely anything but the native or New Mexican sheep could be
found, and these, worthless as they were, were still farther debased by
crossing with some Chinese rams, which v/ere imported about the year
eighteen hundred and fifty-two, or three. The only recommendation
either of these classes of sheep possessed was their prodigious fecundity,
the ewes often bearing triplets, almost invariably twins, and sometimes
five, and even seven lambs at a birth. In size, form, constitutional
vigor, and disposition, they were the perfection of all that is undesirable,
while their fleece rarely exceeded two or two and one half pounds of
coarse, uneven, kempy wool, suited only to the ver}^ lowest class of
fiibrics, scarcely worth the cost of sacking and transporting to market.
Yet it is from this basis that our stocks of the present day have mainly
sprung, and we owe to it the demonstration of the suitability of our
climate and grasses for the raising and keeping of the superior classes to
which we are now approaching.
"During the years eighteen hundred and fiftj^-two, three, and four,
quite a number of Missouri and a few Ohio sheep were driven across the
plains, and towards the latter of those years, sonic fine importations of
Austi-alian sheep were received, all of which found a rcadj- sale at remu-
nerative prices. Most sheep raisers, who have been long in the business,
can well remember when the possession of a very ordinar}- American
ram was considered a most fortunate thing, and half-breeds, that is,
crosses of American rams on Mexican ewes, were eagerly sought for.
" The immense increase of sheep raised in the State, and the continued
introduction of immense droves from New Mexico, very shortly brought
the stock of mutton sheep fully up to the demand from the butchers, and
threatened, at no distant time, to be so largely in excess as to reduce
prices far below the cost of production. As early as the j^ear eighteen
hundred and fifty-four, some of our most enterprising sheep raisers
anticijjatcd this result, and believiiig that a climate and range on Avhich
the poorer breeds seemed to thrive so well must answer equally as well
for tlio higher classes of shee]), and that tliey could be raised here for
the fleece alone, set about the importation of thoroughbred merino rams
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of Vei^mont and New York. To Messrs. Curtis and McConncll, of Sac-
ramento County, belongs the credit of the first importation of the
Vermont, or generally designated, Spanish merino. Both these gentlemen
are now dead, but they lived to see and reap the fruits of their foresight.
Other importations of both French and Spanish merino stocks rapidly
followed, as also of Cotswold, Leicester, and Southdown. Large num-
bers of Australian rams and ewes wei-e brought in. and all sold at
extreme prices. Before the year eighteen hundred and sixty there was
scarcely a flock in the State that had not some infusion of improved
blood from these importations, and the character of California wools
began to exhibit a j^ercentage of improvement scarcely less than the
increase in quantit}^ until, at the present da}', an unmixed flock of native
sheep is by far more rarely met than were improved flocks in eighteen
huncired and fiftj^-six.
"A glance at our estimated wool clips for the past ten years will show
the rapid increase and the important position already attained, viz :
Estimated product of vjool in pounds.
Eighteen
Eighteen
Eighteen
Eighteen
Eighteen
Eighteen
Eighteen
Eighteen
Eighteen
Eighteen
hundred and fifty-four...
hundred and fifty-five....
hundred and fifty-six
hundred and fifty- seven,
hundred and fifty-eight.,
hundred and fifty-nine...
hundred and sixty
hundred and sixty-one...
hundred and sixtj'-two...
hundred and sixty three
175,000
360,000
600,000
,100,000
,428,350
,378,250
,260,000
,600,000
,530,000
,857,000
"In eighteen hundred and fifty the census reported our wool product
at about five thousand pounds ; but it was not until eighteen hundred
and fifty-four that it attained sufficient magnitude to obtain notice in
the list of exports. That year we shipped one thousand one hundred
and twenty-seven bales. The following table shows the extent, in bales,
of our exports for each year since, viz :
Export of ivool in hales.
Eighteen hundred and fifty-five....
Eighteen hundred and fitty-six
Eighteen hundred and fifty-seven.
Eighteen hundred and fifty-eight..
Eighteen hundred and fifty-nine...
Eighteen hundred and sixty
Eighteen hundred and sixty-one...
Eighteen hundred and sixty-two ..
Eighteen hundred and sixty-three
2,487
3,924
6,664
6,496
10,570
12,082
15,984
22,113
18,146
36
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"A considerable portion of the wools shipped this year has been in
pressed bales, wcighin£f from five hundred to eight hundred pounds each,
the ordinary bales heretofore averaging from two hundred and fifty to
three hundred pounds each.
"Of the entire export up to the j^ear eighteen hundred and fifty-six,
jn'obably nine tenths was of the native breed, originally poor enough,
and sent forward in such abominable condition as still further to depress
it in the estimation of dealers and manufacturers; and prejudices were
then formed against California wools from which they have not yet
recovered. The rapid increase of our exports of wool is beginning to
attract the notice of eastern manufacturers, and already California is
looked to for a respectable portion of the yearl}^ supply."
PRESENT CONDITION OF WOOL GROWING.
Sheep husbandry in California, under the stimulus of a commercial
demand for wool, has been attended with more than the success and
failure which usually accompanies the impetus given all new enterprises
by prospects of large gains, so attractive to every class of Americans.
In this State, however, the business of sheep husbandry has been mainly
conducted by two classes of persons—the capitalist, who invested his
money in large flocks, and residing in the city or town, gave no personal
care to them, but intrusted them to hired shepherds whose qualifications
w^ere not of a high order ; and those who commenced with limited means
and remained with their flocks, devoting all their abilities and increasing
profits to the business as a specialty. Few j)ersons engaged in cereal
farming have as yet entered into sheep rearing as a part of their opera-
tions.
Short as the time has been since sheep husbandry, under the system'
of improved grades of wool, was commenced, it has been quite long
enough to discourage the capitalist who devoted nothing to the enter-
prise bat his mone}^, and it is probable that, at this time, nearly every
one of these has sold off' his flocks and abandoned the speculation in
disgust. This, however, should not be considered an unfavorable indica-
tion with reference to the climate and pasturage of the country for wool-
growing—it should be considered as in no wise discouraging. Those
persons who invested capital in large flocks of sheep and intrusted their
manaijement to ignorant, uninterested employes, argued that because
the ]\Iission Priests conducted sheep husbandry on a large scale with
stupid Indians as shepherds, there ought to be no failure where, at a
later daj-, a more intelligent race of people could be employed for this
purpose, overlooking the fact that the Mission Fathers lived in the midst
of their flocks, giving them their constant, watchful, intelligent oversight.
The persons who alone have met with a hu*ge degree of success in
sheep husbandry in California are those commencing with a limited
number of sheep, or, by uniting personal superintendence with the
investment of capital, have followed the example of the padres, and
remained with tlieir flocks. The largest proprietors of pure merinoes in
the State can look back only a few brief 3'ears. when, with weary steps,
they followed their dozen or two of pure bloods from the rising to the
setting sun, camping in their midst at night in the solitude of M-ide
stretching prairie; and now they may sum up the results of their patient,
persevering eff'oris in flocks which will number tens of thousands. It is
doubtful, however, if the accretion of forty or fift}' thousand sheep in
the hands of a single proprietor is correct public agricultural economy,
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or will, in its entire results, be profitable to the owner. Under favorable
circumstances, the year's gains may be satisfactory; but, should a season
of drought, such as occurred in eighteen hundred and sixty-four, take
place, the diffieulty of subsisting so man}" animals in a restricted district
must be attended with great losses from starvation, while even in the
most favorable seasons epidemics are liable to break out in large herds,
and from an inability to treat individual animals for the infection before
it becomes wide spread, the entire flock inay be decimated. It would be
a better polic}* for the farmers of the State to adopt a more diversified
farming, for among a greater division of interests wool growing could
be made exceedingl}- profitable.
ALL FARMERS SHOULD BE SHEEP GROWERS.
There are many reasons why every farmer would find it profitable to
keep a small flock of fine wool sheep on a farm where grain is the prin-
cipaj crop. By raising his own mutton, a large saving is made in the
butcher's bill
;
the sale of the wool will bring re^dy mone}^ just before
harvest, Avhen it is most needed to conduct the farming operations with
celerity and economy. Nor are these the greatest benefits to accrue from
a sj'Stem of mixed farming, in which sheep raising has its appropriate
share. Sheep are the best scavengers which can be put on a field after
the grain is cut, to clear the land of weeds, while their droppings are a
far better fertilizer than the debris of stubble and litter they consume,
whi(;h otherwise would have to be ploughed under to decompose. In a
countr}' like California, where the noxious herbage tends to a rapid usur-
pation of the soil, the services of sheep are invaluable to keep the land
from, being overrun b}' poisonous weeds.
When sheep husbandrj^ shall become, in the Pacific States, a part of
everj' farmer's operations, we may look for a much higher standard in
the grade of wools tbere produced, as it will be in the power of the small
herdsmen to cull out the worthless or inferior animals, and to retain, for
breeding purposes and the fleece, only such as are of superior quality.
It must not be inferred, however, that the large herdsmen are indiffei'-
ent in the matter of breeding; they are constantly improving their
flocks. In no wool growing country is there, probably, more expense
and painstaking incurred in the attempt to obtain animals of the best
points for breeders, both male and female, thanjn California; but this
must necessarily be limited to such animals as are kept for special breed-
ing, as, where flocks number tens of thousands, the matter of pairing the
male and female so as to secure an improved offspring, is, in a great
measure, impossible.
SHEEP STARVATION IN THE PACIFIC STATES.
With a cool, healthful climate throughout the districts lying between
the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys and the shore of the Pacific
Ocean, there is no season of the year throughout this vast sheepwalk
when animals are liable to receive injury, either from an excess of heat
or cold, nor are winter rains so severe as to cause the death of the most
delicate, where ample supplies of forage are stored, so as to give a small
feed of hay during the short season between the destruction of the old
grass by the rains, and the appearance of the new. Favorable as this
appears to be for the prosecution of sheep husbandry, j-et the losses
throughout this region during the year eighteen hundred and sixtj^-four
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were, in the aggregate, one tliird of all the sheep within the district, and
caused solely by starvation. It should be remembered, however, as a n\it-
igating circumstance, tliat this year was one of extraordinary drought,
and it brought to light, in a ver}' forcible manner, the improvidence of
the stock growers of the Pacific States, as nearly every one was caught
without a jjound of hay stored up against such a contingency. Even in
years of plenty, the losses by death and shrinkage, from a short supply
and the bad quality of the food which sheep are able to pick up out on
the range during the inclement season between old and new grass, are
always very large. This could be avoided by a little attention to the
cutting and stacking of hay in the spring, when the grass is abundant.
This most inclement season of all the year is the period when the female
is in gestation, and if subjected to a low and scant diet, will be in bad
condition for parturition, and afterwards to suckle her young.
The annual shearing takes place in the spring, at a time when the ani-
mal is in good condition, with an abundance of food to keep it so for some
months afterwards
;
hence the fibre of the new growing fleece comes out
of the cuticle strong and of even texture. But if starvation overtakes
the hapless animal, the skin shrivels as the sheep declines in fiesh, and
this material!}' affects that part of the staple then pushing through the
cuticle, rendering it weak and uneven. Subsequently, as the animal
again has access to an abundance of nourishing food, and recovers in
flesh, the fibre resumes its first strong, even condition, but there will be
a weak spot in the middle, caused by the famishment of the sheep. Such
wools are greatly deteriorated in value, on account of the weak spot in
the fibre
; because, however fine the staple, if it is not even it is unfit to
be spun and worked into the finest cloths.
ANNUAL MIGRATION OF SHEEP BENEFICIAL.
Among the lessons taught the wool growers of California by the exces-
sive drought of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, was that of the benefit
of migration. The absolute impossibility of keeping alive their vast
herds in the valleys and coast districts, led man}' sheep owners to adopt
a plan similar in some respects to the Spanish custom called the mesta.
The great merino flocks of Spain are wintered on the plains of Estra-
madura and the lowland provinces, where the climate is so mild that the
grazing is good through that season, but on the approach of hot weather,
about the first of May, they are made to take up their annual line of
march for the elevated mountain ranges. The journej'S are made in
vast flocks, comprising often fifty thousand in a mesta, subdivided into
divisions of ten thousand each, and the space travelled over frequently
reaches a distance of three or four hundred miles. B}' this means the
sheep are alwa3'S retained in a temperate climate, avoiding the extremes
of the summer heat on the lowlands, and the severity of the winter on
the mountains.
The value of the Sierra Nevada range has been little understood by
stock growers until the past season of drought in the valleys and coast
districts. Many stock growers fled from the famine on the plains to the
mountains with their flocks and herds as from a pestilence, and this
migration which began in necessity was so advantageous in its results
that it is likely to become an annual custom. The cattle and sheep
driven to the elevated pastures on the Sierra, not onl}- found an abun-
dance of nutritious grasses, but the fine climate was so favorable to
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animal life that tbe}^ were returned to the valleys when the snow com-
pelled their removal, in the best of condition.
A particular flock of morinoes, numbering five thousand, Avhich were
being tended on a share of the increase, by two intelligent young men,
were driven from the Coast liange to the Sierra Nevada, and pastured
through the summer, and again taken to the coast at the approach of
winter. This lot of sheep were culls out of a flock of forty tliousand,
and not a good average lot, many of them being sickly. Going away
inferior, they came back superior to any five thousand which could be
selected from those which had been summered in the valley. Their
improvement over the flock remaining through the summer on the
plains was doubtless owing more to a change of diet than climate, as
none can be more equable and favorable to the health of sheep than the
coast districts.
Added to the nutritious grasses was the great variety of the conifer-
ous tribes, with their resinous properties, to which the sheep had, at all
times, unrestrained access, the medicinal benefits of which were abun-
dantly apparent.
There arc vast ranges in the Coast Mountains, on both sides of the
Sierra, where herds have not yet been grazed, to which sto(dvgrowcrs
would do well to drive their herds in the summer, and thus enable them
to save the forage of the valley for winter use, adopting thus, to some
extent, the custom so long in vogue in Spain, whicb alone enables her
sheep growers to profitably conduct this great branch of agricultural
industry.
THE GREAT CENTRAL BASIN FOR SHEEP GRAZING.
Eastward of the Sierra Nevada, and extending twelve hundred miles
to the Rock}- Mountains, are wide stretching deserts, narrow, fertile,
circuitous vallcj's, enclosed by liills and mountains, covered witb rich
grasses and other herbage, dividing the whole territory into a multitude
of natural divisions. With an average breadth of more than a thousand
miles, this great sheepwalk extends from our southern border on Mexico
to British Columbia on the north. A great deal of the soil (;onsists of
alkaline flats and desolate sand drifts, covered with sage brush ; but
there are, bordering on these, natural meadows, of coarse, wholesome
grasses, wdiile the hills and mountains, ever present to the view, are cov-
ered nearly to their rocky summits with the finest pasturage. In the
future this will be especially designated as the great pastoral region of
the American nation, not because there may be a demand in distant
markets for the wools which it may produce, but for the reason that the
mines of the precious metals, sown thicklj- in every hill and mountain,
will attract to this part of the continent a dense population fur their
development, which must find its chief supplies of food and clothing
from the produce of the herds grazed in their midst. Thus, in a great
measure, will be settled the difficult problem of transportation for these
nearly inaccessible regions. I'hc result of the industry of the p<)])ula-
tion in the great interior basin, being reduced to bullion, will place the
manual labor employed in all co-operative branches on an equable basis;
hence, as the transportation to the commercial centres of the bullion,
by ordinary modes of conveyance, will not be onerous, people who make
the production of the precious metals the basis of their collective industrj'-
will be more favorably situated than those engaged in that s])ecies of
agriculture which must seek a distant market over a costly transporta-
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tion. The production of wool, and its manufacture into articles suited
to the wants of a frontier population, is rapidly assuming importance
among the industrial employments in the Pacific States, and the time is
not far distant when the export of woollen fabrics will be a large item in
their favor.
SILK CULTURE IN THE PACIFIC STATES.
Before the writer commenced the preparation of this paper, he ob-
tained a promise for the histor}- of his experiments from a gentleman, a
native of France, who had been engaged in silk culture in that country,
tind has, during the past five years, devoted a large share of his attention
to the same occupation in California. Indeed, he wrote, in repl.y to my
request for full particulars of his operations in silk culture during these
five 3-ears of his experiment, that he had prepared a long letter upon
the subject for my use, M-hich embodied a brief but full history of his
experience with silk culture in this State, but upon reflection he had
conchKled not to publish anything on the subject for at least five years—
not, as he stated, because he was dubious on the subject, or had thus far
met with such doubtful success as to discourage, in the least, its further
l^rosecution ; on the contrary, his most sanguine expectations had been
more than realized. I quote a sentence from this letter, in Avhich he
savs : " I have made the culture of silk in California a iri'and success,
but, except 3-ourself and a few others, nobody believes it. I shall now,
for a few j'ears, keep my information to myself and get the benefit, and
prove, at last, that as we have cotton growing States, we, also, shall
have silk growing States."
It may be well to state that this gentleman is as yet the only silk-
grower in California, and as he is receiving orders from France for all
the eggs of the moths he can raise, his threatened silence upon the sub-
ject for the next five years is probably accounted for. It was my expec-
tation that his promised article would have comprised all I intended to
publish in this paper. His reticence, however, necessarily' compels me
to the alternative of passing in silence one of the most interesting of the
textile fabrics, or of trusting to meniorj' for whatever facts connected
with silk culture which came under my observation when, at various
times, I have been, through the courtesy of this gentleman, permitted to
inspect his cocoonery, and heard from his lips many particulars concern-
ing his management of the silkworm. Eegretting that the valuable
information in his power to contribute to the public good concerning one
of the great industries should be withheld from publication, the writer
trusts that when this impatient son of Gaul shall have become mollified
by a more credulous public, and many shall become as enthusiastic on
the subject of silk culture as he is, it may be his pleasure to communicate
to the department of Agriculture the desired information. The writer
trusts that, however great his poverty in personal exijerience as a silk-
grower, he may be able to state some facts in regard to the adaptation
of this industry to the Pacific Coast which may serve to direct attention
to this subject.
INTRODUCTION OF THE SILKWORM OF RECENT DATE IN CALIFORNIA.
In searching the old mission orchards, we nowhere find the mulberry
tree among the rich collection of the fruit bearing species. This absence
may be taken as conclusive evidence that silk culture formed no part of
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the vai'ied industiy introduced and conducted by the imdres. I have
already shown that the}^ produced the textile fibre of wool in such
abundant supply as to enable them to clothe the hordes of naked savages
who were gathered about the mission establishments. Thus it would
seem that articles of utility rather than of luxury received encourage-
ment at their hands. Nor can there be found in tlie written history of
the missions anj^thing showing that the priests were any more aware of
the unequalled adaptation of the country, by reason of the climate, to
produce silk, than there is to found a surmise that they knew of the won-
derful deposit of the precious metals in the soil on whicli they stood,
which, like silk culture, awaited disclosure and development by another
race. Silk culture, however, has not as yet arrested the searching, rest-
less eye of American enterprise; and after fifteen years of occupation,
when nearly every source of wealth has been explored in the rush for
gain, there appears only one solitary individual in the State engaged in
silk culture, and this one endeavoring to
" hide his light under a bushel."
If we look at the progress of silk culture in other countries, it ceases
to be a matter of surprise that so little attention has been given the
subject in a young community, isolated from manufacturing centimes.
The production of silk in such quantities as to place it within the reach
of every member of the community was not accomplished until the intro-
duction of labor-saving machinery had so far relieved manual labor of
the drudgery incident to ill paid toil that the emancipated laborer not
only craved the indulgence of his more refined and elevated tastes, but
found himself in a condition to obtain possession of luxuries before
within the reach of the wealthy only.
The silkworm-^i?o?^^&yx indri—was introduced into Europe from China
in the year one hundred and sixty A. D., and it was not until after the
lapse of fourteen centuries that its cultivation became firmly established
as one of the great industries of the nations bordering on the Mediter-
ranean Sea. In eighteen hundred and twenty-five an attempt, commen-
surate w'ith the usual large expenditure attending English enterprises,
was made to introduce silk-growing into Great Britain. A company called
the
"British, Irish, and Colonial Silk Company," was formed, with many
leading statesmen among its members. This companj^ establish.ed exten-
sive plantations of mulberry trees in England and Ireland, but, after thir-
teen years of costly trial, dissolved their association and abandoned the
enterprise as a failure.
During the latter period of the existence of the English company, the
Morus midticaulas excitement seized upon large numbers of persons in the
United States, involving great outlays of money in the propagation of
the trees to feed the silkworm, but speedil}^ ending in a failure which
involved thousands of persons in hopeless bankruptcy. With these two
stupenduous failures in silk culture, occurring simultaneousl}' in Great
Britain and the United States, it should not be expected that the imme-
diate descendants of a generation so disgusted with an industry whiqh
promised largely in theory, but was so barren in practical results, could
easily be led into an enterprise about which the agricultural literature of
both countries spoke disparagingly, and while there was still living a
cloud of witnesses to cast upon it opprobium.
SUCCESS ir: SILK CULTURE A QUESTION OP CLIMATE.
If a proposition were made for the formation of a company to grow the
sugar cane {officinarum) in England or the northern United States, the
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dullest person applied to, before taking stock, would be apt to inquire if
the climates proposed were suitable for success, which at once involves
meteoi'oloo-ical considei-ations.
Had this Eno-lish company substituted thorougli investigations into the
habits and requirements of the silkworm before making their large out-
lays of capital, they doubtless would have discovered that a climate
subject to excessive moisture from fogs, frequent showers, and often Ion"-
protracted storms, had natural obstacles to silk culture which could be
overcome by no appliance of art. Add to this discouraging feature an
accompanying phenomenon of nature, the presence of explosive elec-
tricity, and the question of the successful culture of the silkworm in
Great Britain or the United States would be settled in the negative.
All herbaceous food, when saturated with an excess of moisture
secreted while in a growing condition, becomes injurious to animal and
insect life.
_
This is especially and peculiarly the case with the silkworm.
Copious rains, with a continuance for days and weeks of a cloudy atmosi
phere, have the effect to surcharge the leaf of the mulberry with a'walery,
viscid, poisonous consistency, which, if fed to the worms, affects them
with a kind of cholera, from which nearlj- the entire stock of worms thus
fed will sometimes die within a few hours. It takes about six weeks for
the silkworm to pass through its four periods of moulting after hatching,
to be in readiness to spin its cocoons, and in order that the leaves shall
be in a proper condition, there should be no rain for one or two weeks
prior to the time of hatching. Tluis there are required seven or eight
weeks of rainless skies, in order that the silkworm may enjoy its brief
existence in pei-fect health.
Explosive electricit}^, incidental to rainy climates, coming suddenly
and at uncertain periods, is, perhaps, more fatal in its effects upon the
silkworm than any malady caused by bad food. The shock of a single
stroke of thunder often destroys vast numbers of worms in a few
moments, affecting them with a kinrl of a])oplcxy. The plienomena of
rain and explosive electricity, prevailing M'ith greater or less sevei-ity in
the climate of Europe and the Atlantic States, is, I apprehend, one of
the chief obstacles to comjdete success in silk culture in those countries,
as it is palpably evident that in those seasons most exempt from rain
and thunder during the season of feeding the worms, the best results
are obtained.
THE CLIMATE OF CALIFORNIA PECULIARLY FAVORABLE TO SILK CULTURE.
My friend, the Frenchman, has said: "We shall have silk growing
States." If an isothermal locality, entirely destitute of rains from May
to November, with a meteorological condition in which there is no
explosive electricity, should seem to be favorable, then the prediction
that we shall have silk growing will some time be verified. Enough is
already known to warrant large outlays of capital in the Pacific slates
in the establishment of this lucrative and fascinating industr3^ Dm-ing
five years of experiment with the silkworm in California, the party
engaged in it states that be has never discovered a diseased worm
except from accidental wounds or being bitten by ants, neither of which
dangers are serious when proper caution is exercised in placing the legs
of the tables on which the worms are fed in vessels containing water,
thereb}^ preventing the ant from gaining access to them.
The leaf of the mulberry being sufliciently matured by the first of
May to feed the worm when first hatched, and continuing succulent until
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November, there are six months in which the business of raising the
worms may be conducted ; and allowing six weeks for each set of worms
to mature, there can be raised four perfect crops in a season.
The worms, in the cocoonery spoken of, are fed by cutting the small
branches of the mulberry tree from one to two feet in length and la3'ing
them on the tables in the form of a triangle, this being done twice each
day, the successive layers forming quite a pyramid before the worm has
accomplished its moultings and is ready to spin the cocoon, which it ia
permitted to do among the pile of dried sticks from which it has stripped
the foliage, or it is given a cluster of sticks or a bundle of dry mustard
stalks for that purpose.
Cocoons raised in California and sent to France for examination have
been pronounced of superior excellence, and on measurement were found
to give an average of four hundred yards of silk to the cocoon, exceeding
European cocoons by from fifty to one hundred yards. It was argued from
this fact that the wornas must have enjo3'cd robust health; hence the
eggs produced by the moths would be of superior excellence for breeding
purposes in the silk raising districts of Europe, where the worms, owing
to various maladies, had become deteriorated. Large orders for silk-
worm eggs have been received in California from the silk growing estab-
lishments in France, and a limited quantity, sent as far as possible by an
overland route, reached their destination in good condition, and the expec-
tation that they would produce worms superior in health to the diseased
progeny raised from the feeble stock of the cocooneries of Europe has been
realized.
Throughout large districts of the State there are moist lands, some in
course of reclamation for agricultural purposes, where the mulberry would
flourish equally as well as the willow as a hedge for fencing. On such lands
the mulberry could be planted as a stool, from two to three feet apart
each way, and cut down as wanted for the worms, as is the practice in
ITindostan. From two to three crops could be taken annually. In some
of the vine-growing districts, the vineyards are surrounded with live
willow fences. If the vigneron would substitute the mulberr}' he would
get rid of a vermin-breeding nuisance, and by allowing an occasional
tree in the hedge to grow up, so as to fruit, he would have something
for the birds to feed on after they have exhausted the supply of insects,
thereby saving his grapes, besides the means of raising so large a quan-
tity of silk that would challenge the returns from the vine in the season's
results.
That the pabulum elaborated in the stomach of the silk worm, from
which it spins its fibrous inclosure, is of a superior character in the dry
climate of California, is unquestionably due to the perfect maturity of
the mulberry leaf on which it feeds; hence it ma}'' be expected that the
silk will be of an even and strong texture, and of unequalled lustre.
Much time, however, must necessarily ela]ise before silk culture will
attain importance in the Pacific States, as the mulberry trees are not
yet planted by which any considerable number of worms can be fed, nor
are they likely to be propagated until old, deeply seated prejudices
against silk culture shall be uprooted by discussion, practical demonstra-
tion, and unwearied effort on the part of those who, by making the
subject a specialty, at last find the usual reward of the pioneer in all
public benefactions—thankless, unrequited service.
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(Originally publisbcii in the ''Rural Home Journal.")
BEST MODES OF CULTIVATING km GRAPE IN CALIFORNIA.
By Col. A. IIAEASZTHY,
MANAGER OF THE BDEXA VISTA VINICULTUIIAL SOCIETY'S VINEYARDS, SONOMA.
In accordance with my promise, I give you a description of the present
mode of my planting new vineyards, and the way of bringing the old
phxntation from eight feet to four feet ai^art. Some ten years ago I
j^hinted my vines eight feet apart, and advocated this distance as well
verbally to my neighbors as in my essays. The reason for doing so was
that the native Californians had planted from five to eight feet apart.
This mode then seemed to me a good one, there being a plenty of land.
Economy in ground seemed to be useless ; besides, it was advantageous
to cultivate vines planted this distance with two-horse ploughs. Never-
theless I expci'imented with close planted vines, but of course it took
years before these trials could be conclusivel}^ tested. In eighteen
hundred and sixty-one, when I was sent Commissioner to Europe by the
State of California, I visited many of the Imperial Vinicultural Gardens;
among the rest that of Bijou, in France; as well as those on the Rhine,
and at "Wiesbaden. I found that at Dijon, for twenty-six years, experi-
ments were made in the garden with close plantations and wide, begin-
ning sixteen feet, and coming down to one foot. The grapes were each,
and every parcel separately weighed and made into wine ; and it proved
that invariably the closest plantation gave the best and most wine. The
same result was ascertained in Wiesbaden, and by many private indi-
viduals throughout Germany and France. The people all adopted close
plantations. Throughout the famous Burgundy district all vines are
planted one foot apart; in the Medoc, three feet between the rows; and
in the rows from one to t^wo feet. In Hungary two feet between rows,
and eighteen inches in the row. Italy and Spain, where but little progress
is made, are the only countries where vines are planted far apart ; and
your readers well know that their wine is not celebi-ated. Bat even
there a few individuals have begun close plantation, and produce a better
wine. The above named facts convinced me that my theory of wide
plantation was wrong; still, on my arrival at home. I kept trying my
experiments, and found in time that California is no exception in this
respect. The intelligent vine grower has no doubt found that if he
permits his vines to bear too heavily thej' do not develop sufficient sac-
charine matter, nor do they color well; that is, instead of being-^ a very
dark blue they will be pale—a kind of mulatto color. Of course there
are soils of very rich quality which will make exception to this; and if
the vine is pruned to few grapes the vintager has a great deal of land
to cultivate, and gets but little wine. Besides, it takes live or six years
before all the vines are bearing. During all this tiine the cultivation of
the acre of land having six hundred and eighty vines is going on at a
great deal of expense. The annexed tables will give a clear insight to
your readers. Both of these calculations are from actual experience.
Close plantation, four feet each way, containing two thousand seven
hundred and twenty-two vines.
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Third year, 1,500 to bear out of 2,722 vines, f lb., is
1,125 lbs. It takes for one gallon first quality wine,
15 lbs. grapes, yielding 75 gallons at 40 cents,
amounting to $30
Third year, second quality, 35 gals, for brandy, 20
cents 7
Fourth 3^ear, 2,000 vines, 1* lbs. or 200 gals 680
Second quality, 100 gals 20
Fifth year, 2,200 vines, 3 lbs., 440 gals §17(3
Second quality, 220 gals 44
Sixth year, 2,400 vines, 3 lbs., 480 gals $192
Second quality, 240 gals 48
Seventh year, 2,G00 vines, 3 lbs., 520 gals $208
Second quality, 260 gals 52
Eighth year, 2,700 vines, 3 lbs., 540 gals $216
Second quality, 270 gals 54
Ninth year, the same, 540 gals $216
Second quality, 270 gals 54
Tenth year, the same, 540 gals $216
Second quality, 270 gals 50
Total produce of eight years, from one acre.
$37
100
220
240
260
270
270
270
$1,667
Plantation eight feet each way, containing six hundred and eighty
vines to the acre :
Third year, 340 vines bear f lb. to the vine, 255 lbs.,
15 lbs. to one gallon, 40 cents $6 80
Second quality, 8 gals 1 60
Fourth year, 500 vines, IJ lbs., 50 gals $20 00
Second quality, 25 gals 5 00
Fifth year,,600 vines, 3 lbs., 120 gals $48 00
Second quality, 60 gals 12 00
Sixth year, 640 vines, 5 lbs., 213 gals $85 20
Second quality, 106 gals 21 20
Seventh year, 670 vines, S lbs., 358 gals $143 20
Second quality, 179 gals 35 80
$8 40
25 00
60 00
106 40
179 00
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Eighth year, 675 vines, 360 gals 8144 00
Second quality, 180 gals 36 00
Ninth year, the same.
Tenth year, the same.
"Whole produce for eight years from one aero
Difference in favor of close plantation
8180 00
180 00
180 00
8918 80
8748 20
This is a considerable difference in the income of a man who has a
vineyard of one hundred acres. But the reader will see still another
advantage in the close plantation, namely, that the income is a great
deal more in proportion in the first, second, third, and fourth years, than
in the eight feet plantation, where the income onlj- increases towards the
end of the calculation. And for a new beginner, it makes a great differ-
ence whether he gets, per acre, in the first three years, thirty-seven dol-
lars, or onl^^ eight dollars and forty cents; in the four j'cars one hundred
dollars, or only twenty-five dollars, and so on.
But I am told that the cultivation with hand labor costs so much more.
This is erroneous. First, vines four feet apart can be cultivated with
horses and ploughs more easily than corn or potatoes; second, even if
persons would wish to cultivate Avith hand labor, the cost is not more.
Annexed is the expense of the Buena Yista Yinicultural Society", for one
hundred acres of vine^-ard planted eight feet apart; however, at that
time grain was three cents per pound :
Six horses, grain for six months, fifteen pounds per day each,
three cents per pound
Twelve tons hay for six months
Pasture and ha}' for six months ,
Three Chinamen drivers, workingsix months ,
One man the balance of the year
Hoeing and suckering
Pruning, etc.
8486
240
124
468
157
125
300
Total 81,900
The society made layers during the winter of eighteen hundred and
sixtv-five in its old vinevards. brinirinir the vines from eiuiit feet to four
feet, the layers being bent from the old vine into a ditch dug in the ground
close to the vine, and brought out four feet from the old stem. Of course,
for the first year, the vine remains attached to the main vine, conse-
quently'' cannot be ploughed. The cost of one hundred acres of vine-
yard of this description was as follows :
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Pruning
First hoeing with fork-hoes, very deep, and spading.
Second hoeing and suekering.
Third hoeing and suekering...
Total
$350
1,000
400
100
61,950
But this expense includes officers' salarj^, wear and tear of tools, while
the calculation by horses does not. The work is superior to ploughing,
and no vine gets ruined entirely, or cut, which is often tlie case with bad
ploughing.
But Ave must consider the culture of the vine, not only as carried on
by wealthy companies and rich private individuals, but also b}' men with
small means who wish to embark in this so well paying branch of indus-
try. What a chance for such individuals ! what a difference between
them and the grain or stock farmer! A man engaged on a grain farm
needs at least one hundred and sixt}^ acres to make a living. To fence
this in California, it requires cash for material, as lumber, posts, and
nails, in a favorable situation, outside fence, and division fence, at least
one thousand doUars, besides his labor; one pair of horses, harness,
wagon, harrows, ploughs, hoes, spades, grain and ha}' for his horses, seed
for his land, provisions for eight months—another one thousand live hun-
dred dollars, or in all two thousand five hundred dollars. In any other
country but California, a man who possesses two thousand five hundred
dollars considers himself well off. In this sum, however, no price for
land is included—this he gets from the Clovernment, if he finds any left.
Now, how is it with the man who has no such sum as we have stated?
What is he to do ? and what can he do? He can plant a vineyard with
very little capital ; what does he need ?
First of all a pick, a crowbar, a shovel, a spade, an axe and wheel-
barrow, and one year's jDrovisions. He goes to Avork, rolls the rocks out
of his wa}' into a fence, inclosing ten acres therewith, or with chaparral
and brush, as either of the two are good for fencing wine lands, and he
will usually have plenty of them to make his fence. This done, he hires
some neighboring farmer to plough up for him this land, and exchanges
work for him in harvest time; or, if no such chance exists, he goes to
work, digs his holes, plants his vines; when finished planting, then he
hoes the space between the vines with fork hoes. It is hard work, but
industrious men, anxious to get an independent home, will do liard
W'Ork. The planting and cultivating his newly planted vines will not
take him more than half the year; the balance of the time he can work
out, and earn enough to supply him with provisions for next year. He
annually increases his plantation ; in the third year he has a small income,
enough to buy his provisions, and in course of six j^ears this man will
be independent, with an income of a couple of thousand dollars, and
worth in property from ten to fifteen thousand dollars. This is the
difference between the farmer and the vintaorer ; one can bes'in Avith
nearly nothing, the other needs at least tAvo thousand five hundred dol-
lars. These are not imaginary things, but facts. I had a case of this
kind myself. Thomas, an industrious German, hii"ed out to me in
eighteen hundred and fifty-efght. Prior to this he and another man
entered into partnership, took up some mountain land of the Govern-
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ment, and his pai'tncr stayed on the land. Thc_y planted a vineyard and
cultivated the same. Thomas worked for me, the money he earned was
used to buy for the partner provisions, tools, etc. In this way they
went on to improve. The partner got the raining fever, sold out to
Thomas and lel't. Now Thomas went on the vineyard to cultivate the
same, and when he could spare time, he went to work for others. In
this way he made a living until his vine3-ard began to bear, when he was
all right. Thomas has now about thirty acres of vineyard, makes the
best wine in Sonoma, and is worth at least fifteen thousand dollars, with
an income of about two thousand five hundred dollars per annum,
increasing all the time. He has now brought out from German}^ his
sister and her husband, and is a well-to-do man. Such chances are open
for a million of men in California.
Mr. Editor, it is with pleasure that I draw attention to a class of
people who are by circumstances poor, or with but limited means, but
are honest and good, and deserve to have happy homes. This is the
class of people that enrich the State, and the country, and Government,
generally honest, industrious, and frugal, always ready to defend the
country, whether native or adopted.
J3ut I have wandered from my design, namely, to give you an account
of my present mode of planting vineyards, whenever I have to do it on
a large scale. To make it more intelligible, Ave take one hundred acres,
plant the rows fort}' feet apart; in the row the vines are planted four feet
apart; this will plant the first year twenty-seven thousand two hundred
and twenty on ten acres of ground, and roads included, twelve and a
half acres to cultivate; second year nothing is planted, but the above
vines cultivate; third year the same; but now this winter, from each
vine two layers are made, the layers are carried from the row, one each
way, four feet, in a ditch, and the top brought above ground and pruned
to two buds; these laj'ers and the main stem will bear this j'ear. This
operation is repeated every year with the exception that now but one
layer is made from each vine; the whole is completed in seven years, so
that in the named time the one hundred acres are closel}^ planted with
two hundred and seventy-two thousand two hundred vines. The advan-
tage of such plantation is this : that a person in the first three 5'ears cul-
tivates only the equivalent of ten acres, and after that he increases twenty
acres every 3'ear; but these twenty acres will bear the very year when
he makes the layers, and so he cultivates only paying vineyards. The
Buena Vista layers gave the last year two and a half pounds of grapes
in average. The mode is simple, and has the advantage of needing no
replanting, as layers never miss. The following calculations Avill prove
to you the economy of the new method. Both calculations below are
reckoned upon the same basis.
Planting one hundred acres, by layers, four feet apart each way, when
seven years old :
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Plantino; ten acres, at $30 per acre
Cul ti vating three years
Making all the layers, 272,200, 1^ cent each layer
Cultivating fourth year, $20 per acre
Cultivating fifth 3'ear
Cultivating sixth year
Cultivating seventh year
Total
$300
600
4,083
800
1,200
1,600
2,000
$9,583
Cost by the old way of planting
One liundrcd acres, $30 per acre
Cultivating seven years, $20 per acre per year
Total
$3,000
11,000
$17,000
In favor of the new mode, seven thousand four hundred and seventeen
dollars on one hundred acres
;
but the produce annually is still more in
favor of this mode of planting'S-
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ESSAY ON THE CULTURE OF WHEAT AND BARLEY.
By HENEY GADDIS, op Grafton, Yolo County.
Having been requested to present mj" vieAvs on the above topic in
the form of an essaj", I would say in the commencement that I feel
"unable to do it justice, notwithstanding its interest to me, and therefore
enter upon it with some reluctance. 1 am aware that a large portion of
the farmers of this State seek for knowledge upon this most important
branch of agriculture, and that others have v^-ritten upon it ; conse-
quentl}" my opinions ma}' not be regarded as original. The}' arc, how-
ever, my own views, derived from m}^ own experience, which, 1 believe,
in most cases is a better guide than mere theoretical knowledge.
That portion of the farm which is devoted to the culture of wheat and
barley should be ploughed Avith a good turning plough, not less than six
inches deep, turning the furrOAvs so close as to prevent the grOAA'th of
grass or foul Aveeds. The Avork should be done in the month of Feb-
ruary, or at the latest, in March, during the grOAving season of the year,
when nature is in active and full operation, and before noxious Aveeds
Lave time to mature their seeds. It not unfrequentl}^ occurs, on land of
great natural fertility, that a single ploughing is insufficient to prevent
the growth of its indigenous productions. There is danger, especially
if the ploughing is succeeded by copious shoAvers of rain, tliat the
natural Aveeds Avill groAv again during the summer, and tlie land become
'•foul." In such a case it might be supposed that an additional ])lough-
ing AA'ould Avell repay the labor. But California farmers Avill perhaps
object to this, on account of the high price of labor in this country. It
is CA'ident that we cannot groAV grain and Aveeds simultaneously Avithout
alloAving the groAvth of the weeds to impede that of the grain. In such
eases it will be found advantageous, and even necessary, at least to har-
roAV the land Avith a heav}' double Y harroAV, or Avhat is better, to plough
it Avith a four-horse plough cultivator, as soon as Aveeds make their
appearance. The land should he in sucli condition as not to require
ploughing in the fall before seed time. The process above described is
called summer fallmchuj^ and is usually regarded as the basis of good
husbandry Avherever tillage is best understood. By no other means can
clay soils be so well pulverized and disintegrated, and it Avill, I am confi-
dent, in a fcAv years become an almost universal practice on the upland
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plains in California, and to which it is peculiarly adapted. On the allu-
vial soils bordering on the rivers and streams, the metliod above described
may be dispensed Avith. If the ploughing were performed a few weeks
before sowing, similar results might follow, or if a fallow crop were
planted, as potatoes, corn, etc., the repeated tillage which should pre-
cede its maturit}^ w^ould leave the land in excellent condition for grain.
The soil, tlius j^repared, is ready for. the reception of seed at almost
any time after harvest, and before the rains of the next season set in.
The impediments to the culture of grain may, in a great measure, be
obviated by a combination of those causes that tend to produce a healthy
and rapid growth, not the least important of which is the selection of
good seed. The finest wheat or barley does not always make the best
seed; but in the selection of seed, the circumstances under which it was
produced should be considered as well as the condition of the soil on
which it is to be sown. It is with cereals as with garden seeds, and wMth
all plants and vegetables : bad and indifferent seed will grow and pro-
duce its kind, but that which is intended to produce the greatest possible
yield upon a given space of ground, must be selected from the best t3'pe
of its kind. The same principle which has been carried out with so much
success in the production of domestic animals, will also apply to the
vegetable creation, and may be adopted on the farm in the production
of cereal grains. All of our domestic grains have been improved by
cultivation from the wild state; " volunteer
"
grain is, for this reason,
unfit for seed
;
it has begun to revert back to its native wildness, and to
grow without human care. Wheat that is prone to smut, ought not to
be sown. Bluestone, as commonly used, is a good preventive of smut,
but when used in excess, injures the germinating power of the grain,
and will not wholly eradicate the disease. A great difference of opinion
exists among farmers in regard to the proper quantity of seed to be used.
One of the most remarkable pi'operties of the cereals, (and especially
of wheat,) is that of sending out a great number of stalks from a single
grain, known as stooUng, or tillering. This is one of the causes of its
great productiveness. The stooling will be the greatest on land that
is in a high state of cultivation, or naturally fertile, and consequently it
would seem that a smaller quantity of seed would suffice than where
these conditions do not exist. Some farmers say that thirty-five or forty
pounds of wheat, and sixty to seventy pounds of barley per acre, is amply
sufficient. I prefer to sow not less than sixty pounds of wheat, or eighty
pounds of barley, but some regard must be had to the quality of the
seed in regulating the quantity. Upon finely pulverized soil, the grain
drill and combined sower and cultivator are j^roper instruments for
seeding, but they cannot be used to advantage on the greater portion of
our uphmd plains. The harrow, although an ancient implement, will
probably continue to be used as long as the present broadcast method of
sowing by hand is practised. Upon sandy soils, or even upon clay soils
that have been Avell prepared, a four-horse plough-cultivator will cover
the seed better than any implement I have seen used, especially if the
sowing is delayed until weeds have begun to sprout. But every farmer
should understand the reasons for the operations he is required to per-
form. No fixed rules that can be given on paper will apply indiscrimi-
nately to every condition of circumstances. In the culture of grain, the
roller is a valuable implement, and should be used as soon as convenient
after sowing, and before the young grain has begun to form branches.
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On liglit and sandy soils, it renders the surface more impacted, and thus
j^rcvouts evaporation, while on clay soils it more thoroughly comminutes
and levels the surface, packing the earth about the seed.
Early sowing will almost always insure a natural and vigorous growth,
and as the young grain sprouts into life with the first rains, the most
unpractised eye can discover a difference in the color of grain sown
upon fallow ground as compared with that which is sown upon land
tilled in the ordinary manner. The soil has evidently been improved
by an invisible but effectual process. It has drawn fertility from the
heavens, it has absorbed carbonic acid, and its mineral constituents have
been freed by the ox^'gen of the atmosphere. As the grain approaches
maturity it grows with great rapidit}', and resists the attacks of extreme
drought. In harvesting grain the writer is convinced, from his own
experience, that it should not be allowed to remain until it is dcadrlpe^
but should be cut when the straw contains sufficient sap to bring the
grain to maturit}", or when the kernels begin to glaze. Wheat that is
harvested in this condition is unquestionabl}' superior for making flour,
and the straw contains much more alimentary and saccharine matter,
being nearly as good for feeding purposes as hay. On the other hand,
if cut too green, the grain will not only be deficient in weight and color,
but in nutritive qualities, which in well matured plants are mostl}' con-
fined to their seeds. The straw will be of better qualit}', but at the
expense of the grain.
In this Ayj climate, the emploj'uient of water for irrigation naturally
eno;ao-es the attention of the tillers of the soil. The writer is unable to
give any rules u]jon this subject, having had little experience in the mat-
ter; but there is no doubt that those who possess the means of irrigation
have a great advantage over those who do not, and that in ver}^ dry
seasons irrigation would render summer fallowing more efficacious. The
waters of rain and snow, as they pass through the air, absorb fertilitj',
and as they pass over the sui'face of the earth, bring with them finely
comminuted and fertilizing particles 'of soil. But irrigation also has its
disadvantages. The floods bury up and carry with them a large quan-
tity of the seeds of noxious weeds, and Avhen water is allowed to stand
any length of time, so as to become stagnant, chills and fever, and other
kindred diseases, are the almost inevitable result. The writer ventures
the assertion that during a period of twelve years consecutively, from
eighteen hundred and fiftj^-two to eighteen hundred and sixty-three,
inclusive, remunerative croj^s of grain might have been raised in nearly
all of our upland plains, without irrigation, b}' a more judicious system
of tillage than that which is now too commonly practised ; and he is
confident that even under the brazen skv of California, harvests can be
produced that would be unsurpassed b}" those of the plains of Southern
Eussia or the Delta of Egypt. At first thought, it might appear as
absurd to summer-fallow land in order to i^nard aij;ainst drou<i;ht as it
would be to irrigate land in order to make it dry; but such is the effect, as
experience has fully demonstrated. If moisture is so indispensable to
vegetable life as is generally believed, whence, then, does grain sown on
a naked fallow derive moistui'e in times of great drought ? This is an
interesting question, to which the writer has not yet heard a satisfactory
solution. vSome think it is caused by capillaiy attraction from the sub-
soil
; others, by absorption from the atmosphere; but the fact having
been established b}' tlie concurrent testimony of all who have tried it, it
is of comparatively little moment whether we know the why and the
"wherefore of its operation or not. The writer's opinion is that in a well
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tilled soil a combination of the above causes tends to produce the desired
result. The increased porosity of the soil assists in this respect, because
finely divided particles of earth retain moisture, which a rouglier one
would not. Water is held by attraction between minute particles of soil,
when it would quickly escape from a coarser material. No system of
green manuring has yet been adopted by the farmers of this State.
Occasionally the natural growth furnishes a kind of substitute. Of |all
the varieties of Lucerne that have been suggested as suitable for this pur-
pose, none is more likely to be adopted than the Chilian alfalfa. It is a
valuable j^lant, well suited to the climate of the Pacific coast, and will
succeed w^ell in most cases on a naked fallow.
The practice of burning straw is extremely reprehensible, and should
be discontinued. The ameliorating effects of ploughing in the debris of
the threshing pile, when combined with the droppings of animals, is
plainly visible in our upland plains for several succeeding years. There
is too little vegetable matter in much of our grain land, even at present.
Straw may contain little fertilizing matter in itself, but one of its values
is in fixing ammonia. When combined with excrementitious matter, it
becomes converted by fermentation into ulmic, humic, and other organic
acids, which have a strong affinity for volatile alkali, and thus retain
that most valuable constituent in our manure.
Our soil is rich; it is even considered inexhaustible; but hy continuous
cropping we carry away year after year certain known agents that are
necessary to the reproduction of vegetable matter, of v/hich some por-
tion at least must be returned back, or farmei'S will learn in a few years
that there is a limit to the power of nature.
A difference of opinion seems to exist among fiirmers in regard to deep
and shallow ploughing, and the advocates on both sides seem to be fully
convinced that they are right. The vrriter has often heard persons speak
of raising good crops by shallow ploughing, and upon alluvial soils that
are rich in vegetable humus, it is granted that this can be done, nor would
the result of a different practice justify a farmer in pursuing it; but with
calcareous and aluminous soil the case is different; such soils require deep
ploughing to enable the atmospheric gases more easily to penetrate them,
to render them more absorbent of the winter rain, and consequently
better able to withstand the severe drought of this climate. Every prac-
tical farmer knows that on deeply ploughed soils, crops are less exposed
to drought, and if ploughing is useful at all, it must be so in proportion
to the amount of soil disturbed, provided that the spongioles of the crop
are capable of appropriating a greater amount of soil by its disturbance.
In dry weather, as each particle of moisture is evaporated from the sur-
face, it is succeeded by another, until the whole soil is filled with the
ascending moisture. Deep ploughing thus turns the drought to good
account, tlie filtering process is reversed, or, in scientific parlance, capil-
lary attraction is increased. The farmer in the fixble, whose will has been
so often quoted as having informed his sons that he had buried a sum of
money soniewhere on his farm, conferred a greater benefit upon them by
the disturbance of the soil than he would have done by the supposed
legacy. The subsoil plough should be an implement in common use,
instead of being a mere curiosity, as it is at present. It is a serious
defect in our California husbandry that so many fiirmers are in the habit
of skinning their land an inch or two deep, as if to avoid the primeval
curse, (Gen. iii, 19,) until the impacted subsoil becomes impervious to the
rains and to the rootlets of the young grain, and the Sheriff is ready to
turn many of them out of doors. Indifferent culture and rude hus-
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bandr}^ arc, indeed, sometimes rewarded to a certain extent, but it does
not neccssaril}^ follow that ignorance is essential to success. Too many
of our farmers liavc practised, if tlicy have not pondered well, upon the
sentiment contained in that passage in the Book of the Wisdom of Jesus
the son of Sirach : " How can be get wnsdom that holdeth the ])lough, and
that glorieth in the goad, that drivcth oxen, and is occupied with their
labors, and whose talk is of bullocks?" (Eccles. xxxviii, 25.)
^he extent of a man's acquirements in agricultural skill may depend
verj^ much on his taste and aptness; but the farmer should be familiar
with those ordinary laws which affect and penetrate our daily and hourly
business and life. He may not be an analytic chemist, but he siiould
be familiar with those laws, the observance of which ia indispen-
sable to safety and success, and the defiance of which is destruction.
Ph3-siology, too, opens a wide field of study for the farmer, for in the
observance of its laws depend the life, health, and growth of all animal
and vegetable nature. The study of the veterinary art is also well
worthy of the farmer's attention. A knowledge of the principles of
natural philosophy, as illustrated in mechanics, the laws and uses of
the wonderful motive agencies of the age, the best methods of construc-
tion and economy of materials, open further ranges of useful inquiry to
the farmer.
Thus the field of research has no boundary. ISTew subjects, each in
itself sufficient to engross years, constantly crowd upon the attention.
When all human knowledge on the subject has been mastered, the great-
est truths remain unknown. Who can determine the elements of a single
grain of wheat, and take of those elements and form one single grain
that shall germinate and produce its kind? Who can tell the process by
which a single flower blooms? Sucb occult mysteries are beyond our
comprehension.
The ideas herewith presented may be considered erroneous by some.
They are the writer's own ; nevertheless, it is not pretended that they
are oracular by any means.
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IRRIGATION IN YOLO COUNTY.
STATEMENT OF JUDGE J. H. HUTTON, OF CACHEVILLE.
The Cacheville Agricultural Ditch is taken from Cache Creek, five miles
above the Village of Cacheville, where the main ditch terminates. Entire
length of main ditch, five miles, with lateral branches of say thirty miles
in length, constructed in the spring of eighteen hundred and sixt_y; Avidth
of ditch, fifteen feet on the bottom; fall, one half inch to the hundred feet;
cajjacity of ditch, about sixty-eight cubic feet.
ADVANTAGES OF IRRIGATION,
The fact is clearly demonstrated that the Sacramento Yalley cannot
be relied upon as an agricultural section without resorting to artificial
means of irrigation ; and experience has abundantly proven, that, by
irrigation, the soil in this valley will produce everything in the way of
grain, hay, vegetables, fruit, etc., equal in quantity and quality, to any
other section of the State.
It has been found by practical experience that the advantage to crops
by irrigation are as follows, as nearly as can be ascertained : that in the
most favorable seasons the yield of small grain, and especially such as
are late sowed, may bo increased l)y a judicious system of irrigation,
from one quarter to one third in quantity ; in ordipary seasons from one
third to one half, and in the dryest seasons, when the crops fail entirely
without it, by irrigation we get the ordinary yield, say from thirty to
fifty bushels per acre. And as to corn, vegetables, and fruit, which can-
not be successfull}^ produced without irrigation, are by it grown in great
abundance, and excellent in quality. As to the proper or best time to
irrigate, there seems to be a dilfcrence of ojiinion upon that point among
those that have experimented. Some are of the opinion that for grain-
raising the liest time to irrigate is in the spring; say the montiis of
March and April; while others believe that in the fall, or early part of
winter, before the land is ploughed or the crop planted, is the better
time. But in my judgment it would seem to be immaterial as to the par-
ticular time, for in any year, if the land is flooded and well saturated,
any time from the first of November to the first of May, it warrants a
good crop of grain. So it would seem tiiat the particular time of irri-
gating is not so important, but as a matter of economy where there is
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DOt an abundant supply of water, it would be well to commence to irri-
gate in November and continue until May, so that all might be supplied
with water, and perhaps equally benefited.
In regard to corn, the land should be thoroughl}- wet before planting,
then with proper cultivation and one time irrigating, say in June, will
warrant a good crop. So with fruit trees; once thoroughly wetting the
land, sa}' in Maj' or June, is sufficient to warrant a good crop of iruit.
Vegetables, of course, should be irrigated as occasion may require.
In regard to the cost of irrigating lands, no definite amount can be
stated as a universal rule, for the reason that it depends entirely on the
lay of the land and the character of'the soil. Land that is level, with a
smooth surface and clay soil, requires much less water than land that
laj'S with a rapid fall, an uneven surface, and sandy soil, and hence the
cost must necessaril}^ vary. But the farmers in this vicinity svho have
experimented for the last five years, agree in saying that where land is
properly prepared, that the average cost will not exceed one dollar per
acre, at four dollars per foot for twenty-four hours for water, which is
the price charged by the Cacheville Agricultural Ditch Company for
water from their ditch. In eighteen hundred and 6ixt3% the 3'ear the
ditch was completed, there was irrigated about five hundred acres : in
eighteen hundred and sixty-one, one thousand five hundred; in eighteen
hundred and sixty-two, five hundred ; in eighteen hundred and sixty-
three, one thousand two hundred; in eighteen hundred and sixty-four,
one thousand
;
in eighteen hundred and sixty-five, one thousand five
hundred acres.
STATEMENT OF U. WYCKOFF, OF WOODLAND.
I. N. HoACx, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Sir:—In compliance with your request, I send you such matters in
reference to irrigation that have fallen under my observation.
The amount of land irrigated during the year eighteen hundred and
sixty-five does not fall much short of five thousand acres. The amount
of land that might readily be reached by our ditch is near twenty-five
thousand acres
;
and if the ditch was put in good condition, would have
sufficient capacity to irrigate the most of this, if the lands were prepared
to receive the water, and applied at proper season. Last 3'ear was
more than the average in the supply of rain, still the increase of crops
throughout the neighborhood was at least tweut}' per cent. I know one
piece of land that was irrigated, then ploughed and sowed, which yielded
sixty-five bushels of barley to the acre ; land that has jiroduced but one
crop that paid the expenses for the past ten years. This case, in my
opinion, showed an increase of fifty per cent in a year, which was better
than an average, thus proving that there are some lands that ma}- be
benefited even in the best of seasons. I am fully of the opinion, that
however favorable the season may be for some land, there are those in
the same neighborhood that may be so greatly benefited that the crop
throughout will exhibit an increase of at least twenty per cent. There-
fore, 1 deduce that even in good seasons, an irrigating ditch through a
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section of land like the one in which I live, Woodland and vicinity, will
make an increase in the productions of twenty per cent ;\ in ordinary
seasons from thirt}' to fifty per cent ; in seasons like eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, one hundred per cent.
A crop that yields twenty bushels per acre, or less, gives no profit to
the farmer, all being consumed in its production. Therefore, whatever
is added by irrigation in such cases, should be the measure of value to
the farmer, and must lead him to admit that his profit has been wholly
made by irrigation. The certainty that the farmer would have of making
a crop every year, sufficient for his feed and seed, should be a conclusive
argument for the construction of ditches to irrigate all latixls possible.
There are other reasons that present themselves. The farmer usually
gets through hauling off his crop in September. Now (should he have
the opportunity) in October he might put water upon twenty or forty
acres of land, which, in a few days, is fit to plough. When that is
finished, he irrigates more, and thus when the rain comes, and the season
for seeding, he finds his work half done for the winter, and well done,
for his land has been fertilized.
This mode of operation enables the ftirmer of small means to perform
more of the labor himself, as the season for ploughing has been length-
ened, thus avoiding so much hired labor found necessary when the crop
has to be put in during the short time usually enjo^'ed for ploughing.
When the land has been wet down to the moisture below, in this neigh-
borhood, we have not failed to make a crop ; therefore, the land irri-
gated early in the season, having the benefit of the after rains, will make
a good crop without further irrigation.
Water is a fertilizer. It matters not how limpid it may flow from the
mountains, it holds in solution those ingredients so necessary for a vigor-
ous and perfect growth of the cereals. This county might be made one
of the most certain to make a crop in the Sacramento Valley, for it may
obtain water for all the land needing irrigation. It needs much less
capital than many suppose ; but the difficulty will be found mainly in
the concentration of mind, there being such a diversity of opinion as to
the best mode of obtaining the water.
I trust that the present Legislature may do something towards obtain-
ing a subsidy in lands from the General Government, to assist in reclaim-
ing some of the arid lands in the north part of our county, and in other
parts of the State. These lands must remain unproductive and yield no
revenue to the State, if not reclaimed from their sterility by furnishing
them with water. The utility of water for the purpose of irrigating
lands is no longer an experiment, but a thing proven.
I am, yours,
N. WYCKOFF
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CASHMERE GOATS.
Stockton, December 15th, 1866.
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir :—At your request I give you my experience with Cashmere
goats. My efforts have been attended with some little difficulty, but
Dot on account of any disease; for if tliey are subject to any disease, it
has not made its appearance in our flocks. In the spring of eighteen
hundred and sixty-one, I purchased tAvo thorouglibred Cashmere bucks
of Eichard Peters, of Atlanta, Georgia. I shipped them to Leavenworth
in a box. Tliere I sheared them, and tied them behind a wagon, and led
them to Stockton. I allowed them to graze at ever}^ stopping place, and
did not haul them to exceed fifteen days on the entire trip. Eight days
after I arrived at Stockton I exhibited them at your State Fair, showing
a fleece of ten and a half inches in length—the growth of a few days
over five months while crossing the plains.
In the fall of eighteen hundred and sixty-one 1 purchased a flock of
common ewe goats for breeding, but found that most of them were preg-
nant from common bucks, which caused an almost entire failure for the
first 3'ear. Tl)c next summer one of our bucks was bitten by a snake,
and died of the effects. The other is still alive and doin^ well. He
weighs one hundred and eighty pounds. In eighteen hundred ami sixty-
three, we raised from this one about one hundred and sixt}' kids—half
breeds. In eighteen hundred and sixty-four we raised something over
one hundred—about fifty of them being three-quarter breeds—the lambs
from the graded yearlina-s. The extreme drou<>-ht of that season com-
]3ellcd us to send our flock to the mountains for subsistence; and we lost
many of our one half and three quarter grade ewes; so that we Avere
set back at least a year in breeding.
This year we only had eighty-one halfbreed ewes with the old liuck,
and we raised eighty kids of three fourths Cashmere blood. About foi-ty
of them are ewes, from which we will, by ])lacing them to the old bu(;k,
be able to raise kids of seven eighths Cashmere blood And Ave have
about ninet}' half-breed ewes, from Avhich Ave Avill raise three quarter
breeds.
We liaA'^e no difficulty in saving the kids in any kind of Aveathcr, they
being ver}^ tough and hardy. Tiic half-breeds have a fleece that covers
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the coarse hair, while those of the three quarter blood have a fleece that
measures four and a half to six and a half inches long, and is as fine as
the pure bloods. We also have a flock of one hundred and fifty lower
<a'ade ewes, which we are breeding to our graded bucks. The kids from
these will range from three eighths to five eighths blood. The}' show an
improvement over the first cross of a graded buck with a common ewe
goat. IVe make wethers of all low grade males, and sell their skins at
from two and a half to ten dollars each, according to qualit}^, for robes.
Their meat is said to be superior to mutton b^^ those who have eaten of it.
In regard to choosing or selecting tlie common ewes to breed from,
those of the finest hair are the best, as their kids are superior to those
from others; but the color makes no difference, as the kids all take the
color of the buck. We have never had a colored kid, all being white.
In regard to food—they eat almost any tiling; they prefer the coarser
shrubs, leaves, and buds, to finer foods. There is not much danger from
dogs, as any grown buck will whip a dog.
Eespectfully, yours,
WM. M. LANDEUM.
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CHEESE MAKING.
STATEJIENT By SAMUEL COLE, op Stockton,
WHOSE CHEESE WAS A>¥ARDED THE FIRST PREMItTM AT THE FAIR OF 1865.
I warm milk at all seasons of the year, for this reason : if milk is not
warm, rennet Avill not operate on it, quick enough to prevent the cream,
from rising, the curd will not be firm, and the buttery- portions of the
milk will work off with the whey.
I add rennet at eighty-four to eighty-six degrees Fahrenheit, for thi3
reason : milk has to be warmed so that the rennet may coagulate the
mass firm enough to cut up before the cream rises.
I vary the heat in very warm weather, for this reason : milk in very
warm weather is apt to be a little sour, (this can be detected quicker by
the smell than in any other way,) when it should be warmed less, and
less rennet used.
I use the German or Swiss rennet, prepared in the following way : I
take four rennets and put them into a stone jar, putting one gallon of
warm water and some salt on them, and let them stand twenty-four
hours, when I remove them one at a time, rubbing them at the same
time with the hands, to remove the strength as much as possible. I
then strain the liquor through a thin cloth into another jar, and return
the rennets to the jar; add more salt and two quarts of warm water,
let them stand twenty-four hours, rub them as before, and strain the
liquor into the jar with the other; return the rennets to the jar, add
more salt and two quarts more water, let them stand as above, then rub
them out and strain as before; mix the liquor all together and add
plenty of salt; put it into a jug and keep it corked tight; shake up
before using. One pound of this liquor will coagulate eighty to one
hundred pounds of cheese.
My rule forjudging the time to commence cutting up the curd is this:
dip the fingers into the curd, and gcntl}^ raising it out, the curd will
divide, giving a smooth, glossy surface. If cut up before it gets firm, a
large percentage of the richness of the milk Avill pass off with the whey.
I cut the curd fine by using D. G. Young's cast steel two-edged dairy
knife. The reason the curd should be cut fine is to allow the whey to
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escape from the curd, otherwise you will have a leaky cheese and apt to
swell, as it cannot be scalded f!;ood if not fine.
I observe no particular time for cutting up the curd, only this: when
the weather is cool and the milk very rich and sweet, the curd is apt to
be not very firm, then it should be cut more careful and slower than in
warm weather, when it will be observed that it coagulates quicker and
is more firm than in cool weather.
My rule for beginning to heat up the scald is this: I let my cheese
stand fifteen minutes after I get it cut fine enough ; b}^ that time the
whey has settled and has become quite clear, and the curd has hardened
a little, so, by stirring it when I begin to scald, it will not start the white
whey; the time occupied in raising is from forty-five to sixty minutes,
according to the condition of the milk; if a little inclined to be sour, less
time can be used; if scalded up too quick, the cheese is apt to swell and
leak whey.
I use O. O'Xeil & Co.'s patent vat and heater. Heat is applied to
scald by pipes connecting the heater with the w^ater vat, the milk vat
being placed within the water vat. A space is left for hot water, and
when the right heat is obtained it is easily shut off by two cut-offs in the
pipes leading from the heater to the water vat; (I recommend this to all
who are in the cheese business.) I use one hundred degrees of heat to
scald. There can be no clock time determined to keep the curd in the
whey after the scalding heat is obtained; it all depends upon the condi-
tion of the milk. If the milk is very rich, and the weather cool, so that
the milk keeps a long time sweet, the curd must remain in the whey
much longer than when the milk is not so rich, and the weather is very
warm, and the milk a little inclined to sour.
1 vary my rule for scalding according to the condition of the milk and
the weather, as stated above.
I tell when my curd is scalded enough by pressing a portion of it in
the hand; if it makes a squeaking noise, and has lost its shiny appeai"-
ance, and when relieved from the hand M'ill crumble up fine and not
remain in a solid mass, it is cooked enough.
I separate the whey and the curd by drawing the whey off at one end
of my vat, through a curd strainer made of perforated tin, raising one
end of the vat when the whey is mostly out, so that it may drain off as
much as possible before salting. I get the whey out as much as possible
before salting, and salt when warm.
I use A. B. Winnager's first premium salt, two and a half pounds to
one hundred pounds of curd ; apply it to the curd by sprinkling it over
it when warm, and work it in thoroughly.
I put the curd to press as soon as it is cool. If put to the press warm,
it is apt to stick to the pressing cloth, and hurts the flavor of the cheese.
I ])ress with lever power, two thousand pounds to a cheese that weighs
one hundred pounds, and press twenty-four hours.
The cause of the pressing cloth adhering to the cheese, is—the curd is
put in too warm and the cloth too dry; cool the curd and wet the cloth .
with cold water, and it will not adhere.
To color cheese to give it a rich yellow color inside, I use anotto dis-
solved in strong lye ; boil it for a little time in a tin dish, let it settle and
cool, then strain it off and put it into a bottle, and cork it tight. Enough
to use two weeks may be prepared at a time; if kept much longer it is
apt to give the cheese a bad flavor. This should be added at the time of
adding the rennet. To color the outside, I always color the bandage
cloth before I put it on the cheese. I think this the best way.
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To prevent the flics from troubling the cheese, I cover them all over
with cloth when I turn them in the press, and press it on, and rub it
over with warm whey butter when it comes from the press, and the flies
will not trouble it.
The dressing that I use on the cheese is made from the cream that rises
on the whey by churning it into butter, then stewing it to an oil in an
iron kettle; apply it to the cheese when warm with a cloth or brush.
The cause of cheese swelling is, as a general thing, by adding too
much rennet. Thc}^ will swell sometimes in warm weather if they are
made too quick, which is too often the case if milk is sweet. I cannot
make a cheese ready for the press in less, than four hours from the time
I add the rennet. If milk is very rich, and cool nights, it takes me four
and a half hours. The only remedy for a cheese that swells is to keep
it in a cool place and turn it often.
I always use the thermometer to test the degrees of heat.
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THE RINDERPEST, OR CATTLE PLAGUE.
This disease among the cattle of the continent of Europe and in the
British Isles, is becoming a very serious matter. At first it was sup-
posed to be confined to horn cattle; but of late it has broken out among
sheep, and is doing great damage. We also see it stated that it has
made its appearance among the animals, of various kinds, in Paris,
where they had been collected for acclimating; the zebra, deer, goats,
and gazelles, being attacked with it, and numbers were slaughtered to
prevent its spread. It is also found to be much more contagious than it
was first supposed to be.
That our farmers may know all of the disease that is possible, we
quote from the report of Professor Simonds a description of the disease.
Professor Simonds was sent by the various agricultural societies of Eng-
land, Scotland, and Ireland, some years since, to the German States,
where the disease was raging, for the purpose of stud^nng the nature of
the disease, and the means, if any, necessary to be adopted by the Gov-
ernment of England, to prevent its introduction into that country; and
as he is one of the best veterinary professors known, his report is
regarded as very correct and valuable.
Isaac Newton, Commissioner of Agriculture, has interlined some
explanations in the report, which are retained :
"
Sponfaneoiis On'i/in.—The steppes (prairies) of Pussia are the home of
the rinderpest, and here it may be said to hold almost undisputed sway,
little being done by the imperial government to stay its ravages. Here,
also, as has been elsewhere stated, it is alone regarded as having a spon-
taneous origin, but with what amount of correctness we are unable to say.
Doubtless every disease has had its place of origin, and in it there may
exist persistent causes which keep alive, so to speak, the cause of sin.
Such causes may possibl}^ be found on these vast plains of Eussia, and if
so, here would be the natural habitation of the pest. Be this as it vaay,
it is certain that in these countries which are contiguous to the steppes
the malady has no such origin, and its appearance in them is invariably
associated with the recent introduction of steppe cattle, and generally in
the ordinary course of traffic.
" Ganeral sijmptom.s of the Fesf.—Wlien the animal sickens, the afFcctioa
will be recognized by almost continuous spasmodic twitchings of the
voluntary muscles of "the body, more particularly those of the neck and
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shoulders, and of the hind quarters. These tAvitchings arc accompanied
by tremors, which are more or less generally diffused, and which inter-
rupt the regularity of the spasms, and give to the animal an appearance
of suffei'ing from exposure to cold. The coat stares, and the ])atient
stands with its hack arched, and its legs gathered together under the
body, but does not seemingly suffer much acute pain. In the course of
a few hours rumination is suspended, and the appetite fails, but water
will generally be partaken of almost up to the end.
"The temperature of the body is variable, a slightly increased warmth
of the skin existing at the beginning of the illness, which soon, however,
gives Avay to chilliness of the surface, and this again to a death-like
coldness of the ears, legs, and horns, as the malady advances to a fatal
termination. The pulse is scarcely disturbed at first, unless the attack is
a severe one, Avhen it quickly arises to seventy or more, but wants tone
in its action. In all ordinary cases, it becomes gradually more frequent
in number, but less in force, and in the latter stages can only be felt at
the heart.
" The respiration is but very little altered at the commencement; it
rarely becomes diflficult, and was never painful in any of the cases w^e
witnessed. It sometimes rises to thirty on the second day. The eon-
tractions of the abdominal muscles are often interrupted in the rhyth-
mical action of the spasmodic twitchings which give a singular motion
to the animal's flanks, and has led some observers to speak of a difficulty
of breathing as being invariably present. A discharge comes on early
from tlie nostrils, which has many of the characters of ordinary mucus,
but, when carefully examined, will be found to contain flocculi of lymph,
(flakes of a clear ifluid among the thick and whitish mucus.) A slight
cough is also present in some cases, but it cannot be heard except one is
near the patient, Avhen it imparts a singular and almost indescribable
sound to the ear.
"The expression of the countenance does not denote much acute suffer-
ing, and the eyes are without any dull appearance except in the advanced
stages of the malady, when the lids are found to be drooping, as in sleep,
and the ears also to be a little lopped. The vessels of the conjunctival
membrane (the outer and mucous skin or membrane of the eye, and of
the inner surface of the lids) are almost without turgescence, (superabun-
dance of the mucus,) but a discharge in most cases comes from the eyes,
which accumulates in a yellow, jelly-like mass, at the inner angle,
and when examined it likewise is found to be composed principallj' of
lymph.
" The bowels are but little disturbed at the very beginning of the dis-
ease, but the feculent matter, (the dung.) almost unaltered at first in
consistency, is soon passed in increased quantities, and in the course of
the second day diarrhoea sets in. This diarrhoea is presently followed by
dysentery, which continues to the end. (Uiarrhoja is a general loose
and profuse discharge from the bowels, and dysentery is an inflammation of
the lower and straight portion of the larger intestine, accomjjanied by
griping, and a constant desire to evacuation.) The evacuations are not
particularly offensive, but they are remarkably fluid, of a dirty yellow
color, and mixed with numerous small flocculi of lymph. Occasionally a
little blood stains the evacuations, and tenesmus (the urgent desire to
evacuate when it cannot be done) is also present in some cases. The
abdomen becomes much pinched in, and the animal's strength quickly
fails him. He now keeps mostly recumbent, and rises very reluctantly.
If made to move he staggers, and often falls for want of strength. The
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spasmodic tAvitchings noio begin to dimimsh, and for some hours before
death they have entirely passed off.
"A sickly smell attends the patient, but there are no disengagements
of gaseous compounds into the areolar tissue, (the loose open tissue con-
necrting the skin and flesh of cattle particularly,) nor any other indica-
tions of the decomposition of the tissues which have been spoken of by
some writers. In short, the animal dies, apparently, and almost without
convulsions, from pure prostration of the vital powers. In those cases
which recover, no pustules (]nmples) have been observed as forming on
the skin, nor any desquamation (scaling) of the cuticle, (the outer and
insensible skin
;
that which thickens on the hands of the laborer,) or fall
of the hair. JSTor have any ulcers of the ej^es, nostrils, or muzzle, been
noticed in either extreme or protracted cases.
^^Duration.—In all cases which tend to a fatal termination, the animals
rarely live beyond the fourth day after the symptoms have shown them-
selves, while very manj^ of them will sink as early as the second day.
The greater number, however, die on the third day of the attack. In
those which recover, some diminution in the severity of the symptoms
usually takes place on the third or fourth day; and if the patient survives
this time, even should the symptoms not abate, it is regarded as a favor-
able indication of ultimate recover3^ The return to perfect health is
rarely effected in less than three weeks ; but much wnll depend on the
age and constitution of the animal, as likewise on the amount of the
structural disease in the mucous membranes of the alimentary canal, and
not a little also on the care and attention which are bestowed upon the
patient.
'^Percentage of Deaths.—If the pest be allowed to take its natural course
for only a few days, it will be found that not unfrequently the deaths
number ninety per cent. Fat animals and those which are well cared for
are found to bear up very badly against the disease.
^^Patlioloriy.
—It is difficult to speak with certainty of the true nature
of the rinderpest; but it is evident that the morbific matter on which it
depends, having entered the system through tiie medium of the organs
of respiration, soon acts upon the blood, by converting some of the con-
stituents of that fluid into its own elements
;
and that, while this process
is going on, the animal gives no recognizable indications of being the
subject of the malady. This period constitutes the incubative stage of
the disease. The blood having thus become contaminated, its vitality
impaired, and the poison augmented a thousand-fold within the organ-
ism, (organs essential to life,) the brain and nervous systems, as the
centres of sensation and motion, have their normal functions necessarily
and quickly interfered Avith ; and hence one of the earliest indications of
the disease is a spasmodic twitching of the voluntary and other muscles
of the body.
" The malady has'now arrived at a stage when nature makes a bold
efl'ort to rid the system of the poison, and in doing this the force of the
morbific matter, so to speak, falls with more or less severity upon the
mucous membranes throughout the entire body. Eff'usions of lymph, the
fibrine of the blood, take place in the follicles (open places or little sacks
or bags) of the mucous membranes, as an efi^ort, perhaps, in part, of the
overtaxing of these gi-and excretory organs, and partl}^ because the
fibrine itself is charged with the meterics morhi, (morbid matter or j^oison
of the pest,) and has probably also lost some portion of its vitality, which
renders it unfitted to remain in the vessels. Dark colored blood, which
remains y?MidJ even after death fi'om its defibrination, (the destroying the
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fibrinc of the blood, which is the component part of the blood that pro-
duces coagulation,) now flows in vessels, and, dysenteric purging also sets
in, under which, as a rule, the animal quickly sinks."
Professor Simonds arrives at the following conclusions in his report:
" That all the facts connected with the history of the outbreaks of the
rinderpest concur in proving that the malady does not spread from
country to country as an ordinary epizootic; and that if it were a dis-
ease exclusively belonging to this class, tlie sanitary measures which are
had recourse to throughout Europe would be inefficient in preventing its
extension, and consequently that in all probability we should long since
have been both practically and painfully familiar with it in this country,
as hundreds of our cattle would liave siiccumbed to its destructive effects.
''That it is one of the most infectious maladies of ichich we have any expe-
rience, and that it is capable of being conveyed from animal to animal by
persons and various articles of clothing, etc., which have come in contact
with diseased cattle.
" That the ox tribe is alone susceptible to the disease; and that the
morbific matter on which it depends lies dormant in the system for a
period of not less than seven days, and occasionally, according to some
continental authorities, as long as twenty days, before the symptoms declare
themselves.
" That the deaths often amount to ninetj^ per cent.
" That the malady is one in which the blood is early if not primarily
affected
;
and that subsequently the mucous membranes throughout the
entire body become the principal seat of the morbid changes.
" That all varieties of medical treatment which have as yet been tried
have failed in curing the disease; the recoveries Avhich take place having
for the most part depended on the healing power of nature.
" That no fear need be entertained that this destructive pest will reach
our shores. Its present great distance from us would of itself afford a
fair amount of security; but when we add to this that no cattle find
their way from thence directly or indirectly to the English market, and
also, in the event of the disease spreading from Galicia it would have to
break through hundreds of military cordons, one after the other, before
it could possibly reach the western side of the German States, and, more-
over, that for years past commerce has been unrestricted with regard to
skins, hides, bones, etc., of cattle from Eussia and elsewhere, all alarm,
we believe, may cease with reference to its importation into the British
isles."
It will be remembered that the above report was made before the dis-
ease had made its appearance in England, and the great distance and
other circumstances named proved unavailing to keep the disease fi-om
that country. While our own Government has prevented by law the
importation of cattle into any ports of the United States, still we may
find it among us at any da}^, and our only remedy in case it should
appear will be to prevent its spread.
Proll'ssor Simonds, in a late report to the Privy Council of England,
states that " the experience already gained in this country confirms that
of Europe as a whole, viz : that whenever the plague breaks from its
stronghold in llussia and invades other countries, medical skill is power-
less in ai-resting its progress b}^ curative measures." England, on the
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first of January, eighteen hundred and sixty-six, it is stated, had lost
over fifty thousand cattle, and the disease was increasing rapidly.
Should it appear here, we have but one remedy, and that is to kill imme-
diately every anlmnl affected or that has been exposed. When any one
becomes satisfied that the disease is among his cattle, it will become his
duty to apply the remedy without reference to loss, for as ninety per cent
of those attacked die, it will hardly be worth while to attempt to save
any, when such attempt adds to the probabilities of greater loss and
destruction.
40
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CALIFORNIA MARBLE.
Sacramento, January 2d, 1866.
Mr. I. N. HoAG,
Secretary of the State x\gricultural Society:
Sir:—In compliance with your request, I give you some information
in regard to our marble quarries. The quarries from which we procure
the marble.known as " Indian Diggings marble," are located in El Dorado
County, about three miles from the line that divides El Dorado from
Amador County, twentj'-five miles east of south from Placervillc, thirty-
two miles east of Latrobe. and sixty-two miles from Sacramento City.
A branch of the new Amador road from Virginia City, Silver Mountain,
etc., leads within one half mile of the quarries.
These quarries were first seen by me in the winter of eighteen hundred
and fifty-three and four; at that time there was nothing to attract atten-
tion to them except the quality of the marble, which was as fine as the
best Italian.
In the winter of eighteen hundred and fifty-six and seven, the solid
ledges were uncovered by hydraulic mining, from which we have been
taking marble since the summer following, from eighteen hundred and
fifty-seven to eighteen hundred and sixty-one. "We quarried only for
monumental work. In eighteen hundred and sixtj'-one we erected a
steam mill, with three gangs of saws, by which we have been able to
supply the increasing demand for this material.
The marble is more easilj^ worked, more free from iron, fiint, or other
outside matter, and as it is as susceptible of as high a polish as the best
Italian, there is no reason why it should not, in a few years, supersede
the use of imported marble altogether. For general purposes, there is
no marble in the United States that can compete with it; and, as j'ou
are well aware, we have exhibited it at all the State fairs since eighteen
hundred and fifty-eight, in competition with foreign or domestic pro-
duction. And we have the proud satisfaction of knowing that California
has carried off the palm in marble, as she has in everything else in which
she has come in competition with other parts of the world.
In view of the above facts, it seems that this part of the production of
the State has been almost entirely overlooked, and has not received the
fostering care and encouragement from your society or the State Govern-
ment that its importance demands. Knowing the deep interest that you
take in developing all the resources of the State, I have placed the above
at your disposal, hoping that it may assist j'ou in your good work.
I remain, respectfully.
Your obedient servant,
ISRAEL LUCE.
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MINING REVIEW FOR 1865. '
From the Mercantile Gazette.
Just eighteen years have now elapsed since the grand discovery of
gold in California, this event having occurred on the fourth day of Jan-
uary, eighteen hundred and forty-eight. We say grand discovery, be-
cause the existence of the precious metals, in small quantities at least,
within the limits of this State, was known long before. It is a well
authenticated fact that gold bearing quartz was worked at a point near
the Mission San Fernando as early as eighteen hundred and forty-three,
placer diggings on a small scale and with moderate results having been
engaged in at a much earlier period. If tradition may be credited, the
Jesuit missionaries, first inland explorers and founders of the pioneer
settlements of Alta California, were well aware of the auriferous char-
acter of the country, but refrained from encouraging the business of
mining as likely to distract the attention of their neophytes and ulti-
mately defeat the purposes that brought them here. That these men,
coming, as most of theni did, from Mexico, should, in observing the geo-
logical resemblance between the two countries, have concluded that
California abounded in the precious metals, seems a reasonable presump-
tion, however it might h?ive conflicted with the obligations of their order,
or the objects of their mission to engage in seeking after them. Nor is
it strange that the secular community did not penetrate the interior in
search of these commodities, inasmuch as the region where most of the
rich placers have since been found were then inhabited by tribes of hos-
tile Indians, rendering their exploration a work of difficulty and danger,
from encountering which this unambitious people were doubtless further
deterred by the comparative poverty of the mines previously discovered.
That the early Spanish settlers, as well as the first American immigrants
to this coast should have failecl to discover the gold fields lying in the
then uninhabitable portions of the country, is not so extraoi^dinary as
that Fremont should at a later day have traversed them in ever}' direc-
tion, camping often on what subsequently proved to be the richest bars
along our rivers, without ever detecting the golden deposits that lay so
near the surface.
This event, like many other important discoveries, was the result of
accident; and though it failed, as often happens in cases of this kind, to
enrich the party making it, produced at once a marked efi'ect upon the
trade, industry, and financial aspect of the whole civilized world. The
energies of the nations were aroused, emigration was excited, new chan-
nels of transportation and travel were opened, and new enterprises were
set on foot—every interest and department of labor being made to feel
its quickening and invigorating influences.
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Tho findinf^ of gold in California having awakened public attention to
the subject, led to its discovery soon after in Australia, and finall}- in
Oregon, British Columbia, and elsewhere, until there is not at present a
State, Territory, or perhaps even a province west of the Eocky Moun-
tains in which it has failed to be found in remunerative quantities. The
potency of this new agent in tending to revolutionize the financial and
industi'ial affairs of the world, may be inferred from the fact that the
product of the precious metals during these eighteen j'ears, upon this
coast alone, has added nearly one thousand millions of dollars to the
stock previously in existence; the contribution from this source being at
the rate of more than fifty millions per annum. Australia and other new
sources of supply having meantime added nearly as much more, the
yearly aggregate increment of bullion was suddenly augmented many
hundred per cent. That this rapid enlargement of the standard measure
of values and medium of exchange should be attended by a correspond-
ing expansion of prices and an unwonted excitation in every department
of business, was not only natural, but inevitable. Hence the advance in
the prices of property and labor, the impetus given to evei-y branch of
industrj-, whether speculative or practical, and the general activity, men-
tal and material, seen the world over, together with that love of explo-
ration and adventure which this condition of things has tended to
nourish, and which has found its mostinarked development in our own
people; and however the business of mining may fluctuate or fail to
prove remunerative in certain cases, it must always continue, as it has
heretofore been, a leading pursuit, not only in this State, but upon the
entire coast of the Pacific. It is even now, much as former earnings
have declined, paying better average wages in several of its branches
than any other occupation requiring so little skill and capital to carry it
on. During the past year this business, though meeting with reverses
in some localities, and retarded in others, has been generally prosperous
and progressive; and notwithstanding the returns for the 3'ear may fall
somewhat short of public expectation, they wiU in the aggregate very
nearly equal those of any former season, wliile the prospect for a rapid
and stead}'' increase hereafter is extremely flattering.
The receipts of uncoined gold and silver in the city through public
channels during the past year, amounted to nearly forty-nine million
dollars, as against forty-eight million dollars in eighteen hundred and
sixty-four. In eighteen hundred and sixty-three they were less than
forty-four million dollars; in eighteen hundred and sixty-two, not quite
forty-two million dollars; and in eighteen hundred and sixty-one, just
about forty million dollars. During the last twelve months the area of
our metalliferous territory has been considerably extended, while many
mills and reduction works of large capacity have been put up in various
parts of the country. The greater portion of these have not yet com-
menced operations, or been running sufficient!}' long to tell with much
effect upon the product of the year just closed. Another season they
will increase in the annual product materially. Besides this, the busi-
ness of mining promises to be carried on hereafter with more system
and ccononi}', not to say honesty, than has hitherto characterized it as
conducted in certain cases.
The plan of working mines with a view to enhance or depress the
prices of stocks as might best servo the interests of those having con-
trol of them, is not likel}^ to be practised to the same extent as for-
merly, it threatening to prove nearly as dangerous to those engaged in
carrying it on as to their intended victims. That this business may
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speedily be purged of this and all other abuses is greatlj^ to be hoped,
since to it we must continue to look for those large and certain revenues
which have thus far never failed us, as they are not likely to do, our mines
being vast in extent and literally exhaustless, while the value and amount
of their productions are less dependent on the seasons, the demands of a
foreign market, and other incidental circumstances, than are our cereal
crops, wines, wool, and other staple productions.
Neither rain nor drought, seasons of plenty or dearth, of financial ease
or stringency, can ever wholly cut off or seriously diminish the j'ield of
our mines or lessen the value of their products. In this feature of sta-
bility, apart from the extent and prolific character of our mines, we have
a fund of wealth upon which we can always rely, even should our grain
crop prove short, our herds perish with famine, and all our other
resources fail. But that this element may be made to yield its full mea-
sure of advantage, it must obviously be prosecuted with a more careful
economy and less with a view to large and immediate than to certain
and permanent results. Wherever it has been carried on in a legitimate
manner, being conducted with the same discretion and care evinced in
most other callings, it has generally ^^roved a success ; the failures mostly
being attributable to lack of skill, extravagant expenditures, or some
other sort of mismanagement.
EXTENT or THE MINING FIELD.
We have now within the American possessions west of the Eocky
Mountains, three States and five Territories, embracing an area of more
than one million square miles, the whole of which may be considered a
mining country. Not that every part of this vast region is metalliferous,
there being large tracts of it in which the ]n'ecious metalkat least have
not been met with in any considerable quantity. Still, scattered every-
where over its surface are districts abounding in not only these but also
in nearly every variety of the useful metals; the latter, in some one or
more of their varied forms, being nearly everyw^herc present. To what
extent this region is metal-bearing has as yet been but partially d(;ter-
mined, its magnitude and the difficulties attending exploration having
precluded a thorough examination of more than a small part of it. Of
that portion 13'ing within the limits of California and Nevada, with
which we have become most familiar, it can be truthfully said that the
more it has been explored the greater appears to be its capacity for yield-
ing, under the conjoint aid of well directed labor and ample capital, large
amounts of gold and silver. It is now perceived that the placer mines
of this State, liberally as they gave up their treasures at first to the sim-
ple and inexpensive processes emploj-ed for working them, formed but
the husk and chaff, as -it were, of our real and more substantial mineral
wealth, hid away in the vast repositories of auriferous quartz found in
every county that flanks the Sierra; while the further the work of pros-
pecting has been carried into the wilds of Nevada, Utah, and Idaho, the
richer and more extensive have been the discoveries made, establishing
to all practical intents not only the illimitable bounds, but also the inex-
haustible character of this field of labor.
VARIETY OF OUR MINERAL PRODUCTS.
Under this head may be noticed, as forming a portion of the more val-
uable of the metallic and mineral products heretofore found upon this
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coast, gold, silver, copper, coal, quicksilver, petroleum, borax, sulphur,
and ochre—all now objects of extended, successful, and ra])idly growing
mining enterprises, several of them having been from the first Amerieaa
settlement of the country its principle staples and articles of export.
Tin, iron, lead, sulphur, alum, manganese, saltpetre, bismuth, chromium,
gypsum, salt, zinc, and many other substances of less present value, are
met with in different portions of the State, and generally in sufficient
quantity to warrant the belief that they will become of great com-
mercial value when labor and transportation shall be cheapened, or a
market be created for them nearer home. Platinum, iridium, magnesia,
the several alkalies, cobalt, arsenic, antimon}', nickel, plumbago, nitre,
etc., are found in many localities, and sometimes in unexampled abun-
dance. With the different varieties of slates and marbles, chalk, lime,
fuller's earth, alabaster, buhr stone, potter's clay, and like useful com-
modities of low value, the country abounds. The more common of the
precious stones have been obtained in many places, and even diamonds
of small size have been picked up in the washings of our stream-works;
while, if report may be credited, a number of these gems, of large dimen-
sions and pure water, have lately been found in the southern part of
Idaho Territory.
Gold mining, which, as the leading arm of the business, first claims
attention, is divided into several branches, the earliest practised being
that of
PLACER, OR SURFACE DIGGINGS.
This consists in washing the loose particles of gold from the earth
whei-ein it is contained, bj' the use of water applied in a variety of ways;
the principal implements emploj^ed and modes resorted to being the pan,
rocker. sluice-Y'.and hj-di-aulic washing. The pan and rocker, at first uni-
versall}' used, have now been pretty much laid aside, except by the
Mexicans and Asiatics, who find in the smaller amounts of physical
exertion required for their use a strong argument in favor of retaining
them. Placer mines in spots have been found spread over a wide stretch
of country on the Pacific slope of the Eocky Mountains; remunerative
diggings, often of great extent, have been discovered in every State and
Territory west of that range. In California there is scarcely one in the
eastern tier of counties, reaching from Oregon to Mexico, but which con-
tains a greater or less extent of this class of mines; and onlj^ a few
in which actual operations are not now being prosecuted. Stretching
across the northern part of the State, from its eastern boundary to the
ocean, and extending into southern Oregon, is also an auriferous belt
abounding in this description of mines, and Avhich for several years past,
as it still does, has constituted one of the most active and profitable fields
for this class of operations. In Eastern Oregon, Washington Territory,
Idaho, and Montana, large districts containing these superficial deposits
have lately been discovered, every year adding to their extent as these
vast but hitherto little known regions become more thoroughly explored.
Near Fort Colville, and at other points on the Upper Columbia, placers
have been worked for nearl}" ten 3-cars, and much of the time with results
that would have been satisfactory but for the great expense of obtaining
supplies, and trouble with the Indians, by whom the pioneer minei's were
much annoyed. The product of gold dust front these northern countries
has for several years past been considerable, and is steadily and rapidly
on the increase, the most of it being, of course, obtained from surface
diggings. Considering the population, the individual earnings may not
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have been large, yet the aggregate yield has been such as to show that
many have done well, and inspire high hopes of the future. From some
points in that quarter reports are very enconraging, and the probability
is that a considerable emigration will set that way both from California
and the cast in the early spring. There are many things, however, cal-
culated to deter any but the most resolute and hardy from seeking a
residence in either of those Territories. In these high latitudes, more
especially in the elevated portions of the country, the winters are long
and severe, the snow falling to a great depth, and the cold being intense.
Travel for five or six months in the year is not only difficult, but often
dangerous, wliile nearly all kinds of work u.na transportation have to be
suspended. Even in the summer it is an arduous business to bring in
supplies, owing to tlie mountainous character of the country, and the
long distance they have to be transported. As yet there are but few
wagon roads, compelling a resort to packing, and rendering the prices of
inland freights enormous. The diggings, it is admitted, are extremely
spotted, and often deep, the gold not generally lying near the surface as
in California. This makes prospecting tedious and difficult, and the
opening of claims, even when found, a laborious and expensive business.
Water is in most places scarce, man^^ of the mines being dependent on
ditches, and some so situated that they cannot be thus supplied; nor do
these complete the catalogue of evils incident to this northern country;
the tender fruits and crops of grain, between drought and frost, frequently
being cut off, and both the grain and grass, as well as vegetables, often fiill-
ing a prey to locusts and other devouring insects. The social and political
condition of the inhabitants is notoriously bad, life being insecure, and
property in some localities almost wholly without protection. Murder,
theft, and robbery, are things of common occurrence, the country being
overrun with outlaws and desperadoes gathered from both sides of the
continent. While, therefore, there is much to encourage the bold and
strong, and such as are capable of enduring severe toil and hardship to
undertake a journey to Washington, Idaho, or Montana, thei^e is every-
thing to deter those differently constituted or situated from encountering
so much prospective deprivation and peril.
To the placer miners of California the past year has been one of
general success, the supply of Avater having been better than usual, and
the season every way favorable. There is no question but the aggregate
yield from this source has been larger the past than for several years
immediately preceding, though we have not the means of ascertaining
the exact amount taken out during this time. Besides the causes men-
tioned above, there have been others lately brought into operation tend-
ing to swell the product of this class of mines—such as larger numbers
engaging in them; the discovery of new diggings; the re-opening and
working over with greater care, or b}' improved appliances, of old ones;
j3enetraling further into the gravel deposits; larger crushings from the
cement beds, and a general enlarging of the area of the mines, coupled
with a more eflficient style of machinerj', greater economy, and more
careful manipulations of the auriferous earths.
From one extremity of our gold fields to the other we hear at least
moderately good, accounts of the placer diggings, giving the impression
that average wages have rewarded those who have been engaged in it
the past year. Beginning on the south, wo find that little or nothing
has been done in Arizona in this line of mining for a considerable period,
owing in part to the danger on account of Indian hostilities attending
any attempt at carrying on work in the interior of that Territory, where
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the best paying, and so far as discoveries have extended, the only rich
and extensive placers are supposed to exist, those found near the Rio
Colorado some three j-ears ago, having proved to be contracted and
eplienieral, and even the more ancient washings on the Giha being found
by actual tests, of no great extent. That there is a gold bearing belt
reaching north and sopth across the centre of the countr^^, embracing
in its limits the Walker and the Weaver placer districts, situate in the
San Francisco Mountains, is now well known; and though a considerable
amount of dust has been collected there, its value as a gold producing
region has not been definitely ascertained. A portion of it at least is
but poorly supplied with water, the process of gold gatljering being by
dr}' washing, so-called; and although some flattering accounts have
reached us in regard to the mineral resources of that section, it will
probably be a long time before they can be turned to much practical
account, owing to their situation so far inland, and the sterile and rugged
character of the country between the site of the mines and the Colorado.
Between the hostility of the Apaches, the dry and barren character of
the country, the extreme heat of the climate, and the indifferent success
that has hitherto attended the efforts made at placer raining in that
Territory, there would seem to be but little encouragement for under-
taking its further pi'osecution at present. That Arizona possesses an
immense wealth in her numerous gold and copper bearing lodes admits
of no doubt, though these too must be worked under many of the disad-
vantages incident to the development of the placer mines.
As from those of Arizona, so also from most of the surface diggings
found at various localities in the several counties of Southern Califoi'nia,
though worked with considerable persistence, only meagre results have
been obtained. The ph\cers heretofore found in that quarter consist of
a narrow extent of auriferous earth in Holcomb Valley, and another on
Little Creek, both in the County of San Bernardino. The former was
worked out several years ago, the latter still being occupied and giving
emploj'ment to a small number of persons at wages ranging from three
to six dollars per dsiy. In the foothills of the San Fernando Mountains,
twenty miles northwest of Los Angeles, are the first gold fields ever
found in California. They were worked to a considerable extent nearly
thirty years ago, being finally abandoned only on the discoveries of the
much richer deposits I'ound on the American Fork in the beginning of
eighteen hundred and forty-eight. They have even been worked some
since that event, though not capable of yielding what are now considered
fair wages. With these trifling exceptions, the entire area of southern
California, covering nearly one half the State, is, so far as we know,
without remunerative surface mines. Li the Counties of Tulare, Fresno,
and Mariposa, a ver^^ extensive and profitable business was at one time
carried on in the placer mines; but of late j-ears the product from that
section has greatl}' diminished, either because these deposits have been
exhausted, or because the inhabitants have possessed less energy, or
possibl}'' fewer facilities for their effectual Avorking, than those living
further north. Along Kern, King, and San Joaquin Rivers, and other
smaller and parallel streams cutting the foothills of the Sierra Nevada,
as also to the east of these mountains near Mono Lake, this species of
mining is still cari-ied on to a limited extent, and might no doubt be
made to yield much larger aggregate amounts than at present, had
ditches for supplying water been as generally constructed there as else-
where in the Slate. The want of these indispensable aids to mining has,
by curtailing that business, checked the increase of population, and
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retarded the general growth of that section to a lamentable degree;
aiul not till these and other much needed improvements are made, can
an}^ great or substantial progress be looked for.
Coming on into Tuolumne and Calavei'as, and passing thence through
the tier of counties that lie against the western slo])e of the Sierra into
Southern Oregon, we find the work of placer mining being vigorously
and intelligently prosecuted in all its dil?erent branches, and aided by all
the auxiliaries that capital can command, or that ingenuity has been able
to invent or science supply. Here we have every variety of mining, and
see at v\'ork the many devices contrived for diminishing labor and saving
gold. The several styles of sluices, the hj-draulic washings, the long tom,
and in some instances the still more primitive pan and rocker, are all
encountered, and the hill, gravel, dry, river, tunnel, and cement diggings,
are seen in every stage of development. By passing over to the sea
shore, in Klamath County, we can even witness the operations of what is
known as " beach mining," carried on in the vicinity of the once famous
Gold J31utf. To describe these different kinds of mines and the various
appliances and modes adojited in furtherance of this business, would
require more space than could well be spared; suffice to say, the latter
are nearly all the inventions of ])ractical miners, called fortli by the
necessities of their business or suggested by experience, and that water
is the principal agent employed in separating the gold from the earth and
gravel in which it is imbedded, these contrivances being simply used to
apply it more effectively It is in the central and northern portion of
the State that we find the principal hydraulic washings, and here, too, are
the blue gravel lead and cement deposits, marked features of that section,
from all which large quantities of gold are annually extracted. The sup-
ply of water furnished by the late copious rains having enabled the miners
to get to work early in the season, there is much activity generally through-
out the placer diggings, and- with timely rains from this on till the dry
season sets in, the product from this source will undoubtedly prove indi-
vidually remunerative, and in the aggregate, large.
Of the prospects of tliis bi-anch of business outside of California the
coming season we have already bricfl}" spoken, so far as the northern
country is concerned. The limited breadth of placer mines that at one
time existed in the State of Nevada is now aboat worked out, and the
calling can hardly be said to be pursued there at all. With the excep-
tion of a small force engaged in sluice washing the tailings that come down
Grold Caiion, a locality that paid well at a former day, and some small
companies occasionally essaying the business elsewhere, nothing in this
line is now being done in that State. From Utah reports reach us from
time to time of stream washings being found and worked on a small scale
in that Territory ; but either there are no extensive diggings of this kind
there, or else, as seems most pi-obable, the jealous and exclusive policy
of the Mormons has sufficed to prevent their being wrought, or the knowl-
edge of their existence being disseminated to the outside world. The
probabilities are, that, like Nevada, this territory is destitute of these
superficial gold deposits, the climate and external geology of the two sec-
tions l)earing in their general features a strong similitude. During the
past summer, gold diggings, reported to be rich, w5re found in the Black-
foot country, in the northern part of Montana Territory, and according
to latest accounts from that region, a multitude of pco])lc—com))uted at
twenty-five or thirty thousand, drawn from both sides of the Eockj
41
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Mountains, on the west slope of which these diggings are situated—were
immigrating to that point. As the locality is remote and difficult of
access, the route leading to it lying through Indian territoiy, the tribes
inhabiting which are generally hostile, the country rugged, and the cli-
mate inhospitable, the mines themselves, moreover, being—as is usually
the case in that sectio-n—extremely spotted, the inducements for Califor-
nians to emigrate to that region would seem to be few and feeble. To
such as may contemplate malving the journey, if any there be, the best
route to be pui'sued would appear to be that by way of Chico, Honey
Lake, and Pueblo Valley, following thence the Boise trail to Elk City,
Idaho, from which these mines are some two hundred miles to the north-
east. This is also the best route for parties having animals to take in
going to the Owyhee District, or other places in southern Idaho. The
policy of seeking any of these distant localities for the purpose of rain-
ing may be considered questionable, when there are known to be still so
many good chances for engaging in this business with success in Northern
California and Southern Oregon, both of comparatively easy access, and
where the miner can enjoy not only safety, but also some of the privi-
leges of civilization and the ordinary comforts of life.
QUARTZ MINING.
While in the province of placer mining the new discoveries being made
are few and unimportant, and the diggings already found are being grad-
ually depleted, the area of the auriferous quartz is being constantly
extended, every year adding steadily and largely to the yield derived
from this source. In magnitude the quartz region of California is
already even more than commensurate with that of the surface mines,
and in general terms may be said to reach from the Clear Creek District,
in the southern extremity of Tulare County, to the northern line of the
State, a linear distance of nearl}^ five hundred miles. In breadth it
varies from ten to, a hundred miles, giving an aggregate area of at least
twenty thousand square miles over which these metalliferous lodes are
scattered, some districts containing them in great numbers, and others
more sparsely. These lodes do not abound in all parts of this extensive
territor}', but lie in groups or spots, sometimes widely separated, the
intervening country being comparatively barren, or containing veins of
little value. In some sections, too, the quartz is much more highly
auriferous than in others, the smaller and more reguharly shaped veins,
as a common thing, carrying the larger percentage of gold. As is usu-
ally the case with auriferous lodes elsewhere, those of California gener-
ally have a northwesterly and southeasterl}" strike. In thickness they
vary from a few inches to as many feet, being in some instances of a
much greater size. Ledges a hundred feet thick are not uncommon, but
this class are not ordinarily composed of pay rock throughout; in fact,
are apt to have what gold they do contain so diffused throughout the
mass as to render it valueless. It would almost seem as if nature had
allotted a specific amount of the precious metal to each ledge, the large
and small alike, thereby rendering the working of the latter a much
easier matter than the former, the amount of rock requiring to be reduced
being so much less in order to secure an equal amount of gold. The
large sized ledges, however, often contain streaks and pockets that prove
very rich.
1'he dip of the lodes in this State is almost uniformly towards the
east, some of them having a high and others a low inclination. Some of
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the richest veins stand nearly perpendicular, while others lie almost flat.
In length they are equally and even more variable, being traceable some-
times for miles, while again the}' can be found only for a few hundred
feet, or perhaps less. The position of the quartz belt of California is
longitudinally through the centre of the State, embracing the foothills
of the Sierra ISTevada Mountains. It has an altitude varying from one
to five thousand feet above the level of the sea, reaching at a few points
to a greater height, but not often found below the line of elevation first
mentioned. Towards its southern limit this belt trends to the east, and
crossing the Sierra Nevada chain has its extremity in the Owens Valley
country; while in the opposite direction, following the straggling spurs
of this same range, it sweeps to the northwest, and terminates on the
shores of the Pacific, a portion continuing on into Soutliern Oregon.
At one time it was thought there was no quartz in the more elevated
portions of the Sierra Nevada, but this has since been found to be a mis-
taken opinion. More recent explorations have brought to light exten-
sive districts containing lodes of this rock highly impregnated with both
gold and silver. The Kearsarge District, in Tulare County, and the
Excelsior, in Nevada County, with several of less importance situate
between them, but all Ij'ing high up the sides, and several quite on the
summit of the Sierra, disprove this theory, and go far toward warrant-
ing the belief that these mountains may yet become the theatre of large
and profitable mining operations. The theory has been entertained by
some that there was but a single large vein, or rather narrow belt car-
rying numerous small veins, running along the western declivity of these
mountains, and stretching north and south several hundred miles, within
the limits of which the principal claims of value are situated; a view
that can bardl}^ be accepted as strictly true, though there are many facts
and circumstances tending to lend it plausibility. The mines of Clear
Creek, and Mariposa, the Soulsby Claim near Sonora, the rich deposits
found at Carson Hill, and, finally, the still more afliuent and thoroughly
developed ledges at Grass Vallej^, all maintaining the same position rela-
tively to the Sierra Nevada, against which they rest, and the plains at
their base, and marked by other geological resemblances and surround-
ings, while they give a strong coloring to this vicAV, fail to establish it
as a positive fact. During the 'earlier history of quartz mining in this
State it was a common impression that these veins, though paying well
in their upper portions, would gradually give out when they came to be
explored to greater depths, a belief founded upon the narrow and insuffi-
cient experience of those who, without adequate means or a knowledge
of the business, had first undertaken it in a small way. The heavy
operations at Grass Valley, where the most extensive and long continued
work yet performed in the prosecution of this business has been done,
and where the deepest excavations in the State, with one or two excep-
tions, have been made, demonstrate that as a common rule the reverse of
this is true, the rock brought from the lowest points reached—being
several hundred feet beneath the surface—giving as good, and ordinarily
better, average results than that obtained nearer the surface. It is noAV
even a question with many if the numerous failures that attended the
pioneer efforts at quartz mining in California may- not, to some extent,
justly be ascribed to the fact that they were generally confined so near
the surface. However this may be, there is now no longer any doubt
as to the fact that our quartz lodes will, as a common thing, continue to
pay indefinitel}^ downwards, the only difference being that the greater
the depth attained the smaller the margin of profits, on account of the
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increased expense of raising the rock, thoiio;h nnlil a very considerable
deptli is reached this difference is not material.
As is generally well known, many of the earlier attempts at qnai'tz
mining in this State w-ere pecuniarily failures, as some of more recent
date also have been. Of these earlier efforts, several undertaken at Grass
Valley were from the first eminently successful, as others in that locality
have since become, quite a good many more being attended with fair
results. Old}' a few have proved failures—hardly any disastrously so.
In Mariposa County, on the other hand, where also the business was
early and largely embarked in, having moreover the advantages of ample
capital at the start, it almost wholly failed of success. A great deal of
capital had here been invested ; large mills were put up and furnished
with every facility and appliance for crushing the rock and saving the
gold then known to the business. Men of scientific acquirements and
supposed practical skill were emplo3'ed to supervise the work of reduc-
tion and exploitation of the mines. But, upon trial, they could not be
made to' pay; not even gold enough being taken out to defray current
expenses, which at that time were of course two or three hundred per
cent greater than at present; and it is quite likely that in this financial
drain may be justly souglit the princijial cause of the failure and final
abandonment "of these first efforts in a district that with cheapened labor
and increased experience has since done much to retrieve its damaged
reputation. The stoppage of the Mariposa mills, started under such
favorable auspices, had a generally discouraging effect upon the business,
deterring any one from the further prosecution of it in the southern sec-
tion of the mines for several years thereafter. Meantime, however, it
Avas gaining a foothold in other parts of the State; and though for the
first six or eight years it failed to attain to a flourishing condition,
>except in a few instances, it has since been constantly improving and
advancing in prosperity until its permanency seems established and its
future assured. And vast and munificent as are the other resources of
California, none are so promising and pregnant of lasting and certain
wealth as her fields of auriferous quartz. These mines, illimitable and
exhaustless, yield a commodity that never has to encounter competition
or to seek a market—its value, like the world-girdling ocean, alwa^-s
standing at the same level. We may have a surplus of grain, and wine,
and wool, but can never have of gold.
To the prolific character of this class of our mines, and the advantages
of the business, our people seem to be waking up. Having for the past
five or six years been investing their money in the mines of Washoe,
Mexico, and other distant countries, where the}' seldom realized any
profit, and often experienced loss, they are now wisely turning their
attention to these mines nearer home from which a more shrewd and
contented class of citizens have meantime been quietly amassing for-
tunes. The value of this description of mines being established, and the
obstacles that lay at the threshold of the business being removed, it only
requires, as a general thing, a moderate amount of capital and good
management to make it both safe and lucrative. The evidences of a
general revival of confidence in the mines of" California are presenting
themselves in that most obvious and satisfactory shape—the liberal
investment of capital and the initiation of numerous enterprises directed
to their more efiicient development. New mills are being built, new
mines opened, and money freely supplied for every legitimate require-
ment. Home as well as foreign capital is offering itself M'ith unprece-
dented freedom in the purchase of the mines, and in buj-ing up their
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products, while the operative labor of the country is bcinoj directed to
their development to an unwonted dea;ree, the activity manifested among
miners themselves exceedinf^ that of late years.
After the experience had elsewhere, the conviction seems to obtain
with all classes that California presents the most eligible field for the
emploj-ment of both labor and capital of any on this coast. The advan-
tages peculiar to this State are not confined to the generally su])erior
character of the mines, but include also those of greater securit}^ to life
and property, facility of transportation, the more cheap and certain pro-
curement of subsistence and supplies, and every auxiliary required in
carrying oh the business of mining. All the sta'plc articles required for
conducting this calling with success, labor excepted, cost from one to
five hundred per cent more in the State of Nevada than here—the dis-
parity of prices in more remote localities being still greater; while in the
matter of legal securit}^ the difference is equally strong in favor of Cali-
fornia. Gold bearing quai'tz can be worked in this vState for six dollars
per ton, while in Nevada it costs from fifteen to thirty, and in Idaho still
more; the additional expense attending the business in these ])laces
being chiefly on account of the greater cost of material, the disproportion
between the prices of labor being not in the same ratio. While laborers
receive three dollars per day in the mines of California, they get from
three and a half to five in these other places—the average price in
"VVashoe not being over three dollars and a half. On the other hand,
wood at Virginia City costs fifteen dollars per cord, and lumber eighty
dollars per thousand, while in the mining districts of this State the ave-
rage price of the former is about three dollars and the latter twenty
dollars. Throughout the interior of the State of Nevada, first quality
lumber sells at one hundred and seventy-five dollars, and inferior at one
hundred and twenty-five dollars per thousand, the price in some locali-
ties being even more. The expense of transporting most cheap or bulky
machinery from San Francisco to Eeese Eiver equals its prime cost; the
freight on lumber amounts to seven or eight times as much as its price
at the mills; and so of many other articles that might be instanced in
illustration of the marked disparity between prices in this State and
those prevailing in other localities, all tending to show the greater facili-
ties existing here for the prosecution of mining in its several branches,
at least so far as cost of material is concerned.
Looking over the operations in this department of mining, as carried
on the past 3'ear, we find comparatively little has been accomplished in
the more southerl}^ sections of the country. In Arizona, owing to the
hostilit}^ of the Apaches, work in most of the interior districts has been
suspended, the miners beino- oblii>:ed to leave their claims. In the
vicinity of the Colorado River, however, and in one or two other locali-
ties, as about Prescott, the capital of the Territory, and at El Dorado
Canon, a small population has remained; and a number of mills taken
into these places the past spring and put up, have since been running
with good average results. Not much work, however, has yet been
done on the ledges, and all that can be said of the most of them is that
they prospect well on the surface in both gold and silver. About Wick-
enberg and Prescott, in the interior of the Territory, three or four quartz
mills arc now at work, and, according to report, doing well. One or
two other mills are also on the way to that point ; and vv'ith security
against Indian depredations, there is no doubt that the business of
mining would soon be revived and become active over a good portion of
the Territory. In the, El Dorado District, situate west of the Colorado
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Eiver, there are also several mills in operation and meeting witli success.
These mills are all furnished with silver saving appliances, this metal
usually predominating in the bullion taken out. Besides these mills, a
number of arastras are being run at Wickeuberg, and a consiflerable
amount of bullion will be produced the present year in that quarter.
In California there is no quartz mining being done at present at any
point south of Clear Creek. Two small mills were erected in Holcomb
Valley, thirty miles east of San Bernardino, four 3'ears ago, and run Avith
fair profit; but having suspended operations about the time of the Ari-
zona gold excitement, these have not since been resumed. At Clear
Creek there are now seven mills running, or about completed, some of
them carrj'ing twenty-five stamps, and all those in operation said to be
earning mone}^ for their owners. A number of other mills are now on
the way to that point, and the prospects that all will meet with success
are encouraging. In some of the outside districts about Clear Creek,
two or three mills are also being put up. The ledges at this place carry
free gold, and have been found to yield as high as one hundred dollars
to the ton, the rock running from thirty dollars to fifty dollars. They
were mostly of small size, and can be opened and worked at a moderate
expense, there being plenty of wood and water in the neighborhood. The
freights to this section, which go by "way of Los Angeles, are somewhat
onerous, being at the rate of one hundred and thirty dollars per ton
from San Francisco. A number of the heavy men of this citj^ own in
these mills and mines, and a good deal of capital is being invested there.
The product of bullion from Clear Creek will no doubt be \ery consider-
able the current year. These mines are in the south part of Tulare
County. A little to the north of them, at a settlement known as Tail-
holt, in the same county, a number of small quartz mills and arastras
have for several years been running and making good wages, reducing
the auriferous quartz found in that neighborhood, and which, though not
very abundant, is of good quality. In the vicinity of Kern Eiver there
are also a niimber of mills running, with good results.
Throughout the range of districts composing the Owen's Eiver coun-
try, where much work was peformed and several mills were put up three
or four years ago, very little has been done either in this or any other
branch of business during the past year, though signs of activit}" are said
to show themselves, and by some it is anticipated that a general revival
of business will shortly ensue. The ledges in that region are of a
mixed character, gold predominating, except in the Kearsarge District,
where the reverse is true. Throughout the greater part of this region
there is a scarcity of both wood and water, which, combined with its
inaccessibility and general barrenness, and the unsuccessful attempts
heretofore made in the Avay of working the mines, will be very likely to
deter settlement and further immediate efforts at reopening the country
and resuming operations on the mines. in the Kearsarge District,
which, though situate on the Owen's Yalley slope of the Sierra, lies
quite high up in the mountains, one ledge of Avell ascertained value has
within the past year been found, with a number of others afibrding also
promise of great wealth. The leading claims are in the hands of men of
energy and means, who have lately taken two mills into the district, one
of which is already in operation, and the other in course of construction ;
and from well authenticated accounts there is reason to anticipate a
large yield of bullion from the workings of these mills. The leading
claim in the district has been developed b}' means of a tunnel reaching
it at a considerable depth beneath the surface, and from which ores have
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been obtained assaying veiy largely. A large accumulation of ore now
on hand it is thought will yield five hundred dollars to the ton by mill
process. Being high up in the Sierra Nevada, there is, of course, an
abundance of water and timber in the vicinity of these ledges, the pine
forests being, in fact, among the finest in the world. The remote and
out of the way situation of this district, however, is much against it,
freights being obliged to go by the way of Aurora; though it is likel}' a
shorter route, crossing the mountains in the vicinity of the mines, will
yet be opened. Throughout the scope of country denominated the
Southern Mines, being that between Amador and Tulare Counties, this
branch of mining has been moderately prosperous during the last year,
the aggregate product being about the same as for several years past;
while for the Northern District, it has been somewhat larger than usual,
the increase in the annual product of the State being due to this section.
The mere enumeration of isolated cases of success would occupy much
space, and cannot be attempted; nor is that necessary, the numerous
heavy sales that have been made the past year indicating sufiieientl}' the
decree of this success. Durinic this time over one million dollars have
been paid for mines situate in Tuolumne County, and about an equal
amount /has been invested in mines in the vicinity of Clrass Valley, the
Eureka Mine and mill at that place having in October last alone been sold
for a sum approximating one half that amount, the purchasers being J.
B. Dickinson, of New York, Robert and William Watt, of Grass Valie}^,
George W. Beaver, W. 11. V. Cronise, W. E. Dean, Milton Bulkley, and
others, of this city. In addition to these, other large sales have been
effected in various other localities. These sales have mostly been made
to California capitalists, and paid for in gold, though it makes no sort of
difference what style of money payment is made in, so long as the kind
is agreed upon beforehand; miners will dispose of their claims just as
readily for currency notes as for gold ; and the idea that the introduction
of national currency could facilitate sales is equally falhicious and absurd
with the complaint about the mountain towns being depojnilated and gone
to decay—they having done so simply because the diggings that lead to
their being built, and that supported them, are exhausted, and there is
no longer any necessity for people or towns at these particular spots.
Nothing can resuscitate them but sowing the placers again with gold.
Reviewing the whole field of quartz operations, it is evident that this
branch of mining in California has not only received a new impulse tiie
past year, but that its rewards have been steadily on the increase, and
the confidence felt in its future greatly established. A large number of
new mills, generally of greater capacity than the average of an earlier
day, have been erected; old ones have been enlarged or repaired, and
idle ones set to work—the increase of crushing capacity for the State
equalling, perhaps, twenty-five or thirty per cent. The expenses of
working the rock have meantime been reduced, while the percentage of
gold saved has been increased. The yield has, of course, been very
unlike in different localities, often fluctuating much even in the same
locality and mine; the scale of variation running from five dollars to
one hundred and fift}' dollars to the ton. The average throughout the
State may, perhaps, be set down at thirty dollars per ton, giving a mar-
gin for clear profits, over cost of working, of three hundred per cent.
In some sections it is less than this, and in other large districts consid-
erably more. At Clear Creek, on Kern Eiver, and about Grass Vallc}^,
the average yield is at least thirty dollars per ton. A great deal of rock
is worked with a compensating margin that does not yield more than
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eight or ten dollars to the ton, and in some localities it is said to have
been -worked Avithout loss, though yielding not more than half that
amount. Where this can be done, all tlie conditions essential to cheap-
ened reduction must, of course, be present. It frequently happens that
ledges which foil to pay at first become remunerative when opened to a
greater depth. Sometimes, though not often, the reverse is true, the
vein stone growing poorer or giving out as descended upon. In almost all
true veins there is an improvement with depth. The Eureka Mine,
Amador County, at a depth of more than a thousand feet, is paying as
well as at any point above. The shaft of this company is the deepest in
the State, though there are several others of nearly as great depth ; yet
in none of these cases of extreme depth has thei'e been any visible,
impoverishment in the ores so far as reported. At Grass Valley, where
many of the ledges have been developed to a considerable extent down-
wards, the same general facts hold good.
The most common mode of exploitation in this State is by shafts sunk
upon the ledge, tunnelling also in many cases being resorted to as afford-
ino- facilities for the extraction of tlie vein stone and effecting drainage.
Many of these shafts are from one to three hundred feet deep— the
tunnels varying in length from one hundred to a thousand feet, and
occasionally much more. The cost of excavating these works, estimated
b}' the linear foot, depends upon the nature of the material to be pene-
trated, the distance to be run, and similar conditions, and is therefore
extremely variable, but may be roughly stated at ten dollars per foot for
sinking shafts, and fifteen dollars for excavating tunnels. The wages
paid miners for this kind of work runs from fift}" to seventy dollars per
month, with board, the average being about sixty dollars, or three dol-
lars per day. Aided and stimulated by the liberal investments being
made, there is now much prospecting going on, both in the way of open-
ing ledges already located and in searching for new ones. In most cases
miners who dispose of their interests employ the proceeds in prospecting
for others, or in working the claims they may still own.
The quartz mills throughout this State vary in capacity from three
stamps to fifty; the number contained in the mills built at an earlier
day generally running from five to twenty. Latterly the number has
been larger. Most of the mills are employed in crushing rock from the
ledges belonging to their several proprietors; and hence there is in
many districts a need for mills to do custom work. It is usually esti-
mated that each stamp has a capacity to crush one ton of rock in twenty-
four hours. The earnings of some of these mills and mines are enormous.
The average monthl}^ yield of four mills on the Fremont Mariposa estate
was over sixty thousand dollars. Tiie net earnings of the Crescent Com-
pany, Plumas County, have been at the rate of one hundred thousand
dollars per annum, while, as we have ah-eady seen, many of the leading
mines about Grass Valley have produced still more munificently. The
total yield of the Allison Kanch Mine, at that place, since operations
were first commenced upon it, has exceeded two million five hundred
thousand dollars; the group of claims on Massachusetts Hill have turned
out about three million five hundred thousand dollars; the North Star,
and otiier mines on New York Hill, have yielded two million five hun-
dred thousand dollars, and the Norambagua alone one million dollars.
The complement for Gold Hill has been three million dollars, and for the
Lone Jack Mine, Ophir, Osborne, and Ilueston Hills, the aggregate lias
been fully three million five hundred thousaiid dollars. The product of
the Eureka during the past two years has exceeded five hundred thou-
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sand dollars, its eai'nings for the month of December last alone having
been more than forty-three thousand dollars. The aggrega^.e amount of
gold taken from the quartz mines within the limits of the Grass Yalley
District since eighteen hundred and fifty-two—thirteen years—has been
at least twenty million dollars.
In corroboration of the substantial correctness of this statement, we
find, after a very careful examination of all the records and other data
at our disposal, that the aggregate yield of Grass Valley during tlie past
thirteen years has been about twenty-eight million dollars, including all
the receipts from surface mining claims in that region. From these latter
sources the most reliable statistics show that about eight million dollars
has been obtained, leaving twenty million dollars as the probable product
of the quartz mines since eighteen hundred and tifty-two. This is believed
b}' many well informed parties to be too small an estimate, but wishing
to be within bounds, we conform to the above figures. During the past
year the quartz mines of Grass Valley have yielded about three million
three hundred thousand dollars, or an average of two hundred and sev-
enty-five thousand dollars per month, and the coming year is likely to
show a product of more than four million dollars. The Soulsby Mill,
Tuolumne County, turned out at the rate of fifty thousand dollars per
month when it first started, and although it did not keep up that yield,
has earned vast sums most of the time since. A large number of mills
of ordinary capacity might be mentioned that for years have steadily
earned from ten thousand to twenty thousand dollars per month. Most
of these mills run night and day. Immense sums have heretofore been
and are still being lost in the working of quartz from inability to sep-
arate the gold b}' the ordinary modes of treatment from the sulphurets
of iron and copper with which it ia combined. Many efforts are being
made to meet this difficulty, some of which have been partially success-
ful, and there is reason to hope that the desideratum will be supplied at
an early day. About two thirds of the mills in California are propelled
by steam, and the balance b}' water, the latter generallj', being those of
inferior capacitj^. The most of them run night and day, stopping only
for repairs or on Sunday.
The business of quartz mining upon this coast is not confined to Cal-
ifornia, there being a great number of ledges in Nevada, Idaho, and in
fact throughout all parts of our Pacific possessions, that are now being,
or will hereafter be worked by a simple gold-saving process. The bullion
obtained from this class of ledges is worth from six to fourteen dollars
per ounce. The rich claims at Gold Hill, the ledges not long since found
near Walker Lake, and those of supj)Osed great value situate in the des-
ert country covering the southern part of Nevada, as well as many others
in various parts of that State, are almost exclusively gold-bearing, and
will require to be worked as such.
SILVER MINES AND MINING.
While California has within her borders a considerable number of what
may pro])erly be termed silver-bearing lodes, she has as yet produced but
little of this metal—the bulk of it having come from the mines about
Virginia City, and other localities in the State of Nevada, where the
business of mining for it is extensively engaged in. The yield of that
State for the past year amounted, in round numbers, to sixteen million
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dollars—the same as the year before; the entire product of that rec^ion
since the discovery of silver there in eighteen hundred and fifty-nine,
being estimated at about forty million dollars. While there has thus
been no tangible falling off in the jMcld of late, it is not to be concealed
that the results of the last year have somewhat disappointed the san-
guine friends of that country, many of whom had predicted and confi-
dently looked for a large increment there of the precious metals. With-
out going into an examination of such other causes as might have con-
tributed towards that end, it is enough to say there could have been no
great increase of this commodity without a corresponding increase of
mills and reduction works, which it is well known has not been had. A
good deal of capital has recently been invested in that region, and many
mills have been commenced, but only a few of the number have yet been
completed—the producing class having been diminished meantime. In
another year, when these establishments and others now projected or
contemplated shall have been finished and set to work, there will no
doubt be a large addition to the bullion product of Washoe.
With the causes of the late depreciation of stocks in the mines at Vir-
ginia City, the public are too well acquainted to require their discussion
in this place. It is enough that it was undoubtedly a salutary and desir-
able event, and one not unexpected by those best acquainted with the
merits of these mines and their management. It has unquestionably
caused pecuniar}^ inconvenience in certain quarters, and may to some
extent discourage further investments in the silver mines of that State;
but it is equally certain that in the end it will result in placing that
interest on a more solid basis than before, and prove generally beneficial
to all parties concerned. That the mineral wealth of Nevada is really
very great, is now pretty well established—many of the ledges discov-
ered in the central and southern portions of the State during the last
year being conclusive on that point, whatever may be thought of the
Comstock lead. The ores are rich, accessible, and tolerably abundant, as
is shown by the decided success of the mills running upon them; and,
Dumerous as are the valuable lodes already discovered, the work of
exploration is still being carried on with success.
tJ])on the value of manj'of the districts it is yet too soon to pronounce
an opinion ; but in regard to some there is not much hazard in saying
they contain numerous ledges of fair size and undoubted richness ; and
that when these remote regions come to be connected with San Fran-
cisco by railroad communication, as will likely be the case in two or
three years, they will rapidly fill up with people and produce their great
staple in unexampled abundance. There is now in the State nearly one
hundred and fifty mills, with an aggregate capacit}' of about two thou-
sand stamps, most of which have been running the greater part of the
time during the past year. The cost of these mills ranged from twenty
thousand dollars to two hundred thousand dollars, the average being
about seventy thousand dollars each, or a total of ten million dollars.
AV'^ithin the last eighteen months the machiner}'- for about thirty mills,
generally of good size, has been sent into the State, these establishments
now being in difterent stages of progress, the most of them completed or
well underway. A nominal capital of many millions, and an actual cash'
investment of perhaps two and a half millions, mostly from the East,
have come into the State, meantime, to the great relief of the raining
interest, which had begun to languish, as very little aid had been
received from California for some months before. With this assistance
the country has received a start that will sustain it until a considex'able
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number of the miDes are brought to a productive stage, and secure it
against a relapse.
COAL.
As gold and silver have been denominated the precious metals, so coal
is justly entitled to be called a precious mineral, since, viewed in the
light of its practical utility and the requirements of the future, it is of
more importance to mankind than either of these much coveted metals.
Already the great jjromoter of manufactures and commerce, it will soon
become the helper also of our agricultural and more domestic industries.
What has been popularly considered coal, being often a species of lig-
nite, has been found at a number of different places both in this State
and in the adjoining States and Territories. The principal places where
true coal in quantity has been found within the limits of our own terri-
tor}^ are at Beilingham Bay and in Mount Diablo; at which localities it
has for a number of j'cars been mined with considerable success. It is
of a bituminous variety, and is found to constitute a desirable fuel both
for domestic uses and the generation of steam, being largely employed at
present for both purposes, and constantly growing in favor. The con-
sumption, now large, is yearly increasing, and to that extent superseding
the imported article. The following statements of receipts from various
mines during the past year will serve to indicate their productive capaci-
ties and the annual consumption of this class of coal. During the year
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, there was received at the port of San
Francisco from Nanaimo, Vancouver Island, about eighteen thousand
tons; from Beilingham Bay. fourteen thousand four hundred and forty-
six tons
;
and from Mount Diablo a total of fifty-eight thousand five hun-
bred and fifty-eight tons, being fourteen thousand nine hundred and three
tons from the Black Diamond Mine; twenty-three thousand six hundred
and fifty-five tons from the Eureka; eleven thousand five hundred tons
from the Union; eight thousand five hundred tons from the Manhattan.
From the Teutonia and the Central, no returns, the latter driving in tun-
nel
;
the Pittsburg, worked only for a j5ortion of the time, the company
being engaged in laying down a railroad for the transportation of their
coal to the Bay. From Nanaimo there was received for eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-four, twelve thousand seven hundred and forty-five tons;
from Beilingham Bay about ten thousand tons; and from Mount Diablo
fifty thousand six hundred and ninety-five tons, which latter sold that
year at prices ranging from eight dollars and fifty cents to nine dollars
per ton, and the past year at from eight dollars to eight dollars and fifty
cents per ton ; while the Beilingham Bay for eighteen hundred and sixty-
four varied from nine dollars to sixteen dollars per ton; and for eighteen
hundred and sixty-five, uniform price, eleven dollars to eleven dollars
and fifty cents per ton. From the Fuca Strait mines only about five hun-
dred tons have been received, the company having disincorporated.
The price obtained for this coal was about eleven dollars per ton.
For fuller details as to the yield of the several mines on this coast,
our statistical colums may be consulted. A large amount of capital has
been invested in the mines at Mount Diablo and Beilingham Bay, both
of which are in the hands of parties having substantial means, who are
opening them with system and care. The quality of the coal improves
as greater depths are reached in the mines, causing it to increase in favor
with consumers; and there is not much doubt but these companies,
already able to supply every home demand, will ultimately monopolize
the home market.
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COPPER.
This metal is found in considerable abundance at a number of points,
not only in California, but also in Oregon, Nevada, Arizona, and perhaps
also in all our other Pacific Territories. The only mines that have as
yet been extensively worked are those at Copperopolis, Calaveras County,
in this State, discovered in eig-hteen hundred and sixty; though a large
amount of labor has been expended on many others in bringing them to
a state of partial development, and from some of which also considerable
quantities of ore have been extracted. The business of opening this
class of mines and rendering them productive has been greatly retarded
the past year, from want of sufficient capital. As this, however, is being
more liberally supplied, operations will no doubt be carried on hereafter
more extensively, work having already been resumed on some claims,
and preparations made for opening others.
The Union Company, at Copperopolis, extracting more ore, perhaps,
than all others in the State combined, has, during the past year, shipped
to San Francisco at the rate of one thousand tons per month. Froui the
Keystone Claim, at the same place, the monthly shipments have been
about two liundred and fifty tons, while those from the Napoleon Mine,
near by,.have been but trifling, very little work having been done upon
it. This mine has recently changed hands, and, beginning with the new
year, it is understood that work will henceforth be prosecuted upon it
with vigor. About four thousand tons of ore have been extracted from
it since first opened. Operations will also be somewhat extended the
present year upon the other mines mentioned, it being the intention of
the Keystone Company to raise about four hundred tons monthly.
Owing to increased means, it is calculated that after the month of April
next the productive capacity of these several mines wi'4 be doubled.
The Newton Mine, Amador County, has, during the latter part of the
year, shipped about two hundred tons of ore per month, and the Campo
Seco about one half that amount during the same period, neither having
done much earlier in the season. These ores contain from fourteen to
sixteen per cent, of metal, and have hitherto been prettj^ much all sent
abroad for smelting or a market—some going to England, but the greater
portion to New York, Boston, and Baltimore. Some small lots of cop-
per ore were received at this point during the year from Arizona, and it
is expected the business of extracting this ore will be much extended
there the coming season. Monthly receipts of from four hundred to five
hundred tons are counted upon in a short time. The ores from that
quarter are very rich, containing from thirty to forty per coat of metal.
QUICKSILVER.
The product of this metal for the year has been large, the bulk coming
as usual from the New Almaden Mine, which has yielded forty-seven
thousand one hundred and ninety-four flasks. From other mines there
has been received but little. The Ncav Idria Mine has for a long time
been idle, the title to this property being involved ,iu litigation. The
Gaudalupe mine has done but little the past year; the Eedington Lake
Company, since the}^ commenced operations in eighteen hundred and
sixty-two, have turned out six thousand seven hundred and fifty-five
flasks of quicksilver, an amount that, Avitli little additional means and
effort, might largely be increased. Cinnabar has been found at many
points in the Coast Eange Mountains, both to the north and south of New
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Almaden, the extent of the deposits being such as to render it probable
that thej' could be worked with largo profit. Thus, at a point to the
pouth of New Idria, a vein of this ore of great apparent magnitude was
discovered about one year ago, samples of ore from which assayed very
largely. Near Mount Diablo, rich specimens of this ore have also been
found, while in both Napa and Lake Counties it has been met with in
vast abundance, leading to the belief that it will yet be worked there on
an extensive scale, and with large profit, as wood and water abound in
the vicinity of these deposits.
PETROLEUM.
The progress made in the development of this new interest in this
State is, perhaps, best indicated by the quantity of the crude article
received in this city the past year, which, as nearly as can be arrived at,
has been as follows: Stanford Brothers have received about twelve thou-
sand gallons, three thousand of which were from the Union Mattole
"Well, Humboldt Count}^, and the balance from the Stanford Oil Sj)rings,
Santa Barbara County; Haywood & Coleman have received about forty
thousand gallons, also, mostly from Santa Barbaiva, a small portion
coming from Los Angeles, and the Lexington Well, Santa Clara County.
Benoist and others have received a few small lots; the total amount
reaching this city, and representing the product of the State, amounting
in all to about sixty thousand gallons. There are now several works in
the city for refining the crude petroleum, that of Stanford Brothers, and
of Haywood & Coleman, being the princi])iil ones. The former have two
stills with a capacity for refining five hundred gallons daily each, and a
third nearly in readiness vv'ith a capacit}' of one thousand gallons ; Hay-
wood & Company have two stills of a daily capacitj^ of one thousand
gallons each. No greater dilHculties are encountered in refining this
article and producing therefrom first class oils here than elsewhere, that
obtained from the natural flow of the springs being somewhat thicker
and more dilBcult of treatment, as it is in other countries. Being now
carefully collected immediately on its issuing from the s])ring, and before
it has become inspissated by the esca])e of its more volatile ]\ai'ticles,
this class is becoming more tractable, and will, it is believed, ultimately
give but little more trouble than that obtained from the deep wells.
These natural springs are met with in several counties in the central and
southern portions of the State, and b}^ proper management could be made
to yield a large and never failing supply of crude petroleuni, as they will
no doubt soon be made to do, most of them having lately fallen into the
hands of capitalists and others, who purpose proceeding at once with
the work of their development. A large number of wells, fort}' or Hf'ty
in the aggregate, are now being bored in various localities, the niajoi-ity
of them in Humboldt County. The deepest is about four hundi-ed feet
down, the most of them being much less; and although none have as
yet yielded any great amount of oil, a few barrels have been obtained by
pumping, from quite a number, and the prospects are good that (juite a
large percentage of them will yet produce it in remunerative quantities.
About seventy companies, Avith an aggregate nominal capital of forty-
five million dollars, have been oi-ganized for prosecuting the business of
boring for or otherwise obtaining petroleum in this State, only about
half of which are as yet engaged in active operations.
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BORAX .
This valuable salt, indispensable for assaying purposes, and hence
largely employed in the mint, and heretofore imported from abroad, is
now being obtained in this State in such quantity as not only suffices
to meet every home demand, but affords a large surplus for export.
The localities of this substance, so far as discovered, are at Clear Lake,
now called Borax Lake, where it exists in great quantities, and of a
purer kind than has ever been found elsewhere in the world. A com-
pany has been formed in this city for procuring borax from the above
locality, who have the Government title to both the water and the adja-
cent land. They are gathering this salt at the rate of several tons
weekly, and sending it to this point, whence, after supplying the dc'mands
for home consumption, amounting to thirt}^ or fort}^ tons per annum, it
is shipped abroad. This comj)any are able to suppl}^ a superior article
at the rate of tAventy cents a pound, the price having heretofore been
considerably greater.
ANNOTATED CATALOGUE
OF THE
PEINCIPAL MINEEAL SPECIES
HITHERTO RECOGNIZED IX
AND THE
ADJOINING STATES AND TEERITORIES,
By WILLIAM P. BLAKE,
GEOLOGIST OP THE CALIFORXIA STATE BOARD OF AGRICCLTtJRE ; AXD PROFESSOR OF MINERAL-
OGY, GEOLOGY, AND MINING, IN THE DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE OF
THE COLLEGE OP CALIFORNIA.
MARCH, 1866,
San Francisco, March 6th, 1866.
I. N. HoAG, Esq.,
Secretary of the State Board of Agriculture :
Dear Sir:—I send 3-ou for your report a list, with notes, of the prin-
cipal minerals and mineral localities of the State, and of portions of the
adjoining States and Territories. It was my intention to make tins list
comjilete before publication, but the time at my disposal since the Board
honored nie with the appointment has been so limited that 1 am com-
pelled to send it to you conscious of many omissions and imperfections,
which I hope to remedy in the future. This list is not designed to be of
very direct economical value, but is intended rather to show the nature
and distribution of our minerals, and to help to arouse an interest in the
science of mineralogy among our people.
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. P. BLAKE,
Geoloo'ist of the Board.
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ACTmOLITE.
Occurs with garnets in steatite at Petaluma.
ALABASTEE.
In Los Angeles County. Specimen in cabinet of the author, received
from Mr. Tyson, of Arizona.
ANDALUSITE.
Mariposa Counhj.—In the drift of the Chowchillas Eiver, near the old
road to Fort Miller, there is a great abundance of fine crystals of anda-
lusito which show the dark lines or crosses in a remarkably perfect and
interesting manner. The}^ are found also in the stratum of conglomerate
which caps the hills along the stream, and are doubtless in place in the
slates a little higher up the river.
Smaller and less perfect " macles" occur in the slates at Hornitos, on
the road to Bear Valley. Some of the specimens from the Chowchillas
Eiver resemble those from Lancaster, Massachusetts.
ANTIMONY—(/S'M/^jAwrei of.)
(See Stibnite.)
ANTIMONY OCHEE.
San Aviidio Mountain^ with antimony-glance.
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AGATES AKD CAENELIAK
Beautiful pebbles of agate and oarnclian are abundant along tbc beach
at and near Crescent City. They are much watcr-M'orn, and are generally
of light colors. Larger pebbles and more highly colored are abundant
in the pebbly drift along the Colorado liiver. Small but very smoothlj'-
worn specimens of agate and jasper may be picked up on the shores of
Lake Tahoe.
AESENIC.
Monterey Count}/, at the Alisal mines, twenty-five miles from the Mission
of San Carlos.
AESENICAL-ANTIMONY.
Ophir Mine, Nevada Territori/.—In reniform, finely erj'stalline, some-
what radiated masses, of a color between tin white and iron black, on
a fresh fracture, but greyish black from turnishing; associated with
arsenolite, calcite, and quartz.—{F. A. Genth, Am. Jour. Sci., (2) xxxiii,
190.)
ARSENOLITE.
Occurs in large masses, with native gold, at the Armagosa Mine, Great
Basin. It is also reported from the Ophir Mine with arsenical anti-
mon3^—(^Genth.)
ASBESTUS.
Calaveras County, Salt Spring Yalley, at the Kentucky claim. Los
Angeles County (?) in large masses. (From Major Strcebel.)
AZUEITE—(5?«e Carhonate of Copper.)
In fine crystalline groups and masses, with malachite, at Hughes'
Mine^ Calaveras County. (1861.)
BIOTITE.
From the vicinity of Grass Valley. (Cabinet of C. AY. Smith.)
BITUMEN.
Occurs abundantly in numerous places in the Coast Mountains, south
of San Francisco, but especial!}' south of San Luis Obispo, and in the
vicinity of Los Angeles. It is frequentl}^ seen floating in the Santa
Barbara channel. It is abundant in Tulare County, on the west side of
the Tulare Valley, near Buena Vista and Kern Lakes, and at this and
other localities is associated Avith petroleum, (which see.)
BLENDE.
Occurs sparingly in many of the gold bearing quartz veins of the
State, especially wlien lead is prcst'nt, as, for example, at the Princeton
Mine, Mariposa estate; the Adelaide Mine, Ilayward & Chamberlain's
Mine, and in several of the Grass Valle}' mines in Nevada County ; at
Meadow Lake, in considerable masses, with galena, iron pyiites, and
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copper pyrites. It is associated with yellow copper in the Napoleon
Mine and the Llancha Plana; in Scrrameuto Cy«/i^^, at Michigan Bar,
associated with galena, oxide of iron, and copper ore. (Cabinet of Dr.
.Frey.) Placer Counf//, fifteen miles from Lincoln, towards Nevada, with
galena and gold; at the Bloom claim, near Angels' Camp, Calaveras
County; also in a quartz vein in Coulterville.
BOEAX.
Lake County^ in large crystals in the clay of the Borax Lake.
BOKACIC ACID.
Clear Lake, Lake County.
CARBONATE OF MAGNESIA.
(See Magnesite.)
CAEBONATE OF SODA.
Snn Bernardino Conn ft/, at Soda Lake, sink of the Mohave Eiver; in
Tulare County, along the borders of the smaller lakes, when drying up;
at the borders of the Santa Anna Eiver, near San Bernardino.
CASSITEEITB.
San Bernardino County, at the
" Temescal tin region," about sixty miles
fi'om Los Angeles. Occurs in many veins associated with schorl (?) tra-
versing granite. In most of the ores the tin oxyd is found only by
crushing and washing. At the "Gun lode" a peculiar drab colored oxyd
is foiuui in considerable quantities. It appears to be liberated by the
decomposition of an arsenical ore, arsenic being abundant in the sam-
ples. The oxyd, as collected in that region for examination, is in various
degrees of puritj', and exhibits different colors. Some of the samples
obtained by washing are black, others brown, and some red and drab
colored.
Idaho Territory, on Jordan Creek, in placers, in beautiful rounded
masses, from one eighth to half an inch in diameter, verj'- pure and clean
—the variety known as wood tin.—(Cabinet of the author, specimens
received from Charles T. Blake, Esq., of Idaho City.)
Mi'xico— State of Durango; wood tin of great purity and beauty occurs
abundantly in this State. It closel}^ resemble the stream tin of Idaho.
CEEUSITE—( Carlonate of Lead.)
In large crystals resembling those from Siberia, in the Euss District (?)
Great Basin, near the Mojave Eiver; Arizona, in heavy incrusting masses
upon the galena of the Castle Dome District.
CHALCEDONY.
Large masses of white chalcedony, delicately veined, and in mamilary
sheets, occur in Monterey County, near the Panoch^s. On Walker Eiver,
Washoe; and of a fine pink color near Aurora, Esmeralda. In pear
shaped nodules in the eruptive rocks between Williamson's Pass and
Johnson's Eiver, Los Angeles County.
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CKAhCOP YmTE—(YeUoio Copper Ore.)
This is the chief ore of the copper mines of California, as it is lilcewise
of the mines of Cornwall, England. It is therefore found at a great
number of localities, along the copper bearing belt which stretches in a
nearly unbroken zone from Mariposa County northw^esterly to Del Norte
Count}^, parallel with and on the western side of the chief gold produc-
ing belt of the State.
In Calaveras Gounti/ the chief localities (for the massive ore) are: The
Union, Keystone, Empire, Napoleon, Campo Seco, and Lancha Plana
Mines. In good crystals implanted on and among clear quartz crystals, at
the Noble copper claim on Domingo Creek.—(Collection of Dr. Jones, Mur-
phy's.) In 3Ianposa Comity, the La Victoire Mines, in Hunter's Valle}',
and Haskell's claims, below Mariposa Town, and claims along the Chow-
chillas Eiver. Amador County, at the Newton Mine. El Dorado Counfy^
at the Cosumnes Mine, Hope Yalley Mine, at the Bunker Hill Mine, El
Dorado Excelsior, and other claims at and near Pilot Hill. Flumas
County, at the Genesee and Cosmopolitan Mines. It occurs also, in small
quantities, in Contra Costa County, in the rocks of Mount Diablo, and in
those of the Coast Mountains, south and north of San Francisco. In Los
Angeles County, at Eichmond District, and at Big Meadow District, both on
the interior slope of the mountains at the margin of the Great Basin.—
{Vide Geol Rec. Cat, p. 290.)
Lower California, a few leagues south, of San Diego, at the "Winder
claims.
Arizona, at the Apache Chief Mine, after getting below the "surface"
ores. At the San Pedro Mines, near Fort Buchanan Near Caborca, in
northwestern Sonora.
CHLOEIDE OF SILVEE.
At the mines about Austin, Lander County, Nevada, this species is abun-
dant in the surface ores, being derived from the decomposition of the
mixed sulphurets of silver below the water level. It was also found in
the decomposed ores of the upper portions of the Comstock lode, and is
common to all the silver veins of the Great Basin. Soine remarkably
fine specimens were obtained at the mine in Slate Eange District,
California. Occurs also in the Willow Springs District, and in the veins
of El Dorado Canon, Arizona.
CHEYSOCOLLA— (.SiYrca^co/ Copper>)
Not common in California, where the sulphurets in decomposing give
carbonates and oxyds; but in Arizona, along the Colorado Eiver, very
common at and near the surface, where the veins containing copper
glance are decomposed. Fine specimens were taken from the Great
Central claim, about twenty miles from La Paz, and at the Blue lode.
CHEOMIC lEON.
Monterey County, in masses, with green crusts and coatings of emerald
nickel, ^anta Clara County, near the North Alniadcn Mine.
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CHEYSOTILE.
In serpentine, near San Francisco, and at 'New Almaden, Santa Clara
County.
CINNABAR— (/S'«/p/iMrc« of Mercuri/.)
This is the characteristic mineral of the Coast Mountains, from Clear
Lake on the north to San Luis Obispo on the south. It appears to be
connected chiefly with the secondaiy rocks, though at San Luis Obispo
Prof. B. Silliman collected a group of fossils which appear to be miocene
tertiary. (See a notice by Mr. Gabb, Proe. Cal. Acad. Nat. Sci.) The
principal locality is the well known mine of New Almaden, in Santa
Clara Countj/, and the adjacent mines of the Bnriqueta and the Guada-
lupe. The ore occurs massive, in large bunches and
"
strings," and is
associated with calc spar, bitumen, and pyrites. The total production
of quicksilver, chiefly from the New Almaden, up to January, eighteen
hundred and sixty-live, was three hundred and seventy-one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-three flasks, valued at about fifteen millions of
dollars in gold. At the "North Almaden," on the east side of the San
Jose Valley, and nearly opposite the New Almaden, considerable quan-
tities of cinnabar have been taken out of prospecting pits at this place,
at several different points. A heavy feri'uginous outcrop shows the gen-
eral course of the metalliferous belt. The rock is hard and flinty, and
is frequently beautifully streaked with brilliant red cinnabar, the whole
sufficiently compact to give fine specimens for polishing by the lapidar}'-.
It occurs abundantly, and in very handsome cabinet specimens, at the
New Idria Mines, in J/oTiifem/ County, at which work has recently been
resumed. There are many localities in Napa, County, and in the vicinity
of Clear Lake, and the Geysers. In small crystals in hornstone, at
Buckhorn Ranch, north of Berreyesa Valley.
In Maripom County, near Coulterville, in finely colored crystals in
quartz in a gold vein. Nevada County, about four miles from Grass Val-
ley, washed out of sluice boxes, and entirely different from the New
Almaden ore in appearance. Arizona, about eighteen miles from the
Colorado River
;
at Olive City, at the "Alma" claim, and the "Eugenie,"
located by Mr. Ehrenberg ; associated with silver. Reported to exist in
Idaho, on the Owyhee River.
CORUNDUM.
Los Augdcs County, in the drift of the San Francisquito Pass, in small
crystals.
—(Baron Richthofen.)
COPPER, NATIVE.
This species is common in small quantities in the surface ores of the
principal copper mines of the State, but is not found below the j-yerma-
nent water level. No veins of this metal like those of Lake Superior are
known upon the Pacific coast, but the abundance of large drifted masses
of solid copper in one or more streams upon the northwest coast, (Russ.
Poss.,) leave little doubt that such veins do exist in that high lati-
tude. Calaveras County—At the Union Mine, some very fine masses of
dendritic or moss copper have been taken out, (Cab. of J. B. Mcader.)
The Keystone Mine, adjoining the Union, also produced some good speci-
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mens in eighteen hundred and sixty-one. Found also at the Napoleon
and the Lancha Plana Mines
;
and in Sacramento County, at the Cos-
umnes Mine. In Santa Barbara County^ occurs disseminated in grains in
the midst of serpentine rock. Arl?:t)ua, on the Gila Jiiver, about ninety
miles from Fort Yuma, at the Arizona Copper Company's mine ; asso-
ciated with red oxide of copper and gi-een carbonate, and spread in crys-
talline masses through a ganguc of calc spar. (Cabinet of the author.)
(For the ores of copper, see Chalcopyrite, Eed Copper, Vitreous Copper,
etc.)
COPPEE GLANCE.
Los Angeles County, at the Maris Mine, Soledad District, in grains and
irregular masses in a syenitic granite. It contains silver. The decom-
jiosition of this ore at and near the surface gives metallic copper, and
metallic silver, incrusting the surfaces of the granite where fissured.
This localit}' was known and worked as early as eighteen hundred and
fifty-three. In Arizona this is the most common ore of copper, especially
in Weaver District, near La Paz, or Olive City. It is usually argentifer-
ous, and is there associated with gold in quartz veins. Found also in the
Cahuabi Vallc}^ the Tajo, and the San Pedro Mines, and near Caborca,
in Northwestern Sonora.
DEEBYSHIRE SPAE.
Castle Dome District, Arizona. (See Fluor Spar.)
DIAMOND.
Butte County, Cherokee Flat, ten miles from Oroville. In well formed,
highly modified crystals, from one eighth to three sixteenths of an inch
in diameter, and generallj' of a pale straw yellow coloi*. Ci-ystallization
tetrahedral, like fig. 267, p. 24, Dana's System of Mineralogy.
Idaho.—Eeported to exist on the Owyhee Elver.
BIAJjJjOGITE—(Carbonate of Manganese.)
Occurs abundantly in the silver bearing veins about Austin, Nevada.
By decomposition it becomes black, and discolors the upper parts of the
vein, but at and below the water line, with the unchanged ores of silver,
it has a delicate flesh red or jsink color.
DOLOMITE.
Amador County, in narrow, snow white" veins, traversing a talcose
chloritic rock, and bearing coarse free gold. (Cabinet of the author,
specimen presented by Mr. James.) Calaveras County, Angel's Camp, in
the Winter, Hill's, and other mines, massive, with the quartz veins, and
bears gold. Sometimes in fine crj-stals, lining cavities. San Bernardino
County, at the Armagosa Mine, bearing coarse gold.
EMBOLITE.
Is believed to occur in the surface ores of Lander County, Nevada, near
Austin, and of Washington District, further south, but has not been
certainly identified.
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EMERALD NICKEL.
Monterey County^ with cbromo ore.
FELDSPAR.
San, Diego County, in crystals. (See Orthoclase.)
FLUOR SPAR.
In crj'stals and large cleavable masses, of various tints—white, pink,
and purple, and green, like the specimens from Derbyshire, England; in
the veins of galena and blende. Castle Dome District, Colorado River,
Arizona. Sparingly, in small white cubes, with the copper ore, at Mount
Diablo.
GALENA—(^«7jj/»«-e^ of Lead.)
This common ore of lead has not yet been found in finely crystallized
cabinet specimens on the Pacific coast. The localities of the massive or
granular ore are numerous— it being found in small quantities in many
of the gold bearing veins of the State, especially at the following: 31ari-
posa County, at Marble Springs Mine ; Princeton Mine ; Adelaide. Cala-
veras County, at the Barnes and Silver Elephant claims, at Murphy's ; at the
Star of the West, Blue Mountain District, and the Good Hunter claims,
with gold. In Sacramento County, at Michigan Bar, with blende and
pyrites. Nevada County, at Meadow Lake, with blende. Tuolumne
County, at the Soulsb}^ Mine, with blende and iron pyrites and gold.
In Nevada County, in several of the veins at Grass Valley, with free
gold. In Tehama County, on Cow Creek; and abundantl}^ in veins on the
Island of Santa Catalina. In Arizona it is abundant in the veins of the
Castle Dome District, twenty-five miles from Fort Yuma; and in the
Eureka District, on the same river, about twenty-five miles further north ;
also in the Piccacho District, and in the Weaver District, near La Paz;
at the Santa Rita Mine, with gray copper ore; in the Tajo vein, with
copper glance, blende, tetrahedrite, and gold; in the Santa Cruz Moun-
tains, south of Fort Buchanan; at the Mowry and Patagonia Mines; at
San Xavier, on the Santa Cruz (Pumpelly.) In Nevada it is abundant on
Walker's River, north of Esmeralda, and at Steamboat Springs, Galena
District. It is also found in portions of the Comstock lode, Washoe,
associated with the silver sulphurets; but where it is associated in that
vein with much blende and' copper pyrites, it is not rich in silver—form-
ing the ore commonly known there as " base metal."
GARNET.
El Dorado County, at Fairmount Mine, three miles from Pilot Hill, in
large blocks and masses two feet thick, or more. Associated with sjiccu-
lar iron, calc spar, iron pyrites, and copper pyrites, with actinolite in
steatite, near Petaluma, Sonoma County; in large semi-crystalline masses,
weighing ten to twenty pounds, and of a light color, from the Coso
mining district. (Specimens of this were brought to San Francisco
under the supposition that it was tin ore.) A beautiful green garnet,
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grossular, is found with the copper ore of the Eo^-ers claim, Hope Valley,
El Dorado County, and similarly in copper ore at the Mountain Meadows,
Los Angeles County. In Russian Amerira, Stickeen Eiver, in finely formed
trapezohedral and dodecahedral crystals, imbedded in mica slate, and
much resembling 6j)ecimens from Monroe, Connecticut,
GOJjT)—{Crystalline.)
Placer County, at Irish Creek, three miles from Coloma, in arborescent
and crystalline masses covered with octahedrons. (Eighteen hundred
and fifty-four, cabinet of author.) At Forest Hill, in the same county,
in tlie placer claims of the Messrs. Deidesheimer, in flattened and dis-
torted octahedra. One crystal is a partially formed octahedron, with a
rectangular base, one inch long b}^ seven eighths of an inch wide. At
Mameluke Hill, near Ceorgetown, in ragged crystalline masses, in a
quartz vein. In El Dorado County, at Spanish Dr}^ Diggings, in large
masses of irregular dendritic crA^'stallizations. One mass recently
obtained weighed about sixteen pounds, and was purchased by Mr.
Dickinson, of New York, for preservation. Calaveras County, a large
partly formed crystal with octahedral edges ; if perfect, would be two
inches in diameter. Tuolumne County, flattened, distorted, octahedrons,
from tlie Whiskey Hill Mine. Mariposa County, octahedrons, from the
placers near Coulterville, but very rare. At the Princeton Mine, rarely,
in nests and bunches of octahedrons, with brilliant faces.
Small delicate microscopic prisms of gold have been found in the
vicinity of Sonora. They appear to be term.inated with crystalline
planes at both ends, and probably are elongated octahedrons. (From
the collection of Dr. Snell.)
Crystals of spongiform gold, from one eighth to one quarter of an inch
in diameter, and as light, almost, as cork, were washed out by Dr. Hill,
from a claim near Angel's. This is a condition of native gold which, it
is believed, has not been hitherto noticed.
In Plumas County, Sherman Lode, Light Cailon, on coatings of green
and blue carbonates of copper, proceeding from the decom])osition of
variegated copper pyrites or vitreous copper, in part. This gold was
apparentl}^ deposited after the deposition of the carbonate of copper.
The specimens are beautiful. (Cabinet of Mr. "Waters, Sacramento.)
Ilnriposa County, in a narrow vein of calcite, or dolomite, two inches
wide, cutting slates; precise locality not known. The gold was in
coarse masses and strings, in the middle of the vein. Amadoi^^ County,
near Drytown, in a vein of pearl spar, which is very pure and white,
and without admixture with quartz or pj-ri'tes. The gold is in coarse
masses in the midst of the pearl spar. (Specimens collected by Mr.
James, and presented to the author.)
Gold in small quantities occurs at many places in the Coast Mountains,
and associated with cinnabar. Some specimens of coarse gold have been
found in the cinnabar veins of Colusa County. In Excelsior District,
gold occurs with molybdenite. In San Bernardino County, at the Arma-
gosa Mine, in feldspar and in calc spar, in a granitic rock, associated also
with arsenolite.
Many large masses of gold have been taken from the placers of Cali-
fornia at various times, of which no authentic record or description has
been kept. In eighteen hundred and sixty-four, a large mass, one hun-
dred and eighty-seven ounces (fifteen and seven twelfths pounds) was
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taken from the Middle Fork of the American Eiver, about two miles
from Michigan Bluifs, Placer County.
The Carson Hill quartz claim, in Calaveras County, is celebrated for
the size and weight of the masses of gold taken from it, some of which
weighed six and seven pounds. (For further observations upon gold, its
geology, and distribution, see an article at the end.)
GOLD AND TELLUEIUM.
'
(See Tellurium.)
GEAY COPPER OEE.
With gold in the Pine Tree Mine, Mariposa Grant, and similarly at
the lona Company's claim, and others upon the same belt near Coulter-
ville. (See Tetrahedrite.)
GEAPHITE.
About twenty miles above the Big Tree Grove, in crystalline scales ;
also at the mine of the Eureka Plumbago Company, (locality not
known.)
GYPSUM.
Los Angeles County^ in the Great Basin, near the entrance to the Sole-
dad or " New Pass." San Diego County^ along the banks of Carizzo
Creek, and on the slope of the Desert. Tulare County, at the vein of
stibnite, in crystals. Nevada County, near the Truckee Pass, in beauti-
ful stellar radiations, from one half of an inch to three inches in diame-
ter. (Cabinet of C. \Y. Smith, Grass Valley.)
HEMATITE—(/S^ecitZar Iron Ore.)
This is a very abundant ore in California, and Arizona on the Colo-
rado Eiver, near Williams' Fork. Some of the dry arroyos or caSons in
that region are ci-owded with blocks of the pure ore, from one to two
feet in diameter. It is broken from beds and seams in an impure raetu-
morphic limestone. The structure is granular, passing into micaceous,
and freshly broken surfaces are extremely brilliant. Specimens of simi-
lar ore were brought in by Jules Marcou, in eighteen hundred and fifty-
three, from the valley of Williams' Fork, further north. This ore occurs
also in Humboldt Valley, and abundantly on the coast of Mexico, south
of Acapulco.
HESSITE.
El Dorado County, (see Telluret op Silver.)
HOENBLENDE.
At San Pablo. At Soledad, in syenite. At Vallecito, near Murphy's.
HYALITE.
Associated with semi-opal, in the Mount Diablo range, about thirty
miles south of Mount Diablo. (In cabinet of J. B. Meader, Stockton.)
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IDOCRASE.
Siegel Lode, El Dorado County. ( ? )
IODIDE OF MERCURY.
Santa Barlara County. (?)
ILMENITE.
El Dorado County, near Georgetown, from the gold -washings; a very
fine cr^-stal, about an inch in diameter, with brilliant plaues.
IRON ORES.
(See Magnetite and Hematite.)
IRIDOSMINE.
With platinum and gold in the beach sands of the northern counties.
An analysis by C. A. Kurlbaum, Jr., in Dr. Genth's laboratory, of a sample
of the residue from gold washing and amalgamation obtained by the
author in eighteen hundred and fitty-four, gave 48.77 per cent of iridos-
mine. Found also as a residue in melting large lots of placer dust.
IRON PYRITES.
Found in most of the gold bearing quartz veins, either crystalline or
massive; usually from one to five per cent of the whole weight of the
ore. The value for gold varies greatly. At Grass Valley the concen-
trated sulphurets are worth from one hundred dollars to three hundred
dollars per ton. Cabinet specimens of this mineral may be had in very
large crystals, cubes, at the Fairmount claim, three miles from Pilot Hill,
El Dorado County. It is there associated with garnets, brown spar, and
specular iron. Found in brilliant druses lining fissures in the rocks of
the E Pluribus Unura tunnel, three miles from Murphy's, Calaveras
County. In brilliant, but small cubical crystals, in the gold ore of the
Mameluke claim, near Georgetown, El Dorado County. Mariposa County,
in large and perfect crystals, in the slates near the Deville Mine,
south of
Princeton Hill. Placer County, in large crystals, near the Grizzly Bear
House, between Auburn and Forest Hill.
JASPER.
Yery fine masses of brown and yellow jasper are abundant near Mur-
phy's, Calaveras County, in the quartz veins, and in the debris
from them.
KERARGYRITE.
(See CnLORiDE or Silver.)
LIGNITE.
San Francisco County, Contra Costa County, Monterey County ; in Amador
County \n thick beds, at the base of the Sierra Nevada; used in lone
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City for steam boilers ; Savta Barbara Counfi/, Humboldt County^ along the
Eei Kiver; Klamath County, at Gold Bluff, four hundred feet below the
surface. (Lieut. Tattle, U. S. A.) Drl Norte County, at Point St. George.
(Prof. Sherman Day.) In Nevada, Wat^hoe County, along the Truckee
liiver; in Lyon County, at the
" Whitman Mines."
LIxAIONITE.
Mariposa County, at Burns' Creek, near the old road to Fort Miller, in
a heavy outcrop of quartz; solitl blocks of limonite, from two to four
feet thick, are found there. (See Gcol. Rec. Cal., p. 290.) Oregon, sixteen
miles from Portland, in an extensive bed; specimens were sent by Gov-
ernor Gibbs to the Mechanics' Fair exhibition in eighteen hundred and
sixtj'-four.
MACLE.
3fariposa County. (See Andalusite.)
MAGInESITE—( Carbonate of Magnesia.)
Tidare County, near Yisalia, between Four Creeks and Moore's Creek,
in the foothills, in solid beds of ])ure white, massive carbonate of magne-
sia, hard, fine-grained, and like unglazed porcelain in texture. The beds
are from one to six feet thick, and ai-e interstratified with talcose slates
and serpentine. Similar beds are described to me as existing in the
Diablo range, Alameda County, about thirty miles south of the mountain.
Mariposa County and Tuolumne County; a heavy bed of magnesian rock,
chiefly magnesite, charged with crystals of iron pj^rites, accompanies the
chief gold bearing quartz vein of those counties. This I'ock is charged
also with nickel and chrome talc in green films, like the magnesite of
Canada.
MAGNETITE.
In large beds, massive, and of superior quality, in Sierra County ; also
in octahedral cr3'stals, forming beautiful cabinet specimens. In Plumas
County, near the line, fine groups of octahedrons associated with garnet (?)
and epidote. (?) Mariposa. County, just east of the Mariposa Estate, on
the ti'ail to Yosemite. Placer County, at Utt's Eanch, six miles from
Auburn. At the Caflada do las Uvas, Los Angeles County, in a vein about
three feet thick, in limestone; in the syenitic granite of the mountains
between the Great Basin and Los Angeles; seen in drift fragments in
tlie Valley of Soledad, or " Williams(;n's Pass." El Dorado County, nt
Yolcanoville, on the Middle Fork of the American Eiver, near the great
quartz vein. This locality was noted bjMhe writer in eighteen hundred
and fifty-three. This ore is, perhaps, titaniferous, but specimens ai'c not
at hand for examination. Trinity County, near Weaverville, in small veins.
(Trask, 3d Eeport, 1865, p. 56.) Ncrada County, three miles from Grass
Valley. El Dorado County, fine octahedral crystals, in slate, near the
Boston Copper Mine; in small brilliant crystals, with quartz, jjyrites,
and calc spar, at the El Dorado Excelsior Copper Claim.
MALACHITE—(^Green carbonate of coj^per.)
In remarkably fine specimens, associated witli crystalline blue car-
bonate, at Hughes' Mine, Calaveras County, (1861.)
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. MANGANESE, OXYD.
(See Pyrolusite.)
MANGANESE, CAEBONATE OF.
(See DiALLOGITE.)
MEECUEY.
Native quicksilver is found in Napa (?) County^ near the Geysers, at
the Pioneer Claim, in a silicious rock.
(For sulphuret of mercury, see Cinnabar.)
MEECUEY, IODIDE OF.
Santa Barbara Count?/, (Mr. G. E. Moore.)
MISPICKEL.
Grass Yalley, Xevacla County, at the Betsey Mine, with gold. This
mineral is a common associate of gold in the quartz veins of the State.
Crystals of mispickel are sometimes penetrated with gold.
MOLYBDATE OF LEAD.
Sttate of Nevada, Comstock lode, in the upper part of the California
Mine, in the " rusty lode," in small j^ellow crystals; in good crystals in
the (?) Miiie, Weaver District, Arizona.
MOLYBDENITE.
Occurs in fine specimens at several localities in the gold region;
Nevada County, at the Excelsior Mine, Excelsior District, abundantly
with gold.
MOUNTAIN COEK.
Tuolumne County.
NICKEL.
(See Emerald Nickel.)
OETHOCLASE.
San Diego County, in granitic veins along the road between Santa Isabel
and San Pasquale, associated with tourmalines and garnet. Fresno
County, at Fort Miller, in coarse grained granite, under the edge of the
lava plateau. OPAL—SEMI OPAL.
A white milkj^ variety of opal is found in Calaveras County, at Mo"kel-
nmneHill, or on the hill near tiiat place, known as Stockton Hill, on the
west side of Chile Gulch. A shaft has been sunk there three hundred
and forty-five feet, and the opals are found in a thin stratum of red gravel.
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They vaiy in size from a kernel of corn to the size of walnuts. Manj" of
them contain dendritic infiltrations of manganese ox.yd, looking like moss.
About a bushel of these stones are raised in one day, and are said to have
a market value. A white milky variety, similar to the ahove, and without
"fire," is found with magnesite in Mount Diablo Eange, thirt}^ miles south
of the mountain. Also in the foothills of the Sierra Nevada, at the Four
Creeks.
PEARL SPAE.
(See Dolomite.)
PETROLEUM.
Abundantly distributed throughout the coast counties from San Diego
in the south to Crescent City in the north. The purest and most limpid
natural oils have thus far been obtained from the localities north of San
Francisco, in Ilumholdt and Colusa Courdies. These oils are green by
reflected light, and resemble the best samples from Pcnnsjdvania. No
abundantly fiowiug wells have yet been found. In Ilumholdt County
there are many springs, giving both oil and gas, and numerous wells are in
progress. So also in Colusa County^ at Bear Valley, about twentj'-five miles
v.'cst of Colusa, several springs, giving a fine quality of lubricating oil
and much gas. Also at Antelope District, nineteen miles west of Colusa.
In Contra Costa County^ ten miles from Oakland, there are petroleum
springs, and a very superior oil has been obtained from the region of
Mount Diablo. In Tulare Counfr/ there is an extensive region where oil
and gas springs abound. The localities are numerous in the Counties of
San Luis Ohisjjo, Santa Barbara, Tulare and Los Angeles.
PLATINA.
AVith iridium and iridosmine, on the coast at Cape Blanco, Southern
Oregon. Analysis of a sample of the mixed metals from Port Orford,
in eighteen hundred and fifty-four, gave forty-three and fifty-four one-
bundredths per cent of platina;
VROVSTITE.—(Light Red Silver Ore.)
In the veins about Austin, Lander County, Nevada, xitthe Daney Mine,
and occasionally in the ore of the Comstock lode.
PYEARGYRITE—(i)ar7^ Red Silver Ore')
(See Eubt Silver.)
PYEOLUSITE.
Eed Island, Bay of San Francisco, in vein or bed 3' to 4' wide, in the
metamorphic jaspery shales—the " prasoid" rocks. This is a remarkably
pure ore of manganese, and has been extensively mined for shipment.
PYEOPIIYLLITE.
Occurs in the gold region ; locality not known. }•
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PYROXENE.
In fine crystals, dark green, near Mud Springs, El Dorado County.
PYROMOEPHITE—(PAosp7m<e of Lead.)
In Nevada, in the outcrops of the Comstock lode, especiall}^ the back
ledges of the Ophir ground, giving green coats and crusts on the surface
of the quartz.
^YB.jm.OTm^—{Magnetic P>jr lies.)
31ariposa Covnfij, at the lona Copper Company's tunnel, north side of
the Merced Eiver, on the trail from Bear Yulley to Coulterville.
QUARTZ.
This abundant mineral is obtained in fine crystals in the quartz veins
in various parts of the State, and in the mines of Washoe. Some large
and well formed crystals, from three to four inches or more in diameter,
have been found at Red Hill, in FJaecr County, (cabinet of C. W. Smith,
Grass Valle^',) and in the placer claims in the vieinit}^ of Placerville,
where also a fine large crystal of smok}^ quartz was found. Mari'poaa
Counti/, on Whitlock's and Shirloek's Creeks, in the quartz veins, in fine
groups of crystals; also at the Mariposa Mine, and in the eastern parts
of the Princeton vein. Calaveras Cuunf//, at the Noble claim, on Domingo
Creek. Nevada Count)/, in the Grass Valley mines, often supporting gold
between the crystals, and at the "French lode," (Eureka?) crj'stals of a
liirht irreenish tin";e, like that of datholite.
RED OXYD OF COPPER.
Occurs sparingly in thin crusts and sheets with the surfiice ores of the
principal copper mines in Calaveras Counti/, especially the Union and the
Ive3-8tone. In Mariposa County, at La Victoire Mine, with green and
blue carbonates of copper. l)el' Norte County, at the Evoca, Alta, and
other mines, in very good cabinet specimens, the cavities being lined
with crj'stals. In Plumas County, and in the upper parts of most of the
copper veins of the State. Arizona, at the Arizona Copper Mining Com-
pany's claim, near the Gila River, in large masses, with native copper
and thin crusts of green carbonate. At the claim known as No. 15,
Yavapais District, with native copper.
RUBY SlJjYEU—^Pf/rarrjyrite.)
This beautiful ore of silver was first observed in the Daney Jline,
AVashoe, li}- the writer, in eighteen hundred and sixty-one, and has since
been found sparingh- in the Ophir and the Gould and Curry. In the
latter mine some vcrj- fine specimens were obtained hy Mr. Strong, and
are de])osited in the cabinet of the company, at the office in A'ii-ginia
City. This ore is abundant in the veins about Austin, Reese River, and
is often so thoroughly spread through the quartz of the gangue as to
give it a decided reddish color. It is generall}- associated with sulphurct
of silver. No good crystals have yet been found.
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SALT—EOCK SALT.
Abundant in the dry season, as an incrustation, tbrongliont California.
Found in large quantities in Nevada, in the beds of de.ssieated lakes at
numerous places. About twelve miles north of Armagosa Mine, in large
masses. In the Wasatch Mountains, southeast of Lake Tim]ianogos, on
the headwaters of a small creek tributary to Utah Lake, in thick strata
of red clay. (Fremont's Geog. Mem., 67.) This is said to be the same
locality mentioned by Father Esealante, in his journal, and noted by
Humboldt on his map as '' Montagnesi de Sd Gemme." Salt cr^^stallizes
from the spray of the waters of the Great Salt Lake, and is found abun-
dantly on its shores, and on twigs and shrubs. The Great Salt Lake is
a saturated solution of common salt. The shores in the dry season are
incrusted with salt, and shallow arms of the lake present beds of salt
for miles. Plants and shrubs are incrusted to a thickness of an inch or
more with crystallized salt deposited by the spray. Five gallons of the
water taken in the month of September, and evaporated bj' Colonel Fre-
mont over a fire, gave fourteen pints of salt, which analj'sis showed, to
have the following proportions (^Fremont' s Memoir, d) :
Chloride of sodium 97. SO
Chloride of calcium 0.61
*
Chloride of magnesium 0.24
Suljjhate of soda 0.2.3
Sulphate of lime 1.12
100.00
SCHORL.
(See Tourmaline.)
SELENITE.
In beautiful stellar crystallizations on the crossing of the Little Truckee,
Ilenness Pass road. The blades composing these aggregates are from
half an inch to two inches in length, and from one eighth to one quarter
of an inch in width. They are perfectly clear, and most of them hemi-
troped so as to form arrow-headed cr^^stals. (Cabinet of C. W. Smith.),
SELENID OF MEECURY.
In large masses from the vicinity of Clear Lake.
SILYER—NATIVE.
This metal, in its native state, is rare in the State of California. At
Silver Mountain District, (Ibrmerl}- El Dorado Counf//,) it occurs in the
dccom])otscd surface ores. Lou ArKjdes Connfij, in the decom])Osed parts of
the Maris vein, Soledad, covering surfaces of syqnite. Sonora, at the
celebrated Pkvn-hay. do. la Plata, just south of the Arizona line, and near
the meridian of Tubac. According to the best Mexican and Jesuit
authorities, large masses of native silver were discovered tliere in seven-
teen hundred and sixty-nine. One mass is reported to have weighed
three thousand six hundred pounds. No vein has been found; the depo-
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sit is a placer. (Pampelly.) Nevada—Storey County, in the Comstock
lode, in filaments, and matted, hairy masses—
" wire silver," usually
closely associated with silver j^lance and stephanite. At' the Burning
Moscow claim, (Ophir,) some largo masses of ore were taken out in eigh-
teen hundred and sixty-four, completely charged with the metal. Occurs
also at the Daney Mine with native gold and sulphuret of silver. Lander
County, in the veins about Austin, associated with the surface ores, such
as the chloride and bromide of silver, and green and blue carbonates of
copper. Idalw Territory, in large masses at the
" Poor Man's lode," or
" Candle-box Mine," where it was said the lumps of silver were as largo
as candle boxes. That a great quantity of large masses of the metal
was taken out there is no doubt. It is common in the silver lodes of the
Owj'hee, and is u^sually very filamentous and finely divided and imbedded
in granular quartz.
SILYER—(rc?^in-e< o/.)
A single specimen was obtained by the author in eighteen hundred and
fifty-four, near Georgetown, in El Dorado County. It had been washed
out from the gold drift, and the parent vein has never been found.
—
{Rep. Geol. Rec. Cal, 302.)
SMOKY QUARTZ.
A large crystal about six inches in diameter, from Placer County, and
in the cabinet of Dr. White, Placerville.
SPHERE.
In small hair-brown crystals in the granite of the Sierra Nevada.
STEPHANITE—(i?>7'«?e Sulphuret of Silver.)
Yery fine crystals of stephanite were obtained from the Ophir and
Mexican Mines, Nevada, soon after they were opened. These crystals
were from half an inch to two inches in length, but were generally
impei-fectly formed. They greatly resemble the crystallizations of vitreous
copper from the Bristol Mine in Connecticut. A large collection of these
was made b}^ R. L. Ogden in eighteen hundred and fifty-nine and sixty,
and were noticed by the writer in the Mining Magazine. They arc now
more rare, but have been found in nearly all the principal claims upon
the Comstock lode. Some very good specimens were taken from the
Gould and Curry, and preserved in the cabinet by C. L. Strong in
eighteen hundred and sixt^^-four. They are frequently implanted among
quartz crystals in nests or geodes, and are covered with a hairy gi'owth
of wire silver.
Crystals of silver ore from Silver Mountain District are probably this
species.
STIBNITE.
Tulare County, in a large vein near the Pass of San Am6dio. (Yide Rep.
Geol. Rec. Cal, pp. 292-3.) It occurs in large, solid masses, boulders of
wdiich are numerous in the beds of the arroyos leading from the vein.
In Nevada, at or near the Gem Mine, Dunglen ; at the Sheba Mine, in
beautiful needle-like crystals ; and at the De Soto and other mines in that
vicinity; in Russ District, Great Basin.
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STEOYMEYERITE.
{
Arizona, Hcintzleman Mine.
SULPHUR.
Colusa Counfi/ ; Napa Counfi/, ixt the ^ Geysers. In Nevada, in extinct
solfataras, Humboldt Valley.
SULPHUEET OF SILVER.
Nevada, Corastock lode; occurs with stephanite in the Ophir, Mexican,
Gould and Curry, and other mines upon that line of claims. It is also
j)resent in the ore of the vein at Gold Hill, and appears to be the chief
source of the silver in those ores. It has not been observed in crystals.
In the large chamber of the Ophir Mine, in eighteen hundred and sixty-
one, it was very abundant, in irregular masses ramif^'ing through the
fragmentary white quartz so as to hold it together in hand specimens.
Large masses of vein-stuff could be broken down, in which the sul])huret
of silver constituted at least half of the whole weight. Native gold
was commonly associated with it in that part of the mine. It is now
more frequently found associated with copper pyrites and galena. This
species is also found in small ciystals in the ore of the Daney Mine, asso-
ciated with native silver, gold, and ruby silver. It is common in the
ores of Reese River, associated vt^ith ruby silver and manganese spar. It
is probably the chief ore of silver in the Coi'tez District.
SITLPHURET OF IRON.
(See Iron Pyrites.)
TELLURET OF SILVER.
(See Silver.)
El Dorado County.
TETRAHEDRITE—(G^m^ Copper.)
Mariposa County, with the gold in the Pine Tree vein ; also with the gold
in the same or similar vein at the Crown lode, Emily Peak, and at Coul-
terville in several claims. Calaveras County, at Carson Hill, in the large
vein, and associated with gold. This ore in decomposing leaves a blue
stain of carbonate in the quartz, and where it is found the rock is gener-
ally rich in gold. In Nevada it occurs abundantly in the Sheba Mine,
Ilumholdt County, massive and rich in silver. It is associated with the
following species, which were noted from time to time by Mr. Moss, the
Superintendent, and in part by the author: Ruby silver, argentiferous
galena, antimonial galena, iron pyrites, blende, cerusite, calcite, quartz
with acicular antimony, sulphuret of antimony in delicate needles and
massive, native silver, bournonite. Found also in Lander County, with
the silver ores of the veins near Austin
;
at the Comet lode, Veatch Caiion,
south of Austin. Los Angeles County—At the Zapata claim, San Gabi'iel
Mountains. Arizona—At the Hcintzleman Mine, containing from one to
one and a half per cent of silver. (Pumpelly.) Also at the Santa Rita
Mine, associated with galena. .
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TELLUEIUM AND GOJjT)—(TetracIi/mi(e?)
At the Meloncs and Stanislaus Mines, one mile south of Carson Hill,
Calaveras County. Yery beautiful specimens of native gold associated
with tellurium were taken out of a vein from six to ei(>hteen inches thick,
and at a depth of two hundred feet from the surface. This teliuret has
a tin white color, and is not foliated like the tetradymite from the Field
vein in Georgia. Its exact specific character is not yet determined.
TIX OEE—( O^iT/fZ o/ Tin.)
(See Cassiterite.)
TOPAZ.
In clear, colorless crystals, finely terminated, from one eighth of an
inch to half an inch in diauieter, found in the tin washings of Durango,
Mexico. (Cabinet of the author, eighteen hundred and sixtj^-four.)
Noticed by C. F. Chandler, American Journal of Science, eighteen hundred
and sixty-five.
TOUEMALINE.
San Diego County., north side of the Yalley of San Felipe, in feldspathic
veins, (for description and figure see Eep. Geol. Eec. Cal., Blake, p. 304;)
Tuolumne County.
TEEMOLIT^E. .
White and fibrous in limestone, Columbia, Tuolumne County.
'
TUNGSTATE OF MANGANESE,
With tungstate of lime, in the Mammoth Mining District, Nevada.
(C. T. Jackson, Proc. Cal. Acad, iii, 199.)
YAEIEGATED COPPEE ORE—Q'Horseflesh ore.")
Sigel lode, in Plumas County.
YITEEOUS COPPEE.
(See Copper Glance.)
ZINC.
(See Blende.)
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PEINCIPAL PUBLIC AND PEIVATB
imERALOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS
IN CALIFORNIA,
KNOWN TO THE AUTHOR.
I.—PUBLIC COLLECTIONS.
State Geological Collection—Sacramento and San Francisco ; not
arranged, and in part destroyed by fire in eighteen hundred and sixty-
five, at the Pacific Warehouse.
State Agricultural Society's—At Sacramento ; partly in cases, but
not classified or arrano;ed.&'
San Joaquin Agricultural Society—At Stockton; collected chiefly
by Dr. Holden ; not large, nor well arranged.
California Academy of Natural Sciences—At San Francisco ; not
arranged; in boxes, and stored, awaiting a suitable room or building for
their display. This collection was made in great part by and tlirough
the exertions of Dr. J. G. Trask, and has many valuable specimens taken
from our mines soon after their discovery.
College of California—At Oakland. A collection of minerals and
fossils of California
; partly arranged.
Santa Clara College—(No particulars known.)
Odd Fellows' Library Association—At San Francisco. A valuable
miscellaneous collection of minerals, ores, fossils, and curiosities, chiefly
the donation of the members of the Order; arranged in cases, at the
Hall. The Order is indebted, chiefly, for this valua'ble addition to their
rooms to the zeal and enthusiasm of their President, S. II. Parker, Esq.
Occidental Hotel—Lewis Leland, San Francisco. A collection con-
taining many very choice and valuable specimens of ores and precious
metals of the Pacific coast.
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II.—PEIYATE COLLECTIONS.
W. P. Blake—At San Francisco and Oakland. A collection of mine-
rals, ores, geological specimens, and fossils, from California, Nevada, Ari-
zona, Idaho, Mexico, the Eastern States, Japan, and China, with some
European minerals. About sixty boxes of this collection were destroyed
in the Pacific AYarehouse, by fire, in eighteen hundred and sixty-five. A
portion, stored at the College and elsewhere, was uninjured. It is now
partly. in boxes, and partly in cases, in San Francisco, and at the College
of California, Oakland. There are probably five thou.sand to six thou-
sand specimens, a great part of them selected by the owner at the locali-
ties. It contains a valuable and extensive stiite of crystalline gold.
Dr. J. M. Frey—Sacramento. A large and valuable miscellaneous col-
lection of Pacific coast minerals, including a fine suite of gold in crystals.
Arranged in part, in cases, in Sacramento.
'
Dr. John Hewston, Jr.—San Francisco. Miscellaneous collection.
Dr. Jones—Murphy's, Calaveras County. A miscellaneous collection,
chieflv local.
A. P. MoLiTOR—San Francisco. Miscellaneous collection.
E. L. Ogden—San Francisco. A miscellaneous collection of copper
and gold ores. A large collection made by this gentleman up to eighteen
hundred and sixtj^-one, was purchased by W. P. Blake, in eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-one.
Augusts Eemond—San Francisco. (No particulars known.)
*Dr. Snell—Sonora, Tuolumne County. A rich and valuable collection
of fossils and aboriginal relics from the auriferous gravel under Table
Mountain, and of minerals and ores from that region. This is the rich-
est collection of relics of the mastodon and the mammoth in California.
T. J. Spear—San Francisco; formerly at Georgetown, in eighteen
hundred and sixty-two and three. A small miscellaneous collection,
which included an ammonite, from the gold slates of the American Eiver;
valuable to science as one of the evidences of the secondary age of the
gold bearing rocks of California.
Dr. Stout—San Francisco. A miscellaneous collection of Eastern and
European specimens, arranged in cases.
C. W. Smith—Grass Yalley, ISTevada County. An interesting collec-
tion, arranged in cases, and containing some choice specimens from the
mines of Grass Yalley.
Dr. White—Placerville, El Dorado County. A miscellaneous collec-
tion, containing many interesting specimens from that region, and some
foreign minerals, b}^ exchange.
W. E. Waters—Sacramento. Miscellaneous collection of mineral^ and
ores, arranged in case.
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OF THE
PRECIOUS METALS AND VALUABLE MINERALS
ox TUE
PACIFIC SLOPE OF THE UNITED STATES.
If we attempt to delineate hy colors upon a map the geographical
distribution of the gold, silver, copper, and quicksilver localities of the
Pacific slope, we obtain a series of nearly parallel belts or zones, follow-
ing the general course or trend of the mountain chains and of the coast.
So, also, if we enter the Golden Gate and travel eastward across the
country to the Rocky Mountains, we pass successively through zones or
belts of countiy characterized mineralogically by different metals and
minerals.
In the Coast Mountains, for example, quicksilver is the chief, and the
highly characteristic economical mineral. The localities of its ore are
strung along the mountains through the counties north and south of the
Golden Gate. We have also petroleum, sulphur, and calcareous springs,
nearly coincident in their distribution. Passing from this grouping of
minerals eastward over the coal beds of Mount Diablo, and crossing the
great interior valley of California, (probably underlaid by lignite,) we
rise upon the slope of the Sierra Nevada, and reach the copper producing
rocks. These form a well marked zone, which has been traced almost
uninterruptedly from Mariposa to Oregon, following the lower hills of the
Sierra Nevada.
East of the copper belt, (and in the central counties, over a chain of
hills known as " Bear Mountains,") we find the great gold bearing zone,
characterized by lines of quartz ledges, following the mountains in their
general northwesterly and southeasterly course. This gold belt is com-
posite in its character—the veins traversing either slates, limestones,
sandstones, or granite.
Crossing the snow-covered crest of the Sierra, where in some parts
iron ores have been found, we leave the region of gold and enter that of
silver mingled with gold, extending up and down the interior eastern
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slope of tlie Sierra throughout California, into Arizona and Mexico on
the south, and Idaho on the north.
At the Reese Eiver Mountains, further cast, towards Salt Lake, the
gold is replaced by silver, associated with copper, antimony, and arsenic;
and this grouping is in its turn replaced by the gold bearing sulphurets
of the Eocky Mountains. This is the general distribution of the precious
metals. There are, doubtless, local exceptions.
It is evident that this distribution of the metals and minerals in zones
has been determined by the nature of the rocky strata, and by their
condition of metamorphism. It is worth}- of note that the minerals of
the coast ranges are chiefly the more volatile and soluble, such as cinna-
bar, sulphur, petroleum, and borax, distributed in rocks ranging from the
tertiarj- to the cretaceous, inclusive.
The longitudinal extension of the gold bearing zone is yd undeter-
mined. The metal has been traced through the whole length of Califor-
nia, through Oregon and Washington into British Columbia, and beyond,
along the Russian possessions, towards the Arctic Sea. Southward, it is
prolonged into Sonora and Mexico, and there is every reason to believe
that its extension is coincident with the great mountain chain of North
America in its course around the globe, into and through Asia.
After years of laborious search for fossils by which the age of the gold
bearing rocks might be determined, I had the pleasure early in eighteen
hundred and sixty-three, to obtain a specimen containing Ammonites
from a locality on the American Eiver, preserved in the cabinet of Mr.
Spear. This fossil was of extreme importance, being indicative of the sec-
ondary age of the gold bearing slates, and was therefore photographed, and
copies of it sent to the Smithsonian Institution at Washington, for descrip-
tion. It was subsequently noticed in the proceedings of the California
Academy of Natural Sciences, September, eighteen hundred and sixt}--
four. The same year, when at Bear Yalley, Mariposa County, upon the
chief gold bearing rocks of California, I identified a group of secondary
fossils from the slates contiguous to the Pine Tree Vein, and noticed thcni
at a meeting of the California Academ}-, October third, eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, announcing the Jurassic or cretaceous age of these slates.
The best cluiraterizcd fo>sil was a Plagiudomn, (or Lima,) to which I pro-
visionally attached the name Erringtoni."^ The attention of the geolo-
gical survey having been directed to this localit}^ \)j mj'^announcement
and exhibition of the fossils in San Francisco and at the Academy, Mr.
Gabb, the Palaeontologist of the Survey, visited the locality and obtained
specimens. These fossils were of such interest and importance to science,
and to the geological description of the State, that an extra plate was
engraved for them and published in the appendix to the volume on the
Geology, recently issued.f
Fossils of secondary age from Gencssee Yalley, in the northern part
of the State, were common in collections in eighteen hundred and sixty-
four, and are described by the State Geological Survey, volume one, palae-
ontology. It appears also, from the same source, that Mr. King, a gentle-
man connected with the survej^, had obtained peltmniles from the Mari-
"* In honor of Miss Errington, a lady residing on the estate, and who drew my attention to some
impressions ou the slates which she had picked up on the English trail, which proved to he fossils.
f I regret to obser\e, that in this publication, as well as in Jlr. Gabb's notice of the fossils, no
mention is made of my previous announcement, and that my part in the discovery and publication
of the secondary age of the Mai'iposas gold rocks, is studiously and wholly ignored.
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posas rocks in eighteen hundred and sixty-four, but no figures or descrip-
tions are given.
We may thus" regard the secondary age of a part, at least, of the gold
bearing rocks of the Sierra Nevada as established, a result of no small
importance practicall}', for it destroj^s the dogma, which has been very
generally accepted, that the Silurian or Pala)ozoic rocks are the reposi-
tories of the gold of the globe. We may now look for gold in regions
whei-e, before, it was generally presumed to be absent, because the forma-
tions were not Silurian or Pala30zoic.
The Silurian age of the gold rocks of California has not alwaj^s been
assumed. It has been repeatedly questioned. In the preface to the
writer's
"Report of a Geological Eeconuoissance in California" it is stated
that a considerable part of the gold bearing slates of California are prob-
ably carboniferous. The absence of all evidence of Silurian fossils west
of the Eocky Mountains is also distinctly noted—(p. 276.) The opinion
of the comparatively modern age of the gold rocks has been steadily
gaining strength and support for j'ears past, and has been the subject of
discussion in the daily journals.
The prevalence of gold in the Coast Mountains, in or in close proximity
to rocks of tertiary age, leads us to question whether it may not occur in
the rocks of this late period also. The fact, recently ascertained, that
gold is very generally associated with cinnabar, makes it more than
probable that the metal has been deposited in formations as recent even
as the Miocene, (or middle tertiary',) for, according to the best evidence
we now have, this is the age of a part, at least, of the quicksilver bear-
ing rocks.
Such a result need not surprise us, although so far in opposition to
generally existing views of the geological association of gold. The geo-
logical age of the rocks has manifestly nothing to do with the deposition
of gold; it is only necessaiy that the rocks should have a favorable
mineral composition and a suitable degree of raetamorphism. On this
general view, we maybe prepared to find gold in rocks of any geological
period, from the tertiary to the Laurentian or Huronian rocks, inclusive.
The lithology of the chief gold bearing zone or belt of rocks of Cali-
fornia is interesting. The chief or "Mother Vein" extends through
several counties, with occasional breaks or interruptions ; and throughout
its course preserves its distinguishing characters. It follows also the
same geological horizon, or zone, keeping between well marked geological
and geographical boundaries, so that a description of the strata adjoin-
ing it at one place will serve to give a general view of them throughout.
A cross section in considerable detail was made on the Mariposa estate
in eighteen hundred and sixty-four. This estate includes the southern
end of the "Great Vein"—thei^e known as the "Pino Tree." . It also
includes several veins lying west of the line of the Pine Tree, of which
the most important is the "Princeton," noted for its richness and lai'ge
production of gold. This group of veins follows a long valley between
two high ridges—Bear Mountain on the west, and Mount Bullion on the
east. Those ridges are formed of hard rocks; the rocks of the valley
are argillaceous and sandy slates and sandstones. The stratification of
these slates is remaikably regular and distinct—their thin outcrops
standing sharply out at intervals in long lines in the ravines and on the
hillsides, mark their trend, and show that they arc nearly vertical, or
have a slight inclination northeast or easterly. The general direction of
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the outcroi^s and of the valley is northwest and southeast; hut there are
several local variations.
These slates are generally light colored or drah at the surface; but in
depth they are black, like roolii]g slate, and break up into rhomboids.
This is particularly well shown at the Princeton Vein. There are nume-
rous intercalations of sandy layers passing into sandstones—sometimes
into coarse grits, and even pebbly beds, and beds of slaty conglomerate.
The softer and most finely laminated portion of the group is generally
found near the medial line of the valley, and is the point at which the
Princeton Vein occurs. It is near this part of the series, at the north-
ern end of the estate, that the Jurassic fossils occur.
The following is an approximate geological section of the estate, at
right angles to the course of the rocks, and nearly over the Princeton
Vein. It is a composite section, being made up of three distinct portions
where the observations had extended, but all near together, so as to pre-
sent a ftiir view of the sequence of the formations. The wdiole embraces
a distince of about four miles, according to the scale of the small pub-
lished map of the estate. The southwestern end is taken along Bear
Creek, the middle portion across the Princeton Vein, and the remainder
on a line near Upper Agua Fria, northeastei-ly to Bullion Eidge. The
following is the sequence of formations from west to east :
SECTION ACROSS THE MARIPOSAS.
1. Coarse, heavy conglomerates, metamorpliosed—Bear Mountains.
2. Compact crystalliue slates ; crystalline cleavage.
3. Conglomerate ; slaty.
4. Argillaceous slates, regularly stratified ; thick series.
5. Siindstone and sandy beds, (thin.)
6. Princeton gold vein ; quartz three fgct thick. •
7. Argillaceous slates and quartz veins; the horizon of the Jurassic fossils.
8. Magnesian rock and quartz veins.
9. Pine Tree or "Mother Vein," or its extension.
10. Argillaceous slates.
11. Conglomerate; slaty.
12. Compact slates.
13. Greenstone, limited in extent; probably a metamorphosed sandstone.
14. Sandstones and saudj' slates.
15. Serpentine and magucsian rocks—the northern extension of Buckeye Ridge.
16. Compact slates, crystalline and much metamorphosed.
17. Conglomerates and sandstones, heavy and massive; the so-called "greenstone" of Mount
Bullion Range.
This is the general outline of the formations. Both of the bounding
ranges of the valley are formed by the heavy metamorphic conglome-
rates, so miich altered and changed as to be scarcely recognizable. They
are generally supposed to be formed of greenstone, and in some j^laces
they do not give any evidence of their sedimentary origin; in others,
the outlines of the pebbles and boulders are distinct. These boulders
are remarkably large and heayj''. From the general similarity of the
rocks of these two ranges—Bear Mountain on the west and Bullion Eange
on the east—together with the succession and character of tlie forma-
tions between, I am led to regard the whole series as a fold or plication,
and the valley as either synclinal or anticlinal—probably the former."^
*The above section of the gold formation of the estate, and the substance of the observations
upon it, were given in a report to F. L. Olmsted, Esij., in eighteen hundred and sixty-four. Incditcd.
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Bear Mountain Eange is prolonged far to the north into Calaveras
County, and there proves the separation between the Yalley of Cop-
peropolis, traversed by the Eeed or Union copper lode, and the gold
quartz region of Angel's Camp and Carson Hill. The whole belt of
formations from Amador County, northeastward, through Calaveras,
Tuolumne, and Mariposa Counties, is an interesting field for a geologist
to work up, to show not only the geographical extent of the rocks and
the veins, but the structure or folding of the Avhole. The two lines of
hai'd conglomerate forming the high ridges, are distinct for nearl}^ the
whole distance. The serpentine rocks which accompan}- the gold forma-
tion are probably the result of local metamorphic action, for they often
occur in lenticular or elipsoidal patches in the other rocks. So also the
greenstone, in places, appears to be an altered portion of rocks, which at
other points are distinct!}" sedimentary, and exhibit slaty stratification.
[Note.—Professor Whitney, finding that his time was so much pre-oecupied with his duties as
State Geologist that he could not prepare the article on the Ph3'&ical Geography of the State, so
notified the Board. Professor Blake was substituted as Geologist to the Board for eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-six, and has very kindly contributed the foregoing article for eighteen hundred
and sixty-fire.]
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IMPORTS.
BUTTER.
It is a singulni" and significant fact, that while California contained
more milch cows, in eighteen hundred and sixty, in proportion to the
number of inhabitants than any other State in the Union, she has, not-
withstanding, ever since that time been one of the best markets for the
products of the dairy of an}- other State of equal population in the world.
The following table shows the number of milch cows to everj- one hun-
dred persons in the different sections, and in the whole United States,
and the amount of butter and cheese made from each one
years eighteen hundred and sixty and eighteen hundred and fifty :
during the
Milch Cows. Butter.
1860. 1850. 1860. 1850.
Cheese.
ISCO. 1850.
New England States
Middle States
Western States
Pacific States
Southern States
United States and Terri-
tories
21
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and five thousand four hundred and seven, w^hile her population was
three hundred and seventy-nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-four,
making about two cows for every tliree persons. Considering such a
state of fiicts, one would hardly have supposed that California would
have continued to be a large importer of butter and cheese from the
other States. Yet such is the ugly fact, notwithstanding our population
has been constantly on the decline since that date. Taking the above
figures into account, the following table does not speak very well for the
farmers of Califoi'nia, or for the State itself
TABLE
Shoiowg the incniber of firlcins and poxmds of Butter imported into this State
from the East during each of the last six i/ears, and the average pr?Ve for
each 1/ear, and the ivhole mimber of pounds, and the whole cost :
Years. Firkins. Pounds.
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
Totals
53,103
36,388
72,536
63,240
56,171
60,828
5,310,300
3,638,800
53,6007 9
Average price. Total cost per year.
6,324,000
5,617,100
6,082,800
34,226 600
27} cents.
28} cents.
2ii cents.
24t cents.
32J cents.
65 cents.
$1,446,996 73
1.027,941 00
3,765.042 66
1,565,190 00
1,816,195 66
2,128,980 00
$9,768,346 05
It will be seen bj^ the above table, that in the face of the facts above
related, California has imported within the last six years from the loyal
Atlantic States, thirty-four million two hundred and twenty-six thousand
six hundred pounds of butter, at the enormous expense of nine million
seven hundred and sixty-eight thousand three hundred and forty-six
dollars and five cents; or one million six hundred and twentj^-eight
thousand and fift3^-seven dollars and sixty-seven cents per annum.
By the census of eighteen hundred and sixty, we find there were at
that date twenty thousand eight hundred and thirty-six farmers in our
State; and we have seen that they possessed among them two hundred
and five thousand four hundred and seven cows.
Now, suppose these farmers had milked and properly cared for their
cows in eighteen hundred and sixty-one, and made frojn each fifty-three
pounds of butter, which is only the average number of pounds that was
made from all the cows in the "whole United States in eighteen hundred
and sixty, the product would have been equal to ten million eight hun-
dred and eighty-six thousand five hundred and sevent^^-one pounds. At
twenty-eight and one quarter cents per pound, the average price at which
butter sold at wholesale that year at San Francisco, this amount would
have put into their pockets the handsome sum of three million seventy-
five thousand four hundred and sixty-six dollars. Or, they could have
supplied the whole amount of butter imported that year, pocketed the
one million twenty-seven thousand nine hundred and forty-one dollars
paid for it, and retained for their own consumption seven million two hun-
dred and forty-seven thousand seven hundred and seventy-one pounds.
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Instead of such a state of plenty, which the farmers could have produced
for themselves and the State, the facts are that one half of them did not
even enjoy the luxury of milk for their tea and coffee, and were them-
selves the consumers of their full proportion of the hutter imported.
But many of them, and those among the lai'gest owners of stock, did not
see a ])Ound of butter on their tables for months at a time. It is true,
this state of things is somewhat improved since eighteen hundred and
sixty-one ; but there is yet such a reckless, careless practice among the
farmers in this State in regard to the daily interests, and indeed in regard
to stock raising in general, as can scarcely be accounted for upon any
reasonable
'hypothesis. One fact may be stated as an explanation of the
anomaly. Most of the stock (horned cattle) that were brought into this
State in early daj's were bought up in the Western States by western
men, and driven across the plains on speculation, and with an idea, prin-
cipally, of suppljnug the market here with beef, which was then in great
demand. In this manner the country was overstocked, and when this
fact was apparent, cattle Avent as much below their real value as they had
been above it, and being a drug in the market, no one desired to invest in
cattle, as they only thought of the use that they could be put to for sup-
plying meat and for their increase.
A few persons, however, being led b}' circumstances to see the oppor-
tunity, bought up cows, and locating near towns and cities, have become
rich b}' supplying the citizens with milk. While there have been the
same oj^portunities for accumulating wealth by the manufacturing of
butter and cheese, those opportunities have not been embraced for the
reason that there was a litte more labor between the investment of the
money in the cows and the return for their product. Then again, there
was at one time a very prevalent idea that butter conld not be made in
our climate so as to keep any length of time. This idea had as little
foundation in fact as the other very superficial idea that cattle were not
desirable for the reason that they were very cheap. Both these notions
are being exploded, and if our farmers will investigate this branch of
business a little, they will see that there are yet as favorable opportuni-
ties for making money in the dairj- business as there ever has been.
But if they do not purchase their cows soon, they may have to pay
exorbitant prices for them, as any one can see that from various causes
stock are becoming more scarce in this State, and will soon become in
good demand. Tiae cattle disease is killing off the cattle to a frightful
extent on the eastern continent, and the war in the Atlantic States has
reduced the number there very much, while the severe winter of eighteen
hundred and sixty-one and eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and the
drought of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, have done their work in our
State. Yet with all these facts before them, the farmers are raising no
calves. As soon as the}' are from four to six weeks old they are sold to
the butcher. This has been the case for the last three or four years, and
the effect of the policy will soon be felt. Owing to this short-sighted
practice of our farmers, California, one of the most favorable States in
the Union for stock itiising and dairy business, is making for herself a
most unfavorable record as compared to her sister States, who have
scarcely any of our natural facilities.
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CHEESE.
In the above tables we have only shown the importations of butter.
"We now call attention to the following table, showing the amount of
cheese that has been imported into California for the last three j'cars :
Years.
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The following table shows the number of hogs- in the different sections,
and in the United States and Territories, to each one hundred inhabi-
tants, in eighteen hundred and fifty, and in- eighteen hundred and sixty:
1850. I860.
New England States..
Middle States
Western States
Southern States
Pacific States
States and Territories
13
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Total number of pounds imported in the tbrce years.
Total cost of same
Aveniijje armiial importation, (pounds)
Avera^je annual cost
J 5,735,795
$2,606,430
5,245,265
$868,810
Thus it seems that notwithstanding the facts stated above, as to the
rehitive number of hogs and popuhilion in California, and the rapid
increase of the former from eighteen hundred and fifty to eighteen hun-
dred and sixty, and notwithstanding the fact that in consequence of the
w'ar the Southern States have exported nothing in this line, and the
Northern States have had a large .army to feed, still they have been
sending us bacon, hams, pork, and lard, at the rate of five million two
hundred andYoi;ty-tive thousand two hundred and sixty-five pounds per
annum, and for which we have sent them annually, on an average, the
sum of eight hundred and sixty eight thousand eight hundred and ten.
dollars, in gold.,
During this same time our farmers have been laboring under the fear
that if they raised a large quantity of grain they would not be able to
find a remunerative market for what they feared Avould be a surplus.
Hence we have frequently heard it remarked by farmers that there was
no inducement in California to produce a large quantity of grain, or that
there was no advantage in having a good crop, for the reason that the
price would so much depreciate as to render a good crop less remunera-
tive than a poor or scant one. To render agricultural pirsuits successful
in any country requires something more than the cultivation of a large
number of acres of land, and something more even than the production
of splendid crops on all these acres. The farmers of any country may
produce ten times as much wheat and barley or any other product as is
demanded for consumption, and still be unprosperous and poor. A
mechanic in California would bo considered very stupid indeed if he
were to turn his attention entirely to the manufacture of sleighs and
cutters, when only now and then one is called for, and when at the same
time he could sell at a good profit all the wagons and carriages he could
make. So it is with the agriculturists j they cannot expect to be pros-
perous and successful unless they turn their attention to the production
of such articles as are in demand. AVe have often observed that those
farmci-s in an}^ country Avho make a practice of driving their grain to
market,, that is, who feed it to stock, and when fat, drive that to market,
are generally if not universally the most prosperous. . Especially has
this'been the ease in California, as any one who will reflect for a moment
will agree. In this Ava}^ farmers who live at a great distance from mar-
kets can, to a certain extent, overcome this disadvantage, for it costs
but a very little to drive a drove of fat hogs or cattle to market com-
pared to the expense of ti'ansporting grain of an equal value to the
same market. Again, good pork and beef have, as a general thing in
California, especially in the winter season, commanded a much better-
price comparatively than grains. In fact, we believe no branch of agri-
cultural business in our State for the last five or six years has presented
the opportunity for so sure and profitable returns as stall or winter feed-
ing cattle for the earlj' spring market. Beef and pork has uniformly
been high and poor in our markets for years past, from December to
April, and unless a reform is brought about by the farmers of this.
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countiy, sucli will continue to be the case. It is hoped, however, that
the farmers Avill learn to pay more attention to the wants and demands
of the country, and thus strive to produce a greater variety of articles,
instead of continuing to overstock the market with some particular pro-
ducts while we are constantly importing others which they can just as
easily and more profitably produce.
o
SUGAR AND MOLASSES.
Very few persons have any idea of the quantity of sugar produced
and consumed in the world. Neither have many any idea of the quan-
tity consumed in California, the amount of monej' we annually pa}' for
the same, and how easily we could supply enough for our own consurap>-
tion and to spare.
The following table shows the annual production of sugar throughout
the world :
Countries. Pounds.
Bengalee, China, Siam
English Colonies
Spanish Colonies
Dutch Colonies
Swedish and Danish Colonies.
French Colonies
France
Belgium
Brazil ,
United States
Germany
Ru ssia ,
East Indias and other countries.
200
440
650
160
20
220
303
12
350
420
304
70
,951
000,000
000.000
,000,000
.000,000
.000,000
,000,000
.000,000
.000,000
,000,000
.000,000
.000,000
.000,006
.494.000
Total pounds ! 5,100,494.000
The classification as to kinds, is supposed to be about as follows
Class. Pounds.
Cane sugar 2.900,000,000
Beet sugar 960.000.000
Maple sugar | 40,494,000
Palm sugar i 200,000,000
Total
! 5,100,494,000
One would naturally suppose that the United States, with her vast
maple forests in the Northern States, and her sugar plantations in the
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South, could supply her own demand; but such is far from being the
case, as will be seen by the following table :
IMPORTS OP MOLASSES AND SUGAR INTO THE UNITED STATES.
Years.
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GALLONS MOLASSES.
Eighteen linndred find sixty-three.
Eighteen hundred and sixtj'-four...
Eighteen hundred and sixty-five...
Total
POUNDS SUGAR.
Eighteen hundred and sixty-three
Eigliteen hundred and sixty-four..
Eighteen hundred and sixty-five...
Total,
Cost of molasses.
Cost of SUgi
263,670
334,620
469.950
1.068.240
30,141,513
27,420,106
29,808,891
87,370,510
$.534,120 00
13.505.576 50
Total cost of both 814,039,696 50
For molasses and su^-ar imported, it Avill be seen that California has
paid, during the last three years, the sum of fourteen million thirty-
nine thousand six hundred and ninety-six dollars, or at the rate of four
million six hundred and seventj'-nine thousand eight hundred and ninety-
nine dollars per. year. We have reckoned the molasses at fifty cents a
gallon, and the sugar at fifteen cents a pound, which is believed to be
about the average paid for the dilt'erent qualities at San Francisco.
This has been done in the face of the fact which has been demonstrated
in Fi-ance and in some of the Eastern States, that sugar and molasses can
be produced from the ichite heet of Silcski, or common sugar beet, at a
much less expense than they can be produced from the Louisiana cane,
in Louisiana. In France the beet produces about ten tons to the acre
on an average, while in this State the average product per aci'C, as estab-
lished by actual experiment, is about Miy tons. The reason of this
great difference in product in favor of California is very plain, when it is
stated that in France, on account of climate, the beet can only occupy
about seven months to mature in, while here it will grow the whole
year, and may at all seasons be allowed to grow at least ten months;
and the growth here, on account of the peculiarly favorable climate, is
more rapid than in France. A single beet has been known to attain in
one season, near Sacramento, the remarkable weight of one hundred
pounds. Again, it is a well established fact that beets, or any other
vegetable, secretes more saccharine matter when grown in a dry cli-
mate, Avithout rain, than when grown in a Avet climate, subject to fre-
quent showers of rain. In the latter case, much more water and less
sugar enters into the composition of all vegetables. Thus it has been
ascertained in France that if beets are allowed to remain in the ground
and grow after the fall rains set in, water increases and sugar decreases,
thus rendering the crop less valuable. This fact can be detected by the
taste.
In France, the average j-ield of sugar per acre is about one thousand
pounds a j-ear, while here the yield maybe made to. reach five times
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that jirnoimt, or five thousand ponds. This, at fifteen cents a pound,
would be worth seven hundred and fifty dollars—the product of one
acre
;
while the product of one acre in France would only reach one
hundred and fifty dollars, after paying the freight and duties on the
importation to this country for a market; the duties, on an average,
being about thi'ee and a half cents a pound.
Again, the cost of land in this State is really nothing compared to the
cost in France. The above facts would seem to present sufficient induce-
ment to determine capitalists to embark in the enterprise of producing
sugar and molasses in California. But the State Legislatxire, realizing
the great advantages of producing these articles to an extent sufticient
to supply our home consumption, has created an additional inducement.
In eighteen hundred and sixt^^-two, thc}^ passed a law which, among
others, offers the following premiums for sugar:
"For the first one hundred bags of sugar, containing one hundred
pounds each, produced from sorghum, five hundred dollars ; for the same
quantity produced the next succeeding j^ear, two hundred and fifty dol-
lars; for the same quantit}^ produced the second succeeding year, one
hundred and fifty dollars; for the same quantity produced the third
succeeding year, one hundred dollars; for the same quantity of sugar
produced from sugar cane, the same premiums, and upon the same con-
ditions, shall be paid ; and also for the same quantity produced from hcet root,
the same jjremiums, upon the same conditions."
•
Manufixctories for the production of beet sugar should be established
in the vicinity where the beets are raised, that the refuse pulp and leaves
may be fed to stock on the ground, and to save transportation. In this
manner, land may be made to produce a crop every year and be con-
stantly improved in productiveness, and at the same time, made to sup-
port a yovy large number of cattle and swine. Upon this subject it is
remarked by M. de Lavergue, in his recent work on French agriculture:
" It Avas feared in the first instance that the cultivation of sugar beet
would lessen the production of cattle and wheat, by occupjn'ng the best
land. But this fear was ill-founded, at least relative to the best culti-
vated regions. It is now demonstrated that the manufacture of sugar,
by creating a new source of profit, contributes to increase the other
j)roducts of the soil. The extraction of the saccharine matter deprives
the root of only part of its elements. Its pulp and foliage supply the
animals Avith an ainindance of food, and the returns of the sugar works
enable them to add commercial manures which indefinitely increase the
fertility of the soil. In eighteen hundred and fifty-five, the City of
Yalenciennes, the principal seat of the manufacture, was able to inscribe
npon a triumphal arch these significant words : 'Produce of Avheat in
the arondissement before the manufixcture of sugar, nine hundred and
sixt3"-one thousand one hundred and seventy-three bushels ; number of
oxen, seven hundred. Produce of Avheat since the manufacture of sugar,
one million one hundred and fifty-eight thousand tAvo hundred and fift}^-
six bushels; number of cattle, eleven thousand five hundred.'"
Since the above was written, aa^c have received the annual report of
the Commissioner of Agriculture at Washino-ton for eighteen hundred
and sixty-four, and in it Ave find the following remarks upon this subject :
"The manufacture of sugar from the 'sugar beet' is attracting con-
siderable attention in some parts of the Avest, and it is hoped Avill prove
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successful and profitable. The almost total extinction of the manufac-
ture of cane sugar in the southern portion of our country has given a
new and increased interest in the production of this necessary of life.
"Wliile the sorghum has been successfully introduced within a few years
throughout the west, the beet as a sugar producing plant has not till
recently been considered economical. The present exorbitant price of
sugar has, however, induced some enterprising cultivators in Illinois to
attempt the culture of the sugar beet, with great promise of success.
Perhaps there is no soil or climate raoi'e suitable for this than that of the
rich and fertile State of Illinois, whose deep alluvial soil is particularly
well adapted to these roots, and there is now no reason why great quan-
tities of the very best sugar should not be made there.
" The manufacture of beet sugar, first introduced into France by the
Emperor Napoleon I, not sixty years ago, has become an immense busi-
ness there and on other parts of the continent. The yield of beet sugar
in eighteen hundred and sixty-one was four hundred and eight}^ thou-
sand tons, being one sixth of all produced in the world, and one fourth
as much as the cane sugar. The sugar product of the world that 3'ear
was as follows :
Class. Tons.
Cane sugar ^,
Beet sugar
Palm sugar
Maple sugar
Total
1,950,000
480,000
100,000
20,000
2,550,000
"Considering that we pay nearly one hundred million dollars annually
for foreign sugar, and that this may be made from the beet at less than
half the present price of sugar i'rom the cane, it Avould seem to be the
part of wisdom in the Government to encourage it in some direct form."
EXTRACTION OF SUGAR FROM THE BEET.
We find the following description of the process of making sugar from
the beet, as practised in France, in the introduction to the volume of the
eighth census devoted to agriculture, and we deem it of sufiicient iilipoi'-
tance to warrant its transfer to these pages :
" The beets are taken out of the ground when they have acrpiired
their full growth, and the sound ones are carefully separated from those
which have been injured by the operation. The beets are made into
heaps in the field, and covered Avith leaves until there is danger of frost,
when they must be housed or buried in pits. The upper part of the
root, at tiie starting point of the stalk, is cut ofi^, because this portion is
harder and contains but little sugar. The beets, after being cleansed
and washed, are thrown into a machine, which reduces them to a fine
pulp and breaks up the cells. The pulp is placed in woollen bags laid
on each other, and between which metallic plates are introduced ; after
which the mass is compressed by a screw j)ress, and the juice which
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flows out collected, and which constitutes about 0.4 of the juice con-
tained. The bags and plates are then placed under the platform of an
hydraulic press, which is unscrewed after having maintained the pres-
sure for about ten minutes, when the bags are placed two by two between
two plates and again still more powerfally pressed. In this manner from
seventj^-five to eighty per cent of beet juice may bo extracted, only
about fifteen per cent being left in the pulp.
"As the juice soon changes, it is essential to raise it as quickly as possi-
ble to a high temperature, in order to prevent fermentation, and to
saturate with some lime the free acids, which would soon convert a
portion of the sugar into glucose. For this purpose the juice on leaving
the press is conveyed into a double-bottomed boiler, heated by steam, and
the temperature is rapidl}^ raised from one hundred and forty degrees to
one hundred and fifty-eight degrees; afterwards it is conveyed into
another boiler, also heated by steam, where the desiccation, or treatment
with lime, is effected. Hydrated lime is usually made bj'- pouring on
quick lime ten times its weight of boiling water, and when the lime is
entirely slacked, passing it over a metallic sieve, which arrests the grains
of sand and the non-decarbonated portions. The juice is first heated to
one hundred and sixt3^-seven degrees in the desiccating boiler, the milk
of lime is then added, and the whole is stirred to render the mixture
homogeneous.
" The lime combines with the free acids, the albuminous substances, the
fatty and coloring matters, producing insoluble compounds, effecting, at
the same time, a kind of clarification by carrying down with the insoluble
compounds organic remains which were suspended in the juice. A thick
scum having formed on the surface of the liquid, the latter is kept from
boiling in order to prevent its rupture by the bubbles of steam. The
proportion of lime added varies with the nature of the beet and their
freshness—only three pounds for one thousand pints of juice being used
at the beginning of the season, and with fresh beets, which quantity is
gradually increased, and frequently reaches ten pounds before the close
of the season.
"An excess of lime remains in the liquor, and forms a deliquescent com-
pound with a portion of the sugar. In some factories it has been
attempted to saturate it with a proper quantity of acid.
"When the operation is terminated, the liquor is drawn off, and filtered
through animal chalk; the filters used for this purpose being large
sheet iron cylinders, having a false bottom pierced with holes like a
colander. A cloth is extended over the bottom, over which is spread
\QYy coarsely powdered chalk, added in successive layers, until it fills
the cylinders to Avithin one foot and a half of the top, when another
cloth is laid upon it, and is covered by another metallic plate, pierced
with holes; each filter receiving from six thousand to eight thousand
pounds of charcoal. The filtei's should be kept constantly" filled with
fluid, which is easily done by means of a stop cock. After this process,
by which the juice loses a portion of its coloring matter, and the lime in
excess, wiiich adheres to the charcoal, it is conveyed as rapidly as possi-
ble into the concentrating boilers, which are usually shallow, and are
heated b}' a circulation of light pressure of steam, through copper tubes,
arranged over the bottoms. The juice is raised to a temperature of
seventy degrees in ten or twelve minutes. The workman judges by
indications understood by experience if it is properly concentrated, or
if the boiling is completed. During the ebullition, which terminates at
a temperature of two hundred and sixty-six degrees to two hundred and
seventy-five degrees, a considerable portion of the sugar is altered, and
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to diminish the loss, the evaporation must be effected as rapidly as possi-
ble. This operation has been greatly improved by boiling in vacuo, that
is, in close boilers, heated by steam, and brouglit into communication
•with Avorms and receivers, in which a vacuum is made. When ebulhtion
takes place at a lower temperature, the quantity of sugar changed is
much smaller.
"When the syrup is properly boiled, it is collected in a cooler, which
generally receives the pi^oducts of five or six boilings, and its tempera-
ture then falls to about one hundred and seventy-six degrees. Crystal-
lization then commences; but as soon as any crystals form the}^ are
detached from the sides, andthe sj'rup stirred to bring them again into
suspension. When the temperature has fallen, to one hundred and thirty
degrees or one hundred and twenty-^wo degrees, the sj-rup is ])oured
into large conical moulds of metal or baked clay, resting on the point,
which is furnished with a hole previously stopped with a plug of wet
muslin. The moulds are ranged on long benches with openings through
which the escaping fluids fall into zinc gutters, whence thej^ flow into
reservoirs. The temperature of the room containing the moulds should
be about eighty-six degrees. Crystallization is completed in about
twent3'-four or twentj'-six hours, Avhen the plug is removed from the
opening in the mould, and the point of the loaf pierced with an awl, so
as to draw off the molasses, which is again concentrated even further
than the original syrup, and ciystallized in moulds. When the molasses
is too highly colored, as happens sometimes, it is diluted with a sufflcient
quantity of water, filtered through animal chalk, concentrated, and crys-
tallized. The syrup which drains from the second sugar is frequently
subjected to the same process for a third time, but the crystallization
then requires a great length of time. When the sugar has drained suf-
ficiently, the loaves are loosened, that is, the moulds are inverted and
the loaves detached by gentle blows, after which, they are placed in the
Avareroom, protected from dampness. Tbis is raw beet sugar, which
requires refining before being fitted for consumption."
FRUITS.
Tulles sJioiving the numher of pounds of Dried Apples, and^ boxes of Eaisins
imported in each of the last three years, and the cost of each year, and the
total importation of each, and total cost of each for the whole time :
Fruits.
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Now, no one will deny tbat California can produce apples and raisins
at as cheap a rate, and of as good a quality, as any other part of the
world. The experience of many of our farmers, and the exhil)ition at our
fairs for the last few years, establish the afSrmative of this proposition
beyond a doubt.
TABLE
SJwiciiij fhe numher of paclcages of other fruits imj)orted in each of the last
three years.
1S63. 1864. 1865.
Hogsheads
Casks and barrels
Kegs
Boxes and cases ..
Packages
1
1,644
2,082
97,104
1,280
42
1,700
5,527
122,549
1,242
1,265
5.327
132,095
3,075
It will be observed that the articles in the above table are only named
fruits in general terras. Nor have wc any means of determining the
quantity or pounds contained in the packages. It seems that importers
have a manner of shipping articles so as to practise a deception on their
brother importers, nor will they allow the reporters of tlie commercial
papers to know definitely what articles are contained in tiic packages.
The whole matter operates as blinds to other importers. They have
their object, and, we suppose, a i-ight to keep it to themselves; but vv^e
doubt whetlier they gain anything by it, and we are very certain the
country cannot. It would be much better for the interest of the State if
all the people were to know definitely what articles are imported, tliat
they may make their calculations as to the production, probable price,
etc. In the above list of barrels, casks, kegs, boxes, cases, etc., are
imported figs, prunes, can fruits of all kinds, dates, limes, lemons, olives,
oranges, and many other kinds of fruits, nearly all of which we are pro-
ducing in small quantities in California, and can just as well produce
them in large quantities, so as to supplant the importation and retain
the money "that goes out of the State to pay for them in circulation
among us. Only a few years ago all our peanuts were imported ; now
we supply our own market, and could supply the world. So it may be
with nearly all the fruits and nuts of the tropical counti'ics that enter
much into commerce. Being unable to say exactly how much the arti-
cles imported in the above named packages cost annually, we are com-
pelled to resort to speculation on the subject. Wo have tlie opinion of
the best judges, and they agree that it requires from two and a half to
three million of dollars to foot the bills—in other words, that amount
of money is shipped from tlie State in exchange for the articles annually
imported under the above indefinite heads.
We will be safe in saying the^y cost us annually a million and a half.
Then we will sum np our importations of fruit as follows:
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Fruits. Annual Cost.
Dried apples
Eaisiiis '.
Other kinds
Total fruits that we can and should produce ourselves
8109,415
135,917
1,500,000
$1,745,332
In the preceding tables we have endeavored to collect and group
together some of the more important products of the farm, which are to
a great extent neglected by our fiarmers, but which they can produce
with just as much ease and certainty as they can produce wheat and
barley.
We have taken both the quantities and prices from the annual tables
compiled by the Mercantile Gazette and Prices Current, of San Francisco,
and the}' may be relied upon as correct. The prices are in all cases
reckoned in gold and silver. Now, to present the whole matter in one
view, we- will submit the following
RECAPITULATION.
Article.
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They should uot stand idle and see the farmers of the Eastern States, six
thousand miles away, sending their produce through our borders to sup-
ply our nearest neighbors with butter, cheese, and meats. jSTor should
they allow France, and Italy, and the Sandwich Islands, to furnish them
with fruits, sugar, and molasses, when they can just as well furnish our
own people and our neighbors with all these articles, and manj^ others
that might be named in the same connection, and make money by
doing so.
To all who would profit in the future by the lessons of the past, th^
following tables are recommended for study. They ma}^ be valuable to
those who deal in domestic produce, as well as to those who till the soil
and wish to get the best prices for what they raise. The prices stated
are wholesale prices at San Francisco, in gold and silver coin. The
tables are from the Ilercantile Gazette and Prices Current :
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382 TRANSACTIONS OF THE
EXPORTS.
Comparative statement of the exports of California j^roduce to various countries
for six years past.
TO NEW YORK AND BOSTON.
Articles. 18 60. 1861. 18 62. 1863. 1864. 1SG5.
Barley, bags
Beans, bags
Bones, number '.
Copper ore, sacks
Copper ore, casks
Copper ore, tons
Copper ore, boxes
Copper ore, packages
Copper ore, boulders
Flour, barrels
Glue, barrels
Glue stock, tons
Hides, number
Hide cuttings, bales
Horns, number
Horns, packages
Leatber, packages
Mustard seed, bags
Quicksilver, flasks
Bags, bales
Skins, casks
Skins, bales and bundles...
Skins, number
Salmon, tierces
Salmon, barrels
Tallow, packages
"Wheat, bags
Wine, pipes and casks
Wine, one eighth casks...
Wine, barrels
Wine, kegs
Wine, eases
Wine, jars
Wool, bales
16,510
401
121
200,116
122
29,249
239
69
642
400
9.39
2,874
71
1,041
518
203,528
157
3
16
360
11,767
187,069
65,635
11,155
4
30
240
177,998
17
39,035
19
4
1,238
600
876
119
752
183
192
362
998
19,288
24
1
18
30
119
22
14,791
6,924
72,938
42
92
16
21
315,751
34
35,196
29
253
1,611
2,265
677
162
1,878
.3,981
54
479
151
5
30
66
21,911
6,037
1,755
4,964
109,470
61
10
],084
12
20
308,189
2
84,734
4,420
95
1,119
156
1,929
628
20
316
432
6
19
15
627
13,408
12,640
4.414
197,017
1,043
67
54
54
2
12
211
329,381
57
155,860
9
264
1,460
4,480
1,340
434
141
6
20
26
256
16,078 14,791
42,490
100,000
302,794
10
57
335,690
100
107,964
118
1,540
*
7,050
6.320
2,866
24
214
3,483
30
7a
431
66
75
1,215
100
15,410
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TO GREAT BRITAIN.
Articles.
384 TRANSACTIONS OF THE
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Articles. 1860. ] 8G1. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865,
Abaloncs, bags
Barley, bag?
Beaus, bags ,
Bones, packages
Bones, number
Bread, barrels
Bread, cases
Bread, packages ,
Fish, dried, packages
Fish—Salmon, barrels....
Flour, barrels
Hay, bales ,
Lumber, feet ,
Lumber, pieces ,
Lumber—Pickets, No
Oats, bags ,
Potatoes, boxes and bags.
Quicksilver, flasks
Wheat, bags ,
Wool, bales
3,497
2,020
286
592
1,906
521
1.10 1
24,910
1,434
1,321,565
4,085
8,037
24.092
2/715
24,019
4,900
872
248
5,313
602
84
10,524
21
863,982
5.000
1,240
3.333
13,788
21,649
1,422
500
32
2,691
320
1,204
116
• 1,716
80
21.451
. 188
2,659,190
7,417
250
3,572
8.735
37,191
SO
777
100
754
333
.3,603
3,791
116
50,955
779
2,709,733
5,515
9.476
8,880
186,610
3,596
100
1,390
3,077
888
827
470
26,230
350
3,272.595
2,937
1,239
390
18,908
62,772
1,27.3
1.110
1,173
4,512
158
2,155
1
35,225
310
1,072,786
622
1.237
1.674
2,747
14,248
124,692
TO MEXICO.
Articles. 1860. 1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865,
Barley, bags...
Beans, bags
Bread, casks and barrels..
Bread, cases
Bread, bags
Broums, dozen
Flour, barrels
Glue, packages
Ha.y , bales
Hay, tons
Lumber, feet
Lumber, bundles and pes..
Lumber—Shingle, M
Lumber— Shingles, bdls..
Lum'ier—Laths, numbei"..
Leather, packages
Maccaroni & vermic'i, bxs
Oats, bags
Potatoes, bags
Quicksilver, flasks
Tallow, packages
Wheat, bags
124
724
112
2,234
6,122
155
629,951
568
52
88
1
1,869
12
3,038
3,886
571
214
27
'1,933
259
10,932
4
488
399,345
197
254
400
23
2,766
1,957
12,061'
109
10
39
1,255
157
2,271
36
5
343,965
651
200
1
804
21
1,114
14,778
1
320
SI
5
1.478
254
187
7,498
12
1,152,380
1,835
665
1,085
2,252
435
664
257
7,672
4
972
1,223,486
171
446
9
1,915
11
2,220
11,590
2
1
11
3,.34]
534
2,820
7.687
119
632
8.299
1.918
2
2,461
260
9,064
14
1,912
17.814
197
42
597
2,756
136
24
"3,672
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TO AUSTRALIA.
Articles.
Barley, bags
Beans, bags
Bread, cases
Bread, packages ...,
Brooms, dozens
Fisb, casks
Fish, barrels
Fish, cases
Flour, barrels
Lumber, Ceet
Lumber, pieces ,
Oats, bags
Quicksilver, flasks
Wbeat, bags
1860. 1861. 1862. 1863, 1864.
2,361
32
350
19,081
28,419
63,790
100
380,358
41,528
1,034
"
"i63
545
10
55,437
41,585-
156,262
1,850
269,883
360,225
670
108
102
375
7,842
465,021
4,242
800
41,560
16,107
268
47
20,585
372,397
73,706
300
88,276
26
102
275
16,744
634,150
21,568
100
8,550
1865.
390
11,263
997,321
3,488
200
181,574
TO PERU.
Articles.
386 TRANSACTIONS OP THE
Articles. 1800. 18 61. 18 62. 18 63. 18 64. 18 65.
Horns, number
Leather, packages
Lumljer—Boards, feet....,
Boards, bundles & pieces
Shingles, number
Shingles, bundles
Pickets, number
Pickets, bundles
Laths, numljcr
Lime, barrels
Oats, bags
Potatoes, bags
Quicksilver, flasks
Salmon, barrels
Salmon, cases ,
Tallow, packages
Wheat, bags
"Wool, bales
61
1,740,575
1,426
490,000
411
2,000
220
S,198
6,?,51
1,497
236
1,48-4
37,357
5,400
08
1,531.605
3,542
210,000
5,000
400
2,504
4,935
2,392-
73
. 17
327
4,184
77
2,897,752
704
450,000
400
1,000
30
7,788
4,514
2,240
235
6
423
5,118
546
87
940,899
366
310
6,483
6,222
702
37
60
251
27,297
10
2,625,942
614,500
150,000
366
3,772
2,749
135
11
3
1,531
2
7
044,408
8,227
325,200
5,750
25,000
1
2,556
4,970
8
10
5
35,072
EXPORT TRADE FOR 1865.
The exports of merchandise and other products of this coast have been
in excess of eighteen hundred and sixty-four, notwithstanding the large
falling off in shipments of flour and grain to Europe. We have shipped
more breadstutis to China and Australia than in eighteen hundred and
sixty-four.
The following table shows the destination and value of our exports of
produce during the past three years :
Countries.
New York
Boston
New Bedford
Great Britain
Australia
British Columbia..
Mexico ,
Peru
.^,
China
Hawaiian Islands.
Japan
Other countries,..
Totals
18 63.
^2,737,435
1,505,690
1,097,822
487,685
1,740,801
1,819,652
216,206
1,246,254
357,369
43,901
920,584
$12,877,399
1864.
.$3,399,143
1.532,021
235,000
955,858
579,746
1.510.639
2,215,614
247il2S
1,374,106
659,485
49.337
513,678
§13,271,752
1865.
84.329,429
1.663.733
277,250
1,175,658
546,808
1.257.029
2,082.704
542,538
1,233,732
748,142
122,061
575.322
§14,554,406
The relative increase and decrease of our trade with different coun-
tries during the year eighteen hundred and sixty-five, as compared with
eighteen hundred and sixty-four, is shoAvn as follows:
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Destination. Increase. Decrease.
New York, etc
Great Britain
Mexico
Peru
Hawaiian Islands
China
Australia and New Zealand.
Victoria
Japan
Other countries
$1,104,248
219,800
295,410
88,657
72,724
61,644
[,842,483
$132,910
140,374
32,938
253,610
$559,832
Net increase this year, one million two hundred and eighty-two thou-
sand six hundred and fifty-one dollars.
It will be seen that our export ti'ade with Atlantic ports is steadily on
the increase. The increase of our exports of copper ore will atti*act
especiaf attention. We shipped in eighteen hundred and sixty-five, three
hundred and two thousand seven hundred and ninety-four sacks of copper
ore to New York and Boston; and to Swansea, one hundred and forty-
two thousand five hundred and eighty-one sacks, and one thousand five
hundred and twenty tons. While this indicates a rapid development of
our copper mines, we would much prefer that the ore should be reduced
in our own State, and only the metal shipped abroad. Time will accom-
plish this also.
It will be observed that the foregoing tables of California produce
exported do not show all the shipments for eighteen hundred and sixty-
four and eighteen hundred and sixty-five. For instance, in eighteen
hundred and sixty-four, we shipped to New York and Boston, of man-
ganese, two hundred and twenty-five tons; of plumbago, one hundred
and forty-one packages ; of lead and silver ores, one thousand two hun-
dred and four sacks, and of silver ore alone, one hundred and thirty-
eight sacks ; and in the same year we shipped to England six thousand
and twenty-six sacks of silver ore, and twenty-one thousand four hun-
dred and thirty-six sacks of mixed copper and silver ores; while, in
eighteen hundred and sixty-five, we shipped to New York and Boston
two thousand eight hundi'cd and forty-one sacks of i^ilver ores, and four
hundred and seventy-three sacks of various metals; and to England we
shipped the same year one thousand two hundred and seventy-three
sacks of gold ore, seven thousand three hundred and ninety-four sacks,
thirty-three casks, and forty-five boxes of silver, besides six hundred and
eighty-seven sacks, twenty-seven boxes, and nine tons of various metallic
ores. There are many other articles which we have begun to export
withjn the last two years, in small quantities, that are nut enunieruted
in the above tables of details.
3S8 TRANSACTIONS OF THE
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Of the amount and destination of treasure exported, from the Port of San
Francisco for each of the Just three years.
Destination.
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Recapitulation
—Interior receipfa, imports, foreign, and exports, for the years
390 TRANSACTIONS OF THE
PREMIUMS AAYARDED IN 1865.
>
PREMIUMS FOE SPEED.
MO^^DAY, SEPTEMBER 18th, 1865.
First Trial—Running race—two mile beats; free for all; purse—one
thousand dollars.
Entries—Theodore Winters, of Solano County, entered b. c. "Norfolk,"
by "Lexington," dam "Novice," by imported" Glencoe," four
years old. Weight, one hundred pounds.
E. M. Skaggs, of Sacramento, entered br. h. "Lodi," by imported
"Yorksliire," dam "Topaz," by imported " Glencoe"—five
years old. Weight, one hundred and ten pounds.
Henr}^ Andel, of San Francisco, entered b. g. "Unknown,"
seven years old.
Judges—Col. E. McGarry, Nathan Coombs, and Henry Wil-
liamson.
Timers—E. W. Teackle, and E. H. Parker.
JJesw?;—"Norfolk".. 1 1
"Lodi" 2 2
"Unknown" withdrawn by consent.
Time—TwBi heat—3.37 2-5; second heat—3.38^
SAME DAY.
Second Trial—Running race—mile heats; free for all three year olds.
Entries—Theodore Winters entered b. c. " Aleck Barnes," b}^ " Belmont,"
dam "Evadna," by "Winnebago," three j-ears old.
W. H. Winter, of Napa, entered b. c. "Huichica," by "Billy
Cheatham," dam unknown.
James Merritt, of Napa, entered b. filly "Belle Moore," by
"
Belmont," dam by Tom Moore.
i?esM?<—"Aleck Barnes" 2 11
"Huichica" 1 2 dr'n
"Belle Moore" withdrawn
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Time—First Leat—1.501; second heat—1.53J ; third beat—not timed,
Barnes galloping alone.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBBE 19th.
First Trial— Trotting race—mile heats; three in five; in harness;
free for all; purse—five hundred dollars.
Entries—J. L. Eoff entered ch. g. "Honest Ance."
Wm. Hendrickson entered b. g. "Ball}' Lewis."
J. B. Galler entered b. m. "May Queen."
Result—"HonestAnce" Ill
"May Queen" 2 2 2
"
Ball}^ Lewis" withdrawn
y^me—First heat—2.29 3-5; second heat—2.34 1-5; third heat—2.31.
SAME DAY.
Second Trial— Trotting race—mile heats; three in five; in harness;
free for all horses that have never shown better time than 2.50
; purse— ,
two hundred dollars.
Entries—J. B. Galler entered ch. g. "Pat McKeon."
John T. Jarvis entered b. h. "Tom January."
L. G. Butler entered or. e;. " General Evans."Sd"
i?eswft—" General Evans " 10 1
"Tom January'.' 2 dis
" Pat McKeon" withdrawn
Time—First heat—2.512 ; second heat—dead heat: third heat—2.512.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20th.
First Trial—Pacing race—mile heats; in harness; free for all; purse
-two hundred and fifty dollars.
Entries—J. B. Hinckle entered s. m. "Sweetbriar."
C. II. Shear entered b. m. " Top.'^y."
E. M. Skaggs entered b. g.
" Diuk Gough."
J. B. Galler entered gr. m.
" Queen of Pacific"
i?csw?i—"Sweetbriar" '. 1 1
"Dick Gough" 3 2
" Queen of Pacific 2 3
"Topsy" didt'd
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SAME DAY.
Second Trial— Trotting race—mile heats; three in five; free for all
except "Honest Ance," "Patchen," (Jentleinau George," and "ilay
Queen;" purse—four hundred dollars.
Entries—S. Crandall entered ch. h. •' General McClellan."
C. II. Shear entered gr. s.
"
Captain Hanford."
E. Morrow entered b. s. "Latham."
C. M. Chase entered b. g.
"
Bally Lewis.
»
i?esM?<_" Capt. Hanford
" Ill
"Bally Lewis" 2 2 2
"General McClellan" 3 3 3
" Latham " distanced
Tmie—First heat—2.37i ; secofid heat—2.341; third heat—2.37^-.
SAME DAY.
Third Trial— Trotting race—Mile heats, free for all three year olds;
purse—two hundred dollars.
Remit—The judges decided there was fraud in entering for, and driving
in this race, and therefore declared all bets ofi', and retained the purse for
the society.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 21st.
First Trial— Trotting race—Mile heats; three in five; free to all stal-
lions
; purse—three hundred dollars.
Entries—C. H. Shear entered gr. s.
"
Captain Hanford."
J. L. Eoffentered.br. s. "Latham."
P.- Farrell entered b. s. " Duane."
^esw?;_" Captain Hanford" 10 1
"Latham" 2 1 dis
" Duanc " withdrawn
T/me-First heat—2.34; second heat—2.34; third heat—2.34; fourth
heat—2 33*.
SAME DAY.
Second Trial— Trotting race—Eight miles out; purse—five hundred
dollars.
Entries—C. H. Hoffhian entered ch. g. " Wm. H. Seward."
J. L. Eoff entered ch. g.
" Wm. II. Seward, Jr."
Charles McPeake entered s. g. "Frank Malone."
c.
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Result—'' Wm. H. Seward" 1
"Wm. H. Seward, Jr." 2
" Frank Malone " drawn
^iwie—23.48.
SAME DAY.
Third Trial—Running race—Single dash of a mile; free for all two
year oids; purse—one hundred and fifty dollars; entrance, ten per cent
to be added.
Entries—James Merritt entered b. c. " Heraiitage," by " Volcian."
Nathan Coombs entered ch. c. " Eapidan," by "Cheatham."
W. H. Winter entered b. c. " Belvidere."
Result—" Eapidan" 1
"
Hermitage" 2
"Belvidere" ". 3
Time—\Mh
FEIDAY, SEPTEMBEK 22d.
First Trial— Trotting race—Two mile heats; free for all; purse—four
hundred dollars.
Entries—J. B. Galler entered s. g.
" Sorrel Charlej^."
p. Farrell entered b. h. " Bob Eidley."
J. L. Eoff entered s. g.
" Frank Malone."
i?(.sji?i_'< Bob Eidley" 2 1
"Frank Malone" 1 dis
"Sorrel Charley" drawn
I^anc—5.89; 5.48^.
SAME DAY.
*
Second Trial— Trotting race—Mile heats; three in five; free for all
double teams
; purse
—five hundred dollars.
Entries—C. H. Shear entered "Alicia" and mate.
J. L. Eoff entered ^' Ance" and " Latham."
J. B. Galler entered " Pat " and " Bob Eidley."
P. Farrell entered " Duane " and " Hector."
Result—"Alicia Mandeville " and mate were ruled out for the reason
the name of the mate did not appear in the entry. "Pat" and
" Bob
Eidley" were withdrawn, and
" Hector" and " Duane " also were with-
drawn, after they appeared on the track.
" Ance " and " Latliam " went
around the track in 2.881, and were awarded half the purse, under the
rules.
50
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SAME DAY.
Third Trial—Running race—Mile, and repeat; free' for all; purse—two
hundred and fifty dollars; ten per cent entrance to go to the second horse
in the race.
Entries—"W. 11. Winter entered b. e. " Huichica."
Theodore Winter entered bl. c. "Aleck Barnes."
A. M. Stevenson entered s. m. " Flora."
i?esM?f—"Flora" 1 1
"Aleck Barnes" 2 2
"Huichica" dist
Tme—1.49i; 1.50|.
SATUEDAY, SEPTEMBEE 23d.
i
First Trial—Running- race—Three mile jaeats; two in three; free for
all, if contested for by "Norfolk" and "Lodi;" purse—two thousand
dollars.
Entries—Theodore Winters entered b. c. "Norfolk," by "Lexington,"
dam "Novice," b}', imported " Glencoe," 'four years old.
C. H. Bryan entered br. h.
"
Lodi," by imp. " Yorkshire,"
dam " Topaz," hj imported " Glencoe," five years old.
i?eswft—" Norfolk " ; 1 I
"Lodi" 2 2
Time—First heat—first mile, 1.48, second mile, 1..51I, third mile,1.47f—
total, 5 27 J; second heat—first mile, 1.471, second mile, 1.501, third mile,
1.51i—total, 5.29i
• SAME DAY.
Second Trial—Running race—Mile heats ; three in five ; free for all,
except "Lodi" and " Norfolk;" purse—five hundred dollars.
Entries.—A. M. Stevenson entered ch. ni. " Maria Gardner," by " Cosmo,"
dam by " Grey Eagle," three years old.
John Hall entered ch. m. "Peggy Eingold," by
"
Eingold,-'
"Little Peggy," by
"
Cripple^" five years old.
J, B. James entered b. h. " Pilot," by " Eeveille," dam, the
dam of " Troubador," four years old.
i?esw?/.—"Peggy Eingold" 12 3 11
"Pilot" 2 3 13 2
'
"Maria Gardner" 3 12 2 3
Time.—IAU; 1.47; 1.48J; 1.49|; 1.501.
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PREMIUMS ON STOCK,
THOROUGHBRED HORSES.
Exhibitor. Residence. Animal. Premium.
John Hall
N. Coombs
A. M. & G. B. Ste-
venson
John Hall
A. Musick
J. G. McCracken....
Alameda.
Napa
Solano
Alameda
Sacramento.
Sacramento .
Best stallion four years old and over
—b. h. "Woodburn," four years..
Best stallion two years old—eh. c.
" Glenwild," two years
Best mare four years old and over—
s. m.
"Virginia," four years,
Best mare three years old—b. m.
"
Viola," three years
Best mare one year old—s. m.
'< Ellen Moore".:
Best stallion, other than thorough-
bred, with ten colts—b. h. " David
TSill," and eleven colts
.$75
.$50
.$50
.840
.830
I
.$100
HORSES OF ALL WORK.
Charles Kidder
J. B. McDonald
Edward Roberts
J. G. McCracken....
Edward Roberts
E. Pierce
J. G. McCracken....
J. L. Ganby
Edward Roberts
Sacramento...
Yuba
Yolo
Sacramento...
Yolo
Sacramento...
Sacramento...
Yolo
Yolo
Best four years old and over—b. h.
"Young Rattler," six years
Best stallion three years old —
"Reese River," four j'ears
Best stallion two years old—
"
Billy
Wallace"
Best one year old—b. c. "David
Hill, Jr."
Best mare three years old—eh. m.
"Sally Miller"
Best mare two years old—b. m.
"Nelly Morgan
"
Best mare one year old— b. m.
"Jane" t
Best mare four years old—br. m.
seven j-ears
Best dam, other than thoroughbred,
with not less than three colts—
b. m. "Amanda AVallace," and
three colts
.$50
.$40
.$30
.820
.$30
.$20
.$15
.$40
.$75
GRADE STOCK.
Samuel Barnes
Vincent Barnes
Nathan Coombs
D. M. Boyd
Diggs & Sutton
R. H. Murphy..
Yolo
Yolo
Napa
El Dorado ...
Yolo
Sacramento..
Best stallion four years old—ch. h.
"Prior"
Best stallion three years old—s. h.
"Sea Breeze"
Best stallion two years old—ch. h.
"Rapidan"...
Best stalliim two years old—b. c.
" tJcncral Grant"....
Best marc three years old—g. m
Best mare two years old—b. m
..$50
..$40
..$30
..$20
..8.30
..820
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D, Hobbs
D. H. Lowry
D. H. Lowry
Sacramento.
Siicramento.
Sacramento.
Best stallion four years old and over
—b. h. " Farmer's Glory
"
Best mare- four years old— b. m.
"Flora"
Best mare two years old — s. m.
"Golden Gate"
..S40
..SIO
,.S20
ROADSTERS.
E. M. Skaggs...
W. G. Flower...
J. A. Lancaster
G. Jacobs
D. H. Shear
D. K. McMullin
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Nevada
Nevada
San Francisco
Solano
Best stallion four years old and over
—b. h. "Young Rattler," seven
years old
Best stallion three j-ears old—b. h.
"Billy Black" ^
Best stallion two yea^ old— br. h.
"Leroy"
Best gelding four years old and over
—b. g.
" Humboldt," eight years
Best mare four years old and over—
r. m. "Alicia Mandeville," five
years
Best mare three years old— b. m.
"Mellie"
..SoO
..$iO
..$30
..$40
..$40
..$30
CARRIAGE HORSES.
John Neubauer ,
J. L. Gaudy.,
Sacramento Best matched span carriage horses,
owned and used as such by one
person — pair matched cai'riage
horses, black, five and six years
old
SADDLE HORSES.
Yolo Best saddle horse— b. g. "Dixie,'
four years old
COLTS.
George Ingalls
Short & Bryte.
A. S. Niles
G. McCracken.
Sacramento...
Yolo
Placer
Sacramento...
Best yearling horse colt — b. c.
"Fred. Low "
Best yearling mare colt— "Mary
Ann"
Best sueking horse colt — s. c.
" Scissors"
Best sucking mare colt — b. m.
"Jennie"
.$50
..$20
..$40
..$30
..$30
..S20
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Nathan Coombs.,
Andy S^'.'cuson.
Napa..,
Solano..
Best stallion of any age—eh. c.
"Glenwild," two years
Best mare of any age^eh. m. "Vir-
ginia," four years
.$150
.$100
JACKS AND MULES.
R. C. Briggs lYolo .-..
Thomas Edwards.,..
M. A. Farmer
Sacramento.
Yuba
AY. A. Lattin Solano.
Best jack—"Black Samson," seven
years old
Best jennet—"Lady Franklin," two
years .
,.$50
..$40
Best pair mules—" Lion" and "Ti-
ger," six years §40
Best single mule four j-ears old—b.
m. mule $30
DURHAM CATTLE.
J. B. Redmonds
John Searls San Francisco.
Best four year old bull—"Young
Handd IV," four years
"White Prince"
Best four year old cow—
"
Fanny,"
four j'ears
S50
.Special.
..$40
DEVONS.
Seneca Daniels
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Casey & Kelley
W. R. Frink
15. K. Myers
B. K. M'ycrs
Martin Wilcox
G. H. Mixer
V. S. W. I'arkhurst..
J. L. Men-ill
W. & J. Garrett
"Wheeler & Rantlall..
Wheeler & Randall..
R. E. Washburn
H. L. Hopkins
II. M. Stowe
11. M. Stowe
Sacramento....
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Sau Francisco.
Sacramento....
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
Improved l.yer for soda bottles
One machine for making soda water.
Water wheels
Lever jacks
Water lifter
Patent couplings
Sale and door locks
Patent rooting
One bell—home made
Best cjuartz crusher
Best grinding pan
Sluice box
Best amalgamator
Best chamber drill
•Expanding drills for boring oil wells.
Special—diploma
Special—diploma
First—diploma
Special notice
Special—diploma
Special—diploma
Special—diploma
First—diploma
Special—diploma
First—SIO
First—diploma
Special—diploma
First—SlO
First—$5
.Special, recommended
HAND TOOLS, ETC.
Richard Ireland
Samuel Cole "...
Colonel Warren
R. D. Gard
John M. Horner
F. B. Lamb
Samuel Brannan
Samuel Cole
Baker & Hamilton...
T. Scofield
Sacramento....
Stockton
San Francisco.
Marysville
Sau Jose
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
Stockton
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
A. E. White San Francisco.
Best brooms
Be?t cheese press ,
One churn
Ward's patent churn
Washing machines
Washing machines
Sheep sheaving machine
D. C. Young's curd cutter..
Spinning wheel
Bread sli< er
Boot blacking machine
First—$.3
First—$3
HonoraVile mention
First—diploma
First—$5
Second—diploma
Special
Special—S3
Special notice
Honorable mention
Special ment'u—diploma
CARRIAGES.
DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
Pioneer Woollen
Factorj'
Pioneer Woollen
Factory
Pioneer AVoollen
Factory
Pioneer Woollen
Factory
L. Prevost
S. P. Taylor
Hostetter, Smith, &
Dean
J. Mallon & Co
Brown &, Andrews...
.J. L. Polhemus
AVilliam Sharp
J. & C. Schreiber....
Joseph Hoplcy
Joseph Hoplcy
Joseph Ho])!ev
Joseph Uopley
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco,
San Jose
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
El Dorado
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
San Francisco.
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
.Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Pair woollen blankets.
Flannel, (ten yards and over).
Ten yards of woollen cloth.
Exhibit of woollen manufactures..
E.xhibit of silk cocoons, silkworm
eggs, and reeled silk
Newspaper, wrap))ing paper, etc., a
valuable exhibition
Glassware
Cut and ground glass
Carriage and coach lamps
Distilled water, and sealing wax..
Carpets,ete
Spring mattresses
' First
Best assortm 'nt of cabinetware i First—S3
Best lot enamelled chairs I First—S3
Best rosewood chairs First—$3
Best bUck walnut chairs t First—$3
.First—diploma
.First—diploma
.First—diploma
.Special—diploma
Special—S50
....First—diploma
....First—diploma
.Special—diploma
.Special—di[doma
.Special— diploma
.Speci il—diploma
.Sj)ecial—diploma
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Goodwin & Co
Miss S. E. Avery....
Ochner & Laauser....
R. Ireland
N. Clark
T. Bradt
Georjijc C. liciscb...
I. C. Mayer cfe Son...
Poirior &, Lansing...
J. C. Meussdorfier &
Co
S.J. Nathan
San Francisco.
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
San Francisco.
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Turkish chairs
Reception chair
Wine cask
Matches
Pottery
Beehives
Coffee and spices
Best exhibit of furs
Best exhibit of hats and caps.
Exhibit of hats and caps
Best exhibit of men's clothina;.
.Honorable mention
.Honorable mention
...Special—diploma
..
.Special—diploma
...Special—diplnjna
....Special—diploma
....Special—diploma
Silver goblet
First—di^jloma
.Special—diploma
$3
CUTLERY, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, Etc.
Will k Finck
Will & Finck
AVill & Finck
R.H. McConald & Co
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco,
Sacramento....
Best exhibit of cutlery and silver
ware
BcstexhiV)it of table cutlery
Best surgical instruments
Imported dental instruments
.Special—silver cup
....Special—diploma
....Special—diploma
.Honorable mention
HARNESS, SADDLES, Etc.
Mrs. C. A. Bartlett..
A. T. N.1.^0H
S. Roth
S. Roth
S. Roth
Koenig & Brothers..
Thomas Armstrong..
A. T. Nelson
Oakland
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
San Francisco
Sacramento....
Sacramento
Best ladies' saddles
Best gentlemen's saddle
Best buggy harness (single)
Best four-horse stage harness
Best plough harness
Best case boots and shoes
Horse collars ;
Eastern made harness and saddle .
, First—$3
... First—$.3
, First—$3
First—Sfi
First—$3
First—diploma
...Special—diploma
.Honorable mention
NATURAL HISTORY.
Thomas Peers
|
Placei'ville
Dr. II. W. Harkness Sacramento....
J. Q. A. Warren
Seven cases of insects
One ease of insects
Exhibit of seeds, etc., from Sand-
wich Islands
Special
.Special^diploma
.Special—silver cup
MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES.
R. C. Terry & Co...
BuUard & Battles...
J. L. Merrill
Justin Gates & Bros
Mrs. Blake
Mrs. E. McConuelL.
Thomas Cotter.
J. F. Fugiizi
J. F. Fugazi
Mrs. J. H. Carroll...
Horn & Bergman ...
51
Sacramento
San Francisco
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Yolo
Sacramento....
Sacramento
San Francisco
San Francisco
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Best exhibit of cooking stoves
Best petroleum stove
Kerosene stoves
Exhibit of perfumery and druggists'
material
Knitted socks
Best sample of wool ,
Sample of wool "?
Hair dye, hair restorative, etc
Cologne water
Pickles (preserved)
Pickles, etc
First—diploma
.Honoralile mention
....Special
—diploma
Special—diploma
Special—$3
First—diploma
Second
.....Special
—silver cup
Special
.Special—napkin ring
First—$3
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E. Lnndqni.st
Mrs. M. S. Reed
Mrs. C. M. Chapman
R.M. Edwards & Co.
Adolphus Drcyl'oss..
Dr. II. W. Harkness
J. Greenhood
J. J, Dennis
Sacramento....
San Francisco
San Francisco
Sacramento....
San Francisco
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Humboldt......
Knights Templar goods
Gents' shoulder braces, support's, etc
Hair dye, etc
Stationery
Ivory chessmen
Silver ore
Mount Diablo coal
Petroleum oil
.Special—diploma
.Special—diidoma
, Special—diploma
.Special—diidnma
.Sjiecial—diploma
.Si)eeial—diploma
-diploma
-dijilomas
^pecial-
pecial-
BREAD, Etc.
Eagle Bakery
Miss K. L. Robinson
Sacramento. Best crackers
Best homemade bread.
.First—diploma
First—$3
BUTTER, CHEESE, Etc.
Samuel Cole
^
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Mrs. Horace Adams.
Mrs. B. F. Hastings..
Mrs. F. F. Low
Mrs. J. H. Carroll...
Mrs. P. Carolan
Miss C. H. Swift
Mrs. R. M. Net!
Mrs. P. E. Finehloy..
Miss Hattie Grinnel.
Airs. Juliana Bayer.
Mrs. Juliana Bayer.
Mrs. N. L. Drew
Mrs. J.W.Richmond
Miss Addie Culley...
Miss Louisa Myers..
Mrs. C. Cook
Miss NettieReynolds
Miss H.J. Siiiis
Miss Ada L. Sanders
Mrs. L. F. Reed
Mrs. G. W. Lull
Mrs. W. J. Bryan...
Miss Kate Burns
Mrs. William Yule...
Miss RosaNewcomb
Mrs. S. G. Foster...
Mrs. W. Windmiller
Mrs. L. F. Reed
Miss Hubbard
Emma Kohlcr
Miss Kate Pryor
Miss Sue M. Hurd...
Mrs. P. Finchly
Mrs. P. Finchly
Miss M. E. Drew....
Mrs.J.W. Richmond
Miss Edith Davis ...
Miss .J. A. Herndon
MissNettie Reynolds
Mrs. Elkus
Miss S. E.Avery....
Mrs. E. M. Carley....
Dolly Brown
Mrs. B. R. Cutter....
Miss Lucy A. Fox...
Mrs. L. Washburn....
Sacramento...,
Sacramento....
Sacramento. ...
Sacramento....
Sacrameuto....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
San Francisco.
Solano
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento. ..-
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Folsom
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Solano
Sacramento
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Seaweed and phantom boquet.,
Wax flowers
Afghan robes
Seaweed
Seaweed
Best white bedquilt
One bedquilt
Shellwork
Worsted work
Knitting
Embroidery and beadwork
Wax fruit
i
Patchwork
Hair wreath
Worsted embroidery
Hair jewelry
Hair harp
Horsehair hat
Wax flower
Worsted embroidery
Seedwork
Hairwork
Worsted embroidery
Bead and silk slippers
Opera cloak, (crochet)
Bonnets
Needlework
Seaweed
Phantom cross
Cushions, tidies, etc
E mbroidered needlework
Chenille work,
Painted sofa cushion
Ornamental leather work
Crochet work
Sofa pillow and tidy
Sofa pillow and tidy
Sofa pillow
Crochet work
Suit child's clothing
Knitting
Opera cloak, dress, and sack....
Crochet work
Afghan robe.,
Worsted work
Embroidery
-V
First—
-napkin ring
First—napkin ring
Second
,. ..Honorable mention
Honorable mention
Fir.st—$3
Honorable mention
Napkin ring
Honorable mention
First—$3
..Special—napliin ring
First—$3
Honorable mention
Honorable mention
First—$3
First;—silver cup
....Special—fruit knife
....Special—fruit knife
Honorable mention
Honorable mention
First—$3
....^
Second—$2
..Special
—
napkin ring
.....Honorable mention
Honorable mention
First—diploma
First—$3
....Honor.ablc mention
..Special—napkin ring
....Honorable mention
....Honorable mention
First—
.$3
First—silver cup
First
First—$3
....Honorable mention
....Honorable mention
, Napkin ring
....Honorable mention
....Honorable mention
...Honorable mention
....Ilouorablc mention
Second—$2
First^—diploma
Second—$2
..Special—napkin ring
PAINTING, ETC.
Mrs. G. W. Cheslcv.
Mrs. G. W. Chcslcy.
Mrs. C. A. Tuttle...
Mrs. C. A. Tuttle....
G. H. Goddard
Miss M. E. McKec.
Miss Susie McKce..
Colonel Warren
Sacramento....
Sacramento
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
San Franci.?co.
JBcst oil paanting, figure, (by a lady)
Best oil painting, landscape, (by a
lady)
Second best oil painting, landscape,
(by a lad,y)
Best water color painting (by a lady)
Best original water color (by a gen-
tleman) ,
Best crayon painting (by a lady)....
Best flower painting in water colors.
One case of California productions,
being the first samples of each
exhibited at a fair in California...
.$3
.$3
.$3
.Special
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Colonel Warren.
Colonel Warren.
Colonel Warren
A. M. Esterle
J. A. Todd
J. M. Byron
Dewey & Co
Master S. F. Butler.
San Francisco.
I San Francisco.
San Francisco.
Sacramento....
Sacramento....
Saernmento
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
Antonio Peris
Julius Vogclsdorf ...
M. K. Laudenslager
Sacramento....
Marysville
San Francisco,
CaU/oNewspaper printing
Farmer
Best exhibit of flour, being a sack
which obtained the first premium
at our first State Fair, LSo."}
A cabinet of coins and minerals :
Best collection of photographs
Retouched photographs
Best collection of ambrotypes
Best specimen of printing
Best specimen of ornamental pen-
manship
Shellwork
Ornamental paper work
Best specimen of business penman-
ship
.Special—silver goblet
Special
Special
Diploma
.Special—diploma
S3
§3
S3
First—S3
. Honorable mention
.Diploma
FLOWERS, ETC.
Mrs. R. E. Coggings ^Sacramento...
Anthony Gaffeuisch.j Sacramento...
Verbenas
Best boquets.
.First—$5
.First—$5
FRUITS.
^. P. Smith
A. P. Smith
R. Chalmers
R. Chalmers
E. W.Garrett
E. W.Garrett
A. Gaffenisch
J. W. Marshall...
A. Runyon
Daniel Flint
D. Kendall
C. W.Reed
B. N. Bugbey
Mrs. I. N. Hoag
Mrs. I. N. Hoag
M. Keller
A. W. Roop
Sacramento
Sacramento
El Dorado...
El Dorado...
El Dorado...
El Dorado...
Sacramento
El Dorado...
Onisbo
Sacramento
Sacramento
Yolo
Folsom
Yolo
Yolo
Los Angeles
El Dorado...
Best forty varieties of peara,
Best twenty varieties of pears
Best forty varieties of apples
Best twelve varieties of peaches
Best variety of native grape?
Second best twentj' varieties apples.
Greatest variety of foreign grapes...
Second greatest variety of foreign
grapes
Best twenty varieties of apples
Second best twenty varieties pears..
Best twelve apple quinces
Thirty-five varieties of pears
Best one variety^^rapes
Best dried figs
Best exhibit of preserved fruits
Best lemons
Best twenty varieties of pears
..First—$15
..First—SIO
..First—$15
....First—So
First
.Second—S5
....First—$5
Second—$3
..Fii-st—silver cup
,...Stcond—-$5
First—S5
.Special-rdiploma
....First—diploma
First—So
First—.*10
First
First—So
FIELD CROPS, ETC.
Daniel Flint
Daniel Flint
C. G. Hidden
M. Keller
F. A. Harnden
M. Keller
Jose Rubio
Hilton & Looney..
Sacramento ....
Sacramento ...
Sacramento ...
Los Angeles...
San Francisco.
Los Angeles...
I
Los Angeles...
San Francisco. Manufactured tobacco
Best exhibit of hops
Best five acres hops
Exhibit of hops
Best exhibit of tobacco.
Cotton bolls
Cotton plants
Sample of cotton.
Speci.al
First—S25
Second
First
, Special
Special nolic3
.Honorable mention
,..
.Special—diploma
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B. D. Wilson & Son.
C. Detton
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Sou.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
B. D. Wilson & Son.
C. Detton
C. Detton
Keller
W. Marshall
F. SchoU
Ke. er
Allboff
M. AUhoflF.
M. Allboff.
M. Allboff.
Allboff.
F. Scholl
F. Scholl
M. Keller
Theodore Weyand...
M
J.
C.
M,
M.
M.
C.
C.
v. Squarza.
V. Squarza.
V. Squarza.
Los Angeles.
San Joaquin.
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles,
Los Angeles.
Los Angeles.
San Joaquin.
San Joaquin.
Los Angeles.
El Dorado....
Yuba
Los Angeles.
El Dorado....
El Dorado....
El Dorado....
El Dorado....
El Dorado....
Yuba
Yuba
Los Angeles.
Yolo
....First—$5
.Second—$3
....First—$5
....First—$5
....First—$5
....First—$5
....First—S5
San Francisco.
San Francisco.
San Francisco,
White wine, four years old
White wine, four 3'ears old
White wine, three years old
V/hito wine, two years old
Red wine, four years old
Red wine, three years old
Red wine, two years old
Grape brandy, three years old and
over
Sherry wine
Madeira wine
Port wine
Claret wine
Exhibit of wine from native grapes.
White wine, two years old
White wine, one year old
White wine, one year old
Red wine, four years old
Red wine, one year old ' First—$5
[Red wine, one year old Second—$3
iGrape brandy, three years old Special—silver cup
i Grape brandy, two years old First
—$8
'Exhibit of wines from foreign grapes First— §5
iBurgundy wine
Grape brandy, one year old
White sparkling wine
Grape brandy, one year old
Angelica wine
Exhibit of brandy under one year of
age
Exhibit of superior punches
Exhibit of cardials
Exhibit of bitters
First—$10
.Special—diploma
. Special—diploma
.Special—diploma
.Special—diploma
First—
.So
Second—S3
First—$5
Second
, Second—$3
.Special—cup
Special
First—$5
First—$5
Special
Special—diploma
...First—diploma
...First—diploma
. . .First—diploma
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To protect sJieep, and Caslimere and Angora goats, against tJie ravages of dogs.
[Approved Marcli — , 1866.]
TJie People of the State of California, represented in Senate and Asseynll^, do
enact as foiloics :
Section 1. Every owner, claimant, or keeper of a dog or clogs of the
age of four months or over, shall hereafter pay an annual tax on all
dogs owned, claimed, or kept by him or her—for the first male dog one
dollar, for every additional male dog two dollars, and for every female
dog three dollars.
Sec. 2. It shall be the duty of the County, District, or Township
Assessors, as the ease may be, at the time of making their annual assess-
ments of real estate and personal pro])erty, to ascertain, by diligent
inquii-y and examination, the names of all persons owning, claiming, or
keeping any dog or dogs, and they shall assess all such dogs in the
amounts respectively as provided in the first section of this Act to the
person or persons owning, claiming, or keeping the same, and shall
make lists and deliver}^ thereof on their annual tax lists or assessment
rolls at the same time and in the same manner as their lists and delivery
of other personal propert}'' are made and delivered j and the proper
otficera are iiereb^^ empowered and required to collect such tax on dogs
in the same mode and manner as other taxes are collected, and to pay
over the same into the County School Fund.
Sec. 3. Every dog kept or staying at anj' house, shall be deemed
suflicient evidence of ownership to authorize the Asssessor to return the
person inhabiting the house as the owner of such dog; and an}^ person
sending his or her dog from house to house or from"plaee to place in
order to evade said tax, shall pay double rates therefor 5 and every dog
not so returned shall be deemed to have no owner, and may be lawfully
killed b}^ any person seeing the same run at large.
Sec 4. The owner or owners of any dog or dogs which shall worr}',
wound, or kill any sheep. Cashmere or Angora goats, shall be liable to
the owner or possessor of such sheep, goat or goats, for the damages and
costs of suit, to bo recovered before any Court having jurisdiction in the
case.
Sec. 5. Any person finding any dog or dogs, not on the premises of
its owner, worrying, wounding,' or killing any sheep, or Cashmere or
Angora goats, may kill the sam^, and the owner thereof shall sustain no
action for damages against any person so killing any dog or dogs under
such circumstances
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State of California, Office of Surveyor-General
Sacramento, March 12th, 1866, '1
To the Hon. Board of JSupervisors, and to fJie
Countt/j District, or Township Assessors of County :
Gentlemen :—I beg leave to call your immediate attention to the fol-
lowing Act to provide for the collection of statistical information, which
has just become a law, and to request that its provisions may be strictly
complied with.
It has heretofore been the duty of the several Assessors to report this
information to this office, but from the fact that the penalty provided by
law has never been enforced, loose and carelessly prepared reports, and
in many instances no reports whatever, have been furnished, and the
statistical tables heretofore publislied with the annual reports of this
office have consequentlj^ tended rather to mislead, than to give informa-
tion to those seeking it.
The value to the State of correct reports of its agricultural and indus-
trial interests cannot be too highly estimated, and if you will aid me to
the extent of complying with your part of this law, they shall be cor-
rectly^ reported.
The reports sent in this year must be from Januarj^ first, eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-five, to January first, eighteen hundred and sixty-six.
Assessors will be required to present their reports to the Supervisors
of their respective counties for examination, and to obtain their approval ;
and in addition to the articles enumerated in the sheets already sent out
this year, they are requested to report the following information : Tons
of beets, and value; pounds of peanuts; sugar cane—acres, tons, and
value
;
cotton—acres, pounds, value ; miles of ditch exclusively for agri-
cultural purposes, and cost of same. «
Before another year a new set of blanks will be sent cmt, Avhich will be
in more convenient form, and will, so far as consistent with the object to
be attained, simplify the method of collection.
I have the honor to be, gentlemen,
Kespectfully, your obedient servant,
• J. P. HOUGHTON,
Survej'or- General.
AN ACT
To provide for the Collection of Information relating to the Agricultural
and
other industrial pursuits of this IState.
[Approved March 10, 1866.]
The Feople of the State of California, represented in Senate and Assemhlij, do
enact as follows :
Section 1. It shall be the duty of the several County, District, and
Township Assessors of this State, at the time of making their annual
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assessments, to collect a full and true statement of all the agricultural
and industrial pursuits and products of their several counties, districts,
and townships, for the preceding year, and such other information as
they may be required by the Surve^'or-Gcneral to collect, and-to i-ej)ort
the same to the office of the Surveyor-Genei-al, between the first day of
September and the first day of Xovember of each year, upon blanks to
^be furnished by him.
Sec. '2. The Board of Supervisors of the several counties of this State
are hereby directed to reserve in their final settlement with their County,
District, and Township Assessors, a sum equal to twenty-five per cent of
the amount allowed b}' the State for making his annual assessment,
until he shall furnish the certificate of the3urveyor-General that a satis-
faclorj" report, as provided in section one of this Act, has been received
at his office, which certificate shall in all cases be given when a satis-
factory rej)ort has been made.
Sec. o. The Surveyor-General shall furnish to the Secretary of the
Board of Agriculture a duplicate copy of each statistical report of the
Assessors as soon as the same may be received by him.
Sec. -i. The Surveyor-General shall forward a printed copy of this
Act to each of the Board of Supervisors of this State, and to each of the
Count}", Township, and .District Assessors.
Sec. 5. This Act shall take effect immediately.
AN ACT
For the Encouragement of Agriculture and Ilanv/actures in California.
[Approved April 25, 1SG3.]
TJie Fcojile of t/m State of California., represented in Senate and Assemhli/j do
enact as follows:
Section 1. There shall be paid from anj^ money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, to the producer claiming a premium by virtue
of the provisions of this Act, the following suras for each of the articles
herein enumerated, grown and manufactured in California:
For the first one hundred bags of sugar, containing one hundred
pounds each, produced from sorghum, five hundred doJlars. For the
same quantit}' produced the next succeeding year, two hundred and fifty
dollars. For the same quantity produced the second succeeding 3'ear,
one hundred and fifty dollars. For the same quantity produced the
third succeeding vear, one hundred dollars.
For the same quantity of sugar produced from sugar cane, the same
premiums, and upon the same conditions, shall be paid; and also for the
same quantit}'' produced from beet root, the same premium, upon the
same conditions.
For the first two hundred barrels molasses manufactured from sorghum,
two hundred dollars. For the first two hundred barrels molasses man-
ufactured from sugar cane, five hundred dollars.
For the first two hundred bales of flax of two hundi'ed pounds each,
one thousand dollars. For the same quantity produced in the first, sec-
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ond, and third succeeding years, three hundred dollars, two hundred
dollars, and one hundred dolhirs, respectively. For the first one thou-
sand bales of flax, of two hundred pounds each, two thousand dollars.
For the production of hemp, the same premiums as are aAvarded on
flax.
For the first one hundred bales of cotton, of three hundred pounds
each, three thousand dollars. For the same quantity produced in the
first, second and third succeeding j'cars, two thousand, one thousand,
and five hundred dollars, respectively.
For the first two hundred bales of tobacco, one hundred pounds each,
three hundred dollars. For the same quantity produced the first, second,
and third succeeding years, two hundred and fifty dollars, two hundred
dollars, and one hundred and fifty dollars, respectively. For the first
one thousand bales, of one hundred pounds each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred eases, of fifty pounds each, of manufactured
tobacco, two hundred and fifty dollars. For the same quantity in the
first, second, and third succeeding j^ears, two hundred dollars, one hun-
dred and fifty dollars, and one hundred dollars, respectively. For the
first one thousand cases of manufactured tobacco, of fifty pounds each,
one thousand -dollars.
For the first one thousand bales of hops, of two hundred pounds each,
one thousand dollars. For the same quantity, produced in the first, sec-
ond, and third succeeding years, six hundred dollars, four hundred dol-
lars, and two hundred dollars, respective!}^.
For the first ten bales of raw silk, of one hundred pounds each, two
thousand dollars. For the first one hundred bales of raw silk, of one
hundred pounds each, five thousand dollars.
For the first one thousand pieces of cotton drilling, of forty j-ards
each, two thousand dollars. For the first one thousand bales of cotton
drilling, of sixteen hundred yards each, four thousand dollars.
For the first one thousand pieces of burlap, of forty yards each, suit-
able for grain sacks, two thousand dollars. For the first one thousand
bales of the same quality and description, of sixteen hundred yards each,
three thousand dollars. For the first one thousand pieces of burlap, of
forty yards each, suitable for wool sacks, two thousand dollars. For the
fii'st one thousand bales, of sixteen hundred yards each, of same quality
and description, two thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred pieces of hemp carpeting, colored, of forty
yards each, two hundred dollars. For the first thousand pieces, of forty
yards each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred pieces of linen, of forty yards each, suitable
for shirts, or miners' frocks, one thousand dollars. For the first one
thousand pieces of same description, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred pieces of calico, of thirty 3'ards each, five
hundred dollars. For the first one thousand pieces of calico, of thirty
yards each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred pieces of cotton shirting, of forty 3'ards
each, one thousand dollars. For the first one thousand pieces of cotton
shirting, of forty yards each, one thousand dollars.
For the first hundred pieces of cotton sheeting, of forty 3'ards each,
one thousand dollars. For the first one thousand pieces of cotton sheet-
ing, of fort}^ 3'ards each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one thousand pieces, of forty 3'ards each, of pilot cloths,
52
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broadcloths, tweeds, or cassimeres, exported from the State, on each
specification, two thousand dollars. On the first, second, and third suc-
ceedinf;- shipment, of the same quantity, fifteen hundred dollars, one
thousand dollars, and five hundred dollars, respectively, on each specifi-
cation.
For the first one hundred bales of blankets, of fort}' pairs each, ex-
ported from the State, one thousand dollars. For the first one thousand
bales of blankets, of forty pairs each, exported from the State, two thou-
sand dollars.
For the first one hundred pieces of ingrain carpet, of sixty yards
each, two hundred dollars. For the first thousand pieces of ingrain car-
pet, of sixty yards each, one thousand dollars. For the first one hun-
dred pieces of Brussels carpet, of sixty yards each, two hundred dollars.
For the first one thousand pieces of Brussels carpet, of sixt}' yards each,
one thousand dollars.
For the first one thousand pairs of wool socks, two hundred and fifty
dollars. For the first one thousand dozen wool socks, five hundred
dollars.
For the first one thousand pairs woollen drawers, three hundred dollars.
For the first one thousand dozen j^airs of woollen drawers, five hundred
dollars.
For the first one thousand woollen undershirts, three hundred dollars.
For the first one thousand dozen woollen undershirts, five hundred dol-
lars.
For the first twenty-five bales cottonized flax, of one hundred pounds
each, one thousand dollars. For the first one thousand bales of cotton-
ized flax, of one hundred pounds each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred cases of men's boots, of twelve pairs eachj
five hundred dollars. For the first one thousand cases of men's boots,
of twelve pairs each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred cases men's shoes, of twentj'-fonr pairs each,
five hundred dollars. For the first one thousand cases men's shoes, of
twenty-four pairs each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred cases women's shoes, of thirty-six pairs each,
five hundred dollars. For the first one thousand cases of women's shoes,
of thirty-six pairs each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred cases children's shoes, of forty-eight pairs
each, two hundred and fifty dollars. For the first three hundred cases
children's shoes, of forty-eight pairs each, five hundred dollars.
For the first ten chests of tea, of twenty-five pounds each, one thousand
dollars. For the first one hundred chests of tea, of fifty pounds each,
two thousand dollars. And for the same quantity of the same article
produced the first, second, and third succeeding years, fifteen hundred
dollars, one thousand dollars, and five hundred dollars, respectively.
For the production of coftee, the same premium shall be awarded as
on the production of tea.
For the first one hundred coils of assorted cordage, of sizes not less
than one inch, and length not less thaji sixty fathoms, two hundred and
fifty dollars. For the same tarred, five hundred dollars.
For the first ten barrels of tar, two hundred dollars. For the first one
hundred barrels of tar, five hundred dollars.
For the first ten barrels of rosin, one hundred and fifty dollars. For
the first one hundred barrels of rosin, three hundred dollars.
For the fii'st ten barrels of pitch, one hundred and fifty dollars. For
the first one hundred barrels of pitch, three hundred dollars.
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For tbo first one liundred gallons of spirits of turpentine, two hundi'cd
and fifty dollars. For the first one thousand gallons of spirits of turpen-
tine, five hundred dollars.
For the first one hundred reams of printing paper, manufactured from
cotton, five hundred dollars. Manufactured from any other fibre or
material, the same premium; and for the first one thousand reams of
each manufactured, one thousand dollars.
For the first book, of not less than three hundred pages, on the mining
and industrial resources of California, printed on California paper, stitched
with California thread, and bound in California skins and boards, five
hundred dollars. For the second, of the same character and description,
two hundred and fifty dollars. For the third, one hundred and fifty
dollars.
For one thousand dozen of glass wine bottles, fifteen hundred dollars.
For the first one thousand cases of bottled beer, of two dozen each,
exported, and proved to withstand sea voj'ages and changes of climate,
fifteen hundred dollars. And foi* the fii'st, second, and third succeeding
shipment, one thousand dollars, seven hundred dollars, and five hundred
dollars, respectively.
For the first one hundred packages of linseed oil, of twenty gallons
each, one thousand dollars.
For the first one hundred packages of cotton seed oil, of twenty gal-
lons each, one thousand dollars.
For the first plantation of cotton, of not less than ten acres, in bear-
ing of good staple, one thousand dollars. For the first fifty acres of cot-
ton in bearing of good staple, two thousand dollars. For the first one
hundred acres of cotton, in bearing of good staple, three thousand dol-
lars. For the fi.rst plantation of tree cotton, of not less than ten acres,
in bearing of good staple, three thousand dollars.
For the first ten cases of indigo, of one hundred pounds each, one
thousand dollars.
For the first one thousand pounds of rice, two hundred and fifty dol-
lars; for the first five thousand pounds of rice, five hundred dollars; for
the first ten thousand pounds of rice, one thousand dollars; and for the
same quantity produced the first, second, and third succeeding years,
the same premium shall be paid.
Sec. 2. The President of the State Agricultural Society; the Presi-
dent of the Agricultural, Horticultural, and Mechanical Society of the
Northern District; the President of the San Joaquin Valley Agricultural
Societ^^; the President of the Mechanical Institute in San Francisco, and
the Governor of the State, who shall be President of the Board, shall
constitute a Board of Judges, a majority of whom shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of all business, whose duty it shall be to
examine and judge of the products herein mentioned, and award the
premiums named to the parties entitled to them, according to the pro-
visions of this Act.
Sec. 3. No person exhibiting any article or articles named in this
Act shall be entitled to a premium therefor unless the articles so exhib-
ited be good and merchantable, and the best of the kind so exhil)ited.
And no article produced or manufactured within any one year shall be
exhibited for premium herein oftered more than once, and such exhibi-
tion shall be accompanied by a statement, in detail, of the culture or
manufacture, and cost, together with satisfixctory proof that the article
or articles exhibited have not been before exhibited fur any such pre-
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mium, and that the same was produced, or raised, and •manufactured,
within the State of California.
Seo. 4. The Judges shall fix upon the time aud place of such exhibi-
tion of articles for premiums, but samples of all articles exhibited, or
intended to be exhibited, within any given year, shall be exhibited by
sample at the annual fair of each of the societies named in this Act
within such year, or within the next succeeding year, and may receive
such premiums from other societies as they may deem proper to ofl'er, in
accordance with the rules of such society.
Sec. 5. Upon the award of a premium to any person, the Judges sliall
certify the same to the Controller of State; and upon the presentation
of such certificate to the Controller, he shall draw his warrant for the
amount named therein upon the State Treasurer, according to law.
AN ACT
Supplemental to an Act entitled an Act for the encouragement of Agriculture and
Manufactures in California.
[Approved April 27, 1863.]
The People of the State of California, represented in Senate and AssemLly, do
enact as follows:
Section 1. Any person producing or manufacturing any one of the
articles or things named in the Act to which this Act is supplemental,
in one fourth or one half the quantity named therein, and exhibiting the
same in like manner and form, as specified in said Act, shall be entitled
to one fourth or one half the premium (as the case may be) offered in
said Act for the production or manufacture of said article or thing, to
be awarded by the Board of Judges therein named, and in accordance
with the provisions of said Act ; provided, however, that no person shall
receive a premium, under this Act, for any article or thing, in any given
year, when a premium has been claime>?* and awarded for the same kind
of article or thing in the same year under the Act to which this Act is
supplemental ; and claims for premiums under said Act shall not bo
prejudiced by claims under this.
Sec. 2. This Act shall be in eftect from and after its passage.
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PEEMIUMS AWAEDED UNDER THE EOREGOmG LAW.
To Nash & Fogg, Stockton
For men's shoes
For men's boots
To Pioneer Paper Mills, San Francisco :
For first 1,000 reams printing paper, manufactured from
cotton
For first 100 reams printing paper, manufactured from
cotton
To Pacific Glass Company, San Francisco :
For 1,000 dozen wiue bottles
To Jackson & Johnson, Sacramento Countj^
For first ten acres of cotton
To J. -W. Jacobson, Marysville :
For first 1,000 gallons spirits of turpentine
For first 100 barrels rosin
For first 10 barrels rosin
To Thomas Edwards, Sacramento County
For first 100 bales tobacco
To Isaac Chase, Sacramento :
For first two and one. half barrels tar.
To Mission Woollen Mills, San Francisco :
For first 100 bales blankets, 40 pairs each, exported
For first 1,000 pieces woollen cloth, exported
For first 250 pairs woollen drawers, exported
For first 250 pairs woollen undershirts, exported
George K. Porter:
Premium on boots and shoes, April 22, 1865.
Premium on boots, October 21, 1865
Daniel Flint :
Premium on hops, December 22, 1865
Matthew Keller:
Premium on cotton plantation, Dec. 22. 1865.
Total premiums
$125 00
125 00
1,000 00
500 00
1,500 00
1,000 00
500 00
300 00
150 00
300 00
50 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
75 00
75 00
1,000 00
1,000 00
250 00
3.000 00
$12,950 00
STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE FOR 18GG.
PRESIDENT.
CHARLES F. REED Grafton, Yolo County.
DIRECTORS.
B. R. Crocker , Sacramento.
T. L. Chamberlain Placer.
William P. Colemaj* Sacramento.
A. Gr. Richardson Sacramento.
Robert Beck Sacramento.
R. J. Walsh Colusa.
C. T. Wheeler Sacramento.
John H. Carroll Sacramento.
Edgar Mills Sacramento.
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD.
Secretary. Treasurer.
I. X. H0AG...Y0I0. P. 0., Sacramento. R. T. Broivx Sacramento.
Chemist and Jletallurgist. Geologist.
Dr. R. OxLAXD, F. C. S...San Francisco. Prof. Wm. P. Blake San Francisco.
Meteorologist. Zoologist.
T. M. Logan, M. D Sacramento. J. G. Cooper, M. D Santa Cruz.
Entomologist.
H. H. Behr, M. D San Francisco.
Botanists,
A. Kellogg, M. D., San Francisco. Prof. H. N. Bolander, San Francisco.
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